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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Aim of the Research 

The Greek version ofthe Old Testament, commonly known as the Septuagint, 

is the first biblical translation, but it is not a unifonn translation. l The Septuagint was 

translated by different translators over centuries and shows various translation techniques 

from book to book.2 The various translation techniques fonn a spectrum ranging from 

extreme fonnal equivalence to a high level of functional equivalence. 

How do scholars decide whether a certain translation is free or literal? First, 

they compare the Greek and the Hebrew texts with respect to syntax and vocabulary. 

When they observe deviations or discrepancies between the two texts, they must decide 

whether a given deviation is translational or textual, i.e., due to the approach of the 

translator. Generally, if it is translational, it will show characteristics, habits, and patterns 

of the translator, and in particular it will reveal his approach to the task. 

The aim of this research is to investigate the translation technique of the Greek 

Ecclesiastes and to propose the place of the translator of the Greek Ecclesiastes (hereafter 

lNatalio Fernandez Marcos, The Septuagint in Context: An Introduction to the 
Greek Versions o/the Bible, trans. Wilfred G. E. Watson (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 22. The 
tenn Septuagint (LXX) is applicable in a technical sense only to the Greek Pentateuch but 
is employed here in a loose manner of speaking for the Greek translation of the Jewish 
Scriptures as a whole. 

I 
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the Translator) in the history of the transmission of the Greek text. The present writer 

will analyze comprehensively and systematically the Greek Ecclesiastes to trace the way 

in which the translator rendered the Hebrew Vorlage. As a result, the research will 

provide evidence regarding the philosophy, intention, and possibly even the identity of 

the translator. 

In chapter 2, the Hebrew text of Ecclesiastes and its Greek translation are 

compared and analyzed on syntactical and lexical levels. The result of the study will 

reveal that the Translator is not mechanical but is sensitive to context and to the demands 

of the target language although his translation is labeled as literal. Chapter 3 will deal 

with the issue of the identity of the Translator. After a comparison with the translation 

techniques of Aquila, Theodotion, Symmachus, and the Kaige tradition, the present 

writer concludes the Translator is none of these. His translation is influenced by them in 

part but also reveals his own distinctive traits. 

Text 

A critical edition offers the best reconstruction of the original text because the 

editor presents it after weighing all the manuscripts and other textual witnesses available 

to him.3 Unfortunately, a Gottingen edition for the Greek Ecclesiastes is not yet 

available. Although prepared mainly on the basis of three codices-Codex Vaticanus, 

Codex Sinaiticus, and Codex Alexandrinus, the best source for the present investigation 

2 Anneli Aejmelaeus, On the Trail of the Septuagint Translators (Kampen: Kok 
Pharos, 1993),82. 

3Ibid., 81. 
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is the edition of Rahlfs'. 4 According to Peter Gentry, who is preparing the critical 

edition ofthe Greek Ecclesiastes, the project should be ready for publication by 2008. 

Both Gentry and the present writer project that the critical edition will not differ 

significantly from that of Rahlfs' text. 

When evidence is provided, the first to be cited will be the Masoretic Text 

(hereafter MT) as the putative parent text ofthe Greek translation. For the MT of 

Ecclesiastes, Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (hereafter BHS) will be utilized.s The 

Tiberian Masoretic vowel points are transcribed from BHS for the convenience of 

reading. Next listed is the Greek translation of Ecclesiastes according to Rahlfs' Edition. 

Research History 

No exhaustive study of the translation technique ofthe Greek Ecclesiastes 

exists to this point. Several articles, which have to do with the translation technique of 

the Greek Ecclesiastes, have been written by Joseph Ziegler and Peter Gentry. In "Die 

Wiedergabe der nota accusativi 'et, 'aet- mit auv," Ziegler investigated all occurrences of 

nota accusativi and categorized them into nine groups according to the manner the 

Translator used to render them.6 Providing Text-Groups for each case, Ziegler also 

classified renderings of the article occurring in the Greek Ecclesiastes in "Der Gebrauch 

4Alfred Rahlfs, Septuaginta, Id est Vetus Testamentum graece iuxta LXX 
interpretes (Stuttgart: Wiirttembergische Bibelanstalt, 1935). 

sK. Elliger, W. Rudolph et aI., eds., Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (Stuttgart: 
Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1983). 

6J. Ziegler, "Die Wiedergabe der nota accusativi 'et, 'aet- mit auv," in 
Lebendige Forschung im Alten Testament, ZAW 100, supp. vol. (1988): 222-33. 
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des Artikels in der Septuaginta des Ecclesiastes," which was published posthumously.7 

These two articles directly inform the rendering patterns of the Translator on nota 

accusativi and articles. 

Peter Gentry recently wrote a series of articles dealing with the relationship of 

Greek Ecclesiastes and the Three (i.e., Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion): 

"Hexaplaric Materials in Ecclesiastes and the Role of the Syro-Hexapla," "The 

Relationship of Aquila and Theodotion to the Old Greek of Ecclesiastes in the Marginal 

Notes in the Syro-hexapla," and "Propaedeutic to a Lexicon of the Three: The Priority of 

a New Critical Edition of Hexaplaric Fragments.,,8 In these articles, Gentry examined 

marginal notes in the Syro-Hexapla and concluded that the marginal notes were not 

derived from the hexaplaric text but from the margin of a different Greek manuscript 

such as the Catena MSS. By further investigating the evidence, Gentry became more 

convinced that the Old Greek (hereafter OG) Ecclesiastes was closer to Theodotion or to 

the Kaige tradition than to Aquila. These three articles not only give a new perspective 

on the relationship of the OG Ecclesiastes and the Three but also provide sound 

judgments on several difficult textual problems such as 1: 17.9 

John Jarick has produced a valuable tool for the study of translation technique, 

7J. Ziegler, "Der Gebrauch des Artikels in der Septuaginta des Ecclesiastes," in 
Studien zur Septuaginta-Robert Hanhart zu Ehren, ed. D. Fraenkel, Udo Quast, and 
John Wm Wevers (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1990),83-120. 

8Peter J. Gentry, "Hexaplaric Materials in Ecclesiastes and the Role of the 
Syro-Hexapla," AS 1.1 (2003): 5-28; idem, "The Relationship of Aquila and Theodotion 
to the Old Greek of Ecclesiastes in the Marginal Notes in the Syro-hexapla," AS 2.1 
(2004): 63-84; idem, "Propaedeutic to a Lexicon of the Three: The Priority ofa New 
Critical Edition of Hexaplaric Fragments," AS 2.2 (2004): 145-74. 

9Gentry, "Propaedeutic to a Lexicon ofthe Three," 160. 
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A Comprehensive Bilingual Concordance of the Hebrew and Greek Texts of 

Ecclesiastes. 1O It provides both a Hebrew-Greek and a Greek-Hebrew concordance. 

These concordances are derived from the database prepared by the CATSS project 

(Computer Assisted Tools for Septuagint Studies).ll Although Jarick's concordance is 

useful for this study, several shortcomings should be mentioned. First, Jarick missed 

some evidence. For example, he did not list the word itEl in the Hebrew-Greek 

Concordance section. 12 m'lot in 6:2a is also not included in the personal suffixes. l3 

Second, Jarick sometimes failed to identify a verb. Examples are EI.MrEt; in 4:17 and 

EI.OWt; in 9: 1, which are forms of ololX but are misconstrued as opaw. 14 Finally, some of 

his judgments are too raw to be reliable. J arick regarded 1Wlot in 10: 14 to be rendered by 

rL ro. 15 The Translator recognized that there was a gapping ofit~ in the Hebrew text and 

rendered the gapped it~ by rL Thus, 1Wlot is not rendered by rL ro but by ro. In 9:2a, 

1Wlot~ seems to be rendered by the preposition EV, but Jarick posited that 1Wlot was never 

IOJohn Jarick, ed., A Comprehensive Bilingual Concordance of the Hebrew and 
Greek Text of Ecclesiastes (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1993). 

llIbid., iii. The aim of the CATSS project is "creating a comprehensive and 
flexible computer 'data bank' available for efficient scholarly research on virtually all 
aspects of Septuagintal studies-text critical, lexical, grammatical, conceptual, 
translational, bibliographical." See Robert A. Kraft and Emanuel Tov, "Computer 
Assisted Tools for Septuagint Studies," BIOSCS 14 (1981):22-40. 

12It should be on p. 259 of the Concordance. 

l3It should be on p. 287 of the Concordance, and the 3 m.s. pronoun in a bound 
form occurs 130 times, not 129. 

14See Jarick, Concordance, 99,211. 

15Ibid., 164. 



translated. 16 Another example is 3: 19b where Jarick suggested that 'n'~ must have been 

construed as 'n~ i1~. Since he did not clarify whether 'n~ is a suffix fonn or participle, 

one must make a decision based upon a translation pattern of the Translator. 

Methodology 

6 

This dissertation will follow the technical and statistical approach, focusing on 

all grammatical and lexical elements between the Greek translation and its Vorlage. 17 

The present writer will basically employ the method which Peter Gentry used for his 

dissertation, The Asterisked Materials in the Greek Job. The ultimate goals in using this 

method are to characterize the Translator's translation technique and to discover his 

intention. 

In order to decide whether the translation is free or literal, syntactical structure 

and lexical equivalence will be analyzed. Since the syntactical structure ofthe target 

language (Greek) is different from that of the source language (Hebrew), the Translator 

must have faced difficulties in translating the text. He had to choose between following 

the original as closely as possible or rendering the contents of the Scripture in intelligible 

Greek. 18 

In addition to studying the grammatical possibilities, the semantic aspect of the 

translation will be also discussed. Because the semantic fields are never the same in 

16Ibid., 162. 

17Cf. Aejmelaeus, On the Trail of the Septuagint Translators, 65. 

18Ibid., 83. 
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two languages, studying lexical equivalence will greatly clarify the translation 

technique. 19 

The translation technique of the Greek Ecclesiastes will be characterized in 

terms ofliteralism. The Greek Ecclesiastes is a literal translation. However, its literalism 

needs to be described more accurately and in systematic ways. J. Barr provided 

applicable criteria to distinguish between different modes of literalism. His criteria are as 

follows: 20 

1. The division into elements or segments, and the sequence in which these elements are 
represented. Free translation treats the phrase or sentence as the unit to be translated, 
and literal translation the individual word. 

2. The quantitative addition or subtraction of elements from the original, which indicates 
loss ofliterality. 

3. Consistency or non-consistency in the rendering, i.e., the degree to which a particular 
versional term is used for all (or most) cases of a particular term of the original. 

4. Accuracy and level of semantic information, especially in cases of metaphor and 
idiom. 

5. Coded "etymological" indication offormallsemantic relationships obtaining in the 
vocabulary of the original language. Etymological analysis as one aspect of the literal 
translation technique is related to renderings which are not only translations of 
Hebrew meanings into Greek, but also a reflection in Greek of the Hebrew form or 
some kind of indication of that form. 

6. Level of text and level of analysis. A literalism that insisted strictly on the written 
form of the text, i.e., the unvocalized form, would give the translator more freedom of 
choice as to its interpretation. 

These criteria will be useful in judging or clarifying the degree of literalism. 

For example, in the third criterion, Barr limits the term "consistency" to stereotypical 

19Cf. S. Olofsson, The LXX Version: A Guide to the Translation Technique of 
the Septuagint (Stockholm:Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1990), 11-12. 
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renderings where the translator deliberately aimed at increased regularity in the 

equivalences chosen. Examples in the Greek Ecclesiastes include n'l7', "striving," 

which is consistently translated by TIPOCXlpEOLe;;, "preference"; and 1"n\ "advantage" 

which is rendered by TIEPLOOElCX, "surplus." This consistency would be a mark ofthe 

literal translation technique of the Greek Ecclesiastes. 

As another example, the sixth criterion may apply to the translation ofEccl 

12:9b. 

(MT) iT~"'1;:t 1:l~~~T? 1P8 ,pr:q IT.~: 
(LXX) KCXl oue;; E~LXVL&OE1'CXL K00I-.LLOV TICXpCX~OAWV 

In literal translation, the Hebrew finite verb is normally translated by a finite 

verb or by any verbal form functioning as predicate. In 12:9b, 1TK and 1pn are vocalized 

as Piel suffix forms in MT, but the Translator rendered them by nouns, oue;; and K00I-lLOV. 

The equivalences are motivated by different vocalizations of the Translator from MT. 

The Translator must have construed the forms in question as nouns, not as verbs. This is 

also an indication of a literal translation technique. 

Contributions 

This study will resolve three issues. First, since the result of the study will be 

presented with percentages of literalism, these statistical data will provide a practical 

means for comparing the translation techniques of the Greek Ecclesiastes with other 

Septuagintal books.21 The characterization of the translation of the Greek Ecclesiastes 

20James Barr, The Typology of Literalism in Ancient Biblical Translations 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht), 20-49. 

21Cf. Aejmelaeus, On the Trail of the Septuagint Translators, 69. 
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will also shed light upon the debate of the place of the Greek Ecclesiastes in the 

transmission history of Old Greek, as well as its relationship to Aquila and Theodotion. 

Second, the result of the investigation will provide a foundation for the textual 

criticism of the Greek Ecclesiastes. The study of Septuagintal translation technique is 

closely connected to the textual criticism of the Septuagint. Pietersma calls the study of 

translation technique "the quest for the Archimedian point," meaning that Septuagint 

textual criticism needs a clear understanding of the translation technique in order to 

evaluate textual witnesses.22 The study of the translation technique of the Greek 

Ecclesiastes will establish the basis on which the textual critic decides the original 

wording of Ecclesiastes and therefore, will provide the Archimedian point to produce the 

critical edition of the book. 

Finally, in the field ofthe textual criticism of the Old Testament, when the 

textual critic translates from Greek back to Hebrew, he is presumed to know the 

translation technique of the Greek translator and also the transmission history of the 

Septuagint.23 The result of the present study, therefore, will provide a fundamental 

resource for Old Testament textual criticism on Ecc1esiastes.24 

22 Albert Pietersma, "Septuagint Research: A Plea for a Return to Basic Issues," 
VT35 (1985): 299; Aejmelaeus, On the Trail of the Septuagint Translators, 79-80. 

23 Aejmelaeus, On the Trail of the Septuagint Translators, 79. 

24Ibid., 80. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE TRANSLATION 

The aim of this chapter is to characterize in detail the translation technique of 

the Translator. A careful analysis of the Greek Ecclesiastes will reveal his translation 

patterns. Proper determination of the place of the Translator in the history of text 

transmission is only possible after exhaustive analysis of his text. 

The method of characterizing the Translator is to compare his Greek 

translation with the Hebrew. The Translator's approach to the Hebrew is described 

comprehensively and systematically. The description of the Translator's technique starts 

with the Hebrew of Ecclesiastes and delineates how the Greek corresponds to the 

Hebrew. Consideration is given to individual parts of speech such as nouns, pronouns, 

verbs, prepositions, and particles, and their Greek equivalents are discussed with a 

quantitative methodology used in representing the Translator's approach. Comparison 

and analysis are accomplished on two levels: structural and lexical. l 

Nouns 

Influenced by Arabic grammar, Hebrew parts of speech are traditionally 

lThe method for analyzing the evidence is adopted from Peter Gentry, The 
Asterisked Materials in the Greek Job (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995). See his 
methodological discussion on pp. 84-87 of that work. 

10 
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classified into three categories: (1) nouns, (2) verbs, and (3) particles.2 As O'Connor 

points out, redundancies exist between categories of nouns and verbs and also between 

categories of nouns and particles.3 The continuum between nouns and verbs are seen in 

verbal nouns, participles, and infinitives. This continuum is discussed in the section on 

verbs. The redundancies between nouns and particles are related to adverbials. Since 

certain nouns are used as adverbials, the adverb as a sub-category overlaps the noun 

system and the particle system. According to O'Connor, the adverbial subgroups 

belonging to nouns are prepositional, simple, memized adverbials (i.e., noun plus 0 

suffix), and adverbial accusatives.4 In the following study, adverbial accusatives are 

dealt with under nouns since they are not distinguished formally from non-adverbial 

nouns, i.e., substantives. Prepositional adverbials and simple adverbs are treated in 

particles because they can be recognized formally as adverbs. Memized adverbials do 

not appear in Ecclesiastes. 

The noun system in Ecclesiastes is analyzed according to three sub-categories: 

(1) nouns, (2) adjectives, and (3) pronouns.s Nouns and adjectives can be formally 

distinguished both in Hebrew and in Greek. Nouns have inherent gender and are 

inflected only for number in both Hebrew and Greek, while adjectives are inflected for all 

2M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
1980),68; Bruce K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew 
Syntax (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), §4.2.2e. 

30 'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, 300. 

4Ibid.,300-03. See also P. loiion, A Grammar a/Biblical Hebrew, trans. and 
rev. T. Muraoka, vol. 2, Subsidia Biblica 14 (Rome: Pontificio Instituto Biblico, 1991), 
§102; Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §4.2.2. 
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genders and number. Nouns are further classified into proper nouns and common nouns.6 

There are three Hebrew words in which the forms can be both nouns and 

adjectives. The three words are 11', iT11' and :m~.7 In order to discern the translation 

technique, these words need to be distinguished whether they are construed as nouns or 

adjectives in each occurrence. The decision should be made on the basis of both the 

perspective of the Translator and the parameters of Hebrew grammar. 

In Ecclesiastes, the word 11' occurs 15 times, and iT11' 15 times.8 Six instances 

of 11' and 11 instances of iT11' are nouns, and 9 instances of 11' and 4 instances of iT11' are 

adjectives. 9 :m~ is more difficult than the previous two words. The word ~,~ occurs 45 

times in Ecclesiastes, and the Translator employed eXycxe6~ for all the occurrences. 

According to Bauer, eXycxe6~ can be a pure noun in its neuter form as well as an 

5Jouon, Grammar, §86. 

6Gentry, Greek Job, 86. 

7Interestingly, 11' and iT11' are antonyms of~'~. According to KB and BDB, 11' 
and iT11' can be either nouns or adjectives. As for ~,~, while KB simply categorizes ~,~ 
as an adjective, BDB discusses the word in two different categories: ~,~ as a noun and 
~,~ as an adjective. 

8iT11, occurs 16 times in Ecclesiastes, but iT11' in 5: 12a is not directly rendered 
by the Translator. See the following footnote. 

9The 5 cases of11' as nouns are 4:17b, 8:9b, 8:11b, 8:12a, 9:3a, 9:3b. The 11 
cases ofiT11' as nouns are 2:21b, 5:12b, 6:1a, 7:14a, 7:15b, 8:6b, 8:11a, 10:5a, 11:2b, 
11:10a, 12:1b. The 9 cases of11' as adjectives are 1:13b, 2:17a, 4:3b, 4:8b, 5:13a, 6:2b, 
8:3a, 8:5a, 12:14b. The 4 cases OfiT11' as adjectives are 5:15a, 9:12a, 9:12b, lO:13b. In 
5:15a, iT11' must be a noun in Hebrew, but the Translator construed it as an attributive 
adjective modifYing a participle. Since the rendering does not deviate from the 
Translator's literal tendency, it is treated under the discussion of adjectives. iT11' in 5: 12a 
is rendered together with iT'?,n by a single word eXPPWOTLCX. This case is discussed 
separately. 
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adjective. 1O BDB identifies 6 instances of :m~ in Ecclesiastes as nouns. I I Based upon 

these two guidelines along with consideration of the Translator's perspective, 8 cases of 

:m~ are treated as nouns, and 37 cases as adjectives. 12 

There are 7 instances where nouns syntactically function as adverbs. 13 These 

cases are fonnally classified under nouns and discussed here. 

Structural Analysis14 

Introduction 

In Ecclesiastes, there are 314 nouns occurring a total of 1363 times. IS 

Addtionally, there are 17 instances in which the fonn in MT is not a noun but is rendered 

by a noun in Greek. These 17 cases are presented and discussed first. 

4:17a n~! t:l~~~~~iJ nD~ lJb~~ ~i'i?1 
4:17a KCXl EYYU<; toD aKOUElV imEp 06f..lcx twV acppovwv 8UOlCX oou 

The fonn nn~ is vocalized as a bound infinitive of lnJ prefixed by the 

preposition 1~ in MT, and the Translator rendered it by imEp plus the noun 06f..lcx. The 

IOBauer, s.v. "aycx8o<;." 

liThe 6 instances are 2:1a, 2:24a, 3:12b, 3:13a, 7:14a, 7:20b. 

12The 8 cases of nouns are 2:1a, 2:3b, 2:24a, 3:12b, 3:13a, 5:17a, 7:14a, 7:20b. 
For the remaining 37 instances, see John Jarick, ed., A Comprehensive Bilingual 
Concordance of the Hebrew and Greek Text of Ecclesiastes (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1993),208. 

13The 7 instances are 2:15a, 3:21a, 4:12b, 5:11a, 7:16a, 8:10a, and 8:11a. 

14Here structural analysis does not refer to any literary or linguistic analysis 
practiced by a particular school but broadly designates phonological or morph-syntactical 
analysis on grammatical features in opposition to lexical analysis. 
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Translator nonnally employs a noun for a bound infinitive prefixed by 1~. 16 Thus, it is 

not necessary as some modem scholars do to presume a different consonantal text of the 

Translator from the MT .17 

5: 16a ";:,~; 1Wh~ 1'T?:-"~ o~ 
5:16b ~~~~ i'?J;11 iT:;lliJ Ol!~1 
5:16a Kal yE TI&mn al. ~f-LEpaL auTOu EV aK6tEL Kat TIEv8EL 
5:16b Kat 8wQ TIoUQ Kat &ppWatl~ Kat x6Atp 

In 5: 16a the yqtl ":l~' is rendered by Kat. TIEv8EL-noun with conjunction. The 

Translator seems to have read ":l~' as WG 'ebel (i.e., ":l~" a noun with waw).18 The 

different vocalization is probably due to graphic similarities between' and" and also 

between:l and :l.19 Not only the yqtl but also the wqtl (017:l1) in 5: 16b was probably 

construed as a noun with waw (weka 'as).20 In this way, the whole sentence is interpreted 

as a verbless clause. In the verbless clause, five successive prepositional phrases function 

as predicate with the gapping of the preposition:l. 

8: 1 Oa i~~~ o'!~p o'~tfl 'l}'~' 1;:,~' 
8:lOa Kat. t6tE EI<'iov &aEpEl~ El~ tcX.<pou~ Elaax8EVta~ 

15The total number is composed of 273 nouns occurring 1165 times and 41 
adjectives occurring 198 times. 

16See p. 274 ofthis dissertation. 

17Some modem scholars suggest nn~~ (mimmattat) as the Vorlage OfilTIEP 
<'i6f-La. It may be based upon ancient versions (Aquila, Theodotion, and Jerome), but the 
Syro-Hexapla has an infinitive in the margin. See BHS-Horst; Roland Murphy, 
Ecclesiastes, WBC, vol. 23a (Dallas: Word Books Publisher, 1992),45; Frederick Field, 
Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1875),2: 388 n. 35. 

18Cf. BHS-Horst. 

19Cf. Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 2nd ed. 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992),244-49. 
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The form l:l~':JI' in 8:l0a is vocalized as a participle (qeburfm) in MT. The 

participle functions attributively and modifies the antecedent C~.!)tv,. The Translator, 

however, construed c~':Jp as a plural noun functioning as an adverb modifying the 

following word, '~:J', which he translated by a participle in the Greek Ecclesiastes. The 

Translator's parent text probably read c~~:n~ C~':lp C~.!)tv, resulting from the dittography 

ofc. The participle C~~:l'~ is read as a Hophal plural participle.21 In this reading, C~~:l'~ 

becomes an attributive adjectival participle modifying c~.!)tv" and C~':lp adverbially 

modifies C~~:l'~. The Translator's use of a noun for the Hebrew participle, therefore, 

may be due to a different Vorlage and to a different understanding of the syntax than that 

preserved in the MT. 

8:12a;'? T'~~' n~~ .!)71 ;"lipl1 ~~h 'W~ 
8: 12a OC; ~t,UXPTEV EITO (TlOEV TO ITOVTlPOV alTo TOTE KlX L alTo IllXKpOTTlWC; lXiJTe.;> 

In the MT, T'~~ is vocalized as a Hiphil participle m.s. The participle 

parallels ;"ltv.!), which functions as a predicate. The Translator rendered T'~~ by alTo 

IllXKPOTTlTOC;, and the Greek equivalent reflects 1'~~ (preposition min plus noun 'orek) 

which adverbially modifies the predicate ;"ltv.!). The Translator's understanding of the text 

is related to the form n~~ in MT.22 The form n~~ is rendered by alTo TOTE, and the Greek 

cXITO TOTE indicates that the Translator read the Hebrew as r~~ (me'iiz) which resulted from 

20Cf. BHS-Horst. 

21BHS-Horst. 

22C. L. Seow, Ecclesiastes, The Anchor Bible, vol. 18c (New York: 
Doubleday, 1997),287. 
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the confusion of l"1 with T. 23 Then, the Translator took the presumed l'~~ as a parallel 

adverbial phrase to T~~.24 The Translator's use of a noun for the participle in 8:12a is, 

thus, due to a different Vorlage. 

9: 1 a m-":l-l"1~ "~,,, 
',' T ': T : 

9: 1 amI. KlXp6La. !lou ouv 'lTiXv ELOEV 'Wlrto 

The form "~,, in the MT is the preposition" plus a bound infinitive from the 

root ,,~ or ,,~?5 The parent text of the Translator probably had ~~" instead of"~", and 

so the Translator employed a noun and a pronoun, mp6LlX !lOU, for the form in question. 

The discrepancy may be due to incorrect word division and dittography. 

10: 1 a Opi, 1~W ~~:l~ w~~~~ l"119 ~~,~~ 

10: 1 a !lUllXl 8lXVlX-rOUOlXl OlX'lTPLOUOW OKEUlXOl.lXV UlXl.OU ~OUO!llX-rO<;; 

In 10: 1 a 2 yqtl forms (ttl~~~~ and 11~~~) are asyndetically joined. The Translator 

rendered 11~~~ by a noun OKEUlXOl.lXV. He seems to have construed 11~~~ as a noun l1~~j 

23BHS-Horst; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 81; and Michael V. Fox, Qoheleth and 
His Contradictions (Sheffield: Almond Press, 1989), 252. It is not likely that the Vorlage 
of &'lTO -rO-rE is l"111~ (me 'et) as Gordis proposed. See Robert Gordis, Koheleth: The Man 
and His World (New York: Bloch Publishing Company, 1955), 287. The form l"111 ('et) 
occurs 40 times in Ecclesiastes. Ofthese times, 39 are rendered by mlpo<;;, and the last 
one is construed as the so-called nota accusativi. On the other hand, the form i~ ('iiz) 
occurs once in Ecclesiastes and is rendered by -rO-rE. According to Hatch and Redpath, 
-rO-rE renders i~ ('iiz) 103 times in the entire LXX but never l"111 ('et). See E. Hatch and H. 
A. Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint and the Other Greek Versions of the Old 
Testament, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1998), 1367-68. There is 1 instance 
where ~~;,;, l"111~ (bii 'et hahf') is rendered by -rO-rE (Isa 20:2). 

24Cf. Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, 894. 

25Some scholars explain the root ,,~ as a byform of"~ (see KB, S.v. ""~"). 
Others analyze "~,, as a bound infinitive from a geminate root (,,~) and explain the 
form with an analogy with II-waw verb. See W. Gesenius and E. Kautzsch, Gesenius' 
Hebrew Grammar, trans. A. E. Cowley, 28th ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910), §67r. 
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(gabfa') functioning as the object OftD~KJ\26 The difficulty of this conjecture lies in the 

fact that l1~J~ is never rendered by oKEmoLa or oKEuaoLC; in the LXX.27 In spite of this 

difficulty, it is unlikely that l1~J~ is construed as a verb. 

12:9b il~liJ t:l~~~i? 1P8 'pnl IT,Kl t:l~~-n~ n~ri-i~~ iil1 
12:9b ETl E6L6a~Ev YVWOLV ouv 1'OV Aaov Kal oUs E~lXVlcXOE1'al KOOf!LOV 1Tapa~oAwv 

Four pie1 verbs describe Qoheleth's acts in 12:9b. The Translator rendered the 

second and fourth piel verbs by nouns: 1TK by oUs and 1pn by KOOf!lOV. On his 

consonantal text, the Translator seems to have read 1TK as 'ozen,28 and 1pn as toqen or 

tqon. The former noun oUs functions as a subject, and the latter noun KOOf!lOV functions 

as an object in the Greek text. The Translator's construing of1pn as a noun may have 

been caused by the asyndeton between 'pm and 1pn. The Greek equivalent E~lXVlcXOE1'al 

(fut. ind.) for ,pm suggests that the Translator read ,pm as yqtl, i.e., 'pn\ Therefore, 

what the Translator read may have been 1pn 'pn~ 1TK'. 

There are 8 instances where a substantival participle is rendered by a noun: 

2:2a, 4:1a, 5:11a, 5:12a, 5:15a, 1O:1a, 12:3a, and 12:11b. These cases must not be 

considered as instances in which the Translator interpreted the forms differently from the 

MT. They simply demonstrate that the Translator frequently employed a noun for a 

substantival participle. 

26Jaricks, Concordance, 127; BHS-Horst. 

27Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, 1269; T. Muraoka, "Hebrew/Aramaic 
Index to the Septuagint," Appendix 4 of A Concordance to the Septuagint and the Other 
Greek Versions of the Old Testament, Hatch and Redpath, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Books, 1998), 240. 

28Cf. Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, 1034-35. 
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In conclusion, 8 cases out of 17 must be included in the analysis of nouns 

because the Translator construed them as nouns.29 Of the 8 cases, 4 are attested 

elsewhere in Ecclesiastes.3o Therefore the remaining 4 nouns should be added to the total 

number of nouns. As for the final 9 cases, which are not to be counted as nouns, the 

differences are due to a translational pattern rather than to a different vocalization or 

consonantal text. 31 

On the other hand, there are 11 instances where nouns in MT are not 

understood as such by the Translator. These instances are excluded for comparison. The 

evidence is listed below. 

3:19b r~ iT~i1~j:rw t:l':t~;:r 'O;~, 
3: 19b Ka l. t l E'lTEP lOOEUOEV 6 lXv8pw'lTo£; 'ITap& to KtfjVO£; OUOEV 

The form 'n'~ in 3:19b is vocalized as a noun (motar) in the MT. The 

Translator rendered the form by the interrogative tl and the aorist indicative 

E'lTEplOOEUOEV. Modem scholars have suggested that the Translator vocalized 'n'~ as iT~ 

'n~ ma yater (interrogative plus Qal active participle).32 His reading must have involved 

the confusion of' (waw) and ~ (yod). Nevertheless, the presumed form 'n~ does not seem 

to have been construed as a participle because it is not attested in the translation pattern 

of the Translator. The participle form 'n~ (yater) or 'n'~ (yater) occurs 7 times in 

235. 

29The 8 cases are 5:16a, 5:16b, 8:10a, 8:12a, 9:1a, 10:la, 12:9b, 12:9b. 

30The 4 nouns are in 5:16a, 5:16b, 9:1a, 12:9b. 

31The 9cases are 2:2a, 4:1a, 4:17a, 5:11a, 5:12a, 5:15a, 10:la, 12:3a, 12:11b. 

32Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, 1126. Cf. Jaricks, Concordance, 215, 
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Ecclesiastes, but it is better treated as a noun. 33 All of the instances are rendered by 

nouns or nouns used adverbially.34 A Greek indicative never renders the Hebrew 

participle form yater or yater whether in Ecclesiastes or in the entire MT. The Vorlage of 

ETIEpLaOEuaEV probably was a finite verb-i.e., a suffix form. In the MT, the Hebrew verb 

'n~ in the Qal stem never occurs in finite forms but only in participle forms. On the other 

hand Hiphil suffix forms are attested 8 times in MT. 35 The Hiphil form can be used 

intransitively with an elative meaning "to excel or to have priority.,,36 The Greek 

equivalent TIEpWaEUw may also denote an e1ative meaning in the context: "and in what 

way did humans excel above cattle?,,37 The form 'n'~ in MT, therefore, may have been 

construed as an interrogative plus Hiphil suffix 3 m.s. form rna hatir or ma 6tir with a 

syncopated ii and defective spelling for the theme vowel hirek yod. 38 

34In 2 instances, TIEPWOELCX is used (6:8, 7: 11); and in 5 instances TIEpwa6<; 

(2:15,6:11, 7:16, 12:9, 12:11). The adjective TIEpwa6<; functions either as a noun or as an 
adverb. 

35See A. Even-Shoshan, A New Concordance of the Bible (Jerusalem: Kiryat
Sefer, 1982),515. 

36KB, S.v. "'n~"; BDB, S.v. "'n~." 

37Peter J. Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," in New English Translation of Septuagint, 
Provisional Edition [on-line]; accessed 1 February 2005; available from 
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/nets/editioniekk1.pdf; Internet. 

38In Ecclesiastes and also in late Hebrew, the preformative ii in Hiphil is 
frequently syncopated. For example, the form ,~tzl.l1" in 5: lIb and the form .l1," in 8:9b 
are construed as a Hiphil infinitive with a syncopated ii. See pp. 20 and 21 of this 
dissertation; E. Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Harvard Semitic Studies 29 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), §31 0.145; M.H. Goshen-Gottstein, Text and Language in 
Bible and Qumran (Jerusalem: Orient Publishing House, 1960), 105. 
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5:10b Kat tl aVi5PEla tQ TTap' autfl~ on aU' n toD op&v 6¢eaAfloL~ autoD 

The word n1N' in 5:10b is vocalized as a noun in MT.39 The Translator likely 

vocalized the form in question as r e 'at, i.e., an infinitive form. 

5:11b liW~~ i~ O~J~ 'J~.~~ ,~W~~ l'~~::q 
5:11b Kat tQ EflTTAr]o8EVn tou TTAOUtfloal OUK Eonv &¢lWV au'[ov TOU lJTTvwoal 

,~t!il'~ is a noun prefixed by a preposition in MT. The Translator employed an 

arthrous infinitive for the form in question. This is the only case where the noun ,~t!il' is 

rendered by an infinitive in the LXX.40 The noun ,~t!il' occurs 3 times in Ecclesiastes, 

and twice it is rendered by the adjective TTAOUOLOC;.41 The Translator may have interpreted 

,~t!il'~ as a Hiphil infinitive with a syncopated i1. The syncopated i1 in the infinitive of 

Hiphil is common in DSS.42 

1: 1 Oa N'i1 W:rr::r i1ri1~l '~N~W '~:r W~. 
1: 1 Oa OC; AaA~oEl Kat EPEL LOE '[OUTO Kawov Eonv 

8:4a li~~t;i l~ir'~l 'W~~ 
8:4a Ka8wC; AaAEL paolAEuc; E~OUOl&(WV 

In both 1 :10a and 8:4a, the noun ,:l, is rendered by the verb AaAEw. The noun 

,:l, occurs 24 times in Ecclesiastes, and in all other instances ,:l, is rendered by a noun 

in Greek.43 Since the Translator's approach is literal in all other cases, one would expect 

the same in these 2 cases. As for 1: lOa, the Translator's rendering of a noun by a verb 

39 According to the Qere. 

40Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, 1150c. 

41The adjective is used substantively in these 2 cases. 

42Qimron, Dead Sea Scrolls, §31O.145; and also see M. H. Segal, A Grammar 
of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927), § 143 
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reflects metathesis ofw and \44 Since this kind of metathesis is a common scribal error, it 

is possible that the Translator read ':li~tD.45 In MT, 8:4a is a verbless clause, and ':li and 

l"~ constitute a bound phrase. The Translator also construed ':li of 8 :4a as a verb, not a 

noun. 

(x2) 
8:9b i" 17'" CiK::l CiKil ~"tD 'tDK n17 

-: TT: TTT -T ','-:" 

8:9b tCx oocx E~OUOl(XOCXto 0 &vepumo~ EV av8p(SITtp 'tOU KCXKWOCXl CXUtOV 

There are 2 nouns in 8 :9b, which the Translator did not construe as such. The 

noun n17 occurs 40 times in Ecclesiastes and is rendered by KCXlPO~ 39 times. The 

Translator may have understood n17 in MT as nK due to phonetic confusion between 17 and 

K. This confusion is common in late Hebrew.46 

Another noun with a preposition (17''') is rendered by an article plus infinitive 

tOU KCXKWOCXl. The Translator probably read the form 17'" as Hiphil infinitive with a 

syncopated il.47 

8:11a il71;::tT? il~71;:t ilWp,~ c~I;i~ il~p,rr~ 'W~ 
8: 11 a on OUK Eonv YLVOIlEVT] aV'tLppT]Ol~ aTIO twV TIOlOl'JVtWV to TIOVT]pOV tCXXU 

43By AOYO~ or PTlIlCX. Cf. Jarick, Concordance, 178. 

44Seow, Ecclesiastes, 110. Metathesis is a common scribal error. See also 
Tov, Textual Criticism, 250-51. 

45Cf. Tov, Textual Criticism, 250-51. 

46This confusion is common in Mishnaic Hebrew. See M. H. Segal, Grammar 
of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927), §41. The same phonetic 
confusion between two gutturals is also attested in 1 Kgs 1: 18. See Tov, Textual 
Criticism, 251. 

470r the Translator's parent text might have had 17'il". Cf. BHS-Horst. 
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The word j'TtD~~ in 8:lla is vocalized as a bound form in MT. The noun j'TtD~~ 

occurs 21 times in Ecclesiastes and is rendered by nOLlUla 20 times. According to the 

pattern, the translation eXno TWV nOLOuvTwV in 8:11a does not reflect j'TtD~~ but rather 

reflects ~tD~~ (a preposition plus Qal active participle pl).48 

8: 12a;'? 'T'~~' n~T? ~':1 j'Ttpl) K~h 'W~ 
8:12a OC; ~f..LapTEv EnOLT]OEV TO nOVT]pov eXno TOTE Kal eXno f..LaKpOTT]1"OC; a{J1"(~ 

The noun nK~ in 8:12a is translated by eXno TOTE. The Greek equivalent 

reflects iK~ (me'ez). This conjecture is based upon 2:15 where iK is rendered by TOTE. 

10: 17b ~nqi~ K"'?1 j'T':1':l~:l ''?:;JK~ n~~ T}~1 
10 17b ' '" , , 'rh' , 5:.' ", 8' : Kal Ol apxovTEC; oou npoc; Kalpov ",ayovral EV uuvaf..LEl Kal OUK awxuv T]oOVTal 

~ntD:l is analyzed as the preposition :l plus the noun ~ntD ("drinking"). Its Greek 

equivalent al.oxuV8~oovTal reveals that the Translator may have understood the form as a 

verb from tD,:l. 

12:4a j'T~Q~;:t '?ip '?;l~~ P'w~ o:lJ~l "~\?1 
12:4a Kal KAELOOUOLV 8upac; EV eXyop~ EV eX08EVEL/t cpwvf]c; Tf]C; eXAT]8ouoT]C; 

The noun mn~j'T in 12:4a meaning "mill" is rendered by eXAT]8ouoT]C; an active 

participle feminine singular. A participle in the feminine plural form from the same root 

(n'm~j'T) appeared in the previous verse 12:3b. The Translator translated n'Jn~j'T by at 

eXA~8ouoal-an active participle feminine plural. n'Jn~j'T in 12:3b likely influenced the 

Translator's interpretation of the noun j'Tm~j'T. Since the noun j'Tm~j'T in 12:4a has the 

feminine ending, the Translator probably read mn~ as an active participle feminine 

singular (e.g., tolJana). 

48Cf. BHS-Horst. 
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In sum, 4 nouns occurring 8 times should be added for comparison, and 3 

nouns occurring 11 times should be excluded. Therefore there are 315 nouns occurring a 

total of 1360 times. These are classified into three categories: (1) proper nouns, (2) 

common nouns, and (3) adjectives 

Proper Nouns (47) 

Evidence: 
", > ~aUl() (1: I a) 
"N'tD~ > IopaT)A (1: 12b )49 

C"tD"~ > IEpouoaAT)f.L (1: 1 b, 1: 12b, 1: 16a, 2:7b, 2:9a) 
C~i1"N > eE6~ (1:13b, 2:24b, 2:26b, 3: lOb, 3:11b, 3:13b, 3:14a, 3:14b, 3:15a, 3:17a, 

3:18a, 4:17a, 5:1a, 5:1b, 5:3a, 5:5b, 5:6b, 5:17b, 5:18a, 5:18b, 5:19b, 6:2a, 6:2a, 
7:13a, 7:14b, 7:18b, 7:26b, 7:29a, 8:2b, 8:12b, 8:13b, 8:15b, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:7b, 
11 :5b, 11 :9b, 12:7b, 12:13b, 12:14a) 

Since an appellative C~i1"N can carry the character of a proper name, it is 

discussed under proper nouns. 50 The epithet n"i1p should be treated as a common noun. 

While the article cannot be prefixed to a proper noun, the articular form of n"i1p appears 

in 12:8a.51 The Translator translated n"i1p as EKKAT)OlaOt~~. Its verbal form EKKAT)OlcX(W 

is already used in Lev 8:3 and also outside of LXX with the meaning of "to summon to 

an assembly" or "to convene.,,52 With an agent ending -tT)~, EKKAT)OlaOt~~ may denote a 

descriptive title meaning "convenor" in the Greek Ecclesiastes. 

49In 1: 1 b IopaT)A is added in Greek Ecclesiastes, which lacks in MT. 

50Cf. GKC, Hebrew Grammar, § 1125f. 

51Ibid., §125a. 

52 Aeneas Tacticus (4 B.C.) used EKKAT)OlcX(W with the meaning of "to convene." 
See LSJ, s.v. "EKKAT)OlcX(W." 
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There are 4 proper nouns occurring a total of 47 times. The Translator 

transliterated 3 proper nouns and rendered 1 proper noun (i.e., 1:l~i1"x) by its 

corresponding proper noun (SEO£;).53 

Common Nouns 

There are 269 common nouns occurring a total of 1127 times. The Translator 

rendered common nouns in Hebew by nouns, adjectives, participles, adverbs, and 

prepositions in Greek. 

The number of total occurrences does not include 4 instances where common 

nouns in MT are not construed as such but understood as adjectives by the Translator. 

These are to be treated as adjectives. In 3 instances, the Translator seems to have read 

l1W1 as an adjective rasa' while MT has its substantival form re.sa ,.54 

Example: 
3: 16b l1W~~ i1TP~ p}~iJ l:liPi?' 11~)~ i1rp~ ~~~~iJ l:liPi? 
3:16b TOTIOV Til£; KPlOEW£; EKEl 6 &OEP~£; KlXl TOTIOV TOU OlKlXlOU EKEl 6 &OEP~£; 

In 3: 16b the noun re.sa' occurs twice, and the Translator employed an adjective 

&OEP~£; for both cases.55 An expected Greek equivalent for re.sa' is &OEPEllX as in 8:8b. 

The adjective &OE~~£; renders all the cases of rasa ,.56 Based on this pattern, one could 

posit that the Translator read l1W1 in 3: 16b as an adjective (rasa) rather than a noun 

(resa). 

53In 1: 1 b, loplX'llA, which lacks in MT, is added in Greek Ecclesiastes. 

54The 3 instances are 3:16b, 3:16b, 7:25b. 

55The second one is a pausa1 form. 
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5: 11 b is the fourth instance where the Translator construed a common noun in 

MT as an adjective. 

5: 11 b 1illi'~ is O'~~ ,~t~ "t?i~~ l1?!fiJi 
5: 11 b KIX l t4) Ell TT A l108Evn tOU TT AOUtfjOIX l OUK Eon v aQJ lWV IXUtoV tOU lmvwolX l 

In 5:11b the substantival participle EIlTTAl108Evn is employed for l1~tzl which is 

vocalized as a noun (Si'iba ') in MT. The noun saba' occurs 8 times in MT, 6 of which 

occur in Genesis 41. This implies that saba' is uncommon in biblical Hebrew. A 

common form in MT is sab~', a verbal adjective. According to the translation 

technique, the Translator frequently used the Greek participle for the Hebrew verbal 

adjective. Thus, it is more plausible that the Translator read l1~tzl as sab~' than his 

reading the form as saba '. 

Conversely, there is a case where the Translator understood an adjective in MT 

as a substantive and employed a corresponding substantive in Greek. 

6:3a "Jlli-'~' "iT~lli ~" T T •. : : . ": -: 

6:3a KlXl TTAfj8o<; 0 n EOOVtlXl ~IlEPlXl EtWV lXutOU 

In 6:3a ~', an adjective (rab), is rendered by TTAfj8o<;, a common noun. The 

adjective rab occurs 9 times, and 6:3a is the only case where rab in MT is rendered by 

the common noun TTAfj8o<;.57 The adjective rab is normally rendered by adjectives IlEYIX<; 

or TTOAU<;. The noun TTAfj8o<; is used for all 6 occurrences of the common noun rob. 

According to this pattern, one may posit that the Translator read~, in 6:3a as rob rather 

than rab. This case is considered under common nouns. 

56An adjective l1tzl, occurs 7 times in 3:17a, 7:15b, 8:10a, 8:13a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 
9:2a. 
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Common Noun> Common Noun (964) 

Evidence: 
1:la, 1:la, 1:la, 1:lb, 1:2a, 1:2a, 1:2a, 1:2b, 1:2b, 1:2b, 1:3a, 1:3a, 1:3b, 1:3b, 1:4a, 1:4a, 
1 :4b, 1 :4b, 1 :5a, 1 :5a, 1 :5b, 1 :6a, 1 :6a, 1 :6b, 1 :6b, 1 :6b, 1 :7a, 1 :7a, 1 :7a, 1 :7b, 1 :7b, 1 :8a, 
1:8b, 1:8b, 1:8b, 1:9b, l:lOb, 1:11a, 1:11b, 1:12a, 1:12a, 1:13a, l:13a, l:13a, l:13b, 
l:13b, l:13b, 1:14a, 1:14a, 1:14b, 1:14b, 1:14b, 1:15b, 1:16a, 1:16a, 1:16b, 1:16b, 1:16b, 
1:17a, 1:17a, 1:17a, 1:17a, 1:17a, 1:17b, 1:17b, 1:18a, 1:18a, 1:18a, 1:18a, 1:18b, 1:18b, 
2:1a, 2:1a, 2:1a, 2:1b, 2:2a, 2:2b, 2:3a, 2:3a, 2:3a, 2:3a, 2:3b, 2:3b, 2:3b, 2:3b, 2:3b, 2:3b, 
2:3b, 2:3b, 2:4a, 2:4b, 2:4b, 2:5a, 2:5a, 2:5b, 2:5b, 2:6a, 2:6a, 2:6b, 2:6b, 2:7a, 2:7a, 2:7b, 
2:7b, 2:7b, 2:8a, 2:8a, 2:8a, 2:8a, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:9b, 2:10a, 2:10b, 
2:10b, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:11a, 2:11a, 2:11a, 2:11b, 2:11b, 2:11b, 2:11b, 
2:11b, 2:12a, 2:12a, 2:12a, 2:12b, 2:12b, 2:13a, 2:13a, 2:13a, 2:13b, 2:13b, 2:13b, 2:14a, 
2:14a, 2:14a, 2:14b, 2:14b, 2:15a, 2:15a, 2:15b, 2:15b, 2:16a, 2:16a, 2:16b, 2:17a, 2:17a, 
2:17a, 2:17b, 2:17b, 2:17b, 2:18a, 2:18a, 2:18b, 2:19a, 2:19b, 2:20a, 2:20a, 2:20b, 2:20b, 
2:21a, 2:21a, 2:21a, 2:21a, 2:21a, 2:21b, 2:21b, 2:21b, 2:21b, 2:22a, 2:22a, 2:22a, 2:22a, 
2:22b, 2:23a, 2:23a, 2:23a, 2:23a, 2:23a, 2:23a, 2:23b, 2:24a, 2:24a, 2:24a, 2:24a, 2:24b, 
2:26a, 2:26a, 2:26a, 2:26a, 2:26b, 2:26b, 2:26b, 2:26b, 3:1a, 3:1b, 3:1b, 3:1b, 3:2a, 3:2a, 
3:2b, 3:2b, 3:3a, 3:3a, 3:3b, 3:3b, 3:4a, 3:4a, 3:4b, 3:4b, 3:5a, 3:5a, 3:5a, 3:5a, 3:5b, 3:5b, 
3:6a, 3:6a, 3:6b, 3:6b, 3:7a, 3:7a, 3:7b, 3:7b, 3:8a, 3:8a, 3:8b, 3:8b, 3:8b, 3:8b, 3:9a, 
3: lOa, 3:lOb, 3:10b, 3:11a, 3:11a, 3:11b, 3:11b, 3:11b, 3:11b, 3:11b, 3:llb, 3:12b, 3:12b, 
3:13a, 3:13a, 3:13b, 3:14b, 3:16a, 3:16b, 3:16b, 3:16b, 3:16b, 3:17a, 3:17b, 3:17b, 3:17b, 
3:18a, 3:18a, 3:18a, 3:18a, 3:18b, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 
3:19a, 3:19b, 3:19b, 3:19b, 3:20a, 3:20b, 3:20b, 3:21a, 3:21a, 3:21b, 3:21b, 3:21b, 3:22a, 
3:22a, 3:22a, 4:1a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:3b, 4:3b, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:4b, 
4:4b, 4:4b, 4:5a, 4:5b, 4:6a, 4:6a, 4:6a, 4:6b, 4:6b, 4:6b, 4:6b, 4:6b, 4:7a, 4:7b, 4:8a, 4:8a, 
4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8b, 4:8b, 4:8b, 4:8b, 4:9b, 4:9b, 4:10a, 4:11b, 4:12b, 4:13a, 
4:13b, 4:14a, 4:14b, 4:15a, 4:15b, 4:16a, 4:16a, 4:16b, 4:16b, 4:16b, 4:17a, 4:17a, 4:17a, 
5:1a, 5:1a, 5:1a, 5:1b, 5:1b, 5:1b, 5:2a, 5:2a, 5:2a, 5:2b, 5:2b, 5:2b, 5:3a, 5:3b, 5:5a, 5:5a, 
5:5a, 5:5b, 5:5b, 5:5b, 5:6a, 5:6a, 5:6a, 5:6a, 5:7a, 5:7a, 5:7a, 5:7a, 5:7a, 5:7a, 5:8a, 5:8a, 
5:8b, 5:8b, 5:9a, 5:9a, 5:9a, 5:9a, 5:9b, 5:10a~ 5:10b, 5:10b, 5:11a, 5:12a, 5:12a, 5:12b, 
5:12b, 5:12b, 5:13a, 5:13a, 5:13b, 5:13b, 5:14a, 5:14a, 5:14b, 5:14b, 5:15b, 5:15b, 5:16a, 
5:16a, 5:16a, 5:16b, 5:16b, 5:16b, 5:17a, 5:17a, 5:17a, 5:17b, 5:17b, 5:17b, 5:17b, 5:18a, 
5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18b, 5:19a, 5:19a, 5:19b, 5:19b, 6:1a, 6:1a, 6:1b, 6:2a, 6:2a, 
6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2b, 6:2b, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3b, 6:4a, 6:4a, 
6:4b, 6:4b, 6:5a, 6:5b, 6:6a, 6:6a, 6:6a, 6:6b, 6:7a, 6:7a, 6:7a, 6:7b, 6:8a, 6:8b, 6:9a, 6:9a, 
6:9a, 6:9b, 6:9b, 6:9b, 6:10a, 6:10a, 6:11a, 6:11a, 6:11b, 6:12a, 6:12a, 6:12a, 6:12a, 
6:12a, 6:12a, 6:12a, 6:12b, 6:12b, 7:1a, 7:1a, 7:1b, 7:1b, 7:1b, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:2a, 
7:2a, 7:2b, 7:3a, 7:3a, 7:3b, 7:3b, 7:3b, 7:4a, 7:4a, 7:4a, 7:4b, 7:4b, 7:4b, 7:5a, 7:5b, 7:5b, 
7:6a, 7:6a, 7:6a, 7:6a, 7:6b, 7:7a, 7:7b, 7:7b, 7:8a, 7:8a, 7:8b, 7:9a, 7:9b, 7:9b, 7: lOa, 
7:10b, 7:11a, 7:11a, 7:11b, 7:11b, 7:12a, 7:12a, 7:12a, 7:12a, 7:12b, 7:12b, 7:12b, 7:13a, 
7:14a, 7:14a, 7:14a, 7:14a, 7:14a, 7:14b, 7:14b, 7:15a, 7:15a, 7:15b, 7:17b, 7:18a, 7:19a, 
7:19b, 7:20a, 7:21a, 7:21b, 7:22a, 7:23a, 7:20a, 7:21a, 7:22a, 7:25a, 7:25a, 7:25a, 7:25b, 

57In other cases, it is rendered by adjectives 7 times and by an adverb once. 
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7:25b, 7:25b, 7:26a, 7:26a, 7:26a, 7:26a, 7:26a, 7:26a, 7:26a, 7:27a, 7:27b, 7:27b, 7:28a, 
7:28b, 7:28b, 7:29a, 7:29b, 8:1a, 8:1a, 8:1b, 8:1b, 8:1b, 8:1b, 8:2a, 8:2a, 8:2a, 8:2b, 8:2b, 
8:4a, 8:5a, 8:5a, 8:5b, 8:5b, 8:5b, 8:6a, 8:6a, 8:6a, 8:6b, 8:6b, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 
8:8a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:8b, 8:9a, 8:9a, 8:9a, 8:9b, 8:9b, 8:10a, 8:1Oa, 8:10b, 8:11a, 8:11b, 
8:llb, 8:llb, 8:13a, 8:13a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:14b, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:15b, 
8:15b, 8:15b, 8:15b, 8:16a, 8:16a, 8:16a, 8:16a, 8:16b, 8:16b, 8:16b, 8:16b, 8:17a, 8:17a, 
8:17a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:1b, 9:1b, 9:1b, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2b, 9:3a, 9:3a, 
9:3b, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:4a, 9:4b, 9:4b, 9:5b, 9:5b, 9:5b, 9:6a, 9:6a, 9:6a, 9:6b, 
9:6b, 9:6b, 9:7a, 9:7a, 9:7a, 9:7a, 9:7b, 9:8a, 9:8a, 9:8b, 9:8b, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 
9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9b, 9:9b, 9:9b, 9:9b, 9: 10a, 9: 10a, 9: 10b, 9: 10b, 9: 1 Ob, 9: 10b, 9: 10b, 
9:lla, 9:lla, 9:lla, 9:lla, 9:lla, 9:lla, 9:llb, 9:llb, 9:12a, 9:12a, 9:12a, 9:12a, 9:12a, 
9:12a, 9:12b, 9:12b, 9:12b, 9: 13 a, 9:13a, 9:14a, 9:14a, 9:14b, 9:14b, 9:15a, 9:15a, 9:15a, 
9:15b, 9:15b, 9:16a, 9:16a, 9:16b, 9:16b, 9:17a, 9:17a, 9:17b, 9:17b, 9:18a, 9:18a, 9:18a, 
9:18b, 10:la, 10:la, 10:la, 10:lb, 10:lb, 10:lb, 1O:2a, 10:2b, 1O:3a, 1O:3a, 10:3a, 10:3b, 
10:4a, 1O:4a, 10:4b, 10:4b, 10:5a, 10:5a, 10:6a, 10:7a, 10:7a, 10:7b, 1O:7b, 1O:7b, 10:8a, 
10:8b, 10:8b, 10:9a, 10:9b, 10:10a, 10:10a, 10:10b, 10:10b, 10:10b, 10:lla, 10:lla, 
10:llb, 10:12a, 1O:12a, 1O:12a, 1O:12b, 10:13a, 1O:13a, 1O:13a, 1O:13a, 1O:13b, 1O:13b, 
10:14a, 1O:14b, 10:15a, 10:15b, 10:16a, 10:16a, 1O:16b, 10:16b, 10:17a, 10:17a, 10:17a, 
10: 17b, 10: 17b, 10: 17b, 10: 18a, 10: 18a, 10: 18b, 10: 18b, 10: 18b, 10: 19a, 10: 19a, 10: 19a, 
10:19b, 10:19b, 1O:20a, 10:20a, 10:20a, 10:20a, 10:20b, 10:20b, 10:20b, 10:20b, 1O:20b, 
1l:1a, 1l:1a, 1l:1a, 1l:1b, 1l:1b, 1l:2a, 1l:2b, 1l:3a, 11:3a, 11:3a, 11:3a, 11:3a, 11:3a, 
11 :3b, 11 :3b, 11 :4a, 11 :4b, 11 :5a, 11 :5a, 11 :5a, 11 :5a, 11 :5b, 11 :6a, 11 :6a, 11 :6a, 11 :6a, 
11 :7a, 11 :7b, 11 :7b, 11 :8a, 11 :8a, 11 :8b, 11 :8b, 11 :8b, 11 :8b, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 
11 :9a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 11 :9b, 11: lOa, 11: 10a, 11: lOa, 11: lOa, 11: 1 ~b, 11: 1 ~b, 
11:10b, 12:1a, 12:1a, 12:1b, 12:1b, 12:1b, 12:1b, 12:2a, 12:2a, 12:2a, 12:2a, 12:2b, 
12:2b, 12:3a, 12:3a, 12:3a, 12:3a, 12:3b, 12:4a, 12:4a, 12:4a, 12:4b, 12:4b, 12:4b, 12:4b, 
12:5a, 12:5a, 12:5a, 12:5a, 12:5a, 12:5b, 12:5b, 12:5b, 12:5b, 12:6a, 12:6a, 12:6a, 12:6a, 
12:6a, 12:6b, 12:6b, 12:6b, 12:7a, 12:7a, 12:7b, 12:8a, 12:8a, 12:8a, 12:8b, 12:9a, 12:9b, 
12:9b, 12:9b, 12:9b, 12:9b, 12:lOa, 12:lOa, 12:10a, 12:lOb, 12:10b, 12:10b, 12:11a, 
12:lla, 12:11a, 12:11a, 12:12a, 12:12b, 12:12b, 12:12b, 12:12b, 12:12b, 12:13a, 12:13a, 
12:13b, 12:13b, 12:14a, 12:14a. 

Common Noun> Adjective (148) 

Evidence: 
1:2b, 1:3b, 1:7a, 1:8a, 1:9b, 1:13a, 1:14a, 1:14b, 1:16a, 2:3b, 2:5b, 2:7a, 2:7b, 2:9a, 2: lOa, 
2:10b, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:11a, 2:11b, 2:14b, 2:14b, 2:15a, 2:16a, 2:16b, 2:17b, 2:18a, 2:19a, 
2:19b, 2:20b, 2:22a, 2:23a, 3:1a, 3:1b, 3:11a, 3:13a, 3:13a, 3:13a, 3:14a, 3:17b, 3:17b, 
3:19a, 3:19b, 3:20a, 3:20b, 3:20b, 4:1a, 4:3a, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:5a, 4:8a, 4:9a, 4:11a, 4:12a, 
4:13b, 4:15a, 4:16a, 4:16a, 4:17a, 4:17b, 5:2b, 5:3a, 5:8a, 5:13b, 5:14b, 5:16a, 5:17a, 
5:17a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 6:6a, 6:6b, 6:7a, 6:8a, 6:11b, 7:2a, 7:4b, 7:5b, 7:6a, 7:8a, 7:8b, 7:9b, 
7:14b, 7:15a, 7:15b, 7:17a, 7:18b, 7:20b, 7:21a, 7:23a, 7:28b, 7:28b, 8:1b, 8:3b, 8:6a, 
8:9a, 8:9a, 8:11b, 8:12a, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:1b, 9:2a, 9:3a, 9:3a, 9:3a, 9:3b, 9:4a, 9:6b, 
9:8a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9: 10a, 9: 11 a, 9: 11 b, 10:2a, 10:2b, 10:2b, 10:3b, 10:5b, 10:6a, 10:6b, 
10:12b, lO:13b, 1O:14a, 10:15a, 10:16a, 10:17a, 10:17a, 10:19b, 1O:20a, 11 :2a, 11 :2a, 



11 :2b, l1:5b, 11 :6b, 11 :8a, 11 :8b, l1:9b, l2:4b, l2:8b, l2:9a, 12: 12b, 12: 13 a, 12: 13b, 
l2:14a, 12:14a. 
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The substantive S:;, is rendered by the adjective nac; in 89 instances. 58 When S:;, 

stands alone, nac; serves as a substantival adjective.59 On the other hand, when S:;, 

appears as the nomen regens in a bound phrase, nac; is an attributive adjective.6o 

Examples: 
1 :2b S:li1 Sji1 t:l~S:li1 S:li1 

.: T - • T -; •• -: 

Further substantival adjectives, which render substantives in Hebrew, occur in 

49 instances. They include aycxeov for :l,~,61 aKouoLOv for i1JJiV,62 avcxlo~c; for ili,63 

58In 9:2a, S:;'i1 is rendered by a noun flcx'tmOt11C;. The parent text may have had 

59The substantival nac; occurs in 36 instances, which are 1 :2b, 1: 13 a, 1: 14b, 
1 :16a, 2:7b, 2:9a, 2:10a, 2:11b, 2:16b, 2:17b, 3:1a, 3:11a, 3:14a, 3:19a, 3:19b, 3:20a, 
3:20b, 3:20b, 4:16a, 5:8a, 6:2a, 6:6b, 7:15a, 7:18b, 8:3b, 9:1b, 9:2a, 9:3a, 9:3a, 9:6b, 
9:10a, 1O:3b, 10:19b, 11:5b, 11:8b, 12:13a. In these cases, an article can be compared, 
but the number is often not matched between Hebrew S:l and Greek substantival nac;. Cf. 
7:15a. 

60The attributive nac; occurs in 53 instances, which are 1 :3b, 1 :7a, 1 :8a, 1 :9b, 
1:14a, 2:5b, 2: lOb, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:11a, 2:14b, 2:18a, 2:19b, 2:20b, 2:22a, 2:23a, 3:1b, 
3:13a, 3:13a, 3:17b, 3:17b, 4:1a, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:8a, 4:15a, 4:16a, 5:16a, 5:17a, 5:18a, 6:7a, 
7:2a, 7:21a, 7:23a, 7:28b, 8:6a, 8:9a, 8:9a, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:4a, 9:8a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:11b, 
11:8a, 11:9b, 12:4b, 12:8b, 12:13b, 12:14a, 12:14a. 

61 2:3b, 3:13a, 5:17a, 7:20b. 

6210:5b. 

638: lb. 



68 s:: ~ c 69 s::' c 70 ,~ 8' c 71" c 72 pi;;;, uUVCXTOL~ lor tl~1':l~, uUO lor tlii~)W, EII.EU EPWV lor tl~1m, EaXCXTl1 lor n~1m~, 

, 'c 73 '8 c 74, c 75, ~ c 
KCXKOV or TIOVl1pOV lor ,ij1, IlCXKPO uIlO~ lor m1-11K, VEWTEpO~ lor 1,ij), OLKOyEVEL~ lor 

There are 2 instances where a substantive in Hebrew is rendered by a 

6410:2b. 

652:14b, 2:15a, 2:16a, 2:16b, 4:5a, 4:13b, 4:17a, 5:2b, 5:3a, 6:8a, 7:4b, 7:5b, 
7:6a, 7:9b, lO:2b, lO:12b, lO:15a. 

662:19a, lO:6a, lO:14a. 

6710:2a. 

687:15b. 

699:11a. 

7°11 :6b. The pronominal suffix is not translated. 

7110:17a. 

727:8a,lO:13b. 

734 :17b, 8:11b, 8:12a, 9:3a, 9:3b. 

747:8b. 

7510:16a. 

762:7a. 

775:13b, 5:14b, 7:14b. 

786:11b, 12:9a, 12:12b. The case of6:11b could be also predicative. 

791O:6b, lO:20a. 

8°11 :2b. 

29 
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predicative adjective. These 2 instances include oKATJpOe; in 7: 17a, which renders ~::lO, 

and llaKapLa in 10:17a, which renders ~,tVK.81 

Examples: 
3:13a i~~17-~::l:l ~i~ ilK" 

T -: T: T T : 

3: 13 a Ka l 'LOU cXya8Dv EV TIaV'[ l lloX8c.p aurou 

10:17a c~!in-l~ 'P?~W rJ~ TJ~~ 
10:17a llaKapLa au yf) ~e; b ~aoLAEUe; oou ULDe; EAEU8EPWV 

An adjective cXya80v in 3: 13a is substantively used. In 10: 17a ~'tVK is the 

bound form of a plural noun and is used as the formal introduction of a blessing, which is 

properly rendered by llaKapLa, an adjective in Greek, functioning as a predicative 

adjective in the clause. 

Finally, numerals, which are substantives in Hebrew, are adjectives in Greek. 

Thus, 9 instances of numerals are cases where adjectives render nouns due to the 

constraints of the target language. 

Example: 
11 :2a il~i~~~ c~1 il~~W? p?'r:nr) 
11 :2a ODe; IlEp(oa role; ETITa Kat yE TOLe; OKTW 

Common Noun> Participle (6) 

Evidence: 
5:18a, 6:2a, 8:4a, 10:la, 1O:11b, 10:20b, 

In 4 cases, a Hebrew noun is rendered by a substantival participle in Greek. 82 

81Employing OKATJpOe; for ~::lO deviates from the normal approach. The 
adjective OKATJpOC; could be substantively used here. 

82The 4 cases are 5: 18a, 6:2a, 10: 11 b, 10:20b. These are the cases where the 
Translator might have recognized the noun form but deliberately utilized a participle 
form for the noun. 
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Examples: 
6:2a t:J~O?~' 'Wi7 t:J~ii"~;:t i"-It.1~ 'W~ tlN~ 
6:2a &v~p ~ bwon lXlyrQ b eEO~ TIAofrrov KlXl umxPXovt"lX 

10: 11 b litli7iJ ,,~~~ li'~~ r~l 
10: 11 b KlX l OUK Eon v TIEp LOOE LlX TQ ETI~bOVn 

The Translator utilized a participle neuter plural accusative uTIapXOVTlX for 

t:J~O::lj in both 5: 18a and 6:2a. It is unlikely that the Translator read t:J~O::lj as a defective 

passive participle form meaning of "what is possessed" since no verbal form from the 

root O::lj is attested in MT. The Translator probably construed t:J~O::lj as a substantive but 

rendered the form by a participle in Greek. Tex uTIapXOVTlX was commonly used as a 

substantive in Hellenistic Greek and may have been viewed as such by the Translator.83 

A compound noun l'tll"iI "17:J in 1 0: 11 b is rendered by ETI~bOVn, and "17:J 

t:J~Elj:::i! in 1 0:20b by b EXwv Tex~ TTtEPUYlX~. 84 These translations for two compound nouns 

are adequate Greek expressions. 

The other 2 instances are the cases where free forms in bound phrases in 

Hebrew are rendered by attributive participles in Greek. 

Example: 
8:4a li~~tli l?~-'~l 'W~;' 
8:4a KlXeW~ AlXAEL ~lXOlAEU~ E~ouola(wv 

10: 1 a Opi, I~W lr~~ tli~~~~ nw ~~':J~ 
10:lallULlXl elXVlXTOUOlXl OlXTIPlOUOlV OKEUlXOLlXV EAlXLOU ~MolllXtO~ 

The Translator construed 8:4a differently from the tradition in MT. The text of 

MT must have been understood as a nominal sentence with the bound phrase l"~ ,:J, as 

83Cf B II" II . auer, s.v. UTIlXPXW. 



subject and the noun 1'~~iV as predicate. By contrast, the Translator vocalized '=.i as 

daber (Qal Act. Pte.) or daber (Qal Pf.) and took 1'~~iV l~~ as a bound phrase 

functioning as subject. 

Another free form n'~ functioning as nomen rectum in lO:la is also rendered 

by an attributive participle 8avcx:rouacu. 

Common Noun> Adverb or 
Adverbial Phrase (7) 

Evidence: 
2:15a, 3:21a, 4:12b, 5:11a, 7:16a, 8:10a, 8:11a. 
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The nouns 'n'~ in 2:15a and 7:16a, ~lm in 5:11a, c~,=.p in 8: lOa, and jj'jj~ in 

8: 11 a are construed as adverbial accusatives. The Translator used for the instances 

adverbial accusatives (2:15a, 5:11a, 7:16a), adverb (8:11a) or adverbial phrase (8:10a). 

(~17~ > OAt yov) 

5: 11 a ~~~~ jj~:j:rc~: ~~nrc~ i::ll1;:T n~~ jj~'n7? 
5:11a YAUKU~ UTIVO~ '[ou 60UAOU EL OAlYOV Kat EL TIOAU cp&YHal 

('n'~ > TIEPlOO&) 
7: 16a 'Oi~ c~o~r:r~~: 
7:16a Kat f..l~ OOcpl(OU TIEPlOO& 

84In 10:20b, the Translator followed a text similar to the Ketib reading in 
Hebrew. 

85Sentences in 2: 15 are differently divided in MT and in LXX. Whether 'n'~ 
belongs to 2:15a or 2:15b, it still functions as an adverb in either case. 
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8: lOa '~~1 t:l~,~p t:l~17Wl ~n~~~ p~' 
8:lOa KCXl 1"61"E Elbov aOEpElc; Etc; 1"eXcjlouc; Etocxx8EV1"CXC; 

(it'it~ > 1"CXXu) 
8: 11 a it,DT? it~,~ it~p'~ O~~;l it~p,n~~ ,~~ 
8:11a on OUK Eonv YLVOflEVT) aV1"LppT)OLC; (bTO 1"WV TIOLOlJVn.uv 1"0 TIOVT)pOV 1"CXXU 

In 3:21a and 4:12b, nouns it"17~ and it'it~, which are usually used as adverbs, 

occur with prepositions. The Translator employed the same adverbial phrase for 3 :21 a 

and simply the adverb for 4:12b. 

(it"17~" > Etc; (Xvw) 
3 :21 a it7l?i?7 ~~ry it7ii;:t 0:t~~ ~).:p 0" ~r::ri~ ~~ 
3 :21 a KCX l 1" l.c; olbEv TIVEUflCX U lWV 1"OU av8pwTIou E I. avcxpcx L VEL CXU1"O E I.C; (Xvw 

(it'it~:l > 1"CXXEWC;) 

4:12b PlJ~~ it,DT?:;l ~" w~~T?iJ ~'niJl 
4 12b " " " , ', , : KCXL 1"0 OTIcxpnOV 1"0 EV1"PL 1"OV OU 1"CXXEWC; CXTIOPPCXYT)OE1"CXL 

The evidence demonstrates that the Translator recognized the adverbial uses of 

the nouns in all these instances and rendered them properly in idiomatic Greek. 

Noun> Article / Relative Pronoun 
+ Preposition (5) 

Evidence: 
5:10b, 5:12b, 7:12b, 8:8b, 12:11a. 

There are 5 cases where "17:l has a pronominal suffix or is followed by a 

nomen rectum. These phrases are rendered by 6 TICXpCX or OC; TICXpCX nvoc;. 

Example: 
5:12b in17'" '~"17:l" ,,~w ,wii 

T T: T T : • T ': 

5:12b TIAOU1"OV cjluAcxoooflEVOV n~ TICXp' cxuwu ElC; KCXKlCXV cxuwu 

86In 8:lOa the Translator must have read O~':lP as a plural noun form rather 
than a participle as MT and construed it as an adverbial accusative denoting place. 
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Adjectives 

There are 41 adjectives occurring a total of 193 times. Not surprisingly, most 

ofthe adjectives in Hebrew are rendered by adjectives or participles. Rarely, verbs, 

nouns, pronouns, and adverbs are used as equivalents. 

Adjective> Adjective (166) 

Evidence: 
1 :8a, 1 :9b, 1 :10a, 1:11a, 1:11 b, 1 :13b, 2:14a, 2: 14b, 2: 16a, 2:16b, 2: 17a, 2:19a, 2:21 b, 
2:24a, 2:26a, 2:26b, 3:11a, 3:12a, 3:16b, 3:16b, 3:17a, 3:17a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:20a, 3:22a, 
4:3a, 4:3b, 4:6a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8b, 4:9a, 4:9a, 4:9b, 4:10a, 4: lOb, 4:10b, 4:12a, 4: 13 a, 
4: 13 a, 4:13a, 4:13b, 4:15b, 4:16a, 4:17a, 5:1b, 5:4a, 5:7b, 5:7b, 5:7b, 5:11a, 5:11a, 5:13a, 
5:14a, 5:15a, 5:17a, 6:1b, 6:2a, 6:2b, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3b, 6:6b, 6:8a, 6:8b, 6:9a, 6:10b, 6:12a, 
7:1a, 7:1a, 7:2a, 7:3a, 7:4a, 7:5a, 7:5a, 7:7a, 7:8a, 7:8b, 7:8b, 7:8b, 7:10a, 7: lOa, 7:11a, 
7:15b, 7:15b, 7:16a, 7:18a, 7:19a, 7:19b, 7:20a, 7:22a, 7:22b, 7:24b, 7:25b, 7:26a, 7:26b, 
7:27b, 7:28b, 7:29a, 7:29b, 8:1a, 8:3a, 8:5a, 8:5b, 8:6b, 8:10a, 8: lOa, 8:lla, 8:12b, 8:13a, 
8:13a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:15a, 8:17b, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 
9:2a, 9:2b, 9:3a, 9:4b, 9:7a, 9:8a, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:12a, 9:12b, 9:13b, 9:14a, 9:14a, 9:14b, 
9:14b, 9:15a, 9:15a, 9:15b, 9:16a, 9:16b, 9:17a, 9:18a, 9:18a, 10:lb, 10:lb, 10:2a, 10:4b, 
10:6a, 10:12a, 10:13b, 11:6b, 11:7a, 11:7b, 12:9a, 12:lla, 12:11b, 12:14b, 12:14b. 

Adjective> Participle (12) 

Evidence: 
4:2a, 4:15a, 5:11b, 7:2b, 7:19b, 8:8a, 9:4a, 9:4b, 9:5a, 1O:5b, 10:19a, 11:5a. 

In 10 instances the Translator employed substantival participles in Greek for 

substantival adjectives in Hebrew.87 

Example: 
4:2b :-trw o~~o :-trpiJ 'W~ O~~OiTW 
4:2b lmEp !OUt; (WVtat; OOOl (tU!Ol (wow EWt; tau vuv 

The adjective ~n, which is used substantivally in this clause, is rendered by a 

87The 10 cases are 4:2a, 4:15a, 5:11b, 7:2b, 7:19b, 9:4a, 9:5a, 10:5b, 10:19a, 
11 :5a. 
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substantival participle (wv in 4:2b, 4:l5a, 7:2b, 9:4a, 9:5a, and l0:19a. In the 

same way, ~~"lV is rendered by E~OUOL(X(wv in 7:19b and 1O:5b, li:llV by Efl,TIAT]o8ElC; in 

5: 11 b, 88 and ;n~"~ by KU0<P0POUOIX in 11 :5a. 

There are 2 cases where an attributive adjective in Hebrew is rendered by an 

attributive participle in Greek. 89 

Example: 
9:4b n~jJ i1:.l~jTW :li~ ~'i1 ~o :l?=?7-~!) 
9:4b on 0 KDWV 0 (wv IXll'rOC; aYIX8oc; illTEp '[ov AEOV,[IX '[OV VEKPOV 

In 9:4b the adjective ~n modifies :l"~ in attributive position. The Translator 

utilized the attributive participle 0 (wv in Greek for the attributive adjective in Hebrew. 

Another case is in 8:8a where an attributive adjective ~~"lV is rendered by an attributive 

participle E~OUOlcX(WV. 

Adjective> Verb (9) 

Evidence: 
2:10b, 2:18a, 2:22b, 3:9b, 4:2b, 4:8b, 7:23b, 7:24b, 9:9b. 

All adjectives rendered by verbs function as predicate in the clauses. In 6 

cases verbal adjectives are involved: n~lV is rendered by EU<ppcXv8T] in 2:10b, and "~li by 

fl,OX8EW in 2:18a, 2:22b, 3:9b, 4:8b, and 9:9b. 

Example: 
2: 18a tliT?~jJ noo ,,~~ ~jlSW ~~~~-"~-n~ ~~IS ~I:"1~j.W: 
2: 18a KIXL Efl,lOT]OIX EYW OUV TIcXV'[IX fl,oX90v fl,OU OV EYW fl,oX8w {lITO '[ov ~AlOV 

88The Translator seems to have read li:llV as sabe<J', a verbal adjective, while 
MT reads the form in question as saba', a noun. 

89The 2 cases are 8:8a and 9:4b. 
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The adjective Cl~~n functioning as predicate is rendered by the present (wow in 

4:2b, and i1p,n1 by the aorist EI-J.{XKpUVeT) in 7:23b. 

7:23b ~~~~ i1i?inl ~~;:1l i1~~r;t~ ~I:1l~~ 
7 23b ". ,h e' " " 'e'" ~90 : EL 1HX 00,!, La T)00l-lcx l KCX l cxurT) EI-lCXKPUV T) CX11 EI-l0U 

Adjective> Noun (2) 

There are 2 adjectives, which can be construed as substantives in Hebrew and 

are rendered by nouns in Greek. 

7:24b '~~~i?~ ~~ pb~ pb~l 
7:24b KCXt. ~cxeu ~cXeOC;; rLC;; EUp~OEL cxuro 

The repetition of the adjective p~17 in 7:24b denotes intensification in Hebrew 

and means "exceedingly deep.,m This expression is rendered by ~cxeu ~cXeOC;; an adjective 

plus a substantive which means "deep depth." This appropriately conveys the intensive 

idea. Therefore, we have a good functional if not formal equivalent. 

12:5a 17):; Cl~no~r:q '~71~ iJj~~ Cl~ 
12:5a KaL yE &:110 ul/Jouc;; Ol/JoV!CXl Kat. ecXl-l~Ol EV r1J MQ 

In 12:5a i1:l~, which is an adjective and used as a substantive, is rendered by 

ul/Joc;; a substantive in Greek. 

Adjective> Pronoun (1) 

In 11 :6b, the idiomatic expression in~;:, meaning "equally" or "altogether" is 

rendered also by an idiomatic expression in Greek-hI, ro auro, which means 

907:23b and 7:24a in Greek Ecclesiastes. 

91 GKC, Hebrew Grammar, § 133k. 
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11 :6b t:l~:li~ inK~ t:lii~JtV-t:lK' 
• T ',' : ',"" : .: 

116b '" 's:.'" , '" 8' : KCXt ElXV TCX uUO ETIl TO CXUTO cxycx CX 

Adjective> Adverb (1) 

7:23b ~~T?~ iii?inl K~iil ii9~r:~ ~nl~~ 
7:24a ii:::rW-ii~ pin~ 

7:23b Etncx aOQlLa8~aOflCXl 
7:24a KCXt CXUT~ EflCXKpuv8" eXn' EflOU flCXKPcX.V i!TIEp 0 ~v 

The adjective p,n1 in 7:24a functions as a predicate in MT. The Translator 

employed the adverb flCXKPcXV for p,n,. The discrepancy may be due to different 
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consonantal texts. The parent text of the Translator seems to have been ii~iiW~ instead of 

ii~iiW ii~, and construed the ~ as a comparative 1~. 

Summary 

The evidence demonstrates the high degree of formal correspondence between 

Hebrew ofMT and Greek of the Translator in rendering of nouns. The 47 instances of 

proper nouns in MT are all rendered by their corresponding proper nouns in Greek (100 

percent). In 964 out of 1126 instances the Translator utilized common nouns for 

common nouns (86 percent). All 148 instances of adjectives rendering common nouns 

are either functional equivalents or are the only options available to the Translator in 

Greek. In 4 out of 6 instances substantival participles are utilized for common nouns as 

92Cf. Bauer, s.v. "cxuT6~"; LSJ, s.v. "cxuT6~." For the Hebrew meaning of the 
phrase, see Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 108; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 338; James L. Crenshaw, Old 
Testament Wisdom: An Introduction (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1989), 
178. 
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functional equivalents. The other 2 cases of attributive participles rendering common 

nouns represent appropriate idiomatic renderings. Adverbs occur 7 times in MT, and all 

of them are rendered by functional equivalents in Greek. 

In 166 out of 192 instances adjectives in Greek are employed for adjectives in 

Hebrew (87 percent). When participles are employed for adjectives, all instances are 

functionally equivalent. Substantival adjectives are rendered by substantival participles 

in 10 cases, and attributive adjectives by attributive participles in 2 cases. All 8 instances 

where verbs in Greek render predicative adjectives in Hebrew are also functionally 

appropriate. Substantives are employed for substantival adjectives in 2 instances as 

functional equivalents. There is a case where an adjective is adverbially used in MT, and 

its corresponding idiomatic expression in Greek is utilized for the adjective. Finally the 

case where an adverb is used for adjective in 7:24a may result from different consonantal 

texts. Therefore the correspondence in rendering nouns is higher than 99 percent. 

The description of the Translator's approach in rendering nouns should include 

his treatment of (1) number, (2) bound structure, (3) attributive phrase, and (4) 

articulation.93 Analysis ofthe Translator's approach to these issues yields considerable 

insight into his method. 

Number 

Three proper nouns out of 4, which occur a total of 7 times, are transliterated in 

Greek. The 3 proper nouns transliterated in Greek are ", (~cxUl6), C'?W'i' (IEpOUOCXA'llf-l), 

and '?KiW' (lOpCX'llA). The form IEpoUOCXA'llf-l points to a singular probably vocalized as 

93The categories for description are from Gentry, Greek Job, 99-132. 
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O~iVi'~ (frusalem) while the vocalization ofMT reflects a dual form. 94 The plural noun 

t:l~iT~~ is rendered by the singular of eE6~ in all 40 instances. All the renderings of proper 

nouns are appropriate and expected with respect to number. 

Common nouns and adjectives are considered together for convenience. The 

37 cases where nouns are rendered by verbal forms, adverbs, or prepositions are excluded 

for the consideration since the number was not a factor in the Translator's choice in these 

instances. 

There are difficulties of comparison due to different grammatical norms 

between Hebrew and Greek. For example, Hebrew and Greek have different rules 

governing the number of numerals, dual forms, and ~~. 

The numerals iT17:liV "seven" and iTm~iV "eight" are singular substantives in 

Hebrew, both of which occur in 11 :2a. Their counterparts in Greek are respectively ETTT& 

and OKtW, which are indeclinable nouns. ~~~ "thousand" is a singular substantive in 

Hebrew, but its correspondent in Greek XD .. lOl is a plural adjective, which is used in 6:6a 

and 7:28b. The dual form O~jiV "two" is a substantive and occurs 4:3a, 4:9a, 4:11a, 4:12a, 

11 :6b. Its counterpart in Greek is OUO, which is also dual but indeclinable.95 The word 

OUO is the only dual form that occurs in the LXx.96 

94KB, s.v. "O~iVi'~"; Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §7.3d. 

95rndeclinable OUO is classical. See A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek 
New Testament in the Light of Historical Research (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1934), 
282. 

96rbid., 252. 
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Further 8 nouns occurring a total of 20 instances are dual in Ecclesiastes: 

c~n~', C~)Em, C~'\ C~~, C~)~li, C~n~;;;li, C~~liEl, and C~~tli. Since no dual fonn except <'lUo is 

attested in Hellenistic Greek literature, these instances must be excluded for the 

comparison with respect to number.97 In 6 instances, a singular noun in Greek is 

employed for dual in Hebrew, and in 14 instances a plural for a dual. In all 4 of its 

occurrences, C~~tli is rendered by the singular noun oupcxvoC;.98 The dual fonn c~n~' is 

also rendered by a singular 8upcx in Greek. 99 The singular and plural fonns of U6wp in 

Greek are inconsistently employed for c~~ in Hebrew. loo In 4:6b the phrase <'lUo (5PCXKWV , 

which denotes a dual sense, is cleverly used for C~)Eln. Further there are 12 cases where a 

dual fonn in Hebrew is rendered by a plural fonn in Greek. These include: C~~liEl by 

Kcx8ooouC; in 6:6a;101 C~)~li by O<l>8CXAIJ.Ol in 2: 10a, 2: 14a, 5: 1 ~b, 6:9a, 8: 16b, 11 :7b, and 

11:9a;!o2 c~,~ by XE1PEC; in 2:11a, 5:5b, 7:26a, and 1O:18b; and c~n~;;;li by OKVTJPlCXL in 

10:18a. 

The substantive ~~ and its Greek correspondent 1HXC; cannot be compared with 

respect to number. While 1HXC; is an adjective and agrees with the noun it modifies in 

97Ibid., 251. 

98The 4 instances are 1: 13 a, 3: 1 b, 5: 1 b, 10:20b. In 2:3b, C~~tli is rendered by 
~A.Lov. The Translator seems to have tli~tli instead ofc~~tli in a parent text. This case is to 
be treated as a singlur noun in Hebrew rendered by a singular noun in Greek. 

99It is 12:4a. 

100 A plural fonn appears in 2:6a, and a singular in 11 :la. 

!OlIn 7:22a a plural fonn C~~liEl occurs instead of a dual. It is a nonnal feature 
in Hebrew. See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §7.3c. 

102In 4:8a the Translator followed Qere and employed a singular. 



number, ~~ is always singular in Hebrew. 103 

Finally, a case where a noun functions adverbially in a clause must be 

excluded from the analysis of number. 

7: 16a 'Di~ 1:J:;;l0r;'1n-~~1 iT::lliJ P~"1~ ~iTI;1-~~ 
7 16 \, 5:.' ~ \ \ \ rh'r ' 

: a flTl YWOU ulKIXlOs TIOAU KIXl flTl OO""l.,OU TIEPLOOIX 

In 7:16a the substantive ,n,\ which functions adverbially, is rendered by 

TIEPLOOcX a plural form in Greek. The word TIEPLO06v can function as an adverbial 

accusative in both its singular and plural forms. 104 
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The exceptional situations discussed above total 155 occurrences including the 

cases of numerals, dual forms, ~;:" and the adverbial uses of the noun involved as well as 

the cases where substantives or adjectives are not rendered by substantives or adjectives. 

Thus 934 cases remain for the analysis of the Translator's approach to number. 

Singular Nouns (772) 

There are 772 instances where singular nouns occur in Ecclesiastes, and 759 

instances ofthese are rendered by the singular in Greek (98 percent). In 13 cases the 

Translator used the plural in Greek for the singular in Hebrew. lOS Collective or class 

103When it is attributive, 1T(Xs follows the number of its antecedent that it 
modifies. When TIiis functions as a substantive, it takes the number of its referent and can 
be a plural. For example, '[(x TIcXVtIX in 1 :2b, which is a neuter plural form employed for 
~;:'iT, functions as a substantive, and its number is taken from its referent. 

104In 2:15a a singular form TIEPLO06v is used for 'n'~ and functions as an 
adverbial accusative. 

IOSThe 13 instances are 2:8a, 3:18b, 4:5b, 5:5b, 7:6a, 7:8a, 7:13a, 7:16a, 8:1a, 
8:17a, 9:14a, 10:20a, 11:5b. 
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nouns represent 5 cases: i1~~O in 2:8a is rendered by TIEPlODOlCWf.Wl, i1~i1:J in 3: I8b by 

K'r~VTj, ,tli:J in 4:5b by OeXPKE~, ~~O~ in 7:6a by &cpPOVE~, and t:I~n in 8:Ia by oocpoL 

There are 4 instances where a singular form of i1tli17~ is rendered by the plural 

form TIOl~f.L!X'r!X.I06 All ofthese cases occur in bound phrases. In 3 cases, "God" serves as 

the nomen rectum (7: 13 a, 8: I7a, 11 :5b), and in 1 case "your hands" serves as the nomen 

rectum (5:5b). To establish a pattern, 2 more cases in 8:14a need to be considered. In 

8: 14a, the singular form of i1tli17~ in a bound phrase is rendered by a singular in Greek. 

8: 14a t:I~j)Wl;:t i1W~~:P t:lry~~ ~~~~ 'tp~ t:l~P~"1~ w:. 
t:l~P~"1~iJ i1W~~:P t:lry~~ ~~J~tp t:l~17Wl w~.l 

8:I4a ELol. OlKlXLOl on cp8eXVEl TIPO~ !Xu'rou~ we; TIOl'l']f.L!X 'rWV eXoEpwv 
K!X1. ELol.v eXoEPE1~ on cp8eXVEl TIpOe; !xu'rOue; we; TIOl'l']f.L!X 'rWV OlK!XlWV 

8: 17a t:l~ji'?Ni1 iltv17~-~:;,-nN ~n~N" 
• ':: T " -; - T ': • • T : 

8:17a K!X1. Eloov OUV TIeXv'r!X 'rCx TIOl~f.L!X'r!X 'rOU 8EOU 

In both 8: 14a and 8: 17 a, iltli17~ functions as nomen regens in a bound phrase. 

In 8: I4a the nomen rectum is a human being, and in 8: 1 7 a "God" is the nomen rectum. 

The Translator seems to have differentiated what God has done from what human beings 

have done by utilizing a pluralTIol~f.L!X'r!X for the "works of God" and a singular TIOlTjf.L!X for 

the "work of human beings." An exception is the case in 5:5b where i1tli17~ is rendered by 

a plural form in Greek even though the nomen rectum is not "God.,,107 

5:5b ~r:r: ilw~~-n~ ~:;nl 
5:5b K!X1. ol!Xcp8ElP1J 'rCx TIOl~f.L!X'[(X XElPWV OOD 

I06The 4 instances are 5:5b, 7:13a, 8:17a, 11:5b. A singular form ofiltli17~ 
occurs in 15 instances, and 11 of them are rendered by a singular in Greek. 

I07The nomen rectum in 5:5b is "your hands," i.e., human beings. 
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In several manuscripts a plural construct fonn ~IDllij is attested in 5 :5b instead of iiIDllij .108 

Except for the 4 cases discussed above the Translator's rendering ofthe number ofiiIDllij 

is fonnally equivalent (94 percent). 109 This means that the Translator nonnally followed 

the number ofiiIDllij in MT except in cases where 'God' is the nomen rectum in a bound 

phrase. Based on this pattern, one can suggest that the parent text ofthe Translator may 

have had ~IDllij in 5:5b. Otherwise, the Translator deviated from his usual approach. This 

case can, therefore, be counted as a plural noun in Hebrew rendered by a plural in Greek. 

In 2 instances, the agreement of the number is adjusted according to the 

demands of Greek. 

1 0:20a ,~t?i¥ "~i?I;1-"~ l~~~~ ~jlr:9' 
1 0 20 " , , , ,~ , : a KCXl EV !CXlllElOl<;; KOl!WVWV OOD 1l1l KCX!CXPCXOTJ '!TI\.ODOLOV 

In 1 0:20a, :l~IDij is rendered by a plural in Greek. :l~IDij is used as a distributive 

singular and does not have to agree in number with ~"n:l syntactically related to it. 11 0 

While a distributive singular is preferred in Hebrew, it is not nonnal in Greek. For 

example, Hebrew prefers "their head," but one may expect "their heads" in Greek. 111 

108The manuscripts include Cairo Geniza Hebrew codex fragments and many 
of Eastern Masoretes as well as a few manuscripts cited in the editions of Kennicott, de 
Rossi, and Ginsberg. Cf. BHS-Horst. 

109iiIDllij occurs 16 times except the 4 cases discussed above. The number is 
agreed between Hebrew and Greek in 15 out of 16 instances. 

1I0Cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §7.2.lb. 

IIIF. Blass, A. Debrunner, and R. W. Funk, A Greek Grammar of the New 
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1961), §140. For similar Semitic influence upon NT Greek, see Nigel Turner, Syntax, ed. 
J. H. Moulton, vol. 3 of A Grammar of New Testament Greek (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1963),23. 
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Thus, using the plural KOL TWVWV for the singular :l:ltu~ is due to the nonns of the target 

language. 

9: 14a ~¥i? i1~ t:l~tP~~1 iT~~p ,~~ 

9: 14a TI6hc;; f..LLKpa KIXl lXv6pEC;; EV IXlJ'ciJ OAl ym 

The relationship between t:l~tu)N and ~11~ may be construed as appositional. 1 12 

The Translator, however, seems to have reckoned ~11~ as the predicative in a verbless 

clause. Since the number of the subject and the number ofthe predicate must agree in 

Greek, the Translator may have deliberately utilized a plural fonn OAl YOL in accordance 

with the number ofthe subject lXv6pEC;;. 

The final case in 7:8a, where a singular ,:l, is rendered by a plural ).,6ywv, is 

probably due to dittography. 

7:8a &YIXe~ EaxcXTT) ).,6ywv imEp &pX~v IXlJ'WU 

There are 19 instances where ,:l, is rendered by ).,6yoc;;. In all the cases except 7:8a the 

Greek agrees with the Hebrew in number. Rendering a singular fonn of':l' by a plural 

fonn ).,6ywv is not the nonnal pattern of the Translator, and there is no contextual reason 

for ,:l, to be a plural in 7:8a. There may be dittography involved in this deviated case. 

The repetition of~ . (hireq yoel) ofthe preceeding word n~'nN and the following word 

'n~tDN'~ may create a dittography along with the repetition of~, which is the beginning 

letter of the next word. The Translator's consonantal text might have had 

112The same appositional use of~l1~ occurs in Neh 2: 12. Cf. KB, S.v. "~11~"; 
BDB, S.v. "~11~." 
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In sum, the 12 cases where a singular noun in Hebrew is rendered by a plural 

noun in Greek involve collective or class nouns in 5 cases, theological adjustments in 3 

cases, grammatical adjustments according to the contexts in 2 cases, and textual problems 

in 2 cases. 

Plural Nouns (162) 

Plural nouns occur 162 times in Ecclesiastes. In 138 instances, the Translator 

employed a plural noun in Greek for a plural noun in Hebrew (85 percent). For the rest, 

the Translator used singular nouns (15 percent). 

In 23 instances the plural nouns in Hebrew, which are rendered by singular 

nouns in Greek, belong to the group of abstract nouns or pluralia tantum. Abstract 

nouns, which denote quality or state, nonnally take plural fonns in Hebrew. 1 
13 These 

abstract nouns, which are rendered by singular nouns in Greek, include n"'n~ rendered 

by VE6TT]~ in 11:9a and 12:1a, n,t,t"n rendered by TIEplq>opa in 2:12a and 7:25b, ~~,~ 

rendered by opaoH in 11 :9a, and finally L:I~~n rendered by (w~ in 12 instances. 114 

In Hebrew the substantive 'w~ always occurs in the plural construct fonn ~'w~, 

which is rendered by an adjective feminine singular ~aKapr.a in Greek (10: 17a). The 

word i1JEl occurs only in the plural fonn L:I~)El, which is rendered in all 5 of its occurrences 

113Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §7.4.2. 

114The 12 instances are 2:3b, 2: 17a, 3:12b, 5:19a, 6:8b, 6:12a, 6:12a, 8: I5b, 
9:3b, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9b. In 5:17b, MT has a singular fonn '~n, which is also rendered by 
(w~ in Greek. Based upon the pattern of the Translator, '~n might be construed as '~~n, 
which IS an expected fonn. Two Cairo Geniza Hebrew codex fragments attest '~~n. See 
BHS-Horst. 
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by the singlar noun TIp6oumov in Greek. I IS 

In 2:4a, ~tDl'~ a plural noun with 1 c.s. pronominal suffix is rendered by TIOLllfla 

flOU a singular noun with a genitive form of 1 sg. personal pronoun. 

As discussed above in the section on the singular, the Translator's rendering 

the number ofiTtDl'~ is literal except the cases of bound phrases, in which the Translator 

uses the plural for God's works to differentiate them from the works of human beings. 

Employing a singular form for a plural in 2:4a deviates from this approach. Since the 

Translator's parent text was consonantal, the Translator perhaps read ~tDl'~ as rna 'asl 

instead of rna 'asay. This case, therefore, can be regarded as a singular noun in Hebrew 

rendered by a singular noun in Greek. 

Summary 

Among 934 instances where comparison is possible, 900 cases show the 

agreement of the number between Hebrew nouns and Greek nouns (93 percent). This 

result confirms the picture of a literalistic Translator. The discrepancies found are mainly 

due to the different grammatical demands between the source language and the target 

language. 

Bound Phrases 

Bound phrases must also be factored into an analysis of the Translator's 

treatment of nouns. For fairer comparison the analysis is restricted to nominal bound 

IISThe 5 instances, which are 7:3b, 8: 1 b, 8: 1 b, 10: lOa, and 11: 1 a, exclude the 
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phrases. If a pronominal suffix is involved in the bound phrase, the pronominal suffix is 

not treated as a member of the bound phrase here. I 16 Bound phrases where ":l is the 

nomen regens and is rendered by an attributive adjective in Greek cannot be compared 

and are excluded from the analysis. 117 Cardinal numbers are also excluded because their 

surface structures are different in Hebrew and Greek (6:6a)Ys 

There are 151 bound phrases that qualify for comparison: 137 two-member 

phrases, 14 three-member phrases, and 1 four-member phrase. I 19 The Translator 

employed nominals in the genitive case in Greek for the free members in Hebrew bound 

cases where C~J£) is used as a semipreposition. 

116If a bound phrase is 'a ofb of c' where c is a pronominal suffix, it is treated 
as a two member bound phrase. Bound forms with pronominal suffix are discussed 
separately. 

117If ":l is one ofthree members in a bound phrase, the bound phrase is 
regarded as a two member phrase (2:5b, 4:4a, 6:7a, 7:2a, 8:17a, 12:4b). If":l is one of 
four members in a bound phrase, the bound phrase is regarded as a three member phrase 
(9:9a). 

ll8Cf. Gentry, Greek Job, 110. 

119The 152 instances are 1:1a, 1:1a, 1:2a, 1:2b, l:13b, 1:14b, 1:17b, 1:18a, 
1: 18a, 2:3b, 2:3b (three member-bound phrase. Hereafter 'three member'), 2:5b, 2:6a, 
2:7a, 2:8a, 2:8b (three member), 2:10b, 2:11b, 2:13b, 2:15a, 2:17b, 2:22a, 2:24b, 2:26b, 
3:8b, 3:8b, 3:10b, 3:13b, 3:16b, 3:16b, 3:18a (three member), 3:19a (three member), 
3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:21a (three member), 3:21b, 4:1b, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:4b, 4:6a, 4:6b, 4:6b, 
4:16b, 4:17a, 5:2a, 5:2b, 5:2b, 2:5b, 5:6a, 5:7a, 5:7a, 5:8a, 5:11a, 5:14a, 5:17b (three 
member), 5:18b, 5:19a, 5:19b, 6:3a, 6:9a, 6:9b, 6:12a (four member-bound phrase), 7:1b, 
7:1b, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:3b, 7:4a, 7:4a, 7:4b, 7:4b, 4:5a, 7:5b, 7:6a, 7:6a, 7:7b, 7:8a, 7:9b, 
7:12a, 7:12b (three member), 7:13a, 7:14a, 7:14a, 7:25b, 8:1a, 8:1b, 8:1b, 8:2a, 8:2b 
(three member), 8:5b, 8:6b, 8:8a, 8:11b (three member), 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:15b, 8:17a, 9:1a, 
9:3b (three member), 9:9a (three member), 9:9a, 9:12b, 9:16b, 9:17a, 9:17b, 9:18a, 10:1a, 
10:1a (three member), 1O:2a, 1O:2b, 10:4a, 10:10b, 10:12a (three member), 10:12b, 
10:13a(threemember), 10:13b, 10:15a, 10:17a, 10:18b, 10:20a, 10:20b, 10:20b, 11:1a, 
11:1b, 11:5a, 11:5a, 11:5b, 11:8b, 11:9a, 11:9a, 11:9a, 12:1a, 12:1b, 12:3a, 12:4a, 12:4b, 
12:4b, 12:5b, 12:6a, 12:6a, 12:8a, 12:9b, 12:10a, 12:10b, 12:11a, 12:11a, 12:12b, 12:13a. 
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phrases in 147 of 151 instances (97 percent). The genitive case in Greek is probably the 

best way to render the free member in Hebrew. 

8:5b t:l:m :l'? l1i~ ~tlW~' nl1' 
T T •. - .• T:· .. : 

8:5b Kat KCXlPOV Kp(OEWc; YWWOKEl KcxpMcx oOQJou 

While modem scholars may construe t:l:m :l'? as an attributive phrase and 

translate it as "a wise heart," the Tranlator read t:l:ln as a substantival adjective and free 

member of a bound phrase. Thus, the Translator utilized a genitive case in Greek. 120 

The other 4 cases show different approaches in rendering bound phrases and 

need to be discussed. 

In 2:7a the Translator used a compound noun 01.KoYEvElc; for a bound phrase 

"house-born slaves," who are distinguished from slaves who are purchased. 121 The Greek 

word 01.KoYEvElc; has the same literal meaning and also refers to those "born in the house, 

of slaves" in Hellenistic literature. 122 Therefore, the compound adjective 01.KoYEvElc;, 

which is used as a substantive in the sentence, is an excellent rendering for n~:l-~~:l. 

120For the modem scholars' translation, see Seow, Ecclesiastes, 281; Murphy, 
Ecclesiastes, 79. 

l21Cf. Seow, Ecclesiastes, 129. 

122Cf LSJ " , I" . ,s.v. OlKOYEVT)C;. 
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The free fonn ofthe bound phrase in 8: 1 b is rendered by a dative case in 

Greek. The dative is probably the dative of respect, "shameless with respect to his face," 

or dative oflocative, "shameless on his face," or could be the dative of possession, 

"sharnless of his face.,,123 The dative with adjective are attested in Hellenistic Greek as 

well as in classical Greek. 124 Employing the dative rather than genitive indicates that the 

Translator was not mechanical, but sensitive to the semantic relationship between two 

members in the bound phrase. 

10: 1 a Op;' V?W ~r:l~ w~~=?~ n~.~ ~~,~\ 
1O:1a fl,ULIXl 8cxvcnouOlXl OCXTIPlOUOLV OKEUCXOI.CXV EA,CXI.OU ~Mofl,CX1'OC; 

In 10: 1 a the free member ofthe bound phrase is rendered by an attributive 

participle. The literal meaning of n'~ ~~'~i is "flies of death," that is understood as "dead 

flies" by modem scholars. 125 LXX has a somewhat different rendering: fl,ULCXl 

8CXVCX:OUOCXl "flies that bring death." The phrase n'~ ~~'~i is vague in its meaning, so the 

Translator may have tried to explain the phrase by utilizing a participle. The Translator 

must have understood the relationship of~~'~i and n'~ as a directly causational one, 

which is called a genitive of effect by modem scholars. 126 The meaning of "flies of 

death," therefore, becomes "flies that cause death," that is "deadly flies." 

1 0:20b ,~, i~~~ l:l~E:lJ:li1 "17~' 
T T "- - -

1 0:20b KCXl 0 EXWV TCXC; 1T1'EPUYCXC; &TICXYYEAEL A6yov 

123Por these usages of dative, see BDP, Greek Grammar, § 197; S. E. Porter, 
Idioms of the Greek New Testament, 2nd ed. (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992), 
97-98; Robertson, Grammar, 523. 

124Cf. Robertson, Grammar, 523; BDP, Greek Grammar, §197. 

125Cf. Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 96-97. 
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The phrase C~E:l~:m ~li~, of which literal meaning is "possessor of wings," may 

refer to "a flying creature." The Translator employed a substantival participle for the 

bound member and employed an accusative case as an object of the participle for the free 

member. 127 The approach may be more descriptive in this case than the one employing 

the genitive construct. 

In sum, the default rendering for the free member of the bound phrase in 

Hebrew is a genitive case in Greek (97 percent). For the other 4 cases, the Translator 

utilized various approaches, but they still maintain his literalistic character. 

Attributive Phrases 

Adjectives have three functions: (1) substantive, (2) attributive, and (3) 

predicative. Substantive adjectives are analyzed with other substantives, and predicate 

adjectives are dealt with under verbs. 128 Attributive adjectives occur 48 times in 

Ecclesiastes. 129 In all but 2 cases the Translator employed an attributive adjective in 

Greek (96 percent). 

Example: 
4: 13a t:l~l}l 1~9~ .,~~. ~it!l 
4: 13a &.yaeo~ 1Tal~ 1TEVll~ Kat oo<po~ 

126Cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §9.5.2c. 

127Ketib has an article in the free form, but Qere does not have. The Translator 
follows Ketib. 

128Cf. Gentry, Greek Job, 114. 

129The 48 instances are 1 :13b, 2:14b, 2:21b, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:20a, 4:3b, 4:8b, 
4:9b, 4: 13 a, 4:13a, 4:13b, 4:15, 5:13a, 5:15a, 6:2a, 6:2b, 6:3a, 6:6b, 7:1a, 7:10a, 7:19b, 
7:22a, 7:24b, 7:28b, 7:29b, 8:2a, 8:5a, 8:5b, 8:8a, 8:10a, 9:2a, 9:3a, 9:4b, 9:7a, 9:12a, 
9:12b, 9:14b, 9:14b, 9:15a, 9:15a, 9:15b, 9:18a, 1O:1b, 1O:4b, 10:6a, 10:13b, 12:11b. 
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An attributive adjective po~ modifying the noun ,,~ in Hebrew is rendered 

also by the attributive adjective TIEVT)C; modifying the noun TIcxlC; in Greek. 

The other 2 cases of attributive adjectives in Hebrew are rendered by 

participles in Greek. The 2 instances are 8:8a and 9:4b. 

8:8a o~'~-n~ ~i'=?' o~'~ ~~,,~ C,tt r~ 
8:8a OUK Eon V lXv8pu>1ToC; E~OUol(X(wv EV TIVEUf.LCXn toU KWAUoCXl ouv 1"0 TIVEUf.LCX 

The adjective ~~'tll occurs 3 times in Ecclesiastes. Two cases function as 

substantives (7:19b, 1O:5b), and the other is attributive (8:8a). For all the cases of~~'tll 

the Translator employed the participle form of E~OUol(X(w in Greek. In 8:8a the attributive 

adjective ~~'tll modifying c,~ is rendered by a participle E~OUol(X(wv, which attributively 

modifies lXv8pwTIoc;. 

9:4b n~;:t iT:.l~~-W ~i~ ~~iT ~o ~?=?'r~:J 
9:4b on 6 KUWV 6 (wv CXU1"OC; &ycx80C; lJ1TEP 1"OV AEOVta 1"OV VEKPOV 

The adjective ~n occurs 8 times in Ecclesiastes. Six cases function as 

substantives, 1 as predicative, and 1 as attributive.13o For all the cases a verbal form of 

(aw in Greek renders ~n in Hebrew. The participle forms of(aw are used for the 

substantive uses and an attributive use of~n, and its indicative form for the predicative 

use. In 9:4b an attributive adjective ~n is rendered by an attributive participle 0 (wv.131 

There are certain words that are substantives in Hebrew but rendered by 

attributive adjectives in Greek. In 53 instances, a substantive '::l in Hebrew is rendered 

130The 6 cases of the substantival use of~n are 4:2b, 4:15a, 7:2b, 9:4a, 9:5a, 
10: 19a. The case of its predicative use is 4:2b. The case of its attributival use is 9:4b. 
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by an adjective TIlX~ having attributive function. 132 These cases are not attributive phrases 

in Hebrew but transfonned into attributive phrases in Greek according to the nonn of the 

target language. 

Example: 

1 :7a O~iJ-"~ O~=?~;' C~"~~iJ-"f 
1 7 ' " " , 8'~ : a 1TIXVTEe; Ol XElflIXppOl 1TOPEUOVTIXl Ele; TTJV IXA,IXOOIXV 

The translation is evidently literal in 1 :7a. The phrase c~"mii-":l is a bound 

phrase in Hebrew. This bound phrase is transfonned into the attributive phrase TIlXVTEe; OL 

XElflIXPPOl in Greek where the case ofthe adjective mxvTEe; agrees with its modifying noun 

, , 
Ol XElflIXppOl. 

There are 2 instances where cardinal numbers, which are substantives in 

Hebrew, are rendered by attributive adjectives in Greek. 

4:3a ii::; ~" n~-'~~ n~ ci)~~.qi~ ::li~1 
4 3 "8'" 's:' , " ", , : a KIXl IXYIX oe; U1TEp TOUe; uUO TOUTOUe; oone; OU1TW EYEVEtO 

The fonn Cii~Jill is analyzed as the construct fonn OfC~Jill with 3 m.p. 

pronominal suffix. The construct fonn, which is substantive in Hebrew, is rendered by 

Mo-an attributive adjective in second position. 

6:6a ii~':1 ~" ii~i~1 c~~~;J c~~~ ~?~ ii:~ '~~1 
6:6a KIXL El E(TJOEV XlAlWV EtWV KlX86ooue; KIXL &YIX8wouvTJv OUK ElOEV 

l3lThe article seems to be due to the fact that the Translator read an 
indetenninate fonn :l":l" as an articular fonn. 

132The 53 instances are 1:3b, 1:7a, 1:8a, 1:9b, 1:14a, 2:5b, 2:10b, 2: lOb, 2: lOb, 
2:11a, 2:14b, 2:18a, 2:19b, 2:20b, 2:22a, 2:23a, 3:1b, 3:13a, 3:13a, 3:17b, 3:17b, 4:1a, 
4:4a, 4:4a, 4:8a, 4:15a, 4: 16a, 5:16a, 5:17a, 5:18a, 6:7a, 7:2a, 7:21a, 7:23a, 7:28b, 8:6a, 
8:9a, 8:9a, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:4a, 9:8a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:11b, 11:8a, 11:9b, 12:4b, 12:8b, 
12:13b, 12:14a, 12:14a. 
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The cardinal number l~~ is also a substantive in Hebrew, but its corresponding 

Greek word XlAlWV in 6:6a is an attributive adjective. 

In sum, all 48 cases of attributive phrases in Hebrew are rendered by 

attributive phrases in Greek whether the Translator utilized an attributive adjective or an 

attributive participle. There are 55 instances where attributive phrases in Greek render 

bound phrases in Hebrew because of the difference between the source language and the 

target language. 

Articulation 

Articulation is the final aspect for analysis of the translator's approach to 

nouns. Nearly all the cases where substantives or adjectives in Hebrew are rendered by 

substantives or adjectives in Greek are to be included in the analysis. Exceptional cases 

include those where attributive adjectives or attributive participles render 53 instances of 

~:l, 133 2 instances of substantival cardinal numbers,134 and 2 instances of other 

substantives. 135 These cases are excluded because when a substantive is rendered by an 

attributive its articulation is decided by the articulation of the noun that it modifies. 

Further exceptions are 21 instances where nouns in Hebrew are rendered by verbs, 

adverbs, articles or relative pronouns with prepositions, and an idiomatic expression. 136 

Consequently, 1107 cases are analyzed for the comparison of articulation. 

133See n. 121 ofthis dissertation. 

134The 2 instances are 4:3a and 6:6a. 

135The 2 instances are 8:4a and 10:la. 

136The 21 instances are 2:10b, 2:15a, 2:18a, 2:22b, 3:9b, 3:21a, 4:2b, 4:8b, 
4:12b, 5:10b, 5:12b, 7:12b, 7:16a, 7:23b, 7:24a, 7:24b, 8:8b, 8:11a, 9:9b, 11:6b, 12:11a. 



Proper Nouns 

Evidences: 
", > ~CXUlO 
,,~,tu~ > IopcxllA 

I:l"tu,,~ > IEPOUOCXAlliJ. 
1:l~i1"~ > SED<; 

anarthrous > anarthrous: 1: 1 a. 
anarthrous > anarthrous: 1: 12b. l37 

anarthrous> anarthrous: 1:lb, 1:12b, 1:16a, 2:7b, 2:9a. 
arthrous> arthrous: 2:24b, 2:26b, 3:11b, 3:14a, 3:14b, 3:15a, 

3:17a, 3:18a, 4:17a, 5:1a, 5:1b, 5:5b, 5:6b, 
5:17b, 5:18a, 5:19b, 6:2a, 6:2a, 7:13a, 7:14b, 
7:26b, 7:29a, 8:12b, 8:15b, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:7b, 
11 :5b, 11 :9b, 12:7b, 12:13b, 12:14a. 

anarthrous > arthrous: 1:13b, 3:lOb, 5:3a, 7:18b, 8:13b. 
anarthrous > anarthrous: 3:13b, 5:18b, 8:2b. 
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Nonnally proper nouns do not take the article in Hebrew. 138 As expected, the 

proper nouns "', ,,~,tu\ and I:l"tu,,~ do not have the article in all 7 instances. The 

Translator also employed anarthrous proper nouns in Greek for all these anarthrous 

proper nouns. 

On the other hand 1:l~i1"~, an appellative which has the sense of a proper name, 

can take the article. 139 In MT 1:l~i1"~ occurs in 40 instances: 32 instances are arthrous, and 

8 instances are anarthrous. 140 The Translator employed arthrous SED<; for all the instances 

of arthrous 1:l~i1"~, and also for 5 out of 8 instances of anarthrous 1:l~i1"~. Only in 3 

instances anarthrous 1:l~i1"~ corresponds to anarthrous SED<;. 

l37In 1: 1 b, IopcxllA is added in Greek Ecclesiastes, which lacks in MT. 

138GKC, Hebrew Grammar, § 125d. 

139Ibid., § 125d and f. 

140The 32 instances of arthrous 1:l~i1"~ are 2:24b, 2:26b, 3:10b, 3: 11 b, 3:14a, 
3:14b, 3:15a, 3:17a, 3:18a, 4:17a, 5:1a, 5:1b, 5:3a, 5:5b, 5:6b, 5:17b, 5:18a, 5:19b, 6:2a, 
6:2a, 7:13a, 7:14b, 7:26b, 7:29a, 8:12b, 8:15b, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:7b, 11:5b, 11:9b, 12:7b, 
12:3b, 12:14a. The 8 instances ofanarthrous 1:l~i1"~ are 1:13b, 3:10b, 3:13b, 5:3a, 5:18b, 
7:18b, 8:2b, 8:13b. 
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The 5 instances where anarthrous O~i1~K is rendered by arthrous 8EOC;; need to be 

explained. In I: I3b and 3: I Ob, O~i1~K functions as subject and syntactically related to the 

words 1nj (predicate) and rj17 (object). The form O~i1~K~ in 5:3a is not graphemically 

distinguishable between arthrous and anarthrous form in a consonantal text. In 7: I8b and 

8:13b, O~i1~K~ functions as object: object ofthe participle K'~ in 7:I8b and object of the 

semipreposition ~jEl~~ in 8: 13b. Both instances are related to the verb K'~ .141 In other 

words, for the instances where O~i1~K functions either as subject or as object, the 

Translator employed arthrous eEOC;;. In the other 3 instances where the Translator 

rendered anarthrous O~i1~K by anarthrous eE6c;;, O~i1~K functions as nomen rectum in a 

nominal bound phrase. 

In conclusion, the articulation of proper nouns and appellatives between the 

source language and the target language agrees in 42 instances out of 47 (89 percent). 

Discrepancies of articulation occurring in the cases of anarthrous O~i1~K are syntactically 

motivated. 

Common Nouns 

In a consonantal text, not all instances of the article are graphemically present. 

Consequently, common nouns can be formally categorized into three groups to analyze 

articulation: (1) free forms, in which the article is graphically recognized in a consonantal 

text, (2) indeterminate forms, which have inseparable preposition, so the articulation 

cannot be graphemically recognized, (3) bound forms, which have pronominal suffixes or 

141In 8:13b O~i1~K ~jEl~~ adverbially modifies K'\ 
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fu . . b d hr 142 nctIOn as nomen regens III oun noun p ases. 

Free forms. The 632 free fonns provide the data for the comparison of 

articulation. Two instances need to be discussed before the analysis. In 9:2a anarthrous 

IllXt(XL6tll~ renders arthrous ~~iT in MT. The Translator's parent text seems to read ~:liT, 

which is an anarthrous fonn of~:liT, instead of~~iT. This case must be treated as 

anarthrous. In 1 0:20b where an arthrous noun t&~ 1TtEPUYIX~ is employed, the Translator 

probably followed the Ketib fonn C~~J~iT, which is arthrous, instead of the Qere fonn 

C~~J~, which is anarthrous. This case is to be regarded as arthrous. 

The evidence categorized below demonstrates that the Translator consistently 

rendered the article literally. 

Arthrous in Hebrew> Arthrous in Greek Ecclesiastes 

142The categorization for the analysis is from A. Pietersma, "Articulation in the 
Greek Psalms: The Evidence of Papyrus Bodmer XXIV," in Tradition of the Text: 
Studies Offered to Dominique Barthelemy in Celebration of his 70th Birthday, Orbis 
Biblicus et Orientalis 109, ed. G. J. Norton and S. Pisano (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1991), 184-202. 

143The 204 instances are 1 :2b, 1 :3b, 1 :4b, 1 :5a, 1 :5a, 1 :6b, 1 :6b, 1 :7a, 1 :7a, 
1 :7a, 1 :7b, 1 :8a, 1 :9b, 1: 13 a, 1: 13b, 1: 14a, 1: 14a, 1: 14b, 2:3b, 2:3b, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2: 11 b, 
2:11b, 2:12b, 2:12b, 2: 13 a, 2:13b, 2:13b, 2:14a, 2:15a, 2:16a, 2:16b, 2:16b, 2:16b, 2:17a, 
2:17a, 2:17a, 2:17b, 2:18a, 2:19a, 2:20b, 2:20b, 2:22b, 3:1b, 3:10a, 3:10b, 3:11a, 3:11b, 
3:11b, 3:11b, 3:13a, 3:16a, 3:16b, 3:16b, 3:17b, 3:18a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19b, 3:19b, 3:19b, 
3:20a, 3:20b, 3:20b, 3:20b, 3:20b, 3:21a, 3:21b, 3:22a, 4:1a, 4:3b, 4:3b, 4:4a, 4:5a, 4:7b, 
4:9a, 4:12a, 4:12b, 4:15a, 4:15b, 4:16a, 4:17a, 5:1b, 5:7a, 5:10a, 5:12a, 5:13a, 5:17a, 
5:18a, 6:1a, 6:1b, 6:3a, 6:3b, 6:6b, 6:7a, 6:7b, 6:8a, 6:8b, 6:12b, 7:1b, 7:2a, 7:6a, 7:6a, 
7:6a, 7:7a, 7:10a, 7:11a, 7:11b, 7:12a, 7:12b, 7:14b, 7:15a, 7:19a, 7:21a, 7:26a, 7:29a, 
8:6b, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:9a, 8:9b, 8:11b, 8:14a, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:15b, 8:16a, 8:16a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 
8:17a, 9:1b, 9:1b, 9:3a; 9:3b, 9:4b, 9:6b, 9:9a, 9:9b, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:12a, 9:12b, 
9:13a, 9:15a, 9:15b, 10:5a, 10:6a, 10:7b, 10:10a, 10:11a, 10:llb, 10:14a, 10:14b, 10:15a, 
10:18a, 10:18b, 10:19b, 1O:19b, 10:20b, 10:20b, 10:20b, 11:1a, 11:1b, 11:2b, 11:3a, 
11:3a, 11:3b, 11:5a, 11:5b, 11:7a, 11:7b, 11:8a, 11:8b, 11:10b, 11:10b, 12:1b, 12:2a, 
12:2a, 12:2a, 12:2a, 12:2b, 12:2b, 12:3a, 12:3a, 12:4b, 12:4b, 12:5a, 12:5a, 12:5a, 12:5b, 
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5145 

419146 

424 

12:6a, 12:6a, 12:6b, 12:6b, 12:6b, 12:7a, 12:7a, 12:7b, 12:8a, 12:8b, 12:9b, 12:13a, 
12:13b. 

144The 2 instances are 5:2a and 8:17a. 

145The 5 instances are 1:2a, 7:27a, 9:2b, 12:11a, and 12:14a. 
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146The419 instances are 1:1a, 1:1b, 1:2a, 1:2b, 1:2b, 1:3a, 1:4a, 1:4a, 1:6a, 
1:6a, 1:7b, 1:8b, 1:8b, 1:8b, 1:11a, 1:11b, 1:12a, 1:12a, 1:13a, 1:13b, 1:14b, 1:14b, 1:15b, 
1:16a, 1:16a, 1:16b, 1:16b, 1:17a, 1:17a, 1:17a, 1:17a, 1:17b, 1:18a, 1:18a, 1:18b, 1:18b, 
2:1b, 2:3b, 2:4b, 2:4b, 2:5a, 2:5a, 2:5b, 2:6a, 2:6b, 2:6b, 2:7a, 2:7a, 2:7a, 2:7b, 2:7b, 2:7b, 
2:7b, 2:8a, 2:8a, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:9a, 2:10a, 2:10b, 2:11b, 2:11b, 2:11b, 2:12a, 2:12a, 
2:12a, 2:13a, 2:14b, 2:15b, 2:16a, 2:17b, 2:17b, 2:19a, 2:19b, 2:21a, 2:21b, 2:21b, 2:23a, 
2:23a, 2:23b, 2:24a, 2:26a, 2:26a, 2:26a, 2:26b, 2:26b, 2:26b, 3:1a, 3:1b, 3:1b, 3:2a, 3:2a, 
3:2b, 3:2b, 3:3a, 3:3a, 3:3b, 3:3b, 3:4a, 3:4a, 3:4b, 3:4b, 3:5a, 3:5a, 3:5a, 3:5a, 3:5b, 3:5b, 
3:6a, 3:6a, 3:6b, 3:6b, 3:7a, 3:7a, 3:7b, 3:7b, 3:8a, 3:8a, 3:8b, 3:8b, 3:9a, 3:11b, 3:11b, 
3:12b, 3:13a, 3:14a, 3:17b, 3:17b, 3:18b, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19b, 3:20a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:4a, 
4:4a, 4:4b, 4:4b, 4:6a, 4:6a, 4:6b, 4:6b, 4:6b, 4:7a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8b, 4:8b, 4:8b, 
4:9b, 4:11a, 4:13a, 4:13b, 4:13b, 4:14a, 4:16a, 4:16b, 4:16b, 4:17a, 4:17b, 5:1a, 5:1b, 
5:2a, 5:2b, 5:2b, 5:3a, 5:3b, 5:5a, 5:6a, 5:6a, 5:6a, 5:7a, 5:7a, 5:8a, 5:8b, 5:9a, 5:9a, 5:9a, 
5:9b, 5:10b, 5:11b, 5:12a, 5:12b, 5:13b, 5:13b, 5:14b, 5:15b, 5:16a, 5:16b, 5:16b, 5:17a, 
5:17a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 6:1a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2b, 6:2b, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 
6:3a, 6:5a, 6:5b, 6:6a, 6:6a, 6:6a, 6:6b, 6:8a, 6:9a, 6:9a, 6:9b, 6:9b, 6:10a, 6:11a, 6:11a, 
6:11b, 7:1a, 7:1a, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:3a, 7:3a, 7:3b, 7:3b, 7:4a, 7:4b, 7:4b, 7:5b, 7:5b, 7:6b, 
7:7b, 7:8a, 7:8b, 7:8b, 7:9b, 7:9b, 7:10b, 7:11a, 7:11b, 7:12a, 7:14a, 7:14a, 7:14b, 7:14b, 
7:17a, 7:20a, 7:20b, 7:22a, 7:23a, 7:25a, 7:25a, 7:25b, 7:25b, 7:25b, 7:26a, 7:26a, 7:26a, 
7:26a, 7:27b, 7:28b, 7:28b, 7:28b, 7:29b, 8:1a, 8:1b, 8:2a, 8:3b, 8:4a, 8:5a, 8:5a, 8:5b, 
8:5b, 8:5b, 8:6a, 8:6a, 8:6a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:8b, 8:9a, 8:9a, 8:10a, 8:10a, 8:10b, 8:11a, 
8:11b, 8:12a, 8:13a, 8:14a, 8:14b, 8:16a, 8:16b, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:1b, 9:1b, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:3a, 
9:3a, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:4a, 9:5b, 9:5b, 9:6b, 9:8a, 9:8b, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:10a, 9:10b, 9:lOb, 9:lOb, 
9:10b, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11b, 9:11b, 9: 13 a, 9:14a, 9:14a, 9:14b, 9:14b, 9:15a, 9:15b, 
9:16a, 9:16a, 9:18a, 9:18a, 9:18b, 10:lb, 10:lb, 10:lb, 10:2b, 10:3a, 10:3b, 10:4b, 10:4b, 
10:5a, 10:6b, 10:7a, 10:7a, 10:7b, 10:8a, 10:8b, 10:8b, 10:9a, 1O:9b, 10:10a, 10:10b, 
10:10b, 10:11a, 10:11b, 10:12a, 10:12b, 10:13a, lO:13b, 10:14a, 10:15b, 10:16a, 10:16a, 
10: 17a, 10: 17a, 10: 18b, 10: 19a, 10: 19a, 10:20a, 10:20a, 10:20b, 11 :2a, 11 :2b, 11 :3a, 
11:3a, 11:3b, 11:4a, 11:8a, 11:8b, 11:8b, 11:9a, 11:9b, 11:10a, 11:10a, 11:10b, 12:1b, 
12:1b, 12:4a, 12:5a, 12:6a, 12:8a, 12:8b, 12:9a, 12:9a, 12:9b, 12:9b, 12:9b, 12:10a, 
12:10a, 12:10b, 12:10b, 12:12a, 12:12b, 12:12b, 12:12b, 12:12b, 12:13a, 12:14a. 
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Total 632 

Arthrous free fonns occur 208 times, and anarthrous fonns 424 times. The 

translation of articles appears to be literal in 206 instances of arthrous fonns (99 percent) 

and in 419 instances of anarthrous fonns (99 percent). The 7 cases where the translator 

omitted the article or added the article need further discussion. 

5:2a 1:~l' ::l'~ C;"~iJ ~9 ~~ 
5:2a on TTIXPIXYLVE1IXl EVlmvLOv EV TTA~8El TTEPWTTIXOjlOU 

8: 17a CiXi1 ,,~,~ ~6 ~~ c~j6xi1 i1tlll'~-"~-nx ~n~x" 
w~tti;,-nnn i1tlll'J" 'WK ~tt;l'~~-n~ ~;~~"~ " "T' 

': ': - - - T -: - '," -: ': -: - - ',' : • 

8:17a KIXl EI60v OUV TT(xV'[(X '[eX TTOl~jlIX,[IX ,[OU 8EOU on ou 6UV~OE1"!Xl (XV8PWTTO<; 
'[ou EUPElV ouv '[0 TTOL~jlIX TO TTETTOl~jlEVOV UTTO TOV ~AlOV 

Above are 2 cases where arthrous nouns are rendered by anarthrous nouns. 

The word c,"n is arthrous in 5:2a and functions as the subject. Another occurrence of the 

word is in 5:6a where it is anarthrous and functions as the nomen regens in a bound 

phrase. For both cases the Translator employed an anarthrous noun EvlmvLOv. The Greek 

noun EVlmvLOv is used both with the article and without article in Hellenistic Greek with 

little difference in meaning. 147 The evidence for c,"n in Ecclesiastes is not enough to 

posit what the consonantal text of the Translator might have been in 5:2a. 

In Ecclesiastes the word CiX occurs 49 times. In 42 instances it has the article, 

and in 7 instances it does not. The Translator generally followed the articulation of MT 

with three exceptions (2:24a, 2:26a, and 8: 17a).148 In 2:24a and 2:26a, CiX is prefixed by 

147Cf. LSJ, s.v. "EvlmvLOv"; Bauer, s.v. "EvlmvLOv." 

148For more discussion on rendering of articulation, see Peter J. Gentry, "The 
Relationship of Aquila and Theodotion to the Old Greek of Ecclesiastes in the Marginal 
Notes in the Syro-hexapla," AS 2.1 (2004), 63-83.; J. Ziegler, "Der Gebrauch des Artikels 
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inseparable prepositions ~ and ~ repectively. The form lJ1KJ in 2:24a is vocalized as 

arthrous in the MT but is rendered by an anarthrous from. On the contrary, the form 

C1K~ in 2:26a is vocalized as anarthrous in the MT, but its Greek equivalent is arthrous. 

Both Hebrew forms are to be treated as indeterminate since they are not graphemically 

distinguishable in a consonantal text whether it is arthrous or anarthrous. The instance in 

8:17a clearly deviates from a normal approach. In 8:17a, the Hebrew form is arthrous, 

but an anarthrous Greek form is employed as its equivalent. Since the Translator was 

normally literal in rendering the articulation ofC1K (48 times out 49-98 percent), the 

form in question in 8:17a was probably an anarthrous form in the Translator's parent 

text. 149 

The following 5 cases involve anarthrous nouns in Hebrew rendered by 

arthrous nouns in Greek. 

1 :2a n~ryp ,~~ lJ~'?~O '?~O 
1 :2a f,.LexnnOtl1C; f,.LextexlOt~tWV EI TIEV 6 'EKKA.l1olexOt~C; 

7:27a n~ryp j";T?~ ~nK~~ i1t. i1~: 
7:27a We TOlJtO EUPOV EITIEV 6 'EKKA.l1olexOt~c; 

In 1 :2a and 7:27a an anarthrous form n'?i1p is rendered by an arthrous 6 

'EKKAl1olexOt~c;. Since n'?i1p is treated as a masculine noun in other places (1 :2a, 12:8a, 

12:10a), the words n'?i1p i1'~K in 7:27a seem to be wrongly divided in MT. The right 

in der Septuaginta des Ecclesiastes," in Studien zur Septuaginta-Robert Hanhart zu 
Ehren, ed. D. Fraenke1, Udo Quast, and John Wm Wevers (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1990),83-120. 

149Ziegler does not note the occurrence in 8:17a in "Der Gebrauch des 
Artikels." 
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division may be n~i1pi1 ,~~, which is reflected in LXX.150 The Greek equivalent in 

7:27a, therefore, is a formally literal rendering with respect to articulation. 

The case of 1 :2a is probably related to a certain expression: "the Qoheleth 

says." 

Table 1. Combination of'~~ and n~i1p 

Evidence MT LXX 

1:2a n~i1p ,~~ EI'TTEV 6 'EKKAT]alcx.aT~e; 

7:27a n~i1p i1'~~ EI'TTEV 6 'EKKAT]alcx.aT~e; 

12:8a n~i1pi1 ,~~ El'TTEV 6 'EKKAT]alcx.aT~e; 

Whenever n~i1p followed ,~~, the Translator employed an arthrous form 6 

'EKKAT]alcx.aT~e;.151 In other places 'EKKAT]alcx.aT~e; is anarthrous. 152 In a consonantal text, 

7:27a and 12:8a could be regarded as the same form, and their Greek equivalents reflect 

n~i1pi1 ,~~. Thus, based upon this pattern one can posit that in the consonantal text the 

Translator also had n~i1pi1 in 1 :2a. 

9:2b ~,~ i1l7':lW 'w~;:' 17:lW~i1 ~~h;:, :li~~ 
"T T : ","-:- T:'- .,'-

9:2b we; 6 &ycx.86e; we; 6 cXjlcx.PTeXvwv we; 6 oJJ.vuwv Kcx.8we; 6 TOV OPKOV CPO~OUjlEVOe; 

150Cf. Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 74; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 264. 

151Two (1 :2a, 7:27a) are anarthrous in MT. 

152There are 4 instances: 1: la, 1: 12a, 12:9a, and 12: lOa. All of them are also 
anarthrous in MT. 
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The noun i1lii:llll occurs twice, both times anarthrous in MT (8:2b, 9:2b ).153 

The Translator uses anarthrous oPKOs for 8:2b but arthrous oPKOs for 9:2b. It is unclear 

why the Translator used an arthrous form in 9:2b. In 12:11a the anarthrous m:Jo~ is a 

free member of the ~"li:l construct and is rendered by arthrous 'tWV ouvlXy~&'twv. The 

noun "li:l occurs 7 times in Ecclesiastes and functions as nomen regens in all instances. 

A Greek equivalent for "li:l is always arthrous, and its free member is also treated as 

definite all the time. Thus, rendering ni:JO~ by 'tWV ouvlXy~&'twv follows the normal 

approach. 

12: 14a ~tlW~:l ~:l~ c~j6~i1 i1Wli~-":l-n~ ~:l 
T:"; "T • "::T ",.-:- T ".". 

12: 14a on ouv 1T(XV 'to TIOlT]~1X 6 SEOs &~El EV KPlOEl 

The rendering of articulation of i1111li~ seems to be related to the rendering of 

other neighboring words such as n~ or -.,~. When these words are combined, certain 

patterns appear. Table 2 below illustrates the patterns. 

The nomen rectum is marked by NR, and pronominal suffix by Sf. NR and Sf 

are normally rendered by genitive in Greek, which is abbreviated by Gen. The 

abbreviation Art. stands for an article. The presence of an element is marked by X, and 

the absence of an element where it is expected is marked by ? A symbol + represents an 

element added which is not expected, and * indicates all the cases where a certain 

element does not match between Hebrew and Greek. 

There is a total of 56 elements in Hebrew and 57 elements in Greek according 

to the table above. All discrepancies between Hebrew and Greek occur in rendering n~ 

l530ne in 8:2b appears as a bound form of a bound phrase. Another one in 
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Table 2. Rendering of Articulation of i1Wli~ 

Hebrew Greek 

NM/Sf. i1Wli~ Art. ~:l nN 
, 

TItX<;; Art. IIolru.LIX Gen. ouv 

1:14a X X X X X X X X 
2:4a X X X X 

2:11a X X X X X X 
2:17a X X X X 

*3:11b X X X ? X X 
3:17b X X X X X X 
3:22a X X X X 
4:3b X X X X X X 
4:4a X X X X X X X X 
*5:5b X X X ? + X X 
*7:13a X X X ? + X X 

8:9a X X X X 
8:14a X X X X 
8:14a X X X X 

*8:17a X X X X X X + X X 
8:17a X X X X X X 
*9:7b X X X ? + X X 
9:10b X X 

*11:5b X X X ? + X X 
*12:14a X X X X X + X 

Total 10 21 7 7 11 6 7 13 21 10 

and articles. 154 In 4 cases the particle ouv may be expected for nN, but instead the article 

in Greek is employed (5:5b, 7:13a, 9:7b, 11:5b). All these cases show the same 

arrangement of elements: nN + i1Wli~ + NRfSf. Wherever this arrangement occurs, an 

article in Greek renders nN. If the elements are arranged by nN + ~:l + i1Wli~ + (NR), an 

article is added (8:17a, 12:14a). There is 1 case where ouv for nN is just dropped out 

(3:11b). This may be abnormal because ouv for nN exists in 4:3b and 8:17a which have 

9:2b functions as the object ofN'~. 
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the same arrangement of words in Hebrew with 3:llb. ouv is expected in 3:llb based 

upon the rendering pattern. The evidence indicates that the rendering of the article and 

nK followed by i1tlll.'~ is motivated by the certain syntagms.ISS 

In sum, 625 occurrences of the article attached to free forms out of 631 are 

rendered by the article in Greek (99 percent).IS6 There are 3 cases where the evidence is 

insufficient to detect any pattern (5:2a, 9:2b, 12:11a). In 2 cases, the consonantal text of 

the Translator may have been different from MT (1 :2a, 8: 17a). The rendering of 12:4a 

depends on a certain arrangement of words rather than on the text. 

Indeterminate Forms. In 6 instances in Ecclesiastes, the prepositions are on 

the pretonic position or the nouns following an inseparable preposition begin with 

gutturals. It is difficult to tell whether the 6 nouns following inseperable prepositions are 

arthrous or anarthrous. 1 S7 These cases must be eliminated from analysis. The 137 

instances of indeterminate forms that remain are legitimate objects for the comparison of 

the articulation. ls8 

IS4Theyare 7 instances: 3:11b, 5:5b, 7:13a, 8:17a, 9:7b, 12:14a. 

IssThe rendering of the nota accusativi nK is fully discussed below. 

IS6They include the case of7:27a. 

IS7In either case where an inseparable preposition is the pretonic position or an 
articular noun following an inseparable preposition begins with a guttural, the vowel 
underthe preposition can be qames. Thus, one cannot say whether the noun is arthrous 
or anarthrous for the cases where the inseparable preposition is pretonic and at the same 
time, followed by the noun beginning with gutturals. The 6 instances are 3 :21 b, 5: 15b, 
7:19b, 7:20a, 8:10a, and 11:6a. 

1 s8Excluded are 7 cases where the indeterminate forms have adverbial 
functions (3:21a, 4:12b) or are rendered by incomparable forms such as a verb or 
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Literal translations are arthrous in 27 instances out of 59 (46 percent) and 

anarthrous in 62 instances out of 79 (78 percent). The other 48 instances show 
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discrepancies of articulation between Hebrew and Greek (36 percent). In 11 cases out of 

the 17 where anarthrous fonns are rendered by arthrous fonns, the preposition" is 

idiomatic expressions (5:10b, 5:12b, 7:12b, 10:11b, 10:17b). The 2 cases where ":J is 
attributively rendered in Greek are also excluded (7:28b, 11 :8a). 

159The 27 instances are 1:3a, l:13a, 2: 13 a, 2:18b, 2:22a, 3:1a, 3:19a, 5:1b, 
6:11b, 6:12a, 6:12a, 6:12b, 7:23a, 8:8a, 8:15a, 9:2a, 9:3a, 9:9b, 9:11a, 9:12a, 11:3a, 
11:3a, 1l:4b, 11:7b, 12:3b, 12:5a, 12:11a. 

160The 31 instances are 2:3a, 2:3b, 2:14a, 2:23a, 2:24a, 5:3a, 5:7a, 5:8a, 5:9a, 
5:16a, 6:4a, 6:4a, 6:4b, 6:12a, 8:8a, 8:13a, 8:16b, 8:16b, 9:12a, 9:12a, 9:17b, 10:3a, 
10:3b, 10:6a, 10:16b, 10:17b, 11:6a, 11:9b, 12:3a, 12:4a, 12:5b. 

161The 17 instances are l:4b, 1:10b, 2:2a, 2:2b, 2:26a, 3:14b, 4:11b, 4:16a, 
5:8b, 6:2a, 7:27b, 9:4b, 9:9b, 9:10a, 9:15a, 11:2a, 11:2a. 

162The 62 instances are 2:1a, 2:1a, 2:1a, 2:3a, 2:3b, 2:11a, 2:14a, 2:15a, 2:15b, 
2:16a, 2:21a, 2:21a, 2:21a, 2:21b, 2:24a, 3:11a, 3:11b, 3:12b, 3:17a, 3:18a, 3:22a, 4:9b, 
5:12b, 5:13a, 5:13b, 5:14b, 5:14b, 5:18a, 6:7a, 7:9a, 7:12a, 7:14a, 7:15b, 7:15b, 8:2a, 
8:9b, 8:15b, 8:16b, 9:3a, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:6b, 9:6b, 9:7a, 9:7a, 9: lOb, 9:12a, 9:12b, 9:17a, 
10:2a, 10:2b, 10:5b, 10:6b, 10:7b, 10:17b, 10:18a, 10:19a, 10:20a, 11:5a, 11:9a, 12:11a, 
12:14a. 

163The cases where pronominal suffixes are attached to the indetenninate fonns 
are included in this total number. They are 31 instances: 2:la, 2:3a, 2:15a, 2:l5b, 2:24a, 
3:11a, 3:11b, 3:l2b, 3:17a, 3:22a, 4:9b, 5:12b, 5:13b, 5:14b, 5:l8a, 6:2a, 6:7a, 7:9a, 
7:l5b, 7:15b, 8:l5b, 8:16b, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:6b, 9:l0a, 9:15a, 10:2a, 10:2b, 10:20a, 11:9a. 
All of them are anarthrous, and the Translator used arthrous fonns only for 4 cases of 
them (6:2a, 9:9b, 9: lOa, 9:15a). Literal is about 90 percent of rendering the cases. The 
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rendered by the Greek article rather than a corresponding preposition. 164 If these 11 cases 

are regarded as literal translations, then 72 anarthrous forms are literal renderings (92 

percent). More significant discrepancies lie in 31 instances where the Translator 

employed anarthrous forms for the arthrous forms. It may indicate that the Translator 

had a tendency to read the indeterminate forms as anarthrous since he used anarthrous 

forms in 93 instances (68 percent) while he employed arthrous forms in 44 instances (32 

percent). It is not probable that the target language demands the anarthrous forms for the 

head terms of the prepositional phrases because he still employed arthrous for a large 

portion ofthe evidence (44 instances). It may be due to the fact that the Translator 

vocalized the forms differently than the vocalization preserved in MT. 

In sum, the Translator's rendering of anarthrous forms reflects the vocalization 

ofMT more than his rendering of arthrous forms. 

Bound Forms Functioning as nomen regens. There are 165 instances of 

bound forms functioning as nomen regens (hereafter NR). Included are 33 instances of 

indeterminate forms functioning as NR. All the cases are anarthrous in Hebrew. The 

Translator employed arthrous forms for 15 instances. In the other cases the Translator 

rendered the anarthrous forms with anarthrous forms. 

Anarthrous in Hebrew> Arthrous in Greek Ecclesiastes 15165 

Anarthrous in Hebrew> Anarthrous in Greek Ecclesiastes 150166 

cases where the indeterminate form functions as nomen regens are discussed under bound 
forms. 

164The 11 cases are 2:2a (Dative, hereafter D), 2:2b (D), 2:26a (D), 4:11b 
(Nominative, hereafter N), 4:16a (D), 5:8b (Genitive), 6:2a (D), 7:27b (D), 9:4b (N), 
11 :2a (D), 11 :2a (D). 

165The 15 instances are 1:13b, 2:3b, 3:10b, 3:19a,.3:19a, 5:5b, 5:19a, 7:7b, 
7:13a, 8:17a, 9:12b, 11:5a, 11:5b, 11:8b, 12:4b. 
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Total 165 

According to modem scholars, a noun in a bound phrase is definite in 3 cases: 

(1) if the free form is a proper noun, pronoun, or an appellative such as "God," (2) if the 

free form bears the article or a suffix, or (3) ifthe so called nota accusativi immediately 

precedes the construct chain. 167 Based upon this understanding, definite in Hebrew are 

all 15 cases where the Translator used arthrous nouns for anarthrous bound forms 

functioning as NR. A free member in a bound phrase has an article in 1:13b, 2:3b, 3:10b 

7:13a, 8:17a, 9:12b, 11:5a, 11:5b, 11:8b, and 12:4b, and has a pronominal suffix in 5:5b, 

5:19a,7:7b. Free members in 3:19a and 3:19a are demonstrative pronouns. Among 

these 15 cases, 7 cases also have the so called nota accusativi (5:5b, 5:19a, 7:7b, 7:13a, 

8: 17a, 11 :5b, 11 :8b). 

Nonetheless, the Translator did not always employ arthrous nouns for all 

definite bound forms functioning as NR. There are 96 definite bound forms functioning 

as NR in Hebrew, 81 of which are rendered by anarthrous nouns in Greek 

166The 150 instances are 1:la, 1:la, 1:2a, 1:2b, 1:14b, 1:17b, 1:18a, 1:18a, 
2:3b, 2:3b, 2:5b, 2:6a, 2:7a, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:11b, 2:13b, 2:15a, 2:17b, 2:22a, 2:24b, 
2:26b, 3:8b, 3:8b, 3:13b, 3:16b, 3:16b, 3:18a, 3:18a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:21a, 3:21a, 
3:21b, 4:1b, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:4b, 4:6a, 4:6b, 4:6b, 4:16b, 4:17a, 5:2a, 5:2b, 5:2b, 5:6a, 5:7a, 
5:7a, 5:8a, 5:11a, 5:14a, 5:17b, 5:17b, 5:18b, 5:19b, 6:3a, 6:6a, 6:7a, 6:9a, 6:9b, 6:12a, 
6:12a, 6:12a, 7:1b, 7:1b, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:3b, 7:4a, 7:4a, 7:4b, 7:4b, 4:5a, 7:5b, 7:6a, 
7:6a, 7:8a, 7:9b, 7:12a, 7:12b, 7:12b, 7:14a, 7:14a, 8:1a, 8:1b, 8:1b, 8:2a, 8:2b, 8:2b, 
8:6b, 8:8a, 8:11b, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:15b, 9:1a, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:16b, 9:17a, 
9:17b, 9:18a, 10:la, 10:la, 10:la, 10:2a, 10:2b, 10:4a, 1O:10b, 1O:12a, 10:12a, 10:12b, 
10:13a, 10:13a, 10:13b, 1O:15a, 10:17a, 10:18b, lO:20a, lO:20b, lO:20b, 11:1a, 11:1b, 
11:5a, 11:9a, 11:9a, 11:9a, 12:1a, 12:1b, 12:3a, 12:4a, 12:4b, 12:5b, 12:6a, 12:6a, 12:8a, 
12:9b, 12:10a, 12:lOb, 12:11a, 12:11a, 12:12b, 12:13a. 

167See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §1O:3b, 13Aa, b, and c. 
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(84 percent).168 These statistics demonstrate that the definiteness of the bound phrase 

did not affect the translation, but for most cases the Translator slavishly translated 

articulation of bound forms functioning as NR. The question may be on which basis the 

Translator used the article for 15 cases (16 percent). The Translator always employed 

arthrous forms if nota accusativi n~ immediatedly precedes a bound form functioning as 

NR (7 cases).169 In the other 8 instances, it is difficult to find any contextual or 

grammatical reason why the Translator used articles in these cases. 

Bound Forms with Pronominal SuffIxes. There are 126 instances of bound 

forms with pronominal suffixes, 44 of which are rendered by arthrous nouns (35 percent) 

and the rest of which are literally rendered by anarthrous nouns (65 percent). 

Arthrous in Greek Ecclesiastes 44170 

168The 81 instances are 1 :la, (2:3b, 2:3b), (2:8b, 2:8b), 2:13b, 2:15a, 2:22a, 
2:24b, 3:13b, 3:16b, 3:16b, (3:18a, 3:18a), (3:19a, 3:19a), 3:19a, (3:21a, 3:21a), 3:21b, 
4:1b, 4:4a, 4:17a, 5:11a, 5:14a, (5:17b, 5:17b), 5:18b, 5:19b, 6:3a, 6:7a, (6:12a, 6:12a, 
6:12a), 7:1b, 7:1b, 7:2a, 7:6a, 7:6a, 7:12a, (7:12b, 7:12b), 7:15a, 8:1b, 8:2b, 8:6b, 8:8a, 
(8:11b, 8:11b), 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:15b, 9:1a, (9:3b, 9:3b), (9:9a, 9:9a), 9:9a, 9:16b, 10:4a, 
10:10b, (10: 13 a, 10:13a), 10:13b, 10:15a, 1O:20a, 10:20b, 11:1a, 11:1b, 11:5a, 11:9a, 
11 :9a, 11 :9a, 12:1a, 12:1b, 12:3a, 12:4a, 12:4b, 12:5b, 12:6a, 12:6a. The parenthesis 
indicates three member-bound phrases or four member-bound phrases. If a definite 
bound form is in three member-bound phrases or four member-bound phrases, an 
arthrous form in Greek is never employed for it. 

169See p. 68 of this dissertation for full discussion on the so-called nota 
accusativi; also J. Ziegler, "Die Wiedergabe der nota accusativi 'et, 'aet- mit ouv," in 
Lebendige Forschung im Alten Testament, ZAW 100, supp. vol. (1988): 229,231-232. 
To be excluded are the cases ofn~ followed by ~:J, which is rendered by adjective niXe; 
(2:l4a, 2:l8a, 4:la, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:l5a, 8:l7a, l2:l4a). In these cases the Translator did 
not use an article before the phrases. 

170The 44 instances are 1 :5b, 1 :13a, 2:3a, 2: lOa, 2:10b, 2:lla, 2:14a, 2:20a, 
2:23a, 2:23a, 2:24a, 4:3a, 4:4a, 4:5a, 4:5b, 4:8b, 4:10a, 5:1b, 5:5a, 5:5a, 5:16a, 5:18a, 
5:19a, 7:l8a, 7:18b, 7:2lb, 7:25a, 7:28a, 8:9a, 8:16a, 9:5b, 9:7b, 9:10a, 9:l2a, 10:16a, 
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Total 

82171 

126 

By their nature bound fonns with pronominal suffixes are definite. The 
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Translator, however, tended to render the articulation ofthe bound fonns with suffixes in 

a literal way and employed anarthrous fonns in Greek for about two thirds of the cases 

(65 percent). In 21 instances where nota accusativi r1N precedes the fonns in question, 

the Translator always used the article for the particle. I72 The r1N may be the reason for 

the article in these 21 instances. For the other 23 cases of arthrous fonns employed for 

bound fonns with suffixes, it is difficult to find any pattern. 

So-called Nota Accusativi r1N. I73 The above analysis on articulation reveals 

that nota accusativi r1N has a certain effect on articulation in Greek. The nota accusativi 

r1N occurs 75 times in Ecclesiastes. 174 In his study, "Die Wiedergabe der nota accusativi 

1O:16b, 10:17a, 1O:17b, 11:1a, 11:6a, 11:6a, 11:6b, 11:9a, 12:13b. In 7:18b and 11:6b 
pronominal suffixes are not rendered in Greek Ecclesiastes. 

I7I The 82 instances are 1:3b, 1:6b, 1:16a; 1:16b, 1:17a, 2:3b, 2:3b, 2:4a, 2:9b, 
2:10b, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:1Ob, 2:11a, 2:18a, 2:20a, 2:21a, 2:21b, 2:22a, 2:22a, 2:23a, 3:13a, 
3:22a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:14b, 4:17a, 5:1a, 5:1a, 5:5b, 5:5b, 5:1Ob, 5:14a, 5:16b, 5:17a, 5:17b, 
5:17b, 5:19b, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:4b, 6:10a, 6:12a, 7:2b, 7:8a, 7:15a, 7:17b, 7:21a, 7:22a, 7:26a, 
7:26a, 8:1b, 8:1b, 8:15b, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:6a, 9:6a, 9:6a, 9:7a, 9:7a, 9:8a, 9:8b, 9:9a, 
9:9a, 9:9b, 9: 16b, 10:3a, 10:4a, 10: 13 a, 10: 13b, 10: 17a, 10:20a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 
11 :10a, 11: 1Oa, 12: la, 12:5b, 12: 12a. The pronominal suffix in 5:16b is not rendered in 
Greek Ecclesiastes. 

172The 21 instances are l:13a, 2:3a, 2:10b, 2:20a, 2:24a, 4:5a, 4:5b, 4:8b, 
4:10a, 5:5a, 5:5a, 5:18a, 7:18a, 7:18b, 7:21b, 8:9a, 8:16a, 9:7b, 9:12a, 11:6a, 12:13b. See 
the discussion on r1N below. 

173The particle is traditionally called nota accusativi. Since sometimes it 
occurs with the nominative in biblical Hebrew, there is debate on the particle's function. 
For the summary ofthe recent views on the particle, see Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew 
Syntax, §10.3. 

I74They include 8:9b where r11' is read as r1N. 
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'et, 'aet- mit auv," Ziegler categorizes the renderings ofnK in Greek Ecclesiastes into 

eight groups: 175 

1. nK + Art(icle) > + Art. 

2. ":li1-nK > auv 'tcx TICXV'tcx 

3. c"~-nK > auv TIcxaw CXU"COlC; 

4. "~-nK + Subst(antive) > auv TICXV + Subst. 

5. 'WK nK > auv 'tcx oO(x 

6. nK > Masked auv 

7. nK + Art. > auv missing 

8. nK > Art. 

There are 4 Instances which are not included by Ziegler: the 2 instances of nK 

'WK in 4:3a and 7:13b, and 2 instances ofnK rendered by article in 7:21b and 8:8b. 

Sometimes, his categories are not comprehensive. For example, in category (3), Ziegler 

presents three references (2:14b, 9:11b, 7:18b), but only one (9:11b) fits into the 

category. The other two do not correspond to the description ofthe heading. 

There may be a simpler way to present the evidence comprehensively. Here, 

the Translator's renderings for nK are categorized into three groups. 176 First, ifbound 

forms functioning as NR or bound forms with pronominal suffixes follow nK, the 

175Ziegler, "Die Wiedergabe der nota accusativi" 222-233. 

176Rahlfs believes that this approach is that of Aquila and comments that 
Aquila usually renders nK by the preposition auv, but if an article is absent, an article 
renders nK. However, Rahlfs does not correctly and fully present the cases where nK 
occurs. See his note on 'tel aacx in 2:12. 
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Translator employed an article for nK. 177 None of the 31 instances in the first group has 

an article following nK in Hebrew. 178 

Examples: 
(bound form with a pronominal suffix) 
I: 13 a iTi?=?r:r~ "n?1 W;'l'? '~ '?-n~ 'ntl~1 
I : 13 a KlX t E6wKlX T~V KlXp6 (lXV fWD TOU EK( T)TilolX l KlX t TOU KlXTlXOKE1jJlXo8lX l EV Ttl omp (Q: 

(bound form functioning as NR) 
5:I9a "~n '~'-nK ,ji' iT:l.,iT K''? '::J 

T- •• : '," :. ..: - • 

5: I9a on ou TIOneX IJ VT)08~OE1"lX l TeXe;; ~IJEplXe;; Tile;; (wile;; lXUTO\) 

There is a case, which is not a bound form but rendered by an article. 

3:I5b ~:t!rn~ wP~~ t:J';;'?~;:t1 
3: I5b KlX t 6 8EOe;; (T)T~OEl TOV 6lWKOIJEVOV 

The participle ~"J is not a bound form. The reason that the Translator renders nK by an 

article may be because ~"J is anarthrous. 

The second group comprises the cases where nK is rendered by the preposition 

OUV. In 33 instances, the Translator employed ouv for nK preceding an article or '?:l, 

whether '?:l is articular or not. 

Examples: 
I: 14a W~~i} nOD 'tD~~W t:J'tl)~~i}-'?~-n~ 'r:'I'~~ 
I : 14a E 160v OUV TIeXV1"lX 1"(X TIO l ~lJlXTlX TeX TIETIO l T)IJEVlX UTIO TOV ~ALOV 

2: 17a iTtD17~iT ''?17 17, '::J t:J'~niT-nK 'nKJtD, 
','-:-- -T - •• -- ': . "T: 

2:17a KlXt EIJ(OT)OlX ouv T~V (w~v on TIOVT)pOV ETI' EIJE TO TIO(T)lJlX 

177The cases include '?:l plus pronominal suffix (2:14b, 9:11b) and exclude '?:l 
functioning as NR. 

178The 31 cases are 1:13a, 2:3a, 2:10b, 2:14b, 2:20a, 2:24a, 4:5a, 4:5b, 4:8b, 
4:10a, 5:5a, 5:5a, 5:5b, 5:18a, 5:19a, 7:7b, 7:13a, 7:18a, 7:18b, 7:21b, 8:8b, 8:9a, 8:16a, 
9:7b, 9:11b, 9:12a, 11:5b, 11:6a, 11:8b, 12:1a, 12:13b. 
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Just as in 1: 14a, ouv renders m~ in all 11 cases where ~::J follows n~.179 If the 

noun has an article like 2: 17a, the Translator nonnally translated n~ by OUI! (22 

instances). 180 

There are 4 arthrous nouns where ouv is expected for n~ but is missing (3: 11 b, 

8:16a, 9:15a, 12:13b). One example ofthese exceptional cases is presented as an 

illustration. 

Example: 
9: 15a in~:ln:J '~17:-T-n~ ~':-T-~"~' 

T : T : • T": - • 

9:15a KIXI. OLIXOWOEL lXireo£; T~V TIOALV EV Ttl OO¢l~ IXUTOU 

In 9:15a, one would expect ouv for n~ because of the presence ofthe article, 

but the Translator deviated from the nomal approach. 

The final group includes 5 instances where 'w~-clauses follow n~.181 

According to Rahlfs' text, the Translator always employed T& aolX for 'w~ n~ which 

adverbially functions in accusative case (2: 12b, 8:9b ).182 

2: 12b ':-T'tv~ ,~=?-,~~ n~ l?i?iJ ~}C)~ ~i~~~ t:l:t~;:t :-TT.? ~~ 
2:12b an Tl<; 0 av8pwTIo£; o£; ETIEAEUOETIXL OTIlOW tft£; POUAft£; T& aolX ETIOlT]OEV IXUt~V 

8:9b i~ 17'~ t:li~:J t:li~:-T ~~w ,w~ n17 
-: TT: TTT -T ":-: •. 

8:9b T& aolX E~OUOL&OlXtO 0 av8pwTIo£; EV &.v8pw'TT(~ TOU KIXKWOIXL IXUtOV 

179The 11 cases are 1:14a, 2:18a, 4:1a, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:15a, 8:9a, 8:17a, 9:1a, 
9:1a,12:14a. These exclude the cases of articular ~:l. 

180The 22 instances are 2:17a, 3:10a, 3:11a, 3:11b, 3:17a, 3:17a, 4:2a, 4:3b, 
5:6b, 7:14b, 7:15a, 7:26a, 7:29a, 8:8a, 8:15a, 8:17a, 9:15b, lO:19b, lO:20b, 11:5b, 11:7b, 
12:9b. These include the cases of articular ~:l. In 7: 14b, a demonstrative pronoun :-TT 

follows n~, and the demonstrative pronoun is to be treated like an articular noun. 

181See p. 96 ofthis dissertation. 

182In 8:9b, the Translator construed n17 as n~. 
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However, Rahlfs is unsure of the original text in the case of2:12b since witnesses are 

divided into two groups, and both approaches are equally attested in Greek Ecclesiastes. 

B (Codex Yaticanus), S* (original reading of Codex Sinaiticus), and A (Codex 

Alexandrinus) follow the approach of 8:9b and have the article for n~. On the other 

hand, based upon weight of the witnesses and Ziegler's study, Gentry takes auv 'tCt. aaa as 

origina1. 183 

When ,w~ n~-clause functions as nominal clause, the approach is more varied. 

In 5:3b, ,w~ n~ introduces an object clause. For its equivalent, Rahlfs follows SC and yt 

which contain auv. 

5:3b c~~ "n-'WI$ n~ 
5 3b ' " " "l:= ' , >. : auv oaa ElXV EU.., 1J aTIOuO~ 

In the other 2 instances (4:3a, 7:13b), the Translator renders 'w~ n~ by aan~ in 

4:3a (subject clause) or OV lXv (object clause). 

Major discrepancies between Rahlfs and Ziegler are shown in 2:12b and 9:11b. 

2: 12b is still a difficult case because there is no fixed pattern in rendering n~ ,w~. For 

the case of 9: 11 b, Rahlfs seems to make a sound judgement. When n~ followed a 

substantive with a suffix, the article always renders n~. Therefore, c.,~ in 9:11b, which is 

a substantive with article, must be included in this category, and Rahlfs recognizes it. 

Summary 

For the cases of proper nouns and free forms where the article is explicit, the 

183Peter J. Gentry, "Propaedeutic to a Lexicon ofthe Three: The Priority of a 
New Critical Edition of Hexaplaric Fragments," AS 2.2 (2004), 163-64; Ziegler, "Die 
Wiedergabe der nota accusativi," 229-30. 
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translations of articulation are literal more than 92 percent of the cases. Part of the reason 

for the disagreements may be related to the syntactical functions of the nouns. When the 

article was not explicit in the consonantal text (i.e., indeterminate forms), the Translator 

agreed with the articulation of MT in 65 percent of the cases. It is a relatively low 

percentage, but does not have any affect on the portrayal of the literalistic Translator. As 

for bound forms, the Translator seems to have viewed the definiteness of nouns 

differently than modem scholars. The Translator rendered articles for the bound forms 

functioning as NR in 91 percent of the cases, but for bound forms with pronominal 

suffixes only in 35 percent ofthe cases. Finally, the so-called nota accusativi n~ plays an 

important role in the Translator's decision to include the article in Greek. 

Pronouns 

Under the heading Pronouns four categories are discussed: (1) personal 

pronouns, (2) demonstratives, (3) interrogatives, and (4) relatives. The term 

demonstratives is preferable to demonstrative pronouns because demonstratives comprise 

not only demonstrative pronouns but also demonstrative adjectives, which are also 

discussed here. 184 The terms interrogatives and relatives are preferable to interrogative 

pronouns and relative pronouns respectively because interrogative particles and relative 

particles are not marked for person in Hebrew. However, their equivalents are pronouns 

184Demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative adjectives are not distinguished 
in form, but are distinguished in function. Demonstrative adverbs will be discussed 
under Adverbs. For the demonstrative adverbs, see Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew 
Syntax, §17.2b. 
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in Greek, so they are also discussed here. 185 

Personal Pronouns: Free Forms 

The personal pronouns occur both as free fOTITIS and bound fOTITIs. The free 

fOTITIS are also called independent personal pronouns, and the bound fOTITIS are called 

pronominal suffixes. 186 The pronouns in bound fOTITIS are affixed to nouns, prepositions, 

verbs, and the so-called nota accusativi. Free fOTITIS occur 78 times in Ecclesiastes, and 

bound fOTITIS occur 297 times. The evidence for the rendering of free and bound fOTITIS is 

presented separately. 

')~ (1 c.s. Pronoun) 

The personal pronoun 1 c.S. 'J~ occurs 29 times in Greek Ecclesiastes, and in 

28 instances it is rendered by EYW (97 percent). 187 There is 1 instance where 'J~ is not 

rendered as such. In 8:2a there is no Greek equivalent for 'j~ at all. 

8:2a 'i~~ l?~-'£l '~~ 
8:2a O'tOflCX PCXOlAEW<; <pUACX~OV 

The pronoun 'J~ does not fit syntactically into the sentence. Some scholars suggest 

emending 'J~ in MT as n~ ('et) based upon the ancient versions which include LXX. 188 

The Translator, however, would have used the article for m~ since the presumed nota 

185Cf. Gentry, Greek Job, 148 n. 195. 

186Cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §16.2. 

187The 28 instances are 1:12a, 1:16a, 1:16a, 2:1a, 2:11a, 2:12a, 2:13a, 2:14b, 
2:15a, 2:15a, 2:15a, 2:18a, 2:18a, 2:20a, 2:24b, 3:17a, 3:18a, 4:1a, 4:2a, 4:4a, 4:7a, 4:8b, 
5:17a, 7:25a, 7:26a, 8:12b, 8:15a, 9:16a. 

188BHS-Horst; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 80. Cf. Seow, Ecclesiastes, 279. 
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accusativi precedes a bound phrase. 189 Therefore, one cannot argue that the parent text of 

the Translator had n~ instead of~J~. Other suggestions have been made to explain the ~J~ 

in MT. For example, Gordis suggests that ~J~ is an elliptical form for ~J~ ~n'~~, 190 and 

Whitley proposes that 1"~-~~ ~J~ must be read as 1"~-~~J~ ("in the presence of king"). 191 

Greek Ecclesiastes gives no indication of such changes. Since the translation ofthe form 

~J~ is strictly literal elsewhere, it is likely that the Translator did not have the form ~J~ in 

his parent text. 192 

itn~ (2 m.s. Pronoun) 

The personal pronoun 2 m.s. itn~ occurs 4 times in Greek Ecclesiastes (5:1b, 

7:22b, 9:9b, 9:10b). All of them are rendered by au. 

~'it (3 m.s. Pronoun) 

The form ~'it occurs 27 times. In 13 instances, the Translator construed the 

form in question as the 3 m.s. personal pronoun and rendered it by the corresponding 

personal pronoun cxlrrac;: 1 :5b (LXX 1 :6a), 1 :9a, 1 :9a, 2:22b, 3:9b, 3:14a, 3:22a, 5:17b, 

8:15b, 9:4b, 9:9b, 9:15a, 10:10a. 

Example: 

189For the translation technique on the so-called nota accusativi, see p. 68 of 
this dissertation. 

190Gordis, Koheleth, 277f. But see 2:1a. 

191 Charles F. Whitley, Koheleth: His Language and Thought (New York: de 
Gruyter, 1979), 71f. 

192Gentry suggests a haplography (personal conversation). The form ~J~ is 
preceded by ~Jttr. The verb ends ~J, and the next word begins J~. Thus ~J~ could have 
been erroneously omitted. 
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1 :9a iI~i!~W N1i1 iI:i)tP-il~ 
1 9 " "" , 193 : a 1" l TO YEYOVO<;; lXUTO 1"0 YEVTJOOflEVOV 

In 9 instances, Nm is construed as the copula and rendered by a form of Elfll: 

1:10a, 1:17b, 2:23b, 3:15a, 4:8b, 5:8a (Qere), 6:2b, 6:10a, 10:3b. lfthe subject exists in 

the clause, the Translator always rendered N'iI by a form of Elfll. All 7 instances where 

N'iI occurs at the end of the clause are included in this category.194 

Example: 
2:23b N'iI '?::lil iln:l~ ... , "' -

The Translator rendered N'iI by the conjunction on once (1: 13b). 

1: 13b li~ 1:~~ N'iI 
;:1 n;)~~ l:l':l~i) ~~.~~ l:l~ii'?~ 1l}~ 

1: 13b on TIEPlOTIlXOflOV TIOVTJpOV 
E6wKEV 6 8EO<;; TO!'<;; Uto!.<;; 1"OU av8pwTIou 1"OU TIEpwTIiia8lXl EV lXun;> 

Modem scholars analyze the form N'iI as demonstrative pronoun and r)li li' as 

nominative predicate. The following clause is an asyndetic relative clause and modifies 

li' r)li: "it is a sorry business (which) God has given human beings to be afflicted with." 

The Translator avoided the asyndetic clause and simplified the syntax by using the on-

clause: "for an unhappy preoccupation God has given to human beings with which to be 

preoccupied.,,195 The function of on is not strictly causal here but rather explanatory. 196 

193"What is that which has happened? It is that which will happen!" See 
Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 1. 

194The 7 instances are 1:10a, 2:23b, 3:15a, 4:8b, 5:8a (Qere), 6:2b, lO:3b. 

195Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 1. 

196For the loose relationship between a main clause and a subordinate clause 
connected by on, see BDF, Greek Grammar, §456, Robertson, Grammar, 962-63. 
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The Translator brilliantly employed otl to clarify the ambiguity of what the 

demonstrative pronoun N'11 refers to. The on-clause provides a comment on what 

Qoheleth has discovered, which is the referent ofN'11 in the Translator's understanding. 

Though the conjunction on is not formally equivalent to N'I1, it is functionally equivalent. 

In the other 4 instances, N'11 is rendered by demonstratives (2:1b, 5:13a, 7:2a, 

9: 15b). These cases will be discussed under Demonstratives. 

N~11 (3 f.s. Pronoun) 

The form N~11 occurs 12 times in Ecclesiastes. In 4 instances, the Translator 

construed the form in question as the personal pronoun 3 f.s. and renders it by the form of 

al)'t6~ (3:21a, 3:21b, 4:4a, 7:23b). In the other 8 instances, the Translator took N~11 as the 

copula and renders it by a form ofEll-Ll (2:24b, 3:13b, 5:5a, 5:8aKetib, 5:18b, 6:1b, 7:26a, 

9: 13b). When N~11 is clause initial or follows a participle, the Translator took it as a 

subject and renders it by the form of aut6~. 

Examples: 
(N~11 in the second position following participle) 

3 :21 b r)~7 11~~7 N~i} n:n~iJ 11~;::t~iJ 0"1 
3:21b Kal TIVEUI-La tau Kt~vOU~ El KatapalVEl auto KCXtW Ek yf]v 

(N~11 in the first position of the clause) 
4:4a 'l1.!'j~ w~~-n~~p N~11 ~:;, 

4:4a on auto (f]AO~ &V()PO~ eXTIO tau halpou aut au 

If N~11 is in non-initial position-unless it follows a participle-it is always 

rendered by the copula. l97 9: 13b is a good example: 

197In 5 instances out of 8, the verb 11~11 is located at the end of the clause. 
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In 9: 13b, K~il neither occurs in initial position nor follows the participle, so the Translator 

employed the copula rather than cxlrroc;. 

Oil (3 m.p. Pronoun) 

The form Oil occurs 6 times. A form of cxlrwl is employed for 5 cases (1 :7b, 

3:18b, 4:2b, 7:29b, 12:12a) where Oil is construed as the personal pronoun 3 m.p. 

functioning as the subject or the object of the preposition. The form of ELfll is used for 1 

case (3:18b) where il~il follows the subject and is construed as the copula. 

3: 18b Oil" il~il il~il:l-OilW 
',' T T" T": ',': 

3: 18b on CXUTOl KT~Vll ELolV KCXl yE CXUTo'iC; 

Personal Pronoun: Bound Forms 

There are two different grammatical features between the source language and 

the target language with respect to bound pronouns. First, the second person pronoun is 

not marked for gender in the target language while the second person bound pronoun in 

the source language is. Both the 2 m.s. pronouns and the 2 f.s. pronouns in Hebrew are 

rendered by the 2 c.s. pronoun in Greek. Second, although possessive forms and 

objective forms ofthe pronouns in the source language all share the same form, the target 

language has a distinct form for each case. 198 For example, ifthe suffix is affixed to the 

noun in Hebrew, the suffix is mostly rendered by the genitive. On the other hand, if the 

suffix is affixed to the verb or preposition in Hebrew, the case of the pronoun can be 

I 980nly distinct forms in Hebrew are the possessive form and the objective 
form in the first person. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, § 16.4a. 
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genitive, dative, or accusative in Greek 199 

The evidence for the bound fOnTIS is arranged in six categories. First, all the 

instances are given where the equivalent in Greek matches the Hebrew pronoun in 

gender, number, and person. Second, all the cases are listed where the Translator 

rendered the existential pseudoverb r~ with pronominal suffixes. Third are instances 

where the equivalent in Greek does not match the Hebrew pronoun in gender. Fourth, the 

cases are discussed where the equivalent in Greek does not match the Hebrew pronoun in 

number. Fifth, the instances are listed where person does not match between Hebrew 

pronoun and Greek pronoun. Finally, the cases are discussed where the Translator did 

not render the Hebrew personal pronouns. The number in parentheses at the end of each 

heading indicates the frequency?OO 

Personal Pronoun> Personal Pronoun: 
Matching Gender, Number, Person 
(274) 

1 c.s. Pronoun (51) 

l:13a, 1:16a, 1:16a, 1:16b, 1:17a, 2:1a, 2:3a, 2:3a, 2:3b, 2:4a, 2:4b, 2:4b, 2:5a, 2:6a, 2:7a, 
2:7b, 2:7b, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2:9a, 2:9b, 2:9b, 2:10a, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:l1a, 
2:l1a, 2:15a, 2:15a, 2:15b, 2:17a, 2:18a, 2:18b, 2:19a, 2:20a, 3:17a, 3:18a, 4:8b, 7:15a, 
7:23b, 7:25a, 7:28a, 8:9a, 8:16a, 9:1a, 9:1a,201 9:13b, 12:1b, 12:12a. 

2 m.s. Pronoun (47) 

199Greek has three genders (masculine, feminine, neuter) while Hebrew has 
only two (masculine, feminine). Problems arising from the different gender systems 
between the two languages will be discussed under the third category below. 

200The categorization is borrowed from Gentry, Greek Job, 151-67. 

201 The Translator might have read n~ ,,:J'?, in MT as ii~' ~:J'?'. 



2:1 a, 4:l7a, 5:la, 5:la, 5:lb, 5:5a, 5:5a, 5:5b, 5:5b, 7:9a, 7:l7b, 7:18a, 7:21a, 7:21b, 
7:21b, 7:22a, 7:22a,202 9:7a, 9:7a, 9:7b, 9:8a, 9:8b, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9b, 9:9b, 9:10a, 
9: 1Oa, 10:4a, 10:4a, 10:20a, 1O:20a, 11: 1 a, 11 :6a, 11 :6a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 
11:9a, 11:9a, 11:9b, 11:10a, 11:10a, 12:1a, 12:1a. 

2 f.s. Pronoun (6) 

10:16a, 10:16a, 1O:17a, 10:17a, 10:17b. 

3 m.s. Pronoun (116) 
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1:3b, 1:5b, 1:6b, 1:13b, 2:14a, 2:14a, 2:18b, 2:21a, 2:21b, 2:21b, 2:21b, 2:22a, 2:22a, 
2:23a, 2:23a, 2:23a, 2:24a, 2:24a, 2:26a, 3:1Ob, 3:11a, 3:12b, 3:13a, 3:14a, 3:14a, 3:14b, 
3:22a, 3:22a, 3:22b, 3:22b, 4:4a, 4:5a, 4:5b, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:10a, 4:10b, 4:1Ob, 4:12a, 
4:14b, 4:15b, 4:16a, 5:10b, 5:11b, 5:12b, 5:12b, 5:13b, 5:14a, 5:14b, 5:14b, 5:15b, 5:16a, 
5:17a, 5:17b, 5:17b, 5:17b, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:19a, 5:19b, 6:2a, 6:2a, 
6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3b, 6:4b, 6:7a, 6:10a, 6:10b, 6:12a, 6:12b, 7:1b, 7:2b, 
7:8a, 7:13b, 7:14b, 7:15b, 7:15b, 8:1b, 8:1b, 8:3a, 8:4b, 8:6b, 8:7b, 8:9b, 8:12a, 8:12b, 
8:15b, 8:15b, 8:15b, 8:15b, 8:16b, 9:12a, 9:15a, 9:16b, 10:2a, 10:2b, 1O:3a, 10:8a, 10:8b, 
10:12b, 10:13a, 10:13b, 10:14b, 10:14b, 11:1b, 12:5b, 12:13b. 

3 f.s. Pronoun (12) 

5:10a, 5:10b, 7:12b, 7:26a, 7:26a, 7:26b, 7:26b, 9:14a, 9:14b, 9:14b, 9:14b, 9:15a. 

1 c.p. Pronoun (1) 

1:10b. 

3 m.p. Pronoun (41) 

1:11b, 2:3b, 2:5b, 2:6b, 2:10a, 2:14b, 3:11b, 3:12a, 3:18a, 3:18b, 3:19a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:1b, 
4:3a,203 4:9b, 4:9b, 4:11a, 4:16a, 5:7b,6:12a, 8:11b, 8:14a, 8:14a, 9:1a, 9:1b, 9:3b, 9:3b, 
9:5b, 9:5b, 9:6a, 9:6a, 9:6a, 9:6b, 9:11b, 9:12b, 9:12b, 10:9a, 10:9b, 11:8a, 12:1b. 

Pseudoverbs With Pronominal 

202It is a doublet, i.e., the Hebrew is rendered twice in 7:22a. 

203The 3 m.p. pronoun is rendered by the demonstrative pronoun OlyW!;. The 
deitic force of the pronoun is emphasized. 
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Suffixes (12) 

There are 12 instances where the existential pseudoverb rl( with pronominal 

suffixes is rendered. The 3 m.s. pronoun is affixed to rl( in 7 instances, the 3 m.p. 

pronoun in 3 instances, and the 3 m.p. pronoun in 2 instances.204 In 10 instances out of 

12, the negative OUK plus copula verb renders the pseudoverb rl( with pronouns.20S The 

copula in Greek is marked for person and number, which matches person and number of 

the Hebrew pronoun in all 10 instances. 

Example: 
1 :7a I("~ m~1( C~i1' 

•• T ',".. T - : 

17 \, 8/~ '" , ~ I : a K(X l 11 CXJl.CXOOCX OUK EatCXl Efl TTlfl IT Jl.CXflEV11 

There are 2 instances, which deviate from the default rendering (9:2a and 

11:6b): 

9:2a o~r ,~~.~~ 'Wl$~: o~·r~: 
9:2a KCXt tQ 8UOllx.(ovn KCXt tQ fl~ 8UOllx.(ovn 

11 :6b i1t.-;1( i1t.O ,~=?~ i1t. ~~ 17J;~ l~~~ ~:l 

11 :6b on ou YWWOKElC; ITolov OtOlX~OEl ~ TOlno ~ tOUTO 

In 9:2a the 'il)I(-clause is the object ofthe preposition. The Translator used for the clause 

the articular participle functioning as substantive. The pseudoverb rl( is rendered by the 

negative fl~, and the 3 m.s. pronoun affixed to rl( is expressed in the person of participle. 

In 11 :6b the participle 17i'~ is rendered by the present indicative YWWOKElC:;, in which 

204The 7 instances of the 3 m.s. pronoun are 1:7a, 5:11b, 6:2a, 8:7a, 8:13b, 
8:16b, 9:2a; the 3 instances of the 3 m.p. pronoun are 4:17b, 9:5b, 9:16b; and the 2 
instances of 2 m.s. pronoun are 11 :5a and 11 :6b. 

20sThe 10 instances are 1:7a, 4:17b, 5:11b, 6:2a, 8:7a, 8:13b, 8:16b, 9:5b, 
9: 16b, 11 :5a. 
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person and number are already marked. In late Hebrew a participle is used as a main 

predicate.206 Therefore, the approach of the Translator in 11 :6b is not suprising. 

Personal Pronoun> Personal Pronoun: 
Non-Matching Gender (5) 

In 3 instances the 3 m.s. pronoun in Hebrew is rendered by the 3 f.s. pronoun 

in Greek (2:12b, 5:3a, 8:8b). The disagreement in gender is because the referent ofthe 

pronoun is a feminine noun in Greek as opposed to a masculine noun in Hebrew. The 3 

m.s. pronoun in 7:24b is rendered by a 3 n.s. pronoun in Greek. It is also because the 

referent of the pronoun is a masculine noun in Hebrew but a neuter noun in Greek. 

Finally, in 12:7b a 3 f.s. pronoun in Hebrew is rendered by a 3 n.s. pronoun in Greek. 

The referent of the pronoun is neuter in Greek while feminine in Hebrew. These 

discrepancies in gender are due to the necessity for grammatical concord in the target 

language. 

Example: 
12:7b mnJ 'tV~ tl~H"~i1-"~ ~'tVn m,m 

TT: '.' -: • ":: T '.' T - T: 

12:7b KlXl to TIVEUf!CX ETIlOtPEtlJ1J TIPOC; tov 8EOV OC; EbwKEV CXUtO 

The 3 f.s. pronoun in i1JnJ refers to m" which is a 3 f.s. noun. The Translator 

used the 3 n.s. pronoun CXUtO for the 3 f.s. pronoun in Hebrew because its referent in 

Greek is the neuter noun TIVEUf!CX. 

Personal Pronun > Personal Pronoun: 
Non-Matching Number (2) 

There are 2 instances where the number of the Greek pronoun differs from that 

of the Hebrew pronoun (9:3b, 10: 15a). In both instances 3 m.s. forms are rendered by 3 

206Segal, Mishnaic Hebrew, §322. 



m.p. 

9:3b l"-N~~ C1NiPj::l ::l~ Cj, 
c~~~n·~ C;;~T::l n'i~~~i'!' -, 
c~·n~~'J'-~~T ,~~6~1 .. , 

9:3b KlXt yE KlXp6l1X UlWV 'rOD cXv8pwTIOU ETIATJpw8TJ TIovTJpOD 
KlXt TIEPl<pEPEllX EV KlXp6l~ IXU'rWV EV (wfl IXU'rWV 

, " ,..... " , KlXl OTIlOW IXU'rWV TIpOs -roUs VEKpOUs 

In Hebrew it is not clear to what the 3 m.s. pronoun in '~'nN refers because 
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everything is plural in 9:3b except the distributive singular ::l~, which does not seem to be 

the referent of the pronoun. The Translator might have understood by the context the 

referent to be "the sons of the man.,,207 By using the plural pronoun instead of singular, 

he removed the ambiguity of the Hebrew pronoun. 

10: I5a '~;7~~D C~~~~:::liJ ~~~ 
10: I5b ,~·~-SN n~~S 1'1~-~~ 'WN 

• ... ': ': T - T ': -: 

10: I5a f.LoX8os 'rWV cX<ppovwv KOTIWOEl IXU-roUs 
10: I5b Os OUK EYVW -roD TIopEu8f]VlXl Els TIOALV 

Context requires that the pronoun 3 m.s. in 'jl'J~n refer to the plural noun 

C~~~O~i'!. The lack of concord in gender presents a textual problem. Several Hebrew 

manuscripts attest the singular ~~O~i'!, which agrees with the pronoun in number.208 

LXXSA also have cX<ppovos and IXU'rOV. The singular forms fit well with the singular verb 

1'1~ (EYVW) in the next line. Nonetheless, the difficult reading (MT) is preferred, and the 

disagreement in number in MT can be explained within the norms of Hebrew. In Biblical 

207Since the other forms are all singular in Greek (KlXpbLlX, TIOVTlPOU,.TIEpl<pEpEla, 
(wfl), the "sons ofthe man" is the only option for the referent of the pronoun. 

208BHS_ Horst. 
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Hebrew, the suffixes in singular frequently refer to plurals?09 The Translator probably 

understood the singular pronoun as distributive and employed the plural pronoun. In both 

instances the Translator's equivalent was, therefore, decided by the context. 

Personal Pronoun> Personal Pronoun: 
Non-Matching Person (1) 

2:25a ~~T?~ y,n w,n: ~~, ~~N~ ~~ ~:;, 

2:25a on tle; CP&:YEtlXl Kat t(c; CPElOEtlXl 1T&:PE~ lXUtOU 

The 1 c.s. pronoun in 2:25a is rendered by a 3 m.s. pronoun in Greek. The 

Greek words 1T&:PE~ lXUtOU reflect m~~ ym instead of ~J~~ ym. The reading of MT in 

2:25a emphasizes the subject of enjoyment-the one who eats and drinks. The emphasis 

is connected to 2:24a. On the other hand, the rendering in Greek focuses on the 

sovereignty of God-the One who provides everything. It is directly related to 2:24b and 

2:26. Some modem scholars argue that the pronoun ~- is actually 3 m.s.210 However, the 

pronoun ~- is never used as 3. m.s. elsewhere in Ecclesiastes.211 The letters' and ~ can be 

easily confused, and the context seems to support the reading of the 3.m.s. pronoun. The 

Translator, therefore, might well have understood the pronoun in question as 3.m.s. 

Personal Pronoun> Zero (3) 

In 3 instances personal pronouns are rendered by zero. All the instances need 

209p or example, the verbal suffixes in Deut 21: 1 0, 22 :48, Amos 6: 1 0, etc. See 
GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §145m. 

210M. Dahood, "The Phoenician Background of Qoheleth," Bib 47 (1966): 269; 
Whitley, Koheleth, 29; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 141. 

211Seow, Ecclesiastes, 141. 



to be considered in their contexts. 

5:16a "::J~~ lWh~ i~9:-"~ t:l~ 
5: 16b 1~i?~ i~7t:Tl i'T::lliJ o~~l 
5: 16a Kat yE 1Tamn LX l ~IlEPLX l LXUTOU EV aKOTEl KLX t. 1TEV8El 

5:16b KLXt. 8ull4l1TOAA4l KLXt. &ppwaTl~ KLXt. XOA4l 

7: 18b t:l":l-n~ ~~~ t:l~ii"~ ~'~-~:l 
T '" ': •• •• • ':: •• : • 

7: 18b on cPO~OUIlEVO~ TOV 8EOV E~EA.EUaETLX l TCx 1TavTLX 

11 :6b t:l~:li~ in~:l t:li'T~JlZ;-t:l~i 
• T ': : ': •• : .: 

11 6b '" 's: ' " , '" 8' : KLXl ELXV TLX uUO Em TO LXUTO LXYLX LX 

In 5:16 the Translator understood that five successive nouns connected by the 
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conjunction waw are all governed by the preposition :l.212 He must have read i~"n (noun 

plus 3 m.s. pronoun) in 5:16b simply as a noun ~"n with the waw resulting from 

haplography.213 Noun without pronoun is more natural in the context than one with 

pronoun. In 7:18b and 11 :6b 3 m.p. pronouns are affixed to nouns, both of which denote 

quantity: ,,;:, ("all") in 7: 18b and ~Jtll ("two") in 11 :6b. The Translator did not render the 

pronouns. It is possibly because the nouns themselves could convey the idea of 

. 214 
quantity. 

Demonstratives 

The near demonstratives occur 51 times in Ecclesiastes, and the far 

demonstratives 4 times. 

212The Translator read the verb ,,;:,~~ in MT as a noun with waw (WG 'ebel), and 
the verb OlJ;:' also as a noun (ka 'as). 

213Ifthe reading of LXX is orginal, then the reading in MT is due to 
dittography. 
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in (zeh m.s. Near Demonstrative) 

The form iii (zeh) occurs 37 times in Ecclesiastes. In 35 instances, iii is 

construed as the near demonstrative m.s. and is rendered by some form of Oll'Wc,;.215 

Example: 
2:19b "~;:t iirt:l~ 
2: 19b Kex ( yE -rOll'W ~ex-rex t6-rTJc,; 

In the other 2 instances, iii follows the interrogative ~K and is construed as 

interrogative (2:3b, 11 :6b). These 2 cases will be presented under Interrogatives. 

in (zoh f.s. N ear Demonstrative) 

The near demonstrative pronoun f.s. iii (z8h) occurs 11 times in MT, and 6 of 

them are in Ecclesiastes?16 nKi is not used in Ecclesiastes.217 The Translator employed 

the neuter forms of ou-roc,; for all occurrences.218 

Example: 
2:2b iiit'i1 ii·T-ii~ iit:1/?iq7' 

2:2b Kexl -r'fl EU<PPOOUV1J -r( -rou-ro TIOLElc,; 

214However, the 3 m.p. pronoun affixed to ":l or ~JW is rendered by the 
corresponding prounoun in 2: 14b, 4:3a, 9: 11 b, 11 :8a. 

215The 35 instances are 1 :10a, 1 :17b, 2:10b, 2:15b, 2:19b, 2:21b, 2:23b, 2:26b, 
3:19a, 3:19a, 4:4b, 4:8b, 4:16b, 5:9b, 6:2b, 6:5b, 6:5b, 6:9b, 7:6b, 7:10b, 7:14b, 7:14b, 
7:18a, 7:18a, 7:27a, 7:29a, 8:9a, 8:10b, 8:14b, 9:1a, 9:1b, 9:3a, 11:6b, 11:6b, 12:13b. In 
6:5b, the preposition" plus iii is simply rendered by the dative form of ou-roc,;. 

216The 6 occurrences are 2:2b, 2:24b, 5:15a, 5:18b, 7:23a, 9:13a. Cf. Waltke 
and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, § 17.2a. 

217Ibid., § 17 n 6. 

218For the feminine used as a neutrum in Hebrew, see Waltke and O'Connor, 
Hebrew Syntax, § 17.4.3b. 
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i1"~ (m.p. Near Demonstrative) 

The near demonstrative m.p. form i1"~ occurs 3 times. The Translator used the 

plural form of oU'WC; for all occurrences. 

Example: 
11 :9b ~~~~~ C~;;"~;:t l~~::l~ i1?~-"::r"~ ~:l 17:r1 
11 :9b KlX!. yvwel on ETI!. TIam TO\JTOlC; &~El OE 0 eEOC; EV KPlOEl 

~'i1 (m.s. Far Demonstrative) 

In 4 instances, ~'i1 is rendered by demonstratives: twice by the near 

demonstrative TOlno (2:1b, 7:2a) and twice by the far demonstrative EKElVOC; (5:13a, 

9: 15b). There may be a reason why the Translator rendered ~'i1 with the Greek near 

demonstrative in 2:1b and 7:2a. The Translator seems to have differentiated the 

demonstrative pronoun from the demonstrative adjective by using TOUTO for the former 

and EKElVOC; for the latter. 

Examples: 
2: 1 b "::li1 ~'i1-C~ i1~m 

... T - ••• : 

2: 1 b KCX!. l()OU Kal yE TOUTO fJ,CXTCXlOTTjC; 

5: 13a 17~ 1:~l)~ ~'i1iJ 'WJ1 ;:t '~~1 
5: 13 a KCX!. eXTIOAE!. TCX lOTI AOUTOC; EKE!. VOC; EV TIEp LOTICXOfJ,Q TIOVllPQ 

When ~'i1 is used as a substantive in anarthrous form, it is rendered by the near 

demonstrative pronoun TOUTO. On the other hand, when ~'i1 is articular in Hebrew and 

functions as an attributive adjective, the Translator used the far demonstrative EKElVOC;?19 

219Joiion argues that only the articular form ~'i1i1 can function as demonstrative 
but not the anarthrous form ~'i1 (see Joiion and Muraoka, Grammar, §143j). However, 
Waltke and O'Connor provide evidence that the anarthrous form may be used as 
demonstrative in MT. See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §17.3c. 
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Interrogatives 

'0 (Animate Interrogative) 

The animate interrogative'o occurs 17 times in Ecclesiastes: 2:19a, 2:25a, 

2:25a, 3:21a, 3:22b, 4:8b, 5:9a, 6:12a, 6:12b, 7:13b, 7:24b, 8:1a, 8:1a, 8:4b, 8:7b, 9:4a, 

10: 14b. All of them are rendered by tk220 The rendering of'o is straightforwardly 

literal. 

itO (Inanimate Interrogative) 

The inanimate interrogative itO occurs 29 times in Ecclesiastes.221 The 

evidence shows various approaches to itO according to the context. In 4 instances, the 

preposition" is combined with ito. The relative tv follows itO 7 times. The fonn itO 

stands alone in 15 instances. Finally, there are two problematic cases requiring analysis. 

,..,fj with Preposition ~ (4) 

itO" > 'eva Il~ (5:5b, 7:17b); itO" > 'eva .r( (2:15a); itO" > ll~iTOtE (7:16b). In 

Hebrew, iTO" is mainly used for a simple question: "why?" iTO" in 2:15a is understood in 

this way and rendered by '(VIX t(, which also asks "why?" 

2: 15a 'r'1i' r~ '~lS '8~~D iT~~: 
2 15 '" "rh' '" , : a KlXt tVa n EaO'!-'LOallllV EYW tOtE iTEPLOOOV 

Sometimes, iTO" is used in a rhetorical question and introduces an undesirable 

220In 4:8b, the Translator used t(Vt (the dative oh(c;;) for ,~" (tmf). 

221The total number includes the case of 3: 19b where ,n,o might have been 
understood as ma yatar. See p. 18 of this dissertation. 
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alternative: "lest something else happen," or "otherwise something else will happen.,,222 

The Translator likely interpreted the clauses in 5:5b, 7:16b, and 7:17b as the kind of 

rhetorical questions expecting negative answers and so used '( Vlx fl ~ or fl ~TIOTE for 

reflecting the negative sense ofthe clauses. The conjunction fl~TIOTE is a stylistic 

variation Of'(Vlx fl~. Both mean: "in order that / so that ... not,,223 

Example: 
7: 16a 'l}i~ c;Jonl;1-"~! 
7:16b c~itDn i!~" . 

•• • T T 

7:16a KlXt fl~ oo<pl.(ou TIEPWO& 

7: 16b fl ~TIOTE EKTI AlXyiJC; 

In 5:5b and 7:17b as well as 7:16b, i!~ follows a negative command while i!~ 

in 2: 15a follows an assertive sentence. The i!~-clauses after negative commands should 

be understood as rhetorical questions. On the other hand, the i!~-clause following an 

assertive sentence introduces a simple question "why?" The Translator was aware of the 

difference of the sentence structures. His different equivalents for i!~ betray that he 

understood Hebrew sentences in their deep structures. 

Ii'" followed by ro (7) 

tD ii~ > TL TO (4). The occurrences are 1:9a, 1:9a, 8:7a, and 10:14b. 

1 :9a i!~i!~tzi ~'i! i!~i!tD-i!~ 
':: • ': T T'," -

i!tDl)~tzi ~'i! i!tDl)~tD-i!~' 
',' T •• ': T -: - '," -

1 9 " I", , 
: a T l TO YEYOVOC; lXUTO TO YEVTJOOflEVOV 

KlXt Tl. TO TIETIOlTJflEVOV lXUTO TO TIolTJ8TJooflEVOV 

8:7a ii7.~·~-ii~ ~rJ" ~J~.~~-~~ 

8 7 t.f '" , " , , : a OTt OUK EOTtV YWWOKWV Tt TO EOOflEVOV 

222Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §18.3c. 
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10: 14b it~it~W-it~ r::r;~i) JjT.-~~ 
10: 14b OUK EYVW 6 av8pwTIoc; 'r!. TO YEvoflEVOV 

W itO> 'to (1). The single example occurs in 3:15a. 

3: 15a ~'it '?:P it:i)W-it~ 
3 15 ' I ">:' I : a TO YEvoflEVOV T]uT] EaT LV 

W itO:l > EV ~ EIXV (1). The one example occurs in 3:22b. 

3 :22b '~'n~ it~it~W itO::l ni~'~ '~~~:l~ ~o ~:l 
T -: - .; : •• ; ... : : • ",": • • 

3 :22b on T LC; a~El CXUTOV TOU lbEI. v EV ~ EIXV YEVT]TCX L flET' CXUTOV 

W itO> E'C n (1). The one example occurs in 6:10a. 

6: 1 Oa iO~ ~~p~ '?:P it:i)W-it~ 
6: lOa E'( n EYEVETO ~bT] KEKAT]TCXL QVOflCX CXUTOU 

Four instances of itO in 1 :9a, 1 :9a, 8:7a, and 1O:14b function as the 

interrogative "what?" and tll as the headless relative.224 The Translator used the 

interrogative Tl for itO and nominalizes the W-clause by the articular participle. Two 

instances of 1 :9a are interpreted as the direct question while 8:7a and 10:14b are the 

indirect questions. 

223Cf B "I" . auer, s.v. flT]TIOTE. 

224The "headless relative" is also called the "independent relative." Waltke 
and O'Connor criticize the use of the term "independent relative" because it is a 
contradiction in terms (see Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §19.lc). The term 
"headless relative" is used here for the relative, which does not have a head (i.e., 
antecedent), but the head is implied (e.g., I would like to order what you have 
recommended") For the definition of the headless relative, see Robert D. Holmstedt, 
"The Relative Clause in Biblical Hebrew: A Linguistic Analysis" (Ph.D. diss., University 
of Wisconsin-Madison, 2002), 71-79. 
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In 3: 15a, tv ii~ is rendered simply by the article to. The Translator probably 

rendered tv by the article and did not render ii~ on purpose. By doing this he made clear 

that he construed 3:15a as one sentence rather than two. Ifhe rendered tv ii~ by t( to, 

3:15a could be understood as two sentences.225 As a result, the indefinite sense has been 

weakened. 

There are 2 instances (3:22b, 6:l0a) where the Translator interpreted tv ii~ as 

the indefinite relative according to the context and employed two different ways of 

introducing the indefinite relative clauses in Greek.226 In 3 :22b, i1~ is not only followed 

by the relative particle tv but also associated with the preposition::l. The relative clause 

becomes the object ofthe preposition in this verse. The Translator rendered tv i1~ by OC; 

EcXV. Since OC; EcXV can function as the indefinite relative and can be governed by the 

Greek preposition, his rendering is functionally literal in 3 :22b. In 6: lOa, the tv ii~-clause 

is also understood as the indefinite relative clause. The Translator used the so-called 

conditional relative for the tv ii~. The conditional relative clause introduced by E'l tL can 

also express the indefinite sense.227 Therefore, E'( tL is also a functional equivalent for ii~ 

tvin6:l0a. 

225For the analysis, the present writer is indebted to Gentry (private 
conversation). 

226The pronoun ii~ for the indefinite use is sometimes followed by tv. See 
Waltke and O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §18.3e; Segal, A Grammar ofMishnaic 
Hebrew, §436; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §137c. 

227For the indefinite sense of the conditional relatives, see Robertson, 
Grammar, 956. 
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In sum, the approach to i1~ followed by ill is varied but functionally literal. 

Each rendering reflects the Translator's sensitivity to the context. 

rTfj Standing Alone (16) 

j"fQ > 1"L n.s. (10). The occurrences are 2:2b, 2:22a, 3:19b, 5:10b, 6:11b, 6:12a, 

6:12b, 7:10a, 8:4b, 11:2b.228 

Example: 
2:22a i"Q17-"~:l I:li~" j"fij"f-j"fQ ~:;, 

T-: T: TTT -: ":. 

2:22a on 1"L YLVE1"lXl 1"4) eXvepW1TC.p EV TIIXV't"L fJ,OXec.p IXU1"OU 

j"fQ > 1"Le;; f.s. (5). The occurrences are 1:3a, 3:9a, 5:15b, 6:8a, 11:5a. 

Example: 
1 :3a I:l~~? 1i'~:-j"f~ 
1 :3a 1"le;; TIEPLOOEllX T4) eXvepWTIc.p 

j"fQ > TLe;; m.s. (1). The one example occurs in 2:12b. 

2:12b '1~~iJ ~JO~ ~i:l~tp I:l~~~ j"f9 ~:;J 
2: 12b on Tle;; 0 lXvepu>TIoe;; oe;; ETIEAEUOETlXl C>TIlOW Tile;; pouAile;; 

When j"fQ stands alone not connected to any preposition or relative, 15 

instances out of 16 are literally rendered by the inanimate interrogative pronoun. In 5 out 

of the 15 instances, the form Tle;; (m.lf.s.) is used rather than TL (n.s.) because the 

inanimate objects are indicated by feminine nouns in Greek: ~ TIEPWOEllX (1:3a, 3:9a, 

5: 15b, 6:8a) and ~ oooe;; (11 :5a). In 1 instance the translator used the animate pronoun Ttc; 

228The Translator probably read ,n,Q in 3: 19b as rna yater. See p. 18 of this 
dissertation. 
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(m.lf.s.) for i1~ (2:12b). In 2:12b, i1~ is rhetorically used for self-abasement or insult.229 

Since the referent of i1~ is "the man," the Translator employed the animate pronoun 

according to the context. 

Problematic Cases 

There are 2 cases, which deviate from the above patterns. Each case requires 

explanation. 

6:8a ~'o~;:t-W c~~~ '~i~-i1~ ''::' 

6:8b C'~1J;:t ,~.~. ·i~t)~ ~'ji' 'j¥~-i1~ 
6:8a on Tk TIEPWOEl.lX T4> oo<p4> lmEp TOV &<ppOVlX 
6:8b olan 0 TIEVT)C;; oIoEv TIopEu8~VlXl KlXTEvlXvn T~C;; (w~C;; 

Only in 6:8b the Translator rendered i1~ by olan. A few manuscripts have OllX 

Tl. instead of olan.230 OleX Tl. is much more likely to be the original text and is a 

translation for Hebrew i1~ which makes sense. allx Tl. seems to be confused for alan 

paleographically in an early stage of transmission. Furthermore, the change from on to 

alan as in 6:8a and 6:8b is standard. 231 

7:24a i1:;:t~ri1~ pin~ 
7:24a IllXKPeXV llTIEP 0 ~V 

The preposition ilTIEP probably renders the comparative 1~ rather than the 

interrogative i1~. The Translator's rendering of7:24a~ reflects i1'i1tD~ (missehaya) or 

229George W. Coats, "Self-Abasement and Insult Formulas," JBL 89 (1970): 
17-19; Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §18.3g. 

230123II, 542, 543, 549, Syh. In private conversation, Gentry confirmed the 
witnesses from the G6ttingen collation books. 

231 The analysis from Gentry (private conversation). For alan used as on, see 
LSJ, S.v. alan II. 
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i1~i1i1~ (mihahoyeh) not i1~i1tlri1~. Therefore, this case must be excluded from the 

instances of the interrogative im and regarded as an instance of the preposition 1~. 

~~ and Related Form "~ 

m-'H> 1TOLOV (2:3b, 11:6b) 

Example: 
11 :6b i1r;~ i1tO 'W=?~ i1r. '~ l1};~ l~~~ ~::;J 
11 :6b on ou YWWOKElC; TIol0V O'WLX~OEl ~ 'Wl),W ~ T01)"W 

7'H > 1TW, (2:16b, 4:11b) 

Example: 
2: 16b "~~~tn:lS) t:l~J;1ry n'~: T~l 
2: 16b K!X l. TIWC; cXTIo8IXVEl 't'(X, L (; oo<j>OC; f.1ETCx. TOU lX<j>povoc; 

The word ,~ is interrogative in use and locative in reference ('where?'),232 

With the emphatic i1i, i1i 'K means literally 'where indeed.' Both instances of i1i ~~ in 

2:3b and in 11 :6b occur in indirect questions with the meaning of 'which?,233 Its Greek 

equivalent TIoloc; had already been used for i1i ~K by other LXX translators.234 

The form T~ ('how?'), which is a related form to ~K, occurs in direct questions 

in 2:16b and 4:11b. The form in question is rendered by TIWc;. The Greek interrogative 

TIWC; is a both formally and functionally equivalent to '~K. 

Relatives 

232Waltke and 0 'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, § 18.4a. 

233Ibid., § 18 n.25. 

234Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, 1170. 
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The fonn 'w~ occurs 89 times in Ecclesiastes.235 'w~ can introduce relative 

clauses. subordinate clauses, and substantive clauses in Hebrew.236 Whether 'w~ is 

construed as a relative or not, all the occurrences of the fonn will be discussed here for 

the sake of completeness. The fonn ,w~ is translated in various ways in Ecclesiastes. All 

the renderings of'w~ can be grouped according to their functions: 

'7rzJX> l5t; (36) / l5aot; (8) / l5a1:Lt; (4) 

/ l5t; EiJl{ (1) 

The Greek relative 0<; renders 'w~ in 36 occurrences (40 percent)?37 The 

relative 0<; is an appropriate and expected rendering of 'w~ functioning as relative. 

Example: 
12:7b ;'~J;i~ 'W~ t:l~~"~;:T-"~ ::l,tliJ;1 O";:T1 
12:7b KCXL to 'TTVEUfiCX EmotpEljJ'lJ 'TTpo<; tOV 8EOV 0<; EOWKEV CXUto 

In 5:17a, the second 'w~ is rendered by 0<; ELfil. The adjective ;"T~~ functions as 

predicate in the relative clause. Although the relative and the adjective together can be a 

235The 89 instances are 1:10b, l:13a, 1:l6a, 2:3b, 2:3b, 2:10a, 2:12b, 3:9b, 
3:lOb, 3:11b, 3:11b, 3:14a, 3:15a, 3:22a, 4:1a, 4:2b, 4:3a, 4:3b, 4:3b, 4:9b, 4:13b, 4:15b, 
4:16a, 4:17a, 5:3a, 5:3b, 5:4a, 5:14a, 5:17a, 5:17a, 5:17b, 5:18a, 6:1a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6: lOa, 
6:12b, 7:2a, 7:13b, 7:18a, 7:19b, 7:20b, 7:21a, 7:21b, 7:22a, 7:26a, 7:28a, 7:29a, 8:3b, 
8:4a, 8:7b, 8:9a, 8:9b, 8:10a, 8:11a, 8:12a, 8:12b, 8:12b, 8:13b, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 
8:15a, 8:15b, 8:16a, 8:16a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2b, 9:3a, 9:4a, 9:6b, 9:9a, 
9:9a, 9:9b, 9:10a, 9:10b, 10:14b, 10:15b, 11:5a, 11:5b, 12:1b, 12:1b, 12:2a, 12:6a, 12:7b. 

236Joiion and Muraoka, Grammar, §145, §154f, §157a, d, e, §167j, and §168f; 
Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §19, §38; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §36, §138, 
§155, §157c, §165d, §165b, and §166b. 

237The 36 instances are 1:16a, 2:3b, 2:3b, 2:10a, 3:9b, 3:10b, 3:11b, 3:22a, 
4:3b, 4:9b, 4:13b, 4:15b, 5:17a, 5:17b, 5:18a, 6:1a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:10a, 7:20b, 7:21a, 7:28a, 
7:29a, 8:9a, 8:12a, 8:13b, 8:14a, 8:16a, 9:4a, 9:9a, 9:9b, 10:15b, 11:5a, 12:1b, 12:2a, 
12:7b. 
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sentence in Hebrew, those two elements alone do not constitute a sentence in Greek. The 

Translator added the copula to complete the relative clause. 

5:17a jl£l~-'WK :li~ ~JK ~n~K'-'WK jlJjl 
',"T .,.-: 'T' 'T ','-: .. , 

5:17a LOOD 0 ELOOV EYW eXYlXeOV C Eanv KlXAOV 

The quantitative relative caoe; also renders 'fDK in 8 instances (9 percent).238 

The function ofcaoe; in 6 of the 8 instances seems to be equal to that ofthe relative ce;.239 

The word caoe; is often used instead ofce; in Hellenistic Greek.240 Good examples are the 

cases where '?:l comes as the antecedent of 'fDK and is rendered by '!TcXe;. In such places, 

'fDK is rendered by ce; 3 times and by oaoe; 2 times without any significant difference.241 

Example: 
3: 14a o'?il1'? jl~jl~ Kijl O~j6Kjl jltvl1~ 'WK-'?~ ~~ ~nl1i~ 

T : ': : • • ':; T ',' -: - '," -: T • .: - T 

3 14 " tf , V 'f ( e I ,'" '" ...... : a EYVWV on '!TlXVTlX oalX E'!TOLTJaEV 0 EOe; lXUTlX EaTlXL He; TOV lXLWVlX 

There are 2 cases in which 'fDK is rendered by calX functioning as an adverbial 

accusative (2:12a, 8:9b).242 In both instances, 'fDK is preceded by so-called the nota 

accusativi.243 The construction 'fDK nK occurs 5 times in Ecclesiastes.244 The Translator 

rendered it by Tex calX only when interpreting 'fDK nK as an adverbial accusative?45 

238The 8 instances are 2:12b, 3:14a, 3:15a, 4:2b, 4:16a, 8:9b, 8:15b, 11:5b. 

239The 6 instances are 3:14a, 3:15a, 4:2b, 4:16a, 8:15b, 11:5b. 

240Robertson, Grammar, 732. 

241ce; is used in 1: 16a, 2:10a, 6:2a; caoe; is used in 3: 14a, 4:16a. 

242See p. 68 of this dissertation. 

243In 8:9b, nl1 must be read as nK. See p. 21 of this dissertation. 

244The 5 instances are 2:12a, 4:3a, 5:3b, 7:13b, 8:9b 
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Example: 
2:12a 'i1'fD~ '~:P-'W~ n~ l?i?iJ ~}D~ Ni:l:W t:l}~~ i1~ ~:J 
2: 12a on 'rl~ 0 lXv8pwTro~ o~ ETrEAEUOE1'a l OTr l.OW Tf]~ POUA f]~ TCx ooa ETrO l. TJOEV aUT~v 

5:3b t:l~~ "n-'w~ n~ 
5:3b ouv Doa ECxV EU~1J aTro6o~ 

The Translator construed the clause introduced by ,tvN nN in 2:12a as adverbial 

accusative clause ("in as many things as he made it") and used TCx Doa for ,tvN nN.246 On 

the other hand, the 'tvN-clause in 5:3b must be the object ofthe main verb t:l~tv, so the 

Translator employed a different approach. 

The Translator used Don~ for ,tvN in 4 instances (5 percent). The complete 

evidence is presented below: 

4:3a i1:~ ~~ r:nr'w~ n~ t:l~T~.qi~ :li~l 
4:3a Ka't aya8o~ UTrEP TOU~ Mo TOUTOU~ Don~ OUTrW EYEVE1'O 

7:26a i1WNi1-nN n'~~ ,~ ~JN N~i~' 
i1~,~T t:l~"O~'T~::l~ -t:l~~'n""t:l~ii~~ N~i1-'tVN 
T ',' T • -: T' • T -: - .: • ': -: 

7:26a Ka't EUpl.OKW EYW TrlKPOTEPOV UTrEP 8avaTov ouv T~V yuvalKa 
~n~ EOT'tV 8TJPEUf.LaTa Ka't oayf]val Kap6l.a aUTf]<; 6EOf.LO't XE1PE<; aUTf]~ 

12: 1 b i111,i1 ~~~ 'N~~-~~ 'tVN il1 
T T T •. : T ': -: -

12:1b EW~ DTOU f.L~ H8wOLV ~f.LEpal Tf]~ Kada~ 

12:6a ~9~iJ ~?'1) pn'~-~~ 'W~ i~ 
12:6aEw~ DTOU f.L~ aVaTpaTrD 0XOlVl.OV ToD apyupl.OU 

The Don~ in 4:3a must be an indefinite and headless relative with a general 

245This is based upon Rahlfs' text. Ziegler and Gentry propose ouv TCx Doa as 
original. See p. 71 of this dissertation. Other clauses function as substantival clauses: 
4:3a (subject clause), 5:3b (object clause), 7:13b (object clause). 

246Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 2. 
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reference: "anyone who.,,247 This is a normal use ofooTu;:.248 In 7:26a, oone; functions as 

a definite relative. The indefinite relative oone; frequently takes the place of the simple 

relative oe; in Hellenistic Greek.249 The phrase EWs OTOU in 12:1b and 12:6a is a fixed 

expression and an excellent rendering for ,w~ ilJ. 

As mentioned above, Os and oooe; are often indistinguishable in Hellenistic 

Greek. The particle EaV is also frequently used in place of {Xv after relatives.251 The 

relative clauses introduced by Os or ooos become ~odal with EaV or {Xv. They denote not 

concrete realities but general assertions or suppositions.252 In all 5 instances, the 

Translator understood the clause as implying a modal sense and so used the subjunctive 

for the verbs. 

Examples: 

247So-called nota accusativi in Hebrew is construed as the marker ofthe 
subject in this verse. The nominative function of n~ is also attested elsewhere in MT: 
Neh 9:34, 1 Sam 17:34, Judg 20:44, etc. See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 
§ 1 0.3.2a, b. 

248LSJ, S.V. "OOHs"; Bauer, s.v. "OOHs." 

249BDF, Greek Grammar, §293; Bauer, s.v. "OOHs." Cf. LSJ, S.V. "OOHs." 

250For the equivalents of'w~, the Translator uses Os EaV in 4:17a and 8:3b, Os 
{Xv in 7:13b, ooos EaV in 5:3b, and ooos {Xv in 9:10a. 

25IAccording to Thackeray'S research, the form Os EaV becomes common after 
2 BC and supercedes Os {Xv after AD 1. See Henry St. John Thackeray, A Grammar of 
the Old Testament in Greek according to the Septuagint, vol. 1, Introduction, 
Orthography and Accidence (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1909), 65f1. 

252BDF, Greek Grammar, §380. 
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5:3b c~~ 1'rY1W~ n~ 
5 3b ' " " "l: ' 's: : auv oaa Eav EU..,1J aTTOuOC; 

8:3b ntp~~ r~17~ 1W~-":P ~~ 
8:3b on TTiXv 0 EeXV 8EA~a1J TTOl~aEl 

In 5:3b, the Translator emphasized the reference by using oaa and adding EcXv: "whatever 

you vow." If";:, rendered by TTiXv precedes the relative clause as in 8:3b, the 

indefiniteness of the reference becomes more general with EcXv: "anything that he wants." 

In 8: 1 7 a, the phrase 1WN "W:l is rendered by oaa av. 

8:17aN~T?: N""l WP~? c":1~;:r "b~~ 1W~ "W=? 
8: 17b N~m" ";:'i~ N"" nlJ'" c;:,nn 1~N~-CN c~, 

:. - - - T T T '," - .-: 

8: 1 7 a oaa (Xv f.Lox8~a1J 6 av8pu>TToC; toU (lltfjaa l Kat OUX EUp~aEl 
8:17b Kal yE aoa (Xv E'(TT1J 6 aocpoc; tOU yvwval OU bUV~aEtal tOU EUPElV 

The form "w is analyzed as the lamed of possession with the relative particle W and is the 

standard marker of possession in late Hebrew.253 The literal meaning of the phrase, "W:l 

1WN, may be "through that which belongs to," but the phrase is not common in Biblical 

Hebrew.254 It is regarded as the translation of Aramaic~' "":l, meaning "on account of 

the fact that" i.e., "because" or "since.,,255 In Hebrew, 8: 17a is probably a ground 

statement ("since"), and 8:17b begins with a concessive clause (CN "although"). The 

Translator rendered both 1WN "W:l in 8:17a and CN in 8:17b by oaa av. When introducing 

the indefinite relative clause, oaa makes its reference more general by adding the particle 

253Segal, Mishnaic Hebrew, 43-44, 199-200. 

254"W:l occurs in Jonah 1:7 and 1:12, and 1WN "W:l occurs only in Eccl8:17. 
Cf. A. Even-Shoshan, A New Concordance of the Bible (Jerusalem: Kjiryat-Sefer, 1998), 
1097. 
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(Xv: "whatever.,,256 The Translator construed both the causal clause in 8: 17a and the 

concessive clause in 8:l7b as indefinite relative clauses and emphasized the idea that man 

is never able to find the works of God. 

iroN> £> (13) / zero (1) 

In 13 occurrences, 'Wlot is rendered by the definite article (15 percent).257 The 

Translator nominalized the relative clauses in Hebrew by articular participles in 11 

instances and by articular infinitives in 2 instances.258 Both the articular participle and 

articular infinitive are excellent equivalents for the Hebrew relative clause. 

Examples: 
1: 1 Ob m.~~~ n:~ 'W~ C~~?17~ n:~ '~:p 
1: lOb ~6TJ YEYOVEV EV 1'Ol<; a lWO LV TOl<; YEVOIlEVOl<; (XTro EIl'ITpo08EV ~llwV 

5:4a "I:n6 'W~ ~i~ 
5:4a &ya80v TO Il~ Eu~a08a( OE 

Interestingly, in 9 out of 11 instances where articular participles are used for a relative 

clause, the Hebrew verbs in the relative clauses are either the Qal form of n~n or the 

Niphal form of nw.l.7 ?59 When the Translator used the articular infinitive, he added the 

255BDB, s.v. "tll." cf. KB, s.v. "tll." 

256Bauer, s.v. "000<;." 

257The 13 occurrences are 1:10b, 1:13a, 4:1a, 4:3b, 5:4a, 7:18a, 7:19b, 8:16a, 
8:17a, 9:2a, 9:6b, 9:9a, 10:14b. 

258The 11 instances of the articular participles are 1: lOb, 1: 13a, 4: 1 a, 4:3b, 
7:19b, 8:16a, 8:17a, 9:2a, 9:6b, 9:9a, 10:14b. The 2 instances of the articular infinitives 
are 5:4a, 7:18a. 

259The exceptions are 9:2a and 9:9a where the verbs are n~i and 1M) 

respectively. The Qal perfect form of n~n is attested in 1: 10b, 7: 19b, and its Qal 
imperfect form is attested in 10: 14b. According to MT, the Niphal perfect 3 m.s. form of 
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personal pronoun following the infinitive as the subject of the infinitive. 

9:2a r::t~r ,~~.~~ i~~~: r::t~.r~: 
9:2a KIXI. "CQ 8UOLCX(OVH KIXI. "CQ fl~ 8UOlcX(OVH 

In 9:2a, the verb in the iIDN-clause is a participle.26o The Translator construed 

the lamed before iIDN as the marker of dative, and rendered iIDN by the article. 

10: 14b n~n~~-n~ /:liNn 17i~-N·~ 
is· '';~.~~ ~~ ';'nTN~ -~~n~ i~N' 

• - • T -: - •• '," : • '; -:-

10 14b '" '" 8 " I : OUK EYVW 0 IXV pWTIOC; H "Co YEVOflEVOV 
KIXI. "CL "Co EOOflEVOV OTILOW IXU't"OU TLc; eXVIXYYEAEl IXU"CQ 

In 10:14b, the Translator must have understood n~ to be gapped before iIDN.261 

In other words, the iIDN-clause is construed as the indirect question introduced by n~, 

which is assumed. The interrogative "CL is used for the gapped n~. The indirect question 

functions as the object of the verb i~~~. 

9:3a ~~wn nnn ntli17ri~N ~j:l 17i ni 
',' '; - - - T -: - ': -: : T ',' 

9:3a't"Ou't"O TIOVllPOV EV TIIXV"CI. TIETIOlllflEV'¥ UTIO "Cov ~ALOV 

There is one place where iIDN is rendered by zero (9:3a). One would expect 

the articular participle for the iIDN-clause, but the article before the participle TIETIOlllflEV'¥ 

is missing. This case deviates from the Translator's normal approach . 

.,roH> on (7) / cJ, (1) 

nID17 is attested in 1 : 13 a, 4:3b, 8:16a, 8:17a, 9:6b, and its Niphal participle form is attested 
in 4:1a. 

260 Another place where the participle is the verb of the iIDN-clause is 4: 1 a. In 
other places, the verbs in the iIDN-clauses are all finite verbs. 

261 See its parallel clause n~n~ID-n~ in the previous line. 



There are 7 instances where on renders 'tll~ (8 percent)?62 The Translator 

used on because he construed the 'tz1~-clauses as causal in 6:12b, 8:10a, 8:11a, and 

8:15a, and as nominal in 8:12b, and 8:14a, and finally as consecutive in 8:14a. 

Examples: 
(causal) 
8: I Oa ,tv;rp' ,~~ ,~~? 'n~O~~l 
8:l0a KCXt ETITIVE8TJocxV EV "C'f1TIOAEl on ou"Cwe;; ETIOlTJOCXV 

(nominal) 
8: 12b t:l~ii'?~iT ~~,~'? ::l;:n'~iT~ ,tzi~ ~J~ l1i;~-t:l~ ~:l 

• • .. : T ..:.: '," :. .,' -: • T -" _. 

8:12b on KCXl yE YWWOKW EYW on EO"CCXl &ycx8ov "COLe;; CPOPOUflEVOle;; "Cov 8EOV 

( consecutive) 
8:14a t:l~~~l;:t iT~~~~ t:lry~~ ~~~~ ,~~ t:l?~"::? tzi~. 
8: 14a E La t 6lKCXW l on cp8&vEl TIpOe;; cxu"COue;; we;; TIO l TJflCX n~v &OEPWV 
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There is a textual problem in 8:10a where the Translator translated the main 

verb 1n~ntz1~ in MT by ETITIVE8TJocxv. He must have understood the verb as 1n::lntz1~. 

Consequently, the following 'tz1~-clause is understood as causal explaining why they 

were praised.263 In 8: 15a, the 'tll~-clause provides the reason why Qoheleth commends 

joy. The causal sense ofthe 'tz1~-clause in 6:12b is somewhat loose. The conjunction on 

is often used for such loose subordination in Hellenistic Greek.264 In 8:11a, the preceding 

line, which begins with 1~ '?11, clarifies that the 'tz1~-clause is the ground statement. 

262The 7 instances are 6:12b, 8:10a, 8:11a, 8:l2b, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:15a. on is 
mainly focused on 8:10-8:15. 

263In MT, the itz1~-clause could be the relative clause modifying "the city" or 
could be the epexegetical clause explaining the specific contents that they forgot ("with 
regard to the fact that"). 

264Robertson, Grammar, 962f; BDF, Greek Grammar, §456.1. 
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The 'IV~-clause in 8:12b is understood as the object clause of the main verb 

17"~. The Translator interpreted the 'IV~ -clause in 8: 14a as another nominal clause, which 

is the apposition Of'?:1ii. The appositional function OfOTl is well attested in Hellenistic 

Greek.265 

In 8:14a, 'IV~ is probably used consecutively.266 The consecutive use OfOH is 

apparent in Hellenistic Greek.267 Other translators of LXX also used OTl for the 

consecutive clauses (e.g. Exod 3:11; 2 Kgs 8:13)?68 

9:1a iii-'?:l-n~ ,,:1'?, ~:l'?-'?~ ~nnj iii-'?:l-n~ ~:l 

t:l~H'?~~ ;~~ t:lry~}~~l C·~~~Q,61 c~p~'1~6 'W~ 
9: 1 a OH ouv niXv TOUTO EOWKlX E l~ KlXPOllXV flOU KlX t KlXPOllX flOU ouv niXv E IOEv TOUTO 

w~ ot OlKlXLOl KlXt ot oocjlot KlXt EPYlXOLlXl lX1JTC.0V EV XElpt TOU SEOU 

There is 1 instance where 'IV~ is rendered by w~. In 9: 1 a. w~ introduces a 

substantive clause, which is the appositive for TOUTO and functions as the object of the 

verb EloEv.269 The conjunction w~ is a functional equivalent to 'IV~ in this verse. 

irlJX> 01TW, (4) /01TOV (1) 

The Translator employed onw~ for 'IV~ in 4 instances (5 percent).270 Two of 

them are used as conjunctions introducing final clauses (3:11b, 7:21b), and two function 

as relative adverbs (7:22a, 8:12b). 

265Robertson, Grammar, 400. 

266Cf. GKC, Hebrew Grammar, § 166b. 

267Robertson, Grammar, 1001. 

268Ibid. 

269Cf" . 8 14 .OHIn : a. 



Examples: 
3:11b c~"f llJ~ c~ll;:t-n~ c~ 

c~;:i"~;:t jlW~-';;~ jlW~~jJ-n~ c':T~;:t K~i?:-X" ,;;~ ~"f~ 
3:11b Kal yE ouv tOV alwva EOWKEV EV KapOlf!, autwv 

OTIWc; fl ~ EUpTJ 0 iXvepwTIoC; to TIO l TJfla 0 ETIO l TJOEV 0 eE6c; 

7:22a l~" 1":r: ni:l.,} c~~~:rc~ ~~ 
7:22b C~'r1~ J;17~P nK-C~ ,;;~ 
7 22 " ~, ", e ' s:. ~ ~ , , s:. ' : a on TI/\,EWtaKlC; TIOVTJpEUOEtal OE Kal Ka OuOUC; TIo/\,/\,ac; KaKWOEl Kapulav oou 
7 22b " , , " , : OTIWC; Kal yE ou KatTJpaow EtEpOUC; 
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In 3:11b 'WK ~":l~ means "without which.,,271 The relative clause in Hebrew is 

transformed into the final clause in Greek ("in order that"). By employing the final 

clause, the Translator emphasized the intention of God and the inability of man. 

In 7:22b, the Translator interpreted 'WK as a relative adverb denoting manner 

("as," "in such manner as") and used OTIWC;.272 His interpretation arises from a different 

reading of l1i~ in 7 :22a, which MT vocalizes yada ' ("to know"), but the Translator read 

yarea' (11'~ "to mistreat,,).273 The different reading is due to the graphic confusion 

between i and,. The servant very often mistreats him in the way as he cursed others.274 

There is one place where 'WK is rendered by the relative adverb OTIOU (9: 1 Ob). 

9: 1 Ob "iK~:l. jl9~t:1: n~":q li:l.~1): jlW~~ r~ ~~ 
jl9~ 1?i"t jlJ;1~ ,;;~ 

9:10b on OUK Eonv TIOlTJfla Kat AOYWflOC; Kat YVWOlC; Kat oocpla EV ~OTJ 
~, , " ..... OTIOU OU TIOpEUTJ EKEl 

270 The 4 instances are 3:11b, 7:21b, 7:22a, 8:12b. 

271Cf. KB, s.v. "~":l." 

272Por the use of'WK as adverbial accusative, see R. J. Williams, Hebrew 
Syntax: An Outline, 2nd ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976), §492. 

273yarea' is analyzed as hiphil impf. 3m.s. from 1111,. 



The locative adverb i1~iD is the resumptive element in the 'iD~-clause and 

becomes the signal to interpret 'iD~ as the relative adverb denoting place. Using the 

locative 01TOU for 'iD~ is, therefore, an appropriate rendering. 

iroH~ > Kll(}Wr; (4) / Kll(}Wr; all (1) 
irDH:J > Ell (4) / Kll(}6n (1) 
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The form 'iD~~ occurs 5 times in Ecclesiastes, and 4 of them are translated by 

KLX8w~ (5:14a, 8:7b, 9:2b) or KlX8w~ (Xv (5:3a). In the other 4 instances, the form 'iD~~ in 

MT is rendered by EV (4: 17a, 8: 16a, 9:2a, 11 :5a). The Greek equivalents reflect 'iD~:l not 

'iD~~ in these 4 instances. In 9:2a, the confusion between :l and ~ begins with the 

preceding word S~i1 in MT (hakkOl), which is translated by fl(x:ral6-tT)~, evidently from 

S:li1 (hebel).275 On the other hand, the Translator used KLX8w~ for the form 'iD~:l in 8:4a. 

Since the default rendering for 'iD~~ is Ka8w~, and 'iD~:l is never rendered by Ka8w~ 

elsewhere in Ecclesiastes, he probably read the form in question as 'iDN~. Therefore, one 

can posit that the Translator may have read the form 'iD~~ in 5:3a, 5:14a, 8:4a, 8:7b, and 

9:2b, and the form 'iD~:l in 4:17a, 7:2a, 8:16a, 9:2a, 11:5a. 

The Translator's interpretation of'iD~~ can be divided into the comparative 

sense and the temporal sense. 

Examples: 
5: 14a i~~ 1~:g.~ ~~: 'W~9 
5: 14b ~:liti!l n~SS :l,iti~ oi,l' 

T ',": ": ': T T T 

5: 14a m8wc; E~f]AeEv &1T0 yam"pOC; iJ. rrrpoc; a,ln;ou 

5:14b YUflv6~ E1TlOrpEtlIEl rou 1TopEu8f]val 

274The 01TCilC; of 8: 12b is also used as relative adverb denoting manner ("as"). 

275 All the 38 instances ofS:li1 are rendered by flaml6rT)~. 



8:7a i1~.i1~W-i1~ ~J~ '~J.~~-~:l 

8:7b is . .,~~~ ~~ i1~.~: 'W~~ ~:l 
8 7 

(f ,,, I " , , 

: a on OUK EOnv YWWOKWV n TO EOOfJ,EVOV 

8:7b on Ka8w<; fOTal Tk eXvaYYEAEl aim!> 

The clause introduced by 'WK:l in 5: 14a is understood as comparative. The 
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Translator conveyed the comparative idea by employing Ka8w<;: "just as.,,276 The case of 

9:2b is also interpreted as comparative. In 8:7b, however, 'WK:l seems to be interpreted 

as temporal: "when it happen, who will inform him?" Two other instances in 5:3a and 

8:7b are also temporal. In 5:3a, the Translator used Ka8w<; av and emphasized the 

indefinite sense: "whenever." 

There are 5 occurrences of 'WK~ where the Translator did not confused them 

with 'WK:l (4:17a, 7:2a, 8:16a, 9:2a, 11 :5a): 

Examples: 
7 :2a i1nw~ n~:l-'?K n:l"~ '?~K-n~:l-'?K n:l'?'? ~i~ 

t:l.'~~-'?~. ~iO K'~ ·,W~~ .. ... . ..... T 

7:2a eXya80v TTopEU8f]val El<; olKov TTEV8ou<; ~ on TTopEu8f]val El<; olKov TTOTOU 
Ka80n TOUTO TEAO<; TTavTo<; TOU eXV8PWTTOU 

9:2a ,j~ 'W~~ ,jiJ 
9:2a fJ,aTalOTT]<; EV TOl<; mxow 

The Translator construed 'WK~ in 7 :2a as causal and employed Ka80T l for the form. The 

use of Ka80n for the causal clause is a normal practice in Hellenistic Greek.277 The 'WK~ 

in 9:2a is rendered not by conjunction or relative but by the preposition EV denoting 

location. Consequently, the relative clause in Hebrew becomes the prepositional phrase. 

The approach of 9:2a is functionally literal. 

276Por the adverbial use Of'WK:l, see Williams, Hebrew Syntax, §256. Por the 
use of Ka8w<; for comparison, see Bauer, s.v. "Ka8w<;." 
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The fonn ttl occurs 68 times in Ecclesiastes. The Translator employed various 

approaches to render the fonn in question. Whether ttl is construed as relative or not, all 

the instances will be discussed here in this section for convenience.278 

In 20 instances, the Translator construed ttl as relative and renders it by the 

relative DC; (29 percent)?79 The relative DC; is a both fonnal and functional equivalent of 

the relative ttl. 

Example: 
1 :3a tl:t~7 1i,~~-;-r~ 
1 :3b tzi~tD;-r nnn t,bl1~tzi it,~l1-t,:l~ 

':T- -- -:-',' T-: T: 

1 :3a rlc; TIEPWOELCX n~ eXV8pWTIC,p 
1 :3b EV TICXVrl floX8c.p cxlycoD 4> flOX8EL UTIO rov ~A,LOV 

The Translator interpreted 2 instances of ttl-clause as indefinite relative clauses 

and uses DC; EcXv for ttl (5:17a, 12:3a). 

5: 17a ;-r~i~ ni~'t" ninwt,,-t,i:l~t, ;-r£l~-'W~ ~i~ 
tzi~tD;-r-nnn . Sbl1~W' ~S~l1-S~'~ '.' T '.' -, 

...... - -- -:-.: T-: T: 

5:17a eXycx80v 0 Eonv KCXA,OV "COD tPCXYELV KCXl roD TIlELV KCXl "COD i.CiELV eXYCX8WOUVTlV 
EV TICXVrl flOX8c.p cxuroD 4> E&V flOX8n UTIO rov ~A,lOV 

12:3a n~~;-r ~,~W 'l1i~W tli~~ 
. - - •• : ·'.T ',' -

12:3a EV ~flEP~ fl E&V OCXA,Eu8wow tPUA,CXKEC; rf]c; OLKLCXC; 

277Robertson, Grammar, 963; Bauer, s.v. "Kcx8on." 

278S0 one can compare the renderings of ttl with those of'ttl~. 

279The 20 instances are 1 :3b, 1 :7b, 2: 11 a, 2: 11 a, 2: 12b, 2: 18a, 2: 19a, 2: 19a, 
2:20b, 2:21a, 2:21b, 2:22b, 2:24a, 3:13a, 5:15b, 7:24a, 10:5b, 10:16a, 10:17a, 11 :3b. 
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In 5: 17 a, the referent of the relative w is generalized: "in all his toil at whatever he toils 

under the sun.,,280 In 12:3a, the relative clause is temporal. By using EaV with the 

subjunctive in temporal clause, the Translator describes the event with probability. The 

event can and will occur, but its time is uncertain.281 

There is 1 instance where the Translator rendered W by oone; (6:3a). 

6:3a KlX.l EtT) TIoU& (~OETCXl KCXt TIAf)8oe; 0 n EOOVTCXl ~f.J.EpCXl EtWV CXUTOU 

The indefinite relative 0 n is probably used in the same way as the definite relative 0 in 

6:3a. The same practice is observed in 7:26a where the relative 'w~ is rendered by oow;. 

Alternating between oone; and oe; is a normal feature in Hellenistic Greek.282 

~> 0(19) 

There are 19 instances where the article renders W (28 percent)?83 In 16 

instances, the w-clauses are rendered by articular participles. As in 'w~-clauses, the verbs 

iT~iT (x 9) and iTW17 (x 4) are predominant as the main verbs in the w-clauses.284 Eleven 

instances of the articular participles are substantival, and 5 are attributive.285 

280Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 5. 

281 Cf B "" " . auer, s.v. cxv. 

282BDF, Greek Grammar, §293; Bauer, s.v. "oone;." Cf. LSJ, s.v. "oone;." 

283The 19 instances are 1 :9a, 1:9a, 1 :9a, 1 :9a, 1 :llb, 1:llb, 1 :14a, 2:7b, 2:9a, 
2:17a, 2:18b, 2:26a, 4:2a, 5:4b, 6:10b, 8:7a, 9:12a, 1O:14b, 11 :8b. 

284The verb iT~iT is predicate in 1 :9a, 1 :9a, 1: 11 b, 1: 11 b, 2:7b, 2:9a, 2: 18b, 8:7a, 
10: 14b; the verb iTW17 is predicate in 1 :9a, 1 :9a,. 1: 14a, 2:17a, 

285The 11 articular participles used as substantive are 1 :9a, 1 :9a, 1 :9a, 1 :9a, 
l:11b, 1:11b, 2:7b, 2:9a, 2:26a, 5:4b, 6:10b, 8:7a, 10:14b, 11:8b; the 5 articular 



Examples: 
( substantive) 
1 :9a ;'T~.ry~W ~~;'T ;'T:~W-;'T~ 

1 9 " "" , 286 : a T L TO YEYOVOs auTO TO YEV'Il00j.lEVOV 

(attributive) 
1: 14a W~~iJ nOr] ~w~~W C~ip~~iJ-~~-n~ ~n~~; 
1 : 14a E tCiov OUV TIcXVTlX. TeX TIO l ~j.laTa TeX TIETIO l'llj.lEVa UTIO TOV ~AtOV 

The translation of 1 : 11 b seems to deviate from the normal approach. 

1: 11 a C~)W~'7 li '=?T r~ 
1: 11 b ~~;'T~W c~)"'n~" CJ, 

: • ',' • -: - T -: 

1:11aoUK Eonv j.lV~j.l'll TOls TIPWTOls 
1: 11 b Kat yE TOls EOXcXTOls YEVOj.lEVOLs 

The preposition" is understood as marking the dative of respect and is reflected in the 
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dative case of the articles. According to the normal pattern by the Translator, one would 

expect that the iV-clause in 1: 11 b would be translated by the articular attributive 

participle, i.e., Kal yE T01s EOXcXTOls T01s YEVOj.lEVOLs. By omitting the expected article 

before YEVOj.lEVOls, the Translator modified the syntax of 1: 11 b. The iV-clause is an 

adjective clause and functions attributively. However, the Translator rendered the clause 

by a substantival participle. On the other hand c~)'n~ is a substantival adjective in 

Hebrew, but the Translator made its equivalent EOXcXTOls as attribute adjective. Therefore, 

the article TOls must go with YEVOj.lEVOLs not EOXcXTOLe;;: "indeed ofthose born later.,,287 

participles used as attributive are 1:14a, 2:17a, 2:18b, 4:2a, 9:12a. In 2:7b, 2:9a, 11:8b, 
the 'iV~-clauses function as attributive but are rendered by substantive participles because 
the 'iV~-clauses modifY the substantive"~ , and ,,~ is rendered by adjective TIiXe;;. 

286"What is that which has happened? It is that which will happen." See 
Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 1. 

287Ibid., 1. 
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There are 2 instances where an adjective functions as the predicate in the ill-

clause, and the ill-clause is rendered simply by the articular adjective (2:26a, 6: 1 Ob). The 

articular adjective in 6: lOb is used as a substantive which functions as the object of a 

preposition and another in 2:26a is used as an attributive moditying the noun. The 

articular adjectives in Greek functionally match the ill-clauses in these 2 cases. 

(attributive )288 

2:26a i1~=?t:T llJ~ '~~~7 :l;~W t:l:t~7 ~:;, 
2:26a on 'tQ eXv8pwTIC¥ 'tQ eXycx8Q TIPO TIPOOWTIOU CXU'tOU EOUlKEV OOCPlCXV 

(substantive )289 

6: 1 Ob mp'~ =rpni1ill t:l~ r"17 "~~~-~"1 
6:10b KCXl ou OUV~OE'tCXL 'tou KPL8~vCXL ~E't& 'tOU LOXUpou UTIEP cxu'tov 

One instance of the ill-clause is rendered by the articular infinitive, which 

functions as the object of a preposition. 

5:4a '~ln-~" ,~~ :l;~ 
5:4b t:l~~I;1 ~"1· i;.,nw~ 
5 4 ' 8' , , "1= 8' : a cxycx ov 'to ~T] EU..,CXO CXL OE 
5:4b ~ 'to Eu~cxo8cxl OE KCXl ~~ eXTIOOOUVCXL 

The ill-clause in 5:4b is a substantive clause and is parallel with the 'ill~-clause in 5:4a. 

The Translator employs the substantive infinitives for both clauses and makes the two 

clauses formally parallel in Greek. 

rD> on (11) 

The Translator uses on for ill in 11 instances (16 percent)?90 In 9 instances out 

288In 5:17a where the 'ill~-clause functions as attribute, and the predicate in the 
clause is an adjective, the copular EO'tlV is added before the adjective. 

289The Translator probably followed Qere (~~pnill, settaqqfp). The form ~~pnill 
may have resulted from weakening of guttural i1 out of~~pni1ill. Cf. 10:3a. 
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of 11, on introduces a nominal clause: subject clause in 7: 10b, object clauses in 1: 17b, 

2:13a, 2:14b, 2:15b, 3:18b, 8:14b, 9:5a, and elliptical use in 12:9a.291 There is 1 instance 

where the Translator used 01" l because he interpreted the iV-clause as causal (2: 18b). 

Finally, the iV in 8:14a seems to be construed as consecutive. The on used for iV in 8:14a 

is parallel to the on, which renders 'iV~ on the previous line. In MT the relatives 'iV~ and 

iV are functionally parallel in 8:14a, but in LXX on is used for both forms and makes the 

two clauses formally parallel as well as functionally parallel. This is another case where 

the Translator strived for functional parallelism as well as formal parallelism?92 

. Examples: 
(Nominal) 
1: 17b r::r" 1i~l?J ~'it itp:J~W ~I:1l?'J: 
117b " " ,~,,, , , 

: EYVWV on KlX.l yE -roU1" Eanv npOlX.lPEal<; nVEUfllX.-rot; 

(Causal, 2: 18b) 
2: 18a W~Wit nnn ~~11 ~J~W ~~~l1-~Yn~ ~J~ ~n~JW' 
2: 18b ~~~T~- it~~;W ~.~~~. -~~~~J~~' T ., . -, . ··T' 

T -: - ',' : • ',' T T T ':. - ': 

2: 18a KlX.l Efl LOT]OlX. EYW ouv mx.V1"lX. flOX80v flOU OV EYW flOX8w uno 1"OV ~hov 
2: 18b on acplw lX.U1"OV n~ av8pw1T(~ 1"c.i> YlVOflEVc.p flE1"' EflE 

(Consecutive, on 2°) 
8:14a c~S)~I~ it~~~~ Ci)~~ ~~~~ 'W~ c~P~":'; tD~ 

c~P~"¥iJ it~~~~ Ci)~~ ~~~~W c~S)~1 tD~.l 
8:14aElol 6lKlX.Wl on cp8&VEl npot; lX.U1"OUt; Wt; nOlT]fllX. 1"WV aOE~wv 

KlX.l ElOlV aOE~Elt; on cp8&vEl npot; lX.u-roUt; Wt; nOlT]fllX. 1"WV 6lKlX.lWV 

290The 11 instances are 1: 17b, 2:13a, 2:14b, 2:15b, 2:18b, 3:18b, 7:10a, 8:14a, 
8:14b, 9:5a, 12:9a. 

291When the clauses are understood as object clauses, the main verbs convey 
perception: "to see (or to show),' "to know" or "to say (or to speak)." 

292See 5:4 where the Translator used two articular infinitives as parallel for the 
'iV~-clause in 5:4a and the iV-clause in 5:4b. 
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ro> rva (3) 

In 3 instances where w introduces a final clause or result clause, the Translator 

rendered the w by '(vex. The '(vex clause in 3:14b may be analyzed as final, the '(vex clause in 

5:14b as result, and the '(vex clause in 7:14b as final/result. 293 

Example: 
3: 14b ,~~~?~ ~Nl~W nw~ C~ii"~~11 
3:14b Kexl. 0 eEDs ETIOlT')OEV '(vex cpo~T')eWOW aTID TIPOOWTIOU exl),WU 

ro> Kat (1) 

1: 1 Oa N~n Win nr-nN' '~N~W ,:l'1 W~ 
TT ',' .'; - ': TT " 

1: 1 Oa Os AexA~OEl Kexl. EPEL tOE roU'to K!X.WOV Eonv 

In 1: lOa, the relative w is rendered by K!X.l. The relative clause Os AexA~OEl 

probably reflects ':li~W rather than ':li W~.294 The form ':l'~W is analyzed as relative plus 

imperfect 3 m.s. form.295 The different reading is due to the metathesis of yod and sin. If 

':l'~W is in the parent text of the Translator, two W clauses are connected asyndetically: 

i~N~W ':li~W. The Translator might have made the awkward sentences smooth by 

translating the second W simply by conjunction K!X.l. 

ro> 15rav (1) 

293The distinction between purpose and result is frequently blurred in 
Hellenistic Greek. In his lexicon, Bauer comments that it may be because purpose and 
result are regarded as identical in declarations of the divine will both in Jewish and pagan 
thought. See Bauer, s.v. "'[vex". The sense of result in 5:14b is somewhat loose in Greek 
Ecclesiastes. It can also be understood as temporal. 

294pOX, Qohelet, 173. 

295Seow, Ecclesiastes, 110. 
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In Hellenistic Greek, o'nxv can be temporal or causa1.296 tv by itself is never 

used temporally in Biblical Hebrew nor in Mishnaic Hebrew. When denoting time, the 

particle tv is always preceded by prepositions such as 1li or ~ , or nouns such as t:l,~.297 

Therefore, the Translator probably construed the clause as causal: "Woe to him who is 

alone because he may fall, but there is no one else to raise him up." 

~:; > 07:ll11 (2) / cJ, (2) 
~~ > Kll86n (1) 

The form tv follows the preposition ~ in 4 instances.298 The Translator 

interpreted 2 instances (9:12b, 10:3a) as temporal and rendered them with OTlXV, and 

another 2 instances (5:14a, 12:7a) as comparative and rendered them with we;. 

Examples: 
(temporal) 
1 0:3a '9~ i:l'? l~;' '?~OiTtv~ l):r~-t:l~: 
1 0:3a Kal yE EV Me.;> o'tav acppwv TIopElrr}'tal KapOla all'toD UO'tEP~OEl299 

(comparative) 
12:7a iT:;:tW~ r)~;:t-'?~ '~~ry :JW:: 
12:7a Kat. ETIlO'tPEtjJ'IJ 6 xoDe; ETIt. 't~v yflv we; ~v 

296LSJ, S.V. "o'tav." 

297For the use of tv in Biblical Hebrew, see Williams, Hebrew Syntax, §470-
474; BDB, s.v. "tv"; KB, s.v. "tv." For tv in Mishnaic Hebrew, see Segal, Mishnaic 
Hebrew, §513. For the grammatical difference between ,tv~ and tv in biblical Hebrew, 
see Roger Schwarzschild, "The Syntax of'tv~ in Biblical Hebrew with Special Reference 
to Qoheleth," HS31 (1990): 7-37. 

298The 4 instances are 5:14a, 9:12b, 10:3a, 12:7a. 

299The Greek equivalent seems to reflect Qere ('?~Otv~, ke§essiikiil). The form 
'?~Otv~ may have resulted from weaking of guttural iT out of '?~OiTtv~. Cf. 6: lOb. 
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By using the present subjunctive in the OTlX.V clause of 1 0:3a, the Translator expressed 

contemporaneous and repeated action in the temporal clause: "whenever a foolish one 

walks ... ,,300 In 12:7a, we; functions as a conjunction denoting comparison: "as it was." 

The approach of the Translator on W is compared with his treatment on 'W~:I. For 'W~:I, 

the Translator used KlX.SWe;, whether it is temporal or comparative, while he used OTlX.V for 

temporal W and used we; for comparative w. 

When the form W is prefixed by the preposition ::l, the Translator used KlX.SOn 

for W::l as he did for 'W~::l. The clause in 2: 16b introduced by W::l is construed as causal, 

and KlX.SOn is a good choice for the causal conjunction. 

2: 16a C?i17~ '?~O~iJ-Cjj c~r:-r7. li'=?i r~ ~:l 
2: 16b n:lidJ '?:m C~~::li1 C~~~i1 '::l:lid::l 

T : • - • T - • T - T:":: 

2:16a on OUK Eonv IlV~IlT] TOU oo<jlou IlETa TOU a<jlpovoe; Ete; lX.twVlX. 

2: 16b KlX.SOn ~6T] lX.L ~IlEPlX.l lX.L EPXOIlEVlX.l Ta 'fT(XVTlX. ETIEA.~OeT] 

There are 3 instances where the form W is preceded by the interrogative i1~.301 

In 2 instances the Translator construed the clauses introduced by W i1~ as indefinite 

clauses and uses oe; EeXV (3:22b) and Et ne; (6:10a). The indefinite use ofi1~ with W is 

quite common in late Hebrew.302 In 3:15a he simply used the article 0 for W i1~ to avoid 

300Cf. Bauer, s.v. "OTlX.V." 

301The 3 instances are 3:15a, 3:22b, and 6:10a. Excluded are 4 instances where 
i1~ is rendered by the interrogative pronoun TI., and the w-clause is rendered by an 
articular participle functioning as substantive (1 :9a, 1 :9a, 8:7a, 10: 14b). These have been 
discussed above. The i1~ preceding W in 7 :24a is also excluded because the form i1~ in 
MT seems to be construed as preposition 1~. See p. 93 of this dissertation. 

302Segal, Mishnaic Hebrew, §436; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §137c. 



confusing syntax. All these instances have been discussed under Interrogative i1~.303 

~ nfjJJ ,> 65U1TEP (1) 

5:15a '1~~ 1~ ~9W nrp~r"~ 
5 15 " , , " , , ~, : a WOTIEp ycxp TICXPEYEVETO OUTWC; KCXt CXTIEAEUOETCXt 

Modem scholars suggest that the Greek words WOTIEP ya.p may reflect 
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kil'ummat se (Ill n~17";:') not kol'ummat se as MT.304 From the perspective of Hebrew, the 

word i1~17 is always combined with the preposition" in Biblical Hebrew, and the 

combination functions as a preposition meaning "corresponding to.,,305 The Ill-clause 

becomes the objective ofthe preposition n~17". Consequently, the first letter;:, is isolated 

and must be understood as the defective spelling of conjunction !d. The conjunction ya.p 

is an excellent rendering of;:, (Ia) The Translator used a pair of comparative adverbs: 

WOTIEP in the protasis and OUTWC; in apodosis. The WOTIEP is the functional equivalent of 

III n~17", and OUTWC; fits well not only functionally but also formally to 1;:'. 

Summary 

The renderings for the personal pronouns in Hebrew are 100 percent literal. 

Although the Translator seems to have had a different consonantal text from MT in 

2:25a, 5:16b, and 8:2a, he was always faithful to his parent text, and his literalness is 

maintained. For demonstratives, the Translator did not render the Hebrew forms in a 

mechanical way but carefully discerned their grammatical relationship with other words. 

303See p. 89 of this dissertation. 

304BHS-Horst; Jarick, Concordance, 275; KB, s.v. "i1~17." 

305KB, s.v. "i1~17"; BDB, s.v. "i1~17." 
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His shrewdness, for example, is shown in his rendering the form K'iT. The equivalents to 

the Hebrew interrogatives are also either functionally or formally literal but not at the 

expense of intelligibility. The Translator's approach to iT~t" for example, reflects how he 

appreciated the deep structure of Hebrew sentences. There is 1 instance (6:8b) where an 

early scribal error is suspected in rendering iT~. Finally, the Translator rendered the 

relatives in various ways, but all of them are properly construed according to their 

function and expressed in good Greek style. 

Lexical Analysis of Nouns 

Focus is now shifted from a syntactical or structural analysis to the lexical 

perspective. The approach of the Translator to Hebrew nouns is to render analysis on the 

basis oflexical equivalency. The Translator's treatment of adjectives and common nouns 

is discussed first followed by the presentation of the equivalents to proper nouns. 

Adjectives and Common Nouns 

The scope of this analysis includes adjectives and common nouns. The 

evidence is categorized into three groups according to levels of variation in equivalents 

used.306 Category 1 comprises cases of one Hebrew lexeme rendered by one Greek 

lexeme and cases of many Hebrew lexemes rendered by one Greek lexeme. Since these 

are mostly stereotypical renderings, the first category is labeled as stereotype equivalents. 

Category 2 lists the instances where one Hebrew lexeme is rendered by more than one 

Greek lexeme. Since the variety of equivalents is due to the Translator's contextual 

306The categorizations and method to analyze the evidence are adopted from 
Gentry, Greek Job, 132-47. 
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interpretation or due to the demands of the target language, category 2 is called regular 

equivalents. Finally, category 3 includes cases of more than one Hebrew lexeme 

rendered by more than one Greek lexeme. Textual problems or stylistic selection may 

motivate the variation in category 3. It is conveniently entitled non-standard equivalents. 

The evidence is first presented in the format: X> Y, which signifies "X is 

rendered by Y." The frequency is given following the Greek equivalent, and all 

occurrences are given in parentheses next to the frequency. Where it is necessary to list 

the alternative equivalencies, they are given at the end of each entry in square brackets. 

Category 1 - Stereotype Equivalents: 
One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered 
by One Greek Lexeme 

1. S:l~ > TIEv8o<; 3 (5:16a, 7:2a, 7:4a) 

2. 1:l~ > H8o<; 3 (3 :5a, 3 :5a, 10:9a) 

3. c,~ > &v8pumo<; 49 (1:3a, 2:13b, 2:3b, 2:8b, 2:12b, 2:18b, 2:21a, 2:21b, 2:22a, 
2:24a, 2:26a, 3: lOb, 3:11b, 3:13a, 3:18a, 3:19a, 3:19b, 3:21a, 3:22a, 5:18a, 6:1b, 
6:7a, 6:10a, 6:11b, 6:12a, 6:12b, 7:2a, 7:14b, 7:20a, 7:28b, 7:29a, 8:1b, 8:6b, 8:8a, 
8:9b, 8:11b, 8:15a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 9:1b, 9:3b, 9:12a, 9:12b, 9:15b, 10:14b, 11:8a, 
12:5b, 12:13b) 

4. ,,~ > cpw<; 3 (2:13b, 11 :7a, 12:2a) 

5. tzl~~ > &v~p 10 (1 :8a, 4:4a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:3a, 7:5b, 9:14b, 9:15a, 9:15b, 12:3a) 

6. ;"Ttzl~ > yuv~ 3 (7:26a, 7:28b, 9:9a) 

7. ;"T~;"T:l > KtT]VO<; 4 (3:18b, 3:19a, 3:19b, 3:21b) 

8. 1:l > uio<; 15 (l:la, l:13b, 2:3b, 2:8b, 3:10b, 3:18a, 3:19a, 3:21a, 4:8a, 5:13b, 8:11b, 
9:3b, 9:12b, 10:17a, 12:12a); 
n~:l ~J:l > otKOYEV~<; 1 (2:7a) 

9. 1tzl:l > o&p~ 5 (2:3a, 4:5b, 5:5a, 11:10a, 12:12b) 

10. nl1' > YVWOt<; 8 (1 :16b, 1:17a, 1 :18b, 2:21a, 2:26a, 7:12a, 9:10b, 12:9b) 



Ol7:J > yvwou; 1 (1: 18a) 
i1l71 > yvwou; 1 (8:6b) 

11. 11' > Mot; 4 (10:3a, 11 :5a, 11 :9a, 12:5a) 
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12. ~::li1>~IX!IXL6!T)t;38(1:2a, 1:2a, 1:2b, 1:2b, 1:2b, 1:14a, 2:1b, 2:11b,2:15b, 2:17b, 
2:19b, 2:21b, 2:23b, 2:26b, 3:19b, 4:4b, 4:7b, 4:8b, 4:16b, 5:6a, 5:9b, 6:2b, 6:4a, 
6:9b, 6:11b, 6:12a, 7:6b, 7:15a, 8:10b, 8:14a, 8:14b, 9:2a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 11:8b, l1:lOb, 
12:8a, 12:8a, 12:8b) 

13. ~n > (aw 8 (4:2b, 4:2b, 4:15a, 7:2b, 9:4a, 9:4b, 9:5a, 10:19a) 

14. c~~n > (w~ 13 (2:3b, 2:17a, 3:12b, 5:17b, 5:19a, 6:8b, 6:12a, 6:12a, 8:15b, 9:3b, 
9:9a, 9:9a, 9:9b) 

15. c:Jn > oo<j>Ot; 21 (2:14a, 2:16a, 2:16b, 2:19a, 4: 13 a, 6:8a, 7:4a, 7:5a, 7:7a, 7:19a, 8:1a, 
8:5b, 8:17b, 9:1a, 9:11a, 9:15a, 9:17a, 10:2a, 10:12a, 12:9a, 12:11a) 

16. i1~:Jn > OO<j>LIX 28 (1:13a, 1 :16a, 1:16b, 1 :17a, 1 :18a, 2:3b, 2:9b, 2:12a, 2:13a, 2:21a, 
2:26a, 7:10b, 7:11a, 7:12a, 7:12b, 7:19a, 7:23a, 7:25a, 8:1b, 8:16a, 9:10b, 9: 13 a, 
9:15a, 9:16a, 9:16b, 9:18a, 10:1b, 10:10b) 

17. lwn > OKO!Ot; 6 (2:13b, 2:14a, 5:16a, 6:4a, 6:4b, 11 :8b) 

18. ::l'~ > O:YlXeOt; 45 (2:1a, 2:3b, 2:24a, 2:24a, 2:26a, 2:26b, 3:12a, 3:12b, 3:13a, 3:22a, 
4:3a, 4:6a, 4:9a, 4:9b, 4: 13 a, 5:4a, 5:17a, 6:3b, 6:9a, 6:12a, 7:1a, 7:1a, 7:2a, 7:3a, 
7:5a, 7:8a, 7:8b, 7:10a, 7:11a, 7:14a, 7:18a, 7:20b, 7:26b, 8:12b, 8:13a, 8:15a, 9:2a, 
9:2b, 9:4b, 9:7a, 9:16a, 9:18a, 11:6b, 11:7a, 12:14b) 

19. i1::l'~ > O:YlXeWOUVT) 7 (4:8b, 5:10a, 5:17a, 6:3a, 6:6a, 7:14a, 9:18a) 

20. ,~ > XELP 13 (2:11a, 2:24b, 4:1b, 4:5a, 5:5b, 5:13b, 5:14b, 7:18a, 7:26a, 9:1a, 10:18b, 
11 :6a) 

21. C,~ > ~~EPIX 26 (2:3b, 2:16b, 2:23a, 5:16a, 5:17b, 5:19a, 6:3a, 6:12a, 7:1b, 7:1b, 
7:10a, 7:14a, 7:14a, 7:15a, 8:8a, 8:13a, 8:15b, 8:16b, 9:9a, 9:9a, 11:1b, 11:8b, 11:9a, 
12:1a, 12:1b, 12:3a) 

22. r > oIvot; 3 (2:3a, 9:7a, 1O:19a) 

23. ~:J>1T(xt;87(1:2b, 1:3b, 1:7a, 1:8a, 1:9b, 1:13a, 1:14a, 1:14b, 1:16a,2:5b,2:7b, 
2:9a, 2:10a, 2: lOb, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:11a, 2:11b, 2:14b, 2:16b, 2:17b, 2:18a, 2:19b, 
2:20b, 2:22a, 2:23a, 3:1a, 3:1b, 3:11a, 3:13a, 3:13a, 3:14a, 3:17b, 3:17b, 3:19a, 
3:19b, 3:20a, 3:20b, 3:20b, 4:1a, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:8a, 4:15a, 4:16a, 4:16a, 5:8a, 5:16a, 
5:17a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 6:6b, 6:7a, 7:2a, 7:15a, 7:18b, 7:21a, 7:23a, 7:28b, 8:3b, 8:9a, 
8:9a, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:1b, 9:2a, 9:3a, 9:3a, 9:4a, 9:6b, 9:8a, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9: lOa, 



9:11b, 10:19b, 11:5b, 11:8a, 11:8b, 11:9b, 12:4b, 12:8b, 12:13a, 12:13b, 12:14a, 
12:14a) 
,~ +, > TIcXC; 2 (8:6a, 10:3b) 
,~ + i1 > flIXTIXlOTllC; 1 (9:2a) 

24. ~O~ > apyupLOv 6 (2:8a, 5:9a, 5:9a, 7:12a, 10:19b, 12:6a) 

25. Oli~ > 8UflOC; 4 (2:23a, 7:3a, 7:9a, 11 : lOa); 
> yVWOlC; 1 (1: 18a) 

26. 1"w~ > av6pELIX 3 (2:21a, 4:4a, 5:10b) 

27. I::m, > a.PTOC; 4 (9:7a, 9:11a, 10:19a, 11:1a) 
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28. 1'~ > ~IXOlAEUC; 11 (1:1 b, 1 :12a, 2:8a, 4:13b, 5:8b, 8:2a, 8:4a, 9: 14b, 10:16a, 10:17a, 
10:20a); 
> ~OUA~ 1 (2:12b) 

29. ~li~ > oHyoc; 4 (5:1a, 5:11a, 9:14a, 10:1a) 

30. i1Wli~ > TIOl~flIX 20 (1:14a, 2:4a, 2:11a, 2:17a, 3:11b, 3:17b, 3:22a, 4:3b, 4:4a, 5:5b, 
7: 13 a, 8:9a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 9:7b, 9:10b, 11:5b, 12:14a) 

31. tl'P~ > TOTIOC; 9 (1:5b, 1:7b, 3:16b, 3:20a, 6:6b, 8:10a, 1O:4a, 11:3b) 

32. i1'P~ > OUVcXVTllflIX 7 (2:14b, 2:15a, 3:19a, 3:19a, 9:2a, 9:3a) 

33. nm > aVcXTIIXUOlC; 3 (4:6a, 6:5b, 9:17a) 

34. W£l) > ljJux~ 7 (2:24a, 4:8b, 6:2a, 6:3a, 6:7b, 6:9a, 7:28a) 

35. i:lli > 60UAOC; 4 (2:7a, 7:21b, 10:7a, 1O:7b) 

36. tl"li > IXlWV 7 (1:4b, 1:10b, 2:16a, 3:11b, 3:14a, 9:6b, 12:5b) 

37. rli > O<f>8IXAfloC; 9 (1:8b, 2:10a, 2:14a, 4:8a, 5: lOb, 6:9a, 8:16b, 11:7b, 11:9a) 

38. '~li > flOX8oC; 13 (1:3b, 2:10b, 2: lOb, 2:11a, 2:18a, 2:19a, 2:20b, 2:21a, 2:22a, 2:24a, 
3:13a, 4:4a, 4:6b, 4:8a, 4:9b, 5:14b, 5:17a, 5:18a, 6:7a, 8:15b, 9:9b, 10:15a) 

39. r)li > TIEPLaTIIXOflOC; 8 (1 :13b, 2:23a, 2:26b, 3:10a, 4:8b, 5:2a, 5:13a, 8:16a) 

40. '£lli > XOUC; 3 (3:20b, 3:20b, 12:7a) 

41. fli > ~UAOV 5 (2:5b, 2:6b, 10:9b, 11 :3a, 11 :3b) 
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42. 1Wl1 > TIAOll'WC; 6 (4:8a, 5:12b, 5:13a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 9:11a) 

43. nl1 > Kalpoc; 39 (3:1b, 3:2a, 3:2a, 3:2b, 3:2b, 3:3a, 3:3a, 3:3b, 3:3b, 3:4a, 3:4a, 3:4b, 
3:4b, 3:5a, 3:5a, 3:5b, 3:5b, 3:6a, 3:6a, 3:6b, 3:6b, 3:7a, 3:7a, 3:7b, 3:7b, 3:8a, 3:8a, 
3:8b, 3:8b, 3:11a, 3:17b, 3:17b, 7:17b, 8:5b, 8:6a, 9:8a, 9:11b, 9:12a, 9:12b, 10:17b) 

44. i1El > o-rofl.a 7 (5:1a, 5:5a, 6:7a, 8:2a, 1O:12a, 10:13a, 10:13b) 

45. O~JEl > TIPOOWTIOV 6 (7:3b, 8:1b, 8:1b, 8:3a, 10:10a, 11:la); 
O~JEl +" > TIPO TIPOOWTIOU 6 (2:26a, 2:26b, 5:1a, 5:5a, 7:26b, 9:1b); 
> Efl. TIP008EV 4 (1: 16a, 2:7b, 2:9a, 4: 16a) 
O~JEl +" + 1~ > aTIo TIPOOWTIOU 4 (3:14b, 8:12b, 8:13b, 1O:5b) 
> aTIo Efl. TIP008EV 1 (1: 1 Ob) 

46. p~'~ > Ol.KaLOC; 8 (3:17a, 7:15b, 7:16a, 7:20a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 9:1a, 9:2a) 

47. ,,~> OKltX 4 (6:12a, 7:12a, 7:12a, 8: 13 a) 

48. ",p > tPwv~ 6 (5:2b, 5:5b, 7:6a, 1O:20b, 12:4a, 12:4b) 

49. fP > TIEpaOfl.Oc; 3 (4:8a, 4:16a, 12:12b) 

50. l1W, (rasa ') > aOEp~c; 10 (3: 17a, 7: 15b, 8:10a, 8:13a, 8: 14a, 8:14a, 9:2a) 

51. p,nw > YEAWC; 4 (2:2a, 7:3a, 7:6a, 10:19a) 

52. i1n~w > EUtPPOOUVTj 8 (2:1a, 2:2b, 2:10b, 2:26a, 5:19b, 7:4b, 8:15a, 9:7a) 

53. 1W > lXpXwv 3 (l0:7b, 10:16b, 10:17b) 

54. ~~"w > E~OUOltX(W 3 (7:19b, 8:8a, 1O:5b) . 

55. OW> Dvofl.a 3 (6:4b, 6:10a, 7:1a) 

56. o~~W > oupavoc; 4 (1:13a, 3:1b, 5:1b, 10:20b) 
o~~W > ~ALOC; 1 (2:3b) 

57. 1~w > EAaLOv 3 (7:1a, 9:8b, 10:1a) 

58. w~w > ~ALOC; 35 (1:3b, 1:5a, 1:5a, 1:9b, 1:14a, 2:11b, 2:17a, 2:18a, 2:19a, 2:20b, 
2:22b, 3:16a, 4:1a, 4:3b, 4:7b, 4:15a, 5:12a, 5:17b, 6:1a, 6:5a, 6:12b, 7:11b, 8:9a, 
8:15a, 8:15b, 8:17a, 9:3a, 9:6b, 9:9a, 9:9b, 9: 11 a, 9: 13 a, 1O:5a, 11:7b, 12:2a) 
o~~W > ~ALOC; 1 (2:3b) 



59. i1JW > hot; 5 (6:3a, 6:3a, 6:6a, 11 :8a, 12: 1 b) 

60. 'jW > bEtrrEpOt; 3 (4:8a, 4:10b, 4:15b) 

Category 1 - Continued: 
More Than One Hebrew Lexeme 
Rendered by One Greek Lexeme 

61. ,"m~ > EoxatOt; 3 (1 :l1b, 1 :l1b, 4:16a) [n~'n~ > EoxatOt; 2 (7:8a, 10:l3b)] 
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62. ",,~ > flEyat; 4 (9: l3b, 9: 14b, 9: 14b, 1 0:4b) [:l, > flEyat; 2 (2:21 b, 1 0:6a); ~l1~ > flEyat; 
1 (10:lb)] 

63. ,"n~ > TIEptaOEla 10 (1:3a, 2:11b, 2:l3a, 2:l3b, 3:9a, 5:8a, 5:15b, 7:12b, 10:10b, 
10:11b) ['n'~ > TIEptaOEla 2 (6:8a, 7:11b)] 

64. :l" > KapMa 42 (1:l3a, 1:16a, 1:16b, 1:17a, 2:1a, 2:3a, 2:3b, 2: lOb, 2: lOb, 2:15a, 
2:15b, 2:20a, 2:22a, 2:23a, 3:11b, 3:17a, 3:18a, 5:1a, 5:19b, 7:2b, 7:3b, 7:4a, 7:4b, 
7:7b, 7:21a, 7:22a, 7:25a, 7:26a, 8:5b, 8:9a, 8:11b, 8:16a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:3b, 9:7a, 
1O:2a, 10:2b, 10:3a, 11 :9a, 11 :9b, 11: 10a) [:l:l" > KapMa 1 (9:3b)] 

65. iI~'~~ > OUbElt; 3 (5:l3b, 5:14b, 9:5b) [r~ > OUbElt; 1 (3:19b)]; 
> flllbElc; 1 (7:14b) 

66. iI~n"~ > TIOAEflOt; 3 (3:8b, 8:8a, 9:11a) [:l'P > TIOAEflOt; 1 (9:18a)] 

67. po~ > TIEVllt; 4 (4:l3a, 9:15a, 9:15b, 9:16b) [W, > TIEVllt; 2 (4:14b, 5:7a); ~jl1 > TIEVllt; 1 
(6:8b)] 

68. '~l1 > TIOAtt; 5 (7:19a, 8:10a, 9:14a, 9:15a, 10:15b) [r'~ > TIOAtt; 1 (10:16a)] 

69. :l, (rob) > TIAfJ8ot; 6 (1:18a, 1:18a, 5:2a, 5:2b, 5:6a, 11:1b) [:l, (rab) > TIAfJ8ot; 1 
(6:3a); iI:l' > TIAfJ8ot; 1 (5: lOa); "~iI > TIAfJ8ot; 1 (5:9a)] 

70. n'l1' > TIpOalpEOtt; 7 (1: 14b, 2: lIb, 2: 17b, 2:26b, 4:4b, 4:6b, 6:9b) ["~l1' > 
TIpOalpEOtt; 3 (1 :17b, 2:22a, 4:16b)] 

71. li~li' > TIPOa:lPEaU; [nili' > TIPOa:lPEatt;] 

72. O~jW > bUo 5 (4:3a, 4:9a, 4: 11 a, 4: 12a, 11 :6b) [l£ln > bUo 1 (4:6b)] 



Category 2 - Regular Equivalents 
One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered by 
More Than One Greek Lexeme 

73. 'm~ > EtC; 18 (2:14b, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:20a, 4:8a, 4:9a, 4: lOa, 4:10b, 4:11b, 4:12a, 
6:6b, 7:27b, 7:27b, 7:28b, 9:2a, 9:3a, 9:18b, 12:11b); 
> IXlyroc; 1 (11 :6b) 

74. n~~ > oIKoc; 8 (2:4b, 4:14a, 4:17a, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:4a, 7:4b, 12:5b); 
> oLdlX 2 (10:18b, 12:3a); 
n~~ ~J~ > OLKOYEV~C; 1 (2:7a) 

75. "17~ > lTlXpa 3 (5: lOb, 5:12b, 8:8b); 
> 0 lTlXpa 1 (7:12b); 
> DC; lTlXpa 1 (12:11a); 
> EXW 1 (1 0:20b); 
1'W" "17~ > ElT~ClW 1 (10: 11 b) 

76. ;'T~~ > injJl1Aoc; 4 (5:7b, 5:7b, 5:7b, 7:8b); 
> uljJOC; 1 (12:5a) 

77. p"n > fJ,EPtc; 7 (2:10b, 2:21b, 3:22a, 5: 17b, 9:6b, 9:9b, 11 :2a); 
> fJ,EPOC; 1 (5:18a) 

78. f5:ln > lTpayfJ,1X 4 (3:1b, 3:17b, 5:7a, 8:6a); 
> 8EAl1fJ,1X 3 (5:3a, 12:1b, 12:10a) 

79. n'~ > 8cXVIXTOC; 5 (3:19a, 3:19a, 7:1b, 7:26a, 8:8a); 
> 8IXVIXTOW 1 (10: 1 a) 

80. ~5:lW~ > Kp(OlC; 5 (3:16b, 8:5b, 8:6a, 11 :9b, 12:14a); 
> Kp(fJ,1X 1 (5:7a) 

81. ":l0 > &cppwv 3 (2:19a, 10:3a, 1O:14a); 
> cXCPPOOUV111 (10:3a); 
>OKAl1PoC; 1 (7:17a) 

82. ~17 > VECPOC; 2 (11 :3a, 12:2b); 
> VECPEA111 (11:4b) 

83. C175:l > Ka8oCloc; 2 (6:6a, 7:22a); 
~i + C175:l > lTAEWTaKlC; 1 (7:22a) 

84. W~i > KECPIXA~ 2 (2:14a, 9:8b); 
> cXPX~ 1 (3:11b) 
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85. m1>TIvEuflCX21 (l:6b, 1:6b, 1:14b, 1:17b, 2:11b,2:17b, 2:26b, 3:19a, 3:21a, 3:21b, 
4:4b, 4:6b, 4:16b, 6:9b, 7:8b, 7:9a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 10:4a, 11:5a, 12:7b); 
> &VEflOt; 2 (5:15b, 11:4a); 
n'1 + 11~ > flCXKpo8wot; 1 (7:8b) 

Category 3 - Non-Standard Equivalents 
More Than One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered 
by More Than One Greek Lexeme 

86. r1~ > TIOAlt; 1 (l0:16a) [1~17 > TIOAlt; 5 (7:19a, 8:10a, 9:14a, 9:15a, 10:15b)]; 
> yf'l12 (l:4b, 3:21b, 5:1b, 5:8a, 7:20a, 8:14a, 8:16a, 10:7b, 10:17a, 11:2b, 11:3a, 
12:7a) 

87. 1:li > AOYOt; 19 (l:8a, 5:1a, 5:1b, 5:2b, 5:6a, 6:11a, 7:8a, 7:21a, 8:3a, 9:16b, 9:17a, 
1O:12a, 10:13a, 1O:14a, 1O:20b, 12:10a, 12:10b, 12:11a, 12: 13 a) [n1:li > AOYOt; 1 
(8:2b)]; 
> Pf'lflcx 3 (1:1a, 8:1a, 8:5a) 

88. n1:li > AOYOt; 1 (8:2b) [1:li > AOYOt; 19 (1 :8a, 5:1a, 5:1b, 5:2b, 5:6a, 6:11a, 7:8a, 
7:21a, 8:3a, 9:16b, 9:17a, 10:12a, 10:13a, 10:14a, 10:20b, 12:lOa, 12:10b, 12:11a, 
12:13a)]; 
> AcxheX 2 (3:18a, 7:14b); 

89. n,"",n (halelat) > TIEplq>opeX 2 (2:12a, 7:5b) [""n > TIEPlCPOPeX 1 (2:2a)]; 
> TIEPlCPEPELCX 1 (9:3b) [n,"",n (halelut) > TIEPlCPEPElCX 1 (lO:13b)]; 
> TICXpCX~OA~ 1 (1: 17a) ["W~ > TICXpCX~OA~ 1 (l2:9b)] 

90. 1':lwn (lJ.esbon) > AOYWflOt; 2 (7:27b, 9:10b) [1':lwn (lJ.isabOn) > AOywflOt; 1 (7:29b)]; 
> *f'lCPOt; 1 (7:25a) 

91. 1n'~ > TIEPWOElCX 2 (6:8a, 7:11b) [1'1n~ > TIEPWOELCX 10 (1:3a, 2:11b, 2:13a, 2:13b, 
3:9a, 5:8a, 5:15b, 7:12b, 1O:10b, 10:11b)]; 
> TIEPWOOt; 5 (2:15a, 6:11b, 7:16a, 12:9a, 12:12a) 

92. ,,~O~ > &cppwv 17 (2:14a, 2:15a, 2:16a, 2:16b, 4:5a, 4:13b, 4:17a, 5:2b, 5:3b, 6:8a, 
7:4b, 7:5b, 7:6a, 7:9b, 10:2b, 10:12b, 10:15a) ["~O (sakal) > &cppwv 3 (2:19a, 10:3a, 
10: 14a); ,,~O (sekel) > &cppwv 1 (l0:6a)]; 
> &cpPOOUVT) 1 (9: 17b) [m"~o > &cpPOOUVT) 5 (2:3b, 2: 12a, 2: 13 a, 10: 1 b, 10: 13 a); "O~ 
(kesel) > &cpPOOUVT) 1 (7:25b); ,,~O (sakal) > &cpPOOUVT) 1 (10:3b)] 

93. n'''~o > &cpPOOUVT) 5 (2:3b, 2:12a, 2:13a, 10:1b, 10:13a) ["~o~ > &cpPOOUVT) 1 (9:17b); 
"o~ > &cpPOOUVT) 1 (7:25b); "~o > &cpPOOUVT) 1 (10:3b)]; 
> OKAT)PLCX 1 (7:25b); 
n'''~w > E1TlO'r~flT) 1 (1: 17a) 
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94. P"~ > 6LKIXLOC; 2 (3:16b, 7:15b) [p~"~ > 6lKIXLOC; 8 (3:17a, 7:15b, 7:16a, 7:20a, 8:14a, 
8:14a, 9:1a, 9:2a)]; 
> 6LKIXLOOl)VTj 1 (5:7a) 

95. :l1 (rab) > TIOAUC; 5 (6:1b, 6:3a, 7:22a, 7:29b, 8:6b) [i1:l1i1 > TTOAUC; 15 (1:16b, 2:7b, 
5:6a, 5:11a, 5:16b, 5:19a, 6:11a, 7:16a, 7:17a, 9:18b, 11:8a, 11:8b, 12:9b, 12:12b, 
12:12b)]; 
> fJ-EYIXC; 2 (2:21b, 10:6a) [,?,.,~ > fJ-EYIXC; 4 (9:13b, 9:14b, 9:14b, 1O:4b)]; 
> TIAf]8oc; 1 (6:3a) [:l1 (rob) > TIAf]8oc; 6 (1: 18a, 1: 18a, 5:2a, 5:2b, 5:6a, 11: 1 b); i1:l1 > 
TTAf]8oc; 1 (5:10a); 1'~i1 > TIAf]8oc; 1 (5:9a)]; 
:l1 + C17~ > TIAELO!cX.KLC; 1 (7:22a) 

96. 111> TIOVTjP0C; 13 (1:13b, 2:17a, 4:3b, 4:8b, 5:13a, 6:2b, 8:3a, 8:5a, 8:12a, 9:3a, 9:3b, 
10:13b, 12:14b) [i1171 > TIOVTjP0C; 4 (5:15a, 8:11a, 9:12a, 11:2b)]; 
> KIXKOC; 3 (4: 17b, 9:2a? 9: 12a) 

97. i1171 > KIXKlIX 4 (5:12a, 7:14a, 7:15b, 12:1b) [171 (roa') > KIXKlIX 1 (7:3b)]; 
> TIOVTjP0C; 4 (5: 15a, 8: 11 a, 9: 12a, 11 :2b) [171 (ra ') > TIOVTjP0C; 13 (1: 13b, 2: 17a, 4:3b, 
4:8b, 5:13a, 6:2b, 8:3a, 8:5a, 8:12a, 9:3a, 9:3b, 10:13b, 12:14b)]; 
> TTOVTjPLIX 4 (2:21b, 6:1a, 10:5a, 11:10a); 
i1'?,n + i1171 > appWO!LIX 1 (5:12a) [i1'?n > appWO!LIX 2 (5:12a? 5:15a); ~'?n > appWO!LIX 
2 (5:16b, 6:2b)] 

Commentary 

Category 1 accounts for 74 percent ofthe equivalency patterns in nouns-60 

out of97 (62 percent) in the one-to-one list and 12 of97 (12 percent) in the many-to-one 

equivalency list. This points strongly to the literalness of the translation. Category 1 

may represent stereotypical renderings in most cases. Among the cases where the 

Translator employed one Greek lexeme for more than one Hebrew lexeme, the identical 

Greek equivalent is used for the etymologically related Hebrew words. The cases are 

1'1n~ and n~1n~ rendered by EOXIX!OC; in entry 61, 1'1n~ and 1n'~ rendered by TTEp LOOE LIX in 

entry 63, :l'? and :l:l'? rendered by KlXp611X in entry 64, :l1 (rob), :l1 (rab) and i1:l1 rendered 

by TIAf]8oc; in entry 69, and 1'~171 and n'171 rendered by TTPOIXLPEaLC; in entries 70 and 71. 
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Thus the evidence supports the strong tendency to stereotypical renderings.307 

There are apparent variations in certain entries of category 1 that needs 

clarification. In entry 8, the Translator used the compound noun Ol.KOYEV~<;; for n~:l ~):l 

("ones born in house"). Since ~):l does not mean "sons" here and the phrase n~:l ~):l is an 

idiomatic expression, the Greek equivalent can hardly be considered a deviation from the 

rendering of1:l by ui.6<;;. 

According to entry 10, the Translator seems to have read the form nl" in MT 

as nl'i in 8:6a by the visual confusion between' and i. The rendering Ol':J by yvwal<;; in 

1 : 18a may be explained by the context. 308 The noun nl'i occurs in 1: 1 7 a and 1: 18b. 

Thus, it is likely that yvwal<;; in 1: 18a reflects nl'i than than Ol':J. Wisdom and knowledge 

are introduced in 1: 1 7 a, and the relationship between them is now explained in 1: 18a. 

Additionally, the Translator normally employed stereotypical renderings for both nl'i and 

Ol':J. 

307Even though his renderings are stereotypical in most cases, it does not mean 
that the Translator was mechanical. Rather, he was sensitive to the syntax. A good 
example is 10: 1 b. 

10: 1 b ~~~ n~'?=?~ ii:l~~ i1~=?r:r~ 'r?: 
10: 1 b !l~lOV O).,l yov ao<j)lcx<;; ilTTEP M~cxv cX<j)poauvT)<;; ~EYcX).,T)<;; 

The Hebrew sentence is syntactically awkward for two reasons: (1) 
disagreement of gender between the alleged subject n,'?:Jo (f.) and the alleged predicate 
'P~ (m.); (2) the asyndetic relationship between i1~:Jn~ and i':l:J~. The Translator may 
have construed 1~ of i1~:Jn~ as partitive and may have rendered it by oH yov. Then, the 
subject is oU yov ao<j)lcx<;; « i1~:Jn~). The adjective ~EYcX).,T)<;; does not necessarily reflect 
i1'?'i~. The Translator may have contextually interpreted ~lm and rendered it by ~EYcX).,T)<;;. 
~EYcX).,T)<;; makes a semantic balance with O).,lyOV. This is an example of freedom. 

308Jarick, Concordance, viii and 179. 
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In entry 23, the Translator rendered 2 instances of~:l + ~ by fOTITIS of TI&:~. He 

seems to have construed ~ as marking the case or function of~:l. Thus in these 2 

instances, ~:l is rendered by TI&:~ as in the other occurrences, and ~ is rendered by the 

cases of TI&:~. The instance in 9:2a is not to be regarded as a variation because the 

Translator read ~:l + i1 in MT as the noun ~:li1. 

In entry 28, the Translator interpreted l~~ in 2:12b as meaning "will" or 

"counsel." Thus this case is not a variation ofl~~ > P(xOLA.EU~. 

In entry 45, when ~JEl is prefixed by other prepositions (~ or ~ + 1~) and 

functions as a semipreposition, he employed TIpa TIPOOWTIOU, EjlTIpoo8EV, eXTIa TIPOOWTIOU, or 

eXTIa EflTIpoo8EV in different combinations. Although none of the Greek equivalents are 

idiomatic Hellenistic Greek except EflTIpoo8EV, certain patterns are observed.309 The 

Translator used TIpa TIPOOWTIOU or eXTIa TIPOOWTIOU for the spatial use of~JEl~ or of~JEl~~ 

respectively but used EflTIpoo8EV or eXTIa EflTIpoo8EV for the temporal use of~JEl~ or of~JEl~~ 

respectively. Since the Translator treated ~JEl~ or ~JEl~~ differently from t:l~JEl in other 

syntactic settings, the establishment of the stereotypical rendering oft:l~JEl by TIPOou>TTOV is 

still maintained.310 

In entries 56 and 58, the Translator may have read tv~tv in 2:3b rather than t:l~~tv 

as in MT. The confusion may be due to the preposition nnn, which is followed by the 

309See p. 325 of this dissertation. Cf. LSJ, s.v. '''EflTIpoo8EV''; s.v. "TIPOOWTIOV," 
and Raija Sollamo, Renderings of Hebrew Semi prepositions in the Septuagint, Annales 
Academiae Scientiarum Fennicae, Dissertations Humanarum Litterarum no. 19 (Helsinki: 
Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 1979),30-31,95. 

31OCf. Gentry, GreekJob, 137. 
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lexeme in question The expression tll~tll nnn is more dominant in Ecclesiastes than nnn 

!:j~~tll and may have been regarded as the standard idiom.311 

The word r'~ is stereotypically rendered by yf}.312 In entry 68, TIOAlC; is 

employed once for r'~. In the preceding stich (10: 15a), '~li appears and is rendered by 

TIOAlC;. Thus the contextual interpretation may have motivated such variation. 

Categories 2 and 3 entail a variety of lexical selections. One can easily 

confirm good idiomatic Greek, contextual interpretations, and stylistic variations in these 

two categories. In entry 73, 'n~:J is rendered by ETII. TO aUTO in 11 :6b. This is idiomatic 

Greek and the only instance where 'n~ is not rendered by EtC;. 

In entry 74, OlKOC; is used in a functional sense while according to the context 

OlKla denotes a general dwelling place. For example, OlKOC; in 2:4b implies a royal 

palace. In 4:14a, it is a prison, and in 4:17a, a temple. For the most part, oIKoc; is 

modified by genitives although it is modified by dative in 2:4b. The modifier decides the 

function of the house. 

For r~n in entry 78, the Translator discerned the meaning by context. For 

example, where he interpreted r~n as human will, wish, or desire to do, he used 8EAllfla 

for the Hebrew. On the other hand, if the context indicated "matter" as the meaning for 

r~n, he rendered it by TIpfrYfla. 

311tll~tll nnn is seen in 1 :3b, 1 :9b, 1:14a, 2:11b, 2:17a, 2:18a, 2:19a, 2:20b, 
2:22b, 3:16a, 4:1a, 4:3b, 4:7b, 4:15a, 5:12a, 5:17b, 6:1a, 6:12b, 8:9a, 8:15a, 8:15b, 8:17a, 
9:3a, 9:6b, and 9:9a; but !:j~~tll nnn is just in l:13a and 3:1b. Cf. Seow, Ecclesiastes, 
120, 128; Gordis, Koheleth, 206. 

312See entry 86. 
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According to entry 80, the Translator used KPlfllX for ~Eltv~ in 5:7a rather than 

KPlOU; as in the other instances. He may have interpreted ~Eltv~ (> KplfllX) in 5:7a as a 

personal legal right by the context, while he understood the other instances (> KPlOlt;) in 

the broader sense of justice or judgment. 

In entry 81, ":lO is translated by OKAT]pot; once. This rendering is probably 

explanatory. "Hardness" is understood as one ofthe main characteristics of the foolish. 

Thus the Translator may have wanted to specify the foolishness in 7: 17 a on the basis of 

the context. For the same reason and in the extended context, he used the cognate noun 

OKAT]PllX for n''':lo in 7:25b (see entry 93). 

The Translator's semantic discernment is seen in his rendering oftv~' in entry 

84. He used KECPlXA~ for the "head" of human beings and used &pX~ for the temporal sense 

of "beginning." 

In entry 85, one may question whether the Translator used lXVEflOt; for n" as a 

stylistic variation for TIVEUf,LlX or ifhe used two different words for two distinct contextual 

meanings. In 5:15b, m, has a metaphorical sense connoting "evanescent." The m, in 

11 :4a represents natural wind, which the sower may detect. The Greek equivalent lXVEflOt; 

for these 2 instances seems to signify objective, passive, and inanimate substance. On the 

contrary, TIVEUfllX appears to denote subjective, active, and animated substance. For 

example, m, in 1 :6b indicates natural wind, but the Translator used TIVEUfllX for it because 

n" is described as a subject moving actively. Another example is the recurrent 

expression TIpOlXlPEOlt; TIVEUf,LlX'Wt; for n" n,l", in which TIVEufllX'Wt; may be better 

understood as the subjective genitive: "spirit's choice" not "choosing spirit." The 

Translator probably intended to view TIVEUfllX in 1 :6b as being contextually related to 
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TIpO(x'lPEOl~ TIVEUfl(X.TO~ in 1: 14b. As for TIVEUfl(X. in 11 :5a, he obviously contrasted it with 

&VEflo~ in 11 :4a: one can perceive the way of &VEflO~ (m,), but one can not recognize the 

way of TIVEUfl(X. (m,). 

In entries 87 and 88, the Translator seems to have used AOYO~ for individual or 

specific utterance. On the other hand, he probably employed ~)'ilfl(X. to signifY either a 

"whole discourse" (1 :la) or "matter" (8:1a, 8:5a). 

Although all other manuscripts support TI(X.P(X.POA~, it is surprising that the 

Translator rendered n,'?'?,;, by TI(X.p(x'POA~ once in entry 89.3l3 The motivation behind this 

deviation in the normal translation pattern is not evident contextually. The matter is not 

likely interpretative but textual. The word TI(X.p(x'POA~ may have been confused either 

graphically or phonetically with TIEplq>opa, which is an expected equivalent to n,'?'?,;, 

based upon the translation technique of the Translator.314 If such scribal error actually 

occurred, it probably happened so early that it dominated the textual tradition.315 

According to entry 90, the form 1':lwn occurs 3 times in 7:25-7:29.316 There 

are parallel expressions in 7:25a and 7:29b where the verb WP:l is followed by 1':lwn. The 

Translator used (r},rEw ljrilcpov for one (7:25a) and (rl1;EW AOYWflOV for another (7:29b). 

The context does not demand different meanings between these two instances. Thus 

3l3Gentry, "Propaedeutic to a Lexicon ofthe Three," 160-6l. 

314Ibid. 

315Ibid. 

316The form in 7:29b is n'J:lwn (pl.). 
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*~¢Ot; may be understood as a stylistic variation of AOYWfl6t; without any semantic 

distinction. 

According to entry 93, n,'?;:,w occurs only once, not only in Ecclesiastes, but 

also through the entire MT, and modem scholars generally analyze the form as a 

variation ofn,'?;:,o with the support of most manuscripts.317 However, in rendering the 

form by E1TlOT~flTl, the Translator evidently interpreted n,'?;:,w as a derived form from '?;:,w 

("to be prudent,,).318 

In entry 97, an abnormal rendering is observed for ii'?,n ii11' in 5:12a. The 

Translator used &ppWOTLC( for ii'?,n or ~'?n in the other instances. Twice, ii11' or 11' appear 

with ii'?,n or ~'?n, and he translated both ii11' and 11' by TIOVTlplC(. Based upon the 

translation pattern, one would expect TIovTlpa &ppWOTLC( for n'?m ii11' in 5:12a. Did the 

Translator fail to translate ii11', or does &ppWOTLC( stand for two words, ii'?,n ii11'? Two 

minuscules (7661, 766II) have OElV~ &ppWOTLC(, but all other manuscripts and papyri attest 

only to &ppWOTLC(.319 Not only in Greek Ecclesiastes but also in the entire Septuagint, the 

adjective OELV~ ("fearful, "terrible") is never used as the equivalent Ofii11,.320 Thus OELV~ 

&ppWOTlC( may be a later scribal correction toward the Hebrew text. In considering that 

317A. Schoors, The Preacher Sought to Find Pleasing Words: A Study of the 
Language ofQoheleth (Leuven: Peeters Press and Department Orientalistiek, 1992), 19; 
Whitley, Koheleth, 16; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 12; BHS-Horst. 

318Cf. BDB, s.v. "'?;:,w"; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 125. 

319The attestation is confirmed from the Gottingen Collation Books. 

32oCf. Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, s.v. "oElv6t;." 
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ii'?m and ~'?n focus on 5: 12-6:2, one could posit that the Translator may have rendered 

ii'?m ii17' by &.ppwo"C La in the first instance, then changed his approach, and used 

&'ppWO"CLa only for ii'?,n thereafter. The motivation for the change is probably seen in 

5: 16b where ~'?n occurs alone, and where the Translator may have felt it necessary to 

differentiate the rendering for the ~'?n in 5: 16b from the renderings for the immediately 

preceding ii'?,n ii17' in 5:15a and the following 17, ~'?n in 6:2b.321 

In sum, generally stereotypical renderings of one-to-one equivalences and 

many-to-one equivalences comprise 74 percent oftotal occurrences of nouns and 

adjectives. In the remaining 26 percent, the translation pattern shows one-to-many or 

many-to-many equivalence. The variations may be motivated by three factors: (1) 

idiomatic Greek, which is according to the demand of the target language, (2) different 

nuances, which are contextually decided, and (3) stylistic variations, which mostly occur 

in close proximity. 

Proper N onns 

In this section, the equivalents for proper nouns are evaluated. A complete list 

of proper nouns occurring in Ecclesiastes is given with their Greek equivalents. As in the 

nouns, the presentation of the evidence precedes commentary and is given in the format: 

X> Y, which signifies X is rendered by Y. The number immediately following indicates 

the frequency, and the references in the parenthesis are all occurrences. 

321 Por the hypothesis, the present writer is indebted to Gentry (private 
conversation). 
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Evidence 

98. C~itS~ > 8E6<; 40 (l:13b, 2:14b, 2:26b, 3:10b, 3:11b, 3:13b, 3:14a, 3:14b, 3:15b, 
3:17a, 3:18a, 4:17a, 5:1a, 5:3a, 5:5a, 5:5b, 5:6b, 5:17b, 5:18a, 5:18b, 5:19b, 6:2a, 
6:2a, 7:13a, 7:14b, 7:18b, 7:26b, 7:29a, 8:2b, 8:12b, 8:13b, 8:15b, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:7b, 
11:5b, 11:9b, 12:7b, 12:13b, 12:14a) 

99. ", > LlaUlo 1 (l:la) 

100. cStv,,~ > IEpouoaAru.l. 5 (1:1b, 1:12b, 1:16a, 2:7b, 2:9a) 

101. S~,tv~ > IopaT)A 2 (l:lb? 1:12b) 

102. nSitp > EKKAT)OlaOt~<; 7 (1 :la, 1 :2a, 1 :12a, 7:27a, 12:8a, 12:9a, 12:10a) 

Commentary 

Only 4 proper nouns are attested in Ecclesiastes. The rendering ofc~itS~ by 

8E6<; in entry 98 is standard for all Septuagint translators.322 In entries 99, 100 and 101, 

IEpouoaAT)~, LlaUlo and IopaT)A are faithful transliterations for cStv,,\ ", and S~,tv~ 

respectively. On the other hand, the rendering EKKAT)OlaOt~<; for nSitp in entry 102 is 

etymologically motivated. The noun nSitp occurs only in Ecclesiastes, and its equivalent 

EKKAT)OlaOt~<; is also attested only in Greek Ecclesiastes. However, the Greek cognate 

noun EKKAT)Ola rendering Hebrew nouns Sitp, itSitp, or SitP~ is ubiquitous in the 

Septuagint.323 The verb EKKAT)OlcX(W is also used 6 times for the verb Sitp in hiphil by the 

other Greek translators.324 The Translator seems to have followed this translational 

322Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, s.v. "8E6<;"; also see Gentry, Greek Job, 
146. 

323Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, s.v. "EKKAT)Ola." 

324The 6 instances are: Lev 8:3, Num 20:8, Deut 4:10,31:12,31:28,1 Chr 
13:5. See Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, s.v. "EOKKAT)OlcX(ElV." The compound form 
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tradition. In sum, the evidence for proper nouns may be scant in establishing a 

translation pattern for some cases but fully supports the literal characteristic of the 

Translator. 

Verbs 

The next part of speech to be analyzed is verbs. As O'Connor points out a 

continuum exists between nouns and verbs.325 Deverbative nouns and denominative 

verbs may be good evidence for this. Infinitives and participles certainly occupy the 

border ground between the two parts of speech.326 On formal grounds, infinitives and 

participles are to be treated as verbs since they are construed morphologically from 

verbal roots. Pseudoexistentials w~ and '~N are traditionally treated as particles.327 The 

Translator generally translated them by verbs (i.e., forms of ELf.1l), so they are best taken 

as verbs (i.e., pseudo-verbs) in the analysis.328 The pattern of the Translator's rendering 

of finite verbal forms is analyzed first followed by his approaches to treating the non-

finite verbs (participles and infinitives) and pseudo-verbs (w~ and rN). 

Structural Analysis of Finite Verbs 

The features of the verbal system of Hebrew are quite different from those of 

E~EKKAllaL&(W is also employed for ':mp in the niphal or hiphil stems. See, Muraoka, 
"Index," 336c. 

325 b O'Connor, He rew Verse Structure, §3.0. 

326Ibid., §3.2.4. 

327GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §1000; JM, Grammar, §102k. 

328Cf. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, §3.1.3. 
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the Greek verbal system?29 First, the Hebrew verbal system is based upon the two 

conjugations: prefix forms (yqtl) and suffix forms (qtl).330 These two different 

formations provide different aspects, tenses, and modality. The imperative, a distinct 

modal form, follows the prefix conjugation. On the other hand, the Greek verb has seven 

aspects / tenses (present, imperfect, future, aorist, perfect, pluperfect, future perfect) and 

four moods, which are formally distinct (indicative, imperative, subjunctive, optative). 

Second, the Hebrew verb inflects for two numbers (singular and plural), for three persons 

(1 st, 2nd
, 3rd

), and two genders except 1 st person (masculine and feminine). The Greek 

verb also inflects for two numbers (singular and plural) and for three persons (1 st, 2nd
, 3rd

) 

but not for gender. Finally the Hebrew verbal roots can be inflected in seven stems (Qal, 

Niphal, Piel, Pual, Hiphil, Hophal, Hithpael). These seven Hebrew stems may partially 

match three voices of Greek in function, which are active, middle, and passive. The three 

categories, therefore, need to be compared to analyze how the Translator rendered 

Hebrew finite verbs in Ecclesiastes: (1) aspect / tense / modality, (2) number and person, 

and (3) voice.331 

Aspect / Tense / Modality 

There is still continuous debate on the Hebrew verbal system-whether its 

329For the following formal comparison between the source language and the 
target language, see l.W. Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text a/Exodus, SBLSCS 30 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), x-xi; and also idem, "The Use of Versions for Text 
Criticism: The Septuagint," in La Septuaginta en la Investigacion Contemporanea ed. N. 
F. Marcos (Madrid: C.S.I.C., 1985), 16-17. 

176. 

330The term 'verbal system' only indicates the finite verbs in this section. 

331 For the analytic frame the present writer is indebted to Gentry, Greek Job, 
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nature is temporal or aspectual. E. J. Revell claims that the opposition ofthe two 

categories of the indicative, qtZ and yqtZ, represents time reference: qtZ 'past' versus yqtZ 

'present/future' because "there is no real reason to suppose that Hebrew does not.,,332 On 

the other side, in studies on the verbal aspect in Biblical Hebrew, M. Eskhult concludes 

that the Biblical Hebrew verbal system is preferably understood in terms of 'aspect': 

cursive (yqtl) versus constative (qtl).333 Gentry proposes a combined theory that the base 

form of the Hebrew verb is primarily understood as aspectual but with temporal deixis, 

which is decided in a discourse-pragmatic setting.334 In his definition, tense is the 

presentation of time as points in a sequence.335 He further explains, "If the point of 

reference is the moment of speaking, we have a system of absolute tense; ifthe point of 

reference is not identical to the moment of speech, we have a system of relative tense. ,,336 

Aspect is defined as the relationship between an event and the frame within which it is 

perceived or viewed.337 He clarifies further, "If the event is seen as a whole within the 

frame of the viewer, then it is perceived globally; conversely if the boundaries of the 

event (either beginning or end) extend outside of the frame of the viewer, then the event 

332E. J. Revell, "The System ofthe Verb in Standard Biblical Prose," HUCA 55 
(1989): 3. 

333Mats Eskhult, "Studies in Verbal Aspect and Narrative Technique in 
Biblical Hebrew Prose" (Ph.D. diss., Uppsala University, 1990), 121. 

334Peter J. Gentry, "The System of the Finite Verb in Classical Biblical 
Hebrew," HS 39 (1998): 7-39. 

335Gentry borrows Gropp's definition to explain the tense. Gentry, "System of 
the Finite Verb," 14. Also see D.M. Gropp, "The Function of the Finite Verb in Classical 
Biblical Hebrew," HAR 13 (1991): 53. 

336Gentry, "System ofthe Finite Verb," 14. 
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is perceived as an ongoing process.,,338 

For Gentry, the opposition between qtl and yqtl or between wayyqtl and weqtl 

is, first of all, described in terms of aspect. The form qtl and wayyqtl are perfective, and 

yqtl and we qtl are imperfective. The tense is secondary and decided by the combination of 

aspect and the discourse framework. If the discourse framework is narrative, then the 

tense is always past.339 Ifthe discourse framework is conversation, the perfective (i.e., 

qtl or wayyqtl) normally defaults for past tense while the imperfective (i.e., yqtl or we qtl) 

defaults for non-past tense. 

With respect to modality, assertive and projective are distinguished not by 

different forms but by different positioning of the prefix forms. 340 The theory is only 

applied to the first person and the third person. The second person imperative is 

distinguished by its form. Following Revell, Niccacci, and Shulman, Gentry contends 

that initial position is marked as projective, while non-initial position is assertive.341 

With regard to aspect, the short yqtl form marks perfective, and the long yqtl form marks 

337Ibid., 14-15. 

338Ibid., 15. 

339Ibid. 

34°The term assertive is used for indicative and the term projective for modal. 
For an explanation as to why these terms are preferable, see Gentry, "System of the Finite 
Verb," 21. 

341Ibid., 22-35; Revell, "The System of the Verb," 13-29; A. Niccacci, The 
Syntax of the Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose, trans. W.G. Watson, JSOTSup 86 
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990); Ahouva Shulman, "The Use of Modal Verb Forms in 
Biblical Hebrew Prose" (Ph.D. diss., University of Toronto, 1996),241-48. 
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imperfective.342 

In Hellenistic Greek, most modem scholars understand the Greek verbal 

system as describing aspect not time.343 Two aspects have been agreed upon among 

scholars (i.e., perfective and imperfective), and another two aspects are still controversial 

(i.e., stative and future). Perfective aspect presents "an external viewpoint, seeing the 

occurrence in summary without regard for the internal details, but viewed as a whole, 

including its end-points.,,344 Imperfective aspect reflects "an internal viewpoint, which 

focuses on the progress of the occurrence and sees it in regard to its internal make-up, 

without beginning or end in view.,,345 Perfective aspect is represented by aorist, and 

imperfective by present and imperfect. Porter claims the third aspect-stative, which 

Fanning does not accept. The stative aspect is defined as a condition or state of affairs in 

existence and represented by the perfect or pluperfect. 346 The stativity as an independent 

aspect may be supported by the morphological pecularity (i.e., reduplication) in the 

342Gentry, "System of the Finite Verb," 32-33. 

343Most significant recent works on verbal aspect of the Hellenistic Greek are 
done by Porter and Panning. Stanley E. Porter, Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the New 
Testament, with Reference to Tense and Mood (New York: Peter Lang, 1989); Buist M. 
Panning, Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990). 

344Panning, Verbal Aspect, 124. See also Porter, Verbal Aspect, 91; Trevor V. 
Evans, Verbal Syntax in the Greek Pentateuch: Natural Greek Usage and Hebrew 
Interference (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 19. Panning uses the term "aorist 
aspect" instead of the "perfective aspect" and the "present aspect" instead of the 
"imperfective aspect." 

345Panning, Verbal Aspect, 124. See also Porter, Verbal Aspect, 91; Evans, 
Verbal Syntax, 18. 

346Porter, Verbal Aspect, 91. 
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fonnation of the perfect or pluperfect verb. 347 In short, Greek seems to have stative 

aspect, which is grammaticalized.348 

The more controversial aspect may be the future. McKay takes future as an 

aspect to represent an intention or expectation.349 Many others do not accept this theory. 

Through historical research, Evans follows the traditional view and concludes that the 

future conveys only time value.350 

It is not necessary for the present study to judge which aspects are to be in 

Greek or which theory is more plausible for the Hebrew verbal system. 

Methodologically, inductive analysis is preferable to deductive. In other words, the 

starting point for the analysis should be not any modem theory but the evidence itself, 

since the main purpose of the present work is not to prove any modem theory but to 

illuminate the perspective of the Translator-i.e., how the Translator understood the 

Hebrew verbal system in Ecclesiastes. One of the best ways to achieve the purpose may 

be to compare the evidence between the two languages as much as possible on fonnal 

347Cf. James A. Brooks and Carlton L. Winbery, A Morphology of New 
Testament Greek: A Review and Reference Grammar (New York: University Press of 
America, 1994), §180. 

348There are two types of verb in Hebrew: fientive and stative. The stative verb 
is not regarded as denoting the stative aspect in Hebrew, but rather stativity implied in the 
stative verb is regarded as an Aktionsart (cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 
§20.2k). Note that the Translator did not employ the Greek perfect fonn for the stative 
verbs. See p. 173 of this dissertation. 

349Por Porter, the tenn "expectation" is a unique category apart from aspects. 
See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 427. 

350Evans, Verbal Syntax, 39-40; Panning, Verbal Aspect, 120-24. 
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grounds rather than functional grounds.351 Modem theories may be applied if they can 

explain any case or pattern. 

There are 456 finite verb fonns in Ecclesiastes. Additionally 4 fonns are to be 

included for analysis because they are nouns in MT but are construed as verbs by the 

Translator. The 4 fonns are 'n'~ in 3:19b/52 2 occurrences of'~' in 1:10a353 and 

8:4a/54 and ~nw~ in 10:17b.355 On the contrary, in 6 instances, the fonns are finite verbs 

in Ecclesiastes but are not construed as such in Greek Ecclesiastes. The 6 fonns are ":l~~ 

(yqtl> noun) in 5:16a/56 
Oli:l' (wqtl> noun) in 5:16b/57 '~:::l' (wyqtl> participle) in 

8:10a,358 li~:::l~ (yqtl> noun) in 10:la,359 or lT~' (wqtl> noun) and pn (qtl> noun) in 

12:9b.36o These 6 instances are excluded from the total verbs to be analyzed. The 

legitimate finite fonns for analysis, therefore, total 454. 

The Hebrew verbs in Ecclesiastes can be categorized into three groups 

according to their fonns. The first group includes prefix forms, which are fonned by 

adding prefixes (yqtl). The combined fonns with waw (weyqtl and wayyqtl) are also 

351The method for analysis is borrowed from Gentry, Greek Job, 176-215. 

352See p. 18 of this dissertation. 

353See p. 20 of this dissertation. 

354See p. 20 of this dissertation. 

355See p. 22 of this dissertation. 

356See p. 14 of this dissertation. 

357See p. 14 of this dissertation. 

358See p. 15 of this dissertation. 

359See p. 17 of this dissertation. 
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added in the first group. The second group is suffix forms, which are formed by adding 

suffixes (qtl). The suffix form with waw (wqtl) is considered together in the second 

group. The final group is modal forms. The traditionally designated cohorative, which is 

marked by an ending d on yqtl, is categorized in the third group as the first person modal 

form although some recent studies do not agree. The evidence will indicate if the 

Translator construed the so-called cohortative forms as modal. The second person modal 

is imperative, which is equivalent to yqtl minus the prefix and is formally distinct. A 

problematic form may be the third person modal known as jussive because formal 

distinction between short and long prefix cannot be made in most roots and stems.361 The 

jussive forms can be distinguished only when the negative ,,~ precedes or the short yqtl 

form exists.362 In the analysis below, all the indistinguishable yqtl forms are categorized 

into the prefix forms for convenience. 

The analysis begins with prefix forms, and suffix forms and modal forms 

follow in succession. The forms are further classified into nine headings according to the 

relation with waw.363 Each heading is followed by subheadings, and the subheadings 

indicate which Greek form is used for the Hebrew form and how many instances are 

360See p. 17 of this dissertation. 

361 S0 the jussive form and jussive function should be distinguished. Waltke 
and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §34.2.1; Jotion and Muraoka, Grammar, §114g. 

362For the forms, which are distinct between long prefix and short prefix, see 
Gentry, "System of the Finite Verb," 12. Cf. Anson F. Rainey, "Ancient Hebrew Prefix 
Conjugation," HS 27. 1 (1986): 5. 

363The nine headings are yqtl, weyqtl, wayyqtl, qtl, wqtl, Imperative with waw 
prefix, Imperative without waw prefix, Short yqt/lyqtl + a suffix: with waw prefix, and 
finally, Short yqtllyqtl + a suffix: without waw prefix. 
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attested for the pattern. For example, the subheading, yqtl > Future Indicative (114), 

means the yqtl form is rendered by the future indicative in 114 instances. The 

occurrences are listed below the subheading. A commentary discussing the evidence 

follows. 

PrefIX Forms (196) 

yqtl (179). For yqtl forms, the Translator employed future indicative, aorist 

subjunctive, present indicative, participle, aorist indicative, present subjunctive, 

infinitive, and present imperative. 

yqtl > future indicative (114). The translator rendered yqtZ by a future 

indicative 114 out of 179 times (64 percent). The future indicative is a default rendering 

for yqtZ in Greek Ecclesiastes. 

Evidence: 
1:8a, 1:8b, 1:8b, 1:10a, 1:10a, 1:11b, 1:15a, 1:15b, 1:18b, 2:3b, 2:12b, 2:14b, 2:15a, 
2:16b, 2:19a, 2:21b, 2:24a, 2:24a, 2:24a, 2:25a, 2:25a, 3:13a, 3:14a, 3:15b, 3:17a, 3:22a, 
3:22b, 4: lOa, 4:12a, 4:12b, 4:15b, 4:16a, 5:9a, 5:11a, 5:14a, 5:14b, 5:15a, 5:19a, 6:2a, 
6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:4b, 6:7b, 6:10b, 6:12b, 7:2b, 7:3b, 7:9b, 7:12b, 7:13b, 
7:18b, 7:19a, 7:20b, 7:20b, 7:21a, 7:24b, 7:26b, 7:26b, 8:1b, 8:1b, 8:3a, 8:3b, 8:4b, 8:4b, 
8:5a, 8:7b, 8:7b, 8:7b, 8:12b, 8:13a, 8:13a, 8:15b, 8:17a, 8:17a, 8:17b, 9:5a, 9:11b, 9:18b, 
10:la, 1O:4b, 10:6b, 10:8a, 10:8b, 10:9a, 10:9b, 10:10a, 10:12b, 10:14b, 10:15a, 1O:17b, 
10:18a, 10:18b, 10:19b, 10:20b, 10:20b, 11:1 b, 11 :2b, 11 :3b, 11 :4a, 11 :4b, 11 :5b, 11 :5b, 
11:6b, 11:8a, 11:8a, 11:8b, 11:9b, 12:1b, 12:5a, 12:14a 

Both the yqtZ and its equivalent, the Greek future indicative, seem to represent 

non-past time and imperfective aspect in these instances. Two examples are given for 

illumination. 

Examples: 
2: 14b c7~-n~ i1)~~ it;1~ i1)~~W ~J~rC~ ~n¥'J:1 
2: 14b KCXt. EYVWV KCXL yE EYW on auveXvTllflcx EV auvcxvT~aETcxL TOLe;; TIa.aw cxuTOle;; 

2:16b n~tliJ ,,:m C~~:li1 C~~~i1 ':l~tli:l 
"~O~i}-C~ c~~ry -n'~: Tl~~1T , .. , 



2:16b K~e61L ~O~ ~l ~~EP~L ~l EpX6~EV~L 1a TI&V1~ ETIEA~Oe~ 
K~l TIWC; &.TIOe~VE11~L 6 oo4>oc; ~Ha wu lX.4>povoc; 

In 2: 14b the yqtl form i1'P' occurs in a gnomic statement. What Qoheleth 
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relates is not a particular event, but an event generally true to life.364 This kind of gnomic 

statement may denote non-past time and possibly imperfective aspect.365 The Translator 

probably employed the Greek future for the gnomic sense, so the Greek future may imply 

non-past imperfective notion. The NETS translation reflects this sense by using the 

present tense in English: "and I know, indeed I, that one eventuality befalls them all.,,366 

The TK-clause in 2: 16b is a rhetorical question and implies that both the wise 

and the fool die and are soon forgotten. The adverb ,~~ ("already") refers to a near 

future. 367 Death may imply not only physical death but also forgetfulness of them. The 

rhetorical question states a recurring universal truth, which can be expressed in 

364Cf. Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Grammar beyond the Basics (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan Publishing House, 1996),571. 

365The theory proposed by Gentry on the Hebrew verbal system may be 
applied to support the analysis of the example. The discourse framework of the clause is 
non-sequential monologue. The monologue is regarded as conversation-i.e., self
conversation. The mood is assertive because the verb is non-initial position. According 
to Gentry's theory, whenyqtl occurs in the non-sequential monologue and in assertive it 
represents non-past time and imperfective aspect. More precisely, the gnomic statement 
belongs to the category of epistemic modality. Gentry employs the terms assertive and 
projective for Hebrew moods. He uses the term assertive for both assertive and epistemic 
modality. According to Hendel's definition, epistemic modality involves that "speaker's 
opinion or knowledge about a proposition, as in statements of doubt, belief, or other 
shades of expectation or opinion." The projective covers deontic modality, which is 
signaled by initial position. See Gentry, "System of the Finite Verb," 21-35,39; R.S. 
Hendel, "In the Margins of the Hebrew Verbal System: Situation, Tense, Aspect and 
Mood," ZAH9 (1996): 169. 

366Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 2. 

367Fox, Qoheleth, 184. 
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imperfective aspect. The Greek gnomic future is chosen to be an equivalent to the yqtl in 

2:16b.368 

yqtl> aorist subjunctive (32). In 32 instances yqtl is rendered by an aorist 

subjunctive (18 percent). Thirty one instances occur in dependent clauses and 1 case in 

an independent clause.369 The dependent clauses include conditional, temporal, final, and 

indefinite relative clauses. 

Evidence: 
2:3b, 3:11b, 3:14b, 3:22b, 4:10a, 4:10b, 4:11a, 4:11b, 4:12a, 5:3a, 5:3b, 5:5b, 5:7a, 6:3a, 
7:14b, 7:16b, 7:17b, 7:21b, 8:3b, 8:17a, 8:17b, 9:10a, 9:12b, 10:4a, 10:lla, 1l:3a, 11:3a, 
12:1b, 12:2a, 12:3a, 12:6a, 12:7b. 

In 9 instances yqtl occurs in a conditional clause and follows the particle O~.370 

The conditional particle O~ is rendered by EaV, which is regularly followed by 

subjunctive. 371 The subjunctive is employed for yqtl to fit to the protasis of the Greek 

conditional sentences.372 In the following example the Translator employed the aorist 

3680nce more Gentry's theory is tested by this case. The discourse framework 
is a non-sequential monologue. Since the statement implies expectation of death, and the 
yqtl is non-initial position, the mood is assertive (i.e., epistemic modality). These data 
produce imperfective aspect with non-past time. Gentry, "System ofthe Finite Verb," 
39. 

369The 3 instances in 5:5b, 7:16b, and 7:17b occur in independent clauses 
(rhetorical questions) in Hebrew, but the independent clauses are rendered by dependent 
clauses. The one instance of the independent clause both in Hebrew and in Greek is 
4:llb. 

370The 9 instances are: 4:10a, 4:11a, 4:12a, 5:7a, 6:3a, 1O:4a, 10:11a, 11 :3a, 
11 :3a. 

371LSJ, s.v. "EeXV." 

372Cf. Gentry, Greek Job, 188. 
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(TIEOWOlV) for yqtl (,t,E:l~) to describe the "falling" in a consummative sense.373 

Example: 
4: 1 Oa i'~rrn~ t:l~p: 'D~~ ,t,~:-t:lN ~~ 
4:10a on EeXV TIEOWOW 0 EL<; EYEPEl rov flEroxov cxural) 

In 8 instances the yqtl occurs in a temporal clause. The Translator construed 

five independent clauses introduced by 'WN 'l' as temporal and employed Greek 

temporal clauses for them, introduced bYEw<; ou orEW<; oroD (2:3b, 12:1b, 12:2a, 12:6a, 

12:7b )374 The temporal conjunctions EW<; OD or EW<; oroD generally take either aorist 

indicative or aorist subjunctive.375 The Translator understood the clause as indefinite and 

employed the subjunctive for yqtl.376 

Example: 
12:1a ~n)"n~ ~~~~ '9~~li:;).-n~ ,j\, 
12:1b i'Tl"i'T ~~~ 'Nj~-t(t, 'WN 'l' 

TTT .': T ' .. -:-

12 1 ' I e - I I '" " : a KCXl IJ.VTJO TJn raD KnocxV'rO<; OE EV TJflEpCXl<; VEorTJra<; OOD 
12:1b EW<; oroD fl~ aewow ~flEpCXl rf)<; Kcxdcx<; 

The event in 12: 1 b is expected to occur at an uncertain future time, so the 

subjunctive is a proper mood to express the indefinite time. The aorist presents 

perfective aspect describing the arrival of the evil days in a summary picture. 

373For the consummative sense of aorist aspect in subjunctive, see Fanning, 
Verbal Aspect, 394; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 559-561. 

374The yqtl form :l,wn in 12:7b is understood to be governed by 'WN 'l' in 
12:6a. For the case in which EW<; takes the subjunctive the particle {Xv has been allowed to 
fall out in Hellenistic Greek, see Moulton, Prolegomena, 168; BDF, Greek Grammar, 
§383 (2). 

375Bauer, s.v. '''EW<;.'' 

376Cf. LSJ, s.v. '''EW<;.'' 
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The relative particle win 4:10b and its compound fonn w~ in 9:12b are also 

construed as temporal and are rendered by ot(xv. 

Example: 
4: 1 Ob ;~'p;:r? ,~tP r~1 ";tl~W it:T~;:t ;"'~1 
4:10b KIXt OUIXt IXUT4) T4) EVL otlXV TIEOlJ KIXt J.l~ 1j <'iElJTEPOC; tOU EYE1PIXl IXUtOV 

In 4: lOb the temporal particle OTIXV is parallel to EeXV in the previous line (4:10b) and is 

used almost in the conditional force. 377 In Hellenistic Greek OTIXV usually takes a 

subjunctive as EeXV does.378 The aorist is used again to provide the global picture of the 

event. 

In 5:3a the Translator employed the aorist SUbjunctive (EU~lJ) for the yqtl ('iM), 

which is in the temporal clause introduced by 'w~~. 

5:3a ;~7~~ 'r:n~~-"~ C';;"~? '}~. "n 'WIS~ 
5:3a KIXeWC; av EU~lJ EUX~V T4) eE4) J.l~ XPOVLOlJC; TOU aTIo<'iouvIXl IXUTTW 

The relative 'w~~ is rendered by KIXeWC; lXv, which requires a subjunctive verb. The 

Translator used the aorist because he understood the activity of "making a vow" with a 

constative sense. 

There are 7 instances where yqtl is rendered by an aorist subjunctive, which 

occurs in a final clause. The Translator construed the particles win 3:14b and 7:14b, and 

'w~ in 3:11b and 7:21b as final, so rendered them by'LvIX and J.l~TIOTE respectively. 

Example: 
3: 14b "~~7~ '~l~W ilWll C';;"~;:t1 
3:14b KIXt 6 eEOC; ETIOlTlOEV '(VIX q>oPTleWOW aTIO TIPOOWTIOU IXUTOU 

377cf. LSJ, s.v. "OTIXV." 

378See Robertson, Grammar, 1411f.; Porter, Idioms, 214. 
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In 3:14b, the subjunctive (cpoP1l8wow) is used for yqtl (,~,~) because of'Lva. The aorist 

portrays the fearing action in perfective aspect-perhaps in the constative sense. 

In the other 3 instances the Translator employed the final clause for the 

rhetorical question introduced by iT~t, (5:5b, 7:16b, 7:17b).379 

5:5a lJ~:rn~ ~~~O? l~~-n~ '8r1-t,~ 
~~;:T iT~~q.; ~~ l~7~iJ ~~~? '~~h-t,~1 

5:5b l~;P-t,~ C~;:it,~~ ~~p~ iT~7 
5:5a f..L~ o41e; to otof..La oou tou E~af..Laptf]o(xl t~V oapKa oou 

Kal f..L~ E'( TI1Je; TIPO TIPOOWTIOU tOU 8EOU onlXyvola Eonv 
5:5b '(va f..L~ opY108l'l 6 8EOe; ETIl cpwvl'l oou 

7: 16a 'D;~ C~O~r1-t,~1 iT~liJ P~1~ ~;:Tt;1-t,~ 
7:16b C~;Wr1 iT~7 
7:16a f..L~ YlVOU OlKalOe; TIOAU Kal f..L~ OOcpl(OU TIEplOOa 
7:16a f..L~TIOtE EKTIAaYl'le; 

7:17a t,~9 ~iTt;1-t,~1 iT~liJ l1t;ilr1-t,~ 
7:17b lQ~ Nt,~ n'~I;1 iT~7 
7:17a f..L~ &.aEp~01Je; TIOAU Kal f..L~ YlVOU OKAllPOe; 
7:17b'(va f..L~ aTIo8&V1Je; EV ou Kalp41 oou 

In all 3 instances the rhetorical question introduced by iT~t, follows two 

negative commands (t,~ plus jussive). For the rhetorical question the Translator 

employed hypotaxis begun with '(va or f..L~TIOtE. The Greek final conjunctions '(va and 

f..L~TIOtE are generally followed by subjunctives.38o The aorist in 5:5b may be ingressive, 

and the other two are consummative. 

In 7 instances the Translator construed the relative clause as an indefinite and 

employed the aorist subjunctive for yqtl in the indefinite relative clause. The relative 'ID~ 

379See p. 89 of this dissertation. 
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is rendered by aoa E&v in 5:3b and by 0 E&v in 8:3b; t:l~ is rendered by aoa av in 8:17b; W 

is rendered by TI E&v in 12:3a; and the compound relative W i1~ is rendered by 4l E&v in 

3:22b and 'w~ "W:l is rendered by aoa av in 8:17a.381 The particle E&v or av requires 

b· . 382 su ~unct1ve. 

Example: 

5:3b t:l?~ "r:r'W~ n~ 
5 3b ' " " "1: ' , s:. : ouv ooa Eav EU .. 1J a1TOuO~ 

The subjunctive is suitable for the indefinite relative clause with E&v. The Translator 

employed the aorist aspect to depict the activity of making a vow in a consummative 

sense. 

In sum, there is justification for the Translator's use ofthe aorist subjunctive 

for yqtl in the dependent clause since Greek particles above normally take subjunctives. 

, 
The norm of the target language requires the subjunctive. The aorist may be contextually 

chosen for perfective aspect mostly with a consummative or constative sense. According 

to Fanning, "the general pattern of usage in the subjunctive very strongly favors the aorist 

380For '[va indicative is also possible with av. See LSJ, s.v. '''(va.'' For fl~1TOTE, 
see Bauer, s.v. "fl~1TOTE." 

381 Both 'W~ "W:l in 8: 17 a and t:l~ in 8: 17b are rendered by aoa lXv because they 
are understood as a parallel. 

382F. C. Conybeare, and st. George Stock, Grammar of Septuagint Greek: With 
Selected Readings, Vocabularies, and Updated Indexes (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 
1995), §105. The particle EeXV appears frequently instead ofav after relatives in 
Hellenistic Greek. After analyzing the papyri (Pentateuch), Thackeray concluded that" 
"O~ lXv was, thus, the usual form in iii/-iilB.C. down to 133 B.C., when o~ EeXV begins to 
come to the front, and from i/B.C. onwards the latter is always the predominant form." 
Ibid., 68; also see BDF, Greek Grammar, §107. 
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over the present" in Hellenistic Greek. 383 

Finally, 1 instance of the aorist subjunctive renderingyqtl occurs in an 

independent clause. 

4: 11 b I:l~:. T~ i~~~i 
4: 11 b KIXI. 6 Etc; 1TWC; 8EPI-LIXv8fl 

The interrogative 1TWC; introduces a deliberative question in 4:11b, and one would expect a 

negative answer. The deliberative question employs the deliberative subjunctive.384 In 

Hellenistic Greek 1TWC; noticeably favors the aorist subjunctive over the present 

subjunctive.385 The Translator, therefore, used the aorist subjunctive 8Ep~.l(xv8fl for the 

yqtll:ln~ because of 1TWC;. 

yqtl > present indicative (12). Twelve times yqtl is rendered by a present 

indicative (7 percent). One can recognize the long prefix forms in 4:8a, 10:14a, and 

11 :2b,386 and cannot distinguish the other forms whether they are long or short prefix 

form. 

Evidence: 
1:3b, 4:8a, 5:15b, 6:4a, 7:7a, 8:5b, 9:4a, 10:14a, 10:16b, 10:19a, 11:2b, 11:3a 

Since the Greek present denotes imperfective aspect, the Translator may have 

383Fanning's remark is based on the aspect-frequency of NT subjunctive. See 
Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 400, 402-04. 

384Bauer, s.v. "1TWC;"; BDF, Greek Grammar, §366; Robertson, Grammar, 934f. 

385Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 400, 403. 

386The yqtl forms in 4:8a and 11 :2b follow negative particle ~~, which are 
always with a long prefix form; and n:l'~ (III-n verb) in 10:14a appears clearly as long 
prefix form in Hiphil3 m.s. 
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employed Greek present indicative to portray the imperfective aspect of Hebrew yqtl, 

carrying the conception of a process as event in progress.387 

In 11 instances yqtl occurs in a gnomic sentence (92 percent). The Translator 

employed the gnomic present for the yqtl.388 Eight instances of the 11 occur in proverbial 

sayings,389 and another 3 instances describe regularly recurring actions in human life.390 

Examples: 

10: 14a I:l~'~' i1~l: "~9iJ1 
1 0: 14a Kat. 6 &~pwv TIAT)8uVEl A.6youC; 

1 :3a ;"T?~-"~~I:l:t~~ 1;'I;1~-i1~ 
1 :3b tD~Wi1 nnn "bli~tD 

'.' T - - - -: - ',. 

1 :3a Tlc; TIEPlOOElCX n.;l cXV8pWTIC.y EV TICXVTt. flOX8c.p CXUTOU 
1 :3b ~ flOX8EL imo TOV ~ALOV 

Structurally 10:14a is located in a collection of proverbs on wisdom and folly. 

Qoheleth compares the wise and the fool in 10:1-15. Speaking many words is described 

as a characteristic of the fool. Qoheleth expresses this universal character of the fool by 

the yqtl form. In Hellenistic Greek, the gnomic present conveys this type of generic idea. 

The Greek present indicative in 10: 14a, therefore, is the proper equivalent for yqtl to 

convey the gnomic notion. 

The statement in 1:3 specifies the general statement in 1 :2b ("All is vanity,,).391 

By this phrase in 1 :2b, Qoheleth teaches that all human efforts are meaningless (1 :3). 

387Cf. Gentry, "System of the Finite Verb," 14-15; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 211-
39; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 198-240. 

388Cf. Porter, Idioms, 32; Robertson, Grammar, 866. 

389The 8 instances are 7:7a, 8:5a, 9:4a, 10:14a, 10:16b, 10:19a, 11:2b, 11:3a. 

390The 3 instances are 1:3b, 5:15b, 6:4a. 
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This is further explained in 1 :4-11 with the analogy between the relentless circularity of 

nature and that of human activities.392 The circularity of human activities (1: 9-11) is 

noted in 1 :3b. Every man toils, and the toiling recurs. The yqtl ("~li~) captures the 

indefinite repetition in imperfective aspect. The Greek gnomic present is properly 

employed for the gnomic yqtl. 

In 1 instance Qoheleth uses yqtl to relate an event that he has seen (4:8a). The 

present indicative used for the yqtl may be historical present. 

4:8a ;"T~ n~1 p. t:l~ ~JW '~~1 'D~ w:. 
;"9;r"~7 fP r~1 
'Wll li~~l:'n6 '~J~li-t:l~ 

4:8a Eonv EL<; KIXl OUK Eonv bElrtEpo<; KIXt yE UlO<; KlXl &bEA<jJO<; OUK Eonv IXun{> 
KIXl OUK Eonv TIEPIXOIlO<; n{> TIIXV"tl IlOX9c.p IXUtoU 
KIXt yE O<jJ9IXAIlO<; IXUTOU OUK EIlTItTIAIXTIXL TIAOUTOU 

A person, who is alone without an heir, achieves wealth through continual 

labor. Nonetheless, the wealth does not satisfy him. This general situation of the person 

is conveyed in verbless clauses. The yqtl (li:llllrl) highlights the message of Qohe1eth. 

Even though the message is proverbial, Qohe1eth presents it as an historical event. Its 

temporal reference is past in the context. 393 The aspect of the verb is imperfective. 

Dissatisfaction of the rich is described as an on-going state. The Greek historical present 

is an excellent equivalent to the yqtl, which is used for the vivid narration of the past 

391English translation is from NASB. 

392Cf. Derek Kidner, An Introduction to Wisdom Literature: The Wisdom of 
Proverbs, Job & Ecclesiastes (Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1985),97. 

3938:7 "Then I looked again at vanity under the sun" (NASB). 
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yqtl > participle (8). Eight instances of yqtl are rendered by participles (4 

percent), and all follow relatives W or 'WK.395 The Translator employed arthrous 

participles for all the Hebrew relative clauses. 

Evidence: 
1:9a, 1:9a, l:11b, 1:11b, 2:18b, 8:7a, 10:14b, 10:14b. 

Functionally, 7 instances are substantival participles, and 1 is an attributive 

participle in the second attributive position.396 

Examples: 
(substantival) 
1: 11 b ~~i1~tzi I:l~J.,nK~ I:l~' 

i1~~6~7 '~~ry;W I:l~' li'f~ I:lry7 i1:;;t~-K~ 
1: 11 b Kat yE 1'OLI;; Eoxchol(;; YEVOIJEVOll;; 

,,, ,..... f ,..... ,,' , , 

OUK E01'al aU"C'Oll;; IJvl1lJl1 IJE1'a 1'WV YEvl100lJEvwv Ell;; 1'l1V EOXa1'l1v 

(attributive) 
2: 18b ~'nK i1~i1~tzi l:liK~ ~~n~~Ktzi 

T-:- ... : .... TTT .... _ ••• 
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394Fanning argues that the historical present is aspectually neutral. On the 
contrary after presenting four different views on the historical present Porter contends 
that the historical present is to be aspectually imperfective. The Translator seems to have 
understood the yqtl in 4:8a as imperfective and so employed the present indicative to 
convey the same aspect. See Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 226-39; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 
189-98. All the 12 instances above are in non-initial position (assertive) and are non
sequential form. The non-sequential yqtl in non-initial position may signifY imperfective 
aspect according to Gentry (see his "System of the Finite Verb," 39). The eleven gnomic 
sentences are recounted in the mode of monologue, and the one historical yqtl is 
expressed in the narrative manner even though the form is poetic. If one applies Gentry's 
theory, the temporal reference for the former is non-past, and that of the latter is past. 
The analysis based upon Gentry's theory well matches the perspective of the Translator 
in these 12 instances. The gnomic present may denote imperfective in non-past time, and 
the historical present may be also imperfective but in past time. 

395Seven instances occur in the w-clauses (1 :9a, 1: 11 b, 1: 11 b, 2: 18b, 8:7a, 
10:14b); and 1 instance appears in the ,wK-clause (10:14b). 

396The 7 instances of the substantival participles are in 1 :9a, 1 :9a, 1: 11 b, 1: 11 b, 
8:7a, 10:14b, 10:14b. The 1 instance ofthe attributive participle is in2:18b. 
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There are two identical tlJ-clauses in 1:llb.397 The first tlJ-c1ause modifies the 

antecedent C~J'n~. One would expect a Greek attributive participle for the Hebrew 

relative clause modifying the antecedent, but the Translator did not follow the syntax of 

1: 11 b in Ecclesiastes. He employed a substantival participle for the attributive relative 

clause and took the antecedent as the predicate adjective for the participle. On the other 

hand, the second tlJ-clause functions as a substantival clause, and the Translator employed 

a substantival participle for it as a functional equivalent. The forms of the two clauses 

are the same in Hebrew, but their functions are different: one is attributive, and the other 

is substantival. The Translator made the two clauses functionally parallel by using the 

substantival participles for both clauses. 

In 2: 18b, the Translator rendered the relative particle tlJ by the article tQ and 

the yqtl n~n~ by the participle YEV0f.1EVov.398 The relative clause functions as an attributive 

and modifies Ci~. The Greek articular participle for the tlJ-clause maintains the same 

attributive function. 

As for tense and aspect, Greek tense seems to be related to function in the 

instances where the yqtl is rendered by the articular participle. For the substantival 

participles, 5 instances are future (1:9a, 1:9a, 1:11b, 8:7a, 10:14b), and 2 are aorist 

(1:11b, 10:14b). For the attributive participle, the present is used. 

397See p. 109 ofthis dissertation. 

398See p. 108 of this dissertation. 
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Both aorist fonns are parallel to two future fonns respectively in the context. 

In 1: 11 b and 10: 14b, yqtl fonns are rendered by two pairs of participles (i.e., aorist and 

future). The aorist is employed for the relative past time, and the future for the relative 

future time. The case of 10: 14b is presented as an example: 

10: 14b n~n~tV-n~ OiNn l1i~-Nt, 
is' 'i~'~~ ~~ ,;,TDT~~ -~~,iT 'W~1 

10 14b ,,, ,,, 8 '" : OUK EYVW 0 IXV PWTIOt;; n to YEVOf,lEVOV 
KIXt. tl to EOOf,lEVOV OTIlOW IXUtOl) tk eXVIXYYEAEL IXUte;> 

The same yqtl fonns (n~n~) in the relative clauses are rendered by the aorist (YEVOf,lEVOV) 

in the first line and by the future (EOOf,lEVOV) in the second line. The adverbial phrase 

'~'nN~ ("after it") supports that the future denotes the relative future time. Consequently 

the aorist is used for the relative past time. In 1: 11 b the Translator also employed two 

different tenses (the aorist YEVOf,lEVOlt;; and the future YEV1l00f,lEVWV) for the same fonns 

(n~n~) to signify the different temporal reference. 

The other 3 future fonns are also employed to specify the relative future time 

according to the contexts (1 :9a, 1 :9a, 8:7a). 

Example: 
1 :9a iT~n~tV N,n iT~ntli-iT~ 

',' : • ': T T '," -

1 9 " "" , : a tl to YEYovot;; IXUtO to YEV1l00f,lEVOV 

In I :9a qtl n~iT contrasts with yqtl n~iT~. The Translator also used the perfect YEYOVOt;; for 

the qtl and the future YEV1l00f,lEVOV for the yqtl as contrast. The future must signify a 

future time, in which the event has not yet happened. 

The Translator used the present tense in 2: I8b where the articular participle 

was used as an attributive. 

2: I8b ~'nN iT~n~tV OiNt, 'm~JNtV 
I T-; - ': :. ': ',' • - ',' 

2: I8b on eXCPlW IXUtOV te;> eXv8pw'TT(p te;> YLVOf,lEVtp f,lEt' Ef,lE 
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The adverbial phrase ~'n~ clearly indicates the relative future time. One would expect 

the future tense for the yqtl iT~iT~ based upon the normal pattern of the Translator and upon 

the context.399 Codex Alexandrinus attests to the future YEV1l00flEVCP instead ofYLVOflEVcp, 

which is in Rahlf's text. The future tense seems to be the original. If the present is 

original, the Translator may have understood the situation not as future but as 

contemporary time and viewed the action as on-going. 

In sum, when yqtl is rendered by the substantival participle, the Translator 

normally employed the future participle for the yqtl (63 percent) and used the aorist to 

elucidate different temporal references. The present participle, which is used 

attributively in 2: l8b, may be not an original but could be employed to express the 

contemporary on-going situation. 

yqtl > aorist indicative (4). In 4 instances the Translator rendered yqtl by the 

aorist indicative. Three of these are long prefix forms, and 1 instance is not 

distinguishable as either a long or short prefix form.4oo The former instances are all either 

proverbial sayings or the theological propositions. An example is given for illustration. 

Evidence: 
3:l4a, 8:l0a, 9:l2a, lO:14b. 

Example: 
3: l4a ct,i17t, iT~iT~ ~'iT c'iit,~iT iTtv17~ ,tzj~-t,~ ,~ ~n17i' 

T : ": : • • ":: T ": -: - ": -; T • .: - T 

3: l4a EYVWV on TIcXV-Ccx oocx ETIOl1l0EV 0 eEOC; cxtmx EO'CCXL ElC; 'COV CXlWVCX 

399Por how the Translator rendered the yqtl after a similar adverbial phrase 
('~'n~~), see above discussion on lO:14b 

400The 3 long forms are in 3:l4a, 9:l2a, IO:14b; and the indistinguishable form 
is in 8:IOa. 
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The aorist indicative EnOL TjOEV is employed for the yqtZ ;'W.l)~ in a theological 

proposition. There is a temporal and aspectual contrast between God making all and it 

having existed forever. The former activity is portrayed as a whole and perceived in the 

relative past time by the context. The latter state is, on the contrary, depicted as 

imperfective and in the relative future time. Here the aorist is used in contrast to the 

future with respect to tense and also with respect to aspect. The aorist (EYVW) in 9:12a is 

clearly gnomic, and the aorist (EYVW) in 10: 14b is employed for relative past time 

contrasting with relative future time (&VIXYYEAEl). 

8: 1 Oa ,~~? ~n:p8~~: ~;:'~iJ~ ttiiii? cipT?~~ 
8: 1 Oa KIX l. EX TD-lTOU cry lOU En0pEu8TjOIXV KIX l. En1JvE8TjOIXV EV TTI 'lTOAEl 

In 8: 1 Oa the Translator construed the yqtZ form (,;:,':m~) to have a preterite value 

and employed the aorist indicative (EnopEu8TjOIXV).401 The preterite value is judged by the 

sequence, not by the form, because the form is not distinguishable as either a long or 

short prefix. The yqtZ is followed by weyqtZ ('n;:,nw~'), and the weyqtZ is evidently a short 

prefix form.402 The yqtZ, therefore, is to be construed as short. The aorist indicative is a 

proper equivalent to the alleged short yqtZ. The action of going from the temple is 

portrayed in a constative sense and is seen as antecedent to the time of speaking. 

yqtl > present SUbjunctive (4). In 4 instances yqtl is rendered by a present 

subjunctive, all in dependent clauses. The Translator strongly favored an aorist 

401 According to Gentry, yqtl within a narrative frame may be rendered as a 
customary imperfective in the past time: "he would go." 

402It is a short form because of the pronominal suffix ,n-. The long form would 
have 'J-. See Gentry, "System of the Finite Verb," 12. 
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subjunctive (32 times) over a present subjunctive (4 times) for yqtl.403 

Evidence: 
2:18b, 4:17a, 5:17a, 8:12b. 

The Translator construed the 'tD~-clause in 4:17a and the tD-clause in 5:17a as 

indefinite relative clauses and employed 4> EeXV for both relatives. In 2: 18b he interpreted 

the particle tD as causal and rendered it by O'tl.404 Finally the Translator understood the 

'tD~-clause in 8:12b as a final clause and utilized a om.uc;;. According to Greek norms, the 

subjunctive is appropriate for such a dependent clause. The evidence for the present 

subjunctive may not be sufficient to generalize why the Translator chose the present 

subjunctive over the aorist in these 4 instances. Comparison with respect to aspect may 

be helpful to understand the Translator's decision. Good examples are 5:17a and 8:17a. 

(yqtl> present subjunctive) 
5: 17a tLiT.?W;:t-nOlJ t,b~:W ;t,~~-t,~:p. i1~;~ n;~lt,1 
5:17a KCXt TOU lOELV &yCX8wOUVTJV EV TICXVTl 1l6X8~ CXUTOU 4> ECxV lloX8iJ {liTO TOV ~A.lOV 

(yqtl> aorist subjunctive) 
8:17a~~T?: ~h1 tLiP;l7 t:l:t~;:t t,b~~ 'W~ t,W:p. 
8: 1 7 a OOCX cx.v lloX8~o1J 6 iXv8pwTIoC;; TOU (TjTi']OCX l KCX t OUX EUp~OEl 

The same yqtl form t,~l1~ is rendered by the present subjunctive lloX8iJ in 5: 17 a 

and an aorist subjunctive IlOX8~o1J in 8:17a. In 5:17a the Translator viewed t,~l1~ as an 

activity in the customary sense, of multiple repetitions.4os Thus, the imperfective aspect 

is the preferred form. On the other hand, the t,~l1~ in 8: 17 a should be depicted as a 

403Cf. Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 400-04. 

404Both of them are introduced by 4> ECxV. 

40SCf. Porter, Idioms, 29; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 390. 
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complete action because the subsequent result clause (OUx EUp~OEl) presupposes 

completion of the previous action. The perfective aspect is the form of choice. 

The present subjunctive acplw in 2: 18b may denote progression, in which 

"leaving wealth to posterity" is depicted as an activity in progress at the present time. In 

4:17a the present TIOPEUlJ signifies the customary activity of "going to the temple." The 

focus is on the habitual repetition without regard for its beginning or end. Finally, 

CPOPWV'tlXl in 8:12b may be understood in the ingressive sense. The sinners should begin 

to fear God. In these examples, the Translator employed the present subjunctive to 

describe imperfective aspect in various senses. 

Additionally, two interesting grammatical features are observed when the 

instances of the present subjunctive are compared to those of the aorist subjunctive. First, 

the aorist subjunctive never occurs in a causal clause, but the present subjunctive does in 

2:18b. Second, the aorist subjunctive occurs in OTIW~ clauses always with fl~ (3:11b, 

7 :21 b), but a present subjunctive occurs in a OTIW~ clause without fl ~ (8: 12b). 

yqtl> infinitive (4). In 4 instances the Translator rendered yqtl by the 

infinitive. All of these occurrences are in nominal clauses in Ecclesiastes. 

Evidence: 
5:4a, 5:4b, 5:4b, 7:18a. 

The Translator employed the substantival infinitives for the yqtl forms in the 

nominal clauses. The nominal clauses in 5:4a and 7:18a function as subjects. The 

instance in 5 :4a is taken as an example. 

Example: 
5:4a "n-N" 'W~ :l;~ 
5:4b c~~~ N"1' ";;'8W~ 
5:4a aYlX80v to fl~ EU~lX08lXl OE 
5 :4b ~ to EU~lX08lXl OE KlXt fl~ aTIO()OUVlXl 
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In 5:4a the Translator employed the substantival infinitive (EU~IXOe(Xl) for yqtl 

("n) in the nominal clause, and the nominal clause functions as the subject. The relative 

particle 'lD~ is translated by the article 1"6, and the accusative of the second person 

pronoun follows the infinitive as a subject of the infinitive.406 The articular infinitive in 

nominative could function as a subject in Hellenistic Greek. The infinitive, therefore, is a 

good functional equivalent to the yqtl in the nominal clause. 

In 5:4b, 2 yqtl forms (",n and c~lDn) are found in the nominal clause 

functioning as the object of the preposition V~. The preposition 1~ is comparative and is 

rendered by the Greek comparative particle~. The Translator utilized the substantival 

infinitives for the yqtl forms as functional equivalents. 

yqtl > present imperative (1). Finally there is 1 instance where yqtl is rendered 

by a present imperative. Although one can not determine whether the form is a long or 

short yqtl, by the context it must have been construed as a modal. 

9:8a c~~~7 1~'~~ '~ry~ n~-~~f 
9:8b '9r:r~-~~ 1~~'-~~ WWl 
9:8a EV nIXv1"l KIXlP<{> E01"WOIXV Lfl.cXHcX ODD AEDKcX 

9 8b '" ~ "rh ~, , , , 
: KIXl EI\.IXlOV Em K6.pIXI\.T]V ODD fl.T] D01"EPT]OIX1"W 

The first line (9:8a) shows a parallelism with the second line (9:8b): Predicate 

(Adverbial Phrase + Verb) + Subject / Subject + Predicate (Adverbial Phrase + Verb). 

The yqtl ,on~ .in the second line is a short form and must be a modal because it follows 

~~. In the parallelism '~il~ the yqtl in the first line is to be interpreted as a short form. 407 

406The same pattern of translation is seen in 7: 18a. 

407The short yqtl '~il~ is not in initial position. Gentry argues that the projective 
can be in non-initial position when the initial position is used for focus. The adverbial 
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The Translator recognized the parallelism and employed imperatives for the 2 yqtl. One 

may expect the aorist for the short yqtl because the short yqtl has a preterite value. The 

Translator used the aorist UOtEP1lOCX:rW for the ,on~, but the present EOtWOav for '~iT~ 

because the verb Ei.~( does not have an aorist form for imperative. 

weyqtl (14). A weyqtl form occurs fourteen times in Ecclesiastes. The 

Translator employed six different combinations of Greek tenses and moods to render 

weyqtl: aorist subjunctive, future indicative, present indicative, aorist indicative, aorist 

imperative, and participle.408 The translation pattern for weyqtl is roughly identical to that 

ofyqtl. For yqtl, the Translator mainly employed a future indicative (63 percent), aorist 

subjunctive (18 percent), and present indicative (7 percent).409 These are the major three 

tenses, which the Translator employed for weyqtl: an aorist subjunctive (36 percent), 

future indicative (21 percent), and present indicative (14 percent).410 The first place is 

switched betweenyqtl (future indicative) and weyqtl (aorist subjunctive), but the future 

indicative is functionally parallel to the aorist subjunctive in Hellenistic Greek.411 The 

data, therefore, indicate that the Translator treated the functional value of weyqtl as 

··1 h f 1412 SImI ar to t at 0 yqt. 

phrase nl1 "~::l may be understood as a focus in 9:8a. The short fOlm following"~ (such 
as ,on~ in 9:8b) has more freedom in word order because it could hardly be read as 
anything but a projective. See Gentry, "System of the Finite Verb," 35-38. 

408The order is according to frequency. 

409It totals 88 percent. 

410It totals 71 percent. 

41lPorter, Verbal Aspect, 411; Robertson, Grammar, 924-25; 

412Cf. Gentry, Greek Job, 183. 
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weyqtl > aorist subjunctive (5). The Translator employed an aorist subjunctive 

for weyqtl5 times out of 14 (36 percent). These instances are concentrated in 12:5-6. 

Evidence: 
12:5a, 12:5a, 12:5a, l2:6a, 12:6b. 

l2:5a 17)~ t:l~DlJI;1lJ1 'N~~ iJ~~~ t:l~ 

i1~;~~~;:t '::l~1 ~~r;ri) ":J89~1 'p~;:r yN~.:1. 
12:5a KaL yE &'lTO u\IJOu~ ol\!ov'taL Kat ecX~POL EV 't'O 66<{> 

Kat &.v8~OlJ 'to &.~uy()aAOV Kat lTaxuv8'O ~ &.KpL~ Kat ()LaOKE()ao8'O ~ KalTlTapL~ 

In 12:5a, 3 weyqtl forms (yNJ~', "~no~" and '5:ln,) are rendered by aorist 

subjunctives (&.v8~olJ, lTaxuv8'O, and ()LaOKE()ao8U) with the conjunction KaL413 The 

Translator seems to have construed yqtl ('N'~) in the previous line as a main verb and 

rendered it by a future indicative (ol\!ov'taL). He understood the following 3 weyqtl forms 

as contingent and employed aorist subjunctives. Gentry's translation reflects properly the 

sense of contingency carried in these subjunctives: "Indeed they will see from heights, 

and terror will be in the road; when the almond tree blossoms, the grasshopper becomes 

fat and the caper-berry is scattered.,,414 

12:6a ~;:t·t;:r n~~. Y)~1 ~9~;:r "~r:t pn'~-N"" 'W~ ,~ 
12:6b ,;~;:r-"~ "~~~;:r Y'~1 ~,~~;:r-"~ ,~ '~~n1 
12:6a EW~ o'tou ~~ &'va'tpalT'O 0XOWLOV 'tou &.PyUPLOU Kat OUV8ALP'O &.V8E~LOV 'tou 

XPUOlOU 
12:6b Kat OUvtPLP'O Mpla ElTt 't~V lTllY~V Kat ouv'tpoxaolJ 0 'tpOXo~ Ent 'tev AaKKov 

In 12:6a and 12:6b the Translator rendered 2 weyqtl forms (y,n, and '~iVn') by 

aorist subjunctives (OUV8ALP'O and OUV'tPLP'O) with Kat. The Translator had to utilize the 

subjunctives because the verbal forms must be compatible with the indefinite temporal 

413Por the first weyqtl yNJ~', the Translator understood its root as y~J not YNJ. 
cf. GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §73g. 
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conjunction EW~ Otou. There are 5 instances where yqtl is rendered by an aorist 

subjunctivefollowingEw~ OtoUOrEw~ ou (2:3b, 12:1b, 12:2a, 12:6a, 12:7b). The 

evidence demonstrates that Translator may have treated the functional value of weyqtl as 

nearly equivalent to yqtl. 

weyqtl > future indicative (3). The Translator employed a future indicative for 

weyqt13 times out of 14 (21 percent). 

Evidence: 
11 :8b, 12:4b, 12:4b. 

In these instances the Translator seems to have treated the value of weyqtl as 

that of yqtl. 11 :8b is taken as an example. 

11 :8a n7?i9~ C?~~ 
11 :8b lWhjJ ~~~-n~ ,jn 
11 :8a EV namv cxlr[Ql~ Eucppcxv8~OE1"CXl 

11 :8b KCXl flVTJo8~OHCXl 1"cX~ ~flEPCX~ toD OK01"OU~ 

The structure of 11 :8a and 11 :8b is a chiastic parallelism (A B / B' A'). By the context, 

the yqtl (n~tl)~) and weyqtl (':li~') are identical in their functional values. The Translator 

recognized this and employed the same future indicative for both forms. 

weyqtl > present indicative (2). In 2 instances the Translator rendered weyqtl 

by a present indicative (14 percent). In both cases the imperfective aspect ofthe present 

indicative is emphasized. 

Evidence: 
2:19a,7:7b. 

2:19a ~"7?~r"~~ ~~qJ~l "~9 i~ i1:.~~ c~~iJ ~'Ji~ ~~~ 
2: 19a KCX l 1" k 0 LOEV E l oocpo~ EO"ClX l ~ acppwv KCX l E~OUO l&( HCX l EV ncxn l flOX8c.p flOU 

414Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 11. 
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The temporal reference is future by context. Since the yqtl ii~ii~ is rendered by 

the future indicative EOTlXl, one would expect the future indicative also for weyqtl t!l"W~'. 

The Translator employed the present indicative E~OUOl(X(ETlXl with KlXl for t!l"W~'. The 

present is probably a futuristic present. The future event is described as though it were 

already present. The futuristic present provides vividness and certainty. By utilizing the 

present indicative the Translator depicted the future scene as an on-going process with 

"d 415 VIVI ness. 

7:7a c~t:1 "~;ii~ pWl:~ ~:;J 
7:7b ii~I;1~ :l~-n~ i::l~~' 
7:7a on ~ OUKOQ>IXVTllX TIEPlQ>EPEl oOQ>ov 
7:7b KlXl eXTIOA.A.UOl T~V KlXp61IXV EUTOVllX£; IXUTOU 

The statements in 7:7 are proverbial. The yqtl ""'ii~ and weyqtl i:l~~' must be 

gnomIc. The Translator employed gnomic presents for bothyqtl and weyqtl.416 This 

instance provides another evidence that the Translator understood weyqtl to be 

functionally identical to yqtl. He used the present to portray the process of "destroying" 

as being in progress and not as complete. 

weyqtl > aorist indicative (2). There are 2 instances where the Translator 

employed an aorist indicative for weyqtl (14 percent). 

Evidence: 
6:12a,8:10a. 

41SFor the futuristic present, see Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 221-26; Porter, 
Verbal Aspect, 230-32; Robertson, Grammar, 869-70; DBF, Greek Grammar, §323. 

416For the gnomic present, see Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 208-17; Porter, Verbal 
Aspect, 217-25; Robertson, Grammar, 866. 



The weyqtl in 8: 1 Oa has been addressed above in the discussion of yqtl in 

8:10a.417 The weyqtl in 6:12a must now be examined. 

6: 12a t:J~~n~ t:J,~t, :li~-ii~ li'i~-~~ ~:l 
t,~~ -t:Jtp~~, T it,::lD ~~D-~~~ ,~~~' 

6:12b t:J,~t, ,~~~:~~ i~~ . . 
T T T • -. "." -: 

6:12a on 1'L; oHiEV 1'l eXYIX80v 't(~ eXv8pw'!T(.p EV 1'1J (W1J 
eXpt8~ov ~~EPWV (wile;; ~IX'tIXl61'll1'Oe;; IXU'tOU KIXt ETIOlllOEV IXu'tae;; EV OKl~ 

6:12b on 1'L; eXTIIXYYEAEl 1'4> eXv8pw'!T(.p 
1'l E01'IXl OTIlOW IXU1'OU UTIO 1'OV ~AtOV 
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The form t:J!llli~' in 6:12a is indistinguishable whether it is a long prefix and a 

short prefix. It is possible that the Translator read weyqtl as wayyqtl having preterite 

value. In context, the temporal reference of 6: 12a is relative past to that of 6: 12b. The 

yqtl ii~ii~ in 6:12b implies relative future, and it is clarified by the adverbial phrase '~'n~. 

The Translator understood the contrasting temporal references and employed the aorist 

for the past event and the future for the future event. The perfective aspect of the aorist is 

the form of choice to describe the transient character of human existence, which is 

numbered.418 In this context, the use of the imperfective aspect may not be suitable 

because of the emphasis on the brevity oflife.419 

weyqtl> aorist imperative (1). In 11 :9a the Translator employed aorist 

imperative for weyqtl. 

11 :9a 1~~"7~~ "n~ n~~ 
l~i"n~ ~~~:;l l~t, l~~~~' 
l~~.~~ ~~:~~, l~t, ~::l:'::t~ '1~::T1 

11 9 'rh' "" : a EU,+,PIXLVOU VElXVLOKE EV vEo'tlln oou 

417See p. 155 of this dissertation. 

418Cf. Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 58; 

419Cf. Gordis, Koheleth, 254 
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Kat &ya8uvcX:rw OE ~ Kapo(a OOU EV ~IJ.Epal(; vE6n]1:6e;; oou 
Kat TTEpL1TcX:rEl EV Mote;; Kap61ae;; oou Kat EV opa:OEl ocp8aAIJ.WV oou 

The weyqtl form has a pronominal suffix (1:l~~~'), so one is unable to determine 

whether it is a long or short prefix. The form follows the imperative n~w and precedes 

another imperative with waw, 1";'1. The subjects ofthe verbs change from the second 

person to the third person, and again to the second person. Volitional forms may be 

connected in various combinations by the conjunctive waw in Biblical Hebrew.42o The 

Translator construed the weyqtl as projective, presumably by the context and employed 

the imperative &ya8uvcX:rw for it as he did for the other two Hebrew imperatives. The 

aorist seems to denote the ingressive sense-"to begin doing goOd.,,421 

weyqtl > participle (1). In 1 :18b the weyqtl form ~To,~, is rendered by the 

articular participle b TTpoon8Elc;; with Kat. The articular participle functions as a subject. 

1: 18b :li~=?~ ~~~i~ n~r:r ~~oi~l 

1:18b Kat b TTpoon8Ete;; YVWOLV TTpoo8~OEl eXAYlllJ.a 

There may be more than one way to explain the rendering. First, the 

Translator could have read ~~o,~, as a Qal participle. There are 2 instances in MT where 

the form is a participle (~o,~) but vocalized like Hiphil yqtl (yosip) in defective spelling 

(Isa 29: 14; 38:5).422 The form ~~o,~, in 1: 18 may be understood as the same as the 2 

instances in Isaiah but with plene spelling. Another possibility is that the Translator 

might have read the form as a weyqtl but deliberately translated it by the participle. There 

420Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §39.2.5. 

421 For the general aspects ofthe aorist imperative, see Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 
366-70. 
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is a case where the Translator rendered yqtl by a substantival participle in Greek 

Ecclesiastes (1 : 11 b). Whether the Translator construed the form in question as a 

participle or as a simple yqtZ with waw, either form can be understood to be a subject 

clause for the main clause. The articular participle, therefore, is an excellent functional 

equivalent to ~~O,~t 

wayyqtl (3). The form wayyqtZ occurs 3 times in Ecclesiastes, and all are 

rendered by an aorist indicative. 

wayyqtl > aorist indicative (3). The wayyqtZ forms are i1jn~' in 1: 17 a and 

iT~'~' in 4:1a and 4:7a. 

Evidence: 
1:17a, 4:1a, 4:7a. 

The form iTJn~' in 1: 17a has the so-called cohortative iT-, but the Translator did 

not construe the form as a projective. This evidence may support the theory by Gentry 

and Shulman who argue that the iT- suffix does not mark projective but indicates an 

action directed towards the speaker.423 All the 3 wayyqtZ forms in Ecclesiastes follow 

we qtZ or qtZ in sequence. One example is given for illustration. 

Example: 
4: 1 a t:l~p~~!ir"f-n~ iT~l~~ ~Jl$ ~8~~l 
4:1a KlXt ETIEOTpEl!flX, EYW KCXt Elcov ouv 1TaoCXe; Tae; ODKOQ>CXVTlCXe; 

The Translator understood the we qtZ (~n::ltv') as having perfective aspect and 

past time reference. He construed the following wayyqtZ (iT~'~') as having the same 
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functional value as the we qtl. The aorist indicative is a proper equivalent to the waw 

consecutive form. 

In sum, the default equivalent for yqtZ is a future indicative. The translation 

pattern of weyqtZ is akin to that of yqtl. The Translator frequently employed an aorist 

subjunctive for yqtZ or weyqtZ either as an alternative for a future indicative or according 

to the norms of the target language, which requires the subjunctive in certain dependent 

clauses. He used the gnomic aorist for proverbial statements and used the present 

indicative when the imperfective aspect is to be highlighted. The waw consecutive form 

(wayyqtl) occurs only 3 times. They are all rendered by the aorist indicative as one 

would expect. Thus, the Translator was contextually sensitive and not entirely 

mechanical. 

SuffIX Forms (202) 

qt[ (157). For qtZ forms, the Translator employed aorist indicative, participle, 

present indicative, perfect indicative, imperfect indicative, aorist subjunctive, and future 

indicative. 

qtZ> aorist indicative (121). The Translator employed an aorist indicative for 

qtl121 times out of 157 (77 percent). 

Evidence: 
1:2a, 1:12a, l:13b, 1:14a, 1:16a, 1:16a, 1:16a, 1:16b, 1:17b,2:1a, 2:2a, 2:3a, 2:4a, 2:4b, 
2:4b, 2:5a, 2:6a, 2:7a, 2:7a, 2:7b, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2:9b, 2:10a, 2:10a, 2:10b, 2: lOb, 2:11a, 
2:11a, 2:12b, 2:15a, 2:16b, 2:19a, 2:19a, 2:20a, 2:21b, 2:24b, 2:26a, 2:26b, 3: lOa, 3:10a, 
3:11a, 3:11b, 3:11b, 3:12a, 3:14a, 3:14b, 3:16a, 3:17a, 3:18a, 3:19b, 3:20b, 4:3a, 4:3b, 

423Gentry, "System of the Finite Verb," 21-38; A. Shulman, "The Use of 
Modal Verb Forms in Biblical Hebrew Prose" (Ph.D. diss., University of Toronto, 1996). 
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4:13b, 4:14b, 4:15a, 4:16a, 5:10a, 5:12a, 5:14a, 5:15a, 5:17a, 5:17b, 5:18a, 6:1a, 6:3a, 
6:3b, 6:4a, 6:5a, 6:5a, 6:6a, 6:6a, 6:10a, 7:10a, 7:10b, 7:14b, 7:15a, 7:22b, 7:23a, 7:23b, 
7:25a, 7:27a, 7:27a, 7:28a, 7:28a, 7:28b, 7:28b, 7:29a, 7:29a, 7:29b, 8:9a, 8:9b, 8:10a, 
8:10a, 8:11b, 8:14b, 8:15b, 8:16a, 9:1a, 9:3a, 9:3b, 9:5b, 9:6a, 9:7b, 9:9a, 9:11a, 9:13a, 
9:15b, 10:5a, 10:6a, 10:7a, 10:10a, 10:15b, 12:3b, 12:7b, 12:8a, 12:9a, 12:9b, 12:10a, 
12:11b. 

The aorist indicative becomes the default rendering for qtl in Greek 

Ecclesiastes. This approach is standard. The data enhance the picture of a literalistic 

translation. No further discussion is necessary for the expected pattern. Focus is now to 

be turned to the evidence, in which qtl is not rendered by an aorist indicative. 

qtl > participle (18). In 18 instances out of 157 qtl is rendered by a participle 

(11 percent). All qtl forms occur in relative clauses and follow the relative particle 'WK 

or W except 5:8b where a relative particle is omitted.424 

Evidence: 
1:9a, 1:9a, 1:10b, 1:13a, 1:14a, 2:7b, 2:9a, 2:17a, 3:15a, 4:2a, 4:3b, 5:8b, 7:19b, 8:16a, 
8:17a, 9:6b, 9:9a, 11:8b. 

With regard to function, the attributive participle is dominant. In 16 instances 

the Translator employed an attributive participle for a relative clause, which functions 

attributively.425 The other 2 relative clauses function substantively and are rendered by 

the substantival participles.426 

Examples: 
(attributive) 
1: 1 Ob mEl"~ il~il 'WK 1:l~~"11" il~il ':l~ 

"T :. T T ": -: • T : T T T: 

1: 1 Ob ~()Tl YEYOVEV EV TOLC; CXLWOLV TOLC; YEVOIlEVOlC; cXTIO EIlTIpoo8EV ~IlWV 

424,wK-clauses occur 8 times in 1 :10b, 1 : 13 a, 4:3b, 7:19b, 8:16a, 8:17a, 9:6b, 
9:9a; and w-clauses also 8 times in 1:9a, 1:14a, 2:7b, 2:9a, 2:17a, 3:15a, 4:2a, 11:8b. 

425The 16 instances are 1:10b, 1:13a, 1:14a, 2:7b, 2:9a, 2:17a, 3:15a, 4:2a, 
4:3b, 5:8b, 7:19b, 8:16a, 8:17a, 9:6b, 9:9a, and 11:8b. 
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( substantive) 
1 :9a ;,tp¥~W x,;, ;,t;.'~~lf;'~' ;,~rt~W x,;, ;':iJW-;'~ 

1 :9a tl to YEYOVO~ 1X1no to YEVT]OOf.lEVOV KlXl tl to TIETIOl T]f.lEVOV IXUtO to TIOl T]8T]OOf.lEVOV 

In 1: 1 Db the second qtl ;,~;, follows ,wx. The Translator rendered the relative 

clause by the articular participle. This participle is in the second attributive position 

modifying tol~ IXlWOW. In Ecclesiastes, ;,~;, disagrees in number with its antecedent 

C~~~l.', which is plural.427 The verb ;,~;, occasionally neglects gender and number in 

Biblical Hebrew.428 The word C~~~l.' is generally treated as singular.429 The 

disagreement, therefore, is allowed within the convention of Biblical Hebrew. The 

Translator literally rendered the antecedent C~~~l.' as a plural and took the participle in 

plural, YEVOf.lEVOl~, for i1~;' to match IXlWOlV rendering C~~~l.'. The Translator seems to 

have noticed the inconsistency of the usage of;,~;" and corrected it to agree with the 

number ofthe antecedent.43o The translation is literalistic but not mechanical. 

In 1 :9a 2 qtl forms (;,~;, and ;'Wl.'J) inw- clauses are rendered by the 

substantival participles (YEYOVO~ and TIETIOlT]f.lEVOV): "What is that which has happened? It 

is that which will happen! And what is that which has been done? It is that which will 

426The 2 instances are 1 :9a and 1 :9a. 

427The same problem of disagreement in number is observed in 1: 13a and 2:9a. 

428Joiion and Muraoka, Grammar, § 150 k-m. 

429The plural form C~~~l.' is treated as a singular in Isa 26:4,45:17, and Dan 
9:24. Isa 51:9 is the only place where C~~"l1 is treated as a plural, and Ps 145:13 cannot 
be judged. In other places C~~~l1 appears adverbially or in adverbial construction (1 King 
8:13, Isa 45:17, Ps 61 :5, 77:6, 77:8, 2 ehr 6:2). See Even-Shoshan, Concordance, s.v. 
C~~~l1; cf. Seow, Ecclesiastes, 110-11. 
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be done.,,431 The Translator construed the w- clauses as headless relative clauses.432 The 

articular participles are excellent functional equivalents to the headless relative clauses. 

With regard to tense and aspect, the perfect fonn occurs 9 times (50 percent), 

aorist 6 times (33 percent), and present 3 times (17 percent). The perfect participle 

denotes stativity resulting from the anterior occurrence.433 It could imply the 

completeness of action or the resultant state. The temporal reference may be decided in 

relation to the main verb but must describe some time influenced or continued from the 

past.434 

Example: 
1: 14a tV~Wil nnn ~iDl1~tV !:l~iDl1~il-'?Yn~ ~n~~' 

·.'T- -- -:-.: .-:-- T ':. 'T 

1 : 14a E IOov ouv TIcX.VTeX TeX TIO l ~~(X:ra 1:ex TIETIO l "~EVO: UTIO 1:0V ~A lOV 

In 1: 14a the perfect participle (TIETIOl "~EVO:) signifies the completeness of the 

action. The temporal reference of the action may be relatively past to the main verb "to 

see." The deeds had been done before Qoheleth saw. The verbal root of qtl rendered by 

430The Translator also changed the number of qtl in 1: 13a and 2:9a from 
singular to plural by the context. In both cases, the antecedent is ,?;,. 

431 Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 1. Italics is mine. 

432It is headless because the relative clause does not have an antecedent (i.e., 
head) but implies it. The headless relative clause is often referred as an independent 
relative clause. 

433The 9 instances of the qtl rendered by the perfect participle are 1 :9a, 1 :9a, 
1 :14a, 2:17a, 4:3b, 5:8b, 8:16a, 8: 17a, 9:6b. For the aspect of the perfect participle, see 
Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 416-418. 

434Cf. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 394-400; Robertson, Grammar, 909. 
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the perfect participle is mostly concentrated on the Niphal form ofntDli (7 times).435 

The Translator employed the aorist participle 6 times for qtl.436 Four of these 

are forms ofn~n, which are rendered by YEv6~EVO~.437 The aorist participle basically 

denotes the summary aspect. 438 1: 1 Ob is given for illustration. 

Example: 
1: 1 Ob mEl"~ n~n 'Wl't 1:l~~~17~ n~n ,~~ 

"T :. T T .; -; • T : T T T: 

1 : 1 Ob ~(5T] YEyOVEV EV !O L~ cx lWO LV !O L~ YEVO~EVO l~ eXTTa E~ TTpoo8EV ~~wv 

The "ages" (!OL~ CXlWOlV) is summarized in aorist aspect (YEVO~EVOl~). The aorist 

participle implies the constative sense, which presents the occurrence of the "ages" as a 

whole. 

Finally, present participles are used for 3 qtl forms. 439 All contextually imply 

gnomic or universal facts and can be better understood in imperfective aspect. 1: 13a 

provides an illustration: 

1: 13a n~:ln~ "n~' wi"~ ~~~-nl't ~nnJ' 
I:l~~~~ nnn

T 

~tvliJ 'Wl't~S~ Sli . - T' 
• T T - - - T -; - ',. -: T -

1 : 13 a KCX l. E(5WKCX !~V KCXPC5l.CXV ~OU !OD EK( T]!f]ocx l KCX l. roD KCX!CXOKEqJCXo8cx l EV !TI oocl:> (~ 
'f ..... ,~ " , , TTEpl TTCXV!WV !WV yLVO~EVWV UTTO !OV oupcxvov 

The Translator must have understood the activities of Qoheleth expressed in wqtl and 2 

infinitives (~nnJ" tD"'~' and "n~') as past actions in perfective aspect since he expressed 

435The other two verbs are '~li (5:8b) and n~n (1 :9a). 

436The 6 instances are 1:10b, 2:7b, 2:9a, 3:15a, 4:2a, 9:9a. 

437The verb n~n rendered by a participle occurs 5 times. One instance in 1 :9a 
is rendered by a perfect participle which parallels the TTETTOl T]~EVCX in 1 :9a. The other 2 
verbs rendered by an aorist participle are rI'~ (4:2a) and lnJ (9:9a). and l't'~ (11 :8b). 

438Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 413-16. 

439The 3 instances are 1:13a, 7:19b, 11:8b. 
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them in the aorist. The object (":J) which Qoheleth explores is described in qtl (i1tllliJ). 

The Translator interpreted i1tllliJ as occurrence in progress and so employed the present 

(YLVO~EVWV). Qoheleth examined something omnitemporal, which was happening at that 

moment. 

In sum, the perfect participle renders qtZ to portray the completeness or 

stativity of the occurrence. The aorist participle is used for qtZ when the occurrence or 

activity is depicted as a whole in summary picture. The present participle is employed 

for something gnomic better described in progress. The temporal reference of the 

participle is decided in context. 

qtZ > present indicative (6). In 6 instances out of 157 qtZ is rendered by a 

present indicative (4 percent). 

Evidence: 
2:23a, 3:20b, 5:2a, 5:14a, 8:4a, 12:13a. 

Five instances of qtZ are used in gnomic sentences, and the Translator usually 

employed the present indicative to express the non-past temporal deixis of the gnomic 

sayings in imperfective aspect.440 3:20b is taken as an example: 

3:20a i~~ !:lip~-"~ l~ii1 ":'iJ 
3 :20b i~~i)-"~ :l~ ":'iJ1 i~~i)-W i1:~ ":'iJ 
3 20 " , " " : a 't!X TI!XV't!X TIOPEUE't!X l El~ 'tOTIOV EV!X 

3 :20b 'r:ex TICXV'tIX EYEVE'tO aTIa 'tou xo6~ K!XL 'teX TIcXv't!X ETIlO'tPEcj>El EI.~ 'tav xouv 

A general statement is given in 3:20a and is specified in 3:20b. In 3:20b, the 

Translator rendered the first qtl form (i1~i1) by an aorist indicative (EYEVE'tO) and the 

440For the gnomic present, see Fanning, VerbaZ Aspect, 208-17; Porter, Idioms, 
32-3; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 523-25. 
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second qtl (::lID) by a present indicative (ETIlo'tpECPEL). By doing this, the Translator 

contrasted the two events not only with respect to aspect but also with respect to temporal 

reference. The present indicative reveals a progressive sense. Life is portrayed as a 

process going back to dust and as a non-past event. On the other hand "coming into 

existence from dust" is depicted in a whole picture occurring in past time related to 

"going back to dust." The present indicative, therefore, is properly employed for the 

parallel in the proverbial saying. 

The qtl in 5: 14a is also in gnomic sentence, but the case is related to the lexical 

nature of the target language rather than context. 

5: 14a ETIlo'tPEljIEL 'tOU 'TTopEu8f)vcu w£; ~KEL 

The qtl form I(::l is rendered by a present indicative ~KEL.441 The form ~KEL is a 

present form, but its sense is perfect: "to have come.,,442 The qtl form may be understood 

as the present perfect, which signifies a resulting perfect state in present time.443 The 

perfect sense of ~KEL, therefore, corresponds well to I(::l denoting a present perfect state. 

There is 1 instance where the qtl is not gnomic but is rendered by the present 

indicative. 

12: 13a ln~~) "jjJ ,~:t ~;o 
12: 13 a 'tEAo£; AOYou 'to mxv &'KOUE'ttX l 

441 The line division of Rahlfs' text is different from that ofMT in this verse. 
An adjective 'naked' goes with the second line in MT, but with the first line in LXX. 

442LJS """ B """ R b rt G 337 ,S.V. llKW; auer, s.v. llKW; 0 e son, rammar, . 

443Cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §30.5.2, 
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17~Wj may convey a present perfect state emphasizing the completion of "hearing" in the 

context. The Translator employed the present aKOlJE'rln for qtl. The verb aKouw is often 

used as a perfective present in Hellenistic Greek.444 Another possibility is that the 

Translator might have interpreted 17~Wj as performative.445 The action "to be heard" is 

done in the very act of speaking. The Greek present indicative can also express the 

performative sense. In either case, the Translator was sensitive in rendering the subtle 

nuance of the qtl. 

qtl > perfect indicative (5). There are 5 instances where qtl is rendered by a 

perfect indicative. 

Evidence: 
l:lOb, 3:15a, 6:10a, 8:9a, 8:14a. 

In 3 instances qtl follows the adverb ,:J:I (1: lOa, 3: 15a, 6: lOa). 

Example: 
1: 1 Ob ijj.~7~ ir:;:t 'W~ C~~7:Jj7 ir:;:t ,~=? 
1:10b ~6T] YEyOVEV EV '[Ole; exLWOLV tOLe; YEVO~EVOLe; anD E~npOOeEV ~~wv 

The first ir~ir in 1: 1 Ob represents a present state, which has existed from the 

past. The present perfect state of the qtl is clarified by the adverb ,:J:I ("already"). The 

Greek perfect indicative is an excellent equivalent to the qtl denoting the stativity.446 

In the remaining 2 cases the Niphal form of irW17 is construed as a perfect (8 :9a, 

8:14a). 

444Robertson, Grammar, 881. 

445Por the discussion on the performative perfect, see Max Rogland, Alleged 
Non-Past Uses ofQatal in Classical Hebrew (Assen, Netherlands: Royal Van Gorcum, 
2003), 115-30. 
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Example: 
8:9a lliT?~;:t MOO iltp~~ 'W~ ilW~~-"~? ~~"-M~ 1iM~l 
8:9a Kal EOWKlX. T~V KlX.POllX.V IJ.OU EtC;; mxv TIOI.T]IJ.lX. 0 TIETIOI.T]1"CXl UTIO TOV ~AlOV 

The noun illll110 is an antecedent of the 'lllN-clause and implies what has been 

already done by man-i.e., the present state of affairs resulting from a past action. The 

Translator interpreted the qtl illlll1J in the relative clause as denoting stativity by the 

context. The verb is a transitive, so the emphasis may be on a completed action along 

with its results.447 The Greek perfect is a good choice to express the completed action. 

qtl> imperfect indicative (3). In 3 instances qtl is rendered by an imperfect 

indicative. All ofthem are il~il verbs occurring in the lll_clause.448 

Evidence: 
7:10a, 7:24a, 12:7a. 

Example: 
7:10a il'?NO t:l~::li~ '~il t:l~JtDN'il t:l~O~illli il~il ilO ,oNh-SN 

"." •• •• • T • • T • T - .,' T T ... - -

7:10a IJ.~ E'lTIUC;; TI. EYEVETO on lX.t ~IJ.EPlX.l lX.t TIp6TEPlX.l ~alX.v &.YlX.9lX.l UTIEP TlX.UTlX.C;; 

The qtl form '~il is rendered by the imperfect indicative ~alX.v .449 The 

Translator utilized the imperfect indicative to signify imperfective aspect and past-time 

reference.450 The former days (past) are compared to these days (present). The situation 

446For the stative aspect ofthe perfect, see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 251-59. 

4471t is called the extensive perfect. See Robertson, Grammar, 893; Wallace, 
Greek Grammar, 577. 

448The particle III is rendered by on (7: lOa), a (7:24a), or WC;; (12:7a). 

449When he construed il~il as an action verb, the Translator used yI.VOIJ.lX.l. 

450For the imperfect aspect and tense, see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 198-208; 
Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 240-55. 
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of the past time seems to be described in a customary sense.451 The other 2 instances of 

qtZ (7:24a, 12:7a) are also rendered by the same customary imperfect in similar context 

where the state of the past is compared to that of the present. 

qtZ> aorist subjunctive (2). There are 2 qtZ forms rendered by aorist 

subjunctives. Both instances occur in dependent clauses. 

Evidence: 
7:13b, 10:10a. 

7: 13b inW 'W~ n~ lPt17 ~:;;J'~ ~~ ~~ 
7: 13b on 'dc; 6UV~OE't(Xl tOU KOOf.LllOlXl OV {Xv 6 eEOC; 6llXOtPEl!f!J lXUtOV 

The qtZ ,n,l' occurs in a headless relative clause, which functions as an object. 

Qoheleth used a rhetorical question to emphasize that no man can alter what God has 

done. The Translator employed an indefinite relative clause to highlight the emphasis by 

Qoheleth: "Whomever. .. " The indefinite relative clause with cx.v requires the subjunctive 

in Greek. The subjunctive in Hellenistic Greek strongly favors the aorist tense over the 

present.452 In aorist aspect the activity of God ("making crooked") is summarized as a 

whole. The temporal deixis of the qtZ ,n,l' is understood as a relative past to the time of 

the main verb lpn~ ~::l'~ ("to be able to make straight"), which is rendered by the future 

indicative with the aorist infinitive (6UV~OEtlXl tOU KOOf.LllOlXl ).453 Therefore, the aorist is 

used by the context, and the subjunctive is employed according to the norm of the target 

language. 

451Por the customary imperfect, see Panning, VerbaZ Aspect, 242-49. 

452Ibid., 402-04. 

453Turner, Syntax, 107. 
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10 10 " " , s:.' : a EaV EKTIEOlJ ta a lullP lOV 

The qtf ililp occurs in the protasis ofthe conditional sentence introduced by OK. 

The Translator employed Eav for OK and the aorist subjunctive EKTIEOlJ for ililp. The 

subjunctive is the proper mood for the EcXv-clause in Hellenistic Greek. The aorist may 

denote the consummative sense emphasizing the conclusion of the process of "falling 

off." The situation is relative past to that of the main verb in 10: 1 Ob where yqtf is 

rendered by the future indicative. 

qtf > future indicative (2). In 2 instances qtf is rendered by a future indicative. 

Evidence: 
4:14a,7:22a. 

Both cases are presented and are discussed. 

(K~~ in 4: 14a) 

4: 13a o~t:T: 1~9~ ,~~ ~i~ 
4: 13b ,il' 'i1.!il~ l''J:-Nl;l 'W~ l;l~o~, 1P! l~i?~ 
4: 14a 1l;lT?l;l Kf: o~"o;:t n~~~-~~ 
4: 13a aya8oe; TIate; TIEVlle; Kal oo<poe; 
4 13b " r:t 1 ' r:t ' , "rh ",,, ~ , " : UTIEp .... aOll\.Ea TIpEO .... U'CEpOV Kal a'l'pova oe; OUK EYVW taU TIPOOEXElV En 
4:14a on E~ O'(KOU TWV 6EO~(WV E~EAEl)OETal TOU paolAEuoal 

The statement of 4: 14a functions as a basis of the proverbial saying in 4: 13. In 

4: 13 a poor and wise lad is compared with an old and foolish king. The one who 

becomes a king in 4:14a seems to be the lad in 4:13a. The Translator employed the 

future indicative E~EAEUOETCXl for the qtf K~~ and accordingly, emphasized the relative 

future time of "becoming a new king" over the lad's poor origin.454 It may be also 

possible that the Translator read K~~ as yC$C' (prefix form 3 m.s.). 

454The suffix form can be used for perfective future. See Gentry, "System of 
the Finite Verb," 18-19; Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §30.4c. 
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7:22a 1~" l''J: ni:lj c~~~~-c~ ~;:, 
7:22a on 1TAELOrcXKL<; 1TOVTlPEUOE't(XL OE Ka.l Ka.806oD<; 1ToUa<; Ka.KWOEL Ka.p61a.V OOD 

There is a textual problem involved in 7 :22a. The whole line in Greek 

Ecclesiastes shows lectio duplex. The adverbial phrase n'::l' C~~l'~ is rendered twice by 

1TAELOrcXKL<; and again by Ka.8060D<; 1TOAAcX<;. The main verb l'i~ is probably read as l"~ by 

the confusion ofi and ,.455 The presumed l"~ is also duplicated as 1TOVTlPEUOE'ta.L and 

Ka.KWOU. Since the Translator read the form in question as yqtl not qtl, the future 

indicative is an expected equivalent for the presumed yqtl. 

It is noticeable that both instances rendered by future indicative involve I-waw 

verbs in Ecclesiastes.456 I-waw verbs in qtl3 m. s. can be easily confused withyqtl3 m. 

s. in an unvocalized text. 

wqtl (45). For wqtl forms, the Translator employed aorist indicative, aorist 

subjunctive, future indicative, present indicative, and noun. 

wqtl> aorist indicative (25). In 25 out of 45 instances, the wqtl form is 

rendered by an aorist indicative (56 percent). 

Evidence: 
1:13a, 1:16a, 2:5b, 2:9a, 2:9a, 2:11a, 2:12a, 2:13a, 2:14b, 2:15a, 2:15b, 2:17a, 2:18a, 
2:20a, 3:22a, 4:1a, 4:4a, 4:7a, 5:13b, 5:18a, 8:15a, 8:17a, 9:16a, 12:3b, 12:5b. 

455l"~ (yera ') is a 3 m.s. prefix form from the root l'l". The verb l'l" is 
rendered by Ka.KOU) in 8:9b and also in 10:15 ofB. Its adjective forms l" (rat), l" (roa') 
or i1l" (rii 'a) are rendered by Ka.KO<; or Ka.K La. 7 times, and by 1TOVTlP0<; or 1TOVTlP La. 22 
times. The data support the suggestion that both 1TOVTlPEUOE'ta.L and Ka.KWOEL in 7:22a are 
employed for l"~. Cf. Jarick, Concordance, 268-269. 

456I.e., N~~ in 4:14a, and l'i~ in 7:22a. 
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The wqtZ follows qtZ or is in the series of wqtZ following qtZ in 23 instances. 457 

The Translator also employed the aorist indicative for the qtZ beginning the sequence. 

The waw is, therefore, construed as a conjunctive not consecutive in these instances, and 

the functional value ofwqtZ is regarded to be identical to that of qtZ.458 The instance of 

1: 13a is given for an example. 

(~nnJ' in 1: 13 a) 
1: 12 C7~~'~:l ,,~~~~-,,~ l~i? ~n~~;;t n~i)~ ~J~ 
1: 13a i1~~n:l '~n'" iUi"" ~:l"-n~ ~nnJ' 

T:T- T: :' •. ': '-T: 

1: 12 EYw 'EKK).110l(Wt~<; EYEVOfl11V ~(Wl).EU<; ETIL IOPlX11). EV IEpoUOlX).11fl 
l:13a KlXL E6wKlX t~V KlXp6llXV flOU toU EK(11tflolXl KlXL tou KlXtlXOKEljIlX08lXl EV TTI oOQ>llt 

A wqtZ form ~nnJ' in 1: 13a follows qtZ ~n~~i1 in 1: 12. The Translator employed 

the aorist indicative for both qtZ and wqtZ. He must have understood the value of~nnJ' to 

be the value of~n~~i1 and the waw to be a simple conjunction not a consecutive waw. In 

most instances where wqtZ is rendered by aorist indicative, the form of wqtZ is 1 c.s. The 

exceptions are 5:18a (3 m.s.) and 12:5b (3 m.p.). The broken waw consecutive is, 

therefore, focused on the cases where the Qohe1eth introduces a narrative unit as a 

speaker or narrator. 

For the other wqtZ forms (5:13b and 12:3b) the aorist indicative is not 

employed by the sequence but by the contextual reason. Each case is discussed. 

457Theyare 1:13a, 1:16a, 2:5b, 2:9a, 2:9a, 2:11a, 2:12a, 2:13a, 2:14b, 2:15a, 
2:15b, 2:17a, 2:18a, 2:20a, 3:22a, 4:1a, 4:4a, 4:7a, 5:18a, 8:15a, 8:17a, 9:16a. The wqtZ 
,::J::JO, in 12:5b follows the active participle 1"i1 (h6Zek) in Ecclesiastes. The Translator 
employed the aorist indicatives for both forms. He probably read 1"i1 as hii1ak (qtZ 3 
m.s.). See p. 248 of this dissertation. 

458For the wqtZ having the value of qtl in Ecclesiastes, see E.J. Revell, "The 
Conditioning of Stress Position in Waw Consecutive Perfect Forms in Biblical Hebrew," 
HAR 9 (1985): 279-80. 



(wqtlin 5:13b) 
5:12a W~Wii nnn ~n~~n ii.,in iilJ' W~ 
5:12b i~~T,~ '~-"~:l~ ~;~~/ ,tlil7 T T .. 

T T: T T : • T": 

5:13a lJ~ \:~lJf ~'iiiJ 'Wl7;:t ,~~, 
5: 13b ii~'~T? i':f r~: \::l '~"iii: 
5 12 " , '''"1">:' , , ,,~ : a EOTLV lXppwonlX TJV ELuOV UTIO tOV TJJl.LOV 
5: 12b TIAOUtoV qlUAlXOOOf.LEVOV TQ TIlXP' lXUTOU ElC; KlXKllXV lXUtOU 
5: 13a KlXl &'TIOAElTlXt 6 TIAOUtOC; EKElVOC; EV TIEPWTIlX0f.LQ TIOVTJpQ 
5 13b ,,' """, "~, s:: ' : KlXt EYEVVTJOEV UtOV KlXt OUK EOTtV EV XEtpt lXUTOU OUuEV 

The wqtl fonn '~"'ii1 in 5: 13b is rendered by aorist indicative, which may 

denote perfective aspect and past-time reference. The difficulty lies with the previous 

wqtl ':l~' in 5: 13 a, which is rendered by a future indicative, not aorist indicative. The 
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Translator understood the wqtl as having the value of yqtl by context not by the sequence 

since the fonn is not preceded by yqtl. He seems to have intended to compare two pairs 

of events. The first comparison is made between 5:12b and 5:13a where the wealth kept 

and the wealth lost are compared: "riches being kept by him ... those riches will be 

lost ... ,,459 The Translator employed the future indicative in 5:13a to clarify that the loss 

of wealth is a relatively future event compared to the situation of 5:12b. The second 

comparison is made between two events in 5:13b, "and he begot a child, and there is 

nothing in his hand.,,46o The Translator switched tenses from aorist (EYEVVTJOEV) to 

present (Eonv). He interpreted the temporal reference ofthe fonner event as relative 

past. Aspectually the aorist indicative reflects the constantive sense of "begetting the 

child." This perfective aspect is also compared with the imperfective aspect ofEonv. 

459Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 5. 

46oIbid., 5. 
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Two different tenses used for the same wqtl forms must be appreciated within 

each comparison. By employing different Greek tenses, the Translator clarified the 

comparisons and thus made the story more vivid. This case demonstrates that the 

translation is done not by mechanical means but by the sensitive interpretation of the 

context. 

A difficult case is in 12:3a-12:4a. There are 4 wqtl forms in this unit. The 

Translator employed three different moods / tenses for the wqtl forms. The first wqtl is 

rendered by an aorist subjunctive, and then the second wqtl is rendered by an aorist 

indicative, and finally the next 2 wqtl forms are rendered by future indicatives. 

12:3a n~~iT ~,~W 'j)i~W t:li~~ 

S~nn ~~)~ 'ni'~r1iT' -
• T ': •• : - : - : • : 

12:3b '~j)~ ~~ niJn~iT ,S~~, 
•••• -: - : T 

ni~'~~ ni~'iT '~wm 
'" -: T T: T : 

12:4a iT~t!~;:t Sip S~~~ pWj~ t:I:t17l "~i?: 
12:3a EV ~flEP~ iJ EcXV OIXAEU8wow CPUACXKE<; Tf)<; OLKlCX<; 

Kcxt OlCXOTPCXCPWOW avopE<; Tf)<; OUVeXflEW<; 
12 3b '" , ,,' 8 '" , , 8 : KCXl T)pYT)ocxv CXl CXILT) OUOCXl OTt WILL yw T)OCXV 

KCXt OKOTeXOOUOlV cxL PAETIOUOCXl EV TCXl<; OTICXl<; 
12:4a Kcxt KAEI.OOUOW eDpcx<; EV eXyop~ EV eXo8EVEI.~ cpwvf)<; Tf)<; eXAT)8ouoT)<; 

The temporal clause is introduced by tv t:I,~~. The first verb in the temporal 

The sequence indicates that all of the wqtl forms have the functional value of yqtl, which 

they follow. The temporal clause beginning at 12:3a and ending at 12:4a, therefore, 

comprises of 5 finite verbs all having yqtl value. 

The Translator construed the temporal clause as an indefinite by using EeXV. 

The indefinite temporal clause with the relative pronoun and EeXV normally takes the 
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subjunctive.461 The Translator employed the aorist subjunctives (mx,AEu8wow and 

ouw-cpa<pwolV) for the first 2 verbs in 12:3a-i.e., yqtl ('J.n~) and the first wqtl (,n'lm:"'n). 

He switched from subjunctive to the aorist indicative (~pYT)oav) for the second wqtl 

(,,,~:,) in 12:3b. He used another tense-future indicative (OK01CXOOUOW and 

KAElOouow)-for the following 2 wqtl (,:;,wn, and ,,~o,) in 12:3b-12:4a. 

The 2 aorist subjunctives (oaAEu8wow and olaoTpa<pwow) used in 12:3a are 

proper choices for the Greek indefinite temporal clause. The aorist indicative (~pyT)oav) 

in 12:3b may be futuristic or proleptic aorist because the context implies future time. 

Panning notes that the proleptic aorist is used in the apodosis of a sentence, which 

contains a future condition (either explicit future or implicit future).462 The Greek 

indefinite temporal clause with EeXV has a conditional force. 463 The aorist indicative in 

12:3b may be used for a logical future-referring statement-i.e., apodosis of the 

conditional-like statement: "in the day when the guards ofthe house shake and the strong 

men are twisted, and [then] the women who grind ceased [would cease] working because 

they are few.,,464 The aorist denotes perfective aspect, so the proleptic aorist may portray 

the future occurrence ("would cease working") as if it were already done ("ceased 

working,,).465 

461 LSJ, s.v. "lXv," §(A) B. I. 2. 

462Panning, Verbal Aspect, 269. Cf. Robertson, Grammar, 846. 

463LSJ, s.v. "lXv," §(A) B. I. 2. 

464Porter, Verbal Aspect, 232-33. The English translation is from Gentry, 
"Ekklesiastes," 11. 

465Panning, Verbal Aspect, 270. 
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The following 2 future indicatives for wqtl can be either alternative forms for 

the aorist subjunctive or can be prophetic futures. If it is used for the aorist subjunctive, 

then the future indicatives are connected to the indefinite temporal clause in 12:3a. Ifit is 

prophetic future, the future indicatives describe the future events following the aorist 

indicative in the apodosis clause. A prophetic future implies fulfillment of the events. 

The semantic function of the future indicative may be roughly the same as that of the 

aorist indicative in the context, but the aorist is highlighted and focused because the 

Translator used 4 future indicatives after 1 aorist indicative. The aorist indicative 

followed by 4 future indicatives emphasizes the certainty of the occurrence. The 

evidence proves that the translation is not at all mechanical but contextually motivated. 

wqtl > aorist subjunctive (10). In 10 instances wqtl is rendered by the aorist 

subjunctive (22 percent). Each case needs to be discussed. 

Evidence: 
3:13a, 5:5b, 9:14b, 9:14b, 9:14b, 9:15a, 12:1b, 12:2b, 12:3a, 12:6b. 

3: 13a :::li~ i1K" i1nlli, "~K~lli OiKi1-"::J OJ, 
T T: T T: - ... T T T T -: 

3: 13a Kat yE TItXe; 0 lXv8pu)'IToe; ae; cp&YE'tlXL Kat 1TLFrlXL Kat 'a>1J aya80v 

The Translator construed the first wqtl i1nw, to be a verb of the w-clause along 

with yqtl "~K~ and employed the future indicatives for the two verbs. Eating and drinking 

were probably considered as a word pair.466 On the other hand he seems to have 

understood the second wqtl i1K" as a main verb to the relative clause and used the aorist 

subjunctive '((>1J. The Translator may have construed i1K" as a projective because he 

466The Translator's interpretation also corresponds with the masoretic accents 
in Ecclesiastes. 
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regarded the whole statement as an implicit condition.467 The relative clause with future 

indicative can function as a protasis, and the aorist subjunctive is to begin the apodosis. 

The aorist aspect summarizes the future occurrence. 

In 5:5b where wqtl is rendered by present subjunctive (5:5b), the Hebrew 

rhetorical question introduced by n~'? is transformed into a result/purpose clause in 

Greek-i.e., 'lva clause. 

5:5b 1~}: nip~~-n~ '?~n1 17ip-'?~ l:l~iT'?~;:t ~~p~ n~? 
5:5b '(va Il~ oPYlCJ811 6 8EOC;; Ent. cpwvll aOD Kat. blacp8ELP1J ,ex. 1TOl~lla-r::a XHPWV aOD 

In the'lva clause, two Hebrew verbs, yqtl (~~p~) and wqtl ('?:lm) are rendered by aorist 

subjunctives, opYlCJ8'f] and blacp8ELP1J with KaL respectively.468 The first aorist subjunctive 

seems to have an ingressive sense here emphasizing the point of transition at which God 

becomes angry.469 The following aorist subjunctive may denote a constative idea 

viewing God's destroying activity as a whole. 

The wqtl follows the yqtl in its functional value according to the sequence. 

Both yqtl and wqtl in the rhetorical question can be understood as a projective. The 

subjunctive is an appropriate mood for the Hebrew projective. 

(tot:l" :l:l0" and nJ:l' in 9: 14b and tot~~, in 9: 15a) 
9:14a ~~T? i1~ l:l~lP~~1 n~~p ,~~ 

9: 14b i1~k :l~91 '?i"~ 179 ;:t~7~-tot~~ 

467It may be the first class condition. Cf. BDF, Greek Grammar, §380, 
Wallace, Greek Grammar, 688. 

468See p. 146 of this dissertation. Even though Otacp8ELP1J can be either the 
present subjunctive or the aorist subjunctive, the form is construed as aorist according to 
a translation technique. The Translator never used the present subjunctive for wqtl 
elsewhere. 

469Cf. Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 393. 



o~.,.,~ o~ii~~ ii~"l) iiJ:l' 
•• •• T ... T TT 

9: 15a o~~ 1~9~ m~~ i1~ ~~i?' 

ini?~~:p. '~l)~-n~ ~'ii-~~~' 
9: 15b ~'iiiJ P9~iJ m~~~-n~ ,~t ~., 0:t~1 
9: 14a TIOAts fl lKpa Ka l (XvoPEs EV alr[u oA.( yo l 
9: 14b Kal H8U ETI' aut~v paolAEus flEyas Kal KUKAWOU aut~v 

Kal OI.KOOOfl~OU ETI' aut~v XeXpaKas flEYeXAous 
9: 15a KlXl ElJPU EV autU (XvopaTIEVT]ta oocjlov 

Kal OlaOWOEl autos t~V TIOALV EV tu OOcjll~ autoD 
9:15b Kal (Xv8pwTIos OUK EflV~o8T] ouv "COD eXvopos toD TIEVT]"COs EKElVOU 
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The story above can be divided into two events. The first event, which is in 

9:14a-9:15a, is a kind of sub-story that a poor but wise man delivered a city. The second 

event in 9:15b is also a sub-story, which may be the real conclusion of the whole story: 

no one remembers the savior afterwards. With respect to time reference, the former part 

(9:14a-9:15a) is remote past relative to the latter (9:15b). In MT, these two events of the 

story are contrasted by a disjunctive waw in 9: 15b. The Translator demarcated the two 

events by employing different tenses. He generally employed aorist subjunctive for the 

former event and aorist indicative for the latter event. In so doing, the Translator made 

the story more vivid. 

In the former event, the Translator employed 4 aorist subjunctives (H8U, 

KUKAWOU, OI.KOOOfl~OU, and EUPU) and 1 future indicative (olaOWOEl) for 5 wqtl forms. The 

future indicative in 9:15a, which may have been used as a variation of the aorist 

subjunctive, highlights the climax ofthe story, which is that the poor but wise man saved 

the city-a happy ending.47o The Translator may have used subjunctives for the former 

event not because the story implies potentiality but because the first event related in 

470Por the relations between the aorist subjunctive and future indicative, see 
Robertson, Grammar, 924-25. 
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9:14a-9:I5a is assumed to be forgotten based upon 9:I5b. Only the narrator Qoheleth 

remembers the man who saved the city.471 That the man saved the city no longer 

remained in the memory of the people, so the event could not be related as a reality. That 

may explain why the Translator avoided the indicative in 9:I4a-9:I5a. The aorist aspect 

provides a complete picture of the event. On the other hand, the Translator employed the 

aorist indicative (Eflv~a811) in 9: I5b because the oblivion itself is viewed as a reality. 

In sum, the Translator used 4 aorist subjunctives for wqtZ in 9: I4b-9: 14a to 

portray the forgotten story. The translation is not mechanical in these instances, but 

contextually and literarily sophisticated. 

In 12:Ib, 12:2b, and I2:6b, the aorist subjunctive employed for wqtZ occurs in 

the indefinite temporal clause introduced by Ewe;; cst-ou or Ewe;; ou.472 

Example: 
12:6b ~::rV:t n~~. y}t'i: ~~~iJ ,,~!) pn'~-~" 'Wl$ i~ 
12:6b Ewe;; OTOU fl~ &'v(x:rpcx:ITU axowlov TOU &.PYUPlOU Kal auv8Al~U &'V8EfllOV 'tOU , 

xpuaLOU 

The wqtZ y,n, is preceded by yqtZ pn,\ so its value is probably that of yqtZ. 

The Translator used the aorist subjunctive for the two Hebrew forms according to the 

norm of the target language. He rendered the compound temporal particles ,w~ ill by 

Ewe;; o'tou. The subjunctive is an appropriate mood for the indefinite temporal clause 

introduced by Ewe;; OTOU.473 In Hellenistic Greek the aorist tense is highly preferred to the 

471 0r only Qoheleth remembers the fact itself that the man saved the city. 

472"" "'" Ide EWe;; OTOU or EWe;; OU are emp oye lor 'W~ ill. 

473LsJ, s.v. '''EWe;;''; Bauer, s.v. '''EWe;;.'' 
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present tense in a Ew<;-clause.474 Finally the aorist subjunctive rendering wqtl in 12:3a has 

been already discussed above.475 

wqtl > future indicative (7). In 7 instances out of 45 wqtl is rendered by future 

indicative (16 percent). 

Evidence: 
3:13a, 5:13a, 9:15a, 10:3b, 12:3b, 12:4a, 12:9b. 

The 6 instances in 3:13a, 5:13a, 9:15a, 12:3b, 12:4a, and 12:9b have been 

already discussed. The wqtl fonn in 3: 13a follows yqtl and is construed as having the 

same functional value as yqtl.476 The future indicative is employed for the wqtl fonn in 

5:13a to reflect the relative future time according to the context.477 In 9:15a, the 

Translator used the future indicative for wqtl as a variation of aorist subjunctive.478 The 2 

future indicatives for wqtl in 12:3b and 12:4a denote prophetic future.479 The wqtl fonn 

in 12:9b seems to be read as yqtl by the confusion between, and \480 Finally, the 

instance in 10:3b is discussed as follows: 

(,~~, in 10:3b) 

1 0:3a ,~t:1 i:J~ l~;' ~::lOi1W::l 1})~-t:l~1 
1 0:3b ~'i1 ~~9 ~j~ '~~1 

474For the temporal clauses with EW<;, the present subjunctive is never used in 
NT, but the aorist subjunctive is used 50 times. See Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 400 (Table 
6.2). 

475See p. 180 of this dissertation. 

476See p. 182 ofthis dissertation. 

477See p. 179 of this dissertation. 

478See p. 184 of this dissertation. 

479See p. 180 of this dissertation. 

480See p. 17 of this dissertation. 



1 0:3a KlXl yE EV 600 OTIXV lXcppwv TIOPEUllTIXL KlXp6l1X IXUTOU uaTEp~OEL 
10:3b KIXI. &. AOYLElTIXL TIlXVTIX &cpPOOUVll EOTlV 

A wqtl fonn in 10:3b is translated with an asyndetic relative clause. The 

context is that the fool reveals his foolishness wherever he goes and whatever he says. 
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The main character of the fool is described in the two verbs ,on and ,~~, both of which 

are rendered by future indicatives uaTEp~OEL and AOYLElTIXL. Since the statement in 10:3 is 

proverbial, the future indicatives must be a gnomic future. 481 

wqtl > present indicative (2). There are 2 wqtl fonns, which are rendered by 

present indicative. Both instances occur in 1 :5a. 

Evidence: 
1 :5a, 1 :5a. 

1 :5a tD~~iJ ~~, tD~WiJ n']t1 
1 5 " '" ''', '5:' ''', : a KIXL IXVIXTEJ\.J\.EL 0 llJ\.WC; KIXL uUVEL 0 llJ\.LOC; 

The recurring natural phenomena are described in 1: 4-7. For the description 

17 participles and 2 wqtl fonns are used in the unit. The Translator employed the present 

indicative for both wqtl fonns and 14 participles out of 17.482 The evidence provides 2 

possible explanations for the 2 present indicative rendering wqtl fonns (n,n and ~:J') in 

1 :5a. One is that the 2 wqtl fonns may have been construed as a perfect consecutive.483 

481For the gnomic use ofthe Hebrew suffix fonn, see Rogland, Alleged Non
Past Uses, 15-48. For the Greek gnomic future, see Robertson, Grammar, 876; BDF, 
Greek Grammar, §349; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 411, 423-24; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 
57l. 

482The Translator used a perfect indicative for the participle in 1 :4a because the 
stative aspect of the perfect is suitable by the context. Adverbial participles in present 
tense are employed for 2 Hebrew participles in 1 :6a and 1 :6b. The Hebrew participle in 
1 :7a is rendered by a periphrastic participle in Greek. 

483Cf. GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §112k; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 106. 
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Since they follow participles in 1:4 the Translator may have understood the functional 

value ofn,n and ~:l' as that of the participle and used the present indicatives for the wqt[ 

forms as he did for the preceding participles. Another suggestion is that the Translator 

may have vocalized the 2 wqt[ forms as participles with waw. The finite verb is never 

used in the unit in 1 :4-7 with the exception of the two forms in question. The predicate 

forms are dominated by the participles, so it may be natural to construe the wqt[ forms as 

participles. Sunrise and sunset occur every day. The imperfective aspect of the present 

indicative may be effective in portraying the daily recurring natural phenomena in 1 :5a. 

wqt[ > noun (1). In one example, the Translator rendered wqt[ by a noun. 

4:11a ory? 001 o:~~ ':l~~:-o~ o~ 
4:11b oD:' T~ iD~7' 
4:11a KCXt yE Eav KOlflTl9wow Mo KCXL 9EPflTl cxlrco'i<;; 
4: 11 b KCX L 0 d<;; TIw<;; 9Epflcxv9U 

The verb o~n occurs twice in Ecclesiastes, and both ofthem are in 4: 11. In 

Greek Ecclesiastes they are rendered differently. The wqtl form on, in 4:11a is translated 

by the noun 9EPflTl with KCXt. On the other hand the yqt[ form on' in 4: 11 b is rendered by 

the aorist subjunctive 9Epflcxv9U. The question is whether the Translator construed the 

form om as a verb or noun. The Hebrew means "and it will be warm to them." By the 

noun and the dative of the pronoun the Greek translation means "they have warmth.,,484 

If the Translator construed the form in question as a noun he may have vocalized om as 

wehiim. However, since the contextual meaning is not changed, it is also possible that he 

read the form om as a wqt[ but used the noun intentionally. Ifthis is the case, he pursued 

484The dative (cxlrrD'i<;;) may denote possessive. 
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stylistic variation in translating em in 4: 11 a and en~ in 4: 11 b, while maintaining the sense 

of the sentence. 

Modal Forms (57) 

Imperative with waw prefix (8). The Translator utilized the aorist imperative 

and the present imperative for the Hebrew imperative with waw prefix. 

Imperative with waw prefix> aorist imperative (7). The occurrences are 2: la, 

5:3b, 9:7a, 11:9b, 11:10a, 11:10a, 12:1a. 

Imperative with waw prefix> present imperative (1). The single example is 

11 :9a. 

Imperative without waw prefix (21). For the imperative without waw prefix, 

the aorist imperative, present imperative, or adverb are used. 

Imperative without waw prefix> aorist imperative (14). The occurrences are 

1:10a, 4:17a, 7: 13 a, 7:14a, 7:27a, 7:29a, 8:2a, 9:7a, 9:9a, 9:10a, 11:1a, 11:2a, 11:6a, 

12:12a. 

Imperative without waw prefix> present imperative (5). The occurrences are 

5:6b, 7:14a, 11:9a, 12:13b, 12:13b. 

Imperative without waw prefix> adverb (2). The occurrences are 2:1a, 9:7a. 

There are 8 imperative forms with waw prefix occurring in Ecclesiastes. All 

are rendered by Greek imperatives (100 percent). The Hebrew imperative without waw 

occurs in 21 instances in Ecclesiastes, and its translation pattern is similar to that of the 

imperative with waw. The Greek imperative is employed for 19 instances out ofthe 21 

(90 percent). Greek imperatives are the expected standard renderings for Hebrew 

imperatives and reflect formally literalistic translation. 
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The Translator used the aorist imperative 21 times (78 percent) and the present 

imperative 6 times (22 percent). Two different Greek tense forms (i.e., aorist and 

present) may reflect aspectual distinction not temporal distinction.485 The aorist 

imperative denotes perfective aspect of the action and is used for action viewed as a 

single whole. The present implies imperfective aspect and focuses on multiple 

applications.486 A good example for comparison between two aspects is the imperative 

cluster in 11 :9a-12:1a. 

11 :9a 1~l)~i7~~ '~n~ n~~ 
1~t, ~=-'lj~ 1~iJ1 

11 :9b ~~~~~ t:l~j~6~~ 1~~:;l~ n~~-t,~-t,~ ~~ 1'':'11 
11:10a 1~"~ o~~ '~~1 

1}it9~ n~~ ';l~iJ1 
12:1a l~l)"'~n~ ~~~~ l~~li:l-n~ ,j\~ 

119 'rh' "" : a ED""pa:WOD VEa:VLOKE EV VEO!Tln aOD 
Ka:l TIEplTIa!El EV 66ol~ Ka:p6la:~ aOD 

11 :9b Ka:l YVW8l on ETIl TIiXm !OU-rol~ &~El aE 6 8EO~ EV KplaEl 

11 10 ", 8'" x' : a Ka:l a:TIoa!Tlaov Uf.LOV a:TIO Ka:pula:~ aOD 
" " , , Ka:l TIa:pa:ya:YE TIOVTlPla:V a:TIO aa:pKO~ aOD 

12:1a Ka:l f.Lv~a8Tln -rou K!laa:v!6~ aE EV ~f.LEpa:l~ VE6!Tl!6~ aOD 

The present imperative is used for the first 2 imperatives (n~w and It,n) in 11 :9a, and for 

the other 4 imperatives (1'i, ion, '~1'n, and ':J~) in 11 :9b-21 :la, the aorist is employed. 

The Translator seems to have understood the commands "rejoice" and "walk" as 

continual and repetitive activities in a life-long period, so the imperfective aspect ofthe 

present may have been suitable for them. On the other hand, he probably viewed "to 

know," "to remove," "to divert," and "to remember" as single whole activities and 

employed the aorist aspect for them. 

485Cf. BDF, Greek Grammar, §335; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 325-26. 
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Certain words may be preferred. Por example, the imperative for i1K' ("to see, 

consider") always occurs in the aorist form (2:1a, 7:13a, 7:14a, 7:27a, 7:29a, 9:9a). The 

word for K'~ ("to fear") takes the present form in the imperative (5:6b, 12:3b). The 

imperative for '~ll) ("to keep") occurs in the aorist form in 4: 17a, but in the present in 

12:3b. The different aspect may have been primarily decided by context and in some 

cases by the inherent lexical nature. 

There are 2 instances where the Hebrew imperative without waw is not 

rendered by an imperative but by an adverb. In 2: la and 9:7a, the imperative l~ is 

rendered by the adverb 6EUpo.487 

2: 1 a 6EUPO 6~ TIElpa.aw aE EV EuCPpoauvl1 Kal W: EV ayaB<.\> 

9:7a '9t~. ~i~-~~~ i1lJW' '9i?t;1~ i1DT?~~ ~j~ l~ 
9:7a 6EUPO cpa.YE EV EuCPpoauvl1 lXpwv aOD KlXl TILE EV KlXp6l~ ayaBiJ olvov aOD 

In both instances the imperative l~ is followed by a volitive: cohortative in 

2:1a, and imperative in 9:7a. When l~ is followed by the volitive, it functions as an 

introductory word: "Come!" or "GO!,,488 The Greek adverb 6EUPO also has the function of 

the opening word when it precedes an imperative: "Come on!,,489 Therefore 6EUPO is a 

preferable functional equivalent as well as lexical equivalent to the l~. 

486Panning, Verbal Aspect, 329. 

487In 2:1a, the form (i1~~) has a paragogic he. Cf. Jotion and Muraoka, 
Grammar, §48d. 

488BDB, S.v. "l~i1," Qal 5. f. 

489Cf LSJ "5: ~ " . ,S.V. uEDpO. 
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Short yqtl / yqtl + Ii suffix with waw prefix (2). Short yqtl / yqtl + a suffix 

with waw prefix (2) are rendered by either aorist indicative or aorist subjunctive. 

Short yqtl / yqtl + a suffix with waw prefix> aorist indicative (1). The 

equivalent occurs in 1 :17a. 

1:16b nlii' iT~:ln iT~'iT iT~' ~~t" 
1:17an'-~~tli: Tn'i~~i~ ~~'J:T ~T?:;;~ 'n~tJ7 ~~t, iT~I;1~1 
1 : 16b KIX l KIXPoLlX !lOU E LOEV TIOAAIX oocp LIXV KIX l yvwo LV 

1 : 1 7 a KIX l EOWKIX KIXPoLlXV !lOU 'tOU yvwvlX l oocp LIXV KIX l yvwo LV TIIXPIXPOAcXs KIX l ETIlO't~!l T)V 

The Translator construed the form iTJn~' in 1: 17a as wayyqtl following qtl 

(iT~') in 1: 16b. It is not evident how he understood the suffix a in iTJn~'. Modem 

scholars such as Gentry, propose that the suffix a is not a modal morpheme marking the 

modality of the verb but marks action directed toward the benefit of the subject.49o 

Short yqtl / yqt/ + a suffix with waw prefix> aorist subjunctive (1). The 

equivalent occurs in 12:7a. 

12:6a ~9~;:r t,~r;r pn'~-~t, 'W~ i~ 
12:7a iT:;:rW:P r)~;:r-t,~ '~~ry :lW:: 
12:7b iTJnJ ,tti~ c~j6~iT-t,~ :l,ttir1 m'iT' 

TT: ':-: • '::T': T - T: 

12:6a EWs chou !l~ &VIX'tPIXTIU 0XOLVLOV 'tOU &pyUPLOU 
12:7a KlXl ETIlo'tpElIJ'lJ b xous ETIl 't~v yflv Ws ~v 
12:7b KlXl 'to TIVEU!l1X ETIlO'tPEljJ1J TIPOs 'tov 8EOV Os EOWKEV IXU'tO 

The form :lW~' in 12:7a is a shortyqtl in both the consonantal form and the 

vocalization in Ecclesiastes. The Translator, however, did not treat the form as a modal, 

but as a long yqtl form with a simple waw and employed the aorist subjunctive ETIlO'tPEljJ1J 

with Kcx,L for it. He likely understood that the form fits the indefinite temporal clause 

490Gentry, "System of the Finite Verb," 29-31. 
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introduced by '!l)~ 117 in 12:6a. The succeeding 6 aorist subjunctives from eXv(lrpcmiJ in 

12:6a to ETIlOrpEt/1u in 12:7b seem to have been construed as verbs for the temporal 

clause. Consequently the Translator may have assumed the negative particle ~" to be 

gapped before :l!l)~'. Since the negative~" always precedes a long prefix form, his 

analysis of the form as a long yqtl with waw is appropriate. It is also possible that he 

vocalized the form as weyasub-i.e., a longyqtl with a defective spelling.491 

Short yqtl / yqtl + a suffIx without waw prefix (26). For short yqtl / yqtl + a 

suffix without waw prefix (26), the Translator employed the aorist subjunctive, present 

or aorist imperative, or future indicative. 

Short yqtl / yqtl + d suffix without waw prefix> aorist subjunctive (15). The 

occurrences are 5:3a, 5:5a, 5:5a, 5:7a, 5:14b, 7:9a, 7:10a, 7:17a, 7:18a, 7:21a, 8:3a, 8:3a, 

10:4a, 10:20a, 10:20a. 

In 15 instances out of 26 a short yqtl is rendered by an aorist subjunctive (58 

percent). Fourteen instances are 2 m.s. and are clearly jussive forms following the 

negative particle ,,~.492 Functionally, the negative ,,~ plus the jussive in the second 

person expresses a prohibition.493 The Greek equivalent to this Hebrew negative 

command is Il~ plus the aorist subjunctive in the second person. Since the subjunctive 

491 Cf. BHS-Horst. 

492The 14 instances are in 5:3a, 5:5a, 5:5a, 5:7a, 7:9a, 7:10a, 7:17a, 7:18a, 
7:21a, 8:3a, 8:3a, 1O:4a, 10:20a, and 10:20a. 

493Cf. GKC, Hebrew Grammar, § 109c; lotion and Muraoka, Grammar, § 160f. 
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with fl~ also denotes prohibition, the prohibitory subjunctive is an excellent functional 

equivalent to the 14 Hebrew jussive fonns. 494 An example is given for illustration. 

5:5a ~nw:rn~ ~'~Q~ l'~-n~ lDn-"~ 
5:5a fl~ c5Qc; to atofJ.a aou tOU E~afJ.aptf)aal t~V aapKa aou 

The aorist denotes perfective aspect. The prohibition is urgent and forbids the 

whole act ("allow your mouth to lead your flesh into sin") ever to OCCUr.
495 

There is 1 instance, which is not with ,,~, but the Translator construed it as 

jussive (5:14b). 

5: 14b ii:~ l~~W i"9~:; ~ifi:-K" i19'~i?' 
5:14b Kal OUc5EV ou A~fJ.ljJEtlXl EV fJ.oX9e,p autou '[va TIopEu9'6 EV XElPl autou 

The fonn 1'" is vocalized as a Hiphil jussive in Ecclesiastes ("to take," or "to 

carry,,).496 In context, the implied subjective of1'" is the rich (cf. 5:13). On the other 

hand, the Translator vocalized the fonn in question differently from MT. Its Greek 

equivalent TIopEu9'6 reflects yeZek ("to go") in Hebrew-i.e., a QaZ jussive fonn. If the verb 

is read as QaZ, then its subject is i1~'~~. The Translator interpreted 5:14b to imply future 

expectation rather than reality and so employed the future indicative for the main verb 

and the aorist subjunctive for the to-clause. The subjunctive is required by the '[va-clause 

which renders the to-clause. The aorist aspect portrays the expected future occurrence 

("nothing may go in his hand") as a whole. The aorist subjunctive is a proper rendering 

494por the prohibitive subjunctive, see BDP, Greek Grammar, §364; 
Roberston, Grammar, 932. 

495Cf. Panning, Verbal Aspect, 337. Translation is from Gentry, 
"Ekklesiastes," 5. 

496p 't .. u· h'Z BDB " L " KB "L" or 1 s meanmg m nZp z, see ,S.V. 17i1; ,S.V. 17i1. 
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for the Hebrew jussive according to context and complies with the demand of the target 

language. 

Short yqtl / yqtl + a suffix without waw prefix> present imperative (5). The 

equivalent occurs in 5:1a, 5:1b, 7:16a, 7:16a, and 7:17a. 

Short yqtl / yqtl + a suffix without waw prefix> aorist imperative (3). The 

equivalent occurs in 5:1a, 9:8b, and 11 :6a. 

A short yqtl is rendered by an imperative in 8 instances (31 percent). Only 3 

forms (7:16a, 7:17a, and 11 :6a) are distinct short prefix forms. Nevertheless, 7 forms, 

including these 3, are preceded by a negative '?~ and so must be jussive.497 Jussive with 

'?~ is rendered in two ways in Greek Ecclesiastes: 1) by fl~ plus aorist subjunctive, or 2) 

by fl~ plus either present or aorist imperative. In Hellenistic Greek, the values ofthe 

aorist subjunctive with fl~ is identical with that of the imperative with fl~, and both of 

them denote prohibition.498 An example is 7:17a. 

7: 17a '?:lO ~i1n-'?~, i1:J,i1 liw'n-'?~ 
TT ': -: .':- -:' -

The first '?~ plus jussive (liW'n-'?~) is rendered by fl~ plus an aorist subjunctive 

(fl~ aOEB~o1J~), and the second '?~ plus jussive (~i1n-'?~) is rendered by fl~ plus a present 

imperative (fl~ yLVOU). There is no functional difference between the aorist subjunctive 

and the present imperative in this instance. The reason that the present imperative is 

employed rather than the aorist imperative may be because the copular verb (YLVOfllU) is 

497The 7 instances are 5:1a, 5:1a, 7:16a, 7:16a, 7:17a, 9:8b, and 11 :6a. 

498Cf. BDF, Greek Grammar, §427; Robertson, Grammar, 943. 



aspectually vague, but in the context, "to be hard" can be better understood with the 

imperfective aspect. Thus, the context motivated the choice of the aspect.499 

5: 1 b t:l~:p~~ ~r}?"'1 '~;:t~ P'-'?~ r}~:T'?~ iI~~: t:l~~tf~ t:l~j6~::t ~:l 
5: 1 b on b 8EOs EV t~ oupav~ Ka l au ETI l tlls Ylls ETI l tm'mv EatWaav 0 i. A6yo L aou 

OHYOL 

The form '~iI~ in 5: 1 b is not preceded by the negative '?~ and is not formally 

distinguishable whether it is a long or short prefix. Nonetheless, the form in question 

must be ajussive by the context: "therefore, let your words be few."soo The previous 
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statements ("God is in heaven, but you are on the earth") become the logical basis for the 

prohibition. Once again the form is in initial position, which may mark the projective.SOI 

The Greek imperative is a good functional equivalent to the Hebrew jussive in this case. 

The Translator employed the present imperative 5 times (63 percent) and the 

aorist 3 times (37 percent). They differ only in aspect. The instance in 5:1a is taken as 

an example. 

5: 1 a ~rs-'?~ '?i1~r;'-'?~ 
t:l~j6~::t ~~.~'? '?:t ~~~iil7 'i1~;-'?~ 1~'?: 

5:1a fl~ aTIEubE ETIl atof.Latl aou 
Kal Kap6la aou f.L~ taXUV(XtW taU E~EvEYKaL AOYOV TIPO TIpoawTIou taU 8EOU 

While there is no aspectual difference between '?iI:m and 'iI~~ in form the Translator 

aspectually distinguished 2 jussives in his translation. He employed the present 

499It is noticeable that negative prohibition in third person is always rendered 
by imperative not by aorist subjunctive. See 5:1a and 9:8b. 

sO~orbert Lohfink, Qoheleth, A Continental Commentary, trans. Sean 
McEvenue (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2003), 74; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 44; Gordis, 
Koheleth, 154; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 193. 

sOIThe adverbial phrase 1:l-'?l' may not affect the form's initial position. Cf. 
Gentry, "System of the Finite Verb," 34-39. 
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imperative, which denotes the imperfective aspect, for the first jussive and the aorist 

imperative for the second jussive to express the perfective aspect. Each aspect may have 

been decided by context. The prohibition of" being in hurry with your mouth" is 

understood as a general precept and as customary in sense ("make it your habit not to 

do,,).502 The imperfective aspect is proper for the general and customary sense. On the 

other hand the second prohibition ("nor let your heart be quick to utter a word before 

God") is more specific than the first prohibition and denotes a more intense or imminent 

act ('never do '). The perfective aspect emphasizes forbidding the whole act ever to 

occur. 503 

Short yqtl / yqtl + Ii suffix without waw prefix> future indicative (3). The 

occurrences are 2:1a, 7:23b, and 11:3b. 

In 2 instances the Translator understood yqtl with a suffix as modal (2: 1 a, 

7:23b). Both instances can be analyzed in the same way, and 2:1a is taken as an example. 

2:1a :li~:l i1~" i1n~tll:l i1;'Oj~ ~ri1;''' ~::l"::l ~j~ ~n'~~ 
: .'; T:": T:--: T T: .': .-; ':-T 

2: 1 ad 1TOV EYW EV KCXP61.q, flOD ClEUPO Cl~ 1TElp&.aw aE EV EUcPpoaUvlJ KCXl lClE EV &ycx8cil 

The form i1;'Oj~ is analyzed as 1 c.s. yqtl form ofi10j with a 2 m.s. suffix in 

plene spelling.504 Formally i1;'Oj~ is indistinguishable whether it is a long or short yqtl, 

but the introductory word i1;''' is frequently followed by projectives in Biblical 

Hebrew.505 The initial position of i1;'Oj~ may also indicate that the form is a projective-

S02ef. BDF, Greek Grammar, §335, 336; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 335-36. 

503Cf. BDF, Greek Grammar, §335, 337; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 337. 

504Cf. Jotion and Muraoka, Grammar, §94h; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 125-126. 

505For example Gen 31 :44; 1 Sam 9:9; Isa 2:3. See BDB, s.v. "1"i1," §I.5.f.(2). 
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i.e., cohortative. The Translator rendered the form by a future indicative, which is 

probably a deliberative future. The deliberative future (or modal future) conveys the 

intention of an agent. 506 Porter notes that the future can carry "a higher degree of 

expectation for fulfillment regarding the action" than the hortatory subjunctive.507 

Therefore, the modal use of the future indicative is suitable for the Hebrew cohortative: 

"Come now, let me test you with enjoyment.,,508 

Lastly, the problematic form K'i1~ in 11 :3b is discussed here. 

11 :3a 1i::l~~ t:l~l t:li':r~ r~ "i£l:-t:l~l 
11 :3b K'i1; t:l~ r~;:t "i£l~W t:liPi? 
11 :3a KaL Eav TIEOn ~UAOV EV TQ VOTtp KaL Eav EV TQ popp~ 
11 :3b TOTICV ou TIEOELTal TO ~UAOV EKEL EOTal 

Gordis suggests that the form K'i1~ is a conflation ofK'i1 and i1~i1\ but most 

modem scholars tend to analyze the form in question as a short prefix form 'i1~ (;Ihu) 

from mi1 with anomalous K.509 The verb i1,i1 occurs in 2:22a as a participle, and the 

Translator rendered it by the present indicative of ylvoflal. One could argue that the 

Translator may have interpreted the form in question as K'i1 (hu ,).510 The pronoun K'i1 

(hu ') occurs 27 times. When it is used as a copular verb (9 instances), it is always 

rendered by EOTlV (present indicative of ELfll). The form K'i1 (hu') is never translated by 

506Porter, Idioms, 45. 

507Ibid., 45. 

508English translation is from Gentry, "Ekk1esiastes," 2. 

509Gordis, Koheleth, 320-321; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 108; Whitley, Koheleth, 
93. Cf. GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §23i, 75s; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 336. 

51OCf. BHS-Horst; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §75s. 
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the future indicative. As do modem scholars, the Translator likely construed the form in 

question as an anamolous short prefix form rather than Xiii. 

Even though X'iT~ is understood as a short prefix form, its function does not 

seem to be a modal in 11 :3b.511 The context indicates that the form denotes customary or 

gnomic sense. The occurrence ("there it will be") represents a natural consequence of the 

previous occurrence ("a tree falls to the south or to the north,,).512 The future indicative, 

which the Translator employed for X,iT\ is probably gnomic future. 513 The Translator's 

rendering, therefore, is not a formal equivalent but a functional equivalent. 

Summary 

The Translator was not at all mechanical in rendering the finite verbs. He 

considered both aspect and temporal reference. For yqtl, not only the future indicative 

but also the aorist indicative and the present indicative are used when a different aspect is 

demanded or when the relatively different temporal references need to be clarified by the 

context. The subjunctive for yqtl is employed normally for dependent clauses and is 

decided by the norm of the target language. The Translator treated the weyqtl forms in 

the same manner as he treated yqtl while he construed wayyqtl as having the value of qtl. 

This is a standard way of treating these forms. 

As the Translator rendered qtl forms, he generally employed the aorist 

indicative. The present indicative is used for gnomic sayings, and the perfect indicative 

SIICf. Schoors, The Preacher, 42-43. 

s12English translation is from Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 1 O. 

s13Cf. BDF, Greek Grammar, §349. 
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is employed because other lexical elements require it in the clause. The substantival 

participle is utilized for the relative clause. The Translator valued wqtl as qtl and 

employed the aorist indicative for most cases. The subjunctive is used in dependent 

clauses or for describing a remote past story. The future indicative is employed for two 

main reasons: for the relative future time (yqtl value) and for the variation of aorist 

subjunctive. 

Finally, the Translator employed imperatives for all the Hebrew imperatives. 

F or the other modal forms, he decided whether or not they were modals by the context 

and used the correct equivalents. He rendered the Hebrew negative command either by 

f.l~ plus aorist subjunctive or f.l~ plus imperative as a stylistic variation. Different tenses 

signify different aspects not temporal deixes. 

N umber and Person 

Second in description of how the Translator rendered Hebrew finite verbs is 

the Translator's treatment of their number and person. Both the Hebrew and Greek verbs 

inflect for number and also for person.514 Gender cannot be compared because the Greek 

verb does not inflect for gender while the Hebrew verb inflects for gender in 2nd and 3rd 

persons. In Ecclesiastes, there are 454 finite verbs to analyze by aspect and tense. For 

the analysis of number and person 3 verbs are excluded from the 454 because the finite 

verbs in Hebrew are rendered either by adverbs (2:1a, 9:7a) or by noun (4:11a) in Greek. 

There remain, then, 451 instances of finite verbs where one may compare Greek 

Ecclesiastes with Hebrew Ecclesiastes with respect to number and person. 

514Wevers, "Use of Versions for Text Criticism," 17. 
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It is not necessary to discuss the 442 instances out of 451 (98 percent), which 

show agreement in number and person. The remaining 9 verbs (2 percent) where number 

does not agree are presented for analysis.515 There are 2 prefix forms (lO:la, 10:12b) and 

7 suffix forms (1:10b, l:13a, 1:16a, 2:7a, 2:9a, 2:12b, 4:16a). With the exception of 

2: 12b the Hebrew singular is changed to plural in Greek. In 2: 12b the plural form in 

Hebrew is rendered by a Greek singular. 

In 4 instances the Hebrew verb is in a relative clause with the antecedent ,,~ 

(kol).516 Whereas"~ is treated as a singular in Hebrew the Translator rendered ,,~ by the 

plural forms ofmxs in all 4 instances, probably according to context.517 Consequently the 

Greek verb in the relative clause follows the number of the antecedent-i.e., the plural 

form of mxs. 1: 13a is given as an example. 

1: 16a ~)5:l" i1~i1-'WK-"::J "lJ i1~~n ~n5:loii1' 
-T: TT "." -: T - T: T .: - : 

1:16aKIXl TIpOOEe"KIX OO<t>lIXV ETIl TIiXOLV O't EYEVOVtO E~TIpOOeEV ~ou 

In 1: 1 Ob the antecedent t:I~~"lJ is plural, but the verb i1~i1 in the relative clause 

does not agree with the number of the antecedent. 

1: 1 Ob m5:l"~ i1~i1 'WK t:I~~":Jh i1~i1 ,:l::J 
"T:" TT ... -: "T: TT T; 

1: 1 Ob ~b" YEYOVEV EV tOls IXI.WOLV tOls YEVO~EVOLs cXTIO E~TIpOOeEV ~~wv 

The form t:I~~"lJ may be understood as a plural of extension and denotes a lengthened 

period oftime.518 Since the plural is used for intensification, it can be construed as a 

515There is no instance where person does not agree. 

516The relative clauses are introduced either by 'WK or by w. 

517The word ,,~ seems to be used distributively, meaning "any." See Whitley, 
Koheleth, 15-16; Schoors, The Preacher, 157. 

518GKC, Hebrew Grammar, § 124b; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 6. 
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singular. 519 Some Hebrew manuscripts have the plural form '~i1, which may be a scribal 

correction towards harmonization. Either the Translator had an already harmonized 

parent text or he matched the verb with the antecedent in number in translating the text. 

In the Hebrew of2:7a, 10:la, 10:12b the subject is plural, but the verb is 

singular. All the 3 instances have bound phrases as subjects. 

2:7a~" i1:::r n:;'-~~.:l' 
2:7a KlXt OLKOYEVE1<; EYEVOVTO flOl 

10:la w~~~~ n~.9 ~~':l~ 
10:laflullXl 8IXVIXTOUOIXl OIXTIPLOUOW 

10: 12b '~~7;'I;1 "~~:p nin~fZl1 
10: 12b KlXt XELAT] acppovo<; KIX't"IXTIOV'tlOUOW IXU't"OV 

Several manuscripts attest the plural form '~i1 rather than i1~i1 in 2:7a, but this may 

indicate scribal correction for harmonization.52o The singular of the verb may be either 

impersonally used ("there was to me") or be attracted to the number ofn~:l.521 Jotion and 

Muraoka note that the plural is sometimes neglected with " i1~i1 in Biblical Hebrew, and 

" i1~i1 tends to remain uninflected. 522 The singular verb in Hebrew in 2:7a, therefore, 

appears to be conventional. The Translator used the plural verb EYEVOVTO perhaps 

because either he or his parent text harmonized the number of the verb with that of the 

subject. 

129. 

519Whitley, Koheleth, 11; Schoors, The Preacher, 157. 

52°BHS-Horst; Schoors, The Preacher, 22; 

521GKe, Hebrew Grammar, §145u; Gordis, Koheleth, 207; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 

522Joiion and Muraoka, Grammar, § 150k-1. The other instances that they 
provide are Gen 47:24, Exod 28:7; 30:4; Isa 16:8; Hab 3:17; etc. 
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For 10:1a modem scholars propose emendation or attraction. Fox and Seow 

argue that n'~ ~~'~i is divided incorrectly and emend it as n'~~ ~'~i-a singular with 

asyndeton.523 Horst and Whitley expect the singular form ~'~i to accord with the singular 

verb.524 Gordis suggests the attraction to n'~. The parent text of the Translator evidently 

had a plural subject ~~'~i, which is rendered by the plural f.LUl(u. He harmonized the 

number ofthe verb with that ofthe subject. 

10: 12b '~~~~J;1 "~o:p nin~iV: 
10: 12b KU l. XE LA. 1'] !XQ>povoc; KUrUnOVTLOUO W uur6v 

The subject mnEliIJ is a feminine dual noun, but the verb is feminine singular. 

The Translator treated the subject in a collective sense. In Biblical Hebrew the feminine 

plural or dual noun sometimes takes a singular verb.525 The Translator followed the 

Greek convention and employed the plural form of the verb (KurUnOVTLouow) to 

harmonize the number with the subject. 

In sum, the subject of each ofthe three preceding cases is a bound phrase. The 

nomen regens is always plural, but the nomen rectum is singular. In Hebrew the bound 

phrase (subject) is treated as a singular, which agrees with the number of the nomen 

rectum, and thus, the verb is a singular in Hebrew. However, the Translator harmonized 

the number of verb with the nomen regens. 

In 1 instance the plural verb is rendered by the singular (2:12b). 

523Fox, Qoheleth, 264-65; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 311-12. 

524BHS-Horst; Whitley, Koheleth, 83. 

525GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §145k; Julion and Muraoka, Grammar, §150d, g; 
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2:12b 'd.~ b &vepWTIO~ o~ ETIEAEUOETlX.l OTIlOW Tf]~ POUAf]~ Tex. COlX. ETIOlll0EV lX.llT~V 

In 2: 12b, the lack of a main verb, the function of nK, and the plural form ,iT'Wl1 create 

difficulties for modem scholars. Based upon the Greek translation, the parent text of the 

Translator did not have a main verb, and the nota accusativi is taken as an adverbial 

accusative. Based upon Rahlfs' text, the Translator used the singular ETIOlll0EV for the 

plural ,,,,Wl1. 526 He read the form 1"~ with an Aramaic meaning ("plan" or "counsel") 

and probably understood CiKiT not l"~iT as the subject of the verb.527 Although many 

Hebrew manuscripts attest the singular form ,iTWl1, one cannot be sure whether the 

Translator had the singular or the plural form in his parent text. 528 If it is the plural form, 

then he adjusted the number of the verb by his contextual reading. 

In conclusion, the change of number by the Translator is generally made 

according to the demands of the target language. The source languge allows for 

disagreement in number between the subject and the predicate, but the target language 

demands accord in number for these cases. 

Voice 

526The plural EnOlll0lX.V is attested in A, 161,248,252,254-357, the Syh and the 
Sahidic. Gentry, "Propaedeutic to a Lexicon of the Three," 166. 

527In Hebrew, if the singular ,iTWl1 is the original reading, the subject is the 
king. On the other hand, if the original reading is ,iT'Wl1, then the subject is indefinite 
royal predecessors. See Schoor, The Preacher, 157; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 20. 

528Gentry argues that ,iTWl1 may be considered a defective spelling for ,iT'Wl1. 

and that ETIOlll0lX.V is the original text ofOG. See Gentry, "Propaedeutic to a Lexicon of 
the Three," 165-67. For the evidence of the singular form ,iTWl1, see BHS-Horst; Gordis, 
Koheleth, 211; Schoors, The Preacher, 156-57. 
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The Hebrew verbal inflection is built upon a seven-stem system. Qal 

represents simple active, which includes fientive and stative verbs. 529 Niphal basically 

marks either middle or passive.53o Piel is an active stem denoting factitive with 

intransitive verbs and resultative with transitive verbs. 53) Pual is the passive counterpart 

of Pie!. 532 Hithpael is used primarily as a reflexive counterpart of the Pie1 and is used 

secondarily as passive. 533 Hiphil, a causative stem, denotes the active voice, which can 

be used either intransitively or transitively.534 Hophal is the passive opposition to the 

Hiphil stem.535 In sum, Qal, Piel, and Hiphil represent an active voice; Pual and Hophal 

are used for passive; and Niphal and Hithpael signify a middle as well as a passive 

notion. 

The Greek voice is traditionally understood as having a tripartite system with 

529Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §22.2.1; Jotion and Muraoka, 
Grammar, §41a; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §43. 

530Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §23.2.1-2; Jotion and Muraoka, 
Grammar, §51c; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §51c-f. 

531Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §24.1-3. Cf. Jotion and Muraoka, 
Grammar, §52d; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §52f-g. 

532Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §25.1-3; Jotion and Muraoka, 
Grammar, §56c; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §52h. 

533Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §26.2-3; Jotion and Muraoka, 
Grammar, §53i; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §54d-g. 

534Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §27.1-3; Jotion and Muraoka, 
Grammar, §54d; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §53c. 

535Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §28.1; Jotion and Muraoka, 
Grammar, §57c; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §53h. 
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respect to function: active, middle, and passive.536 The active voice has its own 

distinctive endings and includes transitive and intransitive verbs.537 The endings of 

middle and passive voices are morphologically identical in all tenses except aorist and 

future, where the passive endings are different from the middle endings. Recently, a new 

voice system has been suggested based upon comparative linguistics. Sihler asserts that 

in proto-Indo-European there was no passive. He describes passive as a type of 

morpho syntax with the direct (or indirect) object as the subject of the verb, with an agent 

in an oblique case.,,538 In other words, from its parent language, Greek inherited only two 

voices: active and medio-passive. Passive has been regarded as a late development in 

Greek. 539 C. W. Conrad goes further by arguing that -811- endings were never essentially 

passive and are forms "developed in the course of the history of ancient Greek to function 

for the medio-passive in the aorist and future tenses. 540 The -811- endings competed with 

536For the traditional description on the Greek voices, see BDF, Greek 
Grammar, §307-317; Robertson, Grammar, 330-343; Smyth, Greek Grammar, 389-98. 

537Active voice is functionally agent-focused. In other words, topicality is on 
the agent. Transitive verbs in active voice are patient-directed, but intransitive verbs are 
not patient-directed (e.g., ~exLVW). On the other hand, middle voice is agent-focused and 
mostly agent-directed; passive voice is patient-focused and also not agent-directed. See 
Peter J. Gentry, "Transitivity and Voice in Hellenistic Greek" (classroom lecture notes, 
22430-Advanced Greek Grammar, Spring 2002, photocopy), 1-3. For the extensive 
understanding on the voice see T. Givan, Syntax: A Functional-Typological Introduction 
(Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 1990),563-644. 

538 Andrew L. Sihler, New Comparative Grammar of Greek and Latin (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1995), §414. 

539In Homer, the passive has no distinct form in the future and not always in 
the aorist. Robertson, Grammar, 332-33. 

540Conrad alleges that the forms originated as intransitive aorists coordinated 
with oex-aorists. Carl W. Conrad, "New Observations on Voice in the Ancient Greek 
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and finally took the place ofthe older medio-passive forms in the aorist and future 

tenses.541 Conrad uses the term MPI to designate the -fl1')V / -00/ -to etc endings and 

MP2 to designate the -81')v / -81')C; / -81') etc endings.542 Semantically MP2 forms denote 

intransitive/quasi-passive or even convey middle function and not exclusively passive 

function.543 In short, as their forms overlap extensively, so the MPI and MP2 forms 

overlap in function extensively.544 

Conrad concludes in his significant study that Hellenistic Greek did not have 

an active versus passive opposition as does English. He prefers to use the term 'basic' 

instead of active since this form is the most common and therefore unmarked. He calls 

MPI and MP2 'subject-focused.,545 In addition, Conrad shows that intransitivity is 

indicated by basic, MPl, and MP2 forms.546 These diverse systems create difficulty in 

comparing Greek and Hebrew. However, it is important to note that in the Hellenistic 

period, many verbs use a medio-passive form in one tense for the same function that is 

normally indicated by the basic form in another. Thus, one must distinguish whether the 

medio-passive form has an intransitive function or a true middle or passive function. 

Verb," §3.2, 3.5 [on-line]; accessed 15 June 2004; available from http://www.greek
language.comlbibliographies; Internet. 

54I Ibid., §5.1. 

542MP2 includes the -1')V / -1')C; / -1') etc endings. 

543For example, the verb EYElPW can be either (1) transitive and active or (2) 
passive or (3) intransitive. The form ~YElp81') is not exclusively passive but rather 
conveys either middle ("he woke up") or passive meaning ("he was awakened"). Also 
note the middle sense in the form &1TEKpl81'). Ibid., §4.3; Robertson, Grammar, 332. 

544Gentry, "Transitivity and Voice in Hellenistic Greek," 3. 

545Conrad, "New Observattion," §7.1.1.-7.1.2. 
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There are 453 instances which are legitimate for the analysis of voices in 

Ecclesiastes. 547 The evidence is arranged by stem in Hebrew: Qal, Niphal, Piel (Pilpel, 

Poe1), Pual, Hithpae1 (Hithpole1), Hiphil, and Hophal in order. The analysis will answer 

two questions: which Greek voice is used for each Hebrew stem and why the Greek voice 

is used. 

Qal (327) 

The Hebrew finite verb in Qal stem occurs in 327 out of 453 instances (72 

percent). The Greek active form is found in 191 out of327 instances (58 percent), and 

medio-passive in 136 instances (42 percent). The medio-passive forms are categorized 

into three groups according to the nature of each verb. Under each subheading the 

evidence is presented first, followed by the commentary. 

Qal> active form (191). That the Translator used the active form for Qal is 

an expected pattern for a literal translation. These instances are not only fomml 

equivalents but also functional equivalents to the Hebrew. They involve either transitive 

or intransitive verbs in Hebrew. 

Evidence: 
1:2a, 1:3b 1:5a, 1:5a, 1:9a, 1:10a, 1:10a, l:lOb, l:13b, 1:14a, 1:16b, 1:17a, 1:17a, 1:17b, 
1 :19a, 2:1a, 2:1a, 2:2a, 2:3b, 2:3b, 2:4b, 2:4b, 2:5a, 2:5b, 2:6a, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2:10a, 2:10a, 
2:10b, 2:11a, 2:11a, 2:11a, 2:12a, 2:12b, 2: 13 a, 2:14b, 2:15a, 2:17a, 2:18a, 2:19a, 2:20a, 
2:20a, 2:21b, 2:21b, 2:24b, 2:26a, 2:26b, 3:10a, 3:10a, 3:11a, 3:11b, 3:11b, 3:11b, 3:12a, 
3:13a, 3:14a, 3:14a, 3:14b, 3:15a, 3:16a, 3:17a, 3:17a, 3:18a, 3:19b, 3:20b, 3:22a, 4:1a, 
4:1a, 4:2a, 4:3b, 4:4a, 4:7a, 4:7a, 4:10a, 4:10b, 4:13b, 4:14a, 4:15a, 4:17a, 5:1b, 5:5a, 
5:5a, 5:7a, 5:7a, 5:12a, 5: 14a, 5: 14a, 5:14a, 5:15b, 5:17a, 5:17a, 5:17b, 5:18a, 6:1a, 6:2a, 

546 Ibid., §4.0-4.5. 

547The instances in 2:1a, 4:11a, and 9:7a are excluded because the Hebrew 
finite verbs in the 3 instances are rendered by either an adverb or a noun. 
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6:3b, 6:4a, 6:5a, 6:5a, 6:6a, 6:6a, 6:12a, 7:10a, 7:10a, 7:10b, 7:13a, 7:14a, 7:14a, 7:14b, 
7:14b, 7:15a, 7:17a, 7:17b, 7:19a, 7:19a, 7:20b, 7:21a, 7:21b, 7:23b, 7:24a, 7:24b, 7:25a, 
7:27a, 7:27a, 7:27a, 7:28a, 7:28b, 7:28b, 7:29a, 7:29a, 7:29a, 8:2a, 8:3a, 8:3b, 8:3b, 8:4b, 
8:4b, 8:9a, 8:10a, 8:10a, 8:14b, 8:15b, 8:16a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 8:17b, 9:1a, 9:7a, 9:7a, 
9:7b, 9:8a, 9:8b, 9:9a, 9:9a, 9:10a, 9:10a, 9:11a, 9:12a, 9:12b, 9: 13 a, 9:14b, 9:14b, 9:14b, 
9:15a, 9:16a, 10:4a, 10:5a, 10:7a, lO:11a, 10:14b, 10:15b, 10:16b, 10:18b, 11:1b, 1l:2a, 
11:2b, 11:3a, 11:4a, 11:4b, 11:5b, 11:6a, 11:6b, 11:9b, 12:1b, 12:1b, 12:4a,548 12:7a, 
12:7a, 12:7b, 12:7b, 12:8a. 

Examples: 
(intransitive) 
1 :3b tli~llii1 nnn t,blrtli ;t,~l'-t,~:l 

': T - - - -: - .,' T -: T: 

1 :3b EV TIexVTl fJ.6X84'> exUTOU 4l fJ.OX8EI. {)'!TO TOV ~AlOV 

(transitive) 
3:11a t:l~t,:p. lt1~ t:l7i1;:t-n~ t:l~ 
3: 11 a Kex [ yE auv TOV ex LWVex EOWKEV EV KCXpotct exUTWV 

In 1 :3b the Hebrew intransitive verb t,~l'~ (t,~l' "to labour") in Qal is rendered by the 

Greek active form fJ.OX8EI., (fJ.0X8EW "to labour"), which is also intransitive.549 In 3: 11 a the 

form ln~ is a Qal and a transitive verb having an object (t:lt,l'i1-n~). The Greek transitive 

verb EOWKEV is employed for the Hebrew transitive verb. 

Qal> medio-passive form (136). The 136 instances where the Qal form is 

rendered by the Greek medio-passive form can be categorized into three groups 

according to the nature of each Greek verb. The first group includes 68 Greek verbs 

which do not have active forms but always take medio-passive forms in Hellenistic Greek 

548The Translator probably construed "JO, which is vocalized in MT as 
suglrii, a Pual suffix form in MT, as the Qal suffix form siigerii. Accordingly, the 
subject is the "doors" in MT but "they" is implied in Greek Ecclesiastes. 

549The word can be also used as a stative with a meaning of "to be weary" or 
"to be worn with toil." Here it is used with an active meaning. LSJ, s.v. "fJ.OX8EW"; BDB, 
s.v. "t,~l'." 
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(50 percent). In other words, the medio-passive forms ofthese verbs were the only 

option for the Translator and thus, are functional equivalents to the Hebrew. Both 

intransitive and transitive verbs are found in this group, but none with a stative 

meaning.55o Evidence is presented, and two examples are given for illustration. 

Evidence: 
1:8a, 1:9a, l:lOb, 1:11b, 1:11b, 1:12a, 1:13a, 1:15a, 1:15b, 1:16a, 2:3a, 2:7a, 2:7a, 2:7b, 
2:7b, 2:9a, 2:10b, 2:12b, 2:18b, 2:23a, 2:25a,551 3:14b, 3:15a, 3:20b, 3:22b, 4:3a, 4:11a, 
4:11b, 4:12a, 4:16a, 4:17a, 5:2a, 5:3a, 5:3b, 5:4a, 5:4b, 5:5b, 5:6b, 5:14b,552 5:15a, 5:15a, 
5:19a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:4a, 6:10a, 6:10b, 7:10a, 7:13b, 7:17a, 7:18b, 7:18b, 7:22a, 8:3a, 
8:10a,553 8:10a, 8:12b, 8:17a, 8:17b, 9:15b, 10:3b, 10:14b, 11 :8b, 11 :8b, 12:1a, 12:2a, 
12:9a, 12:13b. 

Examples: 
(intransitive) 
2: 18b ~~D~ i1~n~ip c:t~7 ~~~T~~ip 
2: 18b on acp lW (xlJ'tOV T(~ av8pwTIC.p "C~ Y LVOf.l.EV,¥ fJ,Ee' EfJ,E 

(transitive) 
5:3a i~~~~ 'n.~IT'?~ c~~'?~'? '':P ,':m 'ip~~ 
5:3a Kcx8w~ {Xv EU~1J EUX~V t~ 8E~ fJ,~ XpOVlO1J~ tOU aTIObOUVCXl cxUt~v 

The second group comprises 36 instances, which are all future forms (26 

percent). They have active forms in the present tense but always medio-passive forms in 

550For example, TIOVllPEl)OfJ,cxl can be a stative ("to be in a bad state") but is used 
in 7:22a as an intransitive with a fientive meaning ("to act wickedly"). Cf, LSJ, s.v. 
"TIOVTlPEl'JOfJ,CX l." 

551 The verb tDm (buS) means "to make haste." Its Greek equivalent CPElbOfJ,CXl 

("to spare") seems to reflect bus for bus. See BHS-Horst; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 25. 

552MT vocalizes l'?~ as a Hiphil prefix form (yoZek), but the Translator 
probably read it as a Qal prefix (yeZek). 

553In MT, the form 1'?i1 occurs 3 times in the Piel stem (4:15a, 8:10a, 11:9), 
translated by the Greek verb TIEPlTICXtEW in 4:15a and by TIOPEUOfJ,CXl in 8: lOa. When 1'?i1 
occurs in the Qal stem, it is always rendered by TIOPEUOfJ,CXl. Therefore, while the MT 
vocalizes the form '~'?i1~ in 8:10a as the Piel prefix formyehalleku, the Translator 
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the future tense. In these instances, the medio-passive form in the future tense is the only 

available option to the Translator, and it signals the same kind of voice as the Hebrew 

Qal. 

Evidence: 
1:llb, 2:16b, 2:19a, 2:24a,554 2:24a, 2:25a, 3:13a, 3:13a, 3:22a, 4:16a, 5:11a, 5:14b, 6:2a, 
6:3a,555 6:12b, 7:20b, 8:5a, 8:7a, 8:7b, 8:12b, 8:13a, 8:15b, 9:5a, 10:8a, 10:8b, 1O:14b 
10: 17b, 10: 19b, 11 :2b, 11 :3b, 11 :3b, 11 :5b, 11 :8a, 11 :8a, 11 :8b, 12:2a, 12:5a. 

Examples: 
(intransitive) 
11 :3b ~'iT~ I:l9 r~i) "i£)~W I:lip/? 
11 :3b TOTH.y ou TIEOELTlXl TO ~UAOV EKEL EOTlXl 

(transitive) 
11 :5b I:l~;:6~i) iTtp~~-n~ l1jO ~" j9~ 
11 :5b ounvC; ou YVW01J TeX TIOl~fllXTlX TOU 8EDU 

(stative) 
2: 19a ";:'0 i~ iT~iT~ I:l:miT l1ii~ ~~, 

TT ',';' TT",' - ••. 

2:19a Kal. Tlc; OLOEV EL oO<pOc; Eoml ~ &<ppwv 

Finally, in 32 instances, Greek medio-passive forms have their counterpart 

active forms but are chosen for semantic reasons (24 percent). Evidence is fully 

presented and discussed. 

Evidence: 
1:8b, 1:8b, 2:9a, 2:9b, 2:14b, 2:15a, 2:15a, 2:19a, 2:19a, 4:8a, 4:12a, 4:15b, 5:9a, 5:10a, 
5: 13 a, 6:3a, 6:7b, 7:3b, 7:9b, 7:23b, 8:9b, 8:11b, 9:3b, 9:6a, 9:11b, 1O:6b, 11:3a, 11:9a, 
12:3a, 12:3b, 12:6a, 12:4b. 

possibly construed it as the Qal prefix formyahatkU (cf. Jer 9:4, Job 14:20, Ps 73:9) or 
yetku (,;:,"~). See p. 155 ofthis dissertation. 

554The form <PcXYOfllXl is a new form used in Hellenistic Greek instead OfEOOfllXl. 
See BDF, Greek Grammar, §74 (2); LSJ, s.v. "Eo8lw." 

555The active form (~ow sometimes appears along with the medio-passive form 
(~OOfllXl in Hellenistic Greek. See Bauer, s.v. "(cXw"; BDF, Greek Grammar, §77, 
Robertson, Grammar, 356. 
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The verb n~iD in Qal stem ("to rejoice") is rendered by EUCPPCXlVW in the medio-

passive form ("to rejoice" in the medio-passive form; "to gladden" in the active form) in 

11:9a. The meaning of the medio-passive form is semantically comparable to n~iD.556 

A medio-passive form of auvcxvt'eXw ("to happen" in the medio-passive form' 

"to encounter" in the active form) is used for n,p ("to meet," "to encounter") in 2:14b, 

2: 15a, and 9: 11 b. 557 In Hellenistic Greek, when the subject is not a person but an event 

or thing, the verb usually takes a medio-passive form in Hellenistic Greek ("something 

happens to someone,,).558 Thus, the choice of the Greek form is motivated by the 

demands of the target language. 

In 2:15a, 2:19a, and 7:23b, the verb O:ln ("to become wise," "act wisely") is 

rendered by medio-passive forms of aocp l( W ("to become wise" in the medio-passive 

form; "to make wise" in the active form).559 The meaning in the medio-passive forms is 

semantically equivalent to the Qal forms ofo:ln. 56o 

In 2:19a and 8:9b, the verb ~t,iD in the Qal stem ("to have power over") is 

followed by the preposition:l, which denotes locative.561 In 5:18a and 6:2a, the Hiphil 

forms of~t,iD occur. The Translator employed medio-passive forms of E~ouaLeX(w for the 

Qal and active forms for the Hiphil. He seems to have understood the active form of 

556KB, S.v. "n~iD"; LSJ, S.v. "EUCPPCXlVW"; Bauer, s.v. "EUcppcxlVW." 

557LSJ, s.v. "auvcxvceXw"; Bauer, s.v. "auvcxvt'eXw." 

558LSJ, s.v. "auvcxvteXw"; Bauer, s.v. "auvcxvreXw." 

559KB, S.v. "o:ln"; LSJ, s.v. "aocpl(w." 

560Cf. Bauer, s.v. "aocpl(w." 
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E~OUOl&(W with causative conception ("to cause someone to have power over, " "to give 

someone power") to be comparable to the Hiphil form while using the medio-passive 

form of E~OUOl&(W with a middle sense in English ("to cause oneself have power over," 

"to have power over,") for the Qal form. 562 

In 7:9b, eXva:TTlXuw in a medio-passive form ("to rest" in the medio-passive form; 

"to make to stop" in active form) renders m) in the Qal stem ("to rest," "stay settled,,).563 

the meaning of the medio-passive form signals the same kind of intransitivity as m) in the 

Qal. 

A medio-passive form ofKIX8lrU.ll ("to sit" in the medio-passive form; "to let 

fall," "to send down" in the active form) renders ~lli~ ("to sit") in 10:6b.564 The meaning 

of KIX8 (llfll in the medio-passive form is equivalent to the meaing of ~lli~. 

A Qal form ofc,p ("to rise," "to stand up") in 12:4b is rendered by the medio-

passive form of eXV(01"llfll ("to rise" in the medio-passive form; "to make to stand up, "to 

raise up" in the active form).565 eXv(onlfll is transitive in the active forms and intransitive 

in the medio-passive forms. The medio-passive form is semantically comparable to c'p 

in the Qal stem. 

561 KB, s.v. "~~lli." 

562LJS does not list the causative meaning under E~OUOl&(W in the active voice. 
It should be supplemented. 

563KB, s.v. "mi'; LSJ, s.v. "aVIXTIlXuw." 

564KB, s.v. "~lli~"; LSJ, s.v. "KIX8(llfll." 

565KB, s.v. "c'p"; LSJ, s.v. "eXv(01"llfll." 
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The verb '~lJ ("to stand," "to remain standing") is rendered by the medio-

passive forms of'lorlljJ.l ("to stand" in the medio-passive form; "to make to stand" in the 

active form) in 2:9b, 4:12a, and 4:15b. 566 While its active form denotes a causative 

sense, a medio-passive form OflOrlljJ.l is used in an intransitive sense and is equivalent to 

the meaning of '~lJ in the Qal stem. 

In 2:9a the verb t"j in Qal ("to become great") is rendered by the medio-

passive form of jJ.EYIXAUVW ("to become great" in the medio-passive form; "to make great," 

"to magnify" in the active form). The medio-passive form of the Greek word is used 

intransitively and is semantically comparable to the Hebrew. 

The verb lJ,r in Qal ("to tremble") is rendered by the medio-passive form of 

OIXAEUW ("to be shaken" in the medio-passive form; "to cause to rock," "to make to 

vibrate" in the active form) in 12:3a.567 The Hebrew verb is used intransitively, and the 

meaning of OIXAEUW in the medio-passive form may be comparable to the Hebrew. 

The verb lJ::lW in 1 :8b, 4:8a, 5:9a, and 6:3a is normally categorized as a stative 

verb in nature ("to be satisfied with"), but there is a certain development of meaning 

towards a fientive sense for this verb. 568 The Translator used medio-passive forms of 

EjJ.TILjJ.TIAlljJ.l or ofTILjJ.TIAlljJ.l (both "to be filled with" in the medio-passive form; "to fill full 

566KB, S.v. "'~lJ"; LSJ, s.v. "'lorlljJ.l." 

567KB, S.v. "lJ,r"; BDB, S.v. "lJ,r"; LSJ, S.V. "OIXAEUW"; Bauer, s.v. "OIXAEUW." 

568BDB treats the verb lJ::lW as a stative in origin ("to be sated"), but KB places 
more emphasis on its fientive meaning with a reflexive sense ("to eat one's fill," "to 
satisfy oneself with"). For the fientive sense of the stative verb, Waltke and O'Connor 
use the term 'quasi-fientive," and Jotion and Muraoka call the phenomenon as 'the 
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of' in the active form) for 1l~lll.569 The meaning of the medio-passsive forms is 

comparable to that of the Hebrew verb. 

The verb Kt,~ ("to be full of') occurs in the Qal stem in 1 :8b, 6:7b, 9:3b, and 

11 :3a. 570 The verb is formally a stative verb, but sometimes functions as a fientive 

verb. 571 The verb is followed by an accusative, which is "hearing" in 1:8b, "evil" in 9:3b, 

or"rain" in 11 :3b. The accusative "toiling for mouth" may be implied in 6:7b. In 

Hebrew, the contents ofthe verb Kt,~ are indicated by a direct object whereas in Greek 

one uses the genitive. The Greek equivalents to Kt,~ are medio-passive forms of 1TATJpOW 

("to be filled" in the medio-passive form; "to make full" in the active form).572 The 

meaning in the Greek medio-passive form is equivalent in function to that of the Hebrew 

verb. For Kt,~ in 8: 11 b, the Translator used a different verb-1TATJpocpoPEw in a medio-

passive form ("to be fully bent on" in the medio-passive form; "to bring to full measure" 

in the active form).573 The meaning ofthe Greek form is contextually comparable to the 

Hebrew verb. 

The two Qal forms ofi~K ("to perish," "to be destroyed") in 5:13a and 9:6a 

respectively are rendered by medio-passive forms of cX1TOUqU ("to be lost" in the medio-

encroachment of the active on the stative.' See Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 
§22.2.3b; Jotion and Muraoka, Hebrew Grammar, §41b. 

570KB, S.v. "Kt,~." 

571Ibid. 

572LSJ, S.v. "1TATJpOW." 

573Ibid., S.v. "1TATJPOCPOpEW." 
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passive fonn; "to destroy utterly," "to kill" in the active fonn). The meaning "to be lost" 

in the Greek fonns corresponds to the meaning of'~K. 

The verb ~~, ("to be or become numerous") in 5: 1 Oa is rendered by a medio

passive fonn of TIAT]8uvw ("to be multiplied," "to increase" in the medio-passive fonn; "to 

make multiple" in the active fonn).574 The meaning of the Greek fonn is intransitive and 

approximately compares in sense to the Qal Of~~,.575 

In 7 :3b, the verb ~~~ ("to be glad" or "to becomes glad") in Qal is rendered by 

a medio-passive fonn of &ycx8uvw ("to become glad" in the medio-passive fonn; "to 

cheer," "to magnify" in the active fonn).576 The Translator chose the Greek medio

passive fonn because its lexical meaning matches the Hebrew. 

In 12:3b a medio-passive fonn of OAt yow ("to become few" in the medio

passive fonn; "to lessen," "to diminish" in the active fonn) is used for the verb ~l'~ ("to 

be or become few") in Qal. 577 According to the context, the meaning of the medio

passive fonn is equivalent to the meaning of the Hebrew verb fonn. 

The verb r~' ("to crush," "to oppress") in 12:6a is vocalized as a Qal 

imperfect fonn (taruz) in MT.578 In BDB, the fonn is construed as a Qal fonn with 

574KB, S.v. "~~'''; BDB, S.v. "~~'''; LSJ, S.v. "TIAr18uvw." 

575Cf. Bauer, s.v. "TIAT]8uvw." 

576KB, S.v. "~~~"; BDB, S.v. "~~~"; LSJ, S.v. "&ycx8uvw." 

577KB, S.v. "~l'~"; BDB, S.v. "~l'~"; LSJ, S.v. "OAL yow." 

578BDB, S.v. "r~'," Cf. KB, s.v. "r~'," 
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intransitive or quasi-passive sense ("to get crushed,,).579 Some modem scholars suggest a 

Niphal imperfect (teroz) for the form since by context the verb is to have a passive 

meaning ("to be crushed,,).580 Whether the Translator construed the form as a Qal or 

Niphal, a medio-passive form of auv8A(~w ("to be crushed" in the medio-passive form; 

"to crush" in the active form) is semantically comparable to the Hebrew in context.581 

In conclusion, the Translator's choice ofthe form is related to the lexical 

meaning of the verb. The Greek verbs just discussed normally have factitive or causative 

meanings in their active forms. Their medio-passive forms which the Translator used 

correspond semantically to the intransitivity of the Hebrew verbs in the Qal stem. In 3 

instances (2:14b, 2:15b, 9:11b), the medio-passive forms are employed by the demands 

ofthe target language. In 2 instances (2:19a, 8:9b), different Hebrew stems are 

distinguished by different Greek forms. All the Greek medio-passive forms in the third 

category are functional equivalents of the Hebrew verbs. 

Niphal (43) 

Niphal> medio-passive form (40). In 39 instances the Hebrew verbs may 

function as passive, and 1 instance (1: 13 a) as intransitive. Thus, the Greek medio-passive 

forms for the Hebrew verbs in the Niphal stem are expected formal equivalents as well as 

functional. 

Evidence: 

579BDB, S.v. "r~i." 

580BHS-Horst; KB, S.v. "r~i." 

581 LSJ, s.v. "auv8A(~w"; Bauer, s.v. "auv8A(~w." 
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1:8b 1:9a, 1:9a, 1:13a, 1:14a, 2:16b, 2:17a, 4:3b, 4:12b, 4:14b, 5:8b, 6:7b, 6:10a, 7:2b, 
7:26b, 7:26b, 8:5b, 8:9a, 8:14a, 8:16a, 8:17a, 9:3a, 9:5b, 9:6b, 9:9a,582 10:6a, 10:9a, 
10:18a, 11:3a, 12:2b, 12:3b, 12:3b, 12:4b, 12:5b, 12:6a, 12:6b, 12:11b, 12:12a, 12:13a, 
12:13b. 

Examples: 
(passive) 
1 :9a ilW~~.w K1il il~~~tfil~1 
1 9 ' , , "" 8' : a KlXl Tl TO TIETIOl1')IlEJJOJJ IXUTO TO TIOl1') 1')OOIlEJJOJJ 

(intransitive) 
1: 13a t:l'T?!fi;:t no!} il~~~ 'w~r'?~ '?lJ 
1 : 13 a TIEp l 'IT(XJJTWJJ TWJJ Y WOIlEJJWJJ lJTIO TOJJ OUplXJJOJJ 

Niphal > active form (3). There are 3 instances where a Hebrew verb in the 

Niphal stem is rendered by an active form in Greek (8:3a,583 10:9b, 12:6b). Each instance 

is presented and discussed. 

In 8:3a '?il:Jn, a Niphal prefix form of'?il:J ("to be in haste" in Niphal), is 

rendered by OTIouMo1]t;, an active subjunctive form ofO'TTOuM(w ("to be hasty," "to be 

anxious,,).584 In the context, the Greek verb is used intransitively describing an 

emotionally anxious state.585 The verb '?il:J is used in the Piel stem in other two places 

582The form 1nJ is vocalized as natan, a Qal active in MT, but is rendered by 
the medio-passive participle 608dolXt;. The Translator seems to have vocalized 1nJ as 
nittan (Niphal perfect). In reading the form as a Niphal, he interpreted "days" as the 
subject while "God" is the subject in MT. 

5838:2b in Greek Ecclesiastes. 

584BDB, s.v. "'?il:J"; LSJ, s.v. "oTIou6a(w"; Bauer, s.v. "oTIou6a(w." Cf. KB, 
s. v. "'?il:J." 

585Peter Walters argues that OTIouM(w used as an equivalent for '?il:J in Niphal 
has the sense of "to be frightened" which is Hebraism. Peter Walters, The Text of the 
Septuagint: Its Corruptions and Their Emendation (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1973), 144. Cf. LSJ, s.v. "oTIouM(w";Bauer, s.v. "oTIouM(w"; and also BDF, 
Greek Grammar, §392; Robertson, Grammar, 1077-78. 
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(5:la, 7:9a), and they are rendered by the verb orrEubw. ("to hasten"). Both Piel fonns are 

followed by infinitives, but the Niphal fonn in 8:3a is not. These different syntactical 

conditions along with different stems may have motivated the Translator's use of 

different tenns-arrouM( w for Niphal and orrEubw for Piel. 

In 1 O:9b the verb 1:10 in Niphal ("to be endangered," "to endanger oneself') is 

rendered by KwbuVEUOEl a future active fonn of KWbUVEUW ("to run a risk,,).586 The 

meaning of KWbUVEUW in the active fonn corresponds approximately to the reflexive 

sense of the Niphal fonn ("to endanger oneself'), and thus the Greek rendering is a 

functional equivalent to the Hebrew.587 

The fonn f'J in 12:6b is analyzed as a Niphal suffix 3 m.s. (niiri5$) from f~' 

("to be crushed") according to the MT.588 The Translator rendered the fonn with 

OUVtPOXao1J, a subjunctive aorist active fonn from OUVtpoXa( W ("to run together,,).589 His 

rendering seems to reflect the prefix fonn f'~ (yiiru$) from f" ("to run") as in Syriac and 

Targum. Since it is in weyqtl sequence, the fonn in question may have been construed as 

a weyqtl rather than we qtl. Another possibility may be that OUVtPOXao1J is used for a 

functional equivalent to the Niphal f'J as in MT. Since the Niphal stem can have a 

reciprocal meaning, the Niphal fonn may have been contextually interpreted with a 

reciprocal notion and rendered by OUVtPOXa(w "to run together," which also denotes 

586KB, S.v. "po"; BDB, s.v. "po"; LSJ, s.v. "KWOUVEUW." 

587BDB, s.v. "1:10." 

588Ibid., s.v. "f~"" Cf. KB, s.v. "f~"" 

589LSJ, s.v. "OUVtpoxa(w." 
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reciprocity.590 Furthermore, by doing this the Translator had the subject tpox6~ and the 

verb auv-rpoxeX( w to share the same root tpOX- which creates assonance. 

Piel (36) / Pilpel (1) / Poel (1) 

Piel> active form (32). In 32 instances, the Translator used the active voice 

for the Piel form which is an appropriate equivalent. No further discussion is needed. 

Evidence: 
l:lOa, 1:16a, 2:1a, 2:15b, 3:15b, 5:1a, 5:1a, 5:3a, 5:4b, 5:5b, 7:7b, 7:9a, 7:12b, 7:13b, 
7:21a, 7:23a, 7:28a, 7:29b, 8:4a, 8:8b, 8:15a, 9:15a, 9:18b, 1O:10a, 10:10a, 10:12b, 
10:15a, 10:19a, 10:20a, 10:20a, 11:1a, 11:9a, 12:9b, 12:10a. 

Piel> medio-passive form (4). The Translator utilized the medio-passive 

forms for 4 Pie1 forms. 

Evidence: 
7:22b, 10:20a, 10:20a, 12:9b. 

In 7:22b, 10:20a, and 10:20a Pie1 forms of'?'?p ("to declare cursed") are 

rendered by aorist indicative medio-passive forms from Kam.peXOj..l(Xl ("to call down curses 

upon,,).591 An active form for the Greek verb does not exist in Hellenistic Greek, and 

thus, a medio-passive form is the only option for the Translator. 

The Piel form ,pn (l;1iqqer, "to search out") in 12:9b is rendered by 

E~LxvLeXaE'taL, a future indicative medio-passive form OfE~LXVLeX(W ("to track out,,).592 The 

590The subject is singular but may be understood in a collective sense. For the 
reciprocal notion of Nip hal, see Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §23.4e. 

591KB, s.v. "'?'?P"; LSJ, s.v. "KatapeXOj..laL"; Bauer, s.v. "KatapeXOj..laL." 

592KB ", n'" LSJ ", l:' ' T "Cf BDB ", n" , S.v. p, , S.V. E..,LXVLa"w. . , s.v. p. 
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Greek medio-passive form may signal here an indirect reflexive ("to track out for 

himself'). Then, the meaning fits the context well. 

In all 4 instances where the Greek medio-passive form is employed for the 

Hebrew verb in Piel, the Greek form is functionally equivalent to the Hebrew. 

Pilpel > active form (1). The single example occurs in 10: lOa. 

Poel> active form (1). The single example occurs in 7:7a. 

The minor stems, Pilpel and Poel, occur each once. They follow the normal 

rendering pattern for the Piel stem and are rendered by the active voice in Greek. 

Pual (3) 

The Hebrew verb in the Pual stem occurs 4 times in Ecclesiastes, but the 

Translator construed 12:4a as a Qal form. For the other 3 instances, he employed the 

medio-passive forms twice, and the active form once. 

Pual> medio-passive form (2). The occurrences are 6:4b and 8:1b. The Pual 

forms in 6:4b and 8:1b are rendered by medio-passive forms. Since the Pual stem is the 

passive counterpart of the Piel, the renderings are appropriate with respect to voice. 

Pual> active form (1). The equivalent occurs in 9:4a. In 12:4a, as in many 

Hebrew manuscripts, the Translator seems to have followed Qere ':ln~ (yebubbar, Pual 

imperfect from ':In "to be united to" in Pual) rather than Ketib 'n:l~ (yibbiiber, Niphal 

imperfect from ,n:J "to be chosen" in Niphal).593 The Greek equivalent KOlVWVEl., an 

593 A Niphal form of,n:J never occurs in MT. See BDB, s.v. ",n:l" and s.v. 
''':In''; KB, s.v. ",n:J" and s.v. ''':In.'' Cf. BHS-Horst; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 89. 
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active form of KOLVWVEW ("to have in common with," "to share"), may be a contextual 

interpretation for the Pual meaning "to be united." Although it shows disagreement in 

form, the Hebrew and Greek are semantically comparable. 

Hithpae/ (5) / Hithpo/e/ (1) 

The Hithpael form occurs 5 times and the Hithpolel form once in Ecclesiastes. 

The Translator used an active verb once, and a medio-passive form in the other instances. 

Hithpael> active form (1). The equivalent occurs in 6:2a. The verb jm~ ("to 

desire" in Piel) occurs in a Hithpael form ("to crave for," "to long for" in Hithpael) in 

6:2a.594 The Translator used an active form of E1Tl8uflEW ("to long for") for the 

Hebrew.595 Since the meaning in the active form is comparable to the Hebrew Hithpael 

in this case, it is functionally equivalent. 596 Hithpael > medio-passive form (4). The 

occurrences are 7:16a, 8:10a, 12:3a, and 12:5a. Hithpolel > medio-passive form (1). The 

example occurs in 7:16b597 The medio-passive forms for the Hebrew verbs in Hithpael 

594KB, s.v. "ii'~"; BDB, s.v. "m~." 

596The Hithpael meaning for m~ is analyzed as a benefactitive reflexive with 
durative sense. See E.A. Speiser, "The Durative Hithpa'el: A tan Form," in Oriental and 
Biblical Studies, ed. J.J. Finkelstein and Moshe Greenberg (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania, 1967),506-14; Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §26n18. 

597There is 1 instance in Ecclesiastes where the Hithpolel occurs. The precise 
meaning for the form t:m,wn (Hithpo1e1 prefix form from o~w "to be deserted," "to be 
appalled" in Qal) in 7:16b has been disputed. Some Hebraists suggest "to bring oneself 
to destruction" in a middle sense, and others "to be ruined" or "to be appalled" in a 
passive sense. Whybray confesses that "our knowledge of the interpretations of the word 
is insufficient to justify any such precise interpretation." For the detailed linguistic 
analysis, see R. N. Whybray, "Qoheleth the Immoralist? (Qoh 7:16-17)," in Israelite 
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and in Hithpolel are expected and appropriate because these stems denote a reflexive or 

passive sense in English. The Greek equivalents are formally and functionally 

comparable to the Hebrew verbs.598 

Hiphil (35) 

The Hiphil form occurs in 36 instances. Since the Translator construed one of 

them (12:5a) as a Hophal form, it will be excluded from the analysis of Hiphil forms. 

Consequently, 35 forms are analyzed as Hiphil forms with respect to the voice. 

Hiphil> active form (34). In 34 instances out of 35 the Greek active form is 

employed for the Hiphil form (97 percent). They are formally and functionally 

equivalent. No furthur discussion is necessary. 

Evidence: 
1:16a, 1:18b, 1:18b, 2:4a, 2:9a, 2:18b, 2:24a, 3:22a, 4:10a, 5:13b, 5:18a, 6:2a, 6:3a, 
6:12b, 7:18a, 8:1b, 8:7b, 8:13a, 10:la, 10:4a, 10:4b, 10:14a, 10:14b, 10:20b, 10:20b, 
11:3a, 11:6a, 11:9a, 11:9b, 11:10a, 11:1Oa, 12:1b, 12:5a, 12:14a. 

Hiphil > medio-passive form (l). The equivalent occurs in 1: 16a. The Hiphil 

suffix form ~n"'~ii from ",~ ("to become great" in Qal) in 1: 16a is rendered by the aorist 

indicative medio-passive form EflEYIXAUv8T)V from flEYIXAUVW ("to grow" in the medio-

passive form; "to make great" in the active form). The meaning of the medio-passive 

Wisdom: Theological and Literary Essays in Honor o/Samuel Terrien, ed. John G. 
Gammie et a1. (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1978), 197-199. For the passive meaning, 
Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 68; Fox, Qoheleth, 235; Gordis, Koheleth, 267; Seow, 
Ecclesiastes, 254; BDB, S.v. "t:I~tD." For the middle sense, Lohfink, Qoheleth, 96; KB, 
S.v. "t:I~tD." 

598In 8:10a ETIT)VE81l0IXV, a medio-passive form OfETIIXLVEW ("to praise"), renders 
'n~ntD\ a Hithpael form from n~tD ("to become forgotten"). The Translator probably read 
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form corresponds well to the Hebrew. 599 Thus, Ef,lEyaAuv8rw is a functional equivalent to 

Hophal (1) 

Hophal> medio-passive form. The form '~n in 12:5a is vocalized in MT as 

taper a Hiphil prefix form of"~ ("to frustrate" in Hiphil}.600 The Translator rendered 

'~n by the aorist subjunctive medio-passive form olaoKEoao8l'l from olaoKEoa:(w ("to 

disperse" in active}.601 The subject jm~:lK is a hapax legomenon in Biblical Hebrew but 

is interpreted as a caper-berry (Ka:IT'TTapu;). The Greek verb olaoKEoao8l'l denotes a passive 

meaning in context ("the caper-berry is scattered") and reflects the Hophal tupar ("to be 

the form 'n~nw~ as ,n:lnw\ a Hithpael form from n:lW ("boast of," "to pride oneself about 
something") due to the graphical confusion between ~ and :l. 

599There is possibility in which Ef,lEYaAUv8rw reflects the Qal suffix form ~n"i~. 
First, the same medio-passive form Ef,lEYaAUv8rw renders the Qal form ~n"i~ in 2:9a. The 
prefix it can be explained by a dittography or haplography with the preceding it of itJit. 
Secondly, the Hebrew verb is followed by ~n~O'it as a word pair in both 1: 16a and 2:9a, 
so the same renderings are expected in both places. Finally, the other Hiphil form ~n"i~it 
in 2:4a is rendered by the active form Ef,lEYaAUVa, not a medio-passive form. 
Nevertheless, while the word pair ~n~o'm ~n"i~ in 2:9a does not have any external 
object, ~n~O'it in 1: 16a has the object it~~it and thus, ~n"i~it is expected to have an object 
too. The other Hiphil form in 2:4a has an external object, and so, the Greek active voice 
is appropriate for the Hebrew. In conclusion, if one carefully examines the different 
syntactical environments for each case, the Hebrew form in question in 1: 16a is not 
required to be a Qal form, and the Greek medio-passive form with the middle meaning is 
suitable for the internal Hiphil. For the analysis for the word pair ~n~o'm ~n"i~ in the 
perspective of Hebrew, see Whitley, Koheleth, 14-15; Schoors, Preacher, 30; Seow, 
Ecclesiastes, 123-24. 

600BDB, S.v. ""~"; KB, S.v. ""~." 

601 LSJ, S.V. "olaoKEOeX,(W." 



frustrated") not the Hiphil. 602 If the Translator construed the Hebrew form as Hophal, 

buxoKEbcxa8u is a formal and functional equivalent to the Hebrew. 

Summary 
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An unexpected Greek form for a Hebrew stem is found in 146 instances out of 

453 (32.2 percent). The medio-passive form is used for the Qal stem in 136 instances. In 

most cases the Greek medio-passive form is the only option to the Translator in 

Hellenistic Greek. In the Niphal forms, the active voice is employed 3 times. In all 3 

instances the Greek equivalents semantically correspond to the Hebrew verbs. The active 

voice is used once for Pual. Using the active voice for the Pual stem is due to a 

contextual interpretation by the Translator. The formal equivalent comprises 67.8 

percent, and the 32.2 percent of formal disagreement between the source language and 

the target language can be explained with semantical or functional correspondence. 

Structural Analysis of Non-Finite Verbs 

Participle 

A total of 135 forms appear as participles in Ecclesiastes. The Translator 

probably did not construe 2 of them as such (8:10a, 8:12a). In 8:10a, the Translator 

construed the form tl~':Jp as a plural noun (qebarim), which is vocalized as a participle 

(qe burim) in MT. 603 The form T't(~ in 8: 12a is vocalized as a Hiphil participle from l't( 

in MT, but the Greek equivalent reflects the preposition 1~ plus l't( ('orek).604 Since 

602Cf. Gordis, Koheleth, 336. 

603See p. 15 ofthis dissertation. 

604Ibid. 
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both c~'~p in 8:10a and T'~~ in 8:12a were construed as nouns by the Translator, they 

must be excluded from analysis. 

On the contrary, the Translator construed two forms vocalized as nouns in MT 

as participles: i1W!7~ in 8: lla and i1Jn~i1 in 12:4a. These two forms have already been 

discussed under nouns and are included here in the analysis of participles. 605 Therefore, 

the total number of participle forms available for analysis are 135. The Hebrew participle 

is rendered by participles (71), indicative verbs (47), nouns (8), adjectives (8), and 

infinitives (1) in Greek. The evidence for each case is presented first followed by an 

analysis of form and function. 

Participle> Participle (71) 

Evidence: 
1:5b, 1:6b, 1:7a, 1:15a, 2:6b, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:16b, 2:26b, 3:2b, 3:9a, 3:15b, 4:1a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 
4:1b, 4:1b, 4:2a, 4:15a, 4:17b, 5:9a, 5:10a, 5:11b, 5:12b, 6:2a, 6:11a, 7:5b, 7:11b, 7:15b, 
7:15b, 7:18b, 7:21b, 7:26b, 8:5a, 8:7a, 8:11a, 8:11a, 8:12b, 8:13b, 8:16b, 9:1b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 
9:2b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:5b, 9:11a, 9:12a, 9:12a, 9:16b, 9:16b, 9:17b, 9:18b, 1O:4a, 10:7b, 
10:8a, 10:8b, 10:9a, 1O:9b, 1l:4a, 1l:4b, 1l:5a, 12:1a, 12:3b, 12:3b, 12:4a, 12:5b, 
12:10b, 12:11a, 12:14a. 

There are 71 instances where the Translator employed a participle in Greek for 

a participle in Hebrew (53 percent). The following analysis will consider both formal 

and functional comparison. First of all, these 71 cases can be formally analyzed and 

compared with respect to (1) number, (2) aspect, (3) voice, and (4) articulation.606 

Number. A total of 69 participles in Greek match their corresponding 

605 See p. 21 and 22 of this dissertation. 

606These formal categories are from Gentry, GreekJob, 247. 
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participles in Hebrew (97 percent).607 This statistic demonstrates the Translator's literal 

tendency. Two cases require further explanation.608 

("~m~ in 9: 17b) 
9: 17a t:l~17~ID~ nm!l t:l~~:lTi ~':l'" 

• T :. - - : • T -: ,.:. 

9: 17b t:l~"~O~~ "Wi~ n~~·r~ 
9: 17a 10YOl o<?<Pwv EV avamxuoEl aKouov"Cal 
9:17b ilTIEP Kpauy~v E~ouola(ov"Cwv EV a<ppoouvatc;; 

In 9:17b, the singular participle "w,~ is rendered by the plural E~ouola(ov"Cwv. 

It is not evident whether the parent text ofthe Translator read t:l~"~O:l:l t:l~"ID'~ due to 

dittography oft:l~"-. A better explanation may be that the Translator harmonized "w,~ 

with its parallel noun t:l~~:ln in number. 609 

12:1a ~rt."'n~ ~~~!l '9~~li!l-n~ ,j\, 
12:1a Kat ~V~o8~"Cl "COU K"Cloav"Cos OE EV ~~Epals VEO"C~"COs oou 

In 12:1a, the form TK":l may be analyzed as an active participle plural with a 

2 m.s. pronominal suffix. The plural participle is rendered by the singular participle 

K"Cloav"Cos. Modem scholars have various opinions regarding the form TK":l. Most of 

them agree that the referent ofthe form must be a singular.61o Some propose that the 

607Singular participles both in Hebew and in Greek occur 45 times (1 :5b, 1 :6b, 
1:7a, 1:15a, 2:6b, 2:16b, 2:26b, 3:2b, 3:9a, 3:15b, 4:1b, 4:1b, 5:9a, 5:11b, 5:12b, 6:2a, 
6:11a, 7:5b, 7:15b, 7:15b, 7:18b, 7:21b, 7:26b, 8:5a, 8:7a, 8:11a, 8:13b, 8:16b, 9:1b, 9:2b, 
9:2b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:16b, 9:18b, 10:4a, 10:8a, 10:8b, 10:9a, 10:9b, 11 :4a, 11:4b, 
11 :5a, 12:10b, 12:14a). Plural participles both in Hebrew and in Greek occur 21 times 
(2:8b, 2:8b, 4:1a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:2a, 4:15a, 4:17b, 5:10a, 7:11b, 8:12b, 9:5b, 9:11a, 9:12a, 
9:12a, 9:16b, 10:7b, 12:3b, 12:3b, 12:5b, 12:11a). 

608They are 9:17b and 12:1a. 

609Gordis, Koheleth, 302. 

610Some suggestions such as "well" or "pit" other than "the creator" for the 
form in question. The Translator understood the form as "the creator." 
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form is an honorific plural. 611 The form TK"~ is, however, never used as honorific 

plural elsewhere in MT.612 Second, following several manuscripts, some argue that the 

original form is the singular lK"~ (bora 'aka), and the form TK"~ is a scribal error.613 

The lectio difjicilior is TK"~ not lK"~ according to the context, so lK"~ seems to be a 

later correction for a smoother reading. Finally, others suggest that TK"~ can be 

understood by analogy to III-iT verbs, which is not unusual in the Mishinaic 

vocalization.614 Fox contends that the yod does not indicate a plural ending but is a full 

representation of the e-vowel.61S The last position is the most plausible. Even ifthe 

Translator had TK"~ in his parent text, he could have understood the form in question as 

singular based upon normal Mishnaic orthography along with the context. Therefore, 

there is no need to posit a variant reading (lK"~). 

Aspect. The Translator employed a present participle in 62 instances, aorist 

participle in 1 instance, and perfect participle in 8 instances. With respect to the aspect 

611 Gordis, Koheleth, 330; Schoor, Preacher, 73; Christo H. J. van der Merwe, 
Jackie A. Naude, and Jan H. Kroeze, A Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar (Sheffield, 
England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 185. 

612Even-Shoshan, Concordance, 203. Cf. Jason S. DeRouchie, "The 
Translation of Participles in the Greek Ecclesiastes" (paper presented at the annual 
meeting ofthe Society of Biblical Literature, Atlanta, GA, 24 November 2003), 7. 

613Whitely, Koheleth, 95-96. 

614Gordis, Koheleth, 330; Fox, Qoheleth, 299. For other examples on the 
confusion ofIII-K and III-iT, Schoor suggests K~'n (2:26, 8:12, 9:2, 18), K~'O (7:26), KJiD~ 
(8:1). See Schoor, Preacher, 98. 

61SFox, Qoheleth, 299. 
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of the Hebrew participle, there are two different positions among the modem scholars. 

The majority of scholars suppose that Hebrew participles have aspect. Waltke and 

O'Connor argue that the active participle denotes linear or continuous action and that the 

passive participle describes a situation resulting from some earlier action without 

implying progressive activity.616 F.W. Dobbs-Allsopp and Galia Hatav also posit that the 

predicative participle has the progressive aspect. 617 Since the participle is a verbal 

adjective, it has both verbal functions and adjectival functions. The aspect of the 

participle, therefore, is complicated by both its function and its form. 

More recently Jason DeRouchie argues that "the aspect of any given Hebrew 

participle is determined not by the participle's nature but by the context.,,618 Following 

D. Pardee, DeRouchie understands Hebrew participle as a non-aspectual nominal even 

when it functions as a predicate.619 Pardee's view is based upon the work by his student 

Peter Nash. Nash calls the participle a non-finite process indicator. 620 He contends that 

the participle represents an action with reference only to its continuity and processive 

nature with no statement concerning completion (i.e., perfective aspect) or non-

616Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §37.1. 

617F.W. Dobbs-Allsopp, "Biblical Hebrew Statives and Situation Aspect," JSS 
45/1 (2000): 24; Galia Hatav, The Semantics of Aspect and Modality: Evidence from 
English and Biblical Hebrew (Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Co. 1997), 103-
16. 

618DeRouchie, "The Translation of Participles," 13. 

619Ibid.; D. Pardee, "The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System in a Nutshell" 
(unpublished draft, November 2003), 7-8. 

620p . Nash, "The Hebrew Qal Active Participle: A Non-Aspectual Narrative 
Backgrounding Element" (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1992), 100. 
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completion (i.e., imperfective aspect).621 According to Nash the participle functions as a 

non-aspectual narrative background element. 622 

While Hebraists have divergent opinions on the matter of the aspect of the 

Hebrew participle, modem Greek scholars concur that the Greek participles express 

aspect. Greek participles can express three distinct aspects. The present participle, 

focusing on the internal make-up of the occurrence, views the action in progress and 

denotes imperfective aspect. 623 The aorist participle presents the occurrence as a whole 

from beginning to end and thus is labeled perfective aspect.624 Lastly, the perfect 

participle emphasizes the resulting state or condition from the anterior activity, and its 

aspect can be called stative.625 

Methodologically inductive studies may be more suitable for the analysis of 

aspect than deductive studies. This means the primary focus must be on how the 

Translator understood the aspect of the Hebrew participle in Ecclesiastes not on how 

modem scholars view the aspect of the Hebrew participle. 

621Ibid., 104-06. 

622 As in the title in his dissertation. For the backgrounding construction in 
Hebrew narrative, see Nash, "The Hebrew Qal Active Participle," 94-97. 

623Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 408; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 89, 91. Cf. Robertson, 
Grammar, 891. 

624Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 413; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 89, 91. 

625The term 'stative' for the aspect of the perfect tense is used by Porter. 
Fanning argues that the term 'stative' is the Aktionsart-feature, and the perfect has the 
perfective aspect. On the other hand, Evans posits that stativity is akin to the meaning of 
the imperfective aspect. The term 'stative' is employed here because the present writer 
believes that the beginning ofthe stativity ofthe perfect tense may be marked (as 
perfective) but its end may not be (as imperfective), so the aspect of the perfect is 
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In 62 instances out of 71 the Translator employed a present participle for the 

Hebrew participles (87 percent). The statistics indicate that the Translator generally 

understood Hebrew participles as having imperfective aspect and so utilized the Greek 

present participles for them. More convincingly, the active participle form in Hebrew 

occurs 54 times in Ecclesiastes, and 50 instances of them are rendered by present 

participles in Greek (93 percent).626 

With respect to function, as being bound in the norm of Greek the Translator 

had to choose between aorist, present, and perfect participles even when the Hebrew 

participles are functioning substantively and attributively. Substantival participles are 

dominant (34 occurrences, 55 percent). Substantival participles sometimes denote 

professionals (e.g. c~'w "singers" in 2:8b) or social classes (e.g. C~PWl'i1 "the oppressed" 

in 4: 1 b). This kind of nomen agentis may be better understood in impefective aspect. 627 

Nonetheless, the predicate participles may give more direct information on how the 

Translator understood the aspect of the Hebrew participles.628 The predicate use of the 

participles is generally found in the instances where the participle follows the existential 

probably different from perfective and also from imperfective. Cf. Fanning, Verbal 
Aspect, 112-20,416; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 89, 91; Evans, Verbal Syntax, 30. 

626The 54 occurrences also include pie I stem and hiphil stem. The percentage 
is increased to 96 percent when the instances in 4:17b and 9:1b are added, in which the 
perfect participle forms ofololX render the participle forms ofl"~. See p. 235 ofthis 
dissertation. 

627The professionals or social classes denoted in participle forms are in 2:8b, 
2:8b, 4:1b, 4:1b, 12:3b, 12:3b, and 12:3a. 

628 As for the other functions, the relative or attributive uses of the participle 
occur 10 times (2:6b, 2:16b, 4:15a, 5:12a, 6:11a, 7:15b, 7:15b, 7:21b, 9:12a, 10:7b), and 
the circumstantial participle twice (1 :5b, 1 :6b). 



particles rK or iV~ (12 instances, 19 percent).629 The Translator rendered them by the 

analytic tenses in Greek (ElflL verb + participle).63o The analytic tenses are used to 

constitute a single finite verb tense in Hellenistic Greek.631 The aspect of the analytic 

tenses is identical with the aspect ofthe participle, not with the aspect of ElflL verb. 632 

Examples: 
1 :7a K~~ ~JJ~K C~i11 

•• T .,'.. T - : 

1 7 "8'1 '" , l' : a K{n T] ~JI.~OO~ OUK EO-r~L Efl'ITLflTTJI.~flEVT] 

5: 11 b liW~~ i~ O~~~ ~Jt~ ,~tzi¥? l)~~iJl 
5: 11 b K~'t. -r4J EflTTAT]o8Evn 'rOD TTAoU'rfJo~L OUK Eonv acpLWV ~u-rov 'rOD UTTVWO~L 

The future periphrastic participle is used only once (1 :7a). In 1 :7a, the Translator 

interpreted the lexically stative K~~ as having a future stative sense in imperfective 

aspect. 633 The present periphrastic participle is used in 10 instances. The present 
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periphrastic participle in 5:11b expresses the progressive or customary sense, and these 

629The 12 instances are 1:7a, 5:11b, 6:2a, 6:lla, 8:7a, 8:11a, 8:13b, 8:16b, 
9:2b, 9:5b, 9: 16b, 11 :5a. However the instance in 9:2b is excluded from the analysis 
because it is not translated by the predicate participle but by the substantival participle. 
For the predicate use of Hebrew participles with rK or iV\ see Waltke and O'Connor, 
Hebrew Syntax, §37.6a. There are 4 other instances where the Hebrew participle is used 
as predicate. Three of them are rendered by the relative or substantival participles (4:1a, 
9:2b,9:12a). One instance is rendered by the predicate participle (9:16b). 

630The analytic tenses were more widely used in Hellenistic Greek than in 
Classical Greek. See Robertson, 1119; Conybeare and Stock, Septuagint Greek, §72; 
Thackeray, Grammar, 24. 

631Porter, Verbal Aspect, 453; Robertson, Grammar, 374-76; Fanning, Verbal 
Aspect, 309-10; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 647. 

632Porter notes that the auxiliary verb is aspectually vague to avoid aspectual 
conflict with the participle. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 452-53. 

633Cf. Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 318. 
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are little different from the aspect of the present indicative.634 There are 9 instances 

where the Hebrew participle is not rendered by the present participle but by the other 

tenses. However, not all oftheir functions are predicative.635 In sum, when the Hebrew 

participle functions as predicate and is rendered by the predicate participle, the aspect is 

always understood as imperfective in Greek Ecclesiastes. 

In addition to the functional consideration, the contexts in which the Hebrew 

participles occur need to be examined so that one might know whether the Translator 

understood the aspect of the Hebrew participles solely by the context or not. The Hebrew 

participles rendered by the present participles occur predominantly in the sentences 

denoting gnomic truth (51 occurrences, 82 percent).636 This category includes proverbial 

sayings and general facts. 

Examples: 
4: 1 b cn.~T? cry~ r~! c~i'~~;:t n~T?'1 i1~m 
4: 1 b KCXl looD O£XKPUOV "CWV oUKOcpcxv"COUflEVWV KCXl OUK Eonv cxu"C01C; 'ITCXPCXKCXAWV 

5: 11 b 1iW~'? i'? lJ~J~ 'J~.~~ '~W~~ 17~WiJ! 
5: 11 b KCX l n.;l Efl 'IT A 1l08EVn "COU 'IT AOU"CftOCX l OUK Eon v acp LWV cxlnov "COU lJTIVWOCX l 

The contexts of 14 participles are general facts either of human condition or ofnature.637 

The sentence in 4: 1 b describes a general human condition. The sorrow ofthe oppressed 

and their inability to find comfort may be a general phenomenon in human society. The 

634Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 312. 

635These instances are discussed below. 

6360ut of 12 Hebrew participles, which function as predicate in Ecclesiastes 
and rendered by the predicate participles, 10 instances occur in gnomic sentences (83 
percent). 
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context of 5: 11 b is a proverbial saying, in which the insomnia of the rich is described. 

Another 36 participles rendered by the present participles occur in such proverbial 

sayings.638 The gnomic truth can be expressed not only by the present but also by the 

aorist, perfect, or future in Greek. 639 In other words, the Translator had four choices 

among Greek tenses to express the gnomic senses, ifhe understood the Hebrew 

participles as purely non-aspectual adjectives. Nonetheless he used only the present tense 

for the participles in gnomic sentences (91 percent) with five exceptions (9 percent), 

which are discussed below. The reason why the Translator used present participles more 

than 82 percent, therefore, may not be only because their contexts demand it but may be 

also because Hebrew participles were generally understood as having the imperfective 

aspect. 640 

There is 1 instance where the Hebrew participle is rendered by the aorist 

participle. 

637The 14 instances are 1:5b, 1:6b, 1:7a, 2:6b, 2:16b, 2:26b, 4:1a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 
4:1b, 4:1b, 7:15b, 7:15b, 10:7b. 

638The 36 instances are 3:15b, 5:9a, 5:10a, 6:11a, 7:5b, 7:11b, 7:18b, 7:21b, 
7:26b, 8:5a, 8:7a, 8:11a, 8:11a, 8:12b, 8:13b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:5b, 9:11a, 
9:12a, 9:12a, 9:16b, 9:16b, 9:17b, 9:18b, 10:4a, 10:8a, 10:8b, 10:9a, 10:9b, 11:4a, 11:4b, 
11 :5a. 

639For the gnomic present tense, see Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 208-17; Porter, 
Idioms, 32-33; Robertson, Grammar, 866; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 523. For the 
gnomic aorist tense, see Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 265-69; Porter, Idioms, 38-39; 
Robertson, Grammar, 836-37; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 562. For the gnomic perfect 
tense, see Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 304; Porter, Idioms, 41-42; Robertson, Grammar, 897; 
Wallace, Greek Grammar, 580. For the gnomic future tense, see Porter, Idioms, 44; 
Wallace, Greek Grammar, 571. 

640There are 11 instances left. The present aspect is demanded by the context 
only in 2 instances of the 11 (3:9a, 4:15a). In 6 instances, the nomen agentis denotes the 
professional (2:8b, 2:8b, 12:3b, 12:3b?, 12:4a, 12:5b). 
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12:1a l~r)"n~ ~i?~ l~~li~-n~ ,:m 
12:1a KlXt. flV~Oerrn 'tOU KTLOlXVTOC; OE EV ~flEPlXLC; VEOTllTOC; OOU 

In 12:1a, the context demands the perfective aspect for the Hebrew participle TN"~. The 

fonn in question designates God the Creator. The activity of God in creation is regarded 

as completed. The fonn is not used as a predicate but as a nomen agentis, and its aspect 

is theologically not seen as imperfective. In this case the Translator was sensitive to the 

context, and his rendering is theologically motivated. 

There are 8 instances where the Translator used the perfect tense for the 

Hebrew participle. Two instances are excluded where fonns of OlblX are employed for 

the participle fonns of .iii~ (4: 17b, 9: 1 b). The verb OlblX is always perfect in fonn but has 

present semantic value in Hellenistic Greek.641 Therefore, these 2 instances are to be 

treated as the present participles. Six instances remain for analysis. 

The 5 Hebrew participles rendered by the perfect participles are passive 

stems.642 Three of them are used as substantives and 2 as attributives. Two examples are 

given for illustration. 

1: 15a lPl!~ "~,~-~,, n~~i? 
1:15a bLEOTPlXflflEVOV ou bUV~OETlXL TOU ETILKOOfllle~VlXL 

In 1: 15a, n'.ii~ is a substantival participle in the Pual stem and denotes something that is 

in crooked state, which results from the previous action. The Greek perfect participle 

appropriately expresses the stative aspect of the Hebrew participle in Pual. The other 2 

substantival participles in 3:2b and 12:10b can be analyzed in the same way. 

641 LSJ, S.v. "E'(bw." 
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12: 11a niJ:n'~ C~~:lr1 ~':l' 
ni£lO~ ~-~li:l . c~-~,~'J' ni'~ill~:l' 

-.. -: .. -; - .: : : - : 

12:11a ).,OyOl oOQ>wv w<; TeX ~ouKEV'rpcx 
KCXI. w<; ~).,Ol TIEQ>UTEUflEVOl 0'" TICXpeX TWV OUVCXYflcX1'WV 

The attributive participle C~li'~J in 12:11a modifies the antecedent n"~w~. The 

Qal passive participle describes the state of the antecedent. This stative aspect is 

effectively expressed by the perfect participle. Another attributive participle in 12:14a is 

construed in the same way. 

There are 4 instances in which the Hebrew participles in passive stems are not 

rendered by the Greek perfect participles but by the present medio-passive participles 

with the passive function.643 All of them function as predicates in Hebrew and describe 

activity rather than stativity. The Translator employed the present tense for them because 

the predicative participles in these instances denote more the imperfective aspect than the 

stative aspect. 

Example: 

9:16b c~~~~~ cn.~ '~:91' 
9:16b KCXI. ).,0YOl CXUTOU OUK ELOlV &KOUOflEVOl 

In sum, the aspect of the participles in passive stems seems to be related to 

their functions in Hebrew.644 If the participle is predicative, the present is employed to 

convey what the Translator construed as imperfective aspect. If the participle is 

substantive or attributive, the perfect is employed to express their stative aspect. 

642A Qal passive form appears in 3:2b, 12:10b, 12:11a; Pual stem in 1:15a; 
Niphal stem in 12:14a. 

643The 4 instances are 5:12b, 9:12a, 9:16b, 9:16b. 

644The function is of the Hebrew participle, not of the Greek one. 
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Finally the Hebrew participle in 4:2a is not in a passive stem but rendered by 

the perfect participle according to the context. 

4:2a 'n~ '~:liZi l:I~n~iT-nN ~JN n:liZi, 
•. T: ': . "- '," . -; - .. - : 

4 2 " '" , 8' '''5:' 8 ' : a EITTIvEoa EYw ouv TOUe; "CE vT)Ko"Cae; "Coue; T)uT) alTo avov"Cae; 

The articular participle l:I~n~iT is used as a substantive. The participle can mean either the 

dying, or the dead, or the one who will die.645 The Translator understood l:I~n~iT as "the 

dead" and used the perfect participle to express the state resulting from death. In Hebrew 

the articular form itself usually expresses "the dead.,,646 The context also requires the 

meaning, "the dead." The participle is modified by the relative clause, and the adverb 

,~~ ("already") in the relative clause decides the meaning of the participle. The choice 

of the perfect tense is, therefore, decided by the grammatical nature of voice or the lexical 

nature of the word in question. 

In conclusion, when Hebrew participles are rendered by Greek participles the 

Translator normally understood the Hebrew participles as having the progressive or 

imperfective aspect and employed the present participles for them. There is only 1 

exception where he used the aorist for the Qotel form because the context demands the 

perfective aspect. The passive forms are not simple. The Greek perfect participles are 

mostly used for the Hebrew passive forms except in 1 instance. When the passive 

participle functions as non-predicate (i.e., substantive or attributive) in Hebrew the 

Translator construed the passive forms as having stative or perfective aspect and 

employed the perfect participle. One the other hand, if the passive participle is used as a 

645GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §116d; KB, s.v. "n'~." 
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predicate in Hebrew he employed the present participle emphasizing the on-going 

activity. 

Voice. Of the 71 Hebrew participles occurring in Ecclesiastes, 50 are active in 

form, 15 are in the Niphal stem, and 6 are stative (e.g. qatel).647 Among the 50 active 

participles, 45 Hebrew participles are rendered by the Greek active participles (90 

percent).648 The other 10 Greek equivalents for the Hebrew active participle are all 

medio-passive forms. 649 The verbs EPXO~(XL in 2:16b, KIXtIXpaO~(XL in 7:21b, and nopEuo~IXl 

in 10:7b do not have active forms, but only medio-passive forms exist. In 7:15b the 

Hebrew active participle i:JN with the meaning of "perishing" is rendered effectively by 

the Greek &noUu~EvOC;; (&noUWlXl), which is medio-passive in form and middle in 

meaning. 650 In 12:5b the Translator used the medio-passive form KOTItO~EVOl (KOTItO~IXl) 

646GKC, Hebrew Grammar, § 116d. 

647The 50 Hebrew participles in active form are 1 :5b, 1 :6b, 2:6b, 2:8b, 2:8b, 
2:16b, 2:26b, 3:9a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:2a, 4:15a, 4:17b, 5:9a, 5:10a, 5:11b, 6:11a, 7:5b, 
7:11b, 7:15b, 7:21b, 7:26b, 8:5a, 8:7a, 8:11a, 8:16b, 9:1b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:5b, 9:11a, 
9:17b, 9:18b, 10:4a, 10:7b, 10:8a, 10:8b, 10:9a, 1O:9b, 11:4a, 11:4b, 11:5a, 12:1a, 12:3b, 
12:3b,12:4a. The 15 instances in the Niphal stem are 1:15a, 3:2b, 3:15b, 4:1a, 4:1b, 
5:12b, 8:11a, 9:2b, 9:12a, 9:12a, 9:16b, 9:16b, 12:10b, 12:11a, 12:14a. The 6 instances 
of qafel form are 1 :7a, 6:2a, 7:18b, 8:12b, 8:13b, 9:2b. 

648The 45 instances are 1:5b, 1:6b, 2:6b, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:26b, 3:9a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 
4:1b, 4:2a, 4:15a, 4:17b, 5:9a, 5:10a, 5:11b, 6:11a, 7:5b, 7:11b, 7:15b, 7:26b, 8:5a, 8:7a, 
8:11a, 8:16b, 9:1b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:5b, 9:11a, 9:17b, 9:18b, 1O:4a, 10:8a, 10:8b, 10:9a, 
10:9b, 11:4a, 11:4b, 11:5a, 12:1a, 12:3b, 12:3b, 12:4a. 

649They are 2:16b, 7:15b, 7:21b, 10:7b, 12:5b. 

650The active form &noUu~l has the meaning of "to destroy." Cf. LSJ, s.v. 
"&noUWl." 
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for the Hebrew active participle l:l~iElO because only the meaning of middle voice of the 

Greek verb corresponds to that ofiElO ("to moum).651 

Fourteen out of 15 participles in the Niphal stem are rendered in the medio-

passive forms (93 percent).652 Twelve ofthe Greek medio-passive forms are used with 

passive meanings as expected, but 2 participles may be not passive. The Niphal 

participles I:l~WliJ in 4:1a and iTWliJ in 8:11a are rendered by the participle forms of 

YlVOIl(xL, which does not have an active form. The Niphal form ofiTWli, whether in 

participial or finite forms, occurs 13 times in Ecclesiastes. Three of them are rendered by 

the present medio-passive participles ofYlvoll(xL (1: 13 a, 4:1a, 8:11a). For the other 10 

instances, normally the perfect medio-passive forms of TIOLEW are used (1 :9a, 1: 14a, 

2:17a, 4:3b, 8:9a, 8:16a, 8:17a, 9:3a, 9:6b) except 1 case, where the future passive form 

of TIOLEW renders the prefix form of iTWli (1 :9a). It is not evident whether the choice 

between YlVOIl(XL and TIOLEW is arbitrary or based on context. Nonetheless, it may be 

significant that the Translator used present participle forms of YlVOlllXt for all the Niphal 

participles ofiTWli (e.g. 4:1a and 8:11a). Even though the perfect medio-passive fOlms of 

TIOLEW may be more suitable for the Niphal participles of iTWli, the Translator probably 

wanted to convey the sense of activity in these 2 instances and thus used the present 

participle forms of ylVOIl(XL. 

There is 1 instance where the participle in the Niphal stem is rendered by the 

651Cf. LSJ, s.v. "KOTItW." See also the analysis of DeRouchie, "The Translation 
of Participles," 19. 

652The 14 instances in medio-passive forms are 1 :15a, 3:2b, 3:15b, 4:1a, 4:1b, 
5:12b, 8:11a, 9:12a, 9:12a, 9:16b, 9:16b, 12:10b, 12:11a, 12:14a. 
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active participle form in Greek. In 9:2b the Niphal form of l):lW is used as a substantive 

and rendered by the active participle form of.Lvuwv. The word li:lW has the meaning of "to 

swear" only in its Niphal stem, and the same meaning is given in the active form of 

Of.LVUW.653 In this case, the lexical nature of the word li:lW was considered in determining 

the voice.654 

The participle forms of stative verbs occur 6 times in Ecclesiastes.655 The 

verbs are ~~~ in 1:7a, 'OM in 6:2a, and ~,~ in 7:18b, 8:12b, 8:13b, 9:2b. Although the 

stative verb has the identical forms in the prefix 3 m.s., participle m.s., and adjective m.s., 

these instances are construed as participles based on syntax and on the pattern of the 

Greek translation. The forms ~~~, 'OM, and ~,~ in 8:13b come after 'jj~~. (r~ + 3 m.s. 

pronominal suffix). r~ with pronominal suffixes occurs 9 times in Ecclesiastes besides 

these 3 instances.656 In all 9 instances the form is followed by the participle, never by the 

adjective. The 3 stative verbs in question, therefore, can be analyzed as participles. 

Furthermore, the Translator rendered all 3 instances by participles. The other 3 instances 

of~'~ in 7:18b, 8:12b, 9:2b can be either adjectives or participles.657 Since all of them 

11:6b. 

653KB, s.v. "li:lW I"; Bauer, s.v. "Of.Lvuw." 

654Cf. DeRouchie, "The Translation of Participles," 19. 

655The 6 instances are 1:7a, 6:2a, 7:18b, 8:12b, 8:13b, 9:2b. 

656The 9 instances are in 4: 17b, 5: lIb, 8:7a, 8: 16b, 9:2a, 9:5b, 9:16b, 11 :5a, 

657In 9:2b ~,~ functions as the predicate in the 'w~-clause. If~'~ is the suffix 3 
m.s. form, the Translator would have translated the form by the finite verb as he did 
elsewhere (3:14b, 5:6b, 8:12b, 12:5a). The participle form can function as the predicate 
in the 'w~-clause in Ecclesiastes. See 4:1a, where the participle L:l~Wlij is predicate in the 
'w~-clause. 
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are rendered by the substantival participles, they are treated here as participles for 

convemence. 

The participle ~,,~ in 1 :7a is translated by EflTIlflTIAltflEVT), and the meaning in a 

medio-passive form is comparable to the Hebrew. The equivalents ofthe 4 instances of 

the participle ~" are participles of cl>o~EOflltl, and a medio-passive form was only 

available to the Translator. Finally,on (biiser) in 6:2a is translated by DO"CEPWV, which is 

the active participle both in form and in function, and the Greek form is semantically 

corresponding to the Hebrew. Once again, the Greek voice for the stative verbs in 

Hebrew is decided by the lexical nature of the Greek words. 

Articulation. An analysis of the translator's approach to the articulation of 

participles will complete the study of participles rendered by participles. A total of71 

Hebrew participles are rendered by the Greek participles. As the nouns are categorized 

for the analysis of articulation, all the participles in Hebrew are to be classified into 4 

categories: (1) free forms, in which the article is visible in a consonantal text (2) 

indeterminate forms with inseparable prepositions, in which the article is not visible in a 

consonantal text, (3) bound forms, which are forms with pronominal suffixes, and (4) 

bound forms functioning as nomen regens (hereafter NR).658 

1. Free Forms 
Total 
(1) Arthrous > Arthrous 
(2) Arthrous > Anarthrous 
(3) Anarthrous > Arthrous 

60 
12659 

o 
7660 

658This categorization is indebted to Gentry, Greek Job, 250-251. 

659The 12 occurrences are: 2:16b, 3:9a, 4:1b, 4:2a, 4:15a, 9:2b, 9:12a, 10:4a, 
12:3b, 12:3b, 12:4a, 12:5b. 



(4) Anarthrous > Anarthrous 

2. Indetenninate Fonns 
Total 
(1) Arthrous in MT > Arthrous 
(2) Arthrous in MT > Anarthrous 
(3) Anarthrous in MT > Arthrous 
(4) Anarthrous in MT > Anarthrous 

3. Bound Fonns with Pronominal Suffixes 
Total 
(1) > Arthrous 
(2) > Anarthrous 

41 661 

4 
1 (12:1a) 
3664 

4. Bound Fonns Functioning as nomen regens 
Total 1 (3) 
(1) Anarthrous > Arthrous (2)665 
(2) Anarthrous > Anarthrous 1 (7:18b) 

The articulation of participles in Greek Ecclesiastes fonnally agrees with 
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Hebrew 60 times out of71 (85 percent). The figure 85 percent may be enough to indicate 

the literal characteristic of the translation with respect to the articulation. Nonetheless, 

the 11 cases in which the articulation disagrees need to be discussed. 

Seven Hebrew anarthrous participles (free fonns) are rendered by Greek 

arthrous participles. The 4 anarthrous participles in 3:15a, 8:5a, 8:11a, and 10:8a 

660The 7 occurrences are 3:15b, 4:1a, 8:5a, 8:11a, 9:2b, 9:12a, 10:8a. 

661The41 occurrences are 1:5b, 1:6b, 1:7a, 1:15a, 2:6b, 2:8b, 2:8b, 3:2b, 4:1b, 
4:1b, 4:17b, 5:9a, 5:11b, 5:12b, 6:2a, 6:11a, 7:5b, 7:15b, 7:15b, 7:26b, 8:7a, 8:11a, 8:13b, 
8:16b, 9:1b, 9:2b, 9:5b, 9:16b, 9:16b, 9:17b, 9:18b, 10:7b, 10:8b, 10:9a, 10:9b, 11 :4a, 
11:4b, 11:5a, 12:10b, 12:11a, 12:14a. 

662The 4 occurrences are 2:26b, 9:2b, 9:2b, 9:11a. 

663The 2 occurrences are 7: 11 b, 8: 12b. 

664The 3 occurrences are 4:1b, 5:10a, 7:21b. 
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function as substantives. In 3:15b the definiteness of the participle is marked by the so-

called nota accusativi MK, for which the Greek article is employed in the accusative case. 

In the other 3 instances the substantival participles have their own objects. The 

anarthrous participle functioning as substantive occurs 9 times elsewhere in Ecclesiastes, 

but the 9 participles do not have the object and are rendered by anarthrous participles in 

Greek.666 The presence of an object, therefore, may have been understood to imply the 

definiteness of the substantival participle. Compare 7:26b and 8:5a. 

Example: 
7:26b i1:l i~"~ K~in' 

T ": T • •• : 

7:26b KCXt cXiJCXpTaVWv OUUlliJQl8~oE'tCXt EV CXUTl1 

8:5a 1" ,~, 1'i~ K''' imm '~i!li 
T TT -.. T;"" 

8:5a 0 QlUAaOOwv EV'tOA~V ou YVWOETCXt PT]iJCX TIOVllPOV 

The 3 anarthrous participles in 4:1a, 9:2b, and 9:12a follow relative particles in 

Hebrew, which are rendered by the article in Greek. The arthrous participle in Greek is a 

good functional equivalent for the relative particle and the participle. 667 

Example: 
9:2b o~r ,~t~ 'W~~l o~·r~l 
9:2b KCXt Tc{) 8uota( OVTl KCXt Tc{) iJ~ 8uota( OVTl 

In 9:2b the relative particle is prefixed by the preposition ". The preposition" is 

regarded as the dative marker, so the relative particle and the" are rendered together by 

the dative article. 668 

665The 3 occurrences are 7:11b, 8:12b. The forms in 7:11b and 8:12b are 
indeterminate forms at the same time. 

666The 9 instances are 1:15a, 2:8b, 2:8b, 3:2b, 4:1b, 4:1b, 7:26b, 9:17b, 9:18b. 

667 Cf. DeRouchie, "The Translation of Participles," 21. 
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Two indeterminate forms in 7: 11 b and 8: 12b are anarthrous and prefixed by 

the" of the benefactive dative. This" is a dative marker and is frequently rendered by 

the dative article in Greek. Additionally, both ofthem function as nomen regens 

governed by a definite nomen rectum, and, so may have been understood as definite. 

Example: 
7: 11 b lli~~iJ ~~,~ '0;'1 
7:11b KCXl TIEPlOOEI.CX 'Wl~ 8EWPOUOW TDV ~A.lOV 

Pronominal suffixes attached to participles in Ecclesiastes are all functioning 

as the objects ofthe participles. In such cases, the Translator generally employed the 

anarthrous participles. Hebrew bound participles with pronominal suffixes were 

understood as indefinite, and the Greek anarthrous participles were used as their formal 

equivalents. The exception is in 12:1a, where the arthrous participle is employed for 

T~'i~. Since the form in question designates the one God and also follows the so-called 

nota accusativi, it is understood as definite. 

In sum, the Translator never employed the anarthrous participle in Greek for 

the arthrous participle in Hebrew. On the other hand, when the arthrous participle in 

Greek is utilized for the anarthrous participle in Hebrew, other components such as 

relative particles, the preposition ", or the so-called nota accusativi in Hebrew are 

rendered by the article in Greek. Substantival participles with their own objects are 

regarded as definite. Thus, arthrous participles are used for them.669 The Translator's 

668The" is called a benefactive dative. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 
§11.2.10d. 

669Pronominal suffixes functioning as object are not included. 
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renderings of the participles are either formally or functionally literal with respect to 

articulation. 

Participle> Indicative (47) 

Evidence: 
1 :4a, 1 :4a, 1 :4b, 1 :5b, 1 :6a, 1 :6a, 1 :6b, 1 :6b, 1 :6b, 1 :7a, 1 :7b, 1 :7b, 2:2b, 2:3b, 2: 14a, 
2:19a, 2:22a, 3:20a, 3:21a, 3:21a, 3:21b, 4:5a, 4:5b, 4:8b, 5:9b, 5:19b, 6:6b, 6:8b, 6:10a, 
6:12a, 7:26a, 8:1a, 8:12a, 8:12a, 8:12b, 8:14a, 8:14a, 9:5a, 9:10b, 9:12b, 9:17a, lO:3a, 
lO:3a, lO:5b, lO:19a, 11:6b, 12:5b. 

There are 47 instances (35 percent) where the participles in Hebrew are 

rendered by indicatives in Greek. All of the 47 participles function as predicates in 

verbless clauses. For these predicate participles, the Translator employed present 

indicatives 29 times (62 percent), aorist indicatives 9 times (19 percent), perfect 

indicatives 6 times (13 percent), future indicatives 2 times (4 percent), and the present 

subjunctive once (2 percent). Each case requires discussion with respect to tense and 

aspect. 

Participle> present indicative (29).670 The evidence, in which the Hebrew 

participles are rendered by the Greek participles in Ecclesiastes, has demonstrated that 

the Hebrew participle normally denotes imperfective aspect and is mostly rendered by the 

present tense in Ecclesiastes.671 According to Segal, the participle becomes equivalent to 

the finite verb in Mishnaic Hebrew.672 In Mishnaic Hebrew, the participle describes an 

670The 29 occurrences are 1 :4a, 1 :4a, 1 :5b, 1 :6a, 1 :6a, 1 :6b, 1 :6b, 1 :6b, 1 :7a, 
1:7b, 1:7b, 2:2b, 2:14a, 2:22a, 3:20a,3:21a, 3:21b, 4:8b, 4:19b, 6:6b, 7:26a, 8:12b, 8:14a, 
8:14a, 9:10b, 9:12b, 9:17a, 10:19a, 11:6b. 

671 See p. 237 ofthis dissertation. 

672Segal, Mishnaic Hebrew, 155. 
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act in the process of being performed and, therefore, indicates the present tense.673 Both 

the evidence in Greek Ecclesiastes and the perspective of Mishnaic Hebrew are consistent 

with the fact that the Translator utilized the present indicative in Greek for the Hebrew 

predicate participles in 29 instances.674 Two examples are given for illustration. 

Examples: 
1 :7a C~i1-~N c~~~;, c~~nJi1-~:;' 

T - '," .: • T : - T 

1 7 ' " " , 8 " : a 1TCXV"CEe; Ol XEtf.LCXppOl 1TOPEUOV"CCXl Ete; "CT)v cxJl.cxaacxv 

2:2b i1~11 i1t-i1~ i1t:1~tp7' 
2:2b KCXl "CU EucppoaUvlJ "Cl "COu"Co 1TOlELe; 

The participle in 1 :7a depicts the constant nature of the activity. Most of the participles 

rendered by the present indicatives occur in gnomic statements. They describe either 

recurring phenomena or general human condition.675 In 2:2b the participle is used in an 

indirect question and denotes present progressive action: "Why are you doing this?,,676 

Participle> aorist indicative (9).677 A total of 6 predicate participles occurs 

in proverbial sayings or universal truths (4:5a, 4:5b, 5:9a, 8:12a, 8:12a, 12:5b). The 

aorist indicatives employed for those 6 participles must be gnomic. 

4:5a '~:t:-n~ p~h ~~~~0 
4:5b i'tD~-nN ~~k' T: ',' •. : 

4:5a 0 acppwv 1TEPlEACXPEV "C(xe; XELpCXe; cxu"Cou 
4:5b KCXl ECPCXYEV "CcXe; OlXpKCXe; cxu"COu 

673Ibid., 156. 

674Cf. Gentry, Greek Job, 260-61. 

675The 26 instances occur in the gnomic sentences, and the other 3 instances 
are closely connected to the gnomic sentences (4:8b, 7:26a, 8:12b). 

676Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 2. 
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This proverbial saying depicts how the foolish acts. Folding of the hands can 

be understood in perfective aspect but may be better understood as imperfective aspect 

because it probably implies continuous laziness.678 "Consuming flesh" is also best 

understood with the imperfective aspect because it seems to be a progressive activity. 

Therefore, it is not likely that the context forced the Translator to render both participles 

with aorist indicatives. The Translator possibly read p:m and ,,~~, as suffixed forms. 

One could argue that the subject "'O~i1 is followed by the form p:Jn, and thus, the word 

order seems to indicate that p:Jn is a participle. However, the word order is not decisive 

in distinguishing the participle from the suffixed form in Ecclesiastes. The subject 

frequently precedes the finite verb in Ecclesiastes when the subject is emphasized.679 The 

fronting of the subject mostly marks a change of the subject (e.g., n"i1p 'j~ in 1: 12a, i1i in 

2:24b). 

Conversely, the participle sometimes precedes the subject in Ecclesiastes as the 

suffix form normally does in biblical Hebrew. The participles in 7:26a and in 12:5b are 

also good examples of unusual word order. Thus, word order cannot be a criterion for 

deciding the identity of a form. 

7:26a i1~~;:t-n~ nw~ ,~ 'j~ ~~iO' 
7:26a K(xl EUPlOKW EYW TILKpO'rEPOV 1l1TEP 8a.v(X'[Qv ouv 'r~v YUV(xlK(x 

12:5b iO'{ili n':J-"~ c':i~;:t l~;-P:l 
12:5b on ETIOPEU8Tl 6 av8pwTIoC; Etc; OtKOV (XtwVOC; (XU'[QU 

677The 9 instances are 2:3b, 4:5a, 4:5b, 4:9b, 6:10a, 8:12a, 8:12a, 10:5b, 12:5b. 

678Cf. Gordis, Koheleth, 231; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 38; Fox, Qoheleth, 202. 
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In both instances the participles precede the subjects. The form K~'~ in 7:26a is clearly 

marked as a participle in a consonantal text, but the form 1'?i1 in 12:5b can be either a 

participle or suffix form. The context of 12:5b does not demand the perfective aspect, 

and the imperfective aspect is suitable because C'Ki1 indicates not a specific man but 

implies human beings in general. 680 The Translator, therefore, did not likely render the 

participle by the aorist indicative according to the context but rather construed the verb 

1'?i1 as a suffix form. 

The other 3 instances, in which the aorist indicatives render the participles, are 

likely cases where the Translator construed the verb as a suffix form. 

5:9a i1~~:l~ ~6 li~;:r~ :li1k-~~~ 
5:9a KlXt. Tl<; ~Y&TTT)OEV EV TTA.~eEl lXUTWV yEVT)f.LlX 

8:12a i'? T'~~~ n~i? 17; i1W~ K~h 'W~ 
8: 12a 0<; ~f.LlXPTEV ETTO(T)OEV TO TTOVT)pOV eXTTO T6TE KlXt. eXTTO f.L(x'Kp6TT)TO<; (x'UT(~ 

The rhetorical question in 5 :9a is used to relate the gnomic truth that the one loving 

wealth would never be satisfied with the abundance of produce. Even though one can 

depict the activity ofloving wealth as a whole, the context does not require the perfective 

aspect. The depiction may be smoother in the imperfective aspect.681 In 8:12a, two 

67~ot only the subject but also the object (e.g., 3:11a) or adverb (e.g., 3:16a) 
often comes at the beginning of the sentence. Plenty of fronting may be a characteristic 
of Ecclesiastes. 

680The modem commentators translated 12:5 by the present tense or even 
present progressive in English. Fox, Qoheleth, 280; Gordis, Koheleth, 188; Murphy, 
Ecclesiastes, 112. 

681DeRouchie pointed out that the suffix form never occurs after ~~. However, 
it does not undermine the possibility of the suffix form for three reasons. First, another 
finite verbal form, the prefix form frequently follows ~~ in Ecclesiastes (2:25, 3:22, 6:12, 
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forms, "sinning" and "doing (evil)," may also be better understood in imperfective 

aspect. The adverbial phase (cXnD 'to'tE KCXl cXnD f.lCXKpO'tT]'tOC;) probably supports the sense 

of continuity, i.e., the continuous evil activity ofthe sinner. Once again, the contexts do 

not clearly provide the reason why the Translator employed aorist indicatives in these 

instances. The forms ~n~ in 5:9a and ~~n nwl' in 8:12a, therefore, were possibly 

construed as suffix forms not as participles. 

In sum, the Translator portrayed the events in complete pictures by employing 

aorist indicatives in 4:5a, 4:5b, 5:9a, 8:12a (x2), and 12:5b. His decisions may have been 

motivated not by the context, but by their forms. 

The other 3 participles rendered by aorist indicatives do not occur in gnomic 

sentences. They may be analyzed in a different way. Two instances in 2:3b and 6:10a 

follow suffix forms in a sequence. The Translator recognized this sequence in which the 

participle functions as a suffix form, and so properly employed the aorist indicative for 

the participles. 

Example: 
2:3a ~'~~-n~ r~:[l litVT?L;, ~~L;,~ ~8""18 
2:3b ;,~:m:l ~;,j ~:lL;" 

T : T - •• ..: 

2:3a KCX'tEOKElIHXf.lT]v EV KCXp6l~ f.lou 'tOU EAKUOCXt ELC; olvov 't~v oapKcx f.lOU 
2:3b KCXl Kcxp6(cx f.lou W6~YT]OEV EV oocp(~ 

In 2:3b ~nJ follows the suffix form ~n'n in 2:3a, so the functional value of~nJ 

is determined by that of~n'n.682 It is also possible that the form ~m in 2:3b and l'i'J in 

7:13, 7:24,8:4,8:7, 10:14). Second, the participle coming after ~~ is always l'i'~ 
elsewhere in Ecclesiastes (2:19, 3:21, 6:12, 8:1). Finally, the interrogative ~~ can be 
followed by the suffix form in biblical Hebrew (e.g., Gen 3:11; Job 12:9). In other words 
~~ does not restrict the suffix form from being the predicate. 

682Cf. DeRouchie, "Translation of Participles," 36, 38. 
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6: lOa are read as suffix forms. 

Finally, the equivalent of the form ~~~ in 1 0:5b may be decided by the context. 

1 0:5a W~Wil nnn ~n~~' ill" W~ 
':T- -- . 'T TT •• 

1 0:5b ~~"Wil ~J:J"~ ~~~w m~w~ 
• - - •. :.. T"; TT:' 

1O:5a Eonv novYlPla ~v Et60v uno tOV ~ALOV 
lO:5b Wt; aKOl)OLOV 0 EtFjA8EV ano npoownou tOU E~OUOL&(OVtOt; 

The relative clause in 1 0:5b modifies il~~W ("involuntary offense"). By employing the 

aorist indicative for the predicate participle ~~\ the Translator understood the 

"involuntary offense" as a whole and seems to stress the occurrence, not the process, of 

the activity.683 The Translator's rendering in this case is contextually motivated.684 

In conclusion, all 9 instances where an aorist indicative renders the participle 

in Ecclesiastes are identical with suffixed forms in a consonantal text. To decide the 

form, the context and the sequence are examined. If the context does not definitely 

demand the perfective aspect, the Translator may have construed the form as a suffixed 

form and used the aorist indicative for the presumed suffixed form. On the other hand, if 

the context or sequence clearly demands the perfect aspect, his using the aorist indicative 

can be justified by the context or sequence. 

Participle> perfect indicative (6).685 There are six instances where the 

Translator employed the perfect indicative for the Hebrew participle. 

683Cf. DeRouchie, "Translation of Participles," 39. For the perfective aspect of 
aorist indicative, see Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 255-61; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 557. 

684Since imw is a feminine noun, it is not likely that ~~~ is construed as a suffix 
form. 

685The 6 instances are 1 :4b, 2:19a, 3:21a, 6:8b, 6:12a, 8:1a. 
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1 :4b KCtl ~ Y~ Els TOV alwva EOTl1KEV 

In 1 :4b, the predicate participle ni~17 clearly denotes a state of "standing" in 

the context. The "land" does not move, so the continuous activity or process is not 

involved. The adverbial phrase C~'17~ elucidates the picture "how long the land has been 

in the state of standing." The perfect indicative, therefore, would be an excellent 

equivalent to the participle denoting the stative aspect. In the other 5 instances, 17i'~ IS 

rendered by ol6Ev, which is always perfect in form, but is present in function. 

Participle> future indicative (2) / present subjunctive (1).686 In 2 instances, 

the Hebrew participle is rendered by the future indicative in Greek. Both instances occur 

in proverbial sayings. The Greek future can convey a gnomic sense.687 

9:5a 'nT?~W c~~li~ C~~1JiJ ~~ 

iT~'NT? c~~li~ cn~ C~I1~iJ1 
9:5a on Ot (WVTEs yvwoovTal on aTIo8aVOUvTal 

,~ '''' , , 5:. ' Kal Ol VEKPOl OUK HOW YWWOKOVTEs OUuEV 

1 O:3a '~!;1 i~~ 1~h ~;:'OiTw;:, TT!~-c~1 
10: 3 a Ka ( yE EV Me;> oTav lfcppwv TIOPEUl1Ta l KapMcx auTOu UOTEP~OH 

The aspect of the Greek future is still debated.688 Some argue that the future is strictly 

tense and non-aspectual (e.g. Fanning), while others contend that it has aspect (e.g., 

McKay, "expressing intention,,).689 In 9:5a and 10:3a YVWOOVTal and UOTEP~OEl are used 

686The 2 instances of the future indicative are 9:5a, 10:3a. The 1 instance of 
the present subjunctive is 10:3a. 

687Porter, Verbal Aspect, 411; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 57l. 

688See p. 138 of this dissertation. 
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in distinctly non-future contexts. They seem to be modal and express "expectation." In 

9:5a the future tense may imply probability that the living knows their death in future. 

One may be living in recognition of his death in future. The statement can be 

legitimately expressed with a modal verb. 690 The future indicative is an excellent choice 

for both the gnomic and modal statement. 

In 10:3a the subordinate clause is introduced by omv, which denotes an 

indefinite temporal idea. When the omv is used as a temporal particle, the verb in the 

subordinate clause conveys a repeated or conditional action. 691 The main verb 

(ua"tEp~aEl) must be correlated with the indefinite temporal clause, so the future 

indicative in the modal use is an appropriate choice. In sum, both future indicatives for 

the Hebrew participles are decided by the demands of the target language. 

In 1 instance the Translator rendered the participle by the present subjunctive. 

In 10:3a the subjunctive iTOPElJTj"tCXL renders lSi1. The subjunctive is employed because of 

omv. When o"tcxv is used as temporal conjunction, it approaches the meaning of EeXV, so 

the subjunctive normally follows. 692 The present tense is used because not only is the 

action progressive, it is also contemporaneous with that of the main clause.693 Whenever 

the fool walks on the road, others observe the state of his heart simultaneously. Using the 

689Porter summarized the different positions on the aspect of the future. He 
concluded that the future is aspectually vague. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 407-16. 

690Cf. Porter, Idioms, 44. 

69lBauer, s.v. "o"tcxv." 

692Ibid. 

693Ibid.; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 391. 
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present subjunctive in 1O:3a, therefore, not only maintains the literalness of the 

translation but also conforms to good Greek style. Thus, the Translator was concerned 

about the demands of the target language. 

Participle> Noun (8) 

Evidence: 
2:2a, 4:1a, 5:11a, 5:12a, 5:15a, 10:la, 12:3a, 12:11b. 

Function. There are 8 participles in Hebrew (6 percent), which are rendered 

by nouns in Greek. Functionally, all of them are substantival participles. The noun is a 

good functional equivalent to the substantival participle.694 An example is gi ven for 

illustration. 

Example: '~1'i1 > 'tOU 60UAOU 

5: 11 a "~K~ i1~;n::n:a~1 ~~~-c~ '~l1;:t n~~ i1~~n~ 
5:11a YAUKUC; UTIVOC; 'tOU 60UAOU EL OAlYOV K(xl EL TIOAU cpaYE1"(xl 

In addition to the functional comparison, number and articulation are to be 

considered for the formal comparison between participles in Hebrew and their 

equivalents rendered by nouns in Greek. 

Number. Six participles have singular forms in Hebrew, and 2 are plural 

forms. 695 In all 8 instances the number ofthe Greek noun matches the number ofthe 

Hebrew participle (100 percent). 

694The 8 instances are 2:2a, 4:1a, 5:11a, 5:12a, 5:15a, 10:1a, 12:3a, 12:11b. 

695The singular forms are in 2:2a, 5:11a, 5:12a, 5:15a, 10:1a, 12:11b. The 
plural forms are in 4:1a, 12:3a. 
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Articulation. The way to analyze the articulation of participles in Hebrew 

rendered by nouns in Greek will be the same as that used to analyze the articulation of 

participles in Hebrew rendered by participles in Greek. 

1. Free Forms 
Total 7 
(1) Arthrous > Arthrous 2696 

(2) Arthrous > Anarthrous 0 
(3) Anarthrous > Arthrous 0 
(4) Anarthrous > Anarthrous 5697 

2. Indeterminate Forms 
Total 0 
(1) Arthrous in MT > Arthrous 0 
(2) Arthrous in MT > Anarthrous 0 
(3) Anarthrous in MT > Arthrous 0 
(4) Anarthrous in MT > Anarthrous 0 

3. Bound Forms with Pronominal Suffixes 
Total 0 
(1) > Arthrous 0 
(2) > Amarthrous 0 

4. Bound Forms Functioning as nomen regens 
Total 1 
(1) Anarthrous > Arthrous 0 
(2) Anarthrous > Anarthrous 1 (12:3a) 

The evidence shows that the articulation of participles in Hebrew perfectly 

matches the articulation of their corresponding nouns in Greek (100 percent). This 

demonstrates the literalness of the Translator with respect to articulation. 

In sum, the Translator's rendering of the participles by nouns is functionally 

literal as well as formally literal with respect to number and articulation. 

696The 2 instances are 4:1a, 5:11a. 

697The 7 instances are 2:2a, 5:12a, 5:15a, 10:la, 12:11b. 
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Participle> Adjective (8) 

Evidence: 
4:12b, 4:14a, 4:14b, 5:7a, 9:3b, 9:4b, 9:5b, 9:11a. 

Function. There are 8 Hebrew participles rendered by Greek adjectives in 

Ecclesiastes (6 percent). Six of the Hebrew participles function as substantives and are 

all rendered by substantival adjectives.698 The other 2 Hebrew participles function as 

attributives modifying their antecedents and are rendered by attributive adjectives in 

Greek.699 The 8 Greek adjectives rendering the Hebrew participles, therefore, are 

functional equivalents. 

Examples: 
(substantive: c~n~il > 'Wue; VEKpOUe;) 

9:3b C~~~jT"~ '~jD~l 
9:3b Kat eJTIlOW alrrwv TIpOe; TOUe; VEKpOUe; 

(attributive: n~il > TOV VEKpOV) 
9:4b n~i'J il~.l~;:q~ ::l;~ ~'il ~o ::l?~?-~:l 
9:4b on 0 KUWV 0 (wv aUTOe; &.ya8oe; iJTIEP TOV AEOVTIX TOV VEKPOV 

Number. As for the number, 4 participles in Hebrew are singular forms, and 4 

are plurals. 7oo All numbers of the Hebrew participles in Hebrew match the numbers of 

the Greek adjectives (100 percent). 

698The 6 instances are 4:14a, 4:14b, 5:7a, 9:3b, 9:5b, 9:11a. The participle ttl, 
in 4:14b could be analyzed not only as a substantive, "(born as) a poor," but also as a 
subjective complement "(born) poor." 

699The 2 instances are 4:12b, 9:4b. 

700The singular forms are in 4:12b, 4:14b, 5:7a, 9:4b. The plural forms are in 
4: 14a, 9:3b, 9:5b, 9: 11 a. 
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Articulation. Articulation for these 8 instances is analyzed in the same way as 

the Hebrew participles rendered by the Greek participles.701 

1. Free Forms 
Total 
(1) Arthrous > Arthrous 
(2) Arthrous > Anarthrous 
(3) Anarthrous > Arthrous 
(4) Anarthrous > Anarthrous 

2. Indeterminate Forms 
Total 
(1) Arthrous in MT > Arthrous 
(2) Arthrous in MT > Anarthrous 
(3) Anarthrous in MT > Arthrous 
(4) Anarthrous in MT > Anarthrous 

1 
1 (9:11a) 
o 
o 
o 

3. Bound Forms with Pronominal Suffixes 
Total 0 
(1) > Arthrous 0 
(2) > Amarthrous 0 

4. Bound Forms Functioning as nomen regens 
Total 0 
(1) Anarthrous > Arthrous 0 
(2) Anarthrous > Anarthrous 0 

All 6 arthrous participles are rendered by arthrous adjectives in Greek. Two 

anarthrous forms are rendered by anarthrous adjectives. The articulation matches 

between the target language and the target language in all instances. 

In sum, the Greek adjectives, which render the Hebrew participles, are 

functional equivalents, and their number and articulation always agree. 

701 For the analytic frame, see Gentry, Greek Job, 258-259. 

702The 5 instances are 4:12b, 4:14a, 9:3b, 9:4b, 9:5b. 

703The 2 instances are 4:14b, 5:7a. 
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Participle> Infinitive (1) 

5:7b Cil~~l1 C~iljJ~ ,~w ;,j~ ~11~ ;,jJ ~:l 
'.' •• -: .: •• - T -.. - T • 

5:7b OTt inlJllAOC; bTcXVW inVllAOU cj>UAcX~lXl KlXl inVllAOl ETI' IXUtDUC; 

The participle ,~w functions as a predicate in 5:7b. The Translator 

uncharacteristically employed the aorist infinitive cj>UAcX~lXl for the participle. The 

participle ,~w is syntactically vague. It can be either predicative or attributive modifying 

the second il:lJ.
704 The Translator likely construed the form as an attributive and removed 

the ambiguity by using the infinitive in an attributive fashion. Since using the infinitive 

for the participle deviates from his normal approach, it is also possible that the Translator 

construed the form as an infinitive construct (semar). With respect to aspect, the sentence 

denotes a universal truth, so the aorist must be gnomic. The Translator perceived the 

action (,~w "looking out") to be repeated or generalized and summarized its occurrence 

in the aorist tense. 705 

Summary 

With respect to function, predicate participles occur in 59 instances out of 135 

(44 percent) in Ecclesiastes. Greek indicatives render 47 instances of the 59 (80 percent), 

and the analytic tense form is used for the other 12 instances (20 percent). Substantival 

participles occur 48 times (35 percent). They are rendered by substantival participles 34 

times (71 percent), nouns 8 times (17 percent), and substantival adjectives 6 times (12 

percent). Finally, attributive participles occur 28 times (21 percent). Greek attributive 

704Murphy takes the participle as a predicate (Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 44), while 
Fox interprets it as an attributive (Fox, Qoheleth, 212). 

705Cf. Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 395. 
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participles render 25 instances (89 percent); attributive adjectives render 2 instances (7 

percent); and infinitives render 1 instance (4 percent). All the Greek renderings are 

functionally equivalent to the Hebrew participles. 

In the tenns of number and articulation, the source and target languages agree 

in more than 90 percent of the instances. Number is adjusted by the context (3 percent). 

The Greek arthrous participles render the Hebrew anarthrous participles (15 percent) 

because other lexemes such as a relative particle, preposition lamed, and so-called nota 

accusativi are represented by the articles. The voice is identical in more than 90 percent 

of the instances. Any discrepancy of voice is due to the lexical nature either of the target 

language or of the source language. 

As for the aspect of the participle, two equations, Hebrew Participle> Greek 

Participle and Hebrew Participle> Greek Indicative, are considered. In 91 out of 118 

occurrences, the Translator used the present participle or the present indicative for 

Hebrew participles (77 percent). One can, therefore, posit that the aspect of the Hebrew 

participle was nonnally understood as imperfective or progressive. He employed the 

aorist tense when he construed a Hebrew fonn as a suffixed fonn (6 instances) or gave qtl 

value to the Hebrew participle according to a sequence (2 instances). Context is taken 

into account only in 2 cases in using the aorist tense. The perfect aspect is employed for 

Hebrew passive stems denoting a stative condition or for the verb lii~ (> oUia). 

Infinitives 

There is a total of 104 infinitive fonns in Ecclesiastes. In 2 instances, the 

Translator did not construe the fonns as infinitives. The first instance is the fonn :J,'P in 
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4:17a.706 

4: 17a lJb~" :1i'~: C~j6~;:t n~~-"~ l~lj 'W~~ T"J' 'b~ 
4: 17a tPU) .. a.~ov lTOblX oou EV 4> EcXV lTOPEUlJ EtC; OLKOV "COU 9EOU KlXt EYYUC; WU cXKOUElV 

The form :1,'P (qar6b) can be analyzed either as a free infinitive or as an adjective. 707 

The Translator probably construed the form as an adjective and used the Greek adjective 

EYYUC; for its equivalent. The form in question must, therefore, be treated as an adjective. 

Another instance involves a textual problem. In 9: 1 a the Translator read the 

bound infinitive form as a noun and as part of the verb. 

9:1a iT!.-"f-n~ 'i:17: ~~,,-,,~ ~8lJ~ iT!.-"f-n~ ~:;, 
9: 1 a on ouv lTiXv WUW EbwKIX EtC; KlXpMIXV 1l0U KIX t KlXpb LIX 1l0U ouv lTiXv E LbEV WUW 

The form ,,:1" (labur) in MT is analyzed as the preposition" plus a bound 

infinitive from the root ,,:1 or ,,:1.708 The Translator added a subject KlXpbLIX 1l0U, which 

is missing in MT, and uses an aorist indicative ELbEV rather than an infinitive. Neither ,,:1 
nor ,,:1 are rendered by EtliE'iv in LXX.709 The Translator likely had a different 

consonantal text from MT in 9:1a. A reason that the LXX does not literally correspond 

to MT in 9: 1 a may be because of wrong word division and dittography. First, the 

graphical confusion between, and ~ might occur, and ,:1'" becomes ~:1"'. The' is 

706NKJV, NIV, and NASB read :1,'P as infinitive, which functions as 
imperative. NRSV also takes the fonn in question as infinitive but functioning as 
substantive. 

707 Gordis, Koheleth, 237. 

708Some scholars explain the root ,,:1 as the by-form of":1 (KB, S.v. ",,:1"). 
Others analyze ,,:1" as a bound infinitive from a geminate root but as the analogy with II
waw verb (GKC, Hebrew Grammar, §67r). 

709Cf. T. Muraoka, "Aramaic Index to the Septuagint," 233, 238. 
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separated from ~:J'?i, and is joined to the next word. The next two consonants n~ are read 

twice with another confusion between nand j1. Consequently, the Translator's parent 

text might read j1i-'?~-n~ j1~' ~:J'?i.710 If the textual problem is resolved in this way, the 

Translator's rendering is a formally literal translation, and this case is excluded from the 

evidence of bound infinitives. 

On the other hand, there are 3 instances where the Translator construed the 

noun forms in MT as bound infinitive forms. The 3 forms are: (1) ni~' in 5:10b, which is 

vocalized as the noun (re 'ut) in MT but must have been construed as the bound infinitive 

form (re'6t),711 (2) '~Wl),? in 5:11b, which is a noun prefixed by a preposition (le 'iisfr) in 

MT but must have been understood as the a Hiphil infinitive with a syncopated j1 

(la 'asfr);712 and finally (3) l)''? in 8:9b, which is read as the preposition plus noun (tra ') 

in MT but is probably interpreted as Hiphil infinitive with a syncopated j1 (liira ') 713 

These 3 instances are included in the total number of bound infinitives. 

Free Infinitive 

Free infinitive forms occur 18 times in Ecclesiastes. They are rendered by 

adjectives, adverbs, or aorist indicatives. 

710The Peshitta supports this reading. Cf. BHS-Horst; Gordis, Koheleth, 289; 
Seow, Ecclesiastes, 297. 

7Jl See p. 20 of this dissertation. 

712 An intervocalic j1 is often syncopated in the late Hebrew (Segal,Mishnaic 
Herbew, § 143). See p. 20 ofthis dissertation. 

713See p. 21 of this dissertation. 
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Free Infinitive> adjective / adverbs (15). The equivalent occurs in 1: 16b, 

2:7b, 5:6a, 5:11a, 5:16b, 5:19a, 6:11a, 7:16a, 7:17a, 9:18b, 11:8a, 11:8b, 12:9b, 12:12b, 

12:12b. In all instances the hiphil free infinitive fonn ii:l'ii (harbeh) is used as an 

adjective or adverb. The Translator always rendered the fonn in question by TIOAU<;. In 8 

instances he construed ii:l'ii as an attributive adjective and matched the gender and 

number OfTIOAU<; with those ofthe noun it modifies.714 In 6 instances he construed ii:l'ii 

as an adverb and used the neuter accusative OfTIOAU<; for the Hebrew fonn. 715 There is 1 

instance where the Translator construed ii:l'ii as a predicate adjective (11:8b). 

Examples: 
(attributive adjective) 
2:7b''? ii:~ ii~liJ 1K~~ 'i?~ ii~'p~ !:l~ 
2:7b Kal yE KT~al<; ~OUKOAlOU Kat TIOl~VlOU TIOAA~ EYEVETO ~Ol 

(adverb) 
5:19a ":0 '~~-n~ ,j\, ii~liJ ~6 ':l 
5:19a OTt ou TIoUcX ~VTla8~aETal TcX<; ~~Epa<; T~<; (w~<; auTOu 

(predicate adjective) 
11 :8b '?:lii K::lll;-'?:l 1'ii' ii::l'ii-':l 

": T T": T : • ..: - . 

11 :8b OTt TIoUa't EaovTal 1T(XV TO EPXO~EVOV ~aTalOTTl<; 

Free infmitive > aorist indicative (3). In 4:2a, 8:9a, and 9: lla, the free 

infinitives with waw follow finite verbs and function as finite verbs. 716 In 8:9a and 9:11a 

714The 8 instances are 2:7b, 5:6b, 5:16b, 6:11a, 9:18b, 11:8a, 12:12b, 12:12b. 

715The 6 instances are 1:16b, 5:11a, 5:19a, 7:16a, 7:17a, 12:9b. 

716For the function of free infinitive as finite verb, see A. Rubinstein, "A Finite 
Verb Continued by an Infinitive Absolute in Biblical Herbew," VT2 (1952): 362-67; 
Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §35.5.2; GKC, Hebrew Grammar, § 113y-z. 
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the infinitives with waw immediately follow the qtl fonus. 

8:9a iiW~~-"~7 ~:l"-n~ lin~1 ~n~~':1 ii!.-"f-n~ 
8:9a Kal ouv 'JT(XV TOlrw Eloov KlXl EOWKIX T~V KIXPOlIXV flOU El<;; TIiXv TIOlTlfllX 

9: 11 a ri'TPiJ 1:l~~iP~ t6 ~:J tziT?WiJ-nOlJ iik':11 ~l;1~~ 
9: 11 a ETIEOTpElIJIX Kal ELOOV UTIO TOV ~ALOV on ou TOLe;; KOUcpOLe;; 6 OpOflOe;; 

In both instances the qtl fonus are rendered by aorist indicative, and the free 

infinitives following qtl are also rendered by aorist indicative. The Translator must have 

equated the function of the free infinitive as that of qtl. 

In 4:2a the free infinitive follows the wayyqtl fonu. 

4: 1 a I:l~P~~~-"f-n~ ii~l~1 ~J~ ~l;1~~1 
4:2a 'n~ ,~~W 1:l~l}TPiJ-n~ ~~~ O;'~1 
4:1a KlXl ETIEOTpElIJIX EYW Kal Eloov ouv 'JT(XOIXe;; Tae;; OUKOcpIXVTllXe;; 
4 2 '" '" , e' '''s:.' e ' : a KIXL ETITJVEaIX EYW ouv TOUe;; TE VTlKOTIXe;; TOUe;; TluTl IXTIO IXVOVTIXe;; 

The first conjunction with ~n:lW is construed as simple waw i.e., waw 

conjunction, but the second waw with ii~'~ is understood as waw consecutive. In other 

words, the Translator analyzed two verbs in 4:1a as having perfective aspect and 

employed aorist indicatives for both. He also equated the functional value of the free 

infinitive with waw in 4:2a in the sequence with the previous verbs, and he used the aorist 

indicative for the free infinitive. 

Bound Infinitive 

The bound infinitive occurs 107 times in Ecclesiastes. The fonus appear either 

without a preposition or with the prepositions" or 1~. The Translator employed 12 

different equivalents for the fonus. All the evidence is arranged and discussed in the 

categories establish by 1. Soisalon-Soininen in his monograph Die Infinitive in der 
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S . 717 eptuagznta. . 

Bound infmitive without preposition> 'tau + infinitive (4). The occurrences 

are 3:4b, 3:4b, 3:5a, and 5:10b. In 3 instances the bound infinitives appear in the genitive 

case after a noun in the construct state.718 

(bound infinitives in 3:4b and 3:5a) 
3:4a pin~~ n~n ni:~~~ n~ 
3:4b iiPl n~1 ii~9 n~ 
3:5a t:l~~~~ oiJ~ n~1 t:l~~~~ T~~;:t7 n~ 
3 :4a KCXlPO£; 'tau KACXUOCXl KCXt KCXlPO£; 'tau YEAaocxl 
3:4b KCXlPO£; 'tau Kol\JCXOeCXl KCXt KCXlPO£; 'tau 6pX~OCXOeCXl 
3 :5a KCXlPO£; 'tOU PCXAELV Heou£; KCXt KCXlPO£; 'tau ouvcxycxYEtV Heou£; 

The bound infinitives i'~O, i'P' in 3:4b and O,J;:) in 3:5a modify the 

antecedent nouns. The 3 bound infinitives are not prefixed by the preposition ~ while 

other bound infinite forms in 3 :2-8 have the preposition ~. Nevertheless, the Translator 

consistently used 'tau + Infinitive for Hebrew bound infinitives whether or not they are 

prefixed by~. As in Hebrew, the Greek infinitives in these cases function as 

substantives, so their genitive relation with the preceding substantives is normal.719 The 

genitive article in Greek makes this relation clear. The Translator's rendering bound 

infinitive in Hebrew by 'tOU + Infinitive in Greek is, therefore, appropriate. This pattern 

of rendering is also attested in other places of LXX. no 

7171. Soisalon-Soininen, Die Infinitive in der Septuaginta, Annales Academiae 
Scientiarum Fennicae, Series B, vol. 132, 1 (Helsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 
1965). 

718Cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §36.2.1c. 

719Robertson, Grammar, 1076. 

nOSee Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 26. 
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5: 1 Ob '~r~ n~~'-t:l~ ~~ ~~?¥~" li'ili~-n~' 
5:10b KIXt 1:1, av(ipEI,IX 1:4) TIIXP' IXU1:fjs on aU' ~ 1:0U opiXv 6cp8IXA~ols IXU1:OU 

In 5: 1 Ob the Translator probably read n~~' as the bound infinitive form n'~' 

(re ot). Its Greek equivalent 1:OU opiXv functions as a substantive after a conjunction. The 

substantival use of 1:OU + infinitive is normal in Hellenistic Greek as mentioned above. 721 

Bound infinitive without preposition> anarthrous infinitive (2). The 

equivalent occurs in 7:25a and 12:12b. 

7:25a "n", nl1i" ~~", ~)~ ~ni~o 
T: - - T ..: . -; • -

li~~~q n~~r:r ilip~' 
7:25b ni""in n''':lom "o~ l1ili, nl1i'" .. : • - : .,' ': - '," - - T : 

7:25a EKllKAWOIX EYW KIXt ~ KIXpMIX ~OU 1:OU YVWVIXl KIXt 1:OU KIX1:IXOKEtjJIX08IXl 
KIXt (T)1:fjOIXl OOCPI,IXV KIXt ljIfjcpov 

7:25b KIXt 1:0U YVWVIXl aOE~ous acpPoouvT)V KIXt OKAT)PlIXV KIXt TIEPlCPOp&V 

12:12b fP r~ n;JliJ t:l~'~9 niill~ 
12:12b TIOlfjOIXl ~l~AlIX TIoU& OUK Eonv TIEPIXO~6s 

The infinitive form tVP~ (baqqes) in 7:25a must be a bound infinitive even 

though the free infinitive has the same form. 722 The preposition" is probably gapped, 

and the infinitive has an adverbial function denoting a final sense as the previous 

infinitives nl1i" "n", and the following infinitive nl1i" in7:25b do.723 A bound infinitive 

n'tVl1 in 12:12b functions as a subject ofthe clause and also takes an object. The 

721 See also Robertson, Grammar, 1066-67. 

722If the infinitive is a free form, it continues the preceding finite verb that is a 
suffix form. For the cases where a free form functions as finite verb, the Translator 
always employed an aorist indicative (4:2a, 8:9a, 9:11a) rather than an infinitive. 
Furthermore, the objects l'~tVm n~:ln must fit to "n", nl1i~ as well as tVP~. The form in 
question is, therefore, not a free infinitive. 
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Translator utilized the anarthrous infinitives for both Hebrew bound infinitives. His 

renderings are not only formally literal but are also acceptable Hellenistic Greek. 724 

Bound infinitive without preposition> nominals (2). There are 2 instances 

in which the bound infinitive without preposition is rendered by a nominal: by a noun in 

7:1b, and by substantival adjective in 10:10b. 

7:1b ii~'iT t:li~~ n'~iT t:li~' 
: T • • ': T - : 

7: 1 b KIX l ~f.1EpIX 'tOU 8IXveX'tOu llTIEP ~f.1EpIXV YEVEOEWC; IXll'toU 

10: 1 Ob iT~=?t:1 '~W=?iJ li't;'1~1 
10:10b KIXl TIEPWOElIX 'tOU av6pEloU OOCPlIX 

In both cases, the Hebrew bound infinitives are in the construct state and have 

nominal functions. According to Soisalon-Soininen, using nouns in Greek for the 

Hebrew bound infinitive as genitival attributive is an established approach in other 

translators of LXX. 725 

~ + bound infmitive > 'tau + infinitive (87). There are 87 instances in which 

the Hebrew bound infinitive prefixed by ~ is rendered by 'tOU plus an infinitive in Greek. 

Evidence: 
1:7b, 1:8a, 1:8b, 1:13a, 1:13a, 1:13b, 1:15b, 1:17a, 2:3a, 2:3b, 2:6b, 2:11a, 2:12a, 2:20a, 
2:26b, 2:26b, 2:26b, 3:2a, 3:2a, 3:2b, 3:2b, 3:3a, 3:3a, 3:3b, 3:3b, 3:4a, 3:4a, 3:5a, 3:5b, 
3:5b, 3:6a, 3:6a, 3:6b, 3:6b, 3:7a, 3:7a, 3:7b, 3:7b, 3:8a, 3:8a, 3:10b, 3:12b, 3:12b, 3:15a, 
3:18b, 3:22b, 4:10b, 4:13b, 4:14a, 4:17a, 4:17b, 5:1a, 5:3a, 5:5a, 5:11b, 5:11b, 5:14a, 
5:17a, 5:17a, 5:17a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 6:10b, 7:5a, 7:9a, 7:13b, 7:25a, 7:25a, 

723In this case, the final infinitive can be also understood as a complementary 
infinitive. Cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 607. 

724por the final use of the bound infinitive, see Thackeray, Grammar, 24; BDP, 
Greek Grammar, §390; Robertson, Grammar, 989ff. Por its substantival use functioning 
as subject, see BDP, Greek Grammar, §399; Robertson, Grammar, 1058ff. 

725Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 24-25. 



7:25b, 7:27b, 8:8a, 8:9b, 8:11b, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:16a, 8:16a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 8:17b, 
8:17b, 9:10a, 10:15b, 11:7b, 12:10a. 
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In all these instances, the genitive article tOU is regarded as an equivalent of 

".726 The evidence is categorized into 3 groups according to their function: (1) 

independent uses, (2) adjectival uses, and (3) adverbial uses.727 

Adverbial ~ + bound infinitive (48). In 25 instances out of 48, the form in 

question denotes purpose; in 20 instances it is used as the complement of a verb; and 

finally in 3 instances it functions as direct object.728 Examples are given for illustration. 

(final" + Bound Infinitive) 

1: 17a n'''=?ID1 ni"~ii! n~':11 i!~=?r:t n~'J7 ~:l~ i!~I;1~~ 
1: 17a Kat EowKa KapMav ~ou tOU yvwval 00tPLav Kat YVWOLV TIapaPOAcXs Kat E1TlOt~~"V 

(complementary" + Bound Infinitive) 
1 :8a ':li" tzN~ "~'~-K" I:l~l.'~~ I:l~':l.'i!-":l 

•• - : • - •• ': • T : - T 

1 :8a mlVtEs Ot AOYOl EYKOTIOl ou OUv~OEtal cXv~p tOU AaAElv 

(" + Bound Infinitive as direct object) 
4: 17b l." niIDl.''' I:l~l.'ii~ I:lJ~K-~:l 

T -: - .: T'" 

4:17b on OUK ELoLV ELMtEs 'COu TIOlf}oal KaKOv 

726Cf. Robertson, Grammar, 1067; Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 50; Gentry, 
Greek Job, 266. 

727This categorization is indebted to Soisalon-Soininen. In his monograph Die 
Infinitive in der Septuaginta, Soisalon-Soininen categorizes the bound infinitives into 
three groups. The first group includes independent uses of" plus bound infinitive that 
are a subject or predicate. The second group contains adjectival uses, in which" plus 
bound infinitive modifies preceding nominals. The final group includes adverbial uses, 
in which Soisalon-Soininen subgroups" plus bound infinitive into a direct object, final, 
and epexegetical functions. See Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 29-75. 

728(1) Final" + Bound Infinitive: l:13a, l:13a, 1:13b, 1:17a, 2:6b, 2:11a, 
2:26b, 3:10b, 3:22b, 4:14a, 4:17a, 5:5a (result), 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 7:25a, 7:25a, 
7:25b, 7:27b, 8:9b, 8:16a, 8:16a, 8:17a, 12:10a; (2) Complementary" + Bound Infinitive: 
1:7b, 1:8a, 1:8b, 1:15b, 2:3a, 2:3b, 2:12a, 2:20a, 5:1a, 5:3a, 5:11b, 5:11b, 5:14a, 6:10b, 
7:9a, 7:13b, 8:11b, 8:17a, 8:17b, 9:10a; (3) As Direct Object: 4:13b, 4:17b, 10:15b. 
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The ~ plus bound infinitive in 1: 1 7 a is one of the cases, which is used as final 

clause. The Greek equivalent 'roD plus an infinitive can also express purpose in 

Hellenistic Greek.729 The ~ plus a bound infinitive in 1 :8a is used as complement for the 

verb ~~,~. The main verbs, after which a complementary infinitive occurs, are mostly: 

'm~, ~i1::l, ~~\ 'i1~, ~l~, ~~~, mJ, i1J~, and ::l,tV. For these complementary infinitives, 

the Translator used "Cou plus an infinitive. As in 4: 17b the ~ plus a bound infinitive 

functioning as direct object always occurs after the verb li'\ The Translator utilized "COD 

plus an infinitive for these cases as well. The same approach is already established by the 

earlier translators of LXX.730 

Adjectival ~ + bound infinitive (28). In 28 instances the ~ plus a bound 

infinitive is used attributively and rendered by "CoD plus infinitive in Greek.731 

Example: 

3 :2a n'~? n~: nj?? n~ 
3 :2a Kcnpo<; "COD "CEKE1V KCXL KCXLPO<; "COD (X1T08cxVElv 

The bound infinitives with preposition ~ modify the preceding nouns as 

genitival attributive. The Translator employed "COD plus infinitive for the form in 

question.732 When the bound infinitive functions as adjectival modifier, whether it is 

with ~ or without~, the Translator consistently used the same approach. This approach is 

729Cf. Robertson, Grammar, 990. 

730Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 50-54 (final); 38-48 (complementary); 39-41 
(direct object). 

731 The 28 instances are 2:26b, 2:26b, 3:2a, 3:2a, 3:2b, 3:2b, 3:3a, 3:3a, 3:3b, 
3:3b, 3:4a, 3:4a, 3:5a, 3:5b, 3:5b, 3:6a, 3:6a, 3:6b, 3:6b, 3:7a, 3:7a, 3:7b, 3:7b, 3:8a, 3:8a, 
4: lOb, 8:8a, 11:7b. 



also attested in other books of LXX. 733 

Independent ~ + bound infinitive (11). In 8 instances, the" plus bound 

infinitive functions as subject, and in 3 instances as predicate.734 

Examples: 
3: 12a o~ :li~ r~ ~:;, ~nl?J: 

3: 12b '~:O:p. :li~ nitv~~l Oi~t;1"-O~ ~~ 
3:12aEYvwv on OUK Eonv aya80v EV aUTOl!; 
3:12b El fl~ tOU Eu<ppav8fjval Kat tOU TIOlElV aya80v EV (wiJ auTOU 

Two bound infinitives with" follow the particle of exception OK ~:J in 
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3:12b.735 The particle OK ~:J functions as a conjunction ("unless"), and the forms m~tzl" 

and n'tzljj" function as subject. The predicate (:l'~) in the clause is gapped. The 

Translator used tOU plus infinitives as the functional equivalent for m~tzl" and n'tzljj". Use 

oftou plus infinitive as subject is frequently attested elsewhere in LXX.736 

In 3: 15a the bound infinitive prefixed by " is used as predicate in the headless 

relative clause introduced by 'tzlK. Some modem scholars describe n'~i1" as the 

732Most instances are focused on 3:2-8 (85 percent). 

733See Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 37-38. 

734The 9 instances used as subject are 3: 12b, 3:12b, 5:17a, 5:17a, 5:17a, 8:15a, 
8:15a,8:15a. Three instances in 5:17a are appositions to the subject, and the other 
instances are nominals following OK ~:J. The instances of direct objective are excluded 
since Soisalon-Soininen analyzes the instances as adverbial. The 3 instances used as 
predicate are 3:15a, 3:18b, 8:17b. 

735Cf. KB, S.v. "OK ~:J." 

736Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 30; Robertson, Grammar, 1067. 
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periphrastic future. 737 The Translator utilized "COu plus infinitive, and its function in the 

clause is exactly the same as that ofn'~i1". The same approach is observed in the 

renderings of other LXX translators. 738 

., + bound infmitive > anarthrous infmitive (4). The equivalent occurs in 

3:14a, 3:14a, 6:8b, and 7:2a. 

Independent ~ + bound infinitive (3). There are 3 instances where" plus 

bound infinitive are used as subjects in a clause and are rendered by the anarthrous 

infinitive in Greek (3:14a, 3:14a, 7:2a). 

Example: 
3: 14a ~,~~ r~ '~T?~' ~~~ii17 r~ ,~~~ 
3: 14a En' cxUtti) OUK Eonv TTpoo8ElvCXl Kal eXTT' exUtOU OUK Eonv eXI1>EAE1V 

In 3:14a the bound infinitives with a preposition ." ~~O'i1" and li'~", follow r~. 

The r~-clause probably means here "it is impossible, it is not allowed" and must have a 

nominal subject.739 The Translator understood the forms ~~O'i1" and li'~" as subject in 

the clause and employed an anarthrous infinitive in Greek for the Hebrew forms. 740 One 

may expect an article for the formal equivalent of", but the anarthrous infinitive is also 

737Whitely, Koheleth, 114; M. Dahood, "Canaanite-Phoenician Influence in 
Qoheleth," Biblica 33 (1952): 51. 

738Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 30-31. 

739Schoors, Preacher, 183. 

740In Ecclesiastes 3: 14a is the only place where the" plus infinitive follows 1~~ 
and functions as subject. 
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used as subject in Hellenistic Greek.741 

~ + bound infinitive as direct object (1). In I instance" plus bound infinitive 

functions as direct object and is rendered by the anarthrous infinitive in Greek. 

6:8b O~~OiJ i~.~. l"O~ ~7'::r;~ ~~~~-i1~ 
6:8b 6lott 6 'TTEVT]C;; Ot6EV 'TTopEu8fWIXl KIXtEVIXVtt tfjc;; (wfjc;; 

In 6:8b, 1"i1" (" plus Qalbound infinitive) is used as the object ofl1i'~. The 

Translator rendered it by the anarthrous infinitive. The article may be expected for the 

equivalent of" as in the other 3 instances, where the arthrous infinitive renders" plus 

bound infinitive functioning an object.742 Although there are numerous instances in 

Hellenistic Greek where the anarthrous infinitive functions as object, the Greek 

translators do not seem to prefer the anarthrous infinitive over the arthrous infinitive.743 

In sum, the anarthrous infinitive for" plus a bound infinitive is limited to the 

substantival uses of a bound infinitive, in which the form functions as subject or as 

object. 

" + bound infmitive > -rei> + infinitive (1). The equivalent occurs in 1: 16a. 

I: 16a ~nL?:pi} i1~.i} ~JlS 'b~~ ~~h-o~ ~JlS ~nl;l"1 
I: 16a EAeXAT]OIX EYW EV KIXp6L~ 1l0U t4'> AEYHV EYW L60u EIlEYIXAuv8rw 

The frozen expression ,~~" introduces direct speech and is described as 

741 See. Robertson, Grammar, 1058; Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 29. In 8 
instances, the article tau is used for the equivalent of" which is conjoined to the bound 
infinitive functioning as subject. 

742The 3 instances are: 4:13b, 4:17b, 10:15b. Interestingly, all these infinitives 
including one of7:2a are the objects of the verb l1i~. 
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epexegetica1.744 The form in question is normally rendered by a participle form of AEYElV 

in LXX.745 However, the Translator employed n~ plus an infinitive for '~K~, not a 

participle nor TOU plus an infinitive as one expects. This is the only place in Ecclesiastes 

where n~ is employed for the equivalent of ~ with bound infinitive. 

" + bound infmitive > TO + infmitive (1). In 7:5a, ~ plus bound infinitive is 

used as subject. The Translator rendered the form by T6 plus an infinitive in Greek. 

7:5a C:lM n'l'~ l'bt,!j~ ~i~ 
TT --:--:' 

7:5a ocYIX80v TO OCKOUOIXl Em Tl.flTlOLV oo¢ou 

The nominative case ofthe article seems to be natural for the subject function 

ofthe infinitive. Although 7:5a is the only instance where the nominative article 

translates ~ in Greek Ecclesiastes, the approach is frequently used by the earlier 

translators of LXX. 746 

" + bound infinitive> on + indicative (1). In 3: 18a ~ plus bound infinitive 

functioning as direct object is rendered by an indicative with on. 

3: 18a CiKiT ~j:::l n'~.,-"l' ~:::l~:::l ~jK ~n'~K 
c;H~KiT" 'c,~~· - .. , . -, ., - T 

• ':: T T T : 

3:18a EI'TTIX EYw EV KIXp()[~ flOU 'TTEP't AIXAtiiC; ULWV TOU ocv8pw'TTOU 
OTl blIXKPlVEl IXUTOUC; 6 8E6c; 

743Soisalon-Soininen does not list any evidence of such case in his work. For 
the evidences of an anarthrous infinitive used as object, see Robertson, Grammar, 1059. 

744Soisa10n-Soininen, Infinitive, 68-69. 

745Ibid., 69. 

746Ibid., 29. 
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The form C,~? (zebiiriim) is analyzed as bound infinitive prefixed by a 

preposition" and suffixed by the 3 m.p. pronominal suffix. The word C~i1?Ni1 is the 

subject of the bound phrase, and the whole phrase C~i1?Ni1 C,~? functions as the object of 

the main verb ~n'ON. The Translator employed the on-clause for C~i1?Ni1 t:l,~? The on

clause also functions as object, so its function matches that ofthe Hebrew infinitive 

phrase. Ifhe used the Greek infinitive for the Hebrew infinitive, its subject and its object 

may have been confused because both of them would be accusative. Therefore the 

Translator intentionally used the on-clause to avoid the confusion. The approach is 

already established in other translators in LXX.747 

In sum, formally, ? plus a bound infinitive occurs 94 times. The bound 

infinitives in Hebrew are all rendered by an infinitive in Greek except in 1 case (99 

percent). The preposition? is rendered by TOU 87 times (93 percent). In 4 instances, 

there is no equivalent for?, and the anarthrous infinitives are employed (4 percent). Both 

nl> and TO are employed once each for? An indicative with on is used for? plus a 

bound infinitive once. 

When? plus a bound infinitive functions as a subject, TaU plus an infinitive 

renders it 9 times out of 13 (69 percent), anarthrous infinitive 3 times (23 percent), and TO 

plus infinitive once (8 percent). The approaches vary when the form in question is used 

as direct object. The TaU plus an infinitive is employed 3 times out of 5 (60 percent), 

anarthrous infinitive once (20 percent), and an indicative with on once (20 percent). 

However, for the cases in which the form in question functions as predicate, attributive, 

747Ibid., 42. 
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complement, or final clause, 'tou plus an infinitive is utilized in all occurrences (100 

percent). Finally, the epexegetical t, plus a bound infinitive is rendered by H{) plus an 

infinitive. 

10 + bound infinitive> a1To + noun (2). The equivalent occurs in 1 :8b and 

3:5b. 

1 :8b ~bqi~ W~ ~~~rn61 ni~lt, 1'~ lJ;~n-Kt, 
1 :8b OUK E~1TAT)o8~OE'tIXL 6cp8IXA~0<; 'tOU op&v KIXt OU 1TAT)pw8~oE'tIXL ou<; &1T0 &KpoaoEw<; 

3:5b p::m~ Phlt, n~n pi:lO~ n~ 
3:5b KIXLPO<; 'tOU 1TEPLAIX~ELV KIXt KIXLPO<; 'tOU ~IXKpuv8fJVIXL &110 11EPLA~~tVEW<; 

The form lJOWO in 1 :8b is analyzed as the Qal bound infinitive prefixed by the 

preposition 10, and the form P:lr10 in 3 :5b as the Piel bound infinitive prefixed by 10. The 

Translator rendered both forms by &116 plus nouns. The nouns in -OL<; are described as 

deverbative nouns expressing action and semantically correspond to -ing in English.748 

Since the bound infinitive is a verbal noun, the nouns in -OL<; are excellent functional 

equivalents for the Hebrew bound infinitive. The preposition 10 may denote means or 

agent in 1:8b, and separation in 3:5b.749 Its equivalent &116 conveys the same meanings in 

Hellenistic Greek. 750 This approach is well established in earlier LXX books.7S1 

748W. F. Howard, Accidence and Word-Formation, vol. 2 of A Grammar of 
New Testament Greek (Edinburgh: T.&T. Clark Ltd., 1979),373-74. 

749Cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, §11.2.11; Williams, Hebrew 
Syntax, §315, 320. 

750LSJ, s.v. "&116"; BDF, §21O-11; Robertson, Grammar, 574-80. 

751 See Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 104-05. 
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v~ + bound infinitive> iliTEP + noun (1) / participle (1). The equivalent 

occurs in 4 :17a. 

4: 17a n~! C''''~:PiJ nD~ ~b~" ~i'i21 
4:17a KCXl Eyyi)(; toU ciKOlJElV iliTEP OOIJ.!X. tWV cicppovwv 8UOl!X. OOU 

The form nn~ is analyzed as the bound infinitive with the preposition 1~. The 

Translator rendered the form by il'lTEP plus the noun 601J.!X.. The preposition 1~ here 

denotes comparison, and the Greek comparative iliTEP is an excellent equivalent to the 1~. 

As for the noun OOIJ.!X. for the bound infinitive, some modem scholars suggest that the 

Translator might have had a text that read nn~~ (mimmattat, 1~ plus the noun).752 

However, employing a noun for a bound infinitive prefixed by 1~ is the Translator's 

standard equivalent as well as that of the earlier translators.753 Furthermore, the noun 

OOIJ.!X. is deverbative and can be labeled a result noun.754 In other words, the noun belongs 

to the semantic category of action. 755 Therefore, the deverbative noun is an appropriate 

equivalent to the bound infinitive. It is not necessary to presume that the Translator had a 

consonantal text different from MT. 

6:9a tti~rl~O~ C'~'~ i1~l~ ~i~ 
6:9a ciy!X.8ov oP!X.IJ.!X. OCP8!X.AIJ.WV iliTEP TIOPEUOIJ.EVOV l!mxu 

In 6:9a, the Translator utilizes iliTEP plus the participle for l"i1~. The 

comparative iJTIEP is an expected equivalent to the comparative 1~. The bound infinitive 

752BHS_Horst; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 45. 

753See the instances of 1:8b and 3:5b. Cf. 5:10a, 12:4a; Soisalon-Soininen, 
Infinitive, 100-10. 

754Howard, Accidence and Word-Formation, 353-54. 
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in Hebrew functions as a object of the preposition 1~. The Greek participle TIOPEUOflEVOV 

renders the form 1~i1. One cannot decide whether the Translator read 1~i1 as the bound 

infinitive or as the participle. In either case, the Greek participle, which is used as 

substantive, functionally matches the form. 

1~ + bound infinitive > ~ on + anarthrous infmitive (1). The equivalent 

occurs in 7:2a. 

7:2a i1nw~ n~:l-~l( n::l"~ ~:ll(-n~:l-~l( n::l~~ :l;~ 
'.' : • •• '.' ': ',' • .; •• •• ',' ': ',' T 

7:2a aycx80v TIopEu8flvCXl ElC; oIKov TIEv8ouC; ~ on TIopEu8flvCXl ElC; oIKov TIo-rou 

The form n::l~~ is analyzed as the preposition 1~ plus the bound infinitive, and 

the Translator rendered the form by ~ on plus the infinitive. The Greek infinitive is a 

formal equivalent to the Hebrew bound infinitive, and the comparative ~ is a functional 

equivalent to the comparative 1~.756 The conjunction on may be pleonastic.757 Soisalon-

Soininen presented this as the only instance where ~ on renders the comparative 1~ in all 

the LXX, so the approach is unprecedented in LXX.758 

In sum, when a bound infinitive is used with 1~, the bound infinitive is 

rendered by the noun 3 times, and by a substantival participle or infinitive twice. 

Therefore, all 5 bound infinitives with 1~ are rendered by substantives in Greek (100 

percent). As the equivalent ofl~, aTIo is used for separative or means, and llTIEP or ~ on 

755Ibid. 

756The particle ~ can be used with infinitive. See BDF, Greek Grammar, § 185 
(2). 

757Cf. LSJ, s.v. "on"; Robertson, Grammar, 666. 
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is employed for the comparative sense ofV~. 

:l + bound infmitive > EV + noun (2). In 5:10a and 12:4a, the preposition:l is 

prefixed to the bound infinitive in Ecclesiastes. The Translator employed EV plus 

anarthrous nouns in both instances. 

5: 1 Oa i1~'?:Ji~ ,:1, i1:li~i1 ni:l':1 
T ... : - T - : • 

12:4a i1~t:J~iJ '?ip '?~~~ P'W~ c~t17"'1 ,,~~: 
12:4a KIXl KAElOOUOLV 9upIX~ EV ayop&. EV ao9EvElq. ljlwvf]~ tf]~ aAT]90uoT]~ 

The preposition :l is temporal in 5: 1 Oa and either a temporal or causal idea in 

12:4a.759 When:l expresses these ideas the preposition EV is an excellent formal and 

functional equivalent.76o The nouns 1TAf]90~ and ao9EvElIX, the equivalents for ni:l' and 

'?£liZ) respectively, are action nouns.761 The action nouns are good equivalents for the 

Hebrew bound infinitives, which function as substantives and objects of the preposition 

:l. According to Soisalon-Soininen, the approach is already established by the earlier 

translators of LXX. 762 

In sum, for the preposition'? prefixed to a bound infinitive, mostly the article 

toD is employed, and no Greek preposition ever renders '? On the other hand, for 1~ or:l, 

758Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 109. 

759Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 44, 112; Lohfink, Qoheleth, 78, 136; Gordis, 
Koheleth, 188; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 201, 347. Some scholars interpret in 5:10a as 
comparative, but it does not seem to be the way, in which the Translator understood it. 
ef. Gordis, Koheleth, 158; Fox, Qoheleth, 214. 

76oLSJ, S.v. "EV"; Bauer, s.v. "EV" 

761Howard, Accidence and Word-Formation, 334, 347-48. 
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the proper Greek corresponding prepositions are employed in all but 1 case.763 Arthrous 

infinitives in Greek render bound infinitives in Hebrew 90 times, and anarthrous 

infinitives render them 7 times. The translation of infinitive is literal throughout the 

Greek Ecclesiastes, and the Translator's approach is attested in earlier LXX books. 

Pseudo-Verbs 

The positive pseudo-verb tv' occurs 16 times in Ecclesiastes and its negative 

counterpart rx 44 times. In 31 out of 44 instances the form l'x is vocalized as 'en, the 

bound form without a pronominal suffix. With a pronominal suffix, it occurs 12 times. 

There is 1 instance in Ecclesiastes where the form is vocalized as the free form 'ayin. 

Although the bound form and its free form are not distinguishable in a consonantal text, 

the Greek equivalents correspond to the vocalization in MT. Its bound form without 

pronoun is analyzed first followed by its bound form with pronoun and the free form. 

The evidence is presented under each subheading, and the commentary follows. 

7'H (44) 

Bound form l'X without pronoun (31). They are normally rendered by aUK 

" Eonv. 

7W> aUK Eonv (30). The occurrences are 1:9b, l:11a, 2:11b, 2:16a, 2:24a, 

3:12a, 3:14a, 3:14a, 3:22a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:16a, 5:3a, 5:13b, 7:20a, 8:8a, 

8:8a, 8:8a, 8:11a, 8:15a, 9:1b, 9:5b, 9:6b, 9:10b, 1O:11b, 12:1b, and 12:12b. 

In 30 instances out of 31 (97 percent), the negative plus copula verb aUK Eonv 

762Soisalon-Soininen, Infinitive, 82-83. 
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translates the bound form r~, and this constitutes the normal pattern. The approach is 

functionally literal. Two examples are presented for illustration. 

Examples: 

1 :9b ttiT.?~iJ no!} tti':l~-":P r~~ 
1 :9b Kal OUK fonv nav npoocpatov uno tOY ~AtOV 

8: 11 a i1~;::tT? i1~~;:t i1Wp,~ t:l~~~ i1if~n~~ 'W~ 
8:11a on OUK Eonv YWOflEVTJ tXVtlPPTJOtC; tXno tWV nOLOvvnilv to novTJpov taxv 

The bound form r~ rendered by OUK Eonv is normally followed by 

substantives as in 1 :9b.764 When a participle follows r~ as in 8: 11 a, the Greek equivalent 

becomes a periphrastic construction.765 

rN> pi] Ii (1). In 4:10b, the bound form r~ is rendered by the negative fl~ 

plus the subjunctive u. 
4: 1 Ob ;~~PO~ ~J~ r~~ ";tl~W i~~;:t ;,,~~~ 
4:10b Kal ~Ual a{m~ n~ EVl otav nE01J Kal fl~ U bEVtEPOC; tOU EYElpat autov 

The Translator construed the w-clause as a temporal clause and rendered it by otav. 

When it is used for a conditional sense, the otav normally takes fl~ for a negative and the 

subjunctive for a verb as Mv.766 Therefore, fl~ U can be understood simply as a 

grammatical variation of OUK Eonv according to the norms of Greek and is a functional 

equivalent to the r~ in the temporal w-clause. 

763The exceptional case is 7:2a where the comparative ~ on is used. 

764There is one exception. In 7:20a a predicate adjective follows r~. 

765 Another periphrastic construction is attested in 9: 1 b. 

766Bauer, s.v. "otav"; LSJ, s.v. "otav." 
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Bound form lW with pronouns (12). The equivalent occurs in 1 :7a, 4: 17b, 

5:11b, 6:2a, 8:7a, 8:13b, 8:16b, 9:2a, 9:5b, 9:16b, 11:5a, and 11:6b. 

F or the cases where the bound form r~ has a pronominal suffix, the Translator 

employed various approaches. The form r~ with 3 m.s. suffix occurs 7 times.767 In 5 of 

them m~~ is rendered by OUK Eonv.768 5:11b is given for an example. 

5: 11 b 1iW~'? i'? O~~~ 'J~.~~ '~W~7 l]~~)j::11 
5:11b Kal ni> EIlTIAll08Evn TOU TIAOuTfjoal OUK Eonv acjllwv aUTOV TOU lJ1Tvwoal 

As discussed above, the Translator used the same OUK Eonv as equivalent to the bound 

form r~ without a pronoun.769 In other words, he did not distinguish between the 5 

instances ofr~ with 3 m.s. suffix and r~ without a pronoun because the form Eonv is 

marked for person. 

In 1 :7a, the Translator used a future indicative form (EoTal) instead of a present 

form (Eonv). 

1 :7a t:l~i1-'?~ t:l~~'?h t:l~'?mi1-'?::l 
~S-~ '~J~~ 't:l~i1' . T ,- T 

.• T ".".. T - : 

1 :7a n&vTEs Ot XElllappol nopEuovTal Els T~V 8&Aaooav 
Kal ~ 8&Aaooa OUK EOTal Ell 'lTlIlTI AallEvll 

The first line ("all the streams go to the sea") describes a present event, and the following 

line ("and the sea will not be full") is a temporal sequence of the previous line. no The 

Translator's use of OUK EOTal for r~ is, therefore, contextually motivated. 

767The 7 occurrences are: 1 :7a, 5:11b, 6:2a, 8:7a, 8:13b, 8:16b, 9:2a. 

768The 5 occurrences are: 5:11b, 6:2a, 8:7a, 8:13b, and 8:16b. 

769See p. 277 of this dissertation. 

nOEnglish translation is from Gentry, "Ekklesiastes, 1. 
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In 9:2a, the Translator employed a functional equivalent to m~K. 

9:2a o~t ~~n'~ 'W~~: o~t~: 
9:2a Ka.t n~ 8uoLlx(ovn Kat. n~ Il~ 8UOllx(ovn 

The 3 m.s. pronominal suffix in m~K is resumptive according to the rules of a relative 

clause in Hebrew but is not rendered in Greek. This is an example of a freer non-

mechanical translation. 

There are 3 instances, in which rK has a 3 m.p. personal suffix-i.e., t:lJ~K.771 

In all 3 instances, aUK ELOW is used for t:lJ~K. The form ELOLV already implies the third 

person plural subject in itself, so aUK ELOW is a functional equivalent to t:lJ~K. 

Example: 
4: 17b l" niwl'S t:l~l'ii~ t:lJ~K-~:l 

T -: - .: T'" 

4:17b on aUK ELOW dMtE<; tau 1Tolfjoal KaKOV 

Finally, rK with a 2m.s. suffix occurs twice (11 :5a, 11 :6b). Each case deserves 

full presentation. 

(l~~lot in 11 :5a) 
11 :4a l')\~ ~6 o~' ,~w 
11 :4b 'i~p~ ~6 t:l~::l~::l. i1~': 
11 :5a O~';:t l}:ri1~ ~ji~ l~~lot 'W~~ 

i1~~T?iJ '~::l.~ t:l~~~~~ 
11 :5b t:l~;:6~;:t i1w~~-n~ l''JO ~6 i1~f 
11 :4a tTlPWV (XVEIlOV au o1TEPEl 
11 :4b Kat PAE1TC.0V EV tal<; VEcpEAal<; au 8EPLOEl 

11 :5a EV OL<; aUK EOtW YWWOKWV tC<; ~ 000<; tau 1TVEUllatO<; 
w<; COta: EV yaotpt tfj<; KUOCPOPOUOTl<; 

11 :5b OUtw<; au YVW01J ta 1TOl~llata tau 8EQU 

In 11 :5a, 'WK:l introduces an adverbial clause and denotes comparison ("Just as 

you do not know ... "). Its main clause is 11 :5b ("so you will not know ... "). The 

77lThe 3 instances are: 4: 17b, 9:5b, 9: 16b. 
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Translator probably read 'WK~ as 'WK~ due to the confusion between ~ and~, and the 

clause becomes a temporal one, and not a comparative one. The Translator seems to 

have construed the 'wK~-clause in 11 :5b to modify the clause in 11 :4. The clause in 11:4 

now becomes the main clause: "One who watches the wind will not sow ... when he does 

not know ... ,,772 Consequently, the subject ofthe relative clause in 11 :5a is understood as 

the third person singular in light of 11 :4.773 The new sentence in Greek begins with w~ 

oaT a EV YlXaTpL TfJ~ KUocpopOuaTJ~: "As bones in the belly of the pregnant woman ... " The 

Translator's rendering l~'K by aUK EaTtV is, therefore, due to the different syntactical 

reading from MT. It is also possible that the Translator interpreted the clause introduced 

by l~'K as a gnomic truth. In this case, the change from the second person to the third 

person may be because the object of the statement is not limited to "you" but is applied to 

the people in general. 

In 11 :6b the Translator used au YLVwaKEL~ (negative plus a present indicative in 

the second person singular) for lii" l~'K. 

11 :6b iT!.-iK iT!.O ,~=?: iT!. '~ li'}i' ~P'~ ':;J 
11 :6b OTt au YLVwaKEL~ TIol0V aTOlx~aEL ~ TOllTO ~ TOUTO 

One may expect a Greek periphrastic construction for lii" l~'K as the Translator did in 

other instances. Although 11 :6b deviates from the normal pattern, au YlvWaKEL~ is a good 

functional equivalent to lii" l~'K. 

The Translator's renderings for the bound form rK with or without a pronoun 

772Rahlfs' punctuation in 11 :4-5 follows this analysis. 

7730ne cannot know whether the Translator deliberately changed the person or 
his parent text already had rK or m'K. 
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are either formally or functionally literal in all instances. 

Free form 1~~ (1). In 3:19b, r~ is vocalized as a free form. 

3: 19b "?;;t "j;:t ~~ r~ i19i1~;:t-W c:t~;;t 'r}i~' 
3 19b ' ", , " 8 ' ,~ '>.' : K(n n ETIEp LOOEUOEV 0 av pumo£; TIapa 1"0 KTT]VO£; OUuEV 

The form ,~~ is used as a nominal predicate in MT: "and the advantage ofthe man over 

the beast is nothing." On the other hand, the Translator understood 'n'~ as a 

interrogative plus verb and r~ as the answer to the question: "and in what way did 

humans excel above cattle? Nothing.,,774 Even though the Translator interpreted the 

syntax ofr~ differently from MT, he agreed with MT in construing the form in question 

as a free form with the meaning of "nothing" as a substantive. Therefore, OUoEV is a 

formal equivalent to r~. 

(0' (16) 

W' > EOTLV / ELOLV (15). The equivalent occurs in 2: 13 a, 2:21a, 4:8a, 4:9b, 

5:12a, 6:1a, 6:11a, 7:15b, 7:15b, 8:6a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 8:14a, 9:4a, and 10:5a. 

The positive pseudo-verb w~ is rendered by EOTlV in 12 instances and by ElOl(V) 

in 3 instances according to the number ofthe subject (94 percent).775 This approach 

tallies with the approach for r~, for which OUK Eonv is employed in 97 percent of cases. 

The Translator's renderings ofw~ show a literal and consistent pattern with the rendering 

pattern for r~. 

774English translation is from Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 4. For the rendering for 
the form 'n'~ see p. 18 of this dissertation. 
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Examples: 
2: 13a niS~OiTW i1i?~t:1~ li'J;i: W~.W 'J~ 'n'x~' 
2: 13a KlXt Eloov EYW on Eonv TrEPWOEllX tU OQ(Pl~ UTrEP t~v a<j>poouvTW 

6:11a S=?-~ t:l'~l~ i1~ltt t:l"~Tw:. ,~ 
6: 11 a on ELOtV AOYOl TroUOt TrATJ8uvoVtEs f-LlXtlXlOtTJtlX 

W~ > DC; (1). The equivalent occurs in 1: lOa. 

1: 1 Oa Xii1 Win j1i-i1X, ,~X;,W ,:J'1 W' 
T T ': ..: - "," T T o. 

1: 1 Ob mE:l"~ i1'i1 'wX t:l'~S17S i1'i1 ':J~ 
"T:' TT ' .. -: 'T: TT T: 

1: lOa Os AIXA~OEl KlXt EPEL LOE tolno KIXWOV Eonv 
1:10b ~OTJ YEYOVEV EV toLC; IXLWOW tOLs YEV0f-LEVOlC; aTro Ef-LTrpoo8EV ~f.1WV 

Formally, 1: 1 Oa and 1: 1 Ob have 2 independent clauses that are asyndetically 

connected. From a functional perspective, modem commentators are apt to construe 

1: 1 Oa as a protasis and 1: 1 Ob as an apodosis in a conditional sentence: "If there is a thing 

about which one might say ... , it already existed ... ,,776 The Translator rendered 1: 1 Oa 

by a relative clause functioning as the subject of 1: lOb. Seow suggests that the form 

':JiW' (w' + noun) is read as ':Ji'W (tv + verb) with metathesis of' and W.777 His proposal 

is insightful but not necessary to understand the approach ofthe Translator. A relative 

clause can also function as a conditional sentence in Greek.778 It is, therefore, possible 

that the Translator interpreted 1: lOa in a conditional sense, as modem scholars do, and 

expressed the conditional sense with a relative clause. If this is the case, he is sensitive 

775Eonv is employed in 2:13a, 2:21a, 4:8a, 4:9b, 5:12a, 6:1a, 6:11a, 7:15b, 
8:6a, 8:14a, 9:4a, 1O:5a; ELOl(V) in 6:11a, 8:14a, 8:14a. 

776See Fox, Qoheleth, 169; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 6; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 110. 
Cf. GKC, Hebrew Grammar, § 159dd. 

777Seow, Ecclesiastes, 110. 

778Cf. Robertson, Grammar, 960-62; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 687-88. 
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not only to the context but also to Greek. 

The Translator's renderings ofr~ and w~ are fonnally consistent with very few 

exceptions. The latter arises from either a stylistic variation (e.g. 11 :6b) or contextual 

interpretation (e.g. 1: 1 Oa). 

Lexical Analysis of Verbs 

Turning from the syntactical viewpoint, we shall now analyze the patterns of 

the Translator on the basis oflexical equivalency. The analysis comprises finite verbs, 

infinitives, and participles occurring more than 3 times in MT. One is not apt to posit any 

significant pattern with verbs occurring less than 3 times.779 Pseudoverbs are not 

included because they have already been extensively analyzed in the previous section. 

Glosses, which the Translator added, are also excluded since they do not have a 

corresponding Hebrew text. For example, Clan &cppwv EK TIEPWOEllfllXtOC; AlXAEl in 2:15 

may be regarded as gloss, so the AlXAEl is not listed in any entry. 

All occurrences are grouped into three categories according to the level of 

variety. Category 1 consists of one-to-one or many-to-one Hebrew-Greek equivalencies. 

They are nonnally stereotypical renderings. Category 2 is called regular equivalents, 

which are one-to-many equivalencies. Finally, category 3 comprises many-to-many 

Hebrew Greek equivalencies. The motivation for the variations in categories 2 and 3 

may be more complicated than that for the variations in category 1. The evidence is 

presented in the fonnat: X> Y, which signifies "X is rendered by Y" The number 

779The parameters for the analysis and the method to analyze are adopted from 
Gentry, Greek Job, 293-304. 
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following indicates the frequency, and the reference is given in the parenthesis following 

the frequency. 

Category 1- Stereotype Equivalents 

One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered 
by One Greek Lexeme 

1. i~~ > aTIoHul.H 6 (3:6a, 5:13a, 7:7b, 7:15b, 9:6b, 9:18b) 

2. t,:;,~ > EOelW 14 (2:24a, 2:25a, 3:13a, 4:5b, 5:10a, 5:11a, 5:17a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 
8:15a, 9:7a, 10:16b, 10:17b) 

3a. t,ii::J (Piel) > OTIEUOW 2 (5:1a, 7:9a); 

3b. t,ii::J (Niphal) > OTIouCi&(w 1 (8:3a) 

4. iiJ::J > OlK000I-lEW 3 (2:4b, 3:3b, 9:14b) 

5. wp::J (Piel) > (llTEW 7 (3:6a, 3:15b, 7:25a, 7:28a, 7:29b, 8:17b, 12:10a) 

6. t,iJ (Hiphil, Qal) > I-lEYCXAUVW 3 (1:16a, 2:4a, 2:9a) 

7. '::Ji > ACXAEW 5 (1:8a, 1:10a, 1:16a, 2:15b, 3:7b, 7:21a, 8:4a)780 

8. ,:;,r > I-llI-lV~OKW 4 (5:19a, 9:15b, 11:8b, 12:1a) 

9a. p::Jn (Qal) > TIEPlACXI-l~cXVW 2 (3:5b, 4:5a); 

9. p::Jn (Piel Inf.cs.) > TIEplAlll-ltlnc; 1 (3:5b) 

lOa. ~~n (Qal) > eXl-lCXPTcXVW 6 (2:26b, 7:20b, 7:26b, 8:12a, 9:2b, 9:18b); 

lOb. ~~n (Hiphil) > E~CXI-lCXPTcXVW 1 (5:5a) 

lla. ii~n (Qal) > (cXw 3 (6:3a, 6:6a, 7: 14a,78l 1l:8a) 

780'::Ji in 1: 1 Oa and 8 :4a, which are nouns (dabar) in MT, are construed as 
verbs. 

781The fonn ii~ii in MT may have been read as ii~n. 



lIb. i1~n (Piel) > (WOTIOlEW 1 (7:12b) 

12. t:l~n > OOtjll(W 4 (2:15a, 2:19a, 7:16a, 7:23b) 

13. ~~~ > oDVCXIlCXl 7 (1 :8a, 1 :15a, 1:15b, 6:10b, 7:13b, 8:17a, 8:17b) 

14a. ~~~ (Qal) > e#Pxollcxl 4 (4:14a, 5:14a, 7:18b, 10:5b); 

14b. ~~~ (Hiphil) > extjlEpw 1 (5:1a) 

15. ~,~ > tjlO~EW 8 (3:14b, 5:6b, 7:18b, 8:12b, 8:12b, 8:13b, 9:2b, 12:13b)782 

16. OJ~ > ouv&yw 3 (2:8a, 2:26b, 3:5a) 

17a. ~~~ (Niphal) > TIATJp6w 4 (1 :8b, 6:7b, 9:3b, 11 :3a); 

17b. ~~~ (Qal) > TIATJPOtjlOPEW 1 (8:11b) 

18a. ~~~ (Piel) > ()lCXO~(W 2 (8:8b, 9:15a); 

18b. ~~~ (Niphal) > E~CXlPEW 1 (7:26b) 

19. ~~~ > EUPlOKW 17 (3:11b, 7:14b, 7:24b, 7:26a, 7:27a, 7:27b, 7:28a, 7:28b, 7:28b, 
7:29a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 8:17b, 9: lOa, 9:15a, 11:1b, 12:10a) 

20. ,jJ > avcxYYEUW 2 (8:7b, 10:14b); 
> aTIcxYYEAAW 2 (6:12b, 10:20b) 

21. lm > tjleeXvw 3 (8:14a, 8:14a, 12:1b) 

22. "J > EUXOIlCXl 4 (5:3a, 5:3b, 5:4a, 5:4b) 

23. li~J > tjlUTEUW 5 (2:4b, 2:5b, 3:2b, 3:2b, 12:11a) 

24. ~ElJ > TIlm:W 4 (4:10a, 4:10b, 11:3a, 11:3b); 
> EIlTIlm:W 1 (l0:8a); 
> ETIlTIlm:W 1 (9:12b) 

25. n'li > ()lCXOTPEtjlW 3 (1:15a, 7:13b, 12:3a) 

782The fonn ,~,~ is vocalized as yira '11 in MT (prefix defective fonn 3 m.p. 
from ~,~), but its Greek equivalent reflects yir '11 (prefix form 3 m.p. from i1~'). 
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26. ,~~ > 'loTl1f,ll 5 (1:4b, 2:9b, 4:12a, 4:15b, 8:3a) 

27. '?~~ > f,lOX8EW 13 (1:3a, 2:11a, 2:18a, 2:19a, 2:20b, 2:21b, 2:22b, 3:9b, 4:8b, 5:15b, 
5:17a, 8:17a, 9:9b) 

28. j1)~ > 'TTEplO'TTaW 3 (1 :13b, 3:10b, 5:19b) 

29a. t:l,p (Hiphil) > EYElPW 2 (4:10a, 4:10b); 

29b. c'p (Qal) > aVlOtl1f,ll 1 (12:4b) 

30a. '?'?p (Piel) > KIXTIXpaOf,lIXl 4 (7:21b, 7:22b, 10:20a, 10:20a); 

30b. '?'?p (Pilpel) > TIXpaoow 1 (10: lOa) 

31. i1,P > ouvIXvraw 3 (2:14b, 2:15a, 9:11b) 

32. n:lW > E'TTIXLVEW 2 (4:2a, 8:10a/83 8:15a) 

33. ~:lW > 'TTlf,l'TTAl1f,ll 1 (5:9a); 
> Ef,l'TTlf,l'TTAl1f,ll 3 (1 :8b, 4:8a, 6:3a) 

34. c'?w > a'TT06l6wf,ll 3 (5:3a, 5:3b, 5:4b) 

35. n~w > EU~PIXlVW 9 (2:lOb,784 3:12b, 3:22b, 4:16a, 5:18a, 8:15a, 10:19a, 11:8a, 11:9a) 

36. ~~W > aKouw 7 (4:17a, 7:5a, 7:5b, 7:21b, 9:16b, 9:17a, 12:13a); 
> aKpoIXolC; 1 (1 :8b) 

37. NJW > f,llOEW 4 (2:17a, 2:18a, 3:8a, 8:1b785) 

38. i1nw > 'TTlVW 5 (2:24a, 3:13a, 5:17a, 8:15a, 9:7a) 

39. "n > KIXTlXOKE'TTTOf,llXl 3 (1 : 13 a, 2:3a, 7:25a) 

783The form n~w in MT is read as n:lw. 

784The form is vocalized as siimeah in MT. 

785snh ("to change") in MT is construed as sn '. 
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40. ~o~ > 1TPOO1"l8T]lll 5 (1: 16a, 1: 18b, 1: 18b, 2:9a, 3: 14a) [~O~ > 1TPOO1"l8T]lll 1 (2:26b)] 

41. il:J' > 1TAT]8uvw 2 (6:11a, 10:14a) [:J:J, > 1TAT]8uvw 1 (5:10a)]; 
> 1TAfl8oC; 1 (5:10a) 
il:J'il > 1TOAUC; 15 (1 :16b, 2:7b, 5:6a, 5:11a, 5:16b, 5:19a, 6:11a, 7:16a, 7:17a, 9:18b, 
11:8a, 11:8b, 12:9b, 12:12b, 12:12b) 

42. :J'W > E1TlO1"PECPW 10 (1 :6b, 1:7b, 3:20b, 4:1a, 4:7a, 5:14a, 9:11a, 12:2b, 12:7a, 12:7b) 
[:J:JO > E1TlO1"PECPW 1 (2:20a)] 

43. ~Sw > E~OUOlcX.(W 4 (2:19a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 8:9b) [SW~ > E~OUOlcX.(W 2 (9:17b, 10:4a)] 

Category 2 - Regular Equivalents 

One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered by 
More Than One Greek Lexeme 

44. :Jil~ > &YIX1TcX.W 3 (5:9a, 5:9a, 9:9a); 
> CPlAEW 1 (3:8a) 

45. in~ > 8T]PEUW 2 (9:12a, 9:12a); 
> &V1"EXW 1 (7:18a); 
> KPIX1"EW 1 (2:3b) 

46. ,~~ > AEYW 19 (1:2a, l:lOa, 1: 16a, 2:1a, 2:2a, 2:15a, 3:17a, 3:18a, 5:5a, 6:3b, 7:10a, 
7:23b, 7:27a, 8:4b, 8:14b, 8:17b, 9:16a, 12:1b, 12:8b); 
> AOYl(oIlIXl 1 (10:3b) 

47. ~':J > EPXOIlIXl 6 (1:4a, 2:16b, 6:4a, 9:14a, 11:8b, 12:1b); 
> &yw 3 (3:22b, 11:9b, 12:14a); 
> 1TIXPIXYlVOIlIXl 2 (5:2a, 5:15a); 
> Mw 1 (1 :5a); 
> ELOcX.yW 1 (8:10a); 
> E1TEpxollIXL 1 (2: 12b); 
>~KW 1 (5:14a) 

48. lSil >1TOPEUOIlIXL 24 (1:4a, 1:6a, 1:6b, 1:7a, 1:7b, 1:7b, 2:14a, 3:20a, 4:17a, 5:14a, 
5:14b, 6:4a, 6:6b, 6:8b, 6:9a, 7:2a, 8:3a, 8:10a, 9:10b, 10:3a, 10:7b, 10:15b, 12:5b); 
> ClEUPO 2 (2:1a, 9:7a); 
> 1TEpL 1TIX1"EW 2 (4: 15a, 11 :9a); 



> O:TIEPXOIl!X.L 1 (5:15a); 
> O:TI0<pEpw 1 (1 0:20b) 

49. l"~ > YLYVWOKW 27 (1:17a, 1:17b, 2:14b, 3:12a, 3:14a, 4:13b, 6:5a, 6:10a, 7:25a, 
7:25b, 8:5a, 8:7a, 8:12b, 8:16a, 8:17b, 9:5a, 9:5b, 9:11a, 9:12a, 1O:14b, 10:15b, 
11:2b, 11:5a, 11:5b, 11:6b, 11:9b); 
> oIo!X. 7 (2:19a, 3:21a, 4:17b, 6:8b, 6:12a, 8:1a, 9:1b)786 [0> olo!X. 1] 

50. ,~~ > YEVV&W 3 (4:14b, 5:13b, 6:3a); 
> YEVEOL<; 1 (7:1b); 
> "CLK"CW 1 (3:2a) 

51. n'~ > O:TIo8VDOKW 5 (2:16b, 3:2a, 4:2a, 7:17b, 9:5a); 
> VEKp6<; 3 (9:3b, 9:4b, 9:5b); 
> 8VDOKW 1 (4:2a) 

52. mJ > O:<PlllilL 4 (2:18b, 5:11b, 10:4a, 11:6a); 
> O:VlllllL 1 (7:18a); 
> O:v!X.TI!X.uw 1 (7 :9b); 
> K!X."C!X.TI!X.uw 1 (1 0:4b) 
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53. lnJ > 6LOWIlL 23 (1:13a, 1:13b, 1:17a, 2:21b, 2:26a, 2:26b, 2:26b, 3:10a, 3:11b, 5:5a, 
5:17b, 5:18a, 6:2a, 7:2b, 8:9a, 8:15b, 8:16a, 9:1a, 9:9a, 10:6a, 11 :2a, 12:7b, 
12:11b); 
> MIl!X. 1 (4:17a); 
> "Cl811IlL 1 (7:21a) 

54. i1N' > 0p&w 43 (1:8b, 1:10a, 1:14a, 1:16b, 2:1a, 2:3b, 2:12a, 2: 13 a, 2:24b, 3:10a, 
3:13a, 3:16a, 3:22a, 3:22b, 4:1a, 4:3b, 4:4a, 4:7a, 4:15a, 5:7a, 5:10b,787 5:12a, 
5:17a, 5:17a, 6:1a, 6:5a, 6:6a, 7: 13 a, 7:14a, 7:15a, 7:27a, 7:29a, 8:9a, 8:10a, 8:16a, 
8:17a, 9:1a,788 9:9a, 9:11a, 9:13a, 10:5a, 1O:7a, 12:5a789); 
> PAETIW 4 (8:16a, 11:4b, 11:7b, 12:3b); 
> OElKVUIlL 2 (2:24b, 3:18b790); 

786In 7:22a, l"~ in MT is read as l"~ with the confusion between, and ,. 

787The Ketib fonn n'N' is vocalized as a noun in MT, but the Translator seems 
to have construed it as an infinitive from i1N'. 

788MT has i1i t,:J nN ":l~" but the Translator seems to have read nN i1N' ~:l~' 
i1i t,:J. The verb i1N' is created by the wrong word division, dittography ofnN, and the 
confusion between nand i1. 

789See above entry 15. 
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> 8EWPEW 1 (7: 11 b); 

Category 3 - Non-Standard Equivalents 

55. il~il > ylYVOf.LIXl 28 (1:9a, 1:9a, l:lOb, 1:10b, 1:11b, 1:11b, 1:12a, 1:16a, 2:7a, 2:7b, 
2:7b, 2:9a, 2:10b, 2:18b, 3:15a, 3:15a, 3:15a, 3:20b, 3:22b, 4:3a, 4:16a, 6:3a, 6:10a, 
7:10a, 7:16a, 7:17a, 10:14a, 12:9a) [ilWl' > ylYVOf.LIU 3 (1:13a, 4:1a, 8:11a); mil > 
ylYVOf.LIU 1 (2:22a)]; 
> Elf.Ll 18 (1:11b, 2:19a, 3:14a, 5:1b, 6:3a, 6:12b, 7:10a, 7:19b, 7:24a, 8:7a, 8:7b, 
8:12b, 8:13a, 9:8a, 10:14b, 11 :2b, 11 :8b, 12:7a) [~'il > Elf.Ll 9 (1 :10a, 1 :17b, 2:23b, 
3:15a, 4:8b, 5:8a (Qere), 6:2b, 6:10a, 10:3b); ~~il > Elf.Ll 8 (2:24b, 3:13b, 5:5a, 5:8a 
Ketib, 5:18b, 6:1b, 7:26a, 9: 13b); il'il > Elf.Ll 1 (11:3b); Oil > Elf.Ll 1 (3:18b)]791 

56. ::l::lO > E1TLOTPECPW 1 (2:20a) [::l'W > E1TlOTPECPW 10 (1:6b, 1:7b, 3:20b, 4:1a, 4:7a, 5:14a, 
9:11a, 12:2b, 12:7a, 12:7b)]; 
> KUKAOW 6 (1:6a, 1:6b, 1:6b, 7:25a, 9:14b, 12:5b) 

57. ilWl' > ylYVOf.LlXl 3 (1:13a, 4:1a, 8:11a) [il~il > ylYVOf.LlXl 28 (1:9a, 1:9a, 1:10b, 1:10b, 
1 :llb, 1 :11 b, 1 :12a, 1 :16a, 2:7a, 2:7b, 2:7b, 2:9a, 2:10b, 2:18b, 3:15a, 3: 15a, 3:15a, 
3:20b, 3:22b, 4:3a, 4:16a, 6:3a, 6:10a, 7:10a, 7:16a, 7:17a, 10:14a, 12:9a); mil > 
ylYVOf.LlXl 1 (2:22a)]; 
> 1TOlEW 40 (1:9a, 1:9a, 1:14a, 2:2b, 2:3b, 2:5a, 2:6a, 2:8b, 2:11a, 2:11a, 2:12b, 2:17a, 
3:9a, 3:11a, 3:11b, 3:12b, 3:14a, 3:14b, 4:3b, 4:17b, 6:12a, 7:14b, 7:20b, 7:29a, 
8:3b, 8:4b, 8:9a, 8:10a, 8:11a, 8:11b, 8:12a, 8:14a, 8:16a, 8:17a, 9:3a, 9:6b, 9:10a, 
1O:19a, 11:5b, 12:12b) 

58. '~W > cpuAaoow 7 (3:6b, 4:17a, 5:7b, 5:12b, 8:2a, 8:5a, 12:13b) ['ili > cpuAaoow 1 ()]; 
> TTlPEW 1 (11 :4a); 
> CPUAIX~ 1 (12:3a) 

Commentary 

According to category 1, one-to-one equivalency is applied to 39 verbs out of 

58 (67 percent), and a many to one Greek-Hebrew equation is used for 4 verbs (7 

percent). Thus the evidence in category 1 demonstrates a strong tendency towards 

790The form is Qal in MT but is construed as Hiphil. 

791 F or the form in 7: 14a, see above entry 11 a. 
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stereotypical renderings (total of74 percent). The percentage of verbs in the category 1 

is the same as that of nouns in category 1. Some brief comment is necessary for the 

apparent variations that appear in several entries of category 1. 

No Significant or Minor Variation. 

One of the distinctive features in category 1 is that the Translator used different 

Greek verbs for different stems of the same Hebrew verbs. They include entries 3, 10, 

11, 14, 17, 18,29, and 30. In entry 3, OTIEu6w is used for the occurrences in the Piel stem 

of t,;-r:l, but OTIou6ci( W is used for its Niphal stem. The Translator employed tXflLXP'tcXVW for 

the Qal stem of~t!lTi and E~LXflLXP'tcXVW for the Hiphil stem in entry 10. In entry 11, he used 

(cXw for the Qal stem of;-r~Ti and (WOTIOLEW for the Piel stem. In the same way, E~EPXOflLXL 

renders the Qal stem of~~\ and EKCPEPW renders the Hiphil in entry 14. In entry 17, the 

Translator used TIA'I)pOW for the Niphal stem of~t,~, while he used TIA'I)pOCPOPEW for the 

Qal stem. Similarly, he employed 6LLXO~(W for the Niphal stem oft!lt,~, and E~LXLPEW for 

the Piel in entry 18. In entry 29, for the Hiphil stem ofo,p, he used EYEl.pW, but for the 

Qal stem, he used eXVI.O't'l)flL. The last example in category 1 is found in entry 30 where 

the Translator rendered the Piel stem oft,t,p by KLX'tLXPcXOflLXL, while he rendered the Pilpel 

stem by 'tLXPcXOOW in entry 30. Examples are also found in categories 2 and 3. In entry 45, 

8'1)PEUW is probably employed for passive meanings ofm~. In entry 47, the Translator 

employed EPxoflLXL as a default rendering for the Qal stem of~':l, while he used ayw for 

the Hiphil stem. In entry 52, mj in the Qal stem is rendered by eXvLXmxuw, while the Hiphil 

stem is rendered by eXCPI.'I)flL, eXVI.'I)flL, or KLX'tLXTILXUW (l0:4b). The Translator employed 

TIEPLTILX'tEW for the Piel stem oflt,;-r, eXTIOCPEPW for the Hiphil stem, and usually TIOPEUOflLXL 
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for the Qal stem in entry 48. In entry 54, he used 6ElKVUfl,l for the Hiphil stem of;,~', 

while he used opaw, PAE'lTW, or 9EWPEW for the Qal. Since different stems in these verbs 

represent different meanings, change of verb for change of stem is still recognized as 

stereotypical rendering in nature. 792 

The Translator often used simplex and compound forms of verbs without 

semantic distinction. Some grammatical circumstances may be related to the choice of 

compound forms. In entry 20, he employed rXVCXYYEAAW when the direct object precedes 

i~J, while he used rX'lTCXYYEUW when the direct object follows the verb. The compound 

forms EI-.L'ITl 'lTTW and Em 'lTl 'lTTW are employed along with the simplex form 'lTl 'lTTW in entry 

24. The compound forms are decided by their governing prepositions: EV and E'lTl. There 

is no evident semantic difference between 'lTll-l'ITATU..Ll and EI-l'ITll-l'ITAT]l-ll in entry 33. 

Examples are also observed in categories 2 and 3. In entry 51, 9VDOKW is used in perfect, 

while the compound form rX'lTo9VDOKW is used for future and aorist. 793 Two Greek 

equivalents rXCPlT]l-ll and rXVlT]l-ll for mJ in entry 52 are also employed with no discernable 

distinction. 

According to entries 9, 36, and 41, the Translator employed cognate nouns 

instead of verbs for stylistic purposes or smoothness of expression. The Hebrew verbs, 

for which he used cognate nouns, are all prefixed by prepositions: 1~ (entries 9, 36) or:. 

(entry 41). In entry 9, he used 'lTEplAT]I-ll\n<; for an infinitive form ofp:.n, and it may be 

792Cf. Gentry, Greek Job, 298. 

793LSJ, S.V. "9VDOKW." According to LSJ, the practice, in which 9VDOKW is used 
for perfect and pluperfect while rX'lTo9VDOKW is used for present, future, and aorist, has its 
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understood as a stylistic variation since another p:m in the same line is rendered by the 

cognate verb TIEplAaflpavw. In entry 41, the noun TIAfj8o<; is used for i1~' once. The Greek 

equivalent is a stylistic variation ofTIAT]8uvw, which is used for ~~, in the same line.794 

Examples are found also in categories 2 and 3: entries 50, 53, and 58. In entry 50, 

YEVEOl<; , the cognate noun ofYEvvaw, is used for i~~. Similarly, the Translator probably 

employed 60fla for lnJ in entry 53 and cpuAa~ for ,~w in entry 58. Two common features 

are observed: (1) the Translator never used these cognate nouns more than once for each 

entry; (2) the cognate nouns are all employed for non-finite verbs (i.e., infinitive or 

participle). 

Categories 2 and 3 represent one-to-many Hebrew-Greek equation and many-

to-many equivalency. Most variations in these categories, which are not explained 

above, seem to be motivated by three factors: (1) contextual interpretation, (2) 

grammatical circumstance, and (3) stylistic variation. 

Contextual Interpretation 

In several entries, Hebrew verbs are contextually interpreted within the range 

ofthe usage ofthe target language. In entry 45, the Translator employed three different 

lexemes (8T]PEUW, "hunt," aV'rEXw, "hold on," and Kpa'rEw, "hold fast") for in~ according 

795 Th . I " d ' b . d b to context. e two eqUlva ents aV'rEXW an Kpa'rEW may e motIvate y context. 

origin in early prose. Thus the use of the compound form in this case is by the demand of 
the target language. 

794~~, in 5:10a is a bi-form ofi1~'. 

795The passive voice ofthe Hebrew word may also affect the choice of 8T]PEUW. 
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In entry 47, the default rendering for ~,~ with the meaning of "to go" is 

EPXOflcu. On the other hand, 1HXPCXYlVOflCXL ("to arrive"), OUW ("to sink"), ETIEPXOflCXL 

(metaphorically "to follow"), and ~KW (with perfect sense "to have come") are chosen by 

the contextual sensitivity of the Translator. 

In entry 48,1";, in 5:15 contextually denotes "to go away," in contrast to ~,~ 

(contextually "to arrive"), so the Translator used eXTIEPXOflCXL for 1";, rather than the 

default rendering TIOPEDOflCXL. 

In entry 55, the Translator seems to have been very sensitive to the contextual 

meaning of;,~;,. If;,~;, has inchoative sense with the meanings of "to happen," "to corne 

(into existence)," "to be born," "to become," or "to possess," with ", he always employed 

Yl YVOflCXL. On the contrary, for the instances where ;,~;, simply functions as copula, he 

used ELfll as an equivalent to ;,~;,. 

In entry 56, the Translator generally rendered ~~o by KUKAOW ("to circle") but 

used EmatpEQ>w for ~~o in 2:20a because he contextually interpreted ~~o with the 

meaning of "to tum." 

In entry 57, a Niphal form of;'lDl1 is rendered by a present medio-passive form 

of Yl YVOflCXL 3 times and by perfect medio-passive form of TIOLEW 10 times. The Translator 

probably employed a medio-passive form of Yl YVOflCXL for a middle sense and a medio

passive form of TIOLEW for a passive sense. 

Finally, in entry 58, the Translator used tTl pEW for '~lD in 11 :4a where '~lD 

contextually denotes "to watch" or "to observe," while he employed Q>uA&aaw for the 

meaning of "to keep." All these variations are within the range of usage ofthe target 

language. 
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Grammatical Circumstances 

Some variations are employed based upon certain grammatical conditions. For 

example, in entry 46, the Translator used AEYW for '~K when '~K is followed by either 

direct or indirect speech.796 For '~K in 10:3b, which is not followed by direct speech nor 

by indirect speech, he employed AOyl(OfllXL. In entry 48, OEUPO is used for an imperative 

form ofl"iI.797 In entry 50, if'''~ has an object or occurs in the Niphal stem with passive 

meaning, the Translator rendered it by YEvvaw. On the other hand, for the verb ,.,~ in 

3:2a, which does not have an object in 3:2a, he used TlKTW. In entry 49, while the default 

rendering for .!7'~ is yl YVWOKW, the Translator always employed OrOlX for .!7'~ when .!7'~ 

occured after an interrogative. Finally, according to entry 54, participle forms of ilK' are 

always rendered either by PAETIW or 8EWPEW, not by opaw.798 The verb 8EWPEW is used for 

the bound form of the participle. 

Stylistic Variation 

In categories 2 and 3, a few variations are stylistic. In entry 47, 1T(XPlXYlVOfllXl in 

5: 15a may be used as a stylistic variation to ~KW in 5: 14a without any significant 

distinction. According to entry 53, Tl81lfll is used once for 1nJ (7:21a). The verb 1nJ takes 

::l" as its object in 7:21a. The same grammatical construction (::l" 1nJ) is observed in 

796There is only 1 instance where an indirect speech (infinitive) follows '~K 
(8:17b). 

7970EUPO is used as an equivalent ofl"iI (imperative) in 58 instances out of 60 
in the Greek Old Testament. E. Eynike1 and J. Lust, "The Use ofoEupo and OEUTE in the 
LXX," ETL 67 (1991):57-68. 

798 An exception is 11 :7b, which is not a participle but an infinitive. 
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1: 13 a, 1: 17a, 8:9a, and 8: 16a. In all 4 instances, the Translator employed 6l6wfll foqnJ. 

Since no different contextual meaning or grammatical condition is found in 7 :21 a from 

other 4 instances above, tl8Tlfll is better understood as stylistic variation to 6l6wfll. 

Summary 

This analysis demonstrates that the approach of the Translator is highly literal 

and that he employed few free renderings. The variations are usually due to different 

stems of the Hebrew verb, stylistic variations, including cognate nouns, grammatical 

conditions involved, or his contextual interpretations. There are also cases where the 

Translator followed the demand of the target language to avoid a wooden expression. 

Contextual or stylistic variations compensate for the monotony of the stereotypical 

renderings. 

Particles 

The final part of speech for analysis is particles. Waltke and O'Connor define 

particles as "a class of words that connects and subjoins nouns and verbs" or that "exists 

on the margins ofutterances.,,799 They include prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs, 

articles, interjections, and exclamations.8oo Some nouns are used as adverbs (e.g. i1'i1~ in 

8:11a) or with the force of prepositions (e.g. i1~l) with" in 7:14b); and certain 

conjunctions are occasionally followed, not by clauses, but by nouns or nominal phrases 

(e.g. OK in 5:11a). Formally, the particles can overlap each other or overlap with nouns. 

They are, therefore, to be understood on a functional rather than formal ground. 

799Waltke and O'Connor, Hebrew Syntax, 692. 
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The data are categorized into 2 groups: (1) prepositions, and (2) conjunctions 

and other particles. The latter category includes adverbs, negatives, emphatics as well as 

conjunctions. 

Prepositions 

The Hebrew prepositions in Ecclesiastes may be categorized according to 

morphology. The inseparable prepositions, which occur only as prefixes, include :1, ;:" 

and S. As the preposition V~ can be both preposed and separate, it is labelled as 

separable. All other prepositions occur only as independent words and are called separate 

prepositions. Compound prepositions and semiprepositions are seen in Ecclesiastes. The 

compound preposition is a combination of one or more prepositions. The 

semipreposition is a combination of a preposition and a noun whose function is 

prepositiona1.801 The evidence is presented based upon these categories. Some 

prepositions overlap because they appear in some instances as components of compound 

prepositions or of semiprepositions. 802 There are also prepositions that always occur as 

components of compound prepositions. They are not presented here independently.803 

800Ibid. 

80lThe categories for analysis are borrowed from Gentry, Greek Job, 314-55. 

802For example, the form ~J5:lS~ is presented under the preposition 1~, under S, 
and under semiprepositions. 

803Por example, :-T~!J is always associated with the preposition S and never 
appears alone as a preposition. Therefore, :-T~!J is not presented as an independent 
subcategory of prepositions. 
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Inseparable Prepositions 

The inseparable preposition ~ occurs 159 times in Ecclesiastes. In 4 instances, 

the Translator seems to have construed the form differently from MT (7:12a, 8:4a, 9:10a, 

10:17b). In 7:12a and 9:10a, ~ is rendered by we;, and in 8:4a, the compound form 'WK~ 

is rendered by Kcx8we;. The Greek equivalents may reflect :l rather than ~ in all the 3 

instances.804 In 10: 17b, the form 'nw~, which is analyzed as ~ plus noun 'nw ("drinking") 

in MT, is rendered by the verb cxLoxuv8~ooV"CCXl (fut. medio-passive from CXLOXUVW "to be 

ashamed" in passive).80s The Translator probably construed 'nw~ as a suffix verb form 

from w,~ ("to be ashamed,,).806 These 4 instances are excluded from analysis because 

they are not construed as ~. 

On the contrary, there are 6 instances where the form in MT is not ~ but is 

construed as such by the Translator (4:17a, 6:12a, 8:13a, 8:16a, 9:2a, 11:5a). All 6 

instances are the preposition:l in MT and are rendered by EV. Pour of them are 

compound forms with 'WK:J (4:17a, 8:16a, 9:2a, 11 :5a).807 Since EV is a normal 

equivalent to ~ rather than :J,the 6 instances are regarded as the instances of~. 

Consequently, the legitimate forms for the analysis of ~ total 161. 

804Por :J rendered by we;, see below the analysis of:J; for 'WK:J rendered by 
Kcx8wc;, see p. 105 of this dissertation. 

80SKB, s.v. "'nw"; BDB, s.v. ''''nw''; LSJ, s.v. "CXLOXUVW." 

806See p. 22 of this dissertation. 
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~ > EV (153). The Greek preposition EV renders ~ in 153 instances (95 percent). 

It is an expected literal approach, so no further discussion is necessary. 

Evidence: 
1:lb, 1:3b, 1:12b, 1:13a, l:13b, 1:18a, 2:Ia, 2:1a, 2:Ia, 2:3a, 2:3b, 2:5b, 2:7b, 2:9a, 2:11a, 
2:11a, 2:14a, 2:14a, 2:15a, 2:15b, 2:19a, 2:21a, 2:21a, 2:21a, 2:21b, 2:22a, 2:22a, 2:23a, 
2:24a, 2:24a, 3:9b, 3:10b, 3:11a, 3:1Ib, 3:12a, 3:12b, 3:13a, 3:17a, 3:18a, 3:22a, 3:22b, 
4:9b, 4:14b, 4:16a, 5:1b, 5:2a, 5:2b, 5:3a, 5:6a, 5:7a, 5:8a, 5:9a, 5:10a, 5:13a, 5:13b, 
5:I4b, 5:14b, 5:16a, 5:17a, 5:18a, 5:19b, 6:4a, 6:4a, 6:4b, 6:12a, 7:3b, 7:4a, 7:4b, 7:9a, 
7:12a, 7:14a, 7:14a, 7:14a, 7:15a, 7:15b, 7:15b, 7:17b, 7:18a, 7:19b, 7:20a, 7:23a, 7:26a, 
7:28b, 8:3a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:9b, 8:10a, 8:11b, 8:15b, 8:16b, 8:16b, 8:16b, 9:1a, 9:3a, 
9:3b, 9:3b, 9:6b, 9:7a, 9:7a, 9:8a, 9:9b, 9:9b, 9:10b, 9:12a, 9:12a, 9:14a, 9:15a, 9:15a, 
9:17a, 9:17b, 10:3a, 10:6a, 10:6b, 10:8a, 10:9a, 10:9b, 10:11a, 10:16b, 10:17b, 10:18a, 
10: 18b, 10:20a, 10:20a, 11: 1 b, 11 :3a, 11 :3a, 11 :4b, 11 :5a, 11 :6a, 11:8a, 11 :9a, 11 :9a, 
11:9a, 11:9b, 12:1a, 12:1b, 12:3a, 12:3b, 12:4a, 12:4a, 12:5a, 12:5b, 12:14a. 

Examples: 
1: 18a o~~-~~ itT?=?t:t ~..,~ ~~ 

1: 18a on EV TIA~8EL OO<jllac; TIAfJ8oc; YVWOHuC; 

2: 1 a ~i~~ it~l' itt:t~¢~ it~9~~ ~rit~~ 
2:1a OEUPO o~ TIELPcXOW OE EV EU<jlpoouvu KlXl. W:: EV aYlX8<.\l 

7 :9a OilJ=?" iD"~ ";::t~I;1-"~ 
7:9a ~~ OTIEUOUC; EV TIVEU~lXTl oou TOU 8u~ouo8lXl 

~ > different Greek syntagmeme (8). In the other 8 instances the Translator 

employed a different syntagmeme in Greek to comply with the demands of the target 

language or to convey the function of the~. All the evidence is presented for discussion. 

2:3a ~'9~-n~ r:~ liW~" ~~,,~ ~8l0 
2:3a KlXTEOKEt\JcX~T]V EV KlXpOl~ ~ou TOU EAKUOlXl EtC; OlVOV T~V OcXPKlX ~OU 

In Hellenistic Greek the preposition EtC; is often used in the place of EV with 

807In 9:2a ,tv~~ is rendered by EV. It is somewhat dubious whether EV renders ~ 
only or ,tv~~ as a whole. 
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various nuances.808 In 2:3a, El<; ("into") may fit better in the context than EV ("in") 

because EL<; not only denotes location but also explicitly implies direction or motion.809 

In addition to that, llli~ frequently takes :l unless the subject is Yahweh, but EAKW is more 

common with EL<; than EV.8JO Therefore, EL<; is a good equivalent to :l according to the 

demands of the target language as well as the context, and it demonstrates that the 

translation is not at all mechanical. 

2:3b n''?~o~ inK'?, il~~n~ ~ilj ~~,?, 
: .: ':: '; : T: T - •• ..: 

2:3b KCX.l KCX.poLlX ~ou WO~yT]OEV EV OQ(PL~ KlXl TOU KPlXTfjOlXL ETI' acj>poouvu 

In 2:3b, the second:l is rendered by ETIL. The verb inK normally occurs with:l 

when it is used with a preposition.811 On the other hand, the Greek verb KPlXTEW is mainly 

used with the accusative or genitive case without a preposition. If EV is used for :l, it 

would be interpreted as an instrumental notion ("with") with KplXTEW. The preposition ETIL 

may be used to avoid the semantic confusion and at the same time to carry a close 

function to :l. 

10: 17b ''?~K~ n;1~ 'TJ~1 
10 17b ' '" , , ',j...' : KlXL OL lXPXOVTE<; oou TIpo<; KlXLpOV 't'lXyOVTlXL 

808BDF, Greek Grammar, §206; Wallace, Greek Grammar, §369; Conybeare 
and Stock, Septuagint Greek, §90; Soisalon-Soininen, "EV fiir EL<; in der Septuaginta," VT 
32:2 (1982): 190-200. 

809Cf. Conybeare and Stock, Septuagint Greek, §90. 

8JOIfthe subject is Yahweh, the preposition used is '?K. See BDB, s.v. "llli~"; 
cf. KB, s.v. "llli~." For the prepositions following EAKW, see Bauer, s.v. '''EAKW.'' 

811 BDB, s.v. "inK"; KB, s.v. "inK." 
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The Translator used npos rather than EV for ~ in 10: 17b. The preposition npos 

may denote towards a certain time ("at," "about") or duration of a period of time ("for," 

"in,,).812 On the other hand, EV denotes either a time period oftime covered by an 

occurrence ("within") or the point of time when something occurs ("at"). While EV seems 

to designate precise temporal deixis, npos reflects somewhat approximate temporal 

notion. The Translator would have construed ~ as having the sense of approximate 

temporal boundary for the "proper time (n!')." 

4:12b Pt1~: i171D~~ ~6 W7~~iJ ~,n;:q 
4 12b " " " ", , : Kal 'W onapnov 1'0 EV1'Pl1'OV ou 1'aXEWs anoppaYl1oE1'al 

8:10a '~~1 c~'~p c~~~l ~I:'1~~711='~' 
8: 1 Oa Kal 1'01'E ELCiov &.oE~Els El.s 1'acpous EI.OaxOEV1'as 

In the 2 instances above, ~ is prefixed to the noun i1'i1~ ("haste") or adverb p 

("thuS,,).813 The compound forms, i1'i1~~ in 4:12b and 1;:'~ in 8:10a, function as adverbs: 

"quickly" and "thereupon" respectively. The Translator did not mechanically translate 

the Hebrew forms but interpreted the forms by their function. The Greek adverbs 1'CXXEWC;; 

and 1'01'E are excellent functional equivalents to i1'i1~~ and 1;:'~ respectively. 

2: 16b n:;'WJ ":m C~~~i1 C~~~i1 ,~:;,w~ 
T:' - "T- "T- T;'.': 

2:16b KaOon ~Cil1 at ~f.LEpal at EPxOf.LEVal 1'& nav1'CX EnEA~oOl1 

7 :2a t:l':1~;:t-"~ ~io ~'i1 'W~~ 
7 :2a KaOon 1'OU1'O 1'EAOs nav1'os 1'OU &.vOpwnou 

8:17a WP~? c':T~;:t "b~~ 'W~ "W~ 
8: 1 7 a Goa {Xv f.LOXO~01J 0 aVOpwnos 1'OU (l11'fjoa l 

812LSJ, s.v. "npos"; Bauer, s.v. "EV." 

813BDB, S.V. "i1'i1~" and s.v. "p"; KB, s.v. "i1'i1~" and s.v. "p." 
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In the above 3 instances, :l is associated with relatives: ID in 2:16b, 'IDK in 7:2a, 

and 'IDK '?ID in 8:17a.814 Construing ID and 'IDK as having the identical value in 2:16b and 

7:2a, the Translator used KaSon for both ID:l and'IDK:l. He probably interpreted the 

Hebrew compound relatives with a causal notion ("because,,).815 For '?ID:l 'IDK in 8:17a, 

the indefinite relative pronoun ooa and &v are used. The Translator may have understood 

the Hebrew phrase as an indefinite relative ("whatever,,).816 

The preposition ~ occurs 32 times in Ecclesiastes, but the Translator probably 

confused 6 ofthem with the preposition:l (4:17a, 6:12a, 8:13a, 8:16a, 9:2a, 11 :5a).817 

Thus, 6 forms are to be regarded as:l. On the contrary, in 3 instances the preposition :l is 

construed as ~ (7:12a, 8:4a, 9:10a).818 These 3 instances are counted as~. A total of29 

occurrences, therefore, are legitimate for the analysis of the preposition~. The 

preposition ~ is categorized according to its function whether the prepositional phrase 

modifies a nominal or a verb or introduces a dependent clause.819 Its functions are 

decided in the perspective of the Translator. 

814There are 4 instances where the Translator construed 'IDK~ as 'IDK:l (4:17a, 
8:16a, 9:2a, and 11:5a). He rendered:l ofthe forms by EV following his normal pattern. 

815See pp. 106 and 114 of this dissertation. 

816See p. 99 of this dissertation. 

817See p. 298 of this dissertation. 

818Ibid. 

819The syntactical categorization for the analysis is indebted to Gentry, Greek 
Job, 322-24. 
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Nominal modifier (1). The prepositional phrase imW:J in lO:5b modifies the 

noun il31' in 10:5a. The preposition :J is rendered by we;. 

1 O:5a iZi~Wil nnn ~n~~' il31' iZi~ 
',"T- -- • 'T TT •• 

1 O:5b ~~~~iJ ~~.~~~ ~~~W iI~~~::;' 
1 O:5a Eonv TIOVllPlIX ~v Eloov {mo 'tov ~ALOV 
lO:5b we; &:KOUOLOV 0 E~iV\.8EV aTIo TIPOOWTIOU 'tou E~OUOl(X(ov'We; 

Verbal modifiers (19). When:J functions as a verbal modifier, it is normally 

rendered by we;. 

~ > we; (17). The equivalent occurs in 2:13b, 2:15a, 3:19a, 7:6a, 7:12a, 8:14a, 

8:14a, 9:2b, 9:2b,820 9:10a, 9:12a, 9:12a, 9:12b, 10:7b, 11:5a, 12:11a, and 12:11a. 

Examples: 
9: 12b t:l'~;:t ~).~ t:l~iZi~'~ t:liJ~ 
9: 12b we; IX1J'tCt TIIXy LOEUOV'tIX L 0 L U LO L 'WU av8pwTIou 

12:11a ni):J"::;' t:l~~:Jn ~'::l' 
: T - • T -: •• :. 

12:11a A6YOL oocpwv we; 't(x POUKEV'tpIX 

The prepositional phrase t:lil:J is understood to modify the participle t:l~WP'~ 

functioning as a predicate in 9:12b. In 12:11a, the prepositional phrase n')::l1i:J is 

construed as a predicate. 821 

~ > different Greek syntagmeme (2). The occurrences are 8: 1 a and 11: 6b. 

8: 1 a ,~:t 'W~ ~}i~ ~~, t:l~t:1ry:p ~~ 

8:1a rlc; oIoEv oocpoue; KIXL 'tlc; oIoEv AUOLV p~f.LIX'We; 

820The Greek equivalent is used with an accent (we;) and functions as a 
demonstrative ("so," "thus"). See LSJ, s.v. "we;." 

821 There are 2 other instances where the prepositional phrase functions as 
predicate (12:11a, 7:12a). 
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In 8:1a, c~ni1~ functions as a predicate: "Who is like the wise?" Aquila reads 

TL~ WbE oo<p6~, and it seems to reflect c~n i1~ ~~ with different word division from the 

MT.822 Is olbEv in Greek Ecclesiastes possibly a corruption of WbE in Aquila?823 The 

plural oo<pou~ may be due to the dittography of the next ~, with the confusion of' and ~. 

There may have been a Hebrew text, which had a different word division from MT and 

the dittography: c~~~n i1~ ~~. With the different Hebrew text, Aquila's translation (Tk W 

bE oo<p6~) was probably corrupted into Tk olbEv oo<pou~. The corruption may have also 

been an attempt to parallel with the next ~~ clause.824 Another possible explanation for 

8:1a may be that the Translator himself interpreted the clause contextually. Without 

departing from the original Hebrew meaning, he made the two questions parallel, so the 

first question "Who is like the wise?" becomes "Who knows wise things?" This explains 

both the verb (olbEv) and the plural noun (oo<pou~). The latter explanation may be 

preferable because the former has to postulate a text which is not attested.825 

In 11 :6b, the preposition ~ is rendered by the preposition ETIL. The Greek 

expression ETI!. TO aUT6 signifies "together" as is 'n~~ in Hebrew.826 The hI. is, therefore 

822Fields, Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt, 2: 395; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 
80. 

823Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 80; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 277. The relationship 
between the Translator and Aquila will be discussed in chap. 3. 

824Seow, Ecclesiastes, 277. 

8251 '" s: ..h' '1' s: ..h ' h . d' H b .e., n~ WuE 00't'0U~, or n~ OluEV o0't'0~, or t elr correspon mg e rew 
texts. 

826BDB, S.v. "'n~"; Bauer, s.v. "ETIL." 
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used because of Greek convention. 

Dependent clause marker (9). In 9 instances, :J fuctions as a dependent 

clause marker together with other conjunctions. 

illJX~ > KaeWr; (4) / KaeWC; &v (1).827 For 'WK:J, the Translator employed Ka8we; 

in 5:14a, 8:4a, 8:7b, 9:2b and Ka8we; (Xv in 5:3a. 

Examples: 

5:3a C~iit,K~ '~p '''r;i 'W~9 
5:3a Ka8we; av EU~1J EUX~V rQ 8E(~ 

5:14a Ci'~ i~K 1~~~ K~: 'W~~ 
5: 14a Ka8we; Etf1A8EV a:ITo yaorpoe; Il T]rpOe; aurol> YUllv6e; 

1lJ~> wc;(2)/omv(2).828 Forw:J, we; isusedin5:14aand 12:7a,andorav is 

used in 9:12b and 10:3a. 

Evidence: 
we;: 5:14a, 12:7a. 
01'lXv: 9:12b, 10:3a. 

Examples: 
5:14a K~W~ n:Jt,t, ::l'W~ 

T ":: ": .,' T T 

9:12b ck~~ cry~~~ t,i~nw:p 
9: 12b orav E1TlTIE01J ETI' auroue; (X<jlvw 

Summary. The patterns betray the literal characteristics ofthe translation. 

For::, the Translator employed we; in 20 instances and its related form Ka8we; in 5 

instances (86 percent). Nevertheless, his rendering is not stereotyped. He was sensitive 

827 See p. 105 of this dissertation. 

828See p. 113 of this dissertation. 
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to the poetic parallel in 8:1a and to the context in 9:12b and 10:3a. In 11 :6b, he used a 

Greek idiom as a functional equivalent to the Hebrew idiomatic phrase. 

The preposition" occurs 234 times in Ecclesiastes. The form "~,, in 9: 1 a is 

analyzed as the preposition plus a bound infinitive ("to examine") in MT, but the 

Translator construed it as the noun with 1 c.s. pronoun ,~" ("my heart,,).829 The 

compound form i1~" occurs in 4 instances (2:15a, 5:5b, 7:16b, 7:17b) and functions as 

interrogative. These 4 instances of i1~" are not considered for this analysis. 

On the other hand, there are 3 forms, which do not follow the preposition ", 

but the Translator construed as such. In 4: 1 Ob, the Translator probably understood the 

form ,,,,~ ("if'?) as'" ,~. ("woe to him!"), so it is treated under the preposition ". As for 

n~17 "::l (kol- 'ummat) in 5:15a, he may have construed it as n~17 + " + defective '::l. 

Finally, atrrwv is the corresponding Greek equivalent for ~" in 5:9a. The Translator 

probably construed the form as'" (" + personal pronoun 3 m.s.).830 In sum, a total of232 

instances are considered for the analysis of the preposition" in Ecclesiastes. 

Nominal modifiers (76). When" functions as a nominal modifier, it is 

rendered either an article in genitive or the dative of respect. 

Rendered by article in genitive (29). The occurrences are 2:16a, 3:2a, 3:2a, 

829See p. 16 of this dissertation. 

830Gordis, Koheleth, 241; Whitley, Koheleth, 51; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 205. 
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3:2b, 3:2b, 3:3a, 3:3a, 3:3b, 3:3b, 3:4a, 3:4a, 3:5a, 3:5b, 3:5b, 3:6a, 3:6a, 3:6b, 3:6b, 3:7a, 

3:7a, 3:7b, 3:7b, 3:8a, 3:8a, 4:10b, 5:8b, 5:9a, 8:8a, and 11:7b. 

Examples: 
2: 16a C~i1'7 ~~OfiJ-Cl' C~t:T~ li'=?i r~ ~:J 
2: 16a on OUK Eonv ~V~~TJ "COU oocj>ou ~E"Ca "Cou &cj>POVOC; ELC; IXLWVIX 

3 :2a m~~ nl" ni~~ nl' 
T •• : '," ': T •• 

3:2a KIXlPOC; "COU "CEKE1V KlXl KIXlPOC; "COU (X1T08IXVElv 

In 2 instances (2:16a, 5:8b), ~ is prefixed to a noun and modifies a previous 

noun in a bound phrase. For the other 26 instances, ~ is prefixed to the bound infinitive 

and functions attributively to modify a noun as is the example in 3 :2a. 

Rendered by dative of respect (47). In 35 instances, ~ is rendered by the article 

in dative. 

Evidence: 
1:3a, 1:11a, 1: 11 a, 2:3b, 2:13a, 3:1a, 3:1b, 3:17b, 3:19a, 4:8a, 4:16a, 5:10b, 6:8a, 6:11b, 
6:12a, 7:11b, 8:12b, 8:13a, 8:15a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a,83l 9:3a, 9:11a, 
9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11a, 10:l1b, 11 :7b. 

Example: 
1 :3a i~~~r~~~ C:t~~ li'~~-il~ 
1 :3a "Clc; TIEPWOElIX "C~ av8pwTICV EV TIIXV"Cl ~6X8CV IXU"COU 

In 12 instances, ~ is just marked by the dative case of the following word: 

1:11b, 3:19a, 4:9b, 4:10b, 4:11a, 5:15b, 6:5b, 8:6a, 8:12a, 9:5b, 9:6b, 10:16a. 

Example: 
8:6a t!l~~~, n~ rD:. r~IT~~7 ~:J 
8 6 ~, "" '" : a on TIIXVn TIpIXy~IXn EO"CW KIXlpOC; KIXl KPWlC; 

Verbal modifiers (156). When functions as a verbal modifier, the Translator 

normally utilized nominals in dative or "COU + Infinitive (61). 
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~ > article in nominative (5). In 5 instances, the ~ phrase functions as a 

subject, and ~ is rendered by the article in nominative. In 4:11b, 6:8b, 9:4b, and 10:3b, a 

noun follows ~, and in 7:5a, an infinitive follows. 

Examples: 
6:8b C~~lJ;:r i~.~. l~t)~ ~Ji~ ~~~7.-i1~ 
6:8b oLon 6 1TEV'Il<; oIoEv 1TopEU8f]vaL KatEVaV'tL tf]<; (wf]<; 

7:5a c~n n'l1~ l1bw~ :Ji~ 
TT --:--:-

7:5a aya80v 1'0 aKouoaL E1TLtLfl'llOLV oocpou 

~ phrase> nominal in dative (43). In 27 instances, the preposition ~ has a 

pronominal suffix and is rendered by the dative case of the Greek pronoun. 832 

Evidence: 
2:4b, 2:4b, 2:5a, 2:6a, 2:7a, 2:7b, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2:9b, 3:18b, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:8a, 4:8b, 5:12b, 
5:17b, 5:18a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:3a, 8:4b, 8:7b, 8:9b, 8:15b, 9:9a, 1O:14b, 12:1b. 

Example: 
2:4b C~8~ ~~ ~l':i~~~ 
2 4b ' >.' , " : <.pKouofl'lloa flOL OLKOUC;; 

In 16 instances, for the ~ suffixed to the noun the Translator rendered the 

article in the dative. 

Evidence: 
1:13b, 2:2a, 2:2b, 2:18b, 2:22a, 2:26a, 2:26b, 2:26b, 3:10b, 5:3a, 6:12b, 7:19a, 7:27b, 
9:2a, 11 :2a, 11 :2a. 

Example: 
2:2a ~?ii1~ ~nl~~ pin~~ 
2:2a tQ YEAW'tL EI1Ta 1TEPLCPOpcX.V 

831 L . d d b ~ 'WN7 IS ren ere y t<.p. 

832 All are personal pronouns except 4:8b, which is an interrogative. 
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~ phrase> nominal in accusative (1). In 5: 11 b, the Translator understood ,,, 

as the object of the verb and so used the pronoun in accusative according to the norm of 

the target language. 

5: 11 b liW~" i" O~J~ 'J~.~~ 
5 lIb ,,, 'rh' " ~, ~ : OUK EO'tW 1X'I . ..lWV IXU'tOV 'tou UTTVWOlXl 

~ phrase> Eie; + nominal in accusative (18) / EV + nominal in dative (1). The 

occurrences are 1:4b, 1:llb, 2:16a, 3:14a, 3:21a, 3:21b, 5:12b, 5:15b, 6:7a, 7:21a, 8:9a, 

9:6b, 9:12b, 10:2a, 1O:2b, 10:19a, 11 :6a, 12:4b, and 1 :10b (EV ). 

In 18 instances, the Translator interpreted the" phrases with adverbial 

functions and employed El~ for ". Three times, he construed the" phrase as articular 

form (1 :4b, 1: 11 b, 3: 14a) but for all the other instances, as anarthrous forms. 

Example: 

1 :4b n:r~l1 C~i177 rJ~;:t1 
1 :4b KIXl. ~ YTl El~ 'tov IXlWVIX EO'tT1KEV 

2: 16a C~i177 "~~~trcJ) c~~~ li'=?i r~ ~~ 
2:16a on OUK Eonv ~V~~TJ 'tOU oocpou ~E'ta 'tOU &cppovo~ El~ IXlWVIX 

In 1: lOb, the Translator rendered C~~"17" by EV 'tOl~ IXlWOW not by El~ 'tOl~ 

, ~ 
IXlWOW. 

1: 1 Ob C~~"l1" i!~i! ':l~ 
• T : T T T: 

1: 1 Ob ~&TJ YEYOVEV EV 'tOl~ IX lWO W 

When C",17 suffixed by" is a singular, he used El~ for" (1 :4b, 2: 16a, 3: 14a, 9:6b). On 

the other hand, the form C~~"17 in 1: 1 Ob is plural and by the context, has a different 

temporal nuance from its singular form. The Translator was sensitive to this different 

nuance and used a different preposition. 
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~ + bound infinitive> roD + infinitive (61). The occurrences are 1 :7b, 1 :8a, 

1:8b, 1:13a, 1:13a, 1:13b, 1:15a, 1:15b, 1:17a, 2:3a, 2:3b, 2:6b, 2:11a, 2:12a, 2:20a, 

2:26b, 2:26b, 2:26b, 3: lOb, 3:12b, 3:12b, 3:18b, 3:22b, 4:13b, 4:14a, 4:17a, 4:17b, 5:1a, 

5:3a, 5:5a, 5:11b, 5:11b, 5:14a, 5: 17 a, 5:17a, 5:17a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 6:10b, 

7:9a, 7:13b, 7:25a, 7:25a, 7:25b, 7:27b, 8:9b, 8:11b, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:16a, 8:16a, 

8:17a, 8:17a, 8:17b, 8:17b, 9:10a, 10:15b, and 12:10a. 

Example: 
(Final ,,)833 

1: 13a tlii,," ~~"-n~ ~nnj' 
: . .• ": • - T: 

1 : 13 a KIX l E&wKIX T~V KlXp&lIXV IlOU TOU EK( llTTJOIX L 

(Nominal ,,)834 

4: 13b ,i17 ,i1.ii1" 17,~-l{" ,tli~ 
" T': - T ',' -; 

4:13b oC; OUK EYVW 'rOU TIPOOEXELV ETL 

(Complementary ,,)835 

1 :8a '~"J7 ID~~ "~~~-l{" 
1 :8a ou &UV~OETIXL &v~p TOU AIXAEl.V 

Predicate ~ + bound infinitive> roD + infinitive (1). The equivalent occurs in 

3:15a. 

3: 15a i1~i1 ,:l::l ni~i1" ,tli~, 
TT T: :' ','-:-

3:15a KlXl OOIX TOU YlVEOelXL ~&ll YEYOVEV 

833The final" is seen in 32 instances: 1 :7b, 1: 13 a, 1: 13 a, 1: 13b, 1: 17a, 2:6b, 
2:11a, 2:12a, 2:20a, 2:26b, 2:26b, 2:26b, 3:10b, 3:18b, 3:22b, 4:14a, 4:17a, 5:5a, 5:11b, 
5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 7:25a, 7:25a, 7:25b, 7:27b, 8:9b, 8:16a, 8:16a, 8:17a, 12:10a. 

834The nominal" is seen in 15 instances: 2:3a, 2:3b, 3:12b, 3:12b, 4:13b, 
4:17b, 5:17a, 5:17a, 5:17a, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:17b, 9:10a, 10:15b. 

835The complementary" is seen in 14 instances: 1:8a, 1:8b, 1:15a, 1:15b, 5:1a, 
5:3a, 5:11b, 5:14a, 6:10b, 7:9a, 7:13b, 8:11b, 8:17a, 8:17b. 
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~ + bound infinitive> different Greek syntagmeme (2). The occurrences are 

1:16a and 3:18a. 

1: 16a ,bN? ~~"-t:l~ ~~~ ~8l~'1 
1: 16a EAcXATjOIX EYW EV KlXp6l~ flOU 1"0 AEYElV 

3: 18a t:l~M"Nil t:l,:l" 
• ':: T T T : 

3:18a on 6LIXKPLVEL IXU1"OUs 0 8EOs 

In 1: 16a '~N" is a marker to signal the beginning of quoted speech.836 The 

Translator rendered it by the article in dative followed by the infinitive. The" phrase in 

3:18a functions as an objective clause and is properly rendered by the on-clause. 

~ phrase> adverb (2). The equivalent occurs in 3:21b and 7:29a. 

3 :21 b r)~7 il~~7 N~il n~:n~iJ 
3 :21 b El KlXmplX t VEl IXU1"O KcXnu E Ls yfW 

7:29a ~nN~~ ili-ilN' i:l" 
• T T '," ..: -

7:29a TIA~V 1.6(:: Wlno EUPOV 

The form il~~" in 3:21b is analyzed as" plus adverb, and i:l" in 7:29a is" 

plus noun. The Translator interpreted both forms as having adverbial functions and used 

Greek adverbs for their equivalents. 

~ > zero (5). The occurrences are 2:21b, 3:14a, 3:14a, 6:8b, and 7:2a. 

Examples: 
2:21 b ip7l) ,~~.t;I: i~-"~~ K"W t:l'J~7' 
2:21b KlXt eXv8pumos Os OUK EflOX8TjOEV EV lXuni' 6WOEl lXun;> flEpt61X IXUWU 

7:2a '':IN-n~~-''N n~"" :li~ 
': •• •• ': '," '," T 

7:2a ciYIX80v TIopEu8flvIXL Els otKOV 'rTEv80Us 

836S. G. Dempster, "Linguistic Features of Hebrew Narrative: Discourse 
Analysis of Narrative from the Classical Period" (Ph.D. diss., University of Toronto, 
1985), 124; Gentry, Greek Job, 270. 
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All 5 instances where" is rendered by zero are to be construed either as 

subject or as object. The form Ci~" in 2:21b is grammatically casus pendens and may 

function as an indirect object in a deep structure. The Translator used an anarthrous noun 

in the nominative for the form. In 7:2a, the" plus a bound infinitive functions as the 

subject, and is rendered by the anarthrous infinitive. 

~ in compound preposition IJ) nm)~ > warrEp (1) / 1'!jJ)~ > aVj1¢WVOC; (1). The 

occurrences are 5:15a and 7:14b. 

5:15a l~:. p ~fW n~.i:r"~837 
5 15 " , , " "~ I : a WOTIEp yap TIapEYEVEtO OU!W<; Kal aTIEI\.EUOE!al 

7: 14b n'::J-,-'?17 c~j6~i1 i1W17 i1i-n~17" i1i-n~ C~ 
-:. - • ':: T T T ',' - ",: '," '; -

7: 14b Ka L yE OUV !OUW OUIlCPWVOV wun.p ETIO L T]OEV (; 8EO<; TIEp t Aahii<; 

The rendering is not mechanical for the same form as the Translator was 

sensitive to the context and employed appropriate Greek equivalents. 

~ in semi preposition 'j~~ > rrpo rrpoawrrov (6) / Ej1rrpoaeEV (5) / rrpoawrrov (4). 

The Translator employed TIPO TIPOOWTIOU in 2:26a, 2:26b, 5:1a, 5:5a, 7:26b, and 9:1b, 

EIlTIPoo8EV in 1 :10b, 1 :16a, 2:7b, 2:9a, and 4:16a, and TIPOOWTIOV in 3:14b, 8:12b, 8:13b, 

and 10:5b. 

Examples: 

5 :5a 1~7~iJ ~~.~" '~~h-"~: 
5:5a Kat Il~ E'LTI1J<; TIPO TIPOOWTIOU WU 8EOU 

2:7b ~~~7 ~~':TW "j~ ~" i1:':T i1~liJ 1~~1 
2:7b Kat TIOlllVLOU TIOU~ EYEVE!O IlOl iJTIEP TIlXv!a<; WU<; YEVOIlEVOU<; EIlTIPoo8EV lloU 

3: 14b '~~~7~ ~~l~W 
3:14b '(va CPO~T]8WOlV &TIO TIPOOWTIOU auwu 
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Summary. The Translator employed the dative for 91 instances ofthe 

nominal prefixed by" (39 percent) and genitive for 90 instances ofthe bound infinitive 

prefixed by" (39 percent). For the other instances, he used nominative and accusative 

following the demands of the target language. As a whole, the case is decided by the 

Greek syntax. 

In 149 instances, the Translator rendered" by the article (65 percent). Ifwe 

lay aside cases of" + pronouns (38), adverbial phrases (21), and compound or 

semiprepositions (15), the percentage of the instances of" rendered by the article 

increases to 95 percent. The evidence strongly suggests that the Translator intended the 

Greek article as an equivalent for the preposition ". 

Separable Preposition 1~ 

The preposition 1~ occurs in 75 instances in Ecclesiastes. In 3 instances, the 

form is not a 1~ prepositional phrase in MT, but the Translator construed it as such 

(7:24a, 8:11a, 8:12a). The Translator rendered the form il'il il~ (interrogative + verb) in 

7:24a by imEp 0 ~v. The Greek equivalent reflects il'ilW~ (missehaya) or as il'ilil~ 

(mihahoyeh).838 In 8:11a and 8:12a, the nouns beginning with ~ are misconstrued as a 1~ 

preposition plus nominal: ilW17~ in 8:11a as 'W17~ (me'osay) and nK~ in 8:12a as rK~ 

(me 'az). 839 These 3 instances are to be included in the analysis. The total of instances of 

the preposition 1~ is 78. 

837The Translator probably read n~17"~ as kif 'ummat. 

838See p. 93 of this dissertation. 
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The 1~ prepositional phrases normally function as verbal modifiers. Apart 

from 9 instances, all cases ofl~ are prefixed with assimilation of nun to the first letter of 

the following word. 84o The evidence is presented according to frequency. 

7/j > a1To + Genitive (33) 

Evidence: 
1:8b, 1:10b, 2:6b, 2:10a, 2:10b, 2:10b, 2:24b, 3:5b, 3:11b, 3:14a, 3:14b, 3:20b, 4:1b, 4:4a, 
4:8b, 5:14a, 5:18a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:3a, 7:18a, 7:23b, 7:26b, 7:28b, 8:3a, 8:11a, 8:12a, 8:12b, 
8:13b, 10:5b, 11:10a, 11:10a, 12:5a. 

Examples: 

2:6b c~~~ O~i~ ,~~ t:lry~ nip~iJ? 
2:6b TOU lT01"lo(Xl &IT' lXU1"WV bPWOV ~A.lXa1"WV1"(X ~UA.lX 

5: 18a ~~rp,~ "j~? i~~~~i1: 
5: 18a KlXl E~ouallXaEv lXU1"OV WU <PlXYElv &IT' lXUWU 

6:3a i1~i~iJ-l~ ~~~l'-~" itzi:m 
6:3a KlXl l\JUX~ lXUWU OUK EfllTA.lla8~aE1"lXl &lTO 1"fl~ &YlX8wauvT]~ 

8:12a n~~ ~, i1tv17 ~~h ,tzi~ 
-: T ',' ',' ... -: 

8 12 ~'t,1 " , "" : a o~ llfllXP1"EV ElTOlllaEV W lTOVllPOV lXlTO W1"E 

The Translator employed &lT6 for 1~ in 33 instances out of78 (43 percent). In 

26 instances, the &lT6 may be used in a locative sense (79 percent), e.g., 2:6b.841 The 

Translator interpreted 1~ in 4 instances as partitive (5:18a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 10:lb). In another 

839See p. 22 of this dissertation. 

840The 9 instances where nun is not assimilated to the first letter of the 
following word are: 2:13a, 2:13b, 3:19b, 3:20b, 4:2b, 4:9a, 6:3a, 6:8a, and 9:4b. 

841 The locative may denote source or origin: 2:6b, 2:10b, 3:20b, 4:1b, 5:14a, 
and 7:28b. It can be separation, i.e., ablative: 2:10a, 2:10b, 3:5b, 3:11b, 3:14a, 4:8b, 
7: 18a, 7 :23b, 11: 10a, and 11: 1 Oa. The semiprepositions ~):J~ and ~):J"~ are also 
understood as locative. Other miscellaneous locatives are 4:4a, 8:11a, and 12:5a. 
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3 instances, the 1~ was probably understood as 1~ of agency (1 :8b, 2:24b, 6:3a). Finally, 

the instance in 8:12a is the only place where the Translator construed the l~ as temporal. 

7~ > V1TEP + Accusative (29) 

Evidence: 
2:7b 2:13a, 2:13b, 4:2b, 4:3a, 4:6b, 4:9a, 4:13b, 4:17a, 6:3b, 6:5b, 6:8a, 6:9a, 6:10b, 7:1a, 
7:1b, 7:3a, 7:5b, 7:8a, 7:8b, 7:10a, 7:19b, 7:24a, 7:26a, 9:4b, 9:16a, 9:17b, 9:18a, 10:lb. 

In 29 instances, the Translator rendered 1~ by iJTIEP (38 percent), and all are 

comparative. 

Example: 
2: 13a n~"=?~i:'n~ i1~=?~? li'~: rzj~W 
2: 13 a on Eon v 1TEp LOOE La TTI oocp Lq. iJTIEP T~V &cpPOOUVT)V 

7~ > EK + Genitive (4) 

Evidence: 
4:14a, 8:10a, 12:11b, 12:12a. 

The preposition EK is employed when 1~ is construed as locative denoting 

origin (4:14a, 8:10a, 12:12a) or as agency (12:11b). 

Examples: 
4: 14a 1"T?~ K~: c~,~o;:t n~~~-~:J 
4:14a on E~ O'(KOU TWV OEOf.J.lWV E~EAEuoETal TOU paolAEuoal 

12:11b inK i1.i1'~ m1J ni£lOK ~".i1:l 
T ',' ':.. : • '" -: " -: -

12:11b 0'1. 1Tapa 'twv ouvayf.J.(XTWV E069T)oav EK 1TOlf.J.EVO<; Ev6<; 

7~ > Ell + Dative (2) 

2: 1 Ob ~"~.i1-":J~ n~w ~:l"-~:J 
• T -: T' - •• T •• • 

2: 1 Ob on KapOla f.J.OU Eucppav9T) EV 1TaVT l f.J.6X94> f.J.OU 

7: 1 Ob i1t.-"~ I;1?~~ i1~=?~~ ~6 ~:J 
7:10b on OUK EV OOCPLq. E1TT)pWTT)Oa<; 1TEPl TOU'tOU 
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The EV in 2:10b may be used to render the locative sense ofV~. On the other 

hand, the instance in 7: 1 Ob is probably interpreted as means or instrumentall~. 

1'" > rrapa + Accusative (2) 

2:9a ~J:J" ir~irtzi "j~ ~n:Joiir' 
-T: TTO." • ":-: 

2:9a KCXt. TIpoOE8'11KCX TIcxpa 1TIxv-rcxt; tOUt; YEVOIlEVOU<;; EIlTIpoo8EV 1l0U 

3:19b r~ ir~D~iJ-V~ t:l:t~;:t 'Di~' 
3: 19b KCX t. t l ETIEP lOOEUOEV 0 av8pwTIo<;; TIcxpa to Ktilvo<;; OU6EV 

In both instances, the Translator used TIcxpa with accusative to render the 

comparative 1~. 

1'" > Different Greek Syntagmeme (3) 

3:22a ,~~~~~ t:l:t~;:t n~~: 'W~~ :li~ r~ 
3:22a OUK Eonv cXycx80v EL Il~ 0 Eucppcxv8~OEtCXL 0 av8pwTIo<;; EV TIOL~IlCXOLV CXUtOU 

5 :4a ''1n-~·'' 'Wl$ :li~ 
5:4b t:l~~r;'l ~"1· ii'I:1W~ 
5 4 ' 8' , , "/: 8' : a cxycx ov to 1l'l1 EU",CXO CXL OE 
5:4b ~ to Eu~cxo8cxl OE KCXt. Il~ cXTIOOOUVCXL 

7:2a irl)~~ n~::l-"~ n~?~ "~~-n~::l-"~ n~?7 :li~ 
7:2a cXycx80v TIopEu8ilvCXL EL<;; otKov TIEv80u<;; ~ on TIopEu8ilvCXL EL<;; OtKOV TIOtOU 

10: 1 b ~~T? n'''=?~ "i:l~~ ir~=?r;:t~ ,~~ 
10: 1 b tlllLOV GAl yov OOCPlCX<;; lJ1TEP 06~cxv cXCPPOOUV'I1<;; IlEYaA'I1<;; 

In 3 :22a, 1~ is interpreted as restrictive-probably ablative mixed with 

comparative-and is rendered by El Il~. The next 2 instances ofl~ are understood as 

comparatives and are rendered by ~ in 5:4b and ~ onin 7:2a. In lO:lb, m~:Jn~ is perhaps 

construed as a partitive genitive. 
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Compound Forms (4) 

2:25b '~rp~ y~n w~n: ,~~ 
2:25b Kat Tl£; <pElOETal neXpE~ aUTou 

3: 11 b i'1Wl'~i'1-nN !:liNi'1 N~~'-N"" 'WN ''':l~ 
',"-:-- '; TTT T:' .,.-: ':' 

3: 11 b onw<; fl ~ EUp1J b eXv8pumo<; TO no l1lfla 

5:7b ,~W i1~~ "l'~ i1~~ '::l 
•• - T - .• - T • 

5: 7b OT l lH\J1lAo<; EneXvw lH\J1lAou <puAeX~a l 

10: 14b i" i'~' ,~ "'nN~ i'1'i'1' 'WN' • - • T -: - •• ': :. ': -:-

10:14b Kat Tl TO EODflEVOV 6nlOw aUTOU Tl£; avaYYEAEl aUTQ 

In 2:25b, the Translator may have interpreted 1~ ym (noun + preposition) in 

the ablative or restrictive sense ("apart from," "without"). The Greek preposition neXpE~ 

("except") is a good functional equivalent to the Hebrew. In 3: 11 b, the compound form, 

,,,~~, followed by 'WN, is construed as a conjunction, which introduces a result/purpose 

clause. The Translator employed onw<; for it. The Translator construed two compound 

prepositions, "l'~ in 5:7b and 'nN~ in 10:14b in the locative and temporal sense 

respectively. He used a proper Greek preposition for each case. 

The Translator construed 1~ as locative in 34 instances out of 77 (44 percent), 

and generally employed anD for the locative 1~ (26 instances, 76 percent). He treated 33 

instances ofl~ as comparative (43 percent) and used {mEp for 29 instances (88 percent). 

For the partitive 1~ or 1~ of agency, he mainly employed anD. In translating the 

preposition 1~, the Translator was not mechanical, but was sensitive to the semantics of 

the preposition and utilized various approaches. 

Separate and Compound Prepositions. 
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inN> o1TLaw (1) 

12:2b KCXl E1TlOtPEllrWOW tCx VECP'll C)TIlOW tOU UEtOU 

'inN (7) 

The Translator rendered ~'m~ by flEteX in 2 instances and OTTlOW in 5 instances. 

They are all interpreted as temporal except for 1 instance (2:12b), which has spatial 

sense. The flEteX and OTTlOW may be stylistic variations. 

~'nN > flEteX + accusative (2). The equivalent occurs in 2:18b and 3:22b. 

Example: 
2: 18b ~'nN n~n~w t:liN'? '~n~~Nw 

T -: - ": : • ": T T T .... - "." 

2: 18b O'tL acplw cxlJ'tov tei> av8pwTTCp tei> YWOflEVcp flEt' EflE 

~'nN (4) / ~'nNO (1) > OTTLOW. The occurrences are 2:12b, 6:12b, 7:14b, 9:3b, 

Example: 
6: 12b wT?~iJ nDD '~~D,~ n~.~~-n~ t:l:t~7 i~~~-~O 
6 12b I" " ,~ , , , ", 

: 'tL EOtCXl 01TlOW CXUtOU UTTO tOV 'llJl.lOV 

~N (23) 

The Translator employed three different Greek prepositions for '?N: dc; (13), 

TTPOC; (8), and ETTl (2). He may have used Etc; for the terminative sense Of'?N ("into,,).842 In 

all the instances where Etc; renders '?N, the objectives of'?N are specific places such as 

842Even though Etc; can denote the directive sense ("toward"), the directive '?N 
seems to be reserved for TTpOC;. 
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OipO (4), n~:J (4), :JS (2), etc. On the other hand, the Translator probably employed TIPOs 

to represent the directive sense ofSN ("toward"). Its objects are either direction (Oi'i, 

1iE:l~) or person (o'noil, o"nil, O'ilSNil, personal pronouns). Finally, for the contingent 

locative senses ofSN such as "near" or "at," the Translator used ETIC 

SN > ELC; + accusative (13). The occurrences are 1 :5b, 1 :7a, 1 :7b, 3:20a, 3:20b, 

4:17a, 6:6b, 7:2a, 7:2a, 7:2b, 9:1a, 10:15b, and 12:5b. 

SN > 'lTpOC; + accusative (8). The occurrences are 1 :6a, 1 :6a, 8: 14a, 8: 14a, 9:3b, 

9:4a, 9:13b, and 12:7b. 

Example: 
1 :6a 1iE:l~-S~ :J;.io: Oi':t-S~ lS.iil 
1 :6a TIOPEUE'W,L TIPOs VOtOV Kat. KUKAOl TIPOC; ~opp&v 

SN > E'lTL + accusative (2). The equivalent occurs in 9:14b and 12:6b. 

Example: 
12:6b 'i~iJ-S~ S~?~iJ r'~: 
12 6b ' ", " , l' : KaL OUVtPOXaolJ 0 tpOXOs ETIL 'tOV l\.aKKOV 

".:J (1) 

3: 11 b ilip~iPiJ-n~ 0:t~~ N~~:-~S 'W~ ,~~o 
3: 11 b OTIWC; fl ~ EUplJ 0 av9pwTIoC; to TIO [llfla 

The compound preposition ~S:Jo with 'iVN and the pleonastic NS is rendered by 

the conjunction OTIWC; with the negative fl~. 
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iJJ (5) /]iJJ (2) 

When i17 functions as a conjunction, the Translator employed EW<;. On the 

other hand, when i17 functions as a preposition, he used IlEXPL. The conjunction EW<; 

introduces indefinite temporal clauses in Greek Ecclesiastes while IlEXPl is followed by a 

definite time. 

il' > EW<; (4). The equivalent occurs in 2:3b, 12:1b, 12:2a, and 12:6a. 

Example: 
2:3b t:liKiT 'J~~ ~;~ iTi-'K iTK'K-'WK i17 

T T T •• :. .;.. ':: ',' ': -; -

2:3b EW<; oD '(ow 1ToLOV TO ayaSov TOL<; uLoL<; TOU avSpw1ToU 

il' > IlEXPL (1). The equivalent occurs in 3:11b. 

3: 11 b ~;o-i~1 WK'~ t:l,;;~~~ iTW~-'W~ 
3: 11 b 0 EnOL 1l0EV 0 SE6<; a1T' apxf]<; Ka!. IlEXPl TEA-OU<; 

The form li17 occurs twice in Ecclesiastes and is analyzed as i17 + liT. 843 The 

Translator rendered the form iT~i17 (i17 + iT~iT) by EW<; TOU VUV (''until now") in 4:2b and 

the form with K~ together by OU1TW ("not yet") in 4:3a. The 2 instances are in close 

proximity, so the different renderings indicate that the translation is contextual rather than 

accidental. The Translator was sensitive to the context and also to the demands of the 

target language. 

1i17 > EW<; -roD vDv (1). The equivalent occurs in 4:2b. 

4:2b iT~}~ t:l'~O iT~i1 ,tp~ t:l'~OjTW 
4:2b ll1TEP TOU<; (WVTCX<; GaOL auTO!. (WOlV EW<; TOU VUV 

843KB, s.v. "li17"; BDB, s.v. "iTJi17." 
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pl' + > O\)'lTW (1). The equivalent occurs in 4 :3a. 

4:3a i1:i) ~h n~-'w~ n~ t:lry~~.~~ ~i~1 
4 3 " 8' (' \ x f , V '" , : a K(U cxycx oe; UTIEp 'tOue; uUO 'tou'tOue; oone; OUTIW EYEVE'tO 

~.u (38) 

The preposition ~l' occurs in 38 instances. The Translator employed E'lTl for 

most of the locative uses of~l'. When ~l' denotes reference, he used 'lTEPl. 

Locative ~l' > ETIL + accusative (16). The equivalent occurs in 1 :6b, 1: 12b, 

2:17a, 5:7b, 6:1b, 8:6b, 9:8b, 9:12b, 9:14b, 10:4a, 10:7a, 11:1a, 11:2b, 11:3a, 12:6b, and 

12:7a. 

Example: 
1 :6b lJ"i) ~~ ,~~j~~O-~~1 
1 :6b KCX\. ETI\. KDKAOUe; cxu'tou ETILo'tPE<pEl 'to TIVEUIlCX 

Locative ~l' > ETIL + dative (9). The equivalent occurs in 1: 16a, 2 :20b, 3: 14a, 

3:17b, 5:1a, 5:1b, 5:5b, 5:7a, and 11:9a. 

Example: 
3: 14a ~~Oii17 r~ ,~?~ 
3:14aETI' cxunll OUK Eonv TIP008ElVCXL 

Locative ~l' > ETIL + genitive (4). The equivalent occurs in 5:1b, 8:14a, 8:16a, 

and 1O:7b. 

Example: 
5: 1 b n~i)-~~i1J;1~1 t:l:~~~ t:l~;:T~~i) ~::l 
5: 1 b on 0 8EOe; EV 'tell OUpCXVell KCX \. OU ETI \. 'tile; Yile; 

~l' of reference> 'lTEPL + genitive (5). The equivalent occurs in 1: 13 a, 3: 18a, 
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7:10b, 7:14b, and 8:2b. 

Example: 
7: 14b nJ~'T"~ C~ii"l$;:r iT~~ 
7:14b EnOlT]OEV 0 eEOC:; TIEP!. ACXALiic:; 

"11 > EV + dative (2). The occurrences include 1 :16a and 12:14a. 

1: 16a C7~"~-"~ ~~~? iT:;:r-'W~-"~ ,,~ iT~=?~ ~r1~~iiTl 
1 16 ' 'e rh'" ~ " , , " e' , I ~ : a KCXl TIpOOE T]KCX OO,+,lCXV Em TICXOLV Ol EYEVOVTO Ef!TIpOO EV f!OU EV EPOUOCXJ\,T]f! 

The Translator construed the second "11 in 1: 16a as locative and employed the 

locative EV for it. The word c"w"~ normally takes the preposition:l, and the:l is rendered 

by EV. 844 The rendering "11 in 1: 16a may be influenced by the other instances where 

C"W"~:l is rendered by EV IEpoUOCXAT]f!. The EV for "11 in 12:14a seems to have been used 

for reference. 

"11 > OUt + accusative (1). The single example occurs in 8:11b. 

8:11b c:t~;:r-~~.~ :l~ K~~ 1~-"~ 
8:11b blcX TOUTO EnAT]pOcpOp~eT] KCXpblCX uLwv TOU eXvepWTIOU 

The phrase 1~ "11 is rendered by blcX TOUTO in 8:11b. It is compared with p "11 

in 5:1b where it is rendered by ETI!. TOUH¥. 

Compound preposition "110> E1TItVW + genitive (1).845 The single example 

844The word c"w"~ occurs 5 times in Ecclesiastes, and 4 of them are prefixed 
by the preposition :l, for which the Translator used EV. 

84SSee p. 317 of this dissertation. 
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occurs in 5:7b. 

5:7b ,~tzi ;,j~ "lm ;,j~ ~:;, 
•• - T - •• - T • 

In sum, the Translator was sensitive to the context in rendering "17 and chose 

proper equivalents according to the norm of Greek. 

OJ] (8) 

The Translator employed the flETeX of accompaniment ("with") for 7 instances 

oft:l17. There is 1 instance where he construed t:l17 as locative ("in") and used EV for it. 

The Translator was not mechanical in rendering t:l17. 

t:l17 > ~EteX (7). The equivalent occurs in 1: 11 b, 2: 16a, 2: 16b, 4: 15b, 6: 1 Db, 

7:11a, and 9:9a. 

Example: 
2: 16a "~~:PiJ-t:l~ t:I~rr~ li ':;li r~ ~:;, 
2:16a on OUK Eonv flV~fll1 TOU OOqlOU flETa TOU &cjlpOVOt; 

t:l17 > EV (1). The single example occurs in 1: 16a. 

1:16a ~~"-t:l~ ~~~ ~8l~"1 
1: 16a EA.&A.l1oex EYW EV Kexp6l~ flOU 

nnn(34) 

The Translator interpreted 33 instances ofnnn as simple locative "under" and 

employed lmo + accusative for them. The word ill~ill occurs 31 times as an object ofthe 

preposition, and t:I~~ill and ,~o follow nnn each once.846 In 1 instance, he construed nnn in 

846In 2:3b, the Translator read t:I~~ill in MT as ill~ill. 
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the sense of substitution ("in place of') and so, used aVCl for it. The Translator utilized 

different Greek prepositions as equivalents to nnn according to the different nuances of 

each context. 

Spatial nnn > UTIO + accusative (33). The equivalent occurs in 1 :3b, 1 :9b, 

1 : 13 a, 1 :14a, 2:3b, 2:11b, 2:I7a, 2:I8a, 2:I9a, 2:20b, 2:22b, 3:Ib, 3:I6a, 4:Ia, 4:3b, 4:7b, 

4:I5b, 5:I2a, 5:I7a, 6:Ia, 6:I2b, 7:6a, 8:9a, 8:I5a, 8:I5b, 8:I7a, 9:3a, 9:6b, 9:9a, 9:9b, 

9:IIa, 9:13a, and 10:5a. 

Example: 
1 :9b tzi~~iJ noo tzi:rrT~~ r~: 
1 :9b Kat OUK E01"LV TIiXv TIpoocpawv uno 'tov ~ALOV 

nnn of substitution> aV'tL + genitive (1). The single example occurs in 

4:I5b. 

4: I5b '~nnn ib.i1~ ,tziK ~~Wi1 i~~i1 r:::J.i1 
T : - -: - ': -: • •• - ': ': - • 

4: I5b IlEtcX WU VElXVLOKOU 'tou OEU'tEPOU OC; o't~OEtaL av't' au'tou 

In sum, the Translator was not mechanical in rendering separate and compound 

prepositions but clarified different meanings of the same preposition by employing 

various Greek equivalents. 

Semiprepositions. 

In studying semiprepositions in LXX, R. Sollamo defines the term 

semipreposition as a combination of a preposition and a noun, which functions as a 

.. 847 preposItIon. 

847So11amo, Hebrew Semi prepositions, 1. 
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Semiprepositions with the Stem 'J~ (17) 

In 17 of the 21 occurrences of the word C~J~ in Ecclesiastes, it becomes a 

component of semiprepositions. 

'l~" > iTPO iTpoawiTou (6). The equivalent occurs in 2:26a, 2:26b, 5:1a, 5:5a, 

7:26b, and 9:1b. 

In 6 instances, the semipreposition 'J~" is rendered by TIPO TIpoawTIou. The 'm" 

may be used either as denoting pure location ("in front of') or as denoting value 

judgment ("in view of') in metaphorical sense.848 

Examples: 
2:26a ilTt~~ llJ~ ,~~~? ~;~W C:t~? ~~ 
2:26a on nil eXv8pw1T(.p teil eXycx8eil TIPO TIpoawTIou CXUtoU EOWKEV ao<plcxv 

5: 1 a C';i"~~ ,~.~~ ,~:t K~~;il? 'i1~~-"~ l=?"l 
5:1a KCXt KCXPOlCX aou ~~ tcxxuvatw tOU E~EVEYKCXl AOYOV TIPO TIpoawTIou toU 8EOU 

According to Sollamo, the approach is already established by other translators 

of LXX while TIPO TIpoawTIou is not attested outside the LXX and NT.849 

'lEl" >E~TIpoa8EV (4). The equivalent occurs in 1:16a, 2:7b, 2:9a, and 4:16a. 

When the semipreposition 'J~" is temporal, the Translator always rendered it 

by E~ TI poa8Ev . 

Example: 
2:9a c"w"~:;)' ~J~" il~ilW "j~ ~n~O;il1 

TT . -T: TT".' • ';- : 

2:9a KCXt TIpoaE8T)Kcx' TICXpa. TIavtcx~ tOU~ YEVO~EVOU~ E~TIpoa8EV ~OU EV IEpouacxAT)~ 

848The locative sense is found in 2:26a, 2:26b, and 7:26b. The use of value 
judgment is in 5:1a, 5:5a and 9:1b. Cf. KB, s.v. "ilJ~." 

849So11amo, Hebrew Semi prepositions, 30-31. 
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In 2:9a, the Qoheleth compares himself with those who existed in the past 

before his time. The temporal ~JEl~ is always followed by human beings as objects. 850 

The approach is attested in the antecedent translators of LXX, and Ef!npoo9Ev with 

temporal force is also attested in Hellenistic Greek literature outside the LXX and NT.851 

'lEhc > ano npoownou (4). The equivalent occurs in 3:14b, 8:12b, 8:13b, and 

10:5b. 

Example: 
8: 13b t:l~ii~~ ~JElL;,c ~" ~~J'~ 'tV~ 

• ':: ":.. " T ':.. '," -: 

8:13b o£; OUK EOTlV CPOPOUf!EVO£; ana npoownou 'WU 9EOU 

'lEl"C > ana Eflnpoo9EV (1). The single example occurs in 1:10b. 

1: lOb mElL;,c iT~iT 'tV~ t:l~C"17~ iT~iT ':l~ 
"T :. T T ',' -: • T : T T T: 

1: 1 Ob ~OT] YEYOVEV EV Tal£; IXlWOW TOl£; YEVOf!EVOl£; tina Ef!npoo9EV ~f!WV 

There are 5 instances where a semipreposition ~JEl~ is prefixed by lc. Just as 

npa npoownou is employed for the spatial force Of~lEl~ and Ef!npoo9Ev for the temporal 

force, so ana npoownou is utilized for ~JEl~C with a spatial notion and ana Ef!npoo9Ev for 

~JEl~C with a temporal notion.852 The case in 1:1 ~b, in which 'JEl~C is rendered by ana 

Ef! npoo9Ev, is unique in LXX.853 Sollamo concludes that Eccl 1: lOis a curious case.854 

850The Qoheleth comes after ~JEl" in 1: 16a, 2:7b, and 2:9a; and the human 

beings in 4: 16a. 

851Sollamo, Hebrew Semi prepositions, 34-35, 320-21. 

852In 1:10b, the antecedent of'w~ is t:l~C~l'~, so the temporal force ofmEl"c is 
evident in the context. 

853See the table in Sollamo, Hebrew Semi prepositions, 96. 

854Ibid., 101. 
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Nevertheless, the Translator consistently employed EjlTIpoa8EV for the temporal force 

whether it was for ~)El'? or ~)El'?~. On the other hand, as in 8:13b, the Translator always 

used aTIo TIpoawTIou for ~)El'?~ in a locative sense. 855 The object of~)El'?~ rendered by aTIo 

TIpoaWTIOU is always God or someone in power as it is when the spatial ~)El'? is rendered by 

TIPO TIpoawTIou. While Sollamo argues that the Greek equivalent aTIo TIpoawTIou is not 

sound Greek usage, consistent patterns are found in the translation.856 The Translator 

used two different approaches to render ~)El'?/~)El'?~ based upon the two different meanings 

(i.e., whether spatial or temporal) or upon the objects ofthe prepositions (i.e., whether 

human beings or God). 

')El~ > aTIo 'lTpOOW'lTOU (1). The single example occurs in 8:3a. 

8:3a l~8 "~~~ '?;::tf8-'?~ 
8:3a aTIo TIpoawTIou n:UTOU TIOpEUa1J 

')El-'?l1 > E'lTL 'lTPOOWTIOV (1). The single example occurs in 11: 1 a. 

11: 1 a I:J:~;:t ~~.~-'?~ 1~~~ n~~ 
11 : 1 a aTIOOTE LAOV TOV lfPTOV aou ETI l. TIpoawTIov TOU UOn:TOC; 

The semipreposition ~)El~ in 8:3a denotes local direction. The Translator 

employed aTIo TIpoawTIou for the form and did not distinguish ')El~ from ')El'?~ in 

translation. The rendering is formally and functionally literal, and also good Hellenistic 

855The ~)El'?~ in 10:5b denotes the sense of origin, and it is a subcategory of the 

locative. 

856So11amo, Hebrew Semi prepositions, 95. 
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Greek. 857 11: 1 a is not likely prepositional because the form bears its literal meaning 

"surface. ,,858 

Semiprepositions with the Stem -r' (5) 

i~:l > EV XELPL (3). The occurrences are 5:13b, 5:14b, and 9:1a. 
Example: 

5: 13b i19~Ki? ;i~~ r~l 1~ i~";i11 
5:13bKaL EYEVV~OEV ut6v KaL OUK EOTlV EV XElPL aUTOU OU6EV 

Sollamo lists two categories in which i~:l is regarded as prepositional. The 

first category is i~:l loci, having the meaning of "in the power of," or "in the possession 

of.,,859 The second category is i~:l instrumenti which means "by the action of," "by," or 

"through.,,860 All instances ofi~:l in Ecclesiastes belong to the first category. The 

example in 5: 13b illustrates the usage. The approach is already established by other 

translators of LXX.861 

i~O > &iTO XELPOC; (2). The occurrences are 2:24b and 4:1b. 

Example: 
2:24b K~i} C~;:i"~;:t i:~ ~~ ~~~ ~D~~' i1r-c~ 
2:24b Kat yE TOUTO EI60v EYW on eXiTO XElPOC; TOU eEOU Eonv 

The Greek equivalent eXiTO XElPOC; for i~O is not only a literal rendering but also 

857So11amo, Hebrew Semi prepositions, 85. 

858So11amo notes that the meaning "on the surface of' can be prepositional 
when relevant. See SoHamo, Hebrew Semi prepositions, 102-04. 

859Ibid., 156-57, 160-61. 

86oIbid., 157. 

861 Cf. Sollamo, Hebrew Semi prepositions, 160-61. 
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a normal Greek expression.862 In both 2:24b and 4:1b, the semipreposition i~~ may 

denote origin ("to come from"). 

7'» with Prepositions (2) 

8:16b iltot, ~~J~tot '~J~l):l i1JW 
": ",".. T": TO. 

8: 16b UiTVOV EV oQ>9cxAf.L01<; CX1YWU OUK Eon v PAEiTWV 

11 :7b W~Wil-ntot nitot,,? C~J~l),? ~i~' 
'," T - ': : • • - •• - : 

11 :7b KCXt aycx90v -r01<; oQ>9cxAf.L01<; -rOU PAEiTELV ouv -rov ~ALOV 

When the form ~J~l)~ has a prepositional function, it means either "in the 

judgement of' or "in the presence of.,,863 However, exegesis eliminates the possibility of 

there being a semipreposition for '~J~l)~ in 8: 16b, because '~J~l)~ literally designates 

physical human eyes. For the case of 11 :7b, even though C~j~l) is prefixed by'?, it is a 

free form and does not function as a preposition. 

nE) with Prepositions (2) 

5: 1 a ~r~-'?~ '?;::t~I;1-'?~ 
5:1a f.L~ OiTEUOE EiT!. O-rOf.LCX-rl oou 

6:7a ~il~~7 c:t~~ '?~~-'?f 
6:7a TIiX<; f.LoX90<; -rou av9pwTIou EL<; o-rOf.LCX cxu-rou 

The form ~::l-,?l) can be functionally prepositional only when it means 

"according to" or "according to word or command.,,864 ~::l-,?l) in 5:1a is used 

metaphorically and implies "utterance." The form may be regarded as an ordinary noun 

862Ibid., 197. 

863Ibid., 123. 

864KB, S.v. "il::l"; Sollamo, Hebrew Semi prepositions, 224. 
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with a preposition "l) rather than a semipreposition. 

Another related form, ~El", can be prepositional with the meaning of "according 

to." In 6:7a, the meaning of~El" is literally "for mouth" by the context and may 

metaphorically imply "greed." Therefore, ~El" in 6:7a is not prepositional in function. 

In sum, the semiprepositional forms are found in 26 instances, but only 21 

instances are functionally prepositional. The Translator is always sensitive to the 

meaning of the semiprepositions in context. His approach to render the semiprepositions 

is literal and is also found in other translators of LXX. 

Conjunctions and Other Particles 

The analysis includes not only conjunctions but also adverbs and nouns 

functioning as adverbs. Several particles are excluded in the analysis because they have 

already been discussed. The so-called nota accusativi is completely analyzed in the noun 

section and is not dealt with here. The other six particles to be excluded are: ,~ (7:29a), 

~.,~ (3:11b), y,n (2:25b), n~~ (3:21b), n~l) (5:15a, 7:14b), and.,w (8:17a). They occur 

only once or twice in Ecclesiastes and are all combined with prepositions. These have 

already been discussed under the prepositions.865 

2: 19a .,~O i~ n~n~ t:l~nn l)'i~ ~~, 
T T '; :. T T ",' -.. • 

2:19a KCXt Tk oIoEv d, ooCPOC; EOTCXl ~ acppwv 

11 :6b nri~ nr.o 'tf~~ nr. ~~ l)'Ji~ l~~~ ~:p 

11 :6b on ou YWWOKElC; TI010V OWlX~OEl ~ TOUTO ~ WUTO 

865See ., for ,~, n~~, and n~l); see 1~ for ~.,~ and ym; and finally for "w, see ~ 

and 'w~. 



nt > tOtE (2) 

2:15a ~~~~ ~nl:;"'!1 'Oi~ itt ~~~ 
215 ' " "~,~, 5:.' : a EYW tOTE TIEpLOOOV EII.all.1l0a EV KapuL~ I-l0U 

8: 12a n~~ lJ' i1illli ~~h ,w~ 
-: T '," ': .; -: 

8 12 ~'(f " , "" 866 : a 0<; 1ll-laptEV ETIOl1l0EV to TIOVllpOV aTIO TOTE 

~~ ('I) > ouaL (2) 

4: 1 Ob ~i£l~W in~i1 i~~~' 
• ': T ': T • : 

4 1 Ob ' " ,~ ~"" , 867 : Kal oual auttp ttp EVl OTav TIE01J 

10: 16a ,~~ 1~7tpW r)~ 1~-~~ 
10:16a ouaL OOl TIOAl<; ~<; 0 ~aolAEu<; oou VE(.)TEP0<; 

~~ ('e) > TI010<; (2) 

2:3b EW<; ou '[6w TI010V to eXya80v tOl<; uiol<; TOU eXv8pwTIOU 

11 :6b i1ri~ i1F) ,~;t i1!. ~~ lJ'Ji~ 1~~~ ~:J 

11 :6b on ou YWWOKEL<; TI010V OTOlX~OEL ~ TOUto ~ toUTO 

1~~ > TIw<; (2) 

2: 16b ~~~:pj:n:l~ t:l~~i) n'~: 1~~1 
2:16b Kat TIW<; eXTI08aVEhal 0 oocjloc; I-lETa toU &cjlpovoc; 

4: 11 b t:l~:. 1~~ '~~7' 
4: 11 b Kat 0 Etc; TIWC; 8Epl-lav8f1 

866The Translator read n~~ as i~~. See p. 22 ofthis dissertation. 

867The Translator construed ,~~~ as'~ ~~. 
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,,~ Cal) > Il~ (21) 

5:la, 5:la, 5:3a, 5:5a, 5:5a, 5:7a, 7:9a, 7: lOa, 7:16a, 7:16a, 7:17a, 7:17a, 7:18a, 7:2Ia, 
8:3a, 8:3a, 9:8b, IO:4a, IO:20a, IO:20a, 11:6a. 

Example: 
5: I a ~n~-"~ "D~~-"~ 
5:la t.L~ OTIEUOE ETIt OTOt.LCX:rl oou 

6:6a !:l:~~~ !:l~)~ =']?~ i1:~ ~"~1 
6:6a Kat El E(T]OEV XlAlWV ETWV Ka8ooou£; 

C~ (21) 

aH> EaV (15) 

Evidence: 
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4:10a, 4:l1a, 4:12a, 5:7a, 6:3a, 1O:4a, IO:lOa, IO:l1a, 11:3a, 11:3a, 11:3a, 11:6b, 11:8a, 
12:14b,12:14b. 

Example: 
4:12a i~~;:t ;~PJ;1~-c~1 
4:12a Kat EeXV ETIlKpaTalw8t1 6 EL£; 

aH > oao, liv (1) 

8:17b n~'J7 c~~ry '~~;'-!:l~ !:l~l 
8: I 7b aoa av E'L TI1J 6 oo<po£; TOU yvwva l 

Where !:l~ introduces a protasis in a conditional sentence, the Translator mainly 

used EcXV as equivalent for the C~, but his rendering is not perfunctory. In I instance, he 

employed an indefinite relative clause for a protasis (8:17b). The relative clause could 

imply a conditional sense in Hellenistic Greek and may be more effective in emphasizing 
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the human inability to understand God's works. 868 

OH> El (2) 

Example: 
5: 11 a ,,:;?~~ i1~liJ-C~1 ~~i?-c~ i~ll;:t n~~ i1~'ni? 
511 ~ '" ~s:'~ ,,~, "~',h' : a y Jl.UKU<; UTIVO<; rou uOUJl.OU EL OJl.t yov KlXl EL TIOJl.U 'l'lXyHlXl 

When c~ is used in double indirect question (5:11a and 12:4b), the Translator 

employed EL for 5:11a and EaV for 12:4b. The example of5:11a may be a stylistic 

variation for 12:4b. 

OH > El 11.17 (2) 

3:12a c~ :l;~ r~ ~~ ~8l?'J: 

3:12b :l;~ n;w~~1 o;~~"-c~ ~:;, 
3: 12a EYvwv on OUK Eon v aYIX80v EV lXurol<; 
3:12b EL fl~ rou EUcPPlXv8f!VlXl KIXt. roD TIOlElV aYIX80v EV (WTI IXUrou869 

8: 15a O;~~~1 n;n~~1 ";:l~?-C~ ~~ wt.?WiJ nOti c:r~7 :l;~-'~~ 
8:15a on OUK Eonv aYIX80v rQ av8pwTIC.p UTIO rov ~AtOV on EL fl~ rou cPlXyElV 

5: 1 Ob ,~~~~ n~~'-c~ ~:;, ;:t~?~~" ';'~Yi1~' 
5:10b KIXt. rl av6pElIX rQ TIIXP' lXurf!<; on aU' ~ rou op&v OcP81XAflOl<; aurou 

c~ is used in the restrictive sense "except" with ~: in 3 instances (3: 12b, 5: lOb, 

8:15a). Two follow the negative r~ (3:12b, 8:15a), and one is preceded by a rhetorical 

question (5: lOb). The Translator differentiated two cases by employing EL fl~ for the 

868The approach should be considered together with the preceding sentence 
where ,tv~ "tv:l is rendered also by OOIX lXv. For the use ofthe indefinite relative with a 
conditional sense, see Wallace, Greek Grammar, 688; Robertson, Grammar, 961-62. 
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fonner case and aHa ~ for the latter case. His rendering is elaborate. Additionally, he 

did not interpret t:I~ ~:J in 4: 1 Oa and 11 :8a as restrictive but construed them as nonnal 

conditional clauses. It demonstrates that he was not mechanical but was sensitive to the 

context. 

'l~ > KIXL YE (1) 

2:9b ~~ ;'~T?¥ ~MTt~~ 'l~ 
2:9b KIXL yE OOCPLIX f.J.OU EO'taS'll f.J.OL 

t:I~ (58) 

OJ> KaL YE (43) 

Evidence: 
1:17b, 2:1b, 2:7b, 2:8a, 2:14b, 2:15a, 2:15b, 2:19b, 2:21b, 2:23a, 2:23b, 2:24b, 2:26b, 
3:11b, 4:4b, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8b, 4:11a, 4:14b, 4:16a, 4:16b, 5:9b, 5:16a, 5:18a, 6:5a, 6:9b, 
7:14b, 7:21a, 7:22a, 8:10b, 8:12b, 8:14b, 8:16b, 9:1b, 9:1b, 9:6a, 9:6a, 9:6a, 9:12a, 9:13a, 
10:20a, 12:5a. 

Example: 
2:23a i:l'? :l:J~-N'? ;''?~~:l-t:l~ 

. -T T:---

2:23a KCXL yE EV VUK'tL OU KOLf.J.tXTC(l ~ KIXp6lCX CXUTDU 

OJ > YE (14) 

Evidence: 
l:11b, 3:13a, 5:15a, 6:3a, 6:7b, 7:6b, 7:18a, 8:17b, 9:3b, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11a, lO:3a, 11:2a 

869The particle ~:J may be rendered by zero because ~:J is always rendered by 
on when it is followed by t:I~ (cf. 4:10a, 5:10b, 8:15a, 11:8a). 
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OJ> Ka{ (1) 

7:22a 1~" 17"]: ni:l'J c~~~~-c~ ~!) 
7 22 " ~, '" 8 ' 5:. ~ ~ , , 5:. ' : a on TIA.EWTCXKL£; TIOVTlPEDOETCXL OE KCXL KCX OuOD£; TIOA.A.CX£; KCXKWOEL KCXpuLCXV OOD 

In 14 instances where C~ follows the conjunction " the Translator always 

rendered C~ by YE (100 percent). On the other hand, ifc~ does not follow" he used KCX( YE 

for c~ in 43 instances out of 44 (98 percent). The c~ has two functions in Ecclesiastes. In 

most cases, it has an emphatic function-i.e., emphasizing the following substantive or 

clause.87o It may also be a clause marker. In 27 instances out of 43, c~ introduces 

asyndeton clauses (63 percent). Finally, there is 1 instance where c~ is rendered by KCX( 

(7:22a). In 7:22a, the Translator duplicated the Hebrew in two synonymous clauses. The 

first Greek clause is introduced by on, which reflects ~:l. The second clause is connected 

to the first one by KCXL. KCX( could correspond to c~, but it is more likely that the Translator 

has rendered the emphatic c~ in an indirect way by duplication. In sum, the Translator's 

rendering c~ was motivated by the grammatical circumstances, and the pattern is 

stereotypical for most cases but shows liberty in 7 :22a. 

l"T (Question Marker) (5) 

iT> El (3) 

Evidence: 
2:19a, 3:21a, 3:21b.871 

870Gentry uses English "indeed" for both KcxL YE and yE. His translation clearly 
reflects the emphatic use ofc~. See Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," 1-11. 

871 The MT pointed l"T as an article in 3:21a and 3:21b, but the Translator 
construed the form as a question marker in both instances. 
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Example: 
3 :21 a i1t;,11~t;, ~~i1 i1t;,17i1 t:li~i1 ~j::l m, l1ii~ ~~ 

T:T: • T T TTT .': - - ••• 

3:21a KCXl 'tk OUiEV TIVEUf.LCX UlWV toU &,vepWTIOU EL &'VCXPCXlVEl cxu'to ELc; avw 

n> 77 (1) 

11 :6b i1r.-i~ i1r.;:J 'W=?~ i1r. ~~ l1'Ji~ ~p~~ ~:p 

11 :6b on ou YWWOKElC; TIolov O'tOlX~OEl ~ 'tOUto ~ 'tou'to 

6:6b l~ii1 t;,jiJ iD~ t:lip~-t;,~ ~6;:J 
6:6b f.L~ OUK EI.C; 'tOTIOV EVCX 'teX TIlxv'tcx TIOPE1JHCXl 

In 3 :21 a and 3 :21 b where 1'1 is construed as a question marker ("whether") to 

introduce a dependent interrogative clause, the Translator used EL for 1'1. In 2:19a and 

11 :6b, 1'1 is correlated with ,~ ("whether ... or. .. "), and the Translator employed El.. .. ~ for 

2:19a and~ ... ~ for 11 :6b. When 1'1 is followed by the negative ~t;" he used the negative 

combination f.L~ OUK, which strengthens the negation (6:6a).872 Overall, one could notice 

the stylistic variations and contextual interpretation from the Translator's approach in 

treating 1'1. 

1'1)1'1 > 1.60u (6) 

Evidence: 
1:14b, 1:16a, 2:1b, 2:11b, 4:1b, 5:17a. 

Example: 
1: 14a 0" n'l1l' t;,~ry t;,jiJ i1m: 
1: 14a KCXl t60u 'teX TIlxv'tcx f.LCX'tCXlO'tllC; Kal TIPOCXLPEOlC; TIVEUf.LCX'tOC; 

872Bauer, s.v. "f.L~"; BDF, Greek Grammar, §365. 
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, (361) 

7> Kat (356) 

Evidence: 
1:4a, l:4b, 1:5a, 1:5a, 1:5b, 1:6a, 1:6b, 1:7a, 1:8b, 1:9a, 1:9b, l:11b, l:13a, l:13a, 1:14b, 
1:14b, 1:15b, 1:16a, 1:16b, 1:16b, 1:17a, 1:17a, 1:17a, 1:18b, 2:1a, 2:1b, 2:2b, 2:3b, 2:3b, 
2:5a, 2:5b, 2:7a, 2:7a, 2:7b, 2:8a, 2:8a, 2:8a, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:8b, 2:9a, 2:9a, 2:10a, 2:10b, 
2:11a, 2:11a, 2:11b, 2:11b, 2:11b, 2:12a, 2:12a, 2:12a, 2: 13 a, 2:14a, 2:14b, 2:15a, 2:15a, 
2:16b, 2:17a, 2:17b, 2:18a, 2:19a, 2:19a, 2:19a, 2:20a, 2:21a, 2:21a, 2:21b, 2:21b, 2:22a, 
2:23a, 2:24a, 2:24a, 2:25a, 2:26a, 2:26a, 2:26b, 2:26b, 2:26b, 3:1b, 3:2a, 3:2b, 3:3a, 3:3b, 
3:4a, 3:4b, 3:5a, 3:5b, 3:6a, 3:6b, 3:7a, 3:7b, 3:8a, 3:8b, 3:11b, 3:12b, 3:13a, 3:13a, 3:13a, 
3:14a, 3:14b, 3:15a, 3:15b, 3:16a, 3:16b, 3:17a, 3:17b, 3:18b, 3:19a, 3:19a, 3:19b, 3:20b, 
3:21b, 3:22a, 4:1a, 4:1a, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:1b, 4:2a, 4:3a, 4:4a, 4:4a, 4:4b, 4:5b, 4:6b, 
4:7a, 4:7a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8a, 4:8b, 4:8b, 4:8b, 4: lOb, 4:10b, 4:11a, 4:11b, 4:12a, 4:12b, 
4: 13 a, 4:13b, 4:16b, 4:17a, 5:1a, 5:1b, 5:2b, 5:4b, 5:5a, 5:5b, 5:6a, 5:6a, 5:7a, 5:7a, 5:7b, 
5:8a, 5:9a, 5:10b, 5:11a, 5:11b, 5:13a, 5:13b, 5:13b, 5:14b, 5:15a, 5:15b, 5:16b, 5:16b, 
5:16b, 5:17a, 5:17a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 5:18a, 6:1b, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2a, 6:2b, 6:3a, 6:3a, 
6:3a, 6:3a, 6:4a, 6:4b, 6:5a, 6:6a, 6:6a, 6:7b, 6:9b, 6:10a, 6:lOb, 6:12a, 7:1b, 7:2b, 7:4b, 
7:6b, 7:7b, 7:11b, 7:12b, 7:14a, 7:15b, 7:16a, 7:17a, 7:18a, 7:20b, 7:23b, 7:24b, 7:25a, 
7:25a, 7:25a, 7:25a, 7:25b, 7:25b, 7:26a, 7:26a, 7:26b, 7:28a, 7:28b, 7:29b, 8:1a, 8:1b, 
8:2b, 8:4b, 8:5b, 8:6a, 8:8a, 8:8a, 8:8b, 8:9a, 8:10a, 8:10a, 8:10a, 8:12a, 8:13a, 8:13a, 
8:14a, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:15a, 8:15b, 8:16a, 8:16b, 8:17a, 8:17b, 8:17b, 9:1a, 9:1a, 9:1a, 
9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:2a, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:3b, 9:5b, 9:5b, 9:6b, 9:7a, 9:8b, 9:9b, 9:10b, 
9:10b, 9:10b, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11b, 9:12a, 9:13b, 9:14a, 9:14b, 9:14b, 
9:14b, 9:15a, 9:15a, 9:15b, 9:16a, 9:16b, 9:16b, 9:18b, 10:2b, 10:3a, 10:3b, 10:6b, lO:7b, 
10:8b, 10:10a, 10:10a, 10:11b, 10:12b, 10:13b, 10:14a, 10:14b, 10:16b, 10:17b, 10:17b, 
1O:18b, 10:19a, 10:19b, 10:20a, 10:20b, 11:2a, 11:3a, 11:3a, 11:4b, 11:6a, 11:6b, 11:7a, 
11:7b, 11:8b, 11:9a, 11:9a, 11:9a, 11:9b, 11:10a, 11:10a, 11:10b, 12:1a, 12:1a, 12:2a, 
12:2a, 12:2a, 12:2b, 12:3a, 12:3b, 12:3b, 12:4a, 12:4b, 12:4b, 12:5a, 12:5a, 12:5a, 12:5a, 
12:5b, 12:6a, 12:6b, 12:6b, 12:7a, 12:7b, 12:9a, 12:9b, 12:10b, 12:11a, 12:12a, 12:12b, 
12:13b, 12:14b. 

Example: 
1 :4a Kf ,ii: l~M ,i, 
1 4 ' , , , " 

: a YEVECX TTOPEUEtIXl KIXl YEVECX EPXEtIXl 

7 > Zero (5) 

Evidence: 
2:15b, 3:19a, 8:5b, 8:lOa, 12:9b. 

Example: 
2: 15 ~::Jh:l ~n':li' 'ni~ iK ~jK ~n~:m ii~'" 

", ':-.: .. T .-: ':-T TT: 

215 '" ",h' '" ", " , >.' : KIXl tVIX Tl EaO,!,lOIX!-LllV EyW tOtE TTEplOOOV EAIXA1l0IX EV KIXpulQ: !-LOU 
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According to Rahlfs' editorial decision, a new sentence begins at EYW, while in 

MT, ~n'~i' starts the new sentence. The '(Vlx clause seems to be treated as the object of 

UtXA110lX. The conjunction' may have been lacking in the parent text of the Translator. 

3: 19a ory~ it:"1~ ii'p~' ii~D=t;:r ii'p~' 0:t~;T~~.~ ii'p~ 
3: 19a OUVtXVtl1f.1lX U lWV 'tOu &V8pW1TOU KlX l. OUVtXV'tl1f.1lX tOU Kt~VOU<; OUVtXVtl1f.1lX EV lXUtO 1.<; 

MT vocalizes all 3 occurrences of ii'p~ as free forms, and consequently, 3: 19a 

is read as three independent clauses connected by'. On the other hand, the Greek 

translation suggests that the first two ii'p~ are construed as bound forms. The two bound 

phrases are subjects, and the final ii'p~ is a subject complement in function. The second 

, is probably lacking in the parent text of the Translator as many Hebrew manuscripts and 

other ancient versions attest to it. 873 

8:5b o~t:"1 ~? li'J~. ~~~~, n~: 
8:5b KlXl. KlXlPOV KPlOEW<; YWWOKEl KlXpMlX oo¢ou 

The hendiadys ~E)W~' nli in 8:5b is rendered by the genitive phrase KlXlPOV 

KplOEW<;. The same ~E)W~' nli occurs in 8:6a, but its rendering is formally literal: KlXlPO<; 

KlXl. KplOl<;. One cannot be sure whether the Vorlage in 8:5b did not have, or the 

Translator deliberately employed a stylistic variation in 8:6a for the same Hebrew phrase. 

8: 1 Oa ':l?;:r~ Wiii? oipT?~' ,~~~ o~'~p O~l)~l ~I:1~~~ 1~~' 
8:10a KlXt tOtE ElOOV &OEPEI.<; EL<; ttX¢OU<; ELOlXX8EV'tlX<; KlXl. EK t01TOU &YlOU E1TopEu8110lXV 

12:9b ii~l;:r o~~~~ lpn 'Pl1: l!.~: 
12:9b KlXl. oue; E~lXVltXOE'tlXl K00f.1l0V 1TlXPlXPOAWV 

873BHS-Horst; Murphy, Ecclesiastes, 30; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 168. Gordis 
argues that the vocalization for ii'p~ designates an abnormal bound form and the second 
, has a function to emphasize the predicate. See Gordis, Koheleth, 227-28. 
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The Greek equivalent EloaxeEvta.~ for '~:l' in 8:1 Oa probably reflects the 

participle form C~~:l'~. The form 'pn, in 12:9b, which is a suffix form with waw in MT, 

may have been read as the prefix 'pn\ but neither case is the' construed as a 

conjunction. 

In sum, the Translator may have not had a conjunction' in his parent text for 

2:15b and 3:19a and did not read the form in question as a conjunction in another 2 

instances (8:10a, 12:9b). For 1 instance (8:5b), the evidence is too scanty to reach a 

conclusion. 

,:l:l (9) 

i:J!1 > 7]61} (8) 

Evidence: 
1:10b, 2:16b, 3:15a, 3:15a, 4:2a, 6:10a, 9:6a, 9:7b. 

Example: 
3: 15a ~'il ':l~ il~ilID-il~ 

T: T T'" -

3 15 ' , ">." : a 'to YEVOj.LEVOV T]uT] Eonv 

i:J!1 > Zero (1) 

2: 12b 'iliill~ '?:P-'W~ M~ l?~iJ ~JD~ ~i:l~W c:t~ij il9 
2:12b Tk 6 &vepumo~ at;; ETIEAEl)OEta.l OTIlOW Tilt;; ~oUAilt;; TCx aoa ETIOlT]OEV aUT~v 

The absence of~()T] for ,:l:l in 2:12b is unusual. The evidence is insufficient to 

establish any pattern for the case. 

'!1 > on (86) 

Evidence: 
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1:18a, 2:10b, 2:12b, 2:16a, 2: 17 a, 2:17b, 2:21a, 2:22a, 2:23a, 2:24b, 2:25a, 2:26a, 3:12a, 
3:14a, 3:17b, 3:19a, 3:19b, 3:22a, 4:4a, 4:10a, 4:14a, 4:14b, 4:16b, 4:17b, 5:1b, 5:2a, 
5:3a, 5:5a, 5:6a, 5:6b, 5:7b, 5:10b, 5:17b, 5:19a, 5:19b, 6:2a, 6:4a, 6:8a, 6:11a, 6:12a, 
7:3b, 7:6a, 7:7a, 7:9b, 7:10b, 7:12a, 7:13b, 7:18b, 7:20a, 7:22a, 8:3b, 8:6a, 8:6b, 8:7a, 
8:7b, 8:12b, 8:15a, 8:16b, 8:17a, 9:1a, 9:3a, 9:4a, 9:4a, 9:5a, 9:5b, 9:7b, 9:9b, 9:10b, 
9:11a, 9:11b, 9:12a, 10:4b, 10:20b, 11:1b, 11:2b, 11:6b, 11:8a, 11:8b, 11:9b, 11:10b, 
12:3b, 12:5b, 12:13b, 12:14a. 

Examples: 
2: 1 Ob '''olr''~o nom '::l"-'~ 'T-: T' -"T ••• 

2: lOb on KCXPCil.CX flOU EucppeXv9T] EV '!TCXVtt flOX9c.p flOU 

8: 15a "i~~I:"-!:lt( ,~ Wi?WiJ MOO !:l:t~7 ~i~T~ 
8:15aon OUK Eonv aycx90v t4) av9pwTIc.p imo tOV ~ALOV on El fl~ -rou CPCXYEtV 

':: > Zero (1) 

3: 12a E l fl ~ tOU Eucppcxv9fwcx L KCX t -rou TIO LEt v aycx90v EV (wtJ cxu-rou 

The combination!:lK ,~ occurs 5 times in Ecclesiastes (3: 12a, 4: lOa, 5: lOb, 

8: 15a, 11 :8a). In 4 instances, ,~ is rendered by on, and in 1 instance (3: 12a), it is 

rendered by zero. Functionally,!:lK ,~ introduces a conditional clause in 2 instances 

(4:10a, 11:8a) and introduces an exceptive clause followed by an infinitive in 3 instances 

(3:12a, 5:10b, 8:15a). In any case, on rendering'~ would be pleonastic in the Greek 

syntax.874 Although 3: 12a deviates from the formally literal pattern, it may be a better 

Greek expression. 

5: 15a 1S.'. p K~W M~~r"~ ;,7in ;,~n ;,r-!:l~: 
5:15a KCXl yE toDto TIovT]pa appWOtlCX WOTIEP yap TICXPEYEVEtO outwc; KCXt aTIEAEUOEtCXL 

874Cf LSJ """ II 2 . ,s.v. OtL, .. 



The Greek translation WOlTEP yap may reflect n~li~ ~:1 not n~li ":1.875 The 

substantive n~li is always used with ", and the combination n~li" may be rendered by 

WOlTEp. Employing yap for~:1 is already an established pattern by other translators.876 

i1:1:1 > o\)'twe; (1) 

11 :5b O\)tWe; ou YVW01J ta lTOt~~£Xt£X tOU 8EOU 

7;' > ov-rWt; (4) 

Evidence: 
3:19a, 5:15a, 7:6a, 8:10a. 

Examples: 
3: 19a i1r. ni~ 1:;' i1r. ni~:p 
3: 19a we; 0 8&v£XtOe; tOUtOU O\)twe; 0 8av£xtoe; toUtOU 

8: 1 Oa ,w¥-p 'W~ '~J1~ 'n:plJ~:1 
8:10a K£Xt En1JvE8110£XV EV t~ lT6AH on O\)tWe; ElTOlll0£XV 

5:1b t:l~:P~1? "1~}~l ,~~: p-"~ 
5 1b ' \ I" , ~ I , ~ I 

: ElTL tOUt~ Eatwo£xv Ot ",oYOt oou O",t YOt 

8: 11 b cry~ c:n~~;:t-~J.~ ~~ K~9 1:;,-"~ 
8: 11 bella tOUto ElTAllpo<l)Qp~811 KlXpOl£X UI.WV toU &'v8pwlTOU EV £XUtol.C; 

875See p. 306 of this dissertation. 

876Gentry, Greek Job, 371. 
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In 3 instances, the Translator construed 1~ as a correlative conjunction with ~ 

(3:19a, 7:6a) or with ;"1~l''? (5:15a).877 He employed Greek correlatives denoting 

comparison: w~ ... ou"Cw~ for 1~ ... ~, and WaTIEp ... ounu~ for 1~ ... ;"1~l''? In 8:10a, 1~ is used 

as a simple adverb to modify the verb, and the Translator rendered it by oun.u~. When 1~ 

is combined with the preposition '?l' (5:1b, 8:11b), the Translator employed for p neuter 

forms ofou"CO~. The ETI!. "COl'm¥ in 5:1b may denote ground, and 611l "COll"CO in 8:11b may 

be understood as causa1.878 Finally, another combination form 1~::l in 8:10a is rendered by 

TO"CE. The 1~::l is used here with the temporal meaning ''then'' or "thereupon," so TO"CE is a 

good functional equivalent for it. In sum, the different renderings for p are due to its 

different functions. 

~'? (64) 

The negation ~'? occurs in 65 instances. In 1 instance, the Translator may not 

have construed the form as negative. 

5:9a ;"1~'::l~ ~'? li~;:t~ ::l;::rk-~~' 
5:9a Ka!. "Cl~ ~Y&TITjaEV EV TIA~eEl lXl)"CWV yEVTjlJ.lX 

In 5:9a, lXU"CWV may reflect''? (16), which is a homonym with ~'? (10 ').879 This 

case is not included in the analysis. 

877Foq~ ... ;"1~l''? in 5:15a, see p. 306 ofthis dissertation. 

878See p. 322 ofthis dissertation. 

879Gordis, Koheleth, 241; Whitley, Koheleth, 51; Seow, Ecclesiastes, 205. See 
p. 306 of this dissertation. 
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xi;, > ou (54) 

Evidence: 
1:8a, 1:8b, 1:8b, l:llb, 1:15a, 1:15b, 2:10a, 2: lOb, 2:21b, 2:23a, 4:3a, 4:8a, 4:12b, 4:13b, 
4:16a, 5:9a, 5:14b, 5:19a, 6:2a, 6:3a, 6:3a, 6:5a, 6:5a, 6:6a, 6:6b, 6:7b, 6:10b, 7:10b, 
7:17b, 7:20b, 7:28a, 7:28b, 8:5a, 8:8b, 8:13a, 8:13a, 8:17a, 8:17a, 8:17b, 9:11a, 9:11a, 
9:11a, 9:11a, 9:11a, 9:12a, 9:15b, 10:11a, 1O:14b, 10:15b, 10:17b, 11:2b, 11:4a, 11:4b, 
11:5b. 

Examples: 
1 :8b ni~lt, r~ jJ~~r:n6 
1 :8b KIXL OUK Ef.J:ITA'Ilo8~oEtlXl OCP8IXAf..l0t; 1"oD op&v 

9:11a yi'TP.iJ t:l~~iP~ ~6 ~~ 
9: 11 a on ou 1"0'it; KOlJcpOlt; a 6pof..l0C; 

The Translator used ou for ~t, when the indicative verb or nominal is negated 

in Greek. 880 

xi;, > J.l~ (8) 

Evidence: 
3:11b,881 5:4a, 5:4b, 7:14b, 7:21b, 12:1b, 12:2a, 12:6a. 

Examples: 
5 :4a 'i"I1W~ ,.,r:-n6 'W~ :!i~ 
5 4 ' 8' , , "1: 8' "'''1: 8' : a IXYIX ov 1"0 f..l'll EU..,IXO IXl OE 'Il 1"0 EU..,IXO IXl OE 

7: 14b ii~'~~ '~'n~ t:li~i! ~~~~ K'''w 
T: T-:- TTT T:' ': 

7:14b '(VIX f..l~ EUp1J a lXv8pumot; OTILOW lXuwD f..l'lloEV 

When the infinitive is negated, or when the verb is rendered by the subjunctive 

in the independent clause, the Translator employed f..l~ for ~t, according to the norm ofthe 

880The nominal includes a nominal phrase in 7:17b, prepositional phrases in 
9:11a, and a noun in 10:lla. 

881The combination ~t, 'w~ ~t,:!~ is rendered by OTIWC; f..l~. The ~t, may be 
pleonastic. Cf. BDB, s.v. '..,t,:!." See p. 317 of this dissertation. 



target language.882 

K~ > Different Greek Syntagmeme (1) 

10: 1 Oa '?i?7i? c~~~-~'? ~ii1: '?rl~iJ i1~p-C~ 
10 10 " " , s:' "" , , ~ : a ECXV EKTIEOU TO Olul1plOV KCXl CXUTOe; TIPOOWTIOV EtCXPCX"EV 
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The Oriental Manuscripts attest''? for ~'? Gordis suggests that the Translator 

probably rendered ,,? by cxlm,;>, and it is omitted after CXUTOe; in the present text.883 

However, the reason for omitting cxlmi>, which Gordis proposes, does not seem plausable. 

The absence of negation in LXX may rather be semantic. The Translator seems to have 

interpreted C~J~ with the meaning of "human face," not "edge" of instrument such as a 

sword. The form '?p'?p (Pilpel form from '?'?P) occurs only twice in the Hebrew Bible. 

While modem lexicographers propose the meaning "to sharpen" for '?p'?p, the meaning 

for Tcxpaoow, "to trouble," does not match that of'?p'?p.884 A possible proposal may be 

that the Translator semantically combined ~'? and '?p'?p into tcxpaoow. In other words, the 

negative sense of~'? may be included in the lexical equivalent he selected, i.e., Tcxpaoow. 

K~ Till> ovrrw (1) 

4:3a i1:~ ~'? n~-'w~, n~ cry~~.qi~ :li~: 
4 3 "8' (' 's::' , t.f "" : a KCXl cxycx oe; UTIEp TOUe; uUO TOUTOUe; oone; OUTIW EyEVEtD 

With the meaning of "not yet," OUTIW is a good functional equivalent for 1'11 

882The infinitive is negated in 5:4a and 5:4b; the negation for the subjunctive is 
in 3:11b, 7:14b, 7:21b, 12:1b, 12:2a, and 12:6a. 

883Gordis, Koheleth, 311. 
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l"I1l"10 (2) 

nin", > !'aXv (1) 

8:11a l"I~i1i? l"I~~;:t l"IW~~ t:l~~:;l l"Itp~~Tlot 1W~ 
8:11aon OUK Eonv YLVOf.\.EVT] avt"LppT]Ol£; aTIO 1"WV TIOlOlJVnuV 1"0 TIOVT]pOV 1"exxv 

4:12b p~~~ l"I~i1i?:J N" W~~i?iJ ~'niJ: 
4 12b " " " , ', , : Kexl 1"0 OTIexP1"lOV 1"0 EV1"Pl1"OV ou 1"exXEW£; exTIOppexYT]OE1"!Xl 

Both forms l"I1l"10 and l"I1l"10:J are used adverbially with the same meaning 

("quickly,,).885 For l"I1l"10, the Translator used 1"!XXV an adjective in neuter accusative 

functioning as adverb, and for l"I1l"10:J, he employed the adverb 1"exXEW£;. The Greek 

equivalents for the Hebrew are not only functionally matched but also are finely chosen 

according to the Hebrew forms. 

"310 > avu> (1) 

3 :21 a l"I7S?~~ ~~l"I l"I717;:t t:l":l~;:t ~J.~ 0'1 l;'Ji~ ~O 
3:21a K!XL 1"L£; olOEv TIVEUf.\.ex uLwv "COu av8pwTIou El avexpexLVEl exU1"O El£; &.vw 

~J > o~ (1) 

2:1a l"Inow:J n~OJ~ ~~-n~" ~:l":l ~J~ ~n10~ 
T:"; T:--: T T: .. : --: ":-T 

2 1 1" '" s.' s. ~ s.' , "rh' : a ElTIOV EYW EV Kexpul~ f.\.OU uEUPO uT] TIElpexow OE EV EU't'POOUVlJ 

Evidence: 

884KB "L"",L"",,,, BDB "L"",L"",,,, LSJ " ' " ,s.v. 71.-'71.-' , ,s.v. 71.-'71.-" ,s.v. texpexoow. 

885n1no is a noun but used adverbial accusative; and n1n~:J is an adverbial 
phrase. Cf. KB. s.v. "n1n~"; BDB, s.v. "n1n~." 
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3:16a, 4:13b, 7:28a, 9:5b, 9:6b, 12:9b. 

Example: 
9:6b IDT.?~iJ no!} iI~p'~-'W~ ,?j~ C~ili~ ,ili Ci)~Tlot p~o: 
9:6b KaL f.LEpLe; OUK Eonv aU'Wle; En Ele; alwva EV TIaV1'L 1'4> TIETIOlllf.LEVtp lliTO 1'OV ~ALOV 

c~n~ > iiQ>vw (1) 

9: 12b ck~~ ci)~~p' '?iSI:1W=? 
9 12b " , , " ' , "rh : O1'av ETIl TIEOD ETI aU1'OUe; a'l'vw 

CW > EKEl (7) 

Evidence: 
1:5b, 1:7b, 3:16b, 3:16b, 3:17b, 9:10b, 11:3b. 

Example: 
1:7b n~~~ c~~~ cD c~ C~=;l~M C~~~~iJW CiPT?-'?~ 
1 :7b de; 1'OTIOV ou ot XElf.LappOl TIOpEUOV1'al EKEl aU'WL ETIlO1'PEQ>ouoLV 'WU TIopEu8~val 

Summary 

The data are sufficient for 13 particles out of 24 to uncover the approach of the 

Translator in rendering particles: '?~, C~, C~, ii, iI~iI, " '~:::l, ~:::l, 1:::l, ~'?, '?li~, "li, and CWo 

The correspondence between Hebrew and Greek is generally literal either formally or 

functionally. The Translator's approach is not mechanical but complies with the 

demands of the target language. Stylistic variations betray that the Translator was 

sensitive to the context. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE HISTORICAL PLACE OF THE TRANSLATOR 

The purpose of the present chapter is to identify the Translator within the 

history of the transmission of the text. The study begins with a brief survey of the history 

of research of the issue in question. The translation technique of the Translator, which is 

described exhaustively in the previous chapter, will then be compared with the translation 

techniques of others such as Aquila or Theodotion. Finally, the lexical and syntactical 

comparisons will lead to a conclusion that the Translator may have been inspired in part 

by other translators but utilized his own distinctive principles in translating Ecclesiastes. 

History and Method 

The standard view in the last century is that Aquila is the Translator of the 

Greek Ecclesiastes because some of the patterns of translation technique are considered 

hallmarks of Aquila. In this point, the evidence is based largely on lexical equivalents. 

On the other hand, it has also been noticed that Hexaplaric fragments attributed to Aquila 

contain renderings of the Hebrew text somewhat different from those in the Greek 

Ecclesiastes. How can one explain the differences between Aquila fragments from the 

Hexap1a and the Greek Ecclesiastes? 

From Dillmann to Gentry 

In his article "Uber die griechische Ubersetzung des Qoheleth" published in 

1892, August Dillmann posits that the Greek Ecclesiastes is not the work of Aquila but is 

347 
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a revision of an older Greek translation following Aquilan translation technique. 1 After 

research on the Greek Minor Prophets Scroll from Nahal Hever, Dominique Barthelemy 

argued that the present Greek Text of Ecclesiastes is the work of Aquila, but the 

fragments surviving from the Hexapla attributed to Aquila are not his work. 2 In contrast 

to Barthelemy, three scholars-Hyvarinen, Jarick, and Gentry-agree that Greek 

Ecclesiastes contains certain non-Aquilan traits. Ky5sti Hyvarinen points out that the 

approach found in the Greek Ecclesiastes is often contextually driven while Aquilan 

translation is slavishly literal. 3 He also presents different lexical choices made by the 

Translator and by Aquila, and shows that the LXX version contains non-Aquilan 

features.4 Finally, he concludes that the hexaplaric fragments attributed to Aquila are 

actually by him, but the LXX version may have been done by a different person.s John 

Jarick also rejects Barthelemy's view. By comparing Aquilan fragments for Ecclesiastes 

and the Greek Ecclesiastes with other Aquilan sources, he demonstrates that Hexaplaric 

fragments attributed to Aquila are far closer to the characteristics of Aquila than the 

Greek Ecclesiastes.6 Jarick takes a skeptical view of the possibility of identifying the 

1 - -August Dillmann, "Uber die griechische Ubersetzung des Qoheleth," SA W 
(1892): 3-16. 

2Dominique Barthelemy, Les Devanciers d 'Aquila, VT 10, supp. vol. (Leiden: 
Brill, 1963),21-30. 

3Ky5sti Hyvarinen, Die Ubersetzung von Aquila, Coniectana Biblica, Old 
Testament Series 10 (Uppsala: C. W. K. Gleerup, 1977),88. 

4Hyvarinen, Aquila, 88-93, 96-98. 

sHyvarinen, Aquila, 98-99. 

6John Jarick, "Aquila's Koheleth," Textus 15 (1990): 131-39. 
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Translator of the Greek Ecclesiastes. 7 Recently, by studying the marginal notes of the 

Syro-Hexapla, Peter Gentry affirmed that the Greek Ecclesiastes is closer to Theodotion 

than to Aquila in certain places.8 In conclusion, he calls for a comprehensive study of the 

translation technique ofthe Greek Ecclesiastes to identify its Translator.9 Gentry's 

suggestion opens the door to a new possibility of solving the issue in question. 

Methodology 

How one explains the non-Aquilan evidence found in the Greek Ecclesiastes 

may be a key to the identity of the Translator within the history of the transmission of the 

text. As mentioned above, the purpose of this chapter is to identify the Translator based 

upon the translation technique. This may be best demonstrated by a quantitative 

comparison between the Greek Ecclesiastes and selected congeners. The comparison 

should be as comprehensive as possible, not only on a lexical level, but also on a 

syntactical level. 

Translator and His Congeners 

The congeners chosen for lexical comparison are the Three (i.e., ex', 8', and 0'), 

the Theodotionic portion ofthe Greek Job, and the Kaige tradition revealed in the Minor 

Prophets Scroll from Nahal Hever. For syntactical comparison, three congeners are 

selected: Aquila, Theodotion in the Greek Job, and the Kaige tradition in the Minor 

Prophet Scroll from Nahal Hever. Field's Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt, the 

7Jarick, "Aquila's Koheleth," 139. 

8Peter Gentry, "The Relationship of Aquila and Theodotion to the Old Greek 
of Ecclesiastes in the Marginal Notes of the Syro-Hexapla," AS 2.1 (2004): 63-83. 

9Gentry, "The Relationship of Aquila and Theodotion," 83. 
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second apparatus in the Gottingen Critical Editions, and Reider's Index to Aquila were 

consulted for the lexical level-comparison between the Translator and the Three. 10 

Hyvarinen provides syntactical characteristics of Aquila from selected Aquilan texts, and 

thus, his studies are utilized for syntactical comparison with Aquila. II Gentry identifies 

Theodotion's lexical and syntactical features in the Greek Job. Therefore, his work, The 

Asterisked Materials in the Greek Job, is a good reference for a comparison with 

Theodotion. Finally, the Greek Minor Prophets Scroll from Nahal Hever is taken for the 

Kaige tradition. Even though the material is fragmentary, the editor E. Tov provides a 

good deal of syntactical analysis on the Scroll, which is regarded as authentic data on the 

Kaige tradition. Since no one has arranged lexical equivalencies on the Scroll, all lexical 

data are checked in every case and are given in the following Table 3. 

Lexical Comparison 

A careful comparison between the Translator and selected congeners will be 

helpful to find the place ofthe Translator in the early history of the Greek Old Testament. 

lOAs Natalio Fernandez Marcos points out, Reider's Index should not be used 
without critical evaluation for each item. Natalio Fernandez Marcos, The Septuagint in 
Context: An Introduction to the Greek Versions of the Bible, trans. Wilfred G. E. Watson 
(Leiden: Brill, 2000), 118. For verification for each entry, the present writer consults 
Frederick Field, Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt, 2 vols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1875); E. Hatch and H. A. Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint and the Other 
Greek Versions of the Old Testament, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1998); and 
Gottingen Critical Editions. The present writer also adopts the guidelines or corrections 
made by J. Barr, review of An Index to Aquila, by J. Reider, JSS 12 (1967): 296-304; R. 
Hanhart, review of An Index to Aquila, by J. Reider, Trev 64 (1968): 393-94; E. Tov, 
"Some Corrections to Reider-Turner's Index to Aquila," Textus 8 (1973): 164-74; J. 
Ziegler, Beitriige zum griechischen lob (Gottingen: Vandenhoech & Ruprecht, 1985),53-
66. 
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The first comparison is on a lexical level. All equivalences employed by the Translator 

for nouns and verbs occurring 3 times or more are listed and compared with equivalences 

for the same Hebrew words chosen by y', Theodotion in the Greek Job, and the Minor 

Prophets Scroll. After Table 3, commentary and analysis follow. 

Lexical Comparison: Data 

Key To Table 3 to Table 14 

H Hebrew (i.e., Masoretic Text) 

Tr Translator (i.e., Greek Ecclesiastes) 

y' The Three (including alIa', a', and 8') 

GJ Theodotion in Greek Job 

MP Kaige Tradition in Greek Minor Prophets from Nahal Hever 

x y'l GJ IMP 

+ Same Equivalent in X as in Tr 

Same Equivalent Not in X 

No Equivalent Extant 

? Evidence Questionable I Equivalent Not Characteristic in X 

a'... Same Equivalent Only Attested Uniquely By Symmachus12 

Act Active 

Impv Imperative 

M-P Medio-Passive 

llAquilan Texts selected by Hyvarinen include 1 Kgs 21(20):7-17, 2 Kgs 
23:11-27, Ps 22(21):20-28, 18(17):26-48,29-31(28-30),49(48),92(91):5-10. See 
Hyvarinen, Aquila, 26-87. 



Italics All Vocalizations in MT unless otherwise specified. 

a e eXIca ompanson b h T etween t e 1 rans ator an dH' C IS ongeners 

Nouns 

# H Tr y' GJ MP 

Category 1 - Stereotype Equivalents 

One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered By One Greek Lexeme 

1 '?:IN TIEv8o<; 3 y' _14 

2 1:lN A(8o<; 3 y' +3 +1 
3 CiN &v8pwTIo<; 49 y' + 10 +6 
4 "N <pw<;3 y' +8 ?15 

5 iO~N &v~p 10 y' +7 +3 
6 iTiON yuv~ 3 y' +2 
7 iT~iT:l KTllvo<; 4 y' +3 
8 1:l ut6<; 15 y' + 8/1116 +2 
9a n~:l ~~:l Oi.KOYEV~<; 1 
9b 'iO:l o&p~ 5 y' + 1 + 1 
10 n17i YVWOl<; 1017 y' +?18 

11 l'i 660<;4 y' +9 +3 
12 '?:liT ~exT(n6TT]<; 38 ex' 0,1',/ _-w 

12I.e., not attested in both ex' and 8'. 

13Basic format for Table 3 is adopted from Peter Gentry, The Asterisked 
Materials in the Greek Job (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), 419-40. 

14GJ has TIex8Elv6<; for ~:lN (29:25). 
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15In Hab 3: 11, <PEYYO<; seems to reflect iTj~ and not "N. See Gentry, Greek Job, 
420 n. 131. 

16TEKVOV is used twice (39:4,39:16), and K6~T] once (38:32). 

17The instances in 1: 18a and 8 :6b are included where both 017~ and n17' in MT 
are rendered by YVWOl<;. 

18GJ has EV &YVWOlex for n17i ~~:l:l in 35: 16. For Alpha privative, see BDF, 
Greek Grammar, § 117. 

198, has ~&TexLO<; in Isa 30:7 and Jer 10:8. In Greek Ecclesiastes, ex' and 8' 
normally have &T~6<; for ~:liT. 
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T bl 3 C f d L . 1 C a e - on lilue . eXIca ompanson b h T etween t e rans ator an dH' C IS ongeners 
# 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23a 
23b 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

H Tr 
'n (eXw 8 y' 

o"n (w~ 13 y' 
o~n oolj>o<; 21 y' 
it~~n OOlj>lCX 28 y' 

lwn OKOtO<; 6 y' 

:m~ aycx80<; 45 y' 

it:m~ aycx8wouvT] 7 y' 

i' XElP 13 y' 

0" ~~EPCX 26 y' 

1" OLVO<; 3 y' 
,~ n&:<; 87 y' 

,,~ + " n&:<; 2 y' 

O17~ 8wo<;4 y' 

1"w~ av6pElcx 3 8'LJ 
on, apto<; 4 y' 

l'~ pcxo lAEU<; 1124 y' 

~17~ 6)"(yo<; 4 y' 
itW17~ nOl~~cx 20 cx' 8'''-:> 

o'P~ tono<; 9 y' 

it'P~ ouveXVtT]~CX 7 CX,[I 

nn) aVeXncxuol<; 3 y'''-~ 

W£)) l!JUX~ 7 y' 

20GJ has ~CXtCXlW<; for ":lit (35:16). 

21GJ has KlXA.O<; for :l'~ in 34:4. 

22GJ has OAO<; for ,,~ in 21 :23. 

y' GJ 
+1 

+3 
+3 
+ 1I2LJ 

+8 
+9 

+ 12/1322 

+2 
+2 

+6 

?29 

+5 

23Eccl4:4. y' has av6pElcx for "W'~ (e.g., Prav 31: 19). 

MP 
+ 1 

+1 
+2 

+ 1 
+11 
+1 
+ 18/19 

+4 

_26 

+ 1 

+2 

24The instance in 2:12b is excluded where l"~ is construed as homonym. 

25For 8', see Ps 44(45):2. 0' generally has EPYOV for itW17~. 

26MP has EPYOV for itW17~ in Jonah 3:10 (= LXX). 

271 Sam 6:9. 

28Eccl6:5. 

29GJ has KCXtCXPCXlVW for nm in 36: 16, and the Greek equivalent seems to reflect 
a verb rather than a noun. See Gentry, Greek Job, 513. 
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T bl 3 C a e - ontmue d L . I C eXlca ompanson b h T I etween t e rans ator an dB" C IS ongeners 
# H Tr y' GJ MP 

34 ,:l1' OOUAOC; 4 y' + 1 (42:8) 
35 1:J,,1' IXtWV 7 y' +5 
36 r1' OQl8IXAIlOC; 9 y' +13 +2 
37 '~1' IlOX8oC; 13 y' _30 

38 r:J1' TIEp WTIIXOIl0C; 8 IX' 8d1 

39 ,El1' XOUC; 3 y' + 1I8
jL + 112.)3 

40 f1' ~UAOV 5 y' +1 
41 ,m1' TIAOUWC; 6 y' 
42 Mol' KIXlPOC; 39 y' + 3/4

j4 j) 

43 iiEl O-rOIlIX 7 y' + 6/8 j
() +2 

44a 1:J~:JEl TIpooumov 6 y' + 17 +4 
44b 1:J~:JEl +, TIPO TIPOOWTIOU 637 IX' O'~O _31} 

44c EIlTIPo08EV 440 y"H 

44d 1:J~:JEl +, + 1~ &TIO TIPOOWTIOU 44L IX' 8 , .. .J 

30GJ has KOTIOC; for '~1' in 16:2. 

31 Eccl 1: 13 and 5: 13. 0' consistently has &OXOAlIX for r:J1'. 

32GJ has XWIlIX for ,El1' in 7 instances (14:8, 14:19, 17:16, 19:25,20:11,22:24, 
and 28:6). 

33MP also has XWIlIX for ,El1' once. 

34GJ has EV 0PYD 8wou KUPlOU for "P i~':l in 37:2. 

35MP has KIXlPOC; for '1"~ in Hab 2:3. 

36GJ has TIEPW-rolllOV for iiEl in 15:27 and 30:18. 

37When ~:JEl' is spatial. 

38E.g., Ps 116(114):9. In IX', EtC; TIPOOWTIOV is dominant (Isa 8:4, 40:10, etc.), 
and in 0', EIlTIpo08EV is general (Isa 36:7, 41:2, etc.). 8' normally has EV(.)TIlOV for spatial 
~:JEl' (Isa 53:2, Prav 8:30, 25:26). 

39MP has EVWTIlOV in Zech 3 :4. Cf. TIPO TIPOOWTIOU in LXX. 

40When ~:JEl' is temporal. 

41E.g., Jer 34(41):5 (IX') and Prav 15:33 (0' 8'). For the temporal ~:JEl', there are 
various approaches found in IX' and 0', but they still prefer EtC; TIPOOWTIOV (Prov 16:18, 1 
Kgs 14:9) and EIlTIpo08EV (Prov 15:33, 18:12, etc.) respectively as in the cases of spatial 
~:JEl'. EIlTIpo08EV is exclusive in 8'. 
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T bl 3 C a e - ontmue d L . I C eXlca ompanson b t eween th TIt e rans a or an dH" C IS ongeners 
# H Tr y' GJ MP 

44e aTIo E~ TIpOa8EV 144 4) 

45 P"~ 6lKCXLOC; 8 y' +2 +1 
46 '?~ aKltX 4 y' + 346 

47 "'P cpwv~ 6 y' +6 +4 
48 fP TIEpex.afl,oc; 3 _41 _411 -

49 lJiZl' (rasa) aaEp~c; 10 y' +4 +1 
50 p,niZl YEAWC; 4 ex.' a' (8,)49 

51 i1n~iZl EucppoaUvT] 8 y' +1 
52 'iZl apxwv 3 y' 

53 ~''?iZl E~oualtX(w 3 a'JV 

54 OiZl ovo~ex. 3 y' +2 +4 
55 O'~iZl oupex.VOC; 451 y' +5 +2 
56 l~iZl Uex.lOV 3 y' 

57 iZl~iZl ~AtOC; 36 y' + 1 
58 i1JiZl E-roC;5 y' +3 + 1 
59 'JiZl OEUTEP0C; 3 y' 

42When 'JEl"~ is spatial. 

43E.g., Ps 114(113):7 (ex.'), Jer 33:18 (8'). a' has aTIo TaU TIpoawTIou in Ps 
17(16):2 

44When 'JEl"~ is temporal. 

45 a' has TIPO in Eccl 1: 1 0, which is the only evidence of y' for the temporal 
'JEl"~ extant in Field's Origenis Hexapla. 

46The evidence is from aKleX 8ex.vtXTau for n'~"~. 

47y' has TIEpex.C; for fP in Job 16:3. 

48GJ often has TIEpex.C; for fP. 

498, has YEAWC; for pn~ in Ezek 23:32. pniZl may be a by-form ofpn~. Two 
sibilants iZl and ~ are interchanged. See C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden 
Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (New York: Lemcke & Buechner, 1908-13), §55d; 
KB, s.v. "pniZl." 

SOEccll0:5. a' also has E~oualtX(w for "iZl~ in most cases as ex.' and 8'. Cf. 
9:17b, 10:4a. 

slIn 2:3b, LXX reflects iZl~iZl rather than O'~iZl of the MT, so the instance is 
regarded as the rendering of iZl~iZl. 
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T bl 3 C d L . I C a e - ontmue . eXIca ompanson b h T etween t e I rans ator an dH' C IS ongeners 

More Than One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered By One Greek Lexeme 

# H Tr y' GJ MP 
60 1"n~ EoxaTo<; 3 y' + 1 
61 "i~ I-lEya<; 4 y' + 8/9'L 
62 1"n~ TIEp LOOE La 1O _53 

63 :l, Kap6la 42 y' +6 +2 
64 i1~'~~ OUbEk 3 8,'4 +1" 
65 i1~n'~ TIOAEI-lO<; 3 y' +3 
66 1~O~ TIEV11<; 4 )0 

67 '~17 TIOAl<; 5 y' +8 
68 :l, (rob) TIAf]8o<; 6 y' + 2" +2 
69 n'17' TIpOaLpEol<; 7 _'IS 
70 1'~17' TIpOaLpEol<; 3 5'1 

71 t:I~j\li Mo5 y' +1 

Category 2 - Regular Equivalents 

One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered By More Than One Greek Lexeme 

72a 'n~ d<; 18 y' +2 +1 
72b aUTo<; 1 - - -

73a n~:l OtKO<; 8 y' +2 +5 

52 In Nah 3:10, MP has I-lEYLOTeXV as in LXX. 

53The word 1"n~ only occurs in Ecclesiastes where a' has TIAEOV in 1:3, and 0' 
has also TIAEOV in 1 :3, TIEPLOOOV in 5: 15, TIPOEXEl in 10: 1 0, and OCPEAO<; in 10: 11. There is 
no extant evidence in 8'. 

54Jer 39(46):10, 12 (l-l11bEL<; after subjunctive). a' has onouv nand oonoouv 
for i1~'~~ in 1 Sam 29:3 and 1 King 10:21 respectively; 0' has I-lEI-lt!nv in Eccl 7:15(14). 

55Jonah 3:7 has l-l11bEL<; as an object of an imperative. 

561~O~ only occurs in Ecclesiastes. For the occurrence in Eccl4:13, Field 
provides Jerome's citing 0' in Latin and also its Greek retroversion which is presumed as 
TIEv11<;. y' often has TIEV11<; for both ~j17 and 1'~:l~; a' and 8' sometimes have TIEV11<; for '?i. 

57According to Qere in 33:19. 

58n,17, ("longing," "striving") only occurs in Ecclesiastes. y' attests different 
renderings from Tr: VOI-l~ in a' and in 8', and POOK110l<; and KOCKWOl<; in 0'. 

591'~17' only occurs in Ecclesiastes. 0' has VOI-l~ in Eccll: 17 and POOK110l<; in 
Eccl4:16. 
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T bl 3 C a e - ontmue d L . I C eXlca ompanson b t eween th TIt e rans a or an dH" C IS ongeners 
# H Tr y' GJ MP 

73b OI.KLa 2 y' + 1 -

73c n~:l ~):l OI.KOYEV~~ 1 
74a ,11:l napa 3 a' a'vv 61 

74b (, napa 1 -

74c o~ napa 1 -

74d EXW 1 y' 

74e 1'W' ,11:l En~&w 1 62 

75a i1:l~ utlIllAo~ 4 y' _oj + 1 
75b utlIo~ 1 a' 8' (a'?)04 - -

76a p,n fiEpk 7 y' + Yz05 _00 

76b fiEPO~ 1 a' a'v - -

77a fEln npiXyfia 4 a ,011 -

77b 8EAllfia 3 y' +1 
78a n'~ 8ava!O~ 5 y' +1 +1 
78b e&.vatow 1 - - -

79a ~ElW~ KplaL~ 5 y' +1 -

79b Kplfia 1 y' +2 + 1°'J 

6°I.e., Ecc112:11 (also see Prov 1:19 for a'). 8' has (, EXWV (see also 1 Sam 
23:12). 

61The proper noun '?11:l is rendered by BaaA in Zeph 1 :4. 

62Cf. a' has one word, to TItEPWtOV, for the bound phrase t:l~El):li1 '?11:l in Ecc1 
10:20 while a' has (, KUPLEUWV TItEPUyO~ and 8' has (, EXWV ntEpuya~ for the same phrase. 
The tendency of a' to use one word for a bound phrase beginning '?11:l is seen also in Isa 
41: 15 where n'~El~El '?11:l is rendered by the participle, Ea!OfiwfiEvOV, in a', but 8' also has 
one word, &fi<P~Kll, in the same reference. 

63GJ has unEp~<pavo~ for i1:l~ inj41:26. 

64a , has ullJO~ for gobah in Jer 48:29 (LXX 39:29). 

65GJ has fiEPl(W for p'?n in 31 :2. The Greek equivalent reflects a verb rather 
than a noun. See Gentry, Greek Job, 502, 511. 

66MP has &p!O~ in Hab 1: 16 where LXX has fiEp l.~. 

67E.g. Ps 17(16):14 (a') and Job 32:17 (a'). 

68E.g. Ecc112:1. a' and a' have XPEla in Ecc13:1 (a'), 3:17 (a'), 5:3 (a'), 12:10 
(a'); 8' has 8EAllfia in Ecc112:1. 8' and a' normally have npiXyfia for ,:l, (e.g. Judg 6:29 
and Ecc1 6:5). 
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T hI 3 C f d L . I C a e - onmue eXlca ompanson b t eween th TIt e rans a or an dB" C IS ongeners 
# H Tr y' GJ MP 

80a ~~O (sakal) acppwv 3 a' (IX'?)"/U 

80b acppoauvT] 1 _71 

80c aKAT]p6~ 1 -

81a :l11 VECPO~ 2 e""-

81b VECPEAT] 1 a' e d
'> +4 

82a Ol1~ Ka.eOOO~ 2 IX ,74 _I) 

82b :l, + Ol1~ lTAElata.Kl~ 1 10 

83a w~, KECPIXA~ 2 y' + 2/411 +5 
83b apx~ 1 y' - -

84a n" lTVEUIlIX 21 y' + 1 +2 
84b IX"VEIlO~ 2 y' - +1 
84c m, + 1,~78 IlIXKp6eUllo~ 1 

I') 

Category 3 - Non-Standard Equivalents 

More Than One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered By More Than One Greek Lexeme 

85a r'~ yfj 12 y' +9 + 15 
85b lT6Al~ 1 - - -

86a ,:l, A6yo~ 19 y' +4 + 2/3 
86b pfjllIX 3 y' - + 113 
87a n':l' AIXAla. 2 

69Hab 1:7. 

70a , in Eccll0:3 and Jer 5:21. IX' has acppwv for ~~O in Eccll0:6, which is 
vocalized as sekel in MT not as sakal. acppwv is normally for ~~,~ in IX'. 

71y' usually has acppoauvT] for n~'~. 

72Isa 25:5. IX' has lTa.xo~ for :l11. (e.g. Exod 19:9) 

73Por a', Job 36:29, 37:11, EcclI2:2; for e', Job 36:29. IX' has VECPEAT] foq:Jl1 in 
most cases. 

74E.g., Exod 34:24, Deut 9:19, Isa 41 :7, etc. 

7SGJ has 606~ for Ol1~ in 33:29. 

76a , has lTAEOVa.Kl~ for n':l' O~~l1~ in Eccl 7:22. 

77 GJ has apxwv for w~, in 29:25 and ta.YIlIX in 1: 17. 

78The phrase only occurs in Ecd 7:8. 

79In Jonah 4:2, o~~~ l'~ is rendered by IlIXKp6eUIJ.o~. 
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T hI 3 C a e - ontmue d L . Ie eXlca ompanson b h T I etween t e rans ator an dB" C IS ongeners 
# H Tr y' GJ MP 

87b AOYOC; 1 cx' O'~U 

88a n""n TIEp lepOPeX 2 8'?~1 

88b TIEp lepEPE lCX 2 ~2 -

88c TICXpCXPOA~ 1 -

89a l':llDn AOY tallOe; 3 ~j y' 

89b wflepoe; 1 -
90a 'n'~ TIEptaOOe; 5 0'°' 

90b TIEptaOELCX 2 cx' 8'°:> 

91a ,~O~ lXeppwv 17 y'OU 

91b &epPOOUVll 1 _1'.7 

92a n"~o &epPOOUVll 5 cx' 8'00 

92b OdT]PLCX 1 -

93a pi~ oLKCXLOC; 2 y' 11'1 

93b olKCXLOOUVll 1 y' 'JU 

94a :l, (rab) TIOAUe; 5 y' +2 +4'11 

80pS 110(109):4. 0' also has &VeXAOYOV for n':li L;,l' in Eccl 7:14(15) and 

TICXPCXPflVCXl in Eccl 8:2. 

818' has TICXpcxepopeX (according to MSS 161,248) or TIEPlepOPeX (according to Syh) 
in Eccl 1: 17 but TIAeXVT] in Eccl2: 12. cx' consistently has TIAeXvll for n,L;,L;"n (Eccl 1: 17, 
2:12, 7:25(26), 9:3); 0' shows various approaches (TIAeXvll in 2:12, EVVOlCX 8opupwoT] in 
7:25(26), cxU8eXOElcx in 9:3, and 8opupoc; in 10:13). n,L;,L;"n only occurs in Ecclesiastes. 

82In MT, n,L;,L;"n (holel-at) in 10: 13b is vocalized differently from n,L;,L;"n 
(holel6t) in 9:3b. The Translator may not have vocalized them differently and thus 
employed TIEPlepEPElCX for both instances. 

83 bissiibon in 7:29 is included. 

84E.g., Eccl6:8. cx' and 8' have TIEptaOOC; for n'n~. 

8SE.g., Eccl 6:8. 

86E.g., Eccl4:5, 4:17, 5:3, 7:6(7). 

87y' normally has &eppOOUVT] for n"'~ (e.g. Prav 13:16). 

88I.e., Eccl2:13 where 0' has &llcx8Lcx. n'L;,~o only occurs in Ecclesiastes. 

89In 17:9 and 36:7, p~i~ is rendered by oLKCXlOC;. 

90In 35:8, npi~ is rendered by OlKCXlOOUVT]. 
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T hI 3 C f d L . I C a e - onmue eXlca ompanson b t eween th T e I t rans a or an dH' C IS ongeners 
# H Tr y' GJ MP 

94b iJEY(x(; 2 y' - -

94c 'lTAileoc; 1 IX,n - -

94d :l, + Cll£) 'lTAUOtcXKLC; 1 
95a ll' 'lTOVTJpOC; 13 y' + 11293 +2 
95b KIXKOC; 3 y' - (KIXKlIX) -

96a i1ll' KIXKlIX 4 y' + 1 + 1I2'J4 

96b 'lTOVTJpOC; 4 y' - -

96c 'lTOVTJPllX 4 y' - -

96d i1'?m + i1ll' cXPPWOtlIX 1 

Verbs 

# H Tr y' GJ MP 

Category 1 - Stereotype Equivalents 

One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered By One Greek Lexeme 

97 i:lK (Pi., Qal) cX'lTOUUiJL (Act, M-P) 6 y' +4 +2 
98 "~K EOelW 14 y' _'J,) + 617'JO 

99a '?i1:l (Pi.) 0'ITEu6w 2 lJ7 

99b '?i1:l (Ni.) o'ITou6cX(w (Act) 1 _'JlS _'J'J 

91In Jonah 4:2, MP has 'lTOAUEAEOC; (= LXX) for ion :l,. 

92E.g., Ps 89(88):8. y' has 'lTAileoc; nonnally for rob. It is also possible that the 
Translator may have vocalized :l, in 6:3 as rob differently from the MT since he 
consistently used 'lTAi18oc; for rob in 6 instances. Furthennore, a noun is syntactically 
preferred to an adjective in the clause. 

93K!XKlIX renders ll' in 17:5 where the MT vocalizes ll' as rea «"friend"). See 
Gentry, Greek Job, 429 n. 194. 

94MP has AU'lTTJ in Jonah 4:1. 

95GJ has KIXtEOelW for '?~K in 22:20. Another fonn in 34:3 seems to be 
construed as a noun. See Gentry, GreekJob, 510. 

96In Nah 2:14, KIXtEOelW is reconstructed. 

970' And e' have M-P fonns of o'ITou6cX(w for '?i1:l in Pual stem (e.g. Prov 
20:21). 
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T bl 3 C f d L . I C a e - on mue . eXlca ompanson b t eween th Tit e rans a or an dH" C IS ongeners 
# H Tr y' GJ MP 

100 j1j~ Ol.Ko60flEW 3 y' +1 
101 wp~ (r)!EW 7 y' +3 
102 ",~ (Hi., Qal) flEYaAUVW 3 y' _lOU +1 
103 ,~, AaAEw 5 y' +5 +2 
104 ':IT flLflV~OKW 4 y' +1 +1 
105a p~n (Qal) TIEp LAafl~avw 2 a ,?101 

105b p~n (Pi. Ptc) TIEplAllfll\nc; 1 
106a ~~n (Qal) cXflap'tavw 6 y' _102 

106b ~~n (Hi.) E~aflap't&vw 1 a' O'lU') 

107a i!~n (Qal) (aw 3 y' + 1 
107b i!~n (Pi.) (WOTIOLEW 1 a' 8'Wo +1 
108 C:ln (Qal, Hith.) OOcpl(W (M-P) 4 y' 

109 ~:l~ MvaflaL 7 y' _10~ 

110a ~~~ (Qal) E~EpxoflaL 4 y' +3 + 
3/6106 

110b ~~~ (Hi.) EKCPEPW 1 y' _lUI 

111 ~,~ CPO~EW 8 y' ?1U1i + 1 

98a, has M-P forms of OTIEU6W for "i!~ in Niphal stem; 0' has either Act or M-P 
forms of OTIEU6w. See Ps 90(89):7; Ecc1 8:3. 

2:7). 

99GJ has KIX'taoTIouM(w for "i!~ in 23:15. 

100GJ has EK'tPECPW for ",~ (Qal) in 31: 18. 

lOla' has TIEpLAafl~avw for the derivative noun l;1ibbuq in Prov 6: 1 0 and 24:33. 

I 02E~aflap'tavw in Zeph 1: 17. 

103N 0 extant evidence exists in 8'. 

104 b E.g. Jo 36:6. 

l05GJ has lmocpEpw for ":l~ in 31 :23. 

106MP always has EKTIOpE\'JOflal for Qal participles of~~~. (Mic 1 :3, Zech 2:7, 

I07GJ has 6Lavol yw for ~~~ (Hi.) in 38:32. 

l08GJ has flEYaAllC;; for ~") in 37:22. Since the Greek equivalent does not 
correspond with Hebrew in any way, Gentry argues that flEYaAllC;; is not a part of 
Theodotion materials. See Gentry, Greek Job, 261-262. 
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T bl 3 C f d L . I C a e - onmue eXlca ompanson b t eween th TIt e rans a or an dB" C IS ongeners 
# 

112 

113a 
113b 
114a 
114b 
115 
116a 
116b 
117 
118 
119 
120a 
120b 
120c 

H Tr y' 
OJ~ auvayw 3 a' a' 

(8')109 

~,,~ (Ni.) TIATJpOW (M-P) 4 y' 

~,,~ (Qal) TIATJPOcjlOPEW (M-P) 1 _Ill 

~,,~ (Pi.) olaac;-,(w 2 a ,11'+ 

~,,~ (Ni.) E~alpEw (M-P)1 _116 

~~~ EuplaKw 17 y' 

iJJ (Hi.) CtVaYYEUw 2 y' 

CtTIaYYEUw 2 y' 

1m (Hi.) cpecXvw 3 8d !" 

'iJ EU"X°lJ.al4 y' 
.i1~J CPU1"EUW 5 y' 
'?E:lJ TIlmW 4 y' 

" 1 EIJ.1TlTI1"W y' 

E1TlTIl TI1"W 1 y' 

1098, has auvax8f]val for OJ~ in Hithpael stem (Isa 28:20). 

110TIATJPOW renders ~,,~ (Pi.). 

1l1TIlIJ.TIATJIJ.l (M-P) in Hab 2:14. 

ll2y' has TIATJpOW (Act) for ~,,~ in Qal stem. 

113GJ has EIJ.TIllJ.TIATJlJ.l for ~,,~ (Qal) in 20:1I. 

GJ MP 

llU _Ill 
_ILl 
_1l5 

_117 _liS 

+3 
+3 
+2 

+1 
_lLU 

+~ILl +1 
- -

- -

114I.e., Ps 33(32):17 (cf. Isa 49:24). y' commonly has ac;-,(w or TIEPWc;-,(W for 
~,,~ (pi.). PU0lJ.al is also seen in a'. 

IISIn GJ, ~,,~ (Pi.) is rendered by ac;-,(w (20:20) or PU0lJ.al (22:30). 

116y ' has M-P forms of ac;-,(w or TIEPWc;-,(W for ~,,~ (Ni.). In Dan 11 :41, M-P 
form ofolaac;-,(w is found in 8'. 

(Hi.). 

117olaac;-,(w is used for ~,,~ (Ni.) in 22:30. 

118Ctvaac;-,(w is used for ~,,~ (Ni.) in Zech 2: II. 

119E.g. Ecc1 8:14 and Ezek 7:12. a' normally has either (Xn1"W or EYYl(W for .i1JJ 

120Ka1"acpU1"EUW is used in Zeph 1: 13. 

121GJ has CtTIOTIl mw for "E:lJ in 29:24. 
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Table 3-Continued. Lexical Comparison between the Translator and His Congeners 
# H Tr y' GJ 

121 n,l' (Pi., Pu., 6laOtpEtPw (Act, M-P) 3 0,?122 

Hith.) 
122 i~l' tonU..Ll5 y' +2 
123 "~l' 1l0X8EW 13 y""-~ 

124 i1Jl' TIEp wmxw 3 8d
"''' 

125a c'p (Hi.) EYElPW 2 _12) 

125b c,;, (Qal) , , 1 avwtTJlll y' + 2/4127 
126a ""p (Pi.) KatapcXollal 4 y' 

126b ""p (Pilpel) tapcXoow 1 y' 

127 i1,P ouvaVtcXw 3 12M 

128 n::ltzi hawEw 3 O'i"-"7 

129a l'::m TIlllTIATJlll (M-P) 1 y' -

129b EIlTIlllTIATJlll (M-P) 3 y' + V2 uU 

130 c~n (Pi.) aTIo6l6wlll 3 a' O'iJi _152 

131 n~tzi (Qal, Pi.) EutPpalvw (M-P) 9 y' 

132a l'~n aKOl)W 7 y' + 8110 L
;3 

132b l'~n (Qal Inf.cs.) aKp6aol<;; 1 
133 KJtzi IlWEW 4 y' 

122See Eccl 7:13(14) in Field. In Job 8:3,0' has IlEtaOtpEtPw, and a' has 
OKEAl(W for n,l' (Pi.). 

l23E.g., Eccl2:19 (0'), 2:21 (a' and 8'). 

MP 

+7 

+ V2 12b 

+ 1 

-

+2 

+1 
+2 

124E.g., Eccl 1: 13. i1Jl' ("to be troubled about") only occurs in Ecclesiastes. 

125 'And8'h '/: '£ (H') 'h' , , , a ave EL .. EYElpW or c'p 1.; 0 as ETIEYElPW or aVEYElpw. 

l26In Mic 5:4, MP has ETIEYElpW. 

127 GJ has ETIaVlOtTJlll for c'p (Qal) in 30: 12 and tOtTJlll in 22:28. 

1280, has aTIavtcXw for i1,P in Eccl3:14. 

129Eccl8:10. 

130GJ has XOptcX(w for l'::ltzi in 38:27. 

1318, always has either aVtaTIo6l6wlll or aTIOtlVW for C"tzi (Pi.). 

132GJ has aVTaTIo6l6wlll (21: 19,21 :31) or aTIOtlVW (34:33) for C"tzi (Pi.). 

133GJ has El.OaKOUW (34:28) or aKo~ (37:2) for l'~tzi. 
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T bl 3 C t a e - onmue d L . I C eXlca ompanson b t eween th T e I t rans a or an dH" C IS ongeners 
# H Tr y' GJ MP 

134 i1nw TIlVW 5 y' + 1 +3 
135 "n KextexoKETI"tOllexl 3 8,?134 +1 

More Than One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered By One Greek Lexeme 

136 ~o' (Hi.) TIpootl811lll 5 y' +3 + 1 
137a i1::l, TIA118uvw 2 y' +1 
137b TIAf]8oc;; 1 ex' -

137c i1::l,i1 TIOAUC;; 15 y,u:J 

138 ::l'W E1TlOtPEcPW 10 y' + 1/3 ub + 10 
139 ~~w E~OUO l(x( W 4 a' 8,UI 

Category 2 - Regular Equivalents 

One Hebrew Lexeme Rendered By More Than One Greek Lexeme 

140a ::li1N eXyexTIcXW 3 y' + 1 
140b cPlAEW 1 _UlS -

141a inN (Ni., Qal Pass. 811PEUW (M-P) 2 _139 

Ptc) 
141b Tm~ (Qal) eXVtEXW (M-P) 1 8""u + )4141 

141c KpextEW 1 ex' 8d
"'" + 2/4 

142a '~N AEYW 19 y' + 12 +13 
142b AOY l( ollexl 1 - - -

134In Job 39:8, the form "n' in MT is vocalized as a noun, but 8' probably read 
the form as a verb and rendered it by KextexoKETI"tOllexl (= LXX). See BDB, s.v. ""n'''; KB, 
s.v. ""n\" ex' has E~EPEUVcXW in Ecc11:13 and VOEW in Ecc12:3 where 8' has olexvoEollexl 
for "n. 

135E.g., a' in Ecc15:16; ex' and 8' in Ecc15:19. 

136GJ has eXvexKcXllTI"tW for ::l'W (Qal) and eXTIOKPlvollexl for ::l'W (Hi.). 

137E.g., Ecc12:19, 8:9. ex' has KUPlEUW for ~~w. 

l38y' has cPLAOC;; for '8heb. 

139ex' has KextExW (M-P), and a' has KpextEw (M-P) for inN in Niphal stem (e.g. 
Gen 22:13, Gen 47:27). 

140Job 17:9. 

141GJ has KextEXW for inN in 23:9. 

142E.g., Ps 56(55):1 (ex') and Ps 77(76):5 (8'). a' normally has KextEXW for inN. 
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T bl 3 C t a e - onmue d L . Ie eXIca ompanson b t eween th TIt e rans a or an dB" C IS ongeners 
# 

143a 
143b 
143c 
143d 
143e 

144a 
144b 
145a 
145b 
145c 
145d 
145e 
146a 
146b 
147a 
147b 
147c 
148a 

H Tr 
~':l (Qal) E" PXO~(xl 6 

EnEPXO~(xl 1 
TI(xP(xYlVO~(xl 2 
ouw1 
~KW 1 

~':l (Hi.) exyw 3 
~':l (Ho.) EtOcXYW (M-P) 1 
l~;' (Qal, Pi)146 TIOPEUO~(xl 24 

eXTIEPXO~(xl 1 
l~;' (Qal Impv) 6EUPO 2 
l~;' (Pi.) TIEp l TI(xTEW 2 
l~;' (Hi.) eXTIOIjlEPW 1 
.i1i~ YlYVWOKW 27 

oI6(X 7 
i~~ (Hi., Ni.) YEVVcXW (Act, M-P) 3 
i~~ (Ni.) YEVEOl~ 1 
i~~ (Qal) TlKTW 1 

n'~ eXTI08VUOKW 5 

143GJ has 6EUTE for ~':l (Qal Impv). 

144GJ has ETIcXYw for ~':l (Hi.) in 34:28. 

Y 
y' 
y' 
(x' 8' 

-

y' 
y' 
0' (y'?)145 
y' 
(x' 0' 

8 d 
.. " 

y' 
_151 

y' 
y' 
y' 

-

y' 
y' 

1450 , in Ezek 40:4. y' has EtOcXYW (Act) for ~':l (Hi.). 

146Piel in 8:10. 

GJ MP 
+ Yzl4j +5/7 
- -

- -

- +1 
- +1 
_144 

- + 13 141 

+ Yzl4S -

ISU 

+ 10111 m -
- + 1153 

_154 +2 
+ YzD) 

147Piel in Hab 3:11. Two instances ofa Qal form in Mic 1:8 and Nah 3:10 are 
reconstructed. 

148GJ has TIp0cXYw for l~;' (Qal Inf cs) inj34:23. 

149E.g., 2 Kgs 8:1, Dan 12:13. (x' normally has TIOPEUO~(xl for l~;' (Qal Impv), 
and 0' has eXTIEPXO~(xl. 

150Hab 3:11 in entry 145a is only occurrence ofPiel in MP. 

151y' normally has eXTIcXYw for l~;' (Hi.). 

152GJ has ETIl YWWOKW for .i1i~ in 24: 16c. See Gentry, Greek Job, 295. 

153Jonah 3:9. 

154GJ has TOKET6~ for i~~ (Qal Inf cs) in 39: 1. 
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# H Tr y' 
148b VEKp6<; 3 y' 

148e 8VnaKw 1 y' 

149a rm (Hi.) eX<Pll1lll4 lX' a 
, 

149b eXvll1lll 1 8' 

14ge KlX!lXTIlXUW 1 y' 

149d m) (Qal) eXVlXTIlXUW 1 y' 

150a In) (Qal, Ni.) 6lDwfH (Act, M-P) 23 y' 

150b In) (Qal Inf.cs.) MlllX 1 lX' a,D. 

150e ! l811lll 1 y' 

151a J1~' (Qal) OptXW 43 y' 

151b PAETIW 4 y' 

151e 8EWPEW 1 y' 

151d J1~' (Hi.) DE lKVUlll 2 y' 

Category 3 - Non-Standard Equivalents 

152a 
152b 
153a 
153b 
154a 
154b 
155a 
155b 
155c 

J1~J1 Yl YVOlllXl 28 y' 

Elill 18 y' 
:l:lO KUKAOW 6 y' 

Ema!pE<pw 1 _15'1 

J1Wl1 (Qal, Ni.) TIOlEW (Act, M-P) 40 y' 

J1Wl1 (Ni.) Yl YVOlllXl (M-P) 3 ydOU 

'~W <puAtXaaW 7 y' 

!l1PEW 1 a' 8' 

'~W (Qal Act Ptc) <pUAlX~ 1 y' 

155GJ has eXTI08V~aKw for n'~ in 42:17. 

156In 36:16, KlX!lXPlXlVW reflects the verb nm not n,). 

157E.g., Eccl4:17. 

158GJ has EIlPAETIW for J1~' in 41 :26. 

GJ 
-

-
156 

+7 

-

+ 9111 
+ 1111 m 

-

+1 
+1 

+5 
-

+2/3 161 

-

-

366 

ongeners 
MP 

+3 

-

+6 
-

-

+1 

+ 1 
+5 
+1 
-

+2 
-

+2 
-

-

l590ther LXX translators often rendered :l:lO by ETILO!PE<PW (e.g., 1 Sam 22:18; 
2 Sam 18:30). 

160E.g., Judg 16:11(lX'), Eccl2:17 (a'), and Dan 11 :36 (8'). 

161 GJ has OUX amolllXl for ,~w in 2:6. 
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The data given in Table 3 are categorized in four groups based upon agreement 

or disagreement between the Translator and his congeners. The values of each group 

may differ in deciding the historical place ofthe Translator. 

(l)Tr=y'=GJ=MP 

(2) Tr = y' = GJ / Tr = y' = MP / Tr = y' 

(3) Only attested in Tr-i.e., no extant datum exists in congeners 

(4) Variations, for which the symbol- is seen in any column, or ex', a' , or e' in y' column 

Tr = y'= GJ = MP (58 Entries), 

If all congeners agree with the Translator for a certain rendering, the rendering 

is regarded as common. For example, .ueo~ in entry 2 is found in all three colunms-y', 

GJ, and MP. This means that .ueo~ is a common translation for 1~~. Such information 

has little significance in identifying the Translator. In a total of 58 entries, all congeners 

share identical renderings with the Translator. The 58 entries are: 2, 3, 5, 8a, 9a, 11a, 13, 

17, 18,20, 21, 23a, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 43, 44a, 45, 47, 49, 54,55,58,6 3,68, 72a, 73a, 

78a, 79b,83a, 84a, 85a, 86a, 94a, 95a, 96a,97, 103, 104, 110a, 120a, 122, 125b, 129b, 

132a, 134, 136, 138, 142a, 143a, 150a, ISla, 152a, 152b, 154a, 155a. 

Tr = y' = GJ (15 Entries) / Tr = y' = MP 
(19 Entries) / Tr = y' (30 Entries) 

The next examples may also imply common renderings. In these equivalences, 

no different rendering is attested by any other translator. Additionally, these 

equivalences are frequently seen in other LXX translators. If a certain equivalence in Tr 

is seen in y', and the marker '-' does not appear in both GJ and MP (i.e., Tr = y' = GJ or 
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Tr = y' = MP), it may be regarded as a common equivalence. An example is entry 6 

where y' and MP have yuv~ for ;'lD~, thus agreeing with the Translator, but GJ does not 

have any evidence extant. Another common rendering is entry 15 which shows that y' 

has ayex80c; for :m~ as does the Translator, but there is no evidence for the Hebrew lexeme 

available in both GJ and MP (i.e., Tr = y'). This second type of common rendering 

consists of 64 examples. A total of 15 occurrences ofTr = y' = GJ are found in entries 4, 

10, 16,26,34,42,46,60, 71, 77b, 115, 116a, 116b, 137a, and 148a. The case ofTr = y' 

= MP occurs in 19 entries: 6, 7, 22, 35,40,51,57,61,65,67, 100, 101, 107a, 111, 118, 

131, 140a, 151d, and 153a. Finally, Tr = y' is seen in 30 entries: 14, 15, 19, 23b, 24, 28, 

32, 41, 44c, 50,52, 56,59, 74d, 89a, 91a, 93a, 93b, 108, 112, 123, 126a, 126b, 133, 137c, 

147a, 149c, 149d, 154b, and 155c. Since these 64 equivalences are commonly shared 

with other translators or revisors, they have little value in finding the place of the 

Translator within the history of the transmission of the text. 

Equivalences Only Attested 
in Tr (13 Entries) 

In 13 entries which are 8b, 44e, 66, 70, 73c, 74e, 84c, 87a, 94d, 96d, 99a, 

10Sb, and 132b, no object in congeners to compare with Tr exists-i.e., no extant datum 

for the Hebrew word in question exists in congeners. Thus, it is not possible to judge the 

characteristic ofTr using these data. Some of the Hebrew words occur only in 

Ecclesiastes. 

Different Equivalences Found Among 
the Congeners (109 Entries) 

In 109 entries, different equivalences from Tr are found among the congeners. 
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They are marked by IX', a', or 8' in the y' column or by the symbol '-' in other columns. 

These equivalences may reveal the distinctive characteristic of Tr and may be a guide to 

the historical place ofTr in the transmission history ofthe Greek Ecclesiastes. Thus, it is 

necessary to analyze and discuss in detail all ofthese 109 entries. For proper analysis, 

the entries are arranged in three groups according to the relationship between Tr and each 

congener: Tr and MP, Tr and GJ, and Tr and y'. Each group is examined individually in 

the order of agreement followed by disagreement. 

Tr and MP (46 entries). The relationship between Tr and MP is seen in a 

total of 46 entries. In 11 entries, they agree, and in 35 entries, they disagree. 

a e 19reement T bl 4 A b t eween T dMP ran 

Agreement (Tr = MP) 

Relationship Occurrence Entry Total 

Tr = MP =I GJ = y' 8 75a, 86b,98, 102, 143e, 145a, 146b, 147c 
Tr = MP =I GJ =F y' 1 143d 11146 

Tr = MP =I y' 1 125a (23.9%) 

Tr=MP = 8' 1 64 

According to Table 4, when Tr agrees with MP, it never agrees with GJ. In 6 

out of 9 instances, the disagreement between Tr/MP and GJ has little value in 

establishing the relationship between Tr and MP. In entry 75a, GJ has ilTIEP~<PIXVOC; for 

ii~~ while Tr, MP, and y' have ut\JT)A6c;. Since the GJ rendering represents 8', U1TEP~<PIXVOC; 

must be a variant used by 8'. In entries 143d and 143e, Tr and MP employed ouw and 

~KW once respectively for K'~ (Qal) based upon contextual interpretation. No context in 

GJ requires the renderings used by Tr and MP. On the contrary, ExrpE<pw by GJ for ",~ 
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(Qal) in entry 102 is motivated by contextual meaning in 31: 18 while Tr and MP have no 

such context and normally have flEya.AUVW in different contexts. Disagreement in entries 

98 and 147c between GJ and Tr / MP is not lexically irrelevant. In entry 98, Ka.TE08lW by 

GJ is a compound form of Eo8lW used by Tr and MP. GJ utilized the deverbative noun, 

TOKETOC;, for ,,?~ (Qal Inf. cs.) in entry 147c where Tr and MP rendered ,,?~ (Qal) by 

, 
TLKTW. 

The case of entry 86b may imply a lexical connection between Tr and MP 

against GJ, but the connection is not significant. Tr used Pf'Jfla. when ,~, designated a 

whole discourse or matter while he utilized A6yoC; for individual or specific utterance. 

Even though MP has Pf'Jfla. once in Zech 1: 13, it is used as a stylistic variant of AOYOC; 

rather than as an attempt to distinguished lexical meaning. 

Significant agreements of Tr and MP against GJ are seen in entries 145a, and 

146b. In entry 145a, TIOPEUOfla.l is used as a default rendering for l'?it both in Tr and MP, 

but GJ never employs TIOPEUOfla.L. In entry 146b, both Tr and MP have oloa. for 17'~ if17'~ 

follows the interrogative ~~.162 On the contrary, GJ has yl YVWOKW in the same 

grammatical circumstance. 

Although MP agrees with Tr and never agrees with GJ, there is one instance 

where MP agreeing with Tr agrees with 8' (entry 64). In entry 64, Tr, MP and 8' all have 

OUOEk for it~'X~. This approach is already established in the Greek Pentateuch, but a.' 

and a' do not attest to it in the extant evidence. 163 This instance may imply a relationship 

between Theodotion and the Kaige revision, but the evidence is too scanty to judge the 

162For MP, see Jonah 3:9. 
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relationship. 

Beyond 8', both Tr and MP agree with y' on the same 8 entries out of 10. Nine 

instances have been discussed above, and the disagreement in entry 125a will now be 

explained. The disagreement in entry 125a is trivial because y' has compound fonns such 

as E~EYElPW, EnEYElPW, or &'VEYElPW, for o'p (Hi.) while Tr and MP have the simplex fonn 

EYElPW, As a whole, Tr, agreeing with MP, is much closer to y' than to OJ. 

T hI 5 D' tb a e Isagreemen etween T dMP ran 

Disagreement (Tr =F MP) 

Relationship Occurrence Entry Total 

Tr =F MP = y' 3 106a, 113a, 119 
Tr =F MP = (X'a' 1 44b 
Tr =F MP = (X'8' 1 29 

Tr =F MP =F OJ = y' 12 75b, 83b, 94b, 95b, 96b, 96c, 120b, 35/46 

120c, 129a, 143b, 150c, 151c (76%) 

Tr =F MP =F OJ = (x' 1 94c 
Tr =F MP =F OJ = (X'a' 1 76b 
Tr =F MP =F OJ = (X'8' 1 143c 
Tr =F MP =F OJ = 0'8' 1 155b 

Tr =F MP= OJ = y' 5 73b, 76a, 79a, 146a, 151b 
Tr =F MP= OJ = (X'a' 1 145b 

Tr =F MP =F y' 2 140b, 153b 
Tr =F MP =F OJ =F y' 6 48, 72b, 78b,85b, 114b, 142b 

Table 5 shows that Tr generally disagrees with OJ when Tr disagrees with MP 

(22 entries out of28). Eight entries are categorized as contextual rendering: 75a, 83b, 

94b, 95b, 96b, 96c, 143c, and 155b. Significant disagreement between Tr and MP are 

seen only in entries 75b and 95b because, in these 2 entries, similar contexts 

163 'h ,~ , ~ d' h ' ,I, (X as onouv nor oanaouv, an a as f.l.E~'I'lV. 
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distinguished by Tr are also seen in both MP and GJ, and thus, one can compare Tr with 

MP/GJ. In entry 75b, Tr used ul/1oc; for i1:l~ to designate place, but MP employed ul/111A6c; 

(Zeph 1: 16). When ul/111A6c; is used for i1:l~ in Tr, it always denotes human beings. GJ has 

UiTEP~CPCXVOC; implying something proud 041 :26). The rendering, 11' > KCXK6c;, in entry 95b 

is already established in the Greek Pentateuch. 164 Tr seems to have utilized KCXK6c; and 

iTOVllP6c; with different nuances according to context: KCXK6c; for "evil," and iTOVllP6c; for 

"grievous.,,165 MP and GJ have iTovllP6c; for the meaning of "evil." These 2 entries 

demonstrate unique patterns found in Tr as compared to MP or GJ. 

In the other entries, even though different Greek lexemes used according to 

context are highly systematized in Tr, MP and GJ do not have sufficient contexts for 

comparison. Thus, the evidence has little value for this comparison. In entry 83b, Tr 

used cXPX~ for wx, in the temporal sense of "beginning" while using KECPCXA~ for the 

meaning of "head." Any context, in which wx, denotes a temporal idea, is not extant in 

either MP or GJ. In entry 94b, Tr twice uses flEYCXC; for:l' implying size ("great"). On the 

other hand, he has TIOAUC; 5 times if:l' refers to quantity ("many," "much"). The evidence 

extant in MP and GJ is all related to quantity, so comparison for:l' implying size 

("great") is not possible. In entries 96b and 96c, Tr has iTovllP6c; and iTOVllP (cx for i111' 4 

times respectively. MP and GJ have Kcxdcx as Tr has in another 4 instances. Rendering 

i111' by TIovllP6c; or by iTOVllP(CX is already established in LXX even though there are 

164Six instances out ofa total of21 in LXX: Gen 24:50, 44:34, 50:15, Exod 
5:19, Deut 1:39, 30:15. See Gentry, GreekJob, 450. 

165English translation is adopted from Peter J. Gentry, "Ekklesiastes," in New 
English Translation of Septuagint, Provisional Edition [on-line]; accessed 1 February 
2005; available from http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/nets/edition/ekkl.pdf; Internet. 
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relatively few examples. 166 Tr may have applied the approach established by other LXX 

translators or may have intended to correlate the common equation li' > TIOVllPOe;. In 

143c, ~':l is twice contextually rendered by 1TCXplXytVOfllXl by Tr, while MP and GJ have 

only the common rendering EPXOfllXl. In 155b, Tr employs rllPEw based upon context, but 

MP and GJ have only the default rendering Q>UAcXOOW. The equation 'n~ > lXurOe; in entry 

72b is not only contextual but is also required by the target language for good idiomatic 

Greek. No corresponding context is found in GJ, MP, and y'. The equation r'~ > TIOAle; 

in entry 85b is also highly contextual, and even a different Vorlage is suspected. 

In 4 entries, the difference between Tr and MP/GJ involves only simplex or 

compound forms: 120b, 120c, 129a, and 143b. The difference in entry 94c may be due to 

different vocalization. 167 These 5 cases are not significant. 

Stylistic variations are involved in entries 76b and 150c. In 76b, Tr utilized 

flEP(c;, the default rendering for p~n, in 5:17, but used flEpOe; in 5: 18 for stylistic variation. 

MP has aproc; in Hab 1: 16 where LXX has flEP(c;; GJ has flEptC;. Another stylistic 

variation may be seen in entry 150c where Tr rendered 1M) by rt811fll once, but normally 

rendered it by (i(6Wfll. Both MP and GJ have (i(6wfll. These stylistic variations have little 

significance in establishing a relationship between Tr and MP/GJ. 

In 3 entries (78b, 142b, 151 c ),grammatical circumstances govern the 

renderings in Tr. In 78b, the free form ofthe noun M'~ in a bound construction is 

rendered by an adjectival infinitive form of8lXvlXTow. Neither MP nor GJ has this 

syntactical condition, and thus, the case is not significant. In entry 142b, Tr has the 

166Gentry, Greek Job, 450. 
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equation ,~~ > AOyl(Oflal. In Tr, when ,~~ is followed by a direct or indirect speech, 

AEYW is always used as its equivalent. If ,~~ is not followed by either a direct or indirect 

speech, AOYl(Oflal is employed. While no extant evidence is seen in MP for the same 

grammatical condition, GJ has one instance (33:8) in which AOY((Oflal is expected 

according to Tr, but AEYW is used for it. Furthermore, none of the other translators of the 

LXX ever used the equivalence in question. Thus, the equation ,~~ > AOYl(Oflal in Tr 

may be unique. On the other hand, entry 151 c is noteworthy. Tr has 8EWPEW for a 

participle bound form ofi1~' while having opaw for non-participle forms ofi1~'. The 

identical syntax (i.e., participle bound form ofi1~') is found once in MP (Nah 3:7) and is 

rendered by opaw. 

Unique renderings in Tr against MP/GJ are seen in entries 48 and 114b. In 

entry 48, Tr consistently has TTEpaoflo<; for fP in 3 occurrences while MPI GJ and y' have 

TTEpa<;. TTEpaofloc; never occurs in LXX except in Tr. In entry 114b, ~,,~ in Niphal stem is 

rendered by E~alpEw in Tr, but this never occurs in MP, GJ, or y', where o~(w or its 

compound forms are attested. E~alpEw for ~,,~ (Ni.) is also not seen elsewhere in the 

LXX. The two Greek lexemes, TTEpaoflo<; for fP and E~alpEw for ~,,~ (Ni.), reveal the 

independent character ofTr. 

On the contrary, when Tr disagrees with MP, Tr generally agrees with more 

than one member ofy,.168 Differences between Tr/y' and MP in entries 106a and 119 

167 riib may have been construed as rob in Tr. 

168In 27 entries out of34, Tr against MP agrees with more than one ofy' (80 
percent). a' rendering is seen in 26 entries; 0' in 24; and 8' in 23. 
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involve simplex forms vs. compound forms, and so, they are not significant. 169 In entry 

44b, MP has EVWTILOV for the spatial ~JEl" in Zech 3 :4. Since the LXX has 1TPO 1TpOau>1TOu 

in the same reference, MP shows a revision of the LXX. Tr agrees with cx' and a' having 

1TPO 1TpOau)1TOu, but 8' agrees with MP. 

In entry 113a, Tr has 1TA,l1POW for ~,,~ (Ni.) in all 4 occurrences. MP has 

1Tlll1TA,l1lll in Hab 2:14 following the LXX. Although y' attests 1TA,l1POW in Exod 1 :7, 

1Tlll1TA,l1lll is also seen in a' and 8' outside ofthe Pentateuch. 170 Other translators in the 

LXX prefer 1Tlll1TA,l1lll (13 occurrences) to 1TA,l1POW (4 occurrences).l7l The choice ofTr 

was possibly made based upon an established approach by earlier translator(s), but the 

consistent use of1TA,l1POW in Tr is noteworthy. 

In entry 29, i!~11~ is rendered by 1TOll11lCX in Tr, cx' and 8' but by EPYOV in MP and 

a'. The noun i!~11~ occurs 234 times in MT, and EPYOV is used as its equivalent 161 times 

in the LXX (69 percent). 1TOll11lCX is mainly focused on the Greek Ecclesiastes (20 

occurrences out of 29), and EPYOV is never used by Tr.I72 1TOll11lCX may have been 

employed with relation to the equation i!~11 > 1TOlEW etymologically. Nevertheless, one 

cannot confirm that 1TOll11lCX is an Aquilan reading or Aquilan influence because cx' has not 

169In entry 106a, Tr and y' have a.llcxp1"avw for ~~n (Qal), and MP has 
E~cxIlCXp1"avw. In entry 119, Tr and y' have Q>U1"EUW for l1~J, and MP has KCX1"CXQ>U1"EUW. 

170E.g., Ezek 10:4; 23:34; Ps 71(70):8. Cf. 8' has xop1"a(w (M-P) in Eccl6:7. 

171See Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, s.v. "1Tlll1TA,l1lll and 1TA,l1POW." 

172Nine occurrences where i!~11~ is rendered by 1TOll1llcx outside Greek 
Ecclesiastes are Judg 13:12, 1 Sam 8:8, 19:4, 1 Kgs 7:31, Ezra 9:13, Neh 6:14, Pss 
64(63):9, 143(142):5. 
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1 ' b I" >:' d'.c 173 I' "fi h T on y TTOlT)flIX ut a so EPYOV, ulKIXlWflIX, an TTDlT)OlC;; lor iTfl)li~. tIS slgm lcant t at r 

consistently and exclusively has TTOLT)flIX for iTfl)li~, and that this exclusivity is not found in 

any other translator. 

In 6 entries, Tr, GJ, and y' share the same Greek equivalent for a certain 

Hebrew lexeme. Only MP does not have it. 174 Four cases (73b, 76a, 145b, 151b) may 

imply a peculiarity of MP or may indicate standardized renderings in other translators. In 

entry 73b, Tr, GJ, and y' have oldIX for n~:J as well as OlKOC;; (entry 73a), but MP has only 

OlKOC;;. Tr and GJ distinctively used oldIX and OlKOC;; according to context, and both Greek 

equivalents are commonly used in y' .175 Revision by MP is seen in Hab 3: 13 where 

IXVOflWV in the LXX for n~:J~ is replaced by E~ O'(KOU in MP towards the Hebrew text. In 

entry 76a, p"n is rendered by flEPLC;; in Tr, GJ, and y', but by ap'toc;; in MP (Hab 1: 16). The 

LXX attests flEPLC;; in Hab 1:16, and MP revised it. In entry 145b, the equivalence l"iT > 

IX1TEPXOflIXl is definitely contextual in Tr. The rendering pattern is already established in 

the Greek Pentateuch. GJ, IX', and 0' also attest IXTTEPXOflIXl. Thus, IXTTEPXOflIXl must have 

been normal rendering for l"iT. MP has only TTOPEt)OflIXl in all 12 extant occurrences 

following the LXX. Since MP did not revise the LXX, no peculiarity is seen in MP. In 

entry 151 b, the rendering of iT~' by ~AETTW is motivated by a certain grammatical 

condition in Tr-i.e., always the participle of iT~' in free fonn. In GJ, ~AE1TW is used as a 

173Reider, Index To Aquila, 301. 

174The 7 entries are 73b, 76a, 79a, 113a, 145b, 146a, 151b. 

17SIn Tr, OlKOC;; has functional sense such as prison or palace, but oldIX denotes 
general dwelling place. For the contextual distinction between OlKOC;; and oldIX in GJ, see 
Gentry, GreekJob, 140. 
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MP follows LXX and stereotypically sticks to opeXw. l77 
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The other 2 entries (79a, 146a) have less significance due to scanty evidence. 

In entry 79a, Tr and GJ utilize KPlOLt;; for ~Ellll~ distinguishing it from KPlflCX probably 

based upon contextual distinction, and y' attests both KPlOLt;; and KplflCX. The only extant 

evidence in MP is KPlflCX in Hab 1 :7. Since the evidence is limited, no comparison can be 

made between Tr and MP. In entry 146a, the equivalence l"~ > YLYVWOKW is already 

established in the Greek Pentateuch. MP has only oIocx in 1 extant instance. Even though 

it could be motivated by a certain grammatical condition as in Tr, no definite conclusion 

can be reached. 

There are 2 entries (140b, 153b) where the rendering ofTr is against MP and 

y', and GJ does not have any extant evidence. In entry 140b, the equation :liilot > CPLAEW is 

seen in Tr, but MP and y' have only &YCXTIeXw, which is a default rendering ofTr. In 3:8, 

CPLAEW is chosen as an antonym for flLaEW in context. This approach is seen in the Greek 

Genesis, and the Translator probably adopted it. In entry 153b, ElTLO-rPECPW is chosen once 

for :l:lO in Tr for contextual reasons while KUKAOW is a normal rendering. Neither MP nor 

y' attests to ElTLO-rpECPW. However, other translators ofthe LXX used it in 12 occurrences, 

and these are mainly found in the Historical books. 178 (e.g. 1 Sam 15:12,2 Kgs 9:18). 

The Translator may have extended the equivalence :l:lO > ETILa-rPECPW which was already 

176Gentry, Greek Job, 302. 

177 Only instance where MP revised LXX is Hab 3: 1 0 (OtlrOV1"IXL is revised by 
E'LOOOCXV). 
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established in Historical books. 

In summary, Tr against MP is close to y' and distant from GJ. In other words, 

Tr shows a stronger relationship with y' than MP or GJ in the cases above. 

Tr and GJ (57). The relationship between Tr and GJ is seen in 57 entries. Tr 

and GJ agree in 10 entries and disagree in 47 entries. 

a e ,greemen eween T bl 6 A t b t T dGJ ran 

Agreement (Tr = GJ) 

Relationship Occurrence Entry Total 

Tr = GJ * MP = y' 5 73b, 76a, 79a, 146a, 151b 
Tr = GJ = a' 8' 1 81b 10/57 

Tr=GJ=a'8' 2 107b, 141c (17.5%) 

Tr = GJ = 8' 2 135, 141b 

Based upon Table 6, when Tr agrees with GJ, they never agree with MP (73b, 

76a, 79a, 146a, 151b). As discussed above, Tr agreeing with MP also never agrees with 

GJ. These 2 facts indicate the great distance between GJ and MP with respect to Tr. 

On the other hand, GJ agreeing with Tr agrees with 8' in all 10 occurrences, a' 

in 7, and a' in 6. This shows more affinity of8' to GJ than affinity of a' or a' to GJ. 

Since Theodotion is regarded as the translator or revisor of GJ, the close affinity of 8' to 

GJ is expected. 179 Five cases have been discussed above (entries 73b, 76a, 79a, 146a, 

151 b), but the other 5 entries require explanation. 

178The 12 instances are 1 Sam 15:12,27, 17:30,22:18 bis, 2 Sam 14:24, 18:30, 
31,2 Kgs 9:18,19,1 Chr 16:43, and Ezek 42:18 (19). 

179Cf. Gentry, Greek Job, 494. 
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In entry 81b, Tr, GJ, a', and 8' have VEQJEAl1 for ~l), but the Greek equivalent is 

normally used for Pl) in ex'. In entry 107b, iT~n (Pi.) is rendered by (WOlTOLEW in Tr along 

with GJ, ex', and 8' while a' has c}texaw(w in Eccl 7:10. 180 A non-a' reading is also seen in 

entry 141c where Kpex'tEW is used for m~ in Tr, GJ, ex', and 8'. For the Hebrew lexeme, a' 

normally uses Kex'tEXW. There are 2 entries (135, 141b) where the Tr shares equivalences 

with GJ and 8'. The equivalence "n > K(X't(XaKElT'tOfl,exL in entry 135 is already established 

in the Greek Pentateuch. 181 Tr may have employed the approach as Theodotion did. The 

8' rendering m~ > eXV'tEXW in entry 141 b is the same evidence which is presented in GJ by 

Gentry. The LXX has 1 instance outside the Greek Ecclesiastes where m~ is rendered by 

eX'tEXW: Deut 32:41. One cannot be sure whether Tr was influenced by the translator of 

the Greek Deuteronomy or by Theodotion because the extant evidence is only one 

example for each translator. 

In conclusion, GJ agrees with Tr only in 10 entries out of 55 (18.2 percent), 

and the shared renderings between Tr and GJ are identical to renderings in 8'. The 

meager percentage of agreement between Tr and GJ/8' does not seem to suggest 8' as the 

Translator of the Greek Ecclesiastes. Non-ex' renderings are found in entry 81b, 135, and 

141b, and non-a' renderings are seen in entries 107b and 141c. 

According to Table 7 below, Tr against GJ disagrees with MP in 23 entries but 

agrees in 9. Significant disagreements between Tr and GJ are seen in entries 48, 75b, 

95b, 114b, and 151c; noteworthy disagreements are in entries 145a and 146b. These 

180For 6Lexaw(w in a', see also Jer 49:11 (29:13), Ps 33(32):19. a' has various 
other equivalents for iT~n (Pi.) such as (aw, (wow, etc. 

181 See Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, s.v. "Kex'texaKE1T'tOfl,exL." 
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cases have been discussed above. 182 

a e Isagreemen eween T bl 7 D' t b t T dGJ ran 

Disagreement (Tr =1= GJ) 

Relationship Occurrence Entry Total 

Tr =1= GJ = ~' 0' 2 12, 130 
Tr =1= GJ =~' 3 77a, 82a, 137b 
Tr =1= GJ = 0' 1 114a 
Tr =1= GJ = y' 7 1,37,109, 110b, 144a, 148b, 148c 47/57 

Tr =1= GJ = MP = y' 8 75a, 86b, 98, 102, 143e, 145a, (82.5%) 

146b, 147c 
Tr =1= GJ =1= MP = y' 12 75b,83b,94b,95b,96b,96c, 

120b, 120c, 129a, 143b, 150c, 
151c 

Tr =1= GJ =1= MP = ~' 0' 2 76b, 150b 
Tr =1= GJ =1= MP = ~' 8' 1 143c 
Tr =1= GJ =1= MP = 0' 8' 1 155b 
Tr =1= GJ =1= MP = ~' 1 94c 
Tr =1= GJ =1= MP =1= y' 6 48, 72b, 78b,85b, 114b, 142b 
Tr =1= GJ = MP =1= y' 1 143d 
Tr =1= GJ =1= y' 2 99b,113b 

Tr against GJ agrees with~' in 36 entries out of 46, with 0' in 33, and with 8' in 

29. Tr shows least affinity to 8' among the Three, and it is expected since GJ disagrees 

with Tr in these entries. 

In 7 entries, Tr against GJ shares renderings with either~' or 0' (12, 77a, 82a, 

114a, 130, 137b, 150b). These 7 cases may confirm the Theodotionic characteristic ofGJ 

and may imply a non-Theodotionic characteristic for Tr. 

The equation '?:Ji1 > f.L~1m6tllC; in entry 12 is shared by Tr, ~', and 0'. 

182See p. 370 of this dissertation. 
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Nevertheless, Tr is not Aquilan in this case because cx' has &::flOs or aTflls for '?:m in the 

Greek Ecclesiastes (e.g. 1: 14).183 Tr is definitely connected to a' since a' has flCXTCXlOTlls 

in Eccl5:6 and 6:12 (7:1). 8' has fl(hcxLOs in Isa 30:7 and Jer 10:8, and GJ attests a similar 

form IlCXTCXlWs in 35:16. Another lexical connection between Tr and a' is possible in entry 

114a where ~'?~ (Pi.) is rendered by Cilcxa~(w. Cilcxa~(w is never attested in cx' and 8'. 

They have rather a simplex form: O(~(w, TIEPLO~(W, or pUOflCXl. Only 2 instances of~'?~ 

(Pi.) > CiLcxa~(w are seen elsewhere in the LXX (Job 29:12, Amos 2:15). It is not evident 

whether Tr is oriented by other LXX translators or by a', but the possibility of 

Symmachian influence still exists. 

In entry 130, Tr has aTIoMCiwfll for c'?w (Pi.), and the same rendering is seen in 

cx' and a'. 8' always attests to either aVTaTIoMCiwfll or aTIOTlVW as does GJ (21 :19,21 :31, 

34:33). Neither aVTcxTIoMCiwfll nor aTIOTlVW may be regarded as Theodotionic because 

they are also attested to in cx,.184 The consistent use of aTIoMCiwfll in Tr is evidently non-

Theodotionic. Previous LXX translators utilized aTIoMCiwfll for c'?w (Pi.), and Tr seems 

to have adopted this approach. 18S Another non-Theodotionic rendering may be in entry 

150b where a Qal infinitive bound form oflnJ is rendered by the noun MflCX. The 

equivalence is never attested to in 8' but is in cx' and a'. 

There are 3 entries (77 a, 82a, 13 7b), in which the Greek renderings may be 

Aquilan. According to entry 77a, Tr has the equivalence rEliT> TIpiiYflcx, and only cx' 

1838' also has aTflos or aTflls for '?:JiT. 

184Cf. Reider, Index to Aquila, 315. 

185Cf. Deut 23:21(22),2 Sam 33:9, etc. See Hatch and Redpath, Concordance, 
s.v. aTIoMCiwfll. 
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shares it. 186 This approach never occurs elsewhere in the LXX. Even though, a' has 

8EA,l1fLa in Eccl12:1O, TIp&YfLa seems to be Aquilan. GJ and 8' have 8EA.llfLa. The equation 

t:l17El > Ka8o&o<; in entry 82a is also Aquilan. Outside the Greek Ecclesiastes in the LXX, 

this same Greek equivalent is found in 1 Kgs 9:25, but it is regarded as Aquilan 

according to Hatch and Redpath. Theodotionic rendering is 0&0<; as attested to in Job 

33:29. The equation i1~' > TIA,f]8o<; in entry 137b is used once as a stylistic variation of 

TIA,118uvw in Tr. Since the approach is never attested to elsewhere in the LXX, and only a' 

has TIA,f]8o<; for i1~', the rendering in question is likely Aquilan. 

In 7 entries, Tr against GJ agrees with y' (1, 37, 109, 11Ob, 144a, 148b, 148c). 

The 7 equivalences are ,,~~ > TIEv8o<; in entry 1, "~17 > fLOX8o<; in entry 37, ,,:;~ > &UvafLal 

in entry 109, ~~~ (Hi.) > EK<pEPW in entry 11 Ob, ~,~ (Hi.) > lXyw in entry 144a, n'~ > VEKPO<; 

in entry 148b, n'~ > 8VDOKW in entry 148c. Since these are all attested to in each of the 

Three, the uniqueness of Tr or his affinity to a particular translator is not found in these 7 

cases. The different renderings in GJ from those in Tr/y' may be nothing but variations 

by Theodotion. 

There are 7 entries where Tr does not share his renderings with any other 

translator (48, 78b, 85b, 99b, 113b, 114b, 142b). Five of them have been dealt with 

above. I87 The remaining 2 cases (99b, 113b) require examination. 

In entry 99b, Tr has OTIouM(w for "i1~ (Ni.) against GJ and y'. a' and 0' have 

either Active or M-P form of OTIEU&W, which Tr has for "i1~ (Pi.). Although there is no 

extant 8' fragment for the case in question, GJ attests a compound form, KaraoTIouM( W in 

I86a , in Eccl12:1. 
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23:15a
. KCX't(WTIOUOcX(w never occurs for Si1:J (Ni.) in the LXX except in Job 23:15a

, but 

OTIouOcX(w is used in the non-Theodotion portion ofJob (4:5, 21:6, 23:15) and Isa 21:3. 

Thus, OTIouOcX( w is already established by former translators, and Tr may have adopted the 

rendering. Nevertheless, it is noticeable that Tr uses OTIouOcX(w and OTIEubw distinctively 

according to different stems while any other translator in the LXX does not utilize them 

in the same way. 

In entry 113b, Tr has TIAllPOcpOPW for l(S~ (Qal). y' normally has TIAllPOW, and 

OJ attests EiJ.TIliJ.TIAlliJ.l in 20:11. TIAllPOcpOPW never occurs elsewhere in the LXX. Thus, it 

is a distinctive rendering by Tr. 

In conclusion, the whole picture demonstrates that Tr has a more intimate 

relationship with y' (or some of its members) than MP. However, the uniqueness ofTr is 

revealed in entries 48, 113b, 114b, and perhaps in 99b. 

Tr and y' (106). Tr shares equivalences with y' or its member(s) in 80 entries. 

On the other hand, disagreement between Tr and y' is seen in 26 entries. 

In 80 entries, y' or its one or two members agree with Tr. When Tr agrees with 

y' member(s), their relationship with OJ can be described in terms of affinity. Affinity is 

produced in percentage by number of agreement/total occurrences x 1 00. Common 

renderings are excluded from the analysis, and the total cases of agreement are reduced. 

Thus, the figure of affinity should be regarded relatively, not absolutely. 

187 Only entries 48 and 114b out of the 5 are found to be important cases. 
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a e cgreemen eween T bl 8 A t b t ran e T d th Thr ee 

Agreement (Tr = member(s) ofy') 

Relationship Occurrence Entry Total 

Tr=IX'8'=GJ 2 107b, 141c 
Tr = 0' 8' = GJ 1 81b 
Tr = 8' = GJ 2 135, 141b 
Tr=8'= MP 1 64 
Tr = y' = GJ =1= MP 6 73b, 76a, 79a, 145b, 146a, 151b 80/106 

Tr = y' =1= GJ = MP 8 75a, 86b, 98, 102, 143e, 145a, 
(75.5%) 

146b, 147c 
Tr = y' =1= GJ =1= MP 12 75b,83b,94b,95b,96b,96c, 

120b, 120c, 129a, 143b, 150c, 
151c 

Tr = IX' 0' =1= GJ =1= MP 2 76b, 150b 
Tr = IX' 8' =1= GJ =1= MP 1 143c 
Tr = 0' 8' =1= GJ =1= MP 1 155b 
Tr = IX' =1= GJ =1= MP 1 94c 
Tr = y' =1= GJ 7 1,37,109, 110b, 144a, 148b, 148c 
Tr = IX' 0' =1= GJ 2 12,130 
Tr = IX' =1= GJ 3 77a, 82a, 137b 
Tr=o'=I=GJ 1 114a 
Tr = y' =1= MP 4 106a, 113a, 119, 145d 
Tr = IX' 0' =1= MP 1 44b 
Tr = IX' 8' =1= MP 1 29 
Tr = IX' 0' 5 74a,87b, 106b, 149a, 150b 
Tr = IX' 8' 4 38, 44d, 90b, 92a 
Tr = 0' 8' 1 139 
Tr = IX' 2 31,105a 
Tr=o' 5 53,80a,90a, 121, 128 
Tr=8' 7 25, 81a, 88a, 117, 124, 145c, 149b 

Table 9 below demonstrates that when agreeing with Tr, 8' is closer to GJ than 

the other two. 0' agreeing with Tr is most distant from GJ. Individual instances have 

been discussed. 
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Table 9: Tr/y' and GJ 

Agreement Disagreement Affinity 

Relationship Occurrence Relationship Occurrence Occurrence Percentage 

Tr = y' = GJ 6 Tr=y'+GJ 27 6/33 18.2% 
Tr = ex' = GJ 9 Tr=ex'+GJ 36 9/45 20% 
Tr = a' = GJ 7 Tr = a' + GJ 33 7/40 17.5% 
Tr = 8' = GJ 11 Tr=8'+GJ 29 11140 27.5% 

In the same way, when Tr shares the renderings with y' member(s), their 

relationship with MP can be described in terms of affinity. Common renderings are not 

included among the number of agreement. 

Table 10: Tr/y' and MP 

Agreement Disagreement Affinity 

Relationship Occurrence Relationship Occurrence Occurrence Percentage 

Tr= y'= MP 8 Tr=y'+MP 22 8/30 26.7% 
Tr = ex' = MP 8 Tr= ex' + MP 28 8/36 22.2% 
Tr = a' = MP 8 Tr= a'+MP 26 8/34 23.5% 
Tr= 8'= MP 9 Tr=8' +MP 25 9/34 26.5% 

According to Table 10, when agreeing with Tr, 8' is closer to MP than the 

other two. ex' agreeing with Tr is far distant from MP. As a whole, 8' agreeing with Tr is 

slightly closer to GJ than to MP, and ex' and a' are much closer to MP than to GJ. 

There are 24 entries where GJ and MP do not have any extant evidence, and Tr 

shares renderings with one or two members ofy'. In 5 entries, Tr shares renderings with 

ex' and a' (74a, 87b, 106b, 149a, 150b). In 3 of them (74a, 149a, 150b), the shared 

renderings are non-Theodotionic-i.e., 8' attests a different approach: ~17:l > lTexp&. in entry 
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74a, n,j (Hi.) > a¢lrUll in entry 149a, and lnj (Qal Inf.cs.) > 66fJ.IX in entry 150b. In 2 

entries (87b, 1 06b), 8' does not have any extant evidence: n'~i > A6yo~ in entry 87b and 

tmn (Hi.) > E~IXfJ.IXP'teXVW. in entry 106b. 

In 4 entries, Tr agrees with IX' and 8' not with 0' (38, 44d, 90b, 92a). These are 

regarded as non-Symmachian because 0' has different renderings. The four equations are 

rjl' > TIEplOTIIXOfJ.6~ in entry 38, spatial ~jEl'?~ > aTI6 TIPOOWTIOU in entry 44d, 'n'~ > 

TIEPlOOElIX in entry 90b, and n''?~o > a¢poouvll in entry 92a. 

In entry 139, Tr has a rendering agreeing only with 0' and 8': ~'?w > E~ouOLeX(W. 

Since IX' normally has KUPLEUW, the equation in question is likely non-Aquilan. 

In 2 entries, Tr and IX' agree, and no extant evidence is found in GJ and MP: 

n'p~ > ouveXV'tllfJ.1X in entry 31 and p~n > TIEPLAIXfJ.PeXvW in entry 105a. 188 0' has different 

renderings for these cases, and 8' has no extant evidence. 189 These equivalences may be 

considered as Aquilan. 

In 5 entries, Tr and 0' agree, and no extant evidence is found in GJ and MP: 

~~'?w > E~OUOLeX(W in entry 53, '?~o > a¢pwv in entry 80a, 'n'~ > TIEplO06~ in entry 90a, n,l' 

> OLIXO'tPE¢W in entry 121, and n~w > ETIIXLVEW in entry 128. Three ofthese equations may 

be Symmachian since IX' or 8' attest different renderings from 0' for the 3 cases (90a, 121, 

no extant evidence in 8'. For the other 2 cases, Symmachian influence is not obvious 

188Somehow, IX' seems to have construed 1,libbuq in Prav 6:10 and 24:33 as 
verbal forms. 

1890 , has OUfJ.PIXfJ.IX (Eccl 3: 19) or OUyKUp LIX (1 Sam 6:9) for n'p~ and TIEp L TIAEKW 

(Eccl4:5, Cant 2:6) for p~n. 
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because no extant evidence exists in cx' or 8'. 

In 7 entries, only 8' has identical renderings with Tr, and GJ and MP do not 

have any extant evidence: 1"tD:l > avopElcx in entry 25, :lli > VE~O~ in entry 81a, n,SS'it > 

lTEPl~OpcX in entry 88a, li~) (Ni.) > ~8cXvw in entry 117, it)li > lTEPLOlTcXW in entry 124, lSit 

(Qal Impv.) > OEUPO in entry 145c, and m) (Hi.) > aVlTJl..ll in entry 149b. These are 

probably all Theodotionic since cx' or a' attest to different approaches for them. For 

1"tD::, a' has yopyOtTJ~ (Ecc12:21, 4:4) or avopcxycX8TJI..lcx (Ecc1 5:10), and no extant 

evidence is in cx'; for :lli, cx' has lTcXXO~ (Exod 19:9), and a' has VE~EATJ (Ecc112:2); for 

n,SS'it, cx' and a' have lTAcXVTJ (Ecc12:12); for li~) (Ni.), cx' and a' usually have either amw 

(lsa 6:7, Ps 88:4) or EYYl(W (l Sam 14:9, Za 14:5); for it)li, a' has aaxoAEw (Ecc11 :13), 

and no extant evidence of cx' exists; for lSit (Qal Impv.), cx' normally has lTOPEl)OI..lCXl, and 

As a whole, Aquilan renderings are attested in 5 entries, and non-Aquilan 

renderings in 18 entries. 190 Symmachian renderings are seen in 5 entries, and non-

Symmachian renderings in 23 entries. 191 Finally, Theodotionic renderings are found in 

190The 5 Aquilan renderings are: it'P~ > auvcXvtTJI..lCX in entry 31, rEln > lTpiiyl..lcx 
in entry 77a, CliEl > KcX80oo~ in entry 82a, p:ln > lTEPlACXI..lPcXVW in entry 105a, and it:l, > 
lTAf)80~ in entry 137b; and the 18 non-Aquilan renderings consist of 5 Symmachian 
renderings, 10 Theodotionic renderings, and 3 other non-Aquilan renderings such as Tr = 
a' 8': :lli > VE~EATJ in entry 81b, ~StD > E~oualcX(w in entry 139, and ,~tD > tTJPEW in entry 
155b. 

191The 5 Symmachian renderings are: S:lit > I..lCXtCXLOt~~ in entry 12, ,n,' > 
lTEpLOaO~ in entry 90a, ~S~ > olcxa~(w in entry 114, n'li > olCXatpE~w in entry 121, and 
n:ltD > ElTCXLVEW in entry 128; and the 23 non-Symmachian renderings are composed of 5 
Aquilan renderings, 10 Theodotionic renderings, and 8 other non-Symmachian 
renderings such as Tr = cx' 8': ittDli~ > lTOl~I..lCX in entry 29, 1')li > lTEpLOlTCXal..lO~ in entry 38, 
spatial ')ElS~ > alTO lTpoauhou in entry 44d, ,n,' > lTEpLOaElcx in entry 90b, and n,S:lo > 
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10 entries, and non-Theodotionic renderings in 16 entries. 192 

Table 11: Tr and y' 

Total Agreement Affinity Exclusive Agreement 

Relationship Occurrence Occurrence Percentage Occurrence Percentage 

Tr = y' 37 37/63 1
,)j 58.7% N/A N/A 

Tr = a' 61 611105 1
')4 58.1% 5/61 J'J:) 9.8% 

Tr= a' 55 55/104 1
,)b 52.9% 5/55 1

')1 10.9% 

Tr = 8' 58 58/100m 58% 10/58 1
')') 17.2% 

eXcppoaUVll in entry 92a, i1~n (Pi.) > (WO'TTOlEW in entry 107b, m~ > Kpa1'EW in entry 141c, 
and ~':l > 'TTapaylVOf.Lal in entry 143c. 

192The 10 Theodotionic renderings are: 1"W:l > eXv6pEla in entry 25, i1~'~~ > 
OUOElc; in entry 64,:l17 > VECPOt; in entry 81a, n''''''i1 > 'TTEPlCPOPa. in entry 88a, 17JJ (Ni.) > 
cpe&vw in entry 117, i1J17 > 'TTEPW'TTa.W in entry 124, "n > Ka1'aaKE'TT1'Of.Lal in entry 135, m~ > 
eX1'EXW in entry 141b, 1"i1 (Qal Impv.) > 6EUPO in entry 145c, and mJ (Hi.) > eXVlllf.Ll in 
entry 149b; and the 16 non-Theodotionic renderings consist of 5 Aquilan renderings, 5 
Symmachian renderings, and 6 other non-Theodotionic renderings such as the cases of Tr 
= a' a': spatial ~JE:l" > 'TTpO 'TTpOaW'TTOD in entry 44b, "17:l > 'TTapa. in entry 74a, p"n > f.LEPOt; 
in entry 76b, c"w (Pi.) > eX'TT0616Wf.Ll in entry 130, mJ (Hi.) > eXcplllf.Ll in entry 149a, and 1nJ 
(QaIInf. cs.) > oof.La in entry 150b. 

19363 = (37 occurrences ofTr = y') + (26 occurrences ofTr =1= y') 

194105 = (61 occurrences ofTr = a') + (44 occurrences ofTr =1= a'). The 44 
occurrence ofTr =1= a' is calculated by (26 occurrences ofTr =1= y') + (18 occurrences of 
additional non-Aquilan renderings). 

195The exclusive agreement between Tr and a' occurs 5 times. The 61 is the 
total occurrence ofTr = a'. 

196104 = (55 occurrences ofTr = a') + (49 occurrences ofTr =1= a'). The 49 
occurrence ofTr =1= a' is calculated by (26 occurrences ofTr =1= y') + (23 occurrences of 
additional non-Symmachian renderings). 

197The exclusive agreement between Tr and a' occurs 6 times. The 55 is the 
total occurrence ofTr = a'. 

198100 = (58 occurrences ofTr = 8') + (42 occurrences ofTr =1= 8') The 42 
occurrence ofTr =1= 8' is calculated by (26 occurrences ofTr =1= y') + (16 occurrences of 
additional non-Theodotionic renderings). 
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In Table 11 above, affinity and exclusivity are calculated. Affinity indicates 

the closeness of y' or its individual member to Tr. Affinity is produced in percentage by 

a number of agreement/total occurrences of agreement and disagreementx 1 00. 

Exclusivity may describe a more reliable relationship between Tr and a member of y' 

since it only counts exclusive agreement between two. Exclusivity is produced in 

percentage by a number of exclusive agreement/total occurrences of agreement between 

the member and Trx 100. 

Affinity ofy' to Tr (58.7 percent) is much higher than ofGJ (18.2 percent) or 

ofMP (26.7 percent). Among members ofy', a' shows closest affinity to Tr (58.1 

percent), and 8' is the second close member to Tr (58 percent) with respect to total 

occurrence of agreement. On the other hand, the most exclusivity is seen in 8' (17.2 

percent), and the lowest degree of exclusivity is in a' (9.8 percent). In other words, Tr 

agrees most with a' but exclusively shares his renderings most often with 8'. Affinity and 

exclusivity point in different directions. The discrepancy between affinity and 

exclusivity may be explained in terms of dependency. When a member ofy' shares a 

certain rendering with one of the other two, the rendering is designated as a dependent 

rendering.2oo For example, according to the chart below, a' shows a dependent rendering 

in 18 entries. When agreeing with Tr, a' shares 10 equivalents with 0' and 8 with 8'. 

Dependency is produced in percentage by a number of dependent equivalents of a 

member of y' /total occurrences of all dependent equivalents 

199The exclusive agreement between Tr and 8' occurs 10 times. The 58 is the 
total occurrence ofTr = 8'. 
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T bl 12 D a e d epen ency 0 fth Th ree e 

Dependent Equivalents 

Relationship Occurrence 

Tr = a' 0' 10 

Tr = a' 8' 8 
Tr = 0' 8' 3 

Individual Dependency 

Memberofy' Occurrence Percentage 

a' 18121 85.7% 
0' 13/21 61.9% 
8' 11/21 52.4% 

In Table 12, the highest dependency is seen in a' (85.7 percent), and the lowest 

dependency is in 8' (52.4 percent). This means, even though a' has the most equivalents 

agreeing with Tr, many ofthose equivalents are shared with another member ofy'. 

Consequently, the dependency of a' is highest among the Three, and so, its exclusivity is 

lowest. On the other hand, 8' and Tr agree less often than the occurrences of a' and Tr 

but share the most exclusive renderings because the dependency of 8' is the lowest. 0' 

stands between a' and 8' with respect to exclusivity and dependency. 

In conclusion, the reason why scholars have traditionally regarded the Greek 

Ecclesiastes as Aquilan is because they only consider affinity of a' or total occurrences of 

agreement between a' and Tr. Although affinity of a' to Tr is slightly higher than 0' or 8', 

the affinity itself is not at all significant because a' has the highest dependency and the 

lowest exclusivity. The highest exclusivity of 8' may be more important in establishing 

200The cases where all Three and Tr agree are categorized as common 
renderings. 
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the historical place of the Translator. The highest exclusivity of 8' indicates that, with 

respect to the Translator's unique renderings, the Translator is closest to 8' among y'. 

This fact may support Gentry's claim that the Translator might have been 8'. Another 

significant fact is the Symmachian influence on Tr. The exclusivity of 0' is striking 

because it is higher than ex'. 

Table 13. Disagreement between Tr and y' (26). 

Disagreement (Tr =/= y') 

Relationship Occurrence Entry Total 

Tr =/= y'=/= GJ = MP 1 143d 
Tr =/= y' =/= GJ =/= MP 6 48, 72b, 78b,85b, 114b, 142b 
Tr =/= y'=/= GJ 2 99b,113b 261106 

Tr =/= y'= MP 1 125a (24.5%) 

Tr =/= y'=/= MP 2 140b, 153b 
Tr =/= y' 14 62,69, 74b, 74c,80b,80c, 88b, 88c, 

89b,91b,92b, 141a, 145e, 147b 

Tr against y' generally disagrees with GJ (100 percent) or MP (80 percent). 

Discussion for the 12 entries related to either GJ or MP has been covered. The remaining 

14 entries of Tr =/= y' are now examined. 

In 10 entries, equivalences in Tr are regarded as unique: 62, 69, 80b, 80c, 88b, 

89b, 91b, 92b, 141a, and 145e. y' has different renderings for those cases, and GJ and 

MP do not attest any evidence. Brief commentary is given for an individual equivalence. 

The equation 1"n~ > TIEPWOElex in entry 62 is unique to Tr. The word 1"n~ 
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occurs only in Ecclesiastes. a' has TIAEOV in Eccl1 :3; and a' attests various equivalents.201 

a' normally has TIEplOOEl.a for n'n~ (yoteret) (e.g. Lev 8:25); 8' has TIEplOOEl.a for 'n'~ 

(e.g. Prov 21 :5, Eccl3:19); and TIEplOOEl.a is not attested in a'. Ifthe Translator was 8' 

and used the same consonantal text as MT, he would have rendered 'n'~ in Eccl 3: 19 by 

, h h " , TIEplOOELa rat er t an n ETIEPlOOEUOEV. 

The equation n,1" > TIpOal.pEOL£; in entry 69 is unique for Tr. n,1" only occurs 

in Ecclesiastes. a' and 8' have VOf.l~ for n,1" in Eccl1 :14,2:11,6:9. a' has ~OOKTjOL£; in 

1:14 and KaKwoL£; in 4:6 and 6:9 where a' presumably understood n,1" from the root 1" 

("evil"). 

The equations ":Jo > cXcPPOOUVTj in entry 80b and ":Jo > OKATjpO£; in entry 80c are 

also regarded as unique choices ofTr. The equivalences are never found in other LXX 

translators as well as y'. In y', cicppoouvTj is normally used for n"'K (e.g. Prov 9:6) and 

OKATjpO£; for iitDp (e.g. Exod 18:26, Isa 27:8). 

In entry 88b, n''''''ii is rendered by TIEpLcpEpELa in Tr, and the equivalence is 

considered as unique for him. n''''''ii only occurs in Ecclesiastes. y' normally has TIAaVTj 

(Eccl2:12); 8' witnesses TIapacpopa or TIEpLcpopa; and a' attests various approaches. a' and 

a' have TIEpLcpEpELa for ii,no in Ps 91 (90):4?02 

The equivalence 1'::ltDn > t/Jilcpo£; in entry 89b is distinctive for Tr. 1'::ltDn occurs 

in Ecclesiastes and 2 ehr 26:15. y' has AOYlOf.lO£; for 1'::ltDn in Ecclesiastes and attests 

201TIAEOV in Eccl1:3, TIEPlOOOV in Eccl5:15, TIPOEXEL in EccllO:10, and OCPEAO£; 
in Eccl10:11. 

202Reider, Index to Aquila, 191. 
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tV~CPOC; for '£lO~ in Isa 40:26.203 

The equation '?~O~ > acpPoouvT] in entry 91 b is attested in Tr but not in y'. In y', 

acppoauvT] appears normally for n'?,~ (e.g. Prov 13: 16) while in Tr, it is more contextually 

and more flexibly used not only for '?~O~ but also for'?o~, '?~O, or n''?~o. 

Entry 92b shows that the word n''?~o occurring only in Ecclesiastes is rendered 

by OKAT]PlIX in Tr. IX' and 8' have acpPoouvT] for n''?~o, and 0' has a~IXelIX. The equivalence 

is likely a unique approach ofTr and may be correlated to the equation '?~o > OKAT]p6C; in 

entry 80c. 

In entry 141a, in~ (Ni., Qal Pass. Ptc.) > eT]pEUW (M-P) is only seen in Tr. IX' 

has KIX1'EXW (M-P) for a Niphal form ofin~ in Gen 47:27, and 0' has KPIX1'EW (M-P) in Gen 

22:13. For its Qal Pass. Ptc. form, only 0' attests ETIlAIX~P&VW (M-P) and iXTT1'O~IXL in Ezek 

41:6. 

The equivalence 1'?;' (Hi.) > aTfocpEpw in entry 145e is distinctive in Tr since y' 

normally has aTf&Yw for the form in question. 

On the other hand, in 4 entries, the equivalences do not seem to be unique for 

Tr: 74b, 74c, 88c, and 147b. Various factors motivate these non-unique equivalences. 

In entries 74b and 74c, '?17J is rendered by 0 TfIXp& or DC; TfIXp&. The equations 

seem to be variations of'?17J > TfIXp&, which is attested in Tr, IX', and 0'. Thus, it is not a 

unique rendering by Tr. 

The equation n,'?'?,;, > TfIXPIXPOA~ in entry 88c may involve a textual problem. 

TfIXPIXPOA~ may have been TfIXPIXCPOp& originally and corrupted at a very early stage of 

203Ibid., 259. 
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transmission.204 

According to entry 147b, the equivalence i"~ (Ni. lnf. cs.) > YEVEOlC; only 

occurs in Tr. The Hebrew form functions substantively in the clause, so the Greek noun 

is properly chosen for it. Normally y' has YEvvaw for i"~ in Niphal stem, but any 

evidence ofy' does not remain for a Niphal bound infinite form functioning 

substantively. 

As a whole, unique renderings only seen in Tr are summed up in 16 equations. 

The 16 equations are: fP > TTEpao1l6c; in entry 48, ~.,~ (Ni.) > E~alpEw in entry 114b, and 

,~~ > Aoyt(ollal in entry 142b for Tr =1= y'=I= GJ =1= MP; "il:J (Ni.) > oTTouM(w in entry 99b 

and ~.,~ (Qal) > TTATJPOcjlOPEW in entry 113b for Tr =1= y'=I= GJ; :Jil~ > cjllAEW in entry 140b 

and :l:lO > Emo-rpEcjlw in entry 153b for Tr =1= y'=I= MP; and n'lJ' > TTpOatpEOlC; in entry 69, 

.,~O > &cjlpOOUVTJ in entry 80b, .,~O > OKATJpOC; in entry 80c, n''''''il > TTEplcjlEpHa in entry 

88b, 1':Jwn > llrilcjloc; in entry 89b, .,~O~ > &cjlpOOUVTJ in entry 91 b, n'''~o > odTJpta in entry 

92b, m~ (Ni., Qal Pass. Ptc.) > eTJpEUW in entry 141a, and l"il (Hi.) > &TTOcjlEPW in entry 

145e for Tr =1= y'. 

Lexical Comparison: Conclusion 

Tr is slightly closer to MP (23.9 percent) than GJ (17.5 percent) but has much 

affinity to y' (58.7 percent). Aquila evidently is not the Translator because Aquila is 

found to be the least influential on the Translator among the Three. The closest lexical 

relationship with Tr is seen in Theodotion. Nevertheless, the Translator is probably not 

Theodotion either, for three reasons. First, there are non-Theodotion renderings in the 

204See Gentry, "Propaedeutic to a Lexicon of the Three," 160-61, and also his 
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Greek Ecclesiastes. Second, Symmachian equivalences are evident and even more 

dominant on the Translator than Aquila. Finally, there are a good number of unique 

equivalences, which the Translator employed without his depending on any congener. 

Based upon the comprehensive lexical comparison, one may posit that the Translator was 

not one of the Three even though he was closest to Theodotion. The Symmachian traces 

in the translation provide a clue about the date of the translation. The Translator may 

have translated Ecclesiastes right before Symmachus or right after Symmachus. 

Syntactical Comparison 

Turning from a lexical comparison, syntactical features between the Translator, 

Aquila, Theodotion in the Greek Job, and the Kaige tradition in the Minor Prophets Scroll 

will now be compared. All extant and available data are listed in Table 14. One should 

be reminded that the data on the syntax of Aquila provided by Hyviirinen are from 

selected texts and thus, are not comprehensive but limited. Hyviirinen's presentation is 

somewhat brief. The translation technique of the Minor Prophets Scroll as studied by 

Tov also has limitations because it is based upon fragmentary texts and, in parts, 

reconstructed texts. Tov's aim in analyzing the syntax is to compare the Scroll with the 

LXX, and so, the data is arranged from a different perspective than from other congeners. 

Syntactical Comparison: Data 

MT I Tr I Aq I GJ I MP 

Nouns 

"Ekklesiastes," 1. 
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T bl 14-C t' d S t t' I C a e on mue , yn ae lea b t ompanson e ween T dB' C ran IS ongeners 
Rendering Pattern 

# MT Tr Aq GJ MP 
1a CN CN (964) + 573 
1b Adj (148) + 43 
Ie Adv (7) +7 
Id Pte (6) +6 

Vb9 
Prep 1 

2a Adi Adi (166) +49 
2b Pte (12) +4 
2e Vbcn +2 
2d N (2) +5 
2e ProN(l) -

2f Adv (1) -

Number 
3a Sg Sg (759) +446 
3b PI (13) + 34 
4a PI PI (138) + 114 
4b Sg (24) + 31 

Bound Phrases 
Sa NR Gen (147) + + 92 
5b Compound N (1) - -

5e Dat (1) + -

5d Ace (1) + -

5e Pte (1) - +4 
Adj 5, Prep 
Ph 1 

Attributive Phrase 
6a Att Adj Att Adj(45) +5 
6b Att Pte (2) -

GentAdj 4 
Articulation (Common Nouns) 

Free Form 
7a A A (206) +8 + 63 
7b AN (2) +1 
8a AN A (5) +13 +22 
8b AN (419) + 283 +8 

Indeterminate 
9a A A (27) +5 
9b AN (31) +25 
lOa AN A (17) +2 + 16 
lOb AN (62) +24 +11 

nomen regens 
11a AN A (15) +7 +5 



Table 14-Contmued. SyntactIcal Companson between Tr and His Congeners 
# MT Tr Aq GJ MP 

lIb AN (150) +97 +17 
Bound Form with Pronouns 

12a AN A (44) 
12b AN (82) 

nota accusativi n~ 
13a + Bound Form2us Art for n~ (31) + 
13b + Art / ~:; auv for n~ (33) + 
13c + ,w~ Various (5) 

Pronouns 

Personal Pronouns: Free Forms 
14a ~J~ EYW 28 + 
14b Zero 1 -

15 ;,n~ au 4 + 
16a ~,;, IXurae; 13 + 
16b Elfll 9 + 
16c Ott 1 -

17a ~~;, IXurae; 4 -

17b Elfll 8 + 
18a c;, IXurae; 5 -

18b E lfll 1 +208 

Personal Pronouns: Bound Forms 
19a Personal Pron Matching GNP 

274 
19b Non-Matching G 

5 
19c Non-Matching N 

2 
19d Non-Matching P 

1 
1ge Zero 3 

20SEither NR or Pron. 

206n~ followed by ~:; is rendered by zero in j41 :26. 

207 n~ is rendered by an article. 

+ 97 + 54 
+ 79 + 17 

+4 +11 
_ 1206 

+1 
-

+4 
+7 
+4 
-

-

+1 
-

+ 1209 

+ 290 

+2 

+13 

+ 14 
Refl ProN 8 

208For ;,~;, in 1 Sam 12:21, Jer 4:22, and 10:5. See Hyvarinen, Aquila, 84. 

209For ;,~;, in 32:4 
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T bl 14-C f d S a e on lilue . . I C yntactlca om panson b t eween T dB" C ran IS ongeners 
# MT Tr Aq GJ MP 

20a Pseudo-Vb OUK ELflL 10 +2 
20b Variations 2 -

Demonstratives 
21 iTi (zeh) ou"W<;; 35 + +2 
22 iTi (zo) ou"to<;; 11 
23 ii'?K ou"to<;; 3 +3 
24a K'ii ou"to<;; 2 
24b EKElVO<;; 2 

Interrogatives 
25 ~O "tk 17 + 12 
26a iiO "tL 16 + 10 
26b "tk 6 -

26c Problematic 2 + 1 
oon<;; 1, ou 
1 

27a iiO "tL "to 4 
27b "to 1 
27c EV ~ EcXV 1 
27d E'L n<;; 1 
28a iiO' IVCX fl~ 2 
28b fl~1TO"tE 1 
29 iii ~K 1TOlOV 2 
30 TK 1Tw<;;2 

Relatives 
31a 'WK 0<;; 36 + +5 
31b 000<;; 8 + + 1 
31c oon<;;4 - + 1 
31d 0<;; ELflL 1 - -

31e 0<;; Mv 2 - -

3lf 0<;; (Xv 1 - -

31g 000<;; Mv 1 - -

31h 000<;; (Xv 1 - -

3li 613 + -

31j on 7 + -

31k w<;; 1 - -

311 01T(.u<;; 4 - -

31m 01TOU 1 - -

31n Zero 1 + + 1 
T ou 

32 'WK 'W::l 000<;; (Xv 1 
32a 'WK~ Kcx8w<;; 4 
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T bl 14 C t' d S t t' Ie a e - onmue . yn ac 1ca ompanson b t eween T dH" C ran IS ongeners 
# MT Tr Aq GJ MP 

32b KIX8we,; exv 1 
33a 'tDK:l KIX86n 1 
33b EV 4 
34a ::t;"on De,; 20 
34b De,; Mv2 
34c Done,; 1 
34d 619 
34e OtL 11 
34f X 11P LOTVIX 3 
34g KIXl 1 
34h OtIXV 1 
35a tD:;, omv2 
35b we,; 2 
36 tD:l KIX86n 1 
37a tD ;,~ El ne,; 1 
37b De,; Mv 1 
37c 6 1 
38 ::t;"on n~17" WOTIEP 1 

Finite Verbs 

Tense I Aspect I Modality 
39a yqtl Fut Ind 114 + + 160 + 38 
39b Aor Subj 32 - +8 + 12 
39c Pres Ind 12 + + 17 -

39d Ptc 8 - +4 -

3ge Aor Ind 4 + + 17 +6 
39f Pres Subj 4 - - -

39g Inf4 - - -

39h Pres Impv 1 - - -

Aor Impv 2, 
Impflnd 1 

40a weyqtl Aor Subj 5 +2 -

40b Fut Ind 3 + 16 +7 
40c Pres Ind 2 - -

40d Aor Ind 2 +5 -

40e Aorlmpv 1 - -

40f Ptc 1 - -

Impflnd 1 
41 wayyqtl Aor Ind 3 + + 16 +20 

Impf, Fut, Fut Ind 5, Fut Ind 
Pres, Ptc Ptc 2 5 



Table 14-Continued. Syntactical Companson between Tr and His Congeners 
# MT Tr Aq GJ MP 

42a qtl AorInd 121 
42b Ptc 18 
42c Pres Ind 6 
42d PfInd 5 
42e ImpfInd 3 
42f Aor Subj 2 
42g Fut Ind 2 

43a wqtl Aor Ind 25 
43b Aor Subj 9 
43c Fut Ind 7 
43d Pres Ind 2 
43e Pres Subj 1 
43f Nl 

44a waw + Impv AorImpv7 
44b Pres Impv 1 

45a Impv AorImpv 14 
45b Pres Impv 5 
45c Adv2 

46a waw + Short yqtl Aor Ind 1 
/ yqtl + a suffix 

46b Aor Subi 1 
46c 
47a Shortyqtll yqtl Aor Subj 15 

+ a suffix 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

Impf, Impv, 
toD + Inf 

+ 

Aor Subj 

+ 

47b Pres Impv 5 + 
~--+-----------~--~~~----~ 

47c Aor Impv 3 
47d Fut Ind 3 

Number and Person 
48 Agreement 442 
49 Sg PI8 
50 PI Sg 1 

Voice 
51a QaI Act 191 
51b M-P 151 
52a Niph M-P40 
52b Act 3 
53a Pi Act 32 
53b M-P4 

+ 87 + 35 
+2 
+2 
+1 +2 
+2 

+6 +4 
AorImpv 1 
+3 +1 

+2 +29 

AorImpv 1 

+2 

Fut Ind 1 
+ 12 

Fut Ind 1 

Fut Ind 6 
+3 

+1 

+2 

382 
+4 
+7 
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T hI 14 C d S , Ie a e - ontmue, ;yntaehea b ompanson etween T dH' C ran IS ongeners 
# MT Tr Aq GJ MP 

54 Pilpel Act 1 
55 Poel Act 1 
56a Pu M-P2 
56b Act 1 
57a Hith Act 1 
57b M-P4 
58 Hithpolel M-P 1 
59a Hiph Act 34 
59b M-P 1 
60 Ho M-P 1 

Non-Finite Verbs 

Participles 
61a Pte Pres Pte 62 + + 31 
61b PfPte 9 + 1 
61e Aor Pte 1 +1 
61d Pres Ind 29 + +2 
61e AorInd 9 -

6lf PfInd 6 +2 
61g Fut Ind 2 +1 
61h Pres Subj 1 - -

61i N8 + +9 
61j Adj 8 + +6 
61k Infl - -

Infinitive 
Free Infinitive 

62a Free Inf Adj I Adv 15 - -

62b Aor Ind 3 - -

Pte, N N2 
Bound Infinitive 

63a w/o Prep TOU + Inf 4 - -

63b AN Inf2 + +2 
63e Nominals 2 + + 1 
63d T6 + Inf 
64a ~+ TOU + Inf87 + +6 +8 
64b AN Inf4 - +1 +5 
64e T4) + Inf 1 + - -

64d T6 + Inf 1 - - -

64e on + Ind 1 - - -



# 

65a 
65b 
65c 

66 

67a 
67b 
67c 
67d 

68 

69a 

70a 
70b 
71, 

72a 

72b 

73a 
73b 
73c 

T bl 14 C f d S ttl C a e - onmue . )ynlac lca om panson b t eween T dH" C ran IS ongeners 
MT Tr Aq GJ MP 

.<.lU 

Etc; (t6) + Inf E'l nwc; + 

021 1 
lVIX clause, N Ptc 1, N 1 

17~ + uno + N 2 + -

imEp + N / Ptc 2 - -

"D on + AN Inf 1 - -

uno taU + Inf, taU fl~ + Inf 
tau fl~ + Inf 1211 

~+ EV +N 2 + -

EV t4) + Inf, EV t4) + Inf 
GenAbs 1, Ptc 1 

Particles 

Prepositions 
~ 

~ EV 153 + +68 +27 
ElC; 1 + + 1 +5 
Enl 1 - - +2 
npoc; 1 - - -

btIX Dat6 bteX 2 , 
Various 11 IXvn 

Compound Form Various 5 
:I 

Nominal WC; 1 + 1 
Modifier 
Verbal Modifier wC;17 + +4 

Others 2 + +6 
Compound Form Various 9 

~ 

Nominal Art in Gen 29 + -

Modifier 
Art in Dat 47 + -

Dat 2, Gen 1 
Verbal Modifier Art in Nom 5 - - -

Dat Nominals 43 - + 31 +4 
Acc Nominals 1 + +6 -

2JOElC; is employed only for" followed by noun in the Greek Ecclesiastes. 

211For privative 1~ in 33:28. Gentry, Greek Job, 268. 
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Table 14-Continued. SyntactIcal Companson between Tr and His Cong eners 
# 

73d 

73e 

73f 
73g 

d~ + Ace 
Nominals 18 
€oV + Dat 
Nominals 1 
Adv2 
Zero 5 

74a (+ Int) toD + Inf87 
74b Others 7 
75 Compound Form Various 17 

76a 1~ a:ITO + Gen 33 
76b UTIEP + Ace 29 
76c €oK + Gen4 
76d €ov+Dat2 
76e TIlXPcX + Ace 2 
76f Others 3 

77 Compound Form Various 4 
Separate and Compound Prepositions 

78b OTILOW 5:.m 

79a ,~ Et~ + Ace 13 
79b TIPO~ + Ace 8 
79c €OTIL + Ace 2 

80a ilJ 

80b 

81a "lJ €OTIL + Ace 16 
81b €OTIL + Dat9 
81c €OTIL + Gen 4 
81d TIEpt + Gen 5 
81e €oV + Dat2 

212, " d 8 KlXTElXVTL, lXTIEVlXVTL, an - EV. 

213~'n~~ in 10: 14. 

+ 

KlXTtX + Ace 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 19 

+2 

Gen 
Nominals 6, 
+6 
+4 
+3 

+ 17 
+ 1 
+ 19 

+1 
Gen 5, OLcX + 
Ace 1 
+8 

+1 
+2 
+1 
+3 

€OTIL + Gen 1, 
Gen 1, Dat 1 

+2 
lX"XPL OU 1 
+24 
+7 
+ 12 
+3 

+ 14 

ProN 
6 
+8 
+5 

+7 

+6 

OLcX + 
Ace 1 

+9 
+1 

+11 
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# 
81f 

82 
83a 
83b 
84a 
84b 

85a 
85b 

86a 
86b 
87 

88a 
88b 

89 

Table I4-Continued. SyntactIcal Companson between Tr and His Congeners 
MT Tr Aq GJ MP 

oux + Acc 1 , , 
UTIEp 

(~lm) ETIaVW + Gen 1 
Cl1 fLETa 7 

EV 1 
nnn lm6 + Acc 33 

aVTt + Gen 1 

Semiprepositions 
~JEl~ TIPO DpoWOTIOU 6 + 

ElC; UpowaTIov 
~JEl'~ aTI6 DpoWOTIOU 4 + 

~JEl~ aTI6 DpoWOTIOU 1 

i~:l EV XElpt 3 + 
i~~ aTIO XElp6c; 2 

Conjunctions and Other Particles 
~N ('al) 

+1 
Gen 1, Acc 
2, KaTa + 
Gen 2, ElC; 1, 
EVaTtOV 1 

+11 

+1 
+2 
lmOKaTW + 
Gen4 

+2 

+3 
Gen 1 
+2 

+1 
OUoEV 1 L14 

90a CN EeXV 15 + +7 
90b 
90c 
90d 
90e 
90f 
9Ia C~ 

9Ib 
9Ic 

oaoc; (Xv 1 -

El 2 + +8 
El fL~ 2 +2 
aUa 1']" 1 -

" 3 1'] 

Kat YE 43 +4 +7 
. YE 14 - + 3215 

Kat 1 + 1216 

214In 24:25, ~N follows" and modifies a noun. Gentry, Greek Job, 358. 

215C~' is rendered by Kat yE. 

216For C~' in 28:27. 
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T bl 14 C f d S t f 1 C a e - onmue . ~yn ac lca om panson b t eween T dB" C ran IS on~ eners 
# MT Tr Aq GJ MP 

92a il (Question El3 +3 

Marker) 
92b ~ 1 +1 

f.L~ 8 
~ 1 

93 (~"il) f.L~ aUK 1 _217 _21~ 

94 mil lOaD 6 +1 

Eonv 1 

95a , KlXL 356 + + 198 

95b Zero 5 +4 
OE OE 2 
aUa., on f.L~ 1 

96a ,:1:l ~Ol1 8 
96b Zero 1 
97a ~:l on 86 + + 36 +27 

97b ya.p 1 + +5 -
97c Zero 1 - -

aUa. 
98a p OUTWs 4 -

98b aUTOs 2 +2 

99 (1:l:1 ) TOTE 1 

100a ~" au 54 + 56 

100b f.L~ 8 +3 
lOOc Other 1 + 10 
101 (~" 1i~) oi'rrrw 1 

102 i'~ En 6 +3 

Zero 1 
103 ow EKEL 7 +1 

Commentary and Analysis 

Five grammatical categories are discussed separately: nouns, pronouns, finite 

verbs, non-finite verbs, and particles. In each category, the Translator is compared 

synoptically with three congeners, and the focus will be on major discrepancies between 

2170UX C in 31:3 and 31:4. 
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the Translator and the three congeners. The discrepancies may give guidance to 

discovering the historical place of the Translator. 

Nouns 

In entry 1, the OJ utilizes verbs in 9 instances and a preposition once for 

Hebrew common nouns while Tr never use either verb or preposition for a Hebrew 

common noun. However, they are not significant because GJ vocalizes 7 nouns as verbs 

and the remaining 3 cases cannot be straightforwardly explained. 

In entry 5, Aq never employs compound nouns or participles for Hebrew 

bound phrases. OJ utilizes adjectives and prepositional phrases, which Tr does not use. 

It is noteworthy in entry 6 that OJ does not use the attributive participle for a 

Hebrew attributive adjective but uses a gentilic adjective in 4 instances. 

As for articulation, OJ is closer to MT than Tr in the cases of indeterminate 

forms. MP prefers arthrous nouns for indeterminate forms, bound forms with pronouns, 

and even free forms, which tendency is contrary to Tr. OJ also shows arthrous preference 

for bound forms with a pronoun in contrast to Tr. 

In rendering nota accusativi, the approach ofTr is identical to Aq but not with 

OJ and MP in entry 13b. When nota accusativi precedes the article or ,,~, OJ has 

nothing for nota accusativi, and MP has the article while Tr and Aq have ouv. 

Pronouns 

The equation N'iI > on in entry 16c is a unique approach by Tr. OJ has a 

reflexive pronoun for a Hebrew pronominal suffix in 8 occurrences, which is not attested 

218 L· d db' " N7i11S ren ere y au or aUXl. 
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in Tr. A peculiarity of GJ is also seen in rendering the interrogative ii~. GJ has oat u; and 

ou in entry 26, which are not found in Tr. 

The various syntactical approaches to the relative 'IDK by Tr in entry 31 are 

significant since they show how delicately Tr deals with 'IDK while Aq and GJ show 

simple and general approaches. Tr uses fourteen different Greek relatives or 

conjunctions. Aq shares 5 ofthe 14 and, additionally, has ou, which is not seen in Tr.219 

GJ agrees in only four approaches.22o 

Finite Verbs 

For yqtl, none ofthe three congeners have present subjunctive, infinitive, and 

present imperative (see entry 39). The aorist indicative is much weightier in GJ (8.1 

percent) and MP (10.7 percent) than in Tr (2.2 percent). The aorist imperative and 

imperfect indicative are attested in GJ but not in Tr. 

In entry 40, weyqtl is rendered mainly by the future indicative in GJ and 

exclusively in MP while Tr employs more aorist subjunctive than future indicative. GJ 

and MP commonly lack the present indicative, aorist imperative, and participle. Tr does 

not have the imperfect indicative, which GJ has. 

The treatment of wayyqtl in entry 41 is different in Tr and the congeners. Tr 

has only the aorist indicative, but all three congeners use the future indicative for wayyqtl 

as well as the aorist indicative. It may be because the congeners vocalize the forms in 

question as weyqtl in most cases. 

219The 5 approaches of Aq with Tr are os, oaos, 0, on clauses, and zero 
equivalence. 

22°The 4 approaches of GJ with Tr are os, oaos, oans, and zero equivalence. 
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As for qtl, a uniqueness of Tr may be seen in his use of the aorist subjunctive 

in entry 42f, which is not attested in any of the three congeners. The participle for qtl in 

entry 42b is also alien to Aq and MP. GJ employs an aorist imperative, which Tr does 

not. 

In analyzing data on wqtl in entry 43, one should consider that waw 

consecutive is broken in the Greek Ecclesiastes. Thus, the default rendering in Tr is 

aorist indicative shown in 25 occurrences, and future indicative is used only in 7 

occurrences. MP reflects typical waw consecutive sequence in rendering wqtl and 

generally employs the future indicative. According to context, Tr utilizes aorist 

subjunctive, present indicative, present subjunctive, and noun, which are not seen in all 

three congeners. Aq and GJ have the imperative for wqtl, but Tr does not. 

A significant difference between Tr and GJ in rendering modals is seen in 

entry 46 where Tr has an aorist indicative and an aorist subjunctive for waw + short yqtl / 

yqtl + d suffix while GJ only has the future indicative. 

GJ seems to have preference in choosing Greek tense and modality. For 

example, GJ has the aorist imperative for most finite verbal forms-yqtl, weyqtl, qtl, and 

wqtl. Similarly, the future indicative is used for all modal forms in GJ, but Tr has it only 

for shortyqtl / yqtl + d suffix in entry 47d. On the other hand, Tr often attests the 

subjunctive for Hebrew finite verbs-present subjunctive for yqtl, aorist subjunctive for 

qtl, aorist subjunctive and present subjunctive for wqtl, which are not seen in any 

congener. 

Non-Finite Verbs 

In rendering a participle, Tr with Aq and GJ generally employs the participle 



and the indicative as seen in entry 61. The present subjunctive and infinitive for the 

participle are not found in either Aq or GJ, and the aorist indicative is also not in GJ. 

409 

Tr shows distinctiveness in translating the Hebrew free infinitive. In entry 62, 

while Tr has adjective, adverb, and aorist indicative, Aq and GJ employ a noun or 

participle. 

When a bound infinitive occurs without a preposition, Tr uses TaU + infinitive 

as major equivalence (entry 63a), but Aq and GJ never do. Instead, Aq has 'C6 + 

infinitive, which is not seen in Tr. 

For the bound infinitive following~, Tr has five different approaches, but each 

congener shares only two ofthem (entry 64). 'C6 + infinitive and on + indicative are not 

attested in the three congeners. Aq and GJ have a noun for the bound infinitive following 

~, but Tr does not. While Aq uses Ei.~ for ~ followed by infinitive, Tr employs Ei.~ only 

for ~ followed by a noun not by an infinitive. 

The approach ofTr in rendering 1~ + infinitive in entry 65 may demonstrate a 

peculiarity ofTr. lJTIEP + noun / participle and ~ on + anarthrous infinitive are unique to 

Tr and alien to both Aq and GJ. Both Aq and GJ share TaU Il~ + Inf, which is not attested 

in Tr. 

According to entry 66, EV n-il + Infinitive is employed for ~ + infinitive in Aq 

and GJ but not in Tr. Tr has EV + action noun, which Aq also has, but GJ does not. 

As a whole, there is no significant difference between Tr and congeners in 

rendering participles. Evident distinction is seen in infinitives. For both the free 

infinitive and the bound infinitive, Tr frequently shows his own approaches which differ 

from Aq and GJ. 
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Particles 

For the preposition:l, Tr has EITl. and ITPOC;, but Aq and OJ do not have these 

(entry 67). On the contrary, bux used by Aq and MP and the nominal in the dative by OJ 

are not seen in Tr. 

In entry 72, " as a nominal modifier is rendered by the article in either the 

dative or the genitive in Tt. This approach is shared with Aq, but OJ never employs an 

article for ". For" functioning as a verbal modifier (entry 73), it is noteworthy that Aq 

does not use the nominal in the dative, which is a major choice ofTr, and employs KIXta + 

Acc, which Tr never does. In each of 6 occurrences, OJ has a nominal in the genitive, 

and MP has pronouns. These are not seen in Tr. 

In entry 76d, the equation 1~ > EV + dative is absent in all three congeners. 

Additionally, ITIXpa + accusative is lacking in OJ and MP. Their rendering is bla + 

accusative. 

Among separate prepositions, the renderings for "N, ili, and "li are 

noteworthy. In entry 79a, Aq and MP do not have EtC; + accusative for "N. Since it is a 

major approach by Tr, the absence of this approach in Aq and MP may be significant. 

For ili in entry 80, EWC; is not seen in OJ, and IlEXPl is not in MP. In entry 81, more varied 

approaches for "li are seen in OJ than in Tr. 

Finally, C~, N";', " and 1:1 are important conjunctions or particles for a 

comparison between Tr and the congeners. According to entry 91, Tr's rendering pattern 

for C~ generally follows that of MP. It may be significant that OJ never has yE. The 

equation N";' > Il~ OUK in entry 93 shows uniqueness ofTr since OJ and MP have ou or 

OUXl. and never Il~ OUK. Another distinction between Tr and his congeners is seen in entry 
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95 where Aq and GJ utilize 6E for" but Tr does not. Tr consistently employs K(lL, but Aq 

and GJ have a variety of approaches. The use of ou'tWt; for p in entry 98a may 

differentiate Tr from GJ. 

Syntactical Comparison: Conclusion. 

Agreement between Tr and Aq appears in the rendering of nota accusativi and 

generally in the renderings of personal pronouns, participles, the prepositions;, and 1~, 

and the conjunctions C~ and ~:J. Crucial differences between Tr and Aq are seen in the 

renderings of'ttJ~, finite verbs yqtl and wqtl, free and bound infinitives, prepositions t, as 

verbal modifier and t,~, and the conjunction" 

Tr normally agrees with GJ in approaches for nouns with respect to rendering 

patterns, number, articulation of free forms and of nomen regens, for personal pronouns 

in free form, for finite verbs qtl and short yqtl / yqtl + a suffix, for participles, for 

prepositions;, and ~'n~, and for the conjunction ~;,. However, the divergence between Tr 

and GJ is more evident as shown in the renderings of bound phrases, attributive phrases, 

articulation of bound form with pronouns, nota accusativi, the interrogative i1~, the 

relative ,ttJ~, imperatives with waw or without waw, shortyqtl / yqtl + a suffix with waw, 

free and bound infinitives, prepositions t, as nominal modifier and t,~, and other particles 

such as C~, ~t,i1, and p. 

With MP, Tr shares renderings ofyqtl, qtl, the preposition t" and the particle C~ 

in general ways. Differences are seen in his approaches to articulation of free forms, 

indeterminate forms, and bound forms with pronouns, for nota accusativi, for wqtl, and 

the particle ~t,i1. 
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Syntactical agreement between each congener and the Translator may 

demonstrate that the Translator was somehow influenced by all three congeners: Aquila, 

Theodotion, and the Kaige trandition. For example, the rendering of nota accusativi by 

the Translator seems to be from Aquila. His general rendering patterns for nouns may be 

from Theodotion. The rendering of OJ is clearly from the Kaige tradition. Nevertheless, 

such agreement reveals not only that the Translator is inspired by each congener but also 

that the Translator is not one of the congeners. The latter point is strengthened by 

discrepancies between the Translator and the congeners. The various approaches for 'lll~ 

are unique to the Translator. This shows how broadly the Translator understands the 

syntax of'lll~ differently from the congeners. The Translator and the congeners have 

different variations for most finite verbal forms. For example, the Translator has 

different preference from Theodotion in choosing tense and modality. While Theodotion 

uses the aorist imperative for all prefix and suffix forms except wayyqtl, and employs the 

future indicative for all modal forms, the Translator employs the subjunctive for all prefix 

and suffix forms except wayyqtl in the Greek Ecclesiastes, which is a distinctive feature 

of the Translator from other Congeners. In rendering both free and bound infinitives, the 

Translator clearly departs from the other congeners. 

Who was the Translator? He was not Aquila, or Theodotion, or anyone 

involved in the Kaige tradition. He must have known their translation techniques but 

only adopted them partially. According to lexical comparison, the Translator also seems 

to have utilized Symmachian language-whether he was influenced by Symmachus or 

had influence upon Symmachus. He is a distinctive translator, and his approaches are 

more cultivated and systematized than other congeners. His date is proposed as late as 
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Symmachus based upon the lexical and syntactical data. 



CHPAPTER4 

CONCLUSION 

The Characterization of the Translator 
of the Greek Ecclesiastes 

The translation is generally characterized as literal, but is not mechanical. The 

Translator employed not only formal equivalences but also functional equivalences. 

Variations often break otherwise consistent patterns. Most deviations or variations are 

due to contextual interpretation, stylistic change, or the demands of the target language. 

A different consonantal text from MT is suggested in only a handful of occasions. 

As for the Hebrew nouns, the formal equivalency is higher than 86 percent. 

The rest of the instances correspond functionally. For example, a common noun in 

Hebrew is sometimes translated by a substantival adjective or substantival participle. 

Agreement in number between Hebrew nouns and Greek equivalents is 93 percent. The 

disagreement in number is mainly due to different grammatical demands between the 

source language and the target language. Hebrew bound phrases are rendered by the 

Greek genitive 97 percent of the time, and Hebrew attributive phrases are translated by 

Greek attributives 100 percent of the time-either by attributive adjectives or by 

attributive participles. There is a different understanding on definiteness between modern 

grammarians and the Translator. When the article is explicit as in free forms, the formal 

correspondence of articulation is more than 92 percent. On the other hand, for bound 

forms with pronominal suffixes, the Translator rendered the article in only 35 percent of 

414 
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the cases. In rendering pronouns such as personal pronouns, demonstratives, 

interrogatives, and relatives, the Translator carefully considered their functions and 

grammatical relationships. Stylistic variations often betray his highly sophisticated 

translation technique. For example, ;,~~ in 7:l6b is rendered by f.L~TIO'tE, but ;,~~ in the 

next verse 7: l7b is translated by lVex f.L~ without any functional difference. The reverse 

case is also found-i.e., Hebrew lexemes are different, but their Greek equivalents are 

identical. An example is 8:17 where aoex (Xv is used for 'WN ~W:J in 8:17a and also for CN 

in the following line 8:l7b. 

The rendering patterns for finite verbs are examined in three categories: (1) 

aspects and tenses, (2) number and person, and (3) voices. The Translator considered 

both aspect and relative temporal references at the same time for his choice of tenses. 

The present tense is used to highlight the imperfective aspect while the aorist signifies the 

perfective aspect. The future indicative is often employed to denote a relative future 

time, and the aorist subjunctive is frequently used as an alternative for the future 

indicative. yqtl is generally rendered by the future indicative (64 percent), but other 

tenses / aspects or moods are also used according to context and grammatical situations. 

Eccl8:5 is an example demonstrating that the Translator was not mechanical but was 

sensitive to the context. The yqtl form lli~ is rendered by the future indicative (YVWOE!!Xl) 

in 8:5a but by the present indicative (YlVWOKEl) in the next line, 8:5b. weqtl is treated as 

yqtl, and wayyqtl as qtl. The default tense for qtZ is the aorist indicative (77 percent), and 

wqtl is valued as qtl. Formal equivalency in 100 percent is seen in rendering imperatives. 

F or the other modal forms, they are construed by the context, not by forms. 
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Number and person in finite verbs agree in 98 percent. The difference in 

number is due to a more strict demand of the target language than that of the source 

language for the agreement in number between the subject and the verb. This 

demonstrates that the Translator was not slavish but adjusted number and person 

according to the target language. In treating voice, the formal equivalency comprises 95 

percent. The 5 percent of disagreement may be explained with semantic or functional 

correspondence. 

The rendering patterns for the participle are closely related to its function. For 

example, the Greek indicative is employed for the participle functioning as predicate in 

80 percent, and the Greek adjective or infinitive is utilized for the participle functioning 

attributively in 11 percent. As for the aspect of the participle, the Translator may have 

understood the Hebrew participle as having the imperfective aspect and employed the 

present participle in 70 percent. Other tenses or aspects are decided by context or the 

demand of the target language. 

Far more formal correspondence is seen in the renderings of infinitives than in 

the renderings of participles. The Translator generally used arthrous infinitives for 

Hebrew bound infinitives (93 percent). He rendered" prefixed to the infinitive by the 

article and never used a Greek preposition for ". His approach to the infinitive is attested 

by earlier LXX translators. 

Systematic consistency may be a hallmark for the rendering patterns of 

particles. The Translator employed consistent patterns or sometimes various approaches 

for particles, and they were applied in systematic ways. In considering context and 

following the grammatical demand of the target language, the Translator often chose the 
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equivalents based upon his own principles. An example is found in his distinction 

between spatial ~JElt, and temporal ~JElt,. 

According to lexical analysis of nouns, stereotypical renderings are utilized in 

72 percent. The variations (one-to-many or many-to-many equivalences) in the 

remaining 28 percent are employed for idiomatic Greek, for different contextual nuance, 

or for stylistic change. In the cases of verbs, the tendency towards stereotypical 

renderings is slightly higher (74 percent) than that of nouns. Different Hebrew stems, 

certain grammatical conditions, contextual interpretation, and stylistic change account for 

the remaining 26 percent. 

The Place of the Greek Ecclesiastes 
in the Text History 

The comprehensive analysis of the translation technique provides a solid basis 

on which one may conjecture the place of the Translator in the history of the text 

transmission. According to the lexical comparison between the Translator and the 

congeners, the Translator shared more Greek equivalences with the Three in the 

Hexaplaric materials than with the Kaige tradition in the Minor Prophets Scroll or with 

Theodotion in the Greek Job. Among the Three, the Translator was farthest from Aquila 

and closest to Theodotion. Nevertheless, Theodotion may not have been the Translator 

since there are non-Theodotionic renderings and renderings unique to the Translator. 

Strong Symmachian influence on the Translator may be significant in identifYing the 

Translator even though the Translator was not Symmachus. 

The comparison on the syntactical level between the Translator and the 

congeners supports the conclusion from the lexical comparison that the Translator was 
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none of the congeners but a distinctive translator. He knew Aquilan, Theodotionic, 

and Kaige approaches and applied only some of them in his translation. Having his own 

principles for translation, he maintained close alignment between the Greek and Hebrew 

with his systematized and sophisticated approaches. 

Suggestions for Further Study 

Lexical and syntactical discrepancies exist between Theodotion in the 

Hexaplaric materials and Theodotion in the Greek Job. Their relationship needs to be 

clarified along with characteristics of other Theodotionic texts in LXX. 

If a critical edition of the hexaplaric fragments and a concordance of the Three 

in a synoptic format were published, they would be consulted as useful references for the 

studies on the translation technique of each individual translator in the LXX and also 

would enhance the studies on the interrelationship of the Three. Gentry has already 

appealed for critical texts of the Three, and now, the present writer calls for a 

concordance of the Three.! 

!Peter 1. Gentry, "Propaedeutic to a Lexicon ofthe Three: The Priority of a 
New Critical Edition of Hexaplaric Fragments," AS 2.2 (2004): 173-74. 
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